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1
Introduction
This chapter introduces you to ACR/Detail and to this user guide.
It contains the following sections:
“Organization of Information” on page 11
“About ACR/Detail” on page 13
“Contacting Infogix Customer Support” on page 20

Organization of Information
This guide provides instructions for ACR/Detail for z/OS. Following is a
description of the components of this guide:
The remainder of this chapter provides an overview of ACR/Detail
including a description of its major features and processing flow.
Chapter 2, “Getting Started” includes instructions on starting and
exiting from ACR/Detail and a description of the user interface.
Chapter 3, “Introducing Databases and the Initial Setup” describes the
product’s databases and libraries and provides instructions for initial
setup.
Chapter 4, “Creating, Opening, Saving, and Copying a Job”includes
information on accessing and maintaining reconciliation jobs.
Chapter 5, “Using the User Options Feature” describes the system-wide
user defaults that you can modify.
Chapter 6, “Entering Basic Job Information” includes steps on how to
begin creating a reconciliation job, including specifying the reports to be
generated.
Chapter 7, “Determining Job Definitions” includes steps on defining
internal items, history items, calculated items, rules, and messages.
Chapter 8, “Determining File Definitions” includes instructions on
defining an input source file (from which values to be reconciled will be
extracted), choosing an access mode, and creating file definitions to
select the records to scan and extract the required values.
Chapter 9, “Using the Expert File Editor” explains how expert or longtime users can enter file definitions through one large panel.
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Chapter 10, “Testing File Definitions Online” shows you how to verify
that the extraction is correct before you run reconciliation.
Chapter 11, “Verifying Job Definitions Online” describes reconciliation
processing and provides instructions for running reconciliation and
viewing and interpreting the reconciliation reports.
Chapter 12, “Translation Tables” describes internal and external
translation tables.
Chapter 13, “Creating JCL” includes steps on how to create JCL for
reconciliation, database initialization, history analysis, and job card
information.
Chapter 14, “Using the Extraction Program Interface” describes a
facility for quickly processing data files containing millions of records
Chapter 15, “Cycle Tables” describes the tables that define the history
records to include in the history analysis process.
Chapter 16, “Using the History Analysis Function” describes a facility
for analyzing and reporting on selected history data.
Chapter 17, “Using On-Line Options” describes the features available
from the On-line Options menu for backing up and restoring the
definition library, creating batch transactions, browsing history,
converting dates, and editing and submitting JCL.
Chapter 18, “Using DB2 Input Sources” includes descriptions of how to
use DB2 tables as input sources for ACR/Detail reconciliation.
Chapter 19, “Using Database Report Utilities” shows how to define and
view database reports.
Chapter 20, “Using Database Update Utilities” shows you how to use
utilities to view, manage, analyze, and use the information contained in
your databases.
Chapter 21, “Using User Exits” explains the COBOL source code
supplied with ACR/Detail that you can modify to perform special
processing.
Chapter 22, “Using Free-Form Reporting” describes how to create a
customized report on ACR/Detail processing.
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Additional Documentation
For information about installing the product, see the ACR/Summary
and ACR/Detail Installation Guide for Z/OS. For an explanation of
batch system messages, see the Messages and Codes manual. For a
tutorial on creating a basic reconciliation job, see the ACR/Detail
Getting Started Guide for z/OS.

About ACR/Detail
What is ACR/Detail?
ACR/Detail is rule-based software that works in conjunction with your
application system to reconcile detailed information. Typically, data
processing specialists and end-users inspect and compare (or reconcile)
the results of each job's processing of that business data with other jobs'
output to ensure data entry and processing accuracy. ACR/Detail
automates this process, making it more efficient and accurate.
This reconciliation can take place at multiple levels. For example, you
might want to verify data at the job level, step level, file level, grand
total level, subtotal level for multiple levels of detail
(division/department/employee).
ACR/Detail can work as a stand-alone system or in conjunction with
ACR/Summary and other Infogix products.
ACR/Detail is designed to integrate easily with your current
applications with no programming changes.

Major Components
The major features of ACR/Detail are as follows:

 The user interface provides pop-up windows and panels for entering
definitions and creating JCL.

 The definition and history databases store the ACR/Detail job, file,
table, process, report definitions, and extracted data values.

 The reconciliation function applies the definitions against the
application input sources and produces the requested reports and
history.

 The history analysis function analyzes and reports on information in
the history database.
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 The utilities allow you to view, maintain, and report on your
databases.

User Interface
The user interface has specially designed panels (screens) for
implementing ACR/Detail. Through the interface you can initialize your
environment, establish the database, enter/modify definitions, and
generate JCL to execute ACR/Detail programs.
The user interface consists of several types of panels:

 Entry panel— An entry panel requires that you enter data in one or
more entry fields and press F5 to accept the data.

 Selection panel—A selection panel requires that you enter a
number, which corresponds to an option in the selection panel, and
press Enter to process the option.

 Help panel—A Help panel contains descriptions or instructions
regarding the chosen field.

 Window—A window is a main point of reference. Other panels can
be accessed from a window via an action bar.

Databases and Definition Types
The ACR/Detail databases include two physical files: the definition
database and the history database.
The definition database contains parameters (definitions) required by
ACR/Detail to reconcile data and generate the reports. ACR/Detail uses
five types of definitions: job definitions, file definitions, table
definitions, and history analysis process and report definitions. These
definitions are created either through the user interface or from batch
definition transactions. The definition database is a key-sequenced
VSAM file.
The history database contains the history of all the reconciliation keys
that are processed. Like the definition database, it is also a keyed VSAM
file.
For more information, see Chapter 3, “Introducing Databases and the
Initial Setup on page 37”.
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Reconciliation Function
Reconciliation is the process of verifying user-identified data according
to user-defined rules. The reconciliation function is the program that is
executed from within your application job stream to perform data
extraction and reconciliation.
In a typical batch processing job stream, an application consists of one
or more jobs, and each of these job is made up of one or more job steps.
At any point along this job stream you can insert a reconciliation step
that will execute the DET2000 program which invokes the
reconciliation function.

History Analysis Function
The history analysis function lets you conveniently analyze historical
data. The following tasks can be performed:







Historical data can be summarized at multiple levels.
Values from corresponding periods can be analyzed.
Missing or incomplete data can be located.
Values falling outside an acceptable range can be highlighted.
Unusual fluctuations in values can be discovered.

Utilities
ACR/Detail’s utilities perform a variety of useful functions. All utilities
are easily accessed through the ACR/Detail user interface. See Chapter
20, “Using Database Update Utilities” for more information.

Basic Job Flow
To begin identifying reconciliation needs, the user analyzes the
application reports and files to determine what values need to be
reconciled. These specifications would be very similar to the
instructions used by the person who reconciles the reports by hand.
In one of the most common situations, numeric data values are
reconciled from two or more reports. These values are accumulated
using common criteria known as keys. For example, if you are trying to
reconcile a listing of phone numbers, the phone number would be set up
as a key.
Keys are then displayed in various levels of detail on standard output
reports.
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ACR/Detail provides flexible options to precisely control and determine:








Which report records to select.
How the extracted data should be formatted.
How to build the reconciliation keys.
How to accumulate the detail values.
What tolerances to use when applying rules for reconciliation.
The resultant level of reporting desired.

Definitions
The reconciliation specifications are entered as sets of parameters
(called definitions). Definitions contain the information necessary for
ACR/Detail to locate the desired records, format and extract the desired
values (called detail fields), perform the calculations and reconciliation
comparisons, and report the results to the user. In other words,
definitions tell ACR/Detail where the data is, how to get it, and what to
do with it once it is retrieved.
To ensure the integrity of the reconciled data, ACR/Detail can also
produce history analysis reports of previous reconciliation runs.
You may specify the following types of definitions:

 Job definitions control the reconciliation process, and specify how to
reconcile the extracted and accumulated values. Job definitions also
indicate which file definitions to use.

 File definitions specify how to locate, extract, and accumulate the
desired detail values from the selected input files’ records.

 Internal or external table definitions can be specified with file
definitions to translate values in the input file to other values
defined in a translation table.

 History analysis definitions are made of two different types:
Process definitions specify how historical data will be summarized
and what reports will be generated.
Report definitions specify how historical data will be analyzed and
how the reports specified in process definitions are to be formatted.
Note:
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Sample Reconciliation Job Flow
The following paragraphs briefly describe how a simple reconciliation
job is set up and tested.
1. Analyze Reconciliation Needs

Application reports or files are analyzed to determine which detail
values will be extracted with each reconciliation step and how those
values will be located, selected, accumulated, and reconciled. Once
you know what you want to do, you can begin to use ACR/Detail.
2. Initialize the Setup

To use the TSO user interface, each user must perform a one-time
setup process. The initial setup leads the user through all the
necessary panels to store the names of the user files and the
database files, allocate the user files, specify report files, and build
a job card. The final step is the creation and initialization of the
databases.
Various files are used to store the information entered into each
panel in the user interface. For example, the definition database
contains all the reconciliation requirements for each job. All
databases to be used during reconciliation need to be created and
initialized. Generally, a separate initialization is used to set up a
test environment for each ACR/Detail system user. Initialization
utilities can also be used to create the production database. For
more information, see Chapter 3, “Introducing Databases and the
Initial Setup.”
3. Specify Basic Job Information

All jobs must have a job ID and a title for the Control Report. A
user-provided job ID is made up of a job name and a step name for
identification. There are many additional features, such as Job Run
Options, can be used to customize the reconciliation step. For more
information, see Chapter 6, “Entering Basic Job Information.”
4. Enter Input Sources

An input source provides the data needed for reconciliation. In
order for the system to know which files and datasets need to be
reconciled, input sources must be defined. ACR/Detail supports
many types of file organizations, including report files, sequential
files, VSAM files, DB2 database tables, and datasets that reside on
the JES spool. It is here that the name of the dataset is specified,
and other information related to the way the input source will be
read is indicated. For more information, see “Defining and Deleting
Input Sources” on page 192.
7/10/07
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5. Create File Definitions

File definitions tell the system how to extract data from the input
source. All extracted data becomes either a key or an internal item.
A key is used as a way to reference the internal items. In this step,
the user tells the system exactly what data will be extracted from
the input source and how it will be used for reconciliation. For more
information, see “Opening the Extract Window” on page 217 and
the remainder of Chapter 8, “Determining File Definitions on
page 191”.
6. Test File Definitions Online

File definitions should be tested before going into production. Step
extraction visually shows you how the extraction will take place
based on your definitions. It is from here that you can tell if the
correct values are being extracted. If there are errors you can
simply access the definition and make the appropriate correction.
For more information, see Chapter 10, “Testing File Definitions
Online.”
7. Define Job Definitions

Data extraction ultimately sets up an internal item which is a job
definition. Other job definitions include: history items, calculated
items, rules and messages. History items are internal items from a
previous reconciliation run. Calculated items provide a way to store
mathematically combined internal items. After the data has been
extracted, rules are defined to specify what to do with the extracted
values and messages are used to indicate out of balance conditions.
Rules define how to process extracted values. They compare the
extracted values and evaluate the results. The results can
themselves be tested and evaluated to execute still other rules.
Ultimately, the combination of all rules’ results determines
whether a reconciliation step is in or out of balance. If a rule is out
of balance, it can set a return code, issue a message and even stop
processing.
Values can be used in a rule once they are extracted as internal
items and can be used in many ways. They can also become part of
a larger item that must be mathematically calculated to create a
new value. They can also be stored as a history item and used in a
future job run.
Messages work in conjunction with rules and return codes. If a rule
does not reconcile successfully, it can set a return code and print a
message on the Control Report. Messages can identify what is out
of balance and outline procedures to correct the situation. Messages
18
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are completely under the control of the user. For more information,
see Chapter 7, “Determining Job Definitions.”
8. Run Reconciliation

If you are using VSAM or physical sequential files, you can run
reconciliation online. This is a true test facility. To use online
reconciliation most effectively, use a small amount of data. Large
amounts will slow the system down. The batch environment is most
effective when processing large amounts of data.
Reconciliation applies all of your job definitions (internal items,
history items, calculated items, rules, and messages) to your file
definitions (input sources, file definitions) and determines if your
reconciliation needs from step 1 (Analyze Reconciliation Needs)
have been met. For more information, see Chapter 11, “Verifying
Job Definitions Online.”
9. View Control Reports

There are several types of reports available with ACR/Detail. These
reports fall into two different categories—reconciliation reports and
history analysis reports. For more information, see Chapter 11,
“Verifying Job Definitions Online.”
Reconciliation reports provide information about extracted values
and are generated automatically as part of the reconciliation
process.
Additionally, debugging reports can be used to assist in the testing
of new reconciliation steps.
History analysis reports indicate potential problems such as
missing data or unusual fluctuations in values that have been part
of previous reconciliation runs. For more information, see Chapter
16, “Using the History Analysis Function.”
10. Migrate into Production

This step involves adding/modifying the definitions into an existing
production database, and setting up the production JCL for the
application programs. For more information, see Chapter 13,
“Creating JCL.”
11. Operate and Monitor

This step involves processing the job according to the production
schedule, and then producing, distributing, and reviewing the
reconciliation reports. Any out-of-balance situation should be
reviewed and the indicated actions (including possible reruns)
should be taken to ensure correct application processing.
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For example, if a reconciliation step is out of balance, it may be due
to operation failures (e.g., wrong file used) that require the job
stream to be rerun (depending upon the application). Depending on
the nature of the failure, recovery procedures may be needed (for
example, back out the incorrectly reconciled values). After
performing the necessary recovery, the reconciliation step would be
rerun with the correct input.

What To Do If You Get Unexpected Results When Running
Reconciliation
If the results you get are not what you expected, follow these guidelines:

 Check your ACR/Detail job output for return codes and IBM system
messages (such as JCL errors).

 If running in batch, scan the SYSOUT for the #U character string
(all Infogix messages begin with #U). Even if your job completes
with a return code of zero, messages with important information
concerning balancing and other job-related matters may still
appear. If messages do appear, see the Messages and Codes guide.
If running online, these same messages will be displayed on the
screen.

Contacting Infogix Customer Support
If you need assistance, contact Infogix Customer Support:
U.S. and Canada: Call us at (630) 505-1890 or send a fax to (630) 5051883. You can also send e-mail to support@infogix.com.
Outside the U.S. and Canada: Infogix maintains offices around the
world. Check our Web site at www.infogix.com for the closest office or email us at support@infogix.com.
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Getting Started
This chapter covers several issues that are essential to getting started
with ACR/Detail and using the product interface. It contains the
following sections:








“Starting and Exiting ACR/Detail” on page 21
“Identifying Windows and Panels” on page 22
“Identifying Window and Panel Components” on page 27
“Navigating in ACR/Detail” on page 30
“Using Online Help” on page 33
“Navigation Conventions” on page 35

Starting and Exiting ACR/Detail
Log on to the mainframe and ACR/Detail according to your company’s
procedure; this procedure varies from company to company. Once you
log on, the start-up screen with the Infogix company name is displayed.
Note:

Your TSO region size must be a minimum of 4096 in order to use
ACR/Detail.

Note:

Ensure that the steps outlined in the ACR/Summary and ACR/Detail
Installation Guide for z/OS have been followed properly. Verify the
method you will use to access the OS services with your system
programmer.

Starting ACR/Detail
Use the following procedure to start ACR/Detail from the start-up
screen.
1. Press F4 to place the cursor in the action bar and then press Enter to

open the Product menu.
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2. Enter 1 (ACR/Detail) to display the ACR/Detail Job Window.
File Edit View Run Setup Window Help
------------------------------------------------------------------------ACR/Detail Job Window
Row 1 from 15

A.

B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Basic Job Information
Job Information:
Report Options:
Input Sources: 000
< NEW... >
Internal Items: 000
< NEW... >
History Items: 000
< NEW... >
Calculated Items: 000
< NEW... >
Rules:
000
< NEW... >

Command Line ===> _______________________________________________________
F1=Help
F2=Split
F3=Exit
F4=Actions F7=Up
F8=Down
F9=Swap

Exiting ACR/Detail
After you have finished working in ACR/Detail, you may exit the
application as follows.
1. To exit ACR/Detail from anywhere in the application, simply press

F3 to exit the panel or window you are currently viewing.
OR
Choose Exit from the File menu.
2. If you have several panels open, continue to exit the open panels.

If you have made changes to a job, a panel is displayed asking if you
want to save the changes when you try to exit the Job Window.
3. Press F5 to save or press F6 to cancel your changes.
4. Press F3 to exit.

Identifying Windows and Panels
In ACR/Detail, data is displayed on the terminal in windows and
various types of panels. The primary difference between windows and
panels in ACR/Detail is a hierarchical difference. There is one primary
window (the Job Window) and several secondary windows (the Extract
Window, Free-form Reports Window, Translation Table Window, Cycle
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Table Window, and History Analysis Window) all of which serve a
general purpose; within each window, you may open various panels
related to the particular window and perform specific tasks. See the
diagram below for a partial view of the windows and panels.
Startup
Window
ACR/Detail Job
Window

Translation Table
Window

Entry
Panel

Selection
Panel

Panel

Extract
Window

Selection
Panel

Panel

Help
Panel

Selection
Panel

Panel

Selection
Panel

When you first start ACR/Detail, the system immediately brings you to
the Job Window, from which all activity begins. From there, you may
open other secondary windows through the Window menu on the action
bar or specific panels related to the Job Window. The action bar is a
component that is unique to windows. The action bar, across the top of
the window, contains several menus from which you can select a menu
option to perform a specific action. See “Navigating in ACR/Detail” on
page 30 for more information on using the menus.
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.-----------------------------------------------------------------------------.
Action
|
File Edit View Run Setup Window Help
|
| -------------------------------------------------------------------------- Bar
|
|
ACR/Detail Job Window
Row 1 from 32 |
|
|
|
|
| _
A. Basic Job Information
|
| _
Job Information:
JOBXYZ
STEP10
|
| _
Store History:
Yes(no inserts)
|
| _
Set Return Code:
Yes
|
| _
Truncate/Round Results:
Truncate
|
| _
Automatic Cycle Format:
No
|
| _
Write Output File:
No
|
| _
Rewrite History File:
Update
|
| _
Reconciliation Key Mask:
|
| _
Report Options:
|
| _
Control Report Title:
MONTHLY REPORT
|
| _
Print Control Report:
Always
|
| _
Print Recap Report:
No
|
|
|
| Command Line ===> _________________________________________________________ |
| F1=Help
F2=Split
F3=Exit
F4=Actions F7=Up
F8=Down
|
| F9=Swap
|
'-----------------------------------------------------------------------------'

Panels
There are various types of panels in ACR/Detail, including entry panels,
selection panels, and Help panels. In ACR/Detail, you open panels from
within a window. The window remains in the background, and when
you close the panel, the window returns to the foreground. Continue
reading this section for a description of each of the different types of
panels.
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Entry Panels
Entry panels require that you type data in one or more entry fields and
press F5 to accept the data you entered.
.-----------------------------------------------------------------------------.
|
File Edit View Run Setup Window Help
|
| -------------------------------------------------------------------------- |
|
.-------------------------------------------------------------.
|
|
Job Information
|
|
|
|
| _
A. Basic | Enter a job ID:
|
| S
Job | Job name: ________
|
| _
Repo | Step name: ________
|
| _
B. Input | Qualifier: __
|
| _
< |
|
| _
C. Inter | Enter a title for the control report:
|
| _
< | ________________________________________
|
| _
D. Histo |
|
| _
< | Select options to access:
|
| _
E. Calcu |
_ Job run options...
|
| _
< |
_ Alternate job ID information...
|
| _
F. Rules |
_ Reconciliation level qualifier information...
|
| _
< |
|
|
|
|
| Command Line | F1=Help
F2=Split
F3=Exit
F5=Accept
F9=Swap
|
| F1=Help
'-------------------------------------------------------------'
| F9=Swap
|
'-----------------------------------------------------------------------------'

Job Information
Entry Panel

Selection Panels
Selection panels require that you type a number, which corresponds to
an option in the selection panel, and press Enter or 5 to accept the option.
When the choice you make in the selection panel is to be validated and
saved, you will press 5. When the selection panel choice simply brings
you to another panel, you will press Enter.
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.-----------------------------------------------------------------------------.
|
File Edit View Run Setup Window Help
|
| -------------------------------------------------------------------------- |
|
ACR/Detail Job Window
Row 1 from 15 |
|
|
|
.--------------------------------------------------------.
| _
A. Basic Job |
Open Options
|
| _
Job Infor |
|
| _
Report Op | Select a choice:
|
| _
B. Input Sour | __ 1. Open a job, bring in all associated files
|
| _
< NEW.. |
2. Open a job, bring in selected files
|
| _
C. Internal I |
|
| _
< NEW.. |
|
| _
D. History It | F1=Help F2=Split F3=Exit F9=Swap
|
| _
< NEW.. '--------------------------------------------------------'
| _
E. Calculated Items: 000
|
| _
< NEW... >
|
| _
F. Rules: 000
|
| _
< NEW... >
|
|
|
| Command Line ===> FILEAB
|
| F1=Help
F2=Split
F3=Exit
F4=Actions F7=Up
F8=Down
|
| F9=Swap
|
'-----------------------------------------------------------------------------'

Open Options
Selection Panel

Help Panels
Help panels contain descriptions or instructions regarding the
application. There are several ways to open a Help panel. (See “Using
Online Help” on page 33 for more information.) When you are finished
viewing a Help panel, you simply press F3 to close the panel and return
to the previous window or panel.
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.-----------------------------------------------------------------------------.
|
File Edit View Run Setup Window Help
|
| - .---------------------------------------------------. ------------------ |
|
|
ACR/Detail Job Window
|
Row 1 from 15 |
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
| _ | In the Job Window, you may define various parts
|
|
| _ | basic job information, input sources, internal i |
|
Help
| _ | history items, rules, and messages. To enter inf |
|
Panel
| _ | categories, place the cursor in the space to the |
|
| _ | type an 's', and press Enter. The corresponding
|
|
| _ |
|
|
| _ | ------ CUR PANEL = DWH7000
PREV PANEL = DWB7000 |
|
| _ | F1=Help
F2=Split F3=Exit
F7=Up
F8=Down |
|
| _ | F9=Swap
|
|
| _ '---------------------------------------------------'
|
| _
< NEW... >
|
| _
F. Rules: 000
|
| _
< NEW... >
|
|
|
| Command Line ===> _________________________________________________________ |
| F1=Help
F2=Split
F3=Exit
F4=Actions F7=Up
F8=Down
|
| F9=Swap
|
'-----------------------------------------------------------------------------'

Identifying Window and Panel Components
This section of the manual identifies and defines the various
components found in windows and/or panels. In this section, there are
several window and panel shots with markers identifying their key
components, followed by brief descriptions of each one.
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This shows the Job Window with its major components.

Selection
Field

Command
Line

.-----------------------------------------------------------------------------.
Action
|
File Edit View Run Setup Window Help
|
Bar
| -------------------------------------------------------------------------- |
|
ACR/Detail Job Window
Row 1 from 32 |
|
|
|
|
| _
A. Basic Job Information
|
| _
Job Information:
JOBXYZ
STEP10
|
| _
Store History:
Yes(no inserts)
|
| _
Set Return Code:
Yes
|
Window
Title
| _
Truncate/Round Results:
Truncate
|
| _
Automatic Cycle Format:
No
|
| _
Write Output File:
No
|
| _
Rewrite History File:
Update
|
| _
Reconciliation Key Mask:
|
| _
Report Options:
|
| _
Control Report Title:
MONTHLY REPORT
|
| _
Print Control Report:
Always
|
| _
Print Recap Report:
No
|
|
|
Function
| Command Line ===> _________________________________________________________Keys
|
| F1=Help
F2=Split
F3=Exit
F4=Actions F7=Up
F8=Down
|
| F9=Swap
|
'-----------------------------------------------------------------------------'

The Action Bar contains several menus each of which contain a list of
menu options.
The Window Title is the window’s unique identifier.
Selection Fields require you to type a single letter, number, or symbol
to initiate an action related to the item to the right of the field. In the
selection field above, you may type / or S to select the item and open a
related panel or V to expand and compress the sub-headings within the
selection.
The Command Line provides a line where you can type various TSO
commands and press Enter to accept the command.
The Function Keys that are available for a specific window appear at
the bottom of the window. Each of the function keys performs a
particular action. See “Navigating in ACR/Detail” on page 30 for a
description of the function keys.
Note:
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PFSHOW on the command line and press Enter. The function keys will
display. If you type PFSHOW OFF, they disappear.
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Below is an example of an entry panel followed by descriptions of its
major components.

Selection
Field
Function
Keys

.-----------------------------------------------------------------------------.
|
File Edit View Run Setup Window Help
|
| -------------------------------------------------------------------------- |
|
.-------------------------------------------------------------.
Panel
|
|
Job Information
|
Title
|
|
|
| _
A. Basic | Enter a job ID:
|
Entry
| S
Job | Job name: ________
|
Field
| _
Repo | Step name: ________
|
| _
B. Input | Qualifier: __
|
| _
< |
|
| _
C. Inter | Enter a title for the control report:
|
| _
< | ________________________________________
|
| _
D. Histo |
|
| _
< | Select options to access:
|
| _
E. Calcu |
_ Job run options...
|
| _
< |
_ Alternate job ID information...
|
| _
F. Rules |
_ Reconciliation level qualifier information...
|
| _
< |
|
|
|
|
| Command Line | F1=Help
F2=Split
F3=Exit
F5=Accept
F9=Swap
|
| F1=Help
'-------------------------------------------------------------'
| F9=Swap
|
'-----------------------------------------------------------------------------'

Panel Title - The panel title is the panel’s unique identifier.
Entry Field - Entry fields require you to type a string of alphanumeric
characters.
Selection Field - Selection fields require you to type a single letter,
number, or symbol to initiate an action related to the item to the right
of the field.
Function Keys - The function keys that are available for any of the
panels display at the bottom of the window.
Below is an example of a selection panel, followed by descriptions of its
major components.
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Numeric
Selection
Field

.-----------------------------------------------------------------------------.
|
File Edit View Run Setup Window Help
|
| -------------------------------------------------------------------------- |
|
ACR/Detail Job Window
Row 1 from 15 |
|
|
|
.--------------------------------------------------------.
Title
| _
A. Basic Job |
Open Options
|
| _
Job Infor |
|
| _
Report Op | Select a choice:
|
| _
B. Input Sour | __ 1. Open a job, bring in all associated files
|
| _
< NEW.. |
2. Open a job, bring in selected files
|
| _
C. Internal I |
|
| _
< NEW.. |
|
Function
| _
D. History It | F1=Help F2=Split F3=Exit F9=Swap
|
Keys
| _
< NEW.. '--------------------------------------------------------'
| _
E. Calculated Items: 000
|
| _
< NEW... >
|
| _
F. Rules: 000
|
| _
< NEW... >
|
|
|
| Command Line ===> FILEAB
|
| F1=Help
F2=Split
F3=Exit
F4=Actions F7=Up
F8=Down
|
| F9=Swap
|
'-----------------------------------------------------------------------------'

Selection Panel Title - The selection panel title is the panel’s unique
identifier.
Numeric Selection Field - Numeric selection fields require you to type a
number corresponding to an item in the list to the right of the field.
Function Keys - The function keys that are available for any of the
panels display at the bottom of the window.

Navigating in ACR/Detail
There are several ways to navigate ACR/Detail: using various keys on
the keyboard; using menu options on the action bar; using function keys
listed on the panels and windows; and entering symbols, letters, or
numbers followed by the Enter key. This section outlines these
navigational options.
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Moving the Cursor in a Panel or Window
Use the following keys to move the cursor within a panel or window.
Key

Function

Arrow keys

Moves the cursor a space at a time to the left, right, up, or
down.

Tab key

Moves the cursor from one menu or field to the next.

Home key

Moves the cursor to the upper, left-hand corner of the window.

F4

Moves the cursor between the action bar and the body of the
window.

Using Menu Options
In ACR/Detail only the windows contain the action bar with menu
options. The example below shows the action bar in the Job Window.
Use the following procedure to activate the action bar and make a
selection from a menu.
1. Press F4 to place the cursor in the action bar.

The cursor is displayed to the left of the File menu.
2. Press the Tab key to move the cursor to the left of the menu you

wish to open.
3. Press Enter to open the menu.

A box is displayed with several numbered menu options. In the
example below, the Window menu is open.
4. Type the number of the menu option you want and press Enter.

Using Function Keys
Along the top of your keyboard, there is a row of F-keys, or function
keys, each of which performs a particular action in ACR/Detail. Every
panel and window in ACR/Detail displays the function keys that are
currently available. If you do not see the function keys on the panels and
windows, type PFSHOW on the command line and press Enter. The PF
keys will display. If you type PFSHOW again, they disappear.
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Below are descriptions of the function keys in ACR/Detail. Refer to the
individual panels and windows to determine when each is available.
Key

Function

F1

F1 displays context-sensitive, online Help. “Using Online Help”
on page 33 for more details.)

F2

F2 splits the screen between ACR/Detail and the mainframe
environment. (This is an ISPF function).

F3

F3 exits the panel or window you are currently viewing without
saving your changes and displays the previous panel or
window.

F4

F4 moves the cursor between the action bar and the body of
the window.
When adding job definitions, this key allows you to remain in
the function so that you can quickly add similar job definitions.

F5

F5 accepts entries you make in the panels that need to be
saved to the definition database.

F6

F6 In the Extract Window, if definitions are not displayed, adds
a definition. If definitions are displayed, toggles AND/OR
logical operator. (See Chapter 8, “Determining File
Definitions.”)
F6 displays a list of items in the Rules panel.
F6 allows you to exit without saving changes.

F7

F7 moves the panel view up. (This is an ISPF function).
In Internal Item, History, Calculated Item, Rule and Message
panels, F7 displays the previous item panel when multiple
items are available.

F8

F8 moves the panel view down. (This is an ISPF function).
In Internal Item, History, Calculated Item, Rule and Message
panels, F8 displays the next item panel when multiple items
are available.
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F9

F9 toggles the screen between the ACR/Detail product and the
mainframe environment. (This is an ISPF function).

F10

F10 moves the panel view to the left. (This is an ISPF
function).

F11

F11 moves the panel view to the right.(This is an ISPF
function).
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Using Online Help
Besides providing a tutorial, a reference guide, and a user guide,
ACR/Detail also provides online Help. Depending on how you use the
online Help, you can view definitions of terms, descriptions of what you
need to type in a blank, or instructions on how to perform a specific task.
Below are the different ways you can use online Help in ACR/Detail.

Context-Sensitive Help
Context-sensitive Help is directly related to the location of the cursor on
a panel or window. To display context-sensitive Help, simply place the
cursor at the location on the panel for which you need online Help and
press F1. For example, if you want to know what to type in a particular
entry field, place the cursor on that field and press F1. A Help panel is
displayed with a description of the required data for that entry field.
Below is a list of the locations on a window or panel where contextsensitive Help is available.

 Menus
Place the cursor to the left of a menu on the action bar and press
F1. A Help panel is displayed describing the options within the
menu.

 Selection Fields
In several windows or panels, there is a list of items with singlespaced selection fields to the left. When you place the cursor in one
of the fields and press F1, a Help panel is displayed with a
description of the letters or symbols you can type in the blank.

 Entry Fields
Entry fields are spaces on a panel in which you type a string of
characters, such as your user ID, a name of a report, etc. When you
place the cursor in the entry field and press F1, a Help panel is
displayed with a description of the data required in that particular
field.

 Window/Panel/Selection Panel
If you press F1 when the cursor is not in any of the previously
mentioned locations (e.g., menu name, selection field, or entry
field), a Help panel is displayed describing the currently active
panel or window.
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How Do I Menu Option
The How Do I?... menu option in the Help menu provides instructions
on how to perform specific tasks in ACR/Detail. Use the following
procedure to view online Help in the How Do I?... menu option.
1. In the Job Window, press F4 to activate the action bar.
2. Press the Tab key several times until the cursor is next to the Help

menu.
3. Press Enter. The Help menu opens.
4. Enter 1 (How do I?...) to display the How Do I?... panel.
How Do I?...
Place your cursor on the topic of choice and press PF1.
Access the Extract window _
Define a Job _
Define tables _
Initialize the database _
Open an existing job _
Review the concepts _
Save your definitions _
Set up a history analysis report _
Test definitions (run reconciliation) _
View reports _
F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F7=Up

F8=Down

F9=Swap

5. Place your cursor on the line following the topic and press F1.A

Help panel is displayed with instructions on how to perform that
particular task.
6. When you have finished, press F3 to exit Help.

Contents Menu Option
The Contents menu option in the Help menu provides definitions for
various terms used in ACR/Detail.
Use the following procedure to view Help in the Contents... menu
option.
1. In the Job Window, press F4 to activate the action bar. The cursor

moves to the left of the File menu.
2. Press the Tab key several times until the cursor is next to the Help

menu.
3. Press Enter. The Help menu opens.
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4. Enter 2 (Contents...) to display the Contents... panel.
Contents...
Place your cursor on the topic of
choice and press PF1.
Calculated items _
Cycle tables _
Detail field _
History analysis
_
History items _
Input source _
Internal item _
Job ID _
Key field _
Messages _
Rules _
Reformat fields _
Selection fields _
Translation tables _

5. Place your cursor on the line following the topic and press F1. A

Help panel is displayed with instructions on how to perform that
particular task.
6. When you have finished, press F3 to exit Help.

Navigation Conventions
After you become familiar with the information in this chapter, you will
not need detailed instructions for navigating to a panel or window. You
will know how to access the menus, select options, and press Enter or
F5 to process your entries.
To avoid unnecessary detail, the > symbol will sometimes be used to
abbreviate navigational information. For example, the following
convention tells you how to access the Basic File Information panel in
the Expert File Editor:
Select Window > Expert File Editor > File > New > Basic File
Information.
This is an abbreviated way of saying the following:
1. Press F4 to move the cursor to the action bar.
2. Press the Tab key to move the cursor to the Window menu and

press Enter. The Window menu opens.
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3. Type 2 (Expert File Editor) and press Enter. A blank Extract

Window displays.
4. Press F4 to move the cursor to the action bar.
5. Make sure the cursor is next to or on the File menu and press

Enter.
6. Select 1 (New) from the File menu and press Enter. The Basic File

Information panel displays.
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This chapter describes ACR/Detail datasets and databases and provides
steps to initialize the databases. Initialization is required before you
begin using ACR/Detail for the first time. During setup, the system
leads you from one panel to the next in a chronological order.
This chapter contains the following sections:






“Datasets and Databases” on page 37
“Starting ACR/Detail for the First Time” on page 41
“Performing the Initial Setup” on page 42
“Specifying the ACR/Connector Domain Table” on page 49

Datasets and Databases
ACR/Detail uses an online work area, four partitioned datasets, and two
VSAM files. These datasets are allocated and initialized during the
initial setup process.
Partitioned datasets
JCL Procedure Library
(JCLLIB)
Online work area
User Options File
(USEROPT)

Definition Library
(DEFNLIB)

Transaction Library
(TRANLIB)
Definition Database
(DEFN)

History Database
(HIST)

Keyed
VSAM files

Reconciliation

Each of the above datasets must be allocated and the databases
initialized the first time you enter ACR/Detail.
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Definition Library and Definition Database
Using ACR/Detail in its fundamental form, the following datasets and
databases are affected, as shown below.

 When a job is created, working copies of job and file definitions are
stored in the online work area.

 Saving the job and file definitions places a permanent copy into the
definition library and another copy into the definition database
(unless you save to the definition library only).

 The reconciliation function applies the definitions from the
definition database and, optionally, places the results in the history
database. The reconciliation function can also extract values from
prior runs stored in the history database.

Create
Definitions

Online work area

Definition Library
(DEFNLIB)

Definition Database
(DEFN)

History Database
(HIST)

Apply definitions

Extract previously stored
results as history items

Reconciliation

Store reconciliation results

Transactions Library
The ACR/Detail definition database contains all of the information
needed to perform reconciliation. Batch transactions are normally
stored in this library.

 Batch transactions are 80-character images of the records in the
definition database that can be used to download for use in
ACR/Workbench for Detail or moved into the production database.

 Batch transactions can provide an audit trail of what is in the
definition database.
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 Batch transactions can be manipulated quickly and easily in a TSO
edit session.

 Batch transactions provide a means to make mass changes to a set
of definitions.

Create
Definitions

Online work area

Definition Library
(DEFNLIB)

Definition Database
(DEFN)

History Database
(HIST)

Transaction Library
(TRANLIB)

Apply definitions

Extract previously stored
results as history items

Reconciliation

Store reconciliation results

JCL Procedure Library
Creating JCL provides the ability to communicate between ACR/Detail
and the operating system and computer hardware.

 JCL procedures are created from the user interface under the Setup
option vand stored in the JCL procedure library. JCL can also be
created by accessing database report and update utilities.

 The batch reconciliation function can be invoked by submitting the
JCL stored in the procedure library. This JCL tells the system what
definitions to use and where to find the input files. After the job
completes, results can be printed on the Control Report and stored
in the history database to be referenced at a later time.
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User
Interface
Create
Definitions

Setup

Create JCL

JCL Procedure Library
(JCLLIB)

Submit

Online work area

Definition Library
(DEFNLIB)

Definition Database
(DEFN)

History Database
(HIST)

Transaction Library
(TRANLIB)

Apply definitions

Extract previously stored
results as history items

Reconciliation

Store reconciliation results

User Options File
The user options file stores any user-specified options for ACR/Detail
processing and reporting. You can specify user options via the user
interface or by directly editing the user options file. For more
information, see “Using the User Options Feature” on page 67.
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User
Interface
Create
Definitions

Setup

Create JCL

JCL Procedure Library
(JCLLIB)

User
Options

Online work area

User Options File
(USEROPT)

Definition Library
(DEFNLIB)

Transaction Library
(TRANLIB)

Definition Database
(DEFN)

History Database
(HIST)

Submit

Apply definitions

Extract previously stored
results as history items

Reconciliation

Store reconciliation results

Starting ACR/Detail for the First Time
The previous chapter described how to start ACR/Detail with the
assumption that you have already performed the initial setup. Although
you start ACR/Detail the same way whether you have performed the
initial setup or not, you will see something slightly different when you
start ACR/Detail for the first time.
1. Log on to the mainframe and the start-up window according to your

company’s procedure.
2. Select Product > ACR/Detail. The Welcome to ACR/Detail panel is

displayed.
3. After you finish reading the information on this panel, press F5.
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Performing the Initial Setup
To use the TSO user interface, each user must perform a one time set
up process. The initial setup leads the user through all the necessary
panels to store the names of the user files and the database files,
allocate the user files, specify report files, and build a job card. The final
step is the creation and initialization of the databases. Generally, a
separate initialization is used to set up a test environment for each user.
Initialization utilities can also be used to create the production
database.
You can repeat the setup any time you want to reestablish part or all of
your user environment. Reinitializing a database erases the contents.
You can start the initial setup in one of two ways:.

 If you have never used ACR/Detail, after you start the product, the
Welcome to ACR/Detail panel displays, describing the steps you will
need to complete to perform the initial setup.

 If you want to repeat the entire setup later, select Setup > Initial
Setup. The Welcome to ACR/Detail panel displays.
If you want to make selected changes after the initial setup, you can
select Setup > Files to display the Files panel.
After you read and accept the screen, the following setup panels will be
displayed in sequence.






“User File Defaults Panel” on page 42
“Allocate User Files Panel” on page 43
“Report File Defaults Panel” on page 44
“Work File Panel” on page 45

 “Job Card Panel” on page 46
 “JCL Library Information Panel” on page 47
 “Database Initialization JCL Panel” on page 47

User File Defaults Panel
The User File Defaults panel allows you to verify or change the default
user dataset names for user files and database files. The default dataset
name begins with your user ID, followed by a period, followed by DET,
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followed by a period, followed by an abbreviation for the library name.
Based on your site requirements, verify or change the dataset names.
Typically, you will not need to make any changes.
User File Defaults
Specify user file dataset
Definition library: .
Transaction library: .
User options file: . .
JCL library: . . . . .

names:
. . USERIDA.DET.DEFNLIB
. . USERIDA.DET.TRANLIB
. . USERIDA.DET.USEROPT
. . USERIDA.DET.PROCLIB

Specify database dataset names:
Definition database(VSAM): USERIDA.DET.DEFN
History database(VSAM):
USERIDA.DET.HIST
How should generated JCL be treated?
1
1. Displayed
2. Automatically submitted

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

Field definitions:
How should generated JCL be treated. Specify whether to display JCL
job streams as you create them (recommended) or automatically submit.

Allocate User Files Panel
The Allocate User Files panel enables you to allocate the space needed
for various files. If the datasets already exist, they will be deleted and
reallocated.
Allocate User Files

DEFAULTS SAVED

Place an 'S' next to items to select:

_
_
_
_

Volser

Number of tracks
Primary Secondary

______
______
______
______

0035
0035
0035
0035

USERIDA.DET.DEFNLIB
USERIDA.DET.TRANLIB
USERIDA.DET.USEROPT
USERIDA.DET.PROCLIB

0005
0005
0005
0005

Unit: SYSALLDA
F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

Field definitions:
Place an ‘S’...Select each dataset you want to allocate. During initial
setup, you should normally select all datasets listed:
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USR1.DET.DEFNLIB. Definition library (also called the online
work area), which stores a working copy of your saved definitions.
USR1.DET.TRANLIB. Transaction library, which stores all batch
definition transactions created using the create batch transactions
utility.
USR1.DET.USEROPT. User options file, which stores global
product options you specify.
USR1.DET.PROCLIB. JCL procedure library, which stores JCL you
generate with ACR/Detail.
Volser. Optionally enter the site-specific volume serial number where
the user datasets will be allocated. This can usually be left blank.
Primary tracks. Optionally change the number of tracks initially
allocated for each dataset.
Secondary tracks. Optionally change the number of tracks added
incrementally if needed.
Unit. Unit where the data will be stored.

Report File Defaults Panel
This panel shows the default dataset names for the report files that will
be used when you run online reconciliation and allows you to change
their default space allocations. The datasets will be allocated when
online reconciliation is executed.
Report File Defaults 4 DATA SETS ALLOCATED
Control report DSName: USERIDA.DET.UNIACR
Primary space: 0010 Secondary space: 0005

(tracks)

Recap report DSName:
USERIDA.DET.RECAP
Primary space: 0010 Secondary space: 0005

(tracks)

User report DSName:
USERIDA.DET.USER
Primary space: 0010 Secondary space: 0005

(tracks)

Free-form report: . . USERIDA.DET.MSGS
Primary space: 0005 Secondary space: 0001

(tracks)

Unit: SYSALLDA

Volume: UNI001

Modify the work file allocations? N

F1=Help
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Field definitions:

N DATA SETS ALLOCATED. Displays number of successfully
allocated datasets from the previous panel.
For each report, the default dataset name begins with your user ID,
followed by a period, followed by DET, followed by a period, followed by
an abbreviation for the report name. We recommend you use the
existing names unless they conflict with your site standards.
Primary space. Optionally change the number of tracks initially
allocated for each dataset.
Secondary space. Optionally change the number of tracks that will be
added incrementally if needed.
Unit. Unit where the data will be stored.
Volume. Volser where the report datasets will be stored (optional).
Modify the work file allocations. Enter Y to modify work file allocations.

Work File Panel
If you answered Yes to Modify the work file allocations, the Work Files
panel is displayed. These are the UNIWRK files used by the
reconciliation function.
Work Files
Extracted values file:
Primary space: 0005

. . . . USERIDA.UDS.UNIWRK
Secondary space: 0001 (tracks)

Out-of-balance keys file: . . . USERIDA.UDS.UNIWRK1
Primary space: 0010 Secondary space: 0005 (tracks)
Sorted/accumulated values file: USERIDA.UDS.UNIWRK2
Primary space: 0010 Secondary space: 0005 (tracks)
Merged history file: . . . . . USERIDA.UDS.UNIWRK3
Primary space: 0010 Secondary space: 0005 (tracks)
Merged history by key file: . . USERIDA.UDS.UNIWRK4
Primary space: 0010 Secondary space: 0005 (tracks)
Unit: SYSALLDA
F1=Help

F2=Split

Volume: ______
F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

For each work file, the default dataset name begins with your user ID,
followed by a period, followed by UDS, followed by a period, followed by
the default name. We recommend you use the existing names unless
they conflict with your site standards.
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Primary space. Optionally change the number of tracks initially
allocated for each dataset.
Secondary space. Optionally change the number of tracks that will be
added incrementally if needed.
Unit. Unit where the data will be stored.
Volume. Volser where the report datasets will be stored (optional).

Job Card Panel
This panel allows you to set up a batch job card, which will
automatically place a job statement (which you will edit) at the top of
the JCL you create.
Job Card
Specify job card information:
----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7
//USR1A____JOB_(ACCOUNTING),'YOURNAME',_________________________________
//__REGION=4M,CLASS=E,MSGCLASS=X,NOTIFY=USR1____________________________
//*_____________________________________________________________________
//*_____________________________________________________________________

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

Type the job statement starting on the first line. Continue on to the next
three lines if necessary.
Job statements are site-specified, but a typical job statement includes
the job name, accounting information, the reference name field, job
class, message class and the user ID to notify when messages are sent.
A //* indicates a comment line, which will be ignored during processing.
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JCL Library Information Panel
This panel lists the dataset and member name of the JCL procedure
library (PROCLIB). Typically you will want to accept the defaults. You
may need make changes if your installation has set up multiple
PROCLIBs.
Library Information

JOB CARD CREATED

Specify JCL library information:
Dataset name: USERIDA.DET.PROCLIB
Member name: DETINIT

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

Database Initialization JCL Panel
The definition and history databases must be initialized before you can
use ACR/Detail. Your entries on the Estimated number of unique job
IDs and Average number of histories per job fields will be used to
calculate DASD space for both test and production databases.
Database Initialization JCL

Job name:

USERIDA

Specify
1
1.
2.
3.

database(s) to initialize:
Definition and history
Definition only
History only

Definition database:
DSN: . . USERIDA.DET.DEFN
Managementclass: ________ Storageclass: ________
Dataclass:
________ Volume: ______
History database:
DSN: . . USERIDA.DET.HIST
Managementclass: ________ Storageclass: ________
Dataclass: ________ Volume: ______
Estimated number of unique job IDs: . . . . . 00000010 (1-99999999)
Estimated number of history keys: . . . . . . 000000010 (1-999999999)
Average number of cycles per history key: . . 010 (1-100)
Average number of items per history key: . . 010 (1-999)
F1=Help
F2=Split
F3=Exit
F5=Accept
F9=Swap

Job name. Job name specified in your job card. The last character is an
alphanumeric which you can optionally change to make it more
meaningful. For example, in the panel above, the last character is A.
You could optionally change the last character from A to I to identify the
job as an initialization job in the output queue.
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Specify database(s) to initialize. During initial setup you will need to
initialize both databases. You can re-initialize either or both files as
needed. When you reinitialize, the contents are erased.
Definition database. Verify the dataset name.
Managementclass, Storageclass, Dataclass, Volume. For the definition
database, complete any combination of the Managementclass,
Storageclass, Dataclass, and Volume fields that is valid at your site.
Volume is the site-specific volume serial number.
History database. Verify the dataset name.
Managementclass, Storageclass, Dataclass, Volume. For the history
database, complete any combination of the Managementclass,
Storageclass, Dataclass, and Volume fields that is valid at your site.
Volume is the site-specific volume serial number.
Estimated number of unique job IDs. Maximum number of unique job
identifiers (job IDs) you will have in this database. Each reconciliation
job is identified by a job ID made up of the job name, step name, and
qualifier.
Estimated number of history keys. Maximum number of jobs you plan
on storing in the history database. For example, if a reconciliation key
is employee number and there are 100 employees, then the estimated
number of history keys would be 100.
Average number of cycles per history key. A cycle represents a single
run of a job. A history record is stored for each unique cycle. Therefore,
estimated number of history keys multiplied by the average number of
cycles is equal to the number of records to allocate.
Average number of items per history key. Used to determine the
average record length in the history database.
After you press F5 to accept, optionally edit, and submit the JCL, the
report described below will be generated.

Database Initialization Report
The Database Initialization Report can be found in your job output
under the name DDNAME UNIIR. It lists the initialization
transactions and any validation messages and presents a summary of
the transactions.
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ACR/D releasenumber
INFOGIX, INCORPORATED
COPYRIGHT INFOGIX, INC.
DATE: mm/dd/yy
DATABASE INITIALIZATION REPORT
PAGE
001
TIME: 16.45.34
----------------------------------INPUT TRANSACTION LISTING---------------------------------------------TRANS
NO.
T R A N S A C T I O N
VALIDATION MESSAGES
------- ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8 ---------------HFS
0000001000000030
HFDSN USERIDA.DET.HIST
DFDSN USERIDA.DET.DEFN

-------------------------------------DATABASE INITILIZATION SUMMARY-------------------------------------DEFINITION DSN
= USERIDA.DET.DEFN
HISTORY DSN
= USERIDA.DET.HIST
NUMBER OF JOB ID KEYS
= 10
NUMBER OF ACR HISTORIES = 10
********************************************END OF REPORT************************************************

Specifying the ACR/Connector Domain Table
ACR/Connector users need to specify the name of the ACR/Connector
Domain Table, which lists all the ACR/Connector domain names that
were created during the installation and set up of ACR/Connector.
Select Setup > Files > Specify ACR/Connector Domain.
The ACR/Connector Domain File Name panel displays.
ACR/Connector Domain File Name
Domain File Name:

F1=Help

F2=Split

USERIDA.DET.IIADOMS_________________________

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

Enter the dataset name of the file that contains the ACR/Connector
domain names. This will be the one created during the installation and
set up of ACR/Connector. The default name is IIADOMS.
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Creating, Opening, Saving, and
Copying a Job
This chapter discusses how to open, save, and copy a job. It contains the
following sections:







“Creating a New Job” on page 51
“Opening a Job, Bringing in All Associated Files” on page 51
“Opening a Job, Bringing in Selected Files” on page 53
“Saving a Job” on page 54
“Copying a Job” on page 59

Creating a New Job
Anytime you first enter the Job window, the Job window fields are
blank. In that case, you may begin directly entering data for a new job.
However, if a job has been opened and you want to create a new job, you
may do so by following the procedure below.
1. From the ACR/Detail Job Window, press F4 to access the action bar

and then press Enter to select the File menu.
2. Choose 1 (New) to create a new job and press Enter to open the Job

Window.
For step-by-step instructions for creating your first ACR/Detail job, see
the ACR/Detail Getting Started Guide for z/OS.

Opening a Job, Bringing in All Associated Files
When you choose to open a job and bring in all associated files, the
system opens the job you specify and all the file definitions associated
with that job.
Use the following procedure to open an existing job.
1. From the ACR/Detail Job Window, press F4 to access the action bar

and then press Enter to select the File menu.
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2. Choose option 2 (Open) to open a job and press Enter open the Open

Options panel.
Open Options
Select a choice:
__ 1. Open a job, bring in all associated files
2. Open a job, bring in selected files

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F9=Swap

3. Select option 1 (Open a job, bring in all associated files) and press

Enter. A list of job IDs is displayed
Note:

To find a job ID in a long list, enter F followed by a space followed by
all or the first part of the job ID. The specified job ID will display at the
top of the list.

4. Type S next to the job ID you want to open and press Enter.

All of the information related to that job displays in the job window.
See the following sample job.
File Edit View Run Setup Window Help
------------------------------------------------------------------------ACR/Detail Job Window
Row 1 from 15

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

A.

B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Basic Job Information
Job Information:
JOBXYZ
STEP10
Report Options:
JOBXYZ REPORT
Input Sources: 001
SOURCE1 USERIDA.TEST.REPORT
Internal Items: 001
001
INTERNAL ITEM 1
History Items: 000
< NEW... >
Calculated Items: 000
< NEW... >
Rules:
000
< NEW... >

Command Line ===> _______________________________________________________
F1=Help
F2=Split
F3=Exit
F4=Actions F7=Up
F8=Down
F9=Swap
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Opening a Job, Bringing in Selected Files
When you choose to open a job and bring in selected files, the system
opens the job you specify and allows you to select which file definitions
to bring into that job. This option is useful for large jobs and their
associated definitions.
Use the following procedure to open a job, bringing in selected files.
1. From the ACR/Detail Job Window, press F4 to access the action bar

and then press Enter to select the File menu.
2. Choose option 2 (Open) to open a job and press Enter to open the

Open Options panel is displayed.
Open Options
Select a choice:
__ 1. Open a job, bring in all associated files
2. Open a job, bring in selected files

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F9=Swap

3. Select option 2 (Open a job, bring in selected files) and press Enter. A

list of job IDs is displayed.
Note:

To find a job ID in a long list, enter F followed by a space followed by
all or the first part of the job ID. The specified job ID will display at
the top of the list.

Row 11 from 28
ID List
S
JOBXYZ STEP10
_
JOBABC STEP10
****** BOTTOM OF DATA *******

Command ===> ________________
F1=Help F2=Split F3=Exit
F7=Up
F8=Down
F9=Split

4. Type S next to the job ID you want to open and press Enter.
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The file definitions for that job ID is displayed.
Row 4 from 4
File ID
_
JOBXYZ
_
JOBABC
****** BOTTOM OF DATA *******

Command ===> ________________
F1=Help
F2=Split
F3=Exit
F7=Up
F8=Down
F9=Swap

5. Type S next to the file ID to bring those file definitions into the

current job and press Enter.
When you select a File ID, the system pulls the attached file
definitions into the job ID you selected in the previous step.
This feature allows you to edit an input file without opening (or
bringing in) all of the input files associated with a specific job ID.
You can select one input file, bring the file into the Extract Window,
make changes to the file, and then save those changes. This
decreases the amount of time you would spend opening and saving
a large job that contains many file IDs.
Note:

If you only bring in some of the files, you can not run online
reconciliation.

Saving a Job
Saving frequently while entering or modifying definitions will help you
avoid losing any work. You can save your work at any time without
exiting from ACR/Detail. Simply choose File/Save from the action bar to
bring up the Save panel.
The Save panel offers a variety of options. You can choose where you
want to save your work and select specific types of definitions to save
(such as job definitions or file definitions).
Every time you save, your work is automatically saved to the definition
library. When you open an existing job, the job’s definitions are copied
from the definition library into the online work area for you to work
with.
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To actually run a reconciliation job online or in batch, you must save the
job’s definitions to the definition database. Reconciliation jobs run using
the definitions in the database, not the definitions in the definition
library.
Create and Edit
Definitions

Online work area
Save options
1 and 2

Definition Library
(DEFNLIB)
Save option 1

Definition Database
(DEFN)

Reconciliation

Normally, whenever you save your work, you should save to both the
definition library and the definition database so you can run your job.
However, if you prefer, you can save to the definition library only. This
option is appropriate if you want to use the definition library as a test
environment.
If you save to the definition library only, you can see and work on your
job whenever you like by choosing File/Open. Before you can run your
job, though, you need to save your definitions to the definition database.
The Save panel also permits you to save changes to the definition types
you specify, instead of saving changes to all definition types. For
instance, suppose you change both a job’s file and job definitions. Then,
you decide you don’t want to keep the changes you made to the file
definitions. In this case, you could save your job definition changes only,
then exit from the product. The next time you opened the job, your file
definitions would no longer include your unwanted changes.
When you exit, ACR/Detail prompts you to save your work if you have
not saved to the definition database. If you save at this point, all of your
definitions will be saved in the definition library and the definition
database or in the definition library only, depending on which save
option is currently specified on the Save panel. If you want to save only
selected definition types, you need to do that on the Save panel rather
than when you exit.
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If you exit without saving at all, both the definition library and the
definition database will not reflect any modifications or deletions you
entered since the last time you saved.
The sections that follow explain several ways to use the Save function:

 “Saving without Exiting and Partial Saving” on page 56
 “Making the Definition Library and the Definition Database Match”
on page 58

 “Saving and Exiting” on page 58

Saving without Exiting and Partial Saving
There are three situations when you need to use the ACR/Detail Save
panel:

 When you want to save while you are working, without exiting from
ACR/Detail.

 When you want to change the save option that controls where your
work is saved—to the definition library and the definition database,
or to the definition library only.

 When you want to save selected types of definitions only.
The procedure for using the Save panel is presented next.
1. Press F4 to go to the action bar and then press Enter to choose the

File menu.
2. Type 3 (Save) and press Enter to open the Save panel.
Save

Row 1 from 3

Your current definition database is:
USERIDA.DET.DEFN
Choose a save option:
1
1. Save to definition library and definition database
2. Save to definition library only
Type an 'S' or a '/' to the left of the modifications or
deletions that you want to save:
Status
ID
Type
_ MOD
JOBABC STEP1
JOB ID
_ DEL
MONTHLY
FILE ID
************************ Bottom of data ***********************

Command ===> _________________________________________________
F1=Help
F2=Split
F3=Exit
F5=Save all F7=Up
F8=Down
F9=Swap
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3. Decide where you want to save your definitions.

Normally, you will want to save your definitions to the current
definition database (listed near the top of the panel). However, you
can save to a different database by typing over the database name
shown.
You can save your definitions to the definition database and the
definition library, or just to the definition library.
4. Based on where you want to save your definitions, verify that the

correct save option is selected.
Look under the “Choose a save option” heading to see if the save
option is set to 1 or 2. Option 1 will save your definitions to both the
definition database and the definition library. Option 2 will save to
the definition library only.
Note:

The option stays set to whatever you selected the last time you
saved. You can change it by typing over it. This option also controls
where your definitions will be saved if you save when exiting.

5. If you prefer to save changes to only some sets of definitions, mark

the definition types to save with an S or / and press Enter.
The Save panel lists each set of definitions for the current job, along
with their status since the last time you saved them to the
definition database during the current online session. If you made
changes to a set of definitions but did not save them to the
database, MOD for modified appears in the Status column.
Similarly, if you marked definitions for deletion but did not save
them to the database, DEL appears. If the Status column is blank,
you haven’t made any changes, or you made changes and saved
them to the database.
If you save to the definition library only, the Status column will
continue to show MOD or DEL for any definitions you have
changed until you save them to the database or exit from the
current online session.
Note:

Anything you mark for deletion—and even confirm for deletion in the
pop-up Delete panel—is not actually deleted until you save the set
of definitions that includes the deleted item.

In some situations, you may want to save changes to specific sets of
definitions only by selecting the definition types you want to save
from the list.
6. If you want to save all your work for the current job, press F5.
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Where your definitions are saved depends on which save option you
chose.
7. To exit from the Save panel, press F3.

Making the Definition Library and the Definition Database Match
If you save to the definition library only, the definition library and the
definition database will no longer contain the same set of definitions. If
you want to run your job using the set of definitions in the definition
library, follow the procedure presented next for saving to the database.
If you prefer to restore the definition library so that it contains the
(older) definitions that exist in the definition database, see the
procedure entitled “Restore Definition Library” on page 470.
If you are not sure which set of definitions you prefer, you can look to
see what’s in the definition library and what’s in the database. To see
the definitions in the definition library, select your job using the
File/Open command. To see the definitions in the database, use the List
Definitions database report utility. See “List Definitions” on page 512.

Saving to the Definition Database
Suppose that you have been saving to the definition library only. You
finish your changes and now want to run your reconciliation job. Before
you can run your job, though, you need to save the latest version of your
definitions to the definition database. To save your definitions to the
database, complete the following procedure:
1. Bring the definitions that exist in the definition library into the

online work area by choosing File/Open and selecting your job.
2. Bring up the Save panel by choosing File/Save.
3. Change the save option to 1 (Save to definition library and

definition database).
4. Press F5 to save all your definitions to the database.

The definitions in the online work area will be saved to the
definition library and the definition database.

Saving and Exiting
When you are ready to exit, ACR/Detail may prompt you to save your
work. You will receive this prompt if you made changes to your job
during the current online session but did not save those changes to the
definition database. If you choose to save at this point, all of your work
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will be saved to the definition library and the definition database, or just
to the definition library, depending on which save option is selected on
the Save panel.
If you want to save only selected types of definitions, don’t choose the
“Save all” option when you exit. Instead, use the Save panel to save
what you want, then exit without doing any further saves.
The procedure for saving when you exit is described next.
1. To exit from ACR/Detail, press F3 or choose File/Exit from the

action bar. The Save Prompt panel is displayed.
2.

Press F5 if you want to save all of your work.

Your changes will be saved to the definition library and the definition
database, or to the definition library only, depending on which save
option is selected on the Save panel.
Note:

To change the save option on the Save panel, or to save selected types
of definitions only, cancel out of the Save Prompt panel by pressing 3.
Then, follow the procedure for partial saving that begins on page 56.

Copying a Job
This feature allows you to duplicate existing job and file definitions. It
also saves you time from creating the same job and/or file definitions for
a reconciliation job a second time.

Copying Job and File Definitions to a New Job ID
Use the following procedure to copy job and file definitions to a new job
ID. To copy only the file definitions to a new job ID, create the new job
ID first and save it. Then use the Copy file definitions to an existing job
ID command.
1. Press F4 to go to the action bar and then press Enter to choose the

File menu.
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2. Select option 4 (Copy) and press Enter to open the Copy Options

panel.
Copy Options
Select a copy option:
1
1. Copy job and file definitions to a new job ID
2. Copy file definitions to an existing job ID

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F9=Swap

3. Choose option 1 (Copy job and file definitions to a new job ID) and

press Enter. A list of your current jobs is displayed.
Row 5 from 162
Select a job to copy from:
Job ID
_
BTEST
STEP1
_
CHARGE STEP1
_
FREQFLY1STEP1
_
INVENT STEP1
_
MANDAYS1STEP1
_
PROCESS STEP1
_
PROCESS2STEP1
_
SALARY STEP1
Command ===> _______________________________

4. Type S next to the job you want to copy the job and file definitions

from and press Enter. The Copy Job/File Definitions to Job ID panel
is displayed.
Copy Job/File Definitions to Job ID
Job name: ________
Step name: ________
Qualifier: __
F1=Help
F5=Accept

F2=Split
F9=Swap

F3=Exit

5. Type the job name of the job ID to which the job/file definitions are

being copied.
6. Type the step name (if applicable) of the job ID to which the job/file

definitions are being copied.
7. Type the qualifier (if applicable) of the job ID to which the job/file

definitions are being copied.
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8. Press F5 to accept. The File ID Options panel is displayed.
File ID Copy Options
Current file ID: MANDAYS
Dataset name: UNI.TAPESHIP.F1050107.TRNGRPT.D01(MANDAYS1
File organization: PS
Do you want to rename the current file ID?
If yes, enter a new file ID:
If this is a
1
1. This
2. Only
3. Only
used

F1=Help

________

_

(Y/N)

__

driver file:
is not a driver file
key matches will be used
key differences will be

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

9. Answer Y or N to the following question Do you want to rename the

current file ID?
10. If you answer Yes to rename the current file ID, enter a new file ID

and qualifier in the If yes, enter a new file ID field.
Note:

The File ID options allow you to rename a new File ID for the copied
definitions. If you do not rename the File ID, the file definitions
associated with the File ID will be shared. Any changes to shared
definitions will be recognized in all jobs that use those definitions. To
create a unique set of file definitions, simply rename the File ID. This
allows you to make an exact copy of the file definitions. Changes to
these definitions will not be recognized in other jobs as long as the
File ID remains unique.

11. Enter a number (1-3) in the If this is a driver file field. This option

determines how this file and other files in the job will be used
during reconciliation. See “Using the Driver File Option” on
page 65.
Choose 1 (This is not a driver file) if you do not want to use the file
as a driver file. In this case, no file will be compared to the current
file.
Choose 2 (Only key matches will be used) if you want to use the
current file as the driver file and extract only matching keys from
other files. In this case, the system will look at each key in the
secondary file and extract it only if it matches a key in the driver
file.
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Choose 3 (Only key differences will be used) if you want to use the
current file as the driver file and extract only different keys from
the other files. In this case, the system will look at each key in the
secondary file and extract it only if it is different than the keys in
the driver file.

Copying File Definitions to an Existing Job ID
If you want to copy file definitions to a new job ID, first be sure that your
file definitions are available in your online work area. If necessary, use
the Restore Online Options. See Chapter 17, “Using On-Line Options.”
Once the file definitions are available, create the new job ID and save it.
Then follow the procedures below to copy the file definitions to this
existing job ID.
Use the following procedure to copy file definitions to an existing job ID.
1. Press F4 to go to the action bar and then press Enter to choose the

File menu.
2. Select option 4 (Copy) and press Enter. The Copy Options panel is

displayed.
Copy Options
Select a copy option:
2
1. Copy job and file definitions to a new job ID
2. Copy file definitions to an existing job ID

F1=Help F2=Split

F3=Exit

F9=Swap

3. Choose option 2 (Copy file definitions to an existing job ID) and

press Enter. The Copy Job/File Definitions to Job ID panel is
displayed.
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Row 5 from 181
Select a job to copy to:
Job ID
_
BTEST
STEP1
_
CHARGE STEP1
_
FREQFLY1STEP1
_
INVENT STEP1
_
MANDAYS1STEP1
_
PROCESS STEP1
_
PROCESS2STEP1
_
SALARY STEP1
Command ===> _______________________________

4. Type an S or / in the space next to the job you want to copy.
5. Press F5 to accept. The File ID Selection List panel is displayed.
File ID Selection List

Row 1 to 7 of 10

Select files to copy:

_
_
_
_
_
_
_

File ID

Dataset

BTEST
CHARCARD
FFMILES1
INVENT
MANDAYS
PROCESS
PROCESS2

USERIDA.REPORTS2(EXTRACT)
USERIDA.REPORTS2(CHARGE1)
USERIDA.REPORTS2(FLYER)
USERIDA.REPORTS2(INVENT2)
USERIDA.DATA.TESTFILE(MANDAYS1)
USERIDA.REPORTS2(INVENT)
USERIDA.REPORTS2(PROCESS2)

Command Line ===> ______________________________________________
F1=Help
F2=Split F3=Exit
F7=Up
F8=Down
F9=Swap

6. Type S or / next to the File ID that contains the file definitions you

want to copy to the job you specified in the previous panel.
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You can make multiple selections by typing an S in front of each file
ID and press Enter. The File ID Options panel is displayed.
File ID Copy Options
Current file ID: DEX1DD1
Dataset name: UNI.TAPESHIP.F1050107.TRNGRPT.D01(DEX1DD1)
File organization: PS
Do you want to rename the current file ID?
If yes, enter a new file ID:
If this is a
1
1. This
2. Only
3. Only
used

F1=Help

________

_

(Y/N)

Qualifier:

__

driver file:
is not a driver file
key matches will be used
key differences will be

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

7. Answer Y or N to the following question: Do you want to rename

the current file ID?
8. If you answer yes to the previous question, enter a new file ID and

qualifier.
Note:
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The File ID options allow you to rename a new File ID for the copied
definitions. If you do not rename the File ID, the file definitions
associated with the File ID will be shared. Any changes to shared
definitions will be recognized in all jobs that use those definitions. To
create a unique set of file definitions, simply rename the File ID. This
allows you to make an exact copy of the file definitions. Changes to
these definitions will not be recognized in other jobs as long as the
File ID remains unique.
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9. Enter a number (1-3) in the If this is a driver file field. This option

determines how this file and other files in the job will be used
during reconciliation.
Choose 1 (This is not a driver file) if you do not want to use the file
as a driver file. In this case, no file will be compared to the current
file.
Choose 2 (Only key matches will be used) if you want to use the
current file as the driver file and extract only matching keys from
other files. In this case, the system will look at each key in the
secondary file and extract it only if it matches a key in the driver
file.
Choose 3 (Only key differences will be used) if you want to use the
current file as the driver file and extract only different keys from
the other files. In this case, the system will look at each key in the
secondary file and extract it only if it is different than the keys in
the driver file.

Using the Driver File Option
The driver file option, in the File ID Copy Options panel shown on
page 61 and page 64, allows you to compare keys from multiple files.
You can choose to extract and compare matching keys, extract and
compare different keys, or extract all keys.
For example, if you choose 1 (This is not a driver file), the system will
not be concerned with the keys on the file when deciding what to extract
from other files. However, if you choose 2 (Only key matches will be
used) or 3 (Only key differences will be used), the file becomes the driver
file and the system will look at the driver file to determine what keys to
extract from the secondary file. You can also specify two (or more) files
as driver files. In that case, before a key is extracted, it must meet the
criteria set for both files.
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If you have the two files below, FILE A and FILE B, with different area
codes as the keys, you can indicate several different combinations of the
driver file option to get varying results.
File A

File B

312
708

708
773

Below is a table that outlines the results of different combinations of the
driver file option for FILE A and FILE B.
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If you choose the
following option for
FILE A and

If you choose the
following option for
FILE B

the system will extract
the following keys.

1, not a driver file

1, not a driver file

All keys - 312, 708, 773

1, not a driver file

2, matching keys

708, 773

2, matching keys

2, matching keys

708

2, matching keys

1, not a driver file

312, 708

3, different keys

1, not a driver file

773

3, different keys

3, different keys

no report

1, not a driver file

3, different keys

312
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This chapter discusses system-wide defaults that you can optionally
modify. User options only apply to jobs that you run in batch.
You can modify user options through the user interface, or directly enter
codes in a user options file.
In order to modify user options, the user options file must exist. If you
did not create a user options file during initial setup, see “The User
Options File” on page 82 for instructions.
This chapter includes the following sections:

 “User Options Panel with Summary of Options” on page 67
 “User Options Detailed Descriptions” on page 69
 “The User Options File” on page 82

User Options Panel with Summary of Options
From the Job Window, select Setup > User Options to display the User
Options panel.
User Options
Select additional user options:
_ Dynamic allocation of files
_ Date formats
_ Currency formats
_ Negative signs
_ Global processing options
_ XML export options
Automatically compress definition library? Y (Y/N)
Always prompt before product exit? . . . . Y (Y/N)
Print commas in count fields? . . . . . . Y (Y/N)
Print commas in amount fields? . . . . . . Y (Y/N)
Use 22-character numeric format? . . . . . N (Y/N)
Initialize text items to spaces? . . . . . N (Y/N)
F1=Help
F2=Split
F3=Exit
F5=Accept F9=Swap

Select each user option you want to specify. The corresponding panels
will display.
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 Dynamic allocation of files—dynamically allocate files, including
files you reconcile with ACR/Detail, the history and definition
databases, and output reports. See “Dynamic Allocation of Files” on
page 69 for details.

 Date formats—customize the formatting of dates included in
ACR/Detail reports. See “Date Formats” on page 73 for details.

 Currency formats—customize the formatting of currency amounts
included in reports. See “Currency Formats” on page 74 for details.

 Negative signs—customize the formatting of negative numbers
included in reports. See “Negative Signs” on page 76 for details.

 Global processing options—shut off processing. See “Global
Processing Options” on page 77 for details.

 XML export options—specify options for generating the Control
Report and/or User Report in XML format. See “XML Export
Options” on page 78 for more details.
The remaining options require Yes or No answers:

 Automatically compress definition library?—By default, in order to
make efficient use of valuable mainframe resources, the definition
library is compressed each time you bring up the Save panel. If
compressing take too long, you can choose No to disable automatic
compression. See “Automatically Compress Definition Library” on
page 80 for more details.

 Always prompt before product exit?—Specify whether you will
receive a confirmation prompt prior to exiting the product.
Regardless of your selection, you will be prompted to save if you
made changes to your definitions. See “Prompt Before Exit” on
page 80 for details.

 Print commas in count fields?—Choose N if you want to suppress
printing of the thousands place indicator in count fields on the
Control Report, User Report, and Free-form Report. See “Print
Commas in Count Fields” on page 81 for details.

 Print commas in amount fields?—Choose N if you want to suppress
printing of the thousands place indicator in amount fields on the
Control Report, User Report, and Free-form Report. See “Print
Commas in Amount Fields” on page 81 for details.

 Use 22-character numeric format?—Choose Y to use 22-character
formatting to support proper alignment of longer numbers. See “Use
22-Character Numeric Formatting” on page 81 for details.
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 Initialize text items to spaces?—Choose Y to initialize empty
internal items and history items, which are formatted as text, to
spaces. See “Initialize Text Items to Spaces” on page 82 for details.
After you have completed the User Options panel, the system will
display additional panels corresponding to any of the options above
that you selected.

User Options Detailed Descriptions
This section provides further detail for the fields on the User Options
panel.

Dynamic Allocation of Files
Dynamic allocation allows you to minimize the number of DD
statements that must be included in your production JCL in order to
run the product. For example, dynamically allocating your definition
and history database files will cause all ACR/Detail steps at your site to
use those files. If necessary, you can easily override this global
specification for an individual job by adding DD statements to that job’s
JCL.

Restrictions
Dynamic allocation is not available for the LOADLIB, or any nonInfogix file.
The control file and the user options file can be dynamically allocated
only through user exit programs. See “Using User Exits” on page 573.

Ways to Dynamically Allocate
You can specify files to dynamically allocate in the following ways:

 Through the User Options panel. To specify dynamic allocation via
the interface, follow the procedure presented next. When a
reconciliation step is processed, any files that are specified in the
JCL are used. For example, it will look for a UNIDF DD statement
containing the name of the definition database file to use. If the JCL
does not specify which definition database file to use, the user
options file will be searched for a dynamic file allocation record
indicating the ddname of the definition database file. If found, that
ddname will be used.
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 By creating and manually editing UNIDSN, UNIPDS, and
UNIOUT records in the user options file. To set up dynamic
allocation option records in the user options file, see “UNIDSN,
UNIPDS, and UNIOUT Records” on page 85.

 As mentioned above, the control file and the user options file can be
dynamically allocated only through user exit programs. See “Using
User Exits” on page 573.

 By editing the JCL. You can specify the dynamic allocation of input
files, files used for ACR/Detail processing, and output reports by
adding DD statements to the JCL for your reconciliation jobs. JCL
edits override the settings in the user options file.

Files You Could Dynamically Allocate
The table below lists some of the files that you may wish to dynamically
allocate.
Option Type

ddname

File Description

VSAM and Sequential Datasets

UNIDF

Definition database

VSAM and Sequential Datasets

UNIHF

History database

SYSOUT

UNIACR

Control Report

SYSOUT

UNIDER

Extracted Data Detail Report

SYSOUT

UNIDUR

User Report

Dynamic Allocation Through the User Options Panel
If you selected Dynamic allocation of files from the User Options panel,
the Dynamic Allocation Files List panel will display. This panel lists
any files currently specified for dynamic allocation within your user
options file. If you have not specified any files to dynamically allocate,
none are listed on the panel.
Dynamic Allocation Files List

Row 1 From 2

_
A. Dynamic Allocations
_
< NEW... >
***************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ****************************

Command Line ===> _____________________________________________________
F1=Help
F2=Split F3=Exit
F7=Up
F8=Down
F9=Swap
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To dynamically allocate a file, select NEW. The Dynamic Allocation
panel is displayed.
Dynamic Allocation
Type of
__ 1.
2.
3.
F1=Help

file to allocate:
Physical sequential or VSAM
Partitioned dataset (PDS)
Sysout
F2=Split

F3=Exit

F9=Swap

Choose an option to indicate the type of file to allocate and press Enter.
For examples of files of each top, see “Files You Could Dynamically
Allocate” on page 70.
Dynamic Allocation—PS/VSAM
In order to dynamically allocate a physical sequential or VSAM file
(such as the definition or history databases), you must specify the DD
you are trying to allocate along with the dataset name to assign to that
DD.
If you chose Physical sequential or VSAM on the Dynamic Allocation
panel, the following panel will display.
Dynamic Allocation - PS/VSAM
DDName: ________
DSName: __________________________________________
F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

Follow the procedure below to complete the Dynamic Allocation—
PS/VSAM panel.
1. In the DDName field, type the ddname of the file to allocate.
2. In the DSName field, type the dataset name of the specific file you

want to allocate dynamically.
3. Press F5 to accept.

The Dynamic Allocation Files List is displayed. Notice that your
entry is now included in the list.
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Dynamic Allocation—PDS
If you chose partitioned dataset on the Dynamic Allocation panel, the
following panel will display.
Dynamic Allocation - PDS
DDName: ________
DSName: __________________________________________
Member name: ________
F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

Follow the procedure below to complete the Dynamic Allocation—PDS
panel.
1. In the DDName field, type the ddname of the file to allocate.
2. In the DSName field, type the dataset name of the specific file that

you want to dynamically allocate.
3. In the Member name field, type the name of the specific member

that you want to dynamically allocate.
4. Press F5 to accept.

The Dynamic Allocation Files List is displayed. Notice that your
entry is now included in the list.
Dynamic Allocation—SYSOUT
Generally, this option is used to allocate report files produced by
ACR/Detail. Its purpose is to specify where the report files should go on
the JES spool. Unlike the other two types of files you can dynamically
allocate, the assumption here is that these files do not already exist, but
will be created by the reconciliation function. If you look at your
reconciliation job JCL, it will usually read SYSOUT=X, which means it
defaults to whatever class the user specifies.
If you chose Sysout on the Dynamic Allocation panel, the following
panel will display.
Dynamic Allocation - Sysout
DDName: . . . ________
Sysout class: _
Writer name:
F1=Help
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Follow the procedure below to complete the Dynamic Allocation—
Sysout panel.
1. In the DDName field, type the ddname of the file to allocate.

Files commonly chosen for dynamic allocation are UNIACR (the
Control Report) and UNIDUR (the User Report). See the table on
page 70 for the ddnames of additional commonly allocated files.
2. In the Sysout class field, type a single character indicating the

output class the file should be directed to.
For example, A = Printer.
3. In the Writer name field, type the name of the writer used to route

the output, if applicable.
4. Press F5 to accept.

The Dynamic Allocation Files List is displayed. Notice that your
entry is now included in the list.

Date Formats
The date format options allow you to customize the date information
appearing in your reports. You can specify date formatting by selecting
appropriate options in the user interface or by editing the UNIXOPT
record in the user options file. To specify date formatting via the
interface, follow the procedure presented next. To specify or verify date
formatting options in the user options file, see “UNIXOPT Record
Layout” on page 87.
If you selected Date formats from the User Options panel, the following
panel will display.
Date Formats
Specify output format order (use YMD): ___
Specify character to separate date elements: _
Suppress zeros in dates?

N

(Y/N)

Print century before year? N

(Y/N)

F1=Help
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Follow the procedure below to complete the Date Formats panel. To
accept the system default for any of the options below, simply leave the
option blank.
1. In the Specify output format order field, indicate the correct format

for dates by typing the characters Y (Year), M (Month), and D (Day)
in the order you prefer.
The default is Year/Month/Day. Any dates on reports will appear in
the format you specify. For instance, if you specify MDY, January
13, 2006 will appear on reports as 01/13/06.
2. In the Specify character to separate date elements field, type a

character that you want to use as the date separator.
The system default is a slash (/), causing dates on ACR/Detail
reports to appear with slashes separating the year, month, and day,
as in 06/01/13. If you prefer to use a different character or symbol,
such as a hyphen (–), enter that character instead. Any character is
allowed.
3. Type Y to suppress leading zeros in days and months. For example,

in dd/mm/yy format, the date 01/02/06 will be printed as 1/2/06
4. Type Y to print the century in front of the year.

This can be selected to verify that the correct century was
associated with a date item.
5. Press F5 to accept.

Currency Formats
The currency format options allow you to customize the appearance of
currency amounts shown on ACR/Detail reports. Any options specified
on this panel override the system defaults. By default, amounts appear
on reports with a leading dollar ($) sign, commas as thousands
separators, and a period as the decimal point.
You can specify currency formatting by selecting appropriate options in
the user interface or by editing the UNIXOPT record in the user options
file. To specify currency formatting via the interface, follow the
procedure presented next. To specify or verify currency formatting
options in the user options file, see “UNIXOPT Record Layout” on
page 87.
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If you selected Currency formats from the User Options panel, the
following panel will display.
Currency Formats
Thousands marker symbol: _
Decimal marker symbol:
_
Currency symbol: . . . . . ______
Second currency symbol:
______
Length of currency symbol: 0 (1-6)
Number of spaces between amount and currency symbol: 0

(0-8)

Print currency symbol:
__ 1. Before amount
2. After amount
3. Both before and after amount
F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

Follow the procedure below to complete the Currency Formats panel. To
accept the system default for any of the options below, simply leave the
option blank.
1. In the Thousands marker symbol field, type a symbol to use to

separate every set of three digits to the left of the decimal point.
The system default is a comma. You can use any symbol.
2. In the Decimal marker symbol field, type a one-character symbol to

use as a decimal marker.
The system default is a period. You can use any symbol.
3. Type the specific symbol you want to use as the currency symbol in

the Currency symbol field.
The system default is a dollar sign ($). You can specify a string of
one to six characters of your choice.
4. If you want to use a second currency symbol, type the specific

symbol you want to use in the Second currency symbol field.
The system default is a single, leading currency symbol only. If you
indicate in the last part of the panel that you want a currency
symbol to print before and after amounts, a second (trailing)
currency symbol will appear to the right of each amount. Specify
the trailing currency symbol that you prefer. Any string of up to six
characters can be used.
5. For Length of currency symbol, type a number to indicate the

number of characters that the currency symbol has.
The currency symbol can be up to six characters in length.
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6. Indicate the number of spaces you want as “padding” between the

amount and the symbol.
Up to eight spaces are permitted.
7. Choose an option specifying where to print the currency symbol.

The system default is 1 (Before amount).
Choose 2 (After amount) to print the currency symbol after the
amount.
Choose 3 (Both before and after amount) to print currency symbols
both before and after the amount.
8. Press F5 to accept.

Negative Signs
The negative sign format options allow you to use a negative sign other
than a hyphen (–) on your reports. They also enable ACR/Detail to
recognize a symbol other than a hyphen or CR as a negative sign during
file extraction.
You can specify negative sign formatting by selecting appropriate
options in the user interface or by editing the UNIXOPT record in the
user options file. To specify negative sign formatting via the interface,
follow the procedure presented next. To specify or verify negative sign
formatting options in the user options file, see “UNIXOPT Record
Layout” on page 87.
If you selected Negative signs from the User Options panel, the
following panel will display.
Negative Signs
Negative sign symbol: . . . . .
Second negative sign symbol:
Length of negative sign symbol:
Number of spaces between amount

______
______
0 (1-6)
and negative sign symbol: 0

(0-8)

Print negative sign symbol:
__ 1. Before amount
2. After amount
3. Both before and after amount
F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

Follow the procedure below to complete the Negative Signs panel.
1. Type the specific symbol you want to use as the negative sign in the

Negative sign symbol field.
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Up to six characters can be used as the symbol for a negative sign.
Any character string is permitted. The system default is the
conventional minus sign symbol (–).
2. If you want a second negative sign, type the specific symbol you

want to use for it in the Second negative sign symbol field.
To have a negative sign symbol print both before and after negative
amounts, specify the symbol to use here and then choose option 3
(Both before and after amount) as the Print negative sign symbol
option on the bottom half of the panel. The second negative sign
will appear to the right of negative amounts (trailing them). The
symbol can be up to six characters long.
3. For Length of negative sign symbol, specify the length of the

negative sign symbol.
The symbol can be up to six characters long.
4. Specify up to eight spaces to include as “padding” between the

amount and the symbol.
5. Choose an option specifying where to print the negative sign.

Choose 1 (Before amount) to print the negative sign symbol before
the amount.
Choose 2 (After amount) to print the negative sign symbol after the
amount.
Choose 3 (Both before and after amount) to print negative sign
symbols both before and after the amount.
6. Press F5 to accept.

Global Processing Options
An option on the Global Processing Options panel lets you shut off all
ACR/Detail jobs. If you “turn off” ACR/Detail, once any reconciliation
job starts, it will simply set a return code of 0000 and then stop.
You can turn off ACR/Detail processing through the user interface or by
creating and editing the UNIEXEO record in the user options file. To do
this via the interface, follow the procedure presented next. To specify or
verify this option in the user options file, see “UNIEXEO Record” on
page 87.
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If you selected Global processing options from the User Options panel,
the following panel will display.
Global Processing Options
Shut off processing and set zero return code:
F1=Help

1.

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

N

(N/Y)

F9=Swap

To “turn off” ACR/Detail, change the option on the panel to Y.
When any ACR/Detail job starts, it will set a return code of 0000
and immediately shut down without performing reconciliation.
Note:

When you are ready to reactivate ACR/Detail, change the option
back to N.

2. Press F5 to accept.

XML Export Options
The XML Export Options panel allows you to specify user options for
creating Control Reports and/or User Reports in XML format and for
error handling when using these features. These options apply only to
reports for jobs run in batch.
You can specify these options through the User Options panel or by
editing the UNIXOPT record in the user options file (typically created
during setup.) For more information on using UNIXOPT, see
“UNIXOPT Record Layout” on page 87.
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You can override the options you select here for the Control report and
User report fields at the job level, and you can override the
corresponding job level options at the JCL level. For JCL override
instructions, see “UDS2000 Run-Time Execution Parameters” on
page 626.
XML Options
Control report:
1_ 1. Do not generate
2. Generate, write to
3. Generate, autoload
User report:
1_ 1. Do not generate
2. Generate, write to
3. Generate, autoload
Action
1_ 1.
2.
3.

file
to database

Free-Form report:
1_ 1. Do not generate
file
2. Generate, write to file
to database
3. Generate, autoload to
database
to take when write to database fails:
Issue warning and continue processing
Issue warning, write XML to file and continue processing
Issue error and stop processing

Maximum number of characters (in 10,000s) to write to database:

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

____

F9=Swap

Complete the fields as follows.
Control report. Options are as follows
Do not generate. Do not generate the report in XML format.
Generate, write to file. Create a copy of the control report in XML
format and write to the file specified.
Generate, autoload to database. Create a copy of the control report
in XML format and write to the associated database. The fail option
and maximum size specified on this panel will apply.
User report. Options are as follows
Do not generate. Do not generate the report in XML format.
Generate, write to file. Create a copy of the report in XML format
and write to the file specified.
Generate, autoload to database. Create a copy of the report in XML
format and write to the associated database. The fail option and
maximum size specified on this panel will apply.
Action to take when write to database fails. Options are as follows:
Issue warning and continue processing. The job will complete but
the report will not be generated in XML format.
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Issue warning, write XML to file, and continue processing. The
report will be written to a file in XML format.
Issue error and stop processing. The job sets an error-level step
completion code.
Maximum number of characters (in 10,000s) to write to database.
Specify the maximum number of characters of XML formatted data
that should be written to the XML database for each report. This
field applies only if you are writing the XML to a database. XML
formatted reports that exceed this limit will follow the error
handling option specified in the Action to take when write to
database fails field on this panel.
The maximum number is specified in increments of 10,000
characters. Valid values are as follows:
Blank or 0000. Use the default of 50 (500,000 characters).
0001 through 1677. Represents 10,000 to 16,777,000 characters.

Automatically Compress Definition Library
Whenever you save an ACR/Detail job, your definitions are saved to the
definition library. To make the most efficient use of valuable mainframe
resources, ACR/Detail automatically compresses the definition library
whenever you bring up the Save Panel. By default, this feature is
always enabled. However, you can turn it off by changing the
Automatically compress definition library option to N on the User
Options panel. You may want to do this if compressing the library
whenever you save is taking too long.
This option is not stored in the user options file. You can only choose it
on the User Options panel.

Prompt Before Exit
By default, whenever you choose 3 or File/Exit to exit from ACR/Detail,
you will be prompted to confirm that you really want to exit.
If you don’t want to receive this prompt, you can disable it by changing
the “Always prompt before product exit” option to N on the User Options
panel. If you disable the exit prompt in this way, you will still be
prompted to save any changes before you exit.
To re-enable the prompt, choose Y.
This option is not stored in the user options file. You can only choose it
on the User Options panel.
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Print Commas in Count Fields
This option allows you to suppress printing of the thousands place
indicator (the default character is a comma) in count fields on the
Control Report, User Report, and Free-form Report.
Valid values are Y to print the indicator, N to suppress printing of the
indicator, or Blank to print the indicator (i.e. use the default of Y).
You can specify this option through the user interface or by editing the
UNIXOPT record in the user options file. To specify this option via the
interface, set the Print commas for counts option on the User Options
panel. To specify or verify this option in the user options file, see
“UNIXOPT Record Layout” on page 87.

Print Commas in Amount Fields
This option allows you to suppress printing of the thousands place
indicator (the default character is a comma) in amount fields on the
Control Report, User Report, and Free-form Report.
Valid values are Y to print the indicator, N to suppress printing of the
indicator, or Blank to print the indicator (i.e. use the default of Y).
You can specify this option through the user interface or by editing the
UNIXOPT record in the user options file. To specify this option via the
interface, set the Print commas for counts option on the User Options
panel. To specify or verify this option in the user options file, see
“UNIXOPT Record Layout” on page 87.

Use 22-Character Numeric Formatting
This option allows you to format counts and amounts on the Control
Report, User Report, and Free-Form Report using 22-character
formatting. This will enable proper alignment of longer numbers that
may include a currency symbol, commas, decimal point, sign, and up to
15 digits.
Valid values are N to use the default 18-character formatting, Y to use
22-character numeric formatting, or Blank to use the default of N.
You can specify this option through the user interface or by editing the
UNIXOPT record in the user options file. To specify or verify this option
in the user options file, see “UNIXOPT Record Layout” on page 87.
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Initialize Text Items to Spaces
The Initialize text items to spaces field enables you to control how
empty internal items and history items, which are formatted as text,
will be initialized. Valid values are N to initialize to low-values, Y to
initialize to spaces, or Blank to use the default of N.
You can specify this option through the user interface or by editing the
UNIXOPT record in the user options file. To specify or verify this option
in the user options file, see “UNIXOPT Record Layout” on page 87.

The User Options File
The user options file XXXXXXXX.USEROPT is normally created during
the ACR/Detail initial setup. but if it was not, you can create it. You can
also set up multiple files for multiple environments. One way to do this
is by copying and editing an existing file.
The file is not required. System defaults will be used if it does not exist.
If you want to have a user options file and one was not created during
initial setup, choose Setup > Files > Specify user file defaults > Allocate
user files. For more information, see “User File Defaults Panel” on
page 42 and “Allocate User Files Panel” on page 43.
Options you specify in the user options file are applied to every
ACR/Detail batch job that references the file. Any user options that you
specify for dynamically allocating files can be overridden for individual
jobs, as necessary, by adding DD statements to the jobs’ JCL.
The ACR/Detail and ACR/Summary user options files cannot be used
interchangeably. You need to create a separate user options file for each
product.
The name of the default user options file (see “User File Defaults Panel”
on page 42) is automatically copied into any JCL you generate for
reconciliation jobs. The name of the file is specified in the UNIUF DD
statement of a reconciliation job’s JCL.
If you want to specify a user options file for all reconciliation jobs to use,
use the UNIUOPT user exit described in “User Option File (UDSUOPT)
User Exit” on page 576. Note, however, that any user options file
specified in a job’s JCL will override the user exit.
Any user options file you create during the setup process is initially
empty. As soon as you specify any user options through the interface,
one or more records will be created in the file based on the options you
specify.
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The easiest way to create records is by selecting options on the User
Options panel (see “User Options Panel with Summary of Options” on
page 67). Once you have created the types of records you need by
selecting the options you want from the User Options panel, you can
view and edit the records directly by picking Edit/Edit JCL or
Run/Edit/Submit JCL from the ACR/Detail action bar.
You can also simply open the user options file and create the record
types you need. You can create up to five types of records in the user
options file:
UNIXOPT—Most user options are specified on this record. If you don’t
create this record, ACR/Detail system-wide defaults are automatically
applied. You can create only one UNIXOPT record within the user
options file. See “UNIXOPT Record Layout” on page 87 for information
on the options available on the UNIXOPT record, the record’s layout,
and a list of valid values for each field.
UNIEXEO—You can shut down ACR/Detail processing by setting an
option on this record. You can create only one UNIEXEO record within
the user options file. See “UNIEXEO Record” on page 87 for information
on the options available on the UNIEXEO record, the record’s layout,
and a list of valid values for each field.
UNIDSN—You can dynamically allocate VSAM and physical sequential
files used in ACR/Detail processing by setting up one or more UNIDSN
records. You need to create one UNIDSN record for each VSAM or
physical sequential file you want to dynamically allocate. For example,
you might want to dynamically allocate the ACR/Detail definition and
history databases, which are VSAM files. In this case, you would need
to set up one UNIDSN record for the definition database and one for the
history database. To see the UNIDSN record’s layout, see “UNIDSN,
UNIPDS, and UNIOUT Records” on page 85.
UNIPDS—You can dynamically allocate files that you reconcile with
ACR/Detail by setting up one or more UNIPDS records. You need to
create one UNIPDS record for each input file you want to dynamically
allocate. To see the UNIPDS record’s layout, see “UNIDSN, UNIPDS,
and UNIOUT Records” on page 85.
UNIOUT—You can dynamically allocate output reports produced by
ACR/Detail by setting up one or more UNIOUT records. You need to
create one UNIOUT record for each output report you want to
dynamically allocate. For example, you might want to dynamically
allocate the ACR/Detail Control Report and Recap Report. In this case,
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you would need to set up one UNIOUT record for the Control Report and
one for the Recap Report. To see the UNIOUT record’s layout, see
“UNIDSN, UNIPDS, and UNIOUT Records” on page 85.
A procedure for opening the user options file to create and edit records
is presented next. You can also create and edit records in the user
options file by using your site’s text editing facility.
On the ACR/Detail Job Window, press F4 to go to the action bar, tab to
the Edit menu, and then press Enter.
1. The Edit menu opens.
2. Type 4 to select the Edit JCL command. The Edit Files and Submit

Jobs panel is displayed.
Edit Files and Submit Jobs
Specify the name of the file to edit:
Dataset name: USERIDA.DET.USEROPT

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

3. Type the name of the user options file that you want to edit (usually

XXXXXXX.USEROPT) in the Dataset Name field.
4. Press F5 to accept. The user options file is displayed.
File Edit Confirm Menu Utilities Compilers Test Help
------------------------------------------------------------------------EDIT
USERIDA.DET.USEROPT
Columns 00001 00072
Command ===>
Scroll ===> PAGE
********* ************************** Top of Data *************************
000001 UNIDSN
UNIDF
UNIV.TEST28.UNIDF
000002 UNIOUT
UNIACR
*AWRITER23
000003 UNIPDS
MREPORT
CUST.RPTS
CURRENT
000004 UNIXOPT
Y
021
CREDIT246YMDY-NY
000005 UNIEXEO
0
****** *************************** Bottom of Data ************************

F1=Help
F8=Down
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Note:

The file above includes a sample of each type of record you can
create in the user options file. If you specified user options through
the interface, or if you already created records directly in the file,
your file will contain one or more of the record types shown above.
However, the options specified on the records will probably be
different. If you have not specified user options, your file will be
empty.

See the sections that follow for descriptions and record layouts of each
type of record you can create/edit in the user options file:

 “UNIDSN, UNIPDS, and UNIOUT Records” on page 85
 “UNIEXEO Record” on page 87
 “UNIXOPT Record Layout” on page 87

UNIDSN, UNIPDS, and UNIOUT Records
To directly specify dynamic file allocation options in the user options
file, you need to create one or more records that conform to the record
layouts shown below. The Description column in the table shows what
type of information you need to enter in each field. The “Values” column
shows what you need to enter in the (record) type fields.
VSAM and Sequential Datasets
Field#

Description

Position

Length

Format

Values

1

Type

1-10

10

X(10)

UNIDSN

2

DDname

11-18

8

X(8)

3

Reserved

19-20

2

X(2)

4

Dataset Name1

21-64

44

X(44)

5

Reserved

65-80

16

X(16)

Blanks

Blanks

1. Dataset Name must be fully qualified without quotes.
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SYSOUT Datasets
Field#

Description

Position

Length

Format

Values

1

Type

1-10

10

X(10)

UNIOUT

2

DDname

11-18

8

X(8)

3

Reserved

19-20

2

X(2)

4

Reserved

21

1

X(1)

5

Sysout Class

22

1

X(1)

6

Writer Name

23-30

8

X(8)

7

Reserved

31-80

50

X(50)

Blanks

Blanks

Note: Placing an asterisk (*) in column 1 of any record causes it to be treated as a comment.

The types of records you need to create depend on what types of files you
want to dynamically allocate:

 For each VSAM file or sequential dataset to dynamically allocate,
such as the history database or the definition database, create a
UNIDSN record.

 For each partitioned dataset, such as each input file reconciled by
your job, create a UNIPDS record.

 For each output file, such as the Control Report, create a UNIOUT
record.
Samples of dynamic allocation records are shown below. Note that, if
you create these records, the names of your files and the other
information specified on the records will differ from the information in
these samples.
UNIDSNUNIDFUNIV.TEST28.UNIDF
UNIDSNUNIHFUNIV.TEST28.UNIHF
UNIPDSMREPORTCUST.RPTS
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UNIEXEO Record
To directly specify global processing options in the user options file, you
need to create a UNIEXEO record that conforms to the record layout
shown below.
UNIEXEO RECORD LAYOUT

Field#

Description

Position

Length

Format

Values

1

Type of user
options card

1-10

10

X(10)

UNIEXEO

2

Master on/off
switch to shut

11

1

X(1)

blank=on
(default),
1=on
(default),
0=off

12

69

X(69)

Blanks

off or turn on
ACR/Detail
reconciliation
3

Reserved

UNIXOPT Record Layout
The UNIXOPT record, typically created during setup, needs to conform
to the record layout shown in the following section. The user options it
sets can be changed manually or through the User Options panel.
UNIXOPT Record Layout
Field

Description

Position

Length

Format

Value

1

Type

1-10

10

X(10)

UNIXOPT

2

Reserved (used by
ACR/Summary only)

11-12

2

X(2)

Blanks

31

Currency Information
Provided

13

1

X(1)

Y, N, blank = N

4

Thousands Place Marker

14

1

X(1)

5

Decimal Place Marker

15

1

X(1)

6

Currency Symbol

16-21

6

X(6)

7

Second Currency Symbol

22-27

6

X(6)

8

Currency Padding Length

28

1

9(1)

0-8

9

Currency Symbol Location

29

1

9(1)

2,4,6 (front, back,
both)
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UNIXOPT Record Layout
Field

Description

Position

Length

Format

Value

10

Currency Symbol Length

30

1

9(1)

1-6

11

Negative Sign

31-36

6

X(6)

12

Second Negative Sign

37-42

6

X(6)

13

Negative Sign Padding
Length

43

1

9(1)

0-8

14

Negative Sign Location

44

1

9(1)

2,4,6 (front, back,
both)

15

Negative Sign Length

45

1

9(1)

1-6

162

Date Information Provided

46

1

X(1)

Y, N, blank= N

17

Date Output Format

47-49

3

X(3)

YMD, MDY, etc.

18

Date Separator

50

1

X(1)

19

Date Zero Suppress Indicator

51

1

X(1)

Y, N

20

Century Indicator

52

1

X(1)

Y, N

21

Reserved (used by ACR/S
only)

53-54

2

X(2)

Blanks

22

Print Commas for Counts

55

1

X(1)

Y, N, blank=Y

23

Print Commas for Amounts

56

1

X(1)

Y, N, blank=Y

24

22-Character Numeric

57

1

X(1)

Y, N, blank=N

25

Initialize text items to spaces

58

1

X(1)

Y, N, blank=N

263

Control Report XML Option

59

1

X(1)

1 or blank, 2, 3

274

User Report XML Option

60

1

X(1)

1 or blank, 2, 3

285

XML DB Fail Option

61

1

X(1)

1 or blank, 2, 3

296

XML DB Message Size (in
10,000s)

62-65

4

X(4)

Blank, 0 through
1677

307

Free-Form Report XML
Option

66

1

X(1)

1 or blank, 2, 3

31

Reserved

67-68

2

X(2)

Blanks
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UNIXOPT Record Layout
Field

Description

Position

Length

Format

Value

32

Reserved (used by
ACR/Summary only)

70-78

9

X(9)

Blanks

33

Reserved

79-80

2

X(2)

Blanks

1 Currency Information Provided - Enter ‘Y’ in this field if you plan to specify any currency options in fields 4–10.
2 Date Information Provided - Enter ‘Y’ in this field if you plan to specify any date options in fields 17–20.
3 Control Report XML Option - 1 or blank - do not generate the report in XML format,
2 - generate, write to file, 3 - generate, autoload to database.
4 User Report XML Option - 1 or blank - do not generate the report in XML format, 2 - generate,
write to file, 3 -generate, autoload to database.
5 XML DB Fail Option - 1 or blank - display warning message and continue processing the job,
2 - display warning message, write message to file, and continue, 3 - display error and stop processing.
6 XML DB Message Size - Maximum size for writing the XML to a database
(in increments of 10,000 characters:
0000 or blank - use the default of 50 (500,000 characters)
0001 through 1677 - 10,000 to 16,777,000 characters)
7 Free-Form Report XML Option - 1 or blank - do not generate the report in XML format, 2 - generate,
write to file, 3 -generate, autoload to database.
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Entering Basic Job Information
This chapter explains reconciliation jobs and shows you how to set up
the basic information and report options. Although you may enter all of
the job information described here, only the job ID and report title are
required.
This chapter contains the following sections:









“About Reconciliation Jobs” on page 91
“About Job Definitions” on page 92
“Entering the Job ID and Control Report Title” on page 92
“Setting Job Run Options” on page 93
“Using an Alternate Job ID” on page 110
“Entering Reconciliation Level Qualifier Information” on page 112
“Specifying Report Options” on page 114

About Reconciliation Jobs
A reconciliation job (also called a reconciliation step) invokes the
reconciliation function.
Note:

Usually an application job requiring verification needs to have
only one reconciliation step added. However, multiple
reconciliation steps may be required.

The reconciliation function typically uses a set of job definitions and its
associated file definitions to locate the desired records in an application
report, format and extract the desired values, perform the calculations
and reconciliation comparisons, and report the results to the user.
A reconciliation job is uniquely identified by a job ID. Defining the job
ID, the first step in entering basic job information.
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About Job Definitions
Job definitions consist of the following types of information:

 Basic Job Information and report options (described in this chapter.
 Job definitions (described in the next chapter, “Determining Job
Definitions” on page 127.

 A file ID pointing to a set of file definitions. These are the definitions
for extracting data from an input source file for use in the job. File
definitions are described in “Determining File Definitions” on
page 191.

Entering the Job ID and Control Report Title
Before you can enter any other information in the Job Window, you
must complete the Job Name and Report Title fields of the Job
Information panel. If you attempt to complete another section of the Job
Window first, the Job Information panel automatically displays,
prompting you to enter the required information.
Use the following procedure to enter the job ID and the report title in
the Job Information panel.
1. In the Job Window, type S in the space next to Job Information and

press Enter to display the Job Information panel.
Job Information
Enter a job ID:
Job name: ________
Step name: ________
Qualifier: __
Enter a title for the control report:
________________________________________
Select options to access:
_ Job run options...
_ Alternate job ID information...
_ Reconciliation level qualifier information...

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

2. Type a name, up to eight characters long, in the Job Name field.

The job name must start with a letter and should be a valid JCL
name. If you do not use an alternate job ID or a JCL parm, the
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name on the job card is the one that will be used to find definitions
on the definition database.
Note:

You cannot enter duplicate Job IDs. If you want to update an
existing job ID, press F3 to exit this panel then select Open from the
File menu.

3. Type a name, up to eight characters long, in the Step Name field.

The name should meet your site’s standards for naming steps.
4. If a qualifier is required (see the paragraph below), type a two-digit

identifier in the Qualifier field.
Entering a qualifier will create a non-base level job. This is used if
there are multiple reconciliations with the same job and step name;
the qualifier identifies the reconciliation of that particular job and
step. (See “Entering Reconciliation Level Qualifier Information” on
page 112 for more information on qualifiers.) The base level
reconciliation is set to blanks; subsequent levels use values from
01-99. If you are creating a base-level reconciliation job, leave this
field blank.
5. Type a name, up to 40 characters long, in the Enter a title for the

control report field.
The title you type in this field displays on the Control Report which
shows the results of your reconciliation. The title is automatically
centered; to prevent centering, leave the first position in the Enter
a title for the control report field blank.
6. Press F5 to accept.

Setting Job Run Options
Job Run Options give you the ability to determine various aspects of
processing a reconciliation job, such as if and how to store history, if to
set a return code or not, whether to truncate or round the reconciliation
results, etc. Completing the Job Run Options panels is optional. If you
do not specify the job run options, the system will automatically use the
default settings. You may set the Job Run Options in two different
places in the application: in the Job Information panel or in the Job
Window; both are described below.
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Accessing Job Run Options from the Job Information Panel
To access the job run options in the Job Information panel, use the
following procedure.
1. Access the Job Information panel as described in the previous

procedure, type S in the space to the left of Job Run Options and
press F5. The Job Run Options selection panel is displayed.
Job Run Options
Select a run option to modify:
__ 1. Store history...
2. Set return code...
3. Truncate/round results...
4. Automatic cycle format...
5. Write output file...
6. Rewrite history file...
7. Reconciliation key mask...
F1=Help

F3=Exit

2. Enter a number (1-7) to indicate which job run option you want to

set and press Enter.
The corresponding panel is displayed.

Accessing Job Run Options from the Job Window
To access job run options from the Job Window, use the following
procedure.
1. Make sure the Basic Job Information section of the Job Window is

in the expanded mode so that you can see the job run options; if the
panel is not in the expanded mode, type V in the space to the left of
Job Information and press Enter.
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The job run options appear under Job Information.
File Edit View Run Setup Window Help
------------------------------------------------------------------------ACR/Detail Job Window
Row 1 from 22

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

A.

B.
C.

Basic Job Information
Job Information:
Store History:
Set Return Code:
Truncate/Round Results:
Automatic Cycle Format:
Write Output File:
Rewrite History File:
Reconciliation Key Mask:
Report Options:
Input Sources: 000
< NEW... >
Internal Items: 000

Yes(No inserts)
No
Round
None
No
Update

Command Line ===> _______________________________________________________
F1=Help
F2=Split
F3=Exit
F4=Actions F7=Up
F8=Down
F9=Swap

2. Type S in the space to the left of the job run option you want to set

and press Enter. The corresponding panel is displayed.
Follow the remainder of this section to determine the individual job run
options.

Store History
Use the following procedure to set the Store History option.
1. Select Store History from the Job Window or Job Information panel

as described above. The Store History panel is displayed.
Store History
Select an option for storing reconciliation values:
2
1. Do not store history
2. Store history (do not allow prior cycle inserts)
3. Store history (allow prior cycle inserts)
If history will be stored,
enter the number of runs to keep: 001

F1=Help
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The Store History panel allows you to determine if and how the
system stores reconciliation results as history in the history
database. Once reconciliation results are stored in the history
database, you may use that data for other reconciliation jobs. For
example, if you want to compare the current month’s totals to the
last month’s totals, you would retrieve last month’s totals from the
history database.
2. In the first field, Select an option for storing reconciliation values,

choose an option to determine how and if the system will store
history.
Choose 1 (Do not store history) to not store the reconciliation
results in the history database. Before choosing this option, read
the following note.
Note:

If you have multiple jobs storing history to the same history
database, carefully consider before combining option 1 (Do not
store history) on the Store History panel with option 2 (Rewrite entire
detail history along with internal items) on the Rewrite History panel
(described in “Rewrite History” on page 108).
Option 1 (Do not store history) has precedent over the option
specified on the Rewrite History panel. If you choose this option in
combination with option 2 (Rewrite entire detail history along with
internal items) on the Rewrite History panel, all jobs sharing the
same file definitions will have history deleted at the completion of
the job for which Do not store history is specified. For jobs with
different file definitions, all history but the most recent will be
deleted.
To avoid unintentionally deleting history, if you choose option 1, (Do
not store history) on the Store History panel, choose option 1
(Update detail history) on the Rewrite History panel.

Choose 2 (Store history-do not allow prior cycle inserts) to store
history in the history database in ascending order and will not
insert history with a lower cycle number than the current history.
Choose 3 (Store history-allow prior cycle inserts) to stores history
and will insert history with a lower cycle number than the current
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history. This option is beneficial when you are using history items
that are dependent on a previous night’s run or in rerun situations.
Note:

For option 3, if the system is already storing the maximum number
of histories indicated, it will only insert a more recent cycle number
than the oldest cycle number stored. For example, if the system is
storing a maximum of three histories with the following cycle
numbers: 951005, 951010, and 951015, the system only allows you
to insert and store history with a cycle number higher than 951005.

3. If you chose options 2 or 3, type a value (1-999) to indicate the

number of history runs to keep.
When you exceed the number of history records you determine
here, the system drops the oldest history and adds the new history.
4. Press F5 to accept your entry.

Set Return Code
A return code is a numeric code used to flag reconciliation entries that
are out-of-balance or in error. The Set Return Code option allows you to
determine whether to set a step return code, not to set up a step return
code, or force an abend when a reconciliation entry is out of balance or
in error. If you choose to use a return code, the specific return code value
is determined in the Rules panel, as described later in this chapter. If
you do not choose an option for the set return code feature, the system
defaults to 1 - Set MVS step completion code to 0000.
Note:

The system forces an abend when running reconciliation in batch mode;
it does not abend when running online reconciliation.

The return code options in your definitions have no effect on program
interface jobs. What is passed to the IBM return code from an Infogix
job is defined by the program instructions as described in Chapter 14,
“Using the Extraction Program Interface.”
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Use the following procedure to set the return code option.
1. Select the Set Return Code option from the Job Window or the Job

Information panel. The Return Code panel is displayed.
Return Code
Choose an MVS step completion code option:
(options below apply only to batch jobs)
1
1. Set MVS step completion code to 0000
2. Set MVS step completion code equal to the Infogix
return code
3. Force an MVS user abend

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

2. Choose an option to determine how the system handles

reconciliations that are out of balance or in error.
Choose 1 (Set MVS step completion code to 0000) to set a step
completion code of zero but does not set a return code in the
application; the job stream, therefore, continues to process and the
out-of-balance condition is noted on the Control Report.
Choose 2 (Set MVS step completion code equal to the Infogix return
code) to use the highest return code as the step completion code
when a reconciliation is out of balance or in error; subsequent steps
may also respond to the return code.
Choose 3 (Force an MVS user abend) to set a user abend code that
stops the job stream in batch mode when a reconciliation is out of
balance or in error.
3. Press F5 to accept your entry.

Truncate/Round Results
The Truncate/Round Results option allows you to determine if the
system truncates or rounds the results from the calculated items or the
reconciliation rules. If you do not set the option in this feature, the
system defaults to 1 Truncate results.
Use the following procedure to set the truncate/round option.
1. Select Truncate/Round Results from the Job Window or Job

Information panel. The Truncate/Round Results panel is displayed.
2. Choose an option to indicate if you want to truncate or round the

results of the calculated items and reconciliation rules.
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Choose 1 (Round results) to round the number to the nearest 1.0.
(i.e., if the number is 415.67, the system rounds the number to 416.)
Choose 2 (Truncate results) to cut or truncate the number at the
specified number of decimals. (i.e., if the number is 415.67 and you
specify 0 decimals in the rule or calculated item, the system
truncates the number to 415.)
Note:

The previous version of ACR/Detail used the Truncate option to
calculate the results. Use the Round results option when possible.

3. Press F5 to accept the entry.

Automatic Cycle Format
The Automatic Cycle Format option determines if and how to
automatically format the cycle number. If you do not choose an option
for the Automatic Cycle Format feature, the system defaults to 1 No
auto-cycle processing.

Cycle number precedence
The following list shows the order of precedence used by ACR/Detail for
the automatic cycle format options in effect. Precedence is shown from
high to low; that is, the job parameter overrides any of the other options
shown.

 Job parameter
 Automatic cycle format
 Key field definitions
Use the following procedure to set the Automatic Cycle Format option.
1. Select Automatic Cycle Format in the Job Window or the Job

Information panel. The Automatic Cycle Format panel is displayed.
2. Choose an option to indicate if you want to use an automatic cycle

format and, if you do, which format you want to use.
Choose 1 (No auto-cycle processing) to indicate the cycle number
using a JCL parm or extract a cycle value from the report.
Choose 2 (Auto-cycle Julian format) to set the cycle number to
today’s date in the Julian format which is YYJJJ. (Y=year, J=days
since January 1st)
Choose 3 (Auto-cycle Gregorian format) to set the cycle number to
today’s date in the Gregorian format which is YYMMDD. (Y=year,
M=month, D=day)
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3. Press F5 to accept the entry.

Write Output File
The Write Output File option allows you to write the reconciliation data
out to a sequential file. The Write Output File contains the following
information:












Full history key
Cycle number
Run number
Job name
Step name
Qualifier
Return code
Note area
Item count
Items

Note:

To turn this file into one that can be downloaded into a PC application,
such as a spreadsheet, use the Create Comma Delimited Text File
utility. See “Create Comma Delimited Text File” on page 568.

Use the following procedure to set the write output file option.
1. Select Write Output File from the Job Window or Job Information

panel. The Write Output File panel is displayed.
Write Output File
Select an output file option:
1
1. Do not produce the output file
2. Write all reconciliation keys
3. Write only out-of-balance reconciliation keys
Select an output file format:
2
1. Original output file
2. Freeform output file
F1=Help
F2=Split
F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

2. Choose an option to indicate what, if anything, you want to write to

an output file.
Choose 1 (Do not produce the output file) to not write anything to
an output file.
Choose 2 (Write all reconciliation keys) to write all reconciliation
keys to an output file.
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Choose 3 (Write only out-of-balance reconciliation keys) to write
only out-of-balance reconciliation keys to an output file.
3. Select an output file format, if you selected option 2 or 3 in the

previous step.
Choose Original output file to generate a file that includes all
reconciliation data. See “Record Layout for Original output file
format” on page 107 for the format.
Choose Freeform output file to generate a file with selected
data. If you choose this option, you can select the data to output.
See “Freeform Output File” on page 104.
4. Press F5 to accept.
Note:

The dataset name of this file is specified in the reconciliation JCL. To
edit the JCL to create a sequential filter file, look for DDNAME
UNIDATA (see “JCL for Write Output File” on page 629 for more
information).

5. To create a file that can be downloaded to PC applications, use the

Create Comma Delimited Text File utility (see “Create Comma
Delimited Text File” on page 568).
The dataset name to specify for the output file depends on your
output file format selection in the Write Output File panel.
If you chose option 1, Original output file, use the dataset name for
UNIDATA as found in the reconciliation JCL.
If you chose option 2, Freeform output file, use the dataset name
UNIDAT2.
When the Write Output Dataset option is set to 2 or 3, ACR/Detail
will write the output only in batch mode. Follow the appropriate
instructions below for the output file format you selected:
“Option 1, Original Output File” on page 106
“Option 2, Freeform Output File” on page 107
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Record Layout for Write Output File
The record layout for the Write Output file is shown below.
First Section of Record Layout - Positions 1 through 247
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Description

Position

Description

Position

UACR-REL

1-4

Filler

96-103

Key 1

5-12

Job Name

104-111

Key 2

13-20

Step Name

112-119

Key 3

21-28

ACR-NBR

120-121

Key 4

29-36

Return Code

122-125

Key 5

37-44

Note Area

126-205

Filler

45-84

Filler

206-245

RUN-CNUM

85-95

VALUE-CNT

246-247
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A UNIDATA file can have up to 999 internal items. The first 50 items’
starting positions are shown in the table below. To determine the
starting position of an item whose number is greater than 50, use the
following formula: (Item number x 8) + 240. Alphanumeric data is left
justified and numeric and packed data is right justified within an item’s
eight positions.
Intern
al
Item
Numb
er

File
Positi
on

Intern
al
Item
Numb
er

File
Positi
on

Intern
al
Item
Numb
er

File
Positi
on

Intern
al
Item
Numb
er

File
Positi
on

248

11

328

21

408

31

488

41

568

2

256

12

336

22

416

32

496

42

576

3

264

13

344

23

424

33

504

43

584

4

272

14

352

24

432

34

512

44

592

5

280

15

360

25

440

35

520

45

600

6

288

16

368

26

448

36

528

46

608

7

296

17

376

27

456

37

536

47

616

8

304

18

384

28

464

38

544

48

624

9

312

19

392

29

472

39

552

49

632

10

320

20

400

30

480

40

560

50

640
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File
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1
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Freeform Output File
If you selected Freeform Output File while specifying the Write Output
File options in “Write Output File” on page 100, you can specify the
items to include.
1. Select Freeform Output file from the Write Output File panel. The

Freeform Output File panel is displayed.
Freeform Output File

_

Row 1 from 2

A.

FREEFORM OUTPUT FILE:
< NEW... >
************************ Bottom of data ************************

Command Line ===>
F1=Help F3=Exit

F7=Up

F8=Down

2. Type S in the space next to <New... > under FREEFORM OUTPUT

FILE and press Enter. This displays the Item List panel. This list
will display the internal items and key items you have defined.
Item List Window

Row 1 from 4

I-001 ITEM NUMBER
I-002 ITEM NUMBER
I-003 ITEM NUMBER
I-004 ITEM NUMBER
***************************** Bottom of data **************************

Command Line ===>
F1=Help F3=Exit F7=Up

F8=Down

3. Select an item to format. The Internal Item Value panel or the

Reconciliation Key value panel is displayed, depending on your
item selection. In this panel, you can specify the formatting of the
item on the Output File report.
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The graphic below shows the Internal Item Value panel.
Internal Item Value
Item number: 004
Use a date separator? Y (Y/N)
From position: 01 Length: 008
Number of positions over which to display this item? 008
How should this field be justified?
1
1. Left
2
Right
3. Center
4. As-is

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

4. For internal date items, specify the date separator in the Use a

date separator? field. This field is valid only for a date item. If
you specify a Y, then ACR/Detail will insert slashes (/) as a
separator. If you specify N, your date format will be CCYYMMDD.
The number of positions must be set to 10 for date items with
separators.
5. For internal items, specify the starting position in the From

Position field and the length in the Length field. Count, amount,
and date items must start in position 1. Partial output is only valid
with text items. For text items, valid values are 1 through 8.
6. Complete the Number of positions over which to display

this item?
To print a numeric item in packed format, enter an 8 in this field.
To print a date item with separators, enter a 10 in this field.
To print a numeric item in numeric format, enter a 15 in this field.
7. In the How should this field be justified? field, select left, right, or

center justification or the as-is option. For more information, see
“Justification Options” on page 593.
8. Press F5 to save your Output File definition.
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Option 1, Original Output File
For Original output file format (option 1 in the Write Output File
panel), ACR/Detail can write to the output area if you edit the JCL. Edit
your JCL as follows:
000034
000035
000036
000037
000038

//UNIDATA
//
//
//
//

DD

DSN=&&UNIDATA,
DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=8243,BLKSIZE=23476),
DISP=(NEW,DELETE) ,
UNIT=SYSALLDA,
SPACE=(TRK,(10,10) ,RLSE)

000034
000035
000036
000037
000038

//UNIDATA
//
//*
//
//

DD

SYSOUT=&OUT,
DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=8243,BLKSIZE=23476),
DISP=(NEW,DELETE) ,
UNIT=SYSALLDA,
SPACE=(TRK,(10,10) ,RLSE)

You can also write to a sequential file by editing the JCL as follows:
000034
000035
000036
000037
000038
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//UNIDATA
//
//
//
//

DD

DSN=USERIDA.XXXXX.XXXX
DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=8243,BLKSIZE=23476),
DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE) ,
UNIT=SYSALLDA,
SPACE=(TRK,(10,10) ,RLSE)
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Record Layout for Original output file format
If you selected Option 1, Original output file format, for your output file,
use the record layout below to determine data location.
* MBRNAME = UDSDRSO
*===============================================================*
*
ACR/DETAIL RECONCILIATION OUTPUT FILE RECORD LAYOUT
*
*===============================================================*
*
01 DRSO-RECORD.
05 DRSO-FIXED-AREA.
10 DRSO-UACR-REL
PIC X(004).
10 DRSO-KEY
PIC X(040).
10 FILLER
PIC X(040).
10 DRSO-RUN-CNUM
PIC 9(011).
10 FILLER
PIC X(008).
10 DRSO-DEFN-JOBID.
15 DRSO-DEFN-JOB
PIC X(008).
15 DRSO-DEFN-STEP
PIC X(008).
15 DRSO-DEFN-ACR-NBR
PIC X(002).
10 DRSO-RUN-RETURN-CODE
PIC X(004).
10 DRSO-NOTE-AREA
PIC X(080).
10 FILLER
PIC X(040).
05 DRSO-RUN-VALUE-CNT
PIC S9(03) COMP-3.
05 DRSO-RUN-VALUE-AREA.
10
DRSO-RUN-VALUE-FIELD
OCCURS 0 TO 999 TIMES
DEPENDING ON DRSO-RUN-VALUE-CNT
INDEXED BY DRSO-RUN-VALUE-FIELD-I.
15 DRSO-RUN-VALUE-X
PIC X(008).
15 DRSO-RUN-VALUE-N
REDEFINES
DRSO-RUN-VALUE-X
PIC S9(15) COMP-3.
*===============================================================*

Option 2, Freeform Output File
For Freeform output file format (option 2 in the Write Output File
panel), ACR/Detail can write to the output area if you edit the JCL. Edit
your JCL as follows:

7/10/07

000034
000035
000036
000037
000038

//UNIDAT2
//
//
//
//

DD

DSN=&&UNIDATA,
DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=14929,BLKSIZE=0),
DISP=(NEW,DELETE) ,
UNIT=SYSALLDA,
SPACE=(TRK,(10,10) ,RLSE)

000034
000035
000036
000037
000038

//UNIDAT2
//
//*
//
//

DD

SYSOUT=&OUT,
DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=14929,BLKSIZE=0),
DISP=(NEW,DELETE) ,
UNIT=SYSALLDA,
SPACE=(TRK,(10,10) ,RLSE)
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You can also write to a sequential file by editing the JCL as follows:
000034
000035
000036
000037
000038

//UNIDAT2
//
//
//
//

DD

DSN=USERIDA.XXXXX.XXXX
DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=14929,BLKSIZE=0),
DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE) ,
UNIT=SYSALLDA,
SPACE=(TRK,(10,10) ,RLSE)

Rewrite History
The Rewrite History option determines the method used when storing
history; you may choose to update the history database or rewrite the
entire history database. You will only choose to rewrite the history
database when the step is adding a large amount of data to history
which represents a significant portion of the existing history. This
allows you to increase efficiency of processing. Otherwise you will set
the option to update the existing history database.
Use the following procedure to set the rewrite history file option.
1. Select Rewrite History File option from the Job Window or Job

Information panel. The Rewrite History File panel is displayed.
Rewrite History
Select a choice for storing history:
1
1. Update detail history
2. Rewrite entire detail history along with internal items
F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

2. Choose an option to indicate the method of storing history.

Choose 1 (Update detail history) to have the system directly update
the existing history file for every key.
Choose 2 (Rewrite entire detail history along with internal items)
to unload the entire history file, merges it with the current items,
and then reload it. This decreases the number of reads/writes to the
VSAM file.
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Before choosing this option, read the following note.
Note:

If you have multiple jobs storing history to the same history
database, carefully consider before combining option 1 (Do not
store history) on the Store History panel (described in “Store History”
on page 95) with option 2 (Rewrite entire detail history along with
internal items) on the Rewrite History panel.
Option 1 (Do not store history) on the Store History panel has
precedent over the option specified on the Rewrite History panel. If
you choose this option in combination with option 2 (Rewrite entire
detail history along with internal items) on the Rewrite History panel,
all jobs sharing the same file definitions will have history deleted at
the completion of the job for which Do not store history is specified.
For jobs with different file definitions, all history but the most recent
will be deleted.
To avoid unintentionally deleting history, if you choose option 1, (Do
not store history) on the Store History panel, choose option 1
(Update detail history) on the Rewrite History panel.

3. Press F5 to accept the entry.

Reconciliation Key Mask
Reconciliation key masks are used to modify reconciliation key values
extracted in the reconciliation step. The reconciliation key mask
function allows you to insert constant values at specific positions in the
key so that all keys within a step have a common identifier. For
example, if you need to use the same data for detail reconciliation
functions for payroll purposes and for personnel purposes, both of which
use the employee number as the detail key. You could mask the part
before the employee number with PAYROLL for the payroll
reconciliation function or PRSNNEL for the personnel reconciliation
function. The reconciliation keys would be stored in history with the
reconciliation key masks; later when you want to retrieve the keys from
history, you would be able to locate them by the common reconciliation
key mask.
1. Select the Reconciliation Key Mask option from the Job Window or

Job Information panel.
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The Reconciliation Key Mask panel is displayed. Each of the five
keys in the panel contain eight asterisks, each of which represents
a character of the key value you extract from the input source.
Reconciliation Key Mask
--Key-********
F1=Help
F9=Swap

--Key2-********

--Key3-********

F2=Split

--Key4-********

F3=Exit

--Key5-********

F5=Accept

2. Type the characters you want to use as the mask in the appropriate

positions in any of the five keys.
Be sure to leave the asterisks in any position where you want the
extracted key value to display.
3. Press F5 to accept.

The system returns to the previous panel. When you return to the
Job Window the keys masks and asterisks display next to the
Reconciliation Key Mask heading.

Using an Alternate Job ID
Alternate Job IDs allow you to access the job definitions for a particular
primary Job ID. One of the main reasons to use an Alternate Job ID is
to have an alias for doing test runs. Often, in a test environment you
cannot submit jobs using the production names. To create an Alternate
Job ID for testing, you would first enter the job definitions (Basic Job
Information, Internal Items, etc.) under the primary (production) Job
ID. You then specify an Alternate (test) Job ID for that primary Job ID.
Then, when you execute the ACR/Detail Reconciliation program, you
use the alternate, or test, job and step names. The Alternate Job ID
points you to the primary Job ID's definitions, which are then used for
detail value extraction and/or reconciliation.
Use the following procedure to assign an alternate job ID to a job.
1. Type S in the space to the left of Job Information in the Job Window

and press Enter.
The Job Information panel is displayed.
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2. After filling in the Job ID and Report Title fields, type S in the

space to the left of Alternate Job ID Information and press F5. The
Alternate Job ID panel is displayed.
Alternate Job ID

Row 1 from 2

_
A. Alternate Job ID
_
< NEW... >
***************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *************************

Command Line ===> ____________________________________________________
F1=Help
F2=Split F3=Exit
F7=Up
F8=Down
F9=Swap

3. Type S in the space to the left of <NEW...> under Alternate Job ID

and press Enter. The Alternate Job ID panel is displayed.
Alternate Job ID
Specify alternate job ID:
Job name: ________
Step name: ________
F5=Accept

F9=Swap

4. Type a name, up to eight characters long, in the Job Name field.
Note:

You cannot enter duplicate Alternate Job IDs. If you want to update
an existing Alternate Job ID, press F3 to exit this panel then type S
on the line to the left of an existing Alternate Job ID.

5. Type a name, up to eight characters long, in the Step Name field.
6. Press F5 to accept the entry.
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Entering Reconciliation Level Qualifier Information
This section explains what a Reconciliation Level Qualifier (RLQ) is and
shows you how to enter the appropriate information to define a RLQ.
When you first create a job, you create a base-level reconciliation job,
which reconciles data at a specific detail level. You may then create a
reconciliation level qualifier (or subsequent job related to the base-level
reconciliation job) using the same job name and step name with a
unique qualifier number to reconcile data at a more detailed level.
For example, a chain of departments stores may want to first reconcile
data for each of its department stores. If there are any stores whose
reconciliation is out of balance, they may want to use the same job
definitions and rules to run reconciliation at a department level to find
out where the out-of-balance error exists. The reconciliation at the store
level would be the base-level reconciliation and the reconciliation at the
department level would be reconciliation level qualifier 01.
When you create an RLQ, you must complete the Reconciliation Level
Qualifier panel, which determines what level of detail you will be
reconciling, if you will be using the same rules as the base level
reconciliation job, etc.
Use the following procedure to enter reconciliation level qualifier
information.
1. Type S in the space to the left of Job Information in the Job Window

and press Enter. The Job Information panel is displayed.
Job Information
Enter a job ID:
Job name: ________
Step name: ________
Qualifier: __
Enter a title for the control report:
________________________________________
Select options to access:
_ Job run options...
_ Alternate job ID information...
_ Reconciliation level qualifier information...

F1=Help
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2. After filling in the Job ID and Report Title fields, type S in the

space to the left of Reconciliation Level Qualifier (RLQ)
Information and press F5.
The Reconciliation Level Qualifier Information panel is displayed.
Reconciliation Level Qualifier Information

All RLQ levels:
Reconciliation key length: 40
Create data filter? . . . N (Y/N)
Non-base RLQ levels:
Return code from: . . . .
Return code to: . . . . .
Use base job definitions?
Use data filter? . . . . .

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

____
____
Y (Y/N)
N (Y/N)

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

3. Type a two-digit value (01-40) in the Reconciliation Key Length

field to indicate the length of the reconciliation key for the RLQ.
Note:

If the Reconciliation Key Length field is left blank, the system
defaults to a length of 40 during batch processing.

4. Answer Y or N to the question Create data filter?

If you answer Y, the system creates a filter file that stores the keys
of those items that are out-of-balance and uses them later in the
next reconciliation level qualifier.
If you answer N, all keys will be used in the next RLQ.
5. If this is a non-base level job, type a return code for the beginning

range of codes you want to store in the data filter.
The return code range tells the system when to execute this RLQ.
For example, if you want the system to reconcile data at the RLQ
level whenever a rule in the base job is out of balance with a return
code between 1000 and 3000, you would set the beginning range of
return codes at 1000 and the ending at 3000. If the system does not
return a code between 1000 and 3000, there is no reason to execute
this RLQ.
6. If this is a non-base level job, type a return code for the ending

range of codes you want to store in the data filter.
7. If this is a non-base level job, answer Y or N to the question Use the

base job definitions?
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If you answer Y, the system will use the same job definitions (rules,
messages, etc.) as in the base level reconciliation job to reconcile
this job. When you run reconciliation, the job definitions that are
edited in the qualifier job will overwrite the job definitions in the
base job.
Note:

User reports will also be copied over.

If you answer N, you must enter the job definitions for this RLQ in
the Job Window.
8. If this is a non-base level job, answer Y or N to the question Use

data filter?
Filter files store only those keys that have an out-of-balance result.
This question is only relevant if you created a filter file in the
previous RLQ or base level reconciliation job.
If you answer Y in this field, the current RLQ will reconcile only
those keys that are on the data filter file, or are out-of-balance, for
the previous RLQ.
If you answer N in this field, the RLQ will reconcile all keys.
9. Press F5 to accept.

Specifying Report Options
The report options allow you to control report formatting of selected
values, determine whether various reports will be generated, and
specify other preferences regarding reports.

Accessing the Report Options
You can access the report options from the Job Window in one of the
following ways:

 Select Report Options to open the Report Options panel.
 Enter V next to Report Options to expand the options and select the
option you want. This method does not provide access to the 22character numeric format option, the initialize text items to spaces
option, the Control Report XML option, or the debugging reports
option.
The report option panels are the same regardless of the access method
you use. The panels are documented below.
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Completing the Report Options Panel
Report Options
Specify a numeric format option:
1_ 1. Default to user options
2. Use 22-character numeric format
3. Do not use 22-character numeric format
Initialize text items to spaces:
1_ 1. Default to user options
2. Initialize text items to spaces
3. Do not initialize text items to spaces
Select options to modify:
_ Control report title...
_ Control report...
_ Control report XML option...
_ Free-form report...
_ Recap report...
_ User report...
_ Debugging reports...
F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

Complete the fields as follows:
Specify a numeric format option.
Specify whether you will use 22-character format (instead of typical
18-character format) for counts and amounts on the Control Report,
User Report, and Free-Form Report. 22-character formatting
enables proper alignment of longer numbers that may include a
currency symbol, commas, a decimal point, a sign, and up to 15
digits.
1 (Default to use user options). Use the user options setting for the
22-character numeric field when running the job in batch. In online
processing, typical 18-character formatting will be used.
2 (Use 22-character numeric format). Use 22-character format
whether the job is run online or in batch.
3 (Do not use 22-character-numeric format). Use 18-character
formatting.
Initialize text items to spaces.
Specify how empty internal items and history items, which are
formatted as text, will be initialized at the job level:
1 (Default to use user options). Use the user options setting
when running the job in batch. In online processing, the item will
be initialized to low-values.
2 (Initialize text items to spaces). Initialize to spaces whether
the job is run online or in batch.
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3 (Do not initialize text items to spaces). Initialize to low-values
whether the job is run online or in batch.
Select options to modify:
Select the report option you want. The corresponding panel or
panels will display. See the pertinent section below:

 “Completing the Control Report Title Panel” on page 116
 “Completing the Control Report (Print Options) Panel” on
page 116

 “Completing the Control Report XML Export Option Panel” on
page 116

 “Completing the Free-Form Report Panels” on page 117
 “Completing the Recap Report Panel” on page 117
 “Completing the User Report Window” on page 117
 “Completing Debugging Reports Panel” on page 125
Completing the Control Report Title Panel
Enter the title for the Control Report.

Completing the Control Report (Print Options) Panel
Optionally change the default selection for printing the report.

Completing the Control Report XML Export Option Panel
This panel applies only when the job is run in batch. It enables you to
set the job-level option for generating the report in XML format. Your
setting here will override the corresponding system-wide (user options)
XML export option (see “XML Export Options” on page 78).
You can override the option you specify here at the JCL level. For JCL
override instructions, see “UDS2000 Run-Time Execution Parameters”
on page 626.
Control Report XML Option
Control
1_ 1.
2.
3.
4.

report:
Default to user options
Do not generate
Generate, write to file
Generate, autoload to Database

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

Valid options for the Control report field are as follows:
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1 Default to user options. Defaults to the option specified for the
Control Report field described in “XML Export Options” on page 78.
2 Do not generate. Do not generate the report in XML format.
3 Generate, write to file. Create a copy of the report in XML format
and write to the file specified.
4 Generate, autoload to database. Create a copy of the control
report in XML format and write to the associated database. The fail
option and maximum size specified at the system-wide (user
options) level will apply (see “XML Export Options” on page 78).

Completing the Free-Form Report Panels
If you select Free-form report from the Report Options panel, you will
be able to create a new free-form report for this job or modify an existing
report. See “Using Free-Form Reporting” on page 589 for instructions
on creating and viewing Free-Form Reports.

Completing the Recap Report Panel
The Recap Report panel enables you to set your preferences for printing
the Recap Report. This report is a summary listing for all keys that were
reconciled, showing the reconciliation results and the highest return
code associated with that key.

Completing the User Report Window
The User Report is a customized report that enables you to format
columns to show any of the data that can be included in the Control
Report in the order that you specify.
SWB7760P

User Report Window

Row 1 from 6

_
A. User Report Information:
_
Title:
_
B. User Report Column Information: 000
_
< NEW... >
_
C. User Report Key Break Information: 000
_
< NEW... >
************************ BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Command Line ===> ______________________________________________
F1=Help
F2=Split
F3=Exit
F4=Actions
F7=Up
F8=Down
F9=Swap

Select Title to display the User Report Basic Information panel
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User Report Basic Information Panel
User Report Basic Information
Report title: ________________________________________
Page width: ___

Page length: ___

Page item type:
__ 1. Key
2. Cycle ID
3. Internal item
4. History item
5. Calculated item
6. Return code
7. Rule
8. Message
Page Item Number: ___

F1=Help
F2=Split

F2=Split
F3=Exit

Print options:
1_ 1. Default
2. Specify...

XML option:
1_ 1. Default to user
options
2. Do not generate
3. Generate, write to
file
4. Generate, autoload
to database

Calculate columns automatically? Y_

F3=Exit
F5=Accept

F5=Accept
F9=Swap

(Y/N)

F9=Swap

F1=Help

Complete the fields as follows:
Report title. The report title, which will appear on every page of the
report.
Page width. Valid values are 070-132. The default is 132.
Page length. Valid values are 010-999 (the number of lines per page).
The default is 60 lines per page.
Page item type. Optionally specify a type of item to be displayed as an
additional field in the heading of each page of the report.
Print options.
1 Default. Use the following default print values.
Print all reconciliation keys
Accumulate printed keys toward key breaks
Print extra columns on additional rows
Print all occurrences of the key
2 Specify. When you press F5, the User Report Print Options panel
displays, allowing you to modify the defaults.
User Report XML Option.
This option applies only when the job is run in batch. It enables you
to set the job-level option for generating the report in XML format.
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Your setting here will override the corresponding system-wide (user
options) XML option (see “XML Export Options” on page 78).
You can override the option you specify here at the JCL level. For
JCL override instructions, see “UDS2000 Run-Time Execution
Parameters” on page 626.
1 Default to user options. Defaults to the option specified for the
User Report field described in “XML Export Options” on
page 78.
2 Do not generate. Do not generate the report in XML format.
3 Generate, write to file. Create a copy of the report in XML
format and write to the file specified.
4 Generate, autoload to database. Create a copy of the report in
XML format and write to the associated database. The fail
option and maximum size specified at the system-wide (user
options) level will apply (see “XML Export Options” on page 78).
Page Item Number. Specify an item number from 000-999 that you will
use as the field. Your answer depends on your choice for the Page item
type. If your page item type is:
Key. Enter 1-5 to indicate which of the five possible keys you want
to use as the page heading item.
Cycle ID. This field does not apply.
Return Code. Entering 000 if you want to display the highest
return code set for the reconciliation key. If you enter a rule number
(001-999), the corresponding return code will be displayed.
Internal Item, History Item, Calculated Item, or Rule. Enter 001999 to indicate the item number.
Message. Enter 000 to print the message for the highest return
code.
Calculate columns automatically.
Y. Automatically calculates the position of the columns. In the User
Report Column/Row Information panel, leave the Column Position
and Column Width fields blank.
N. Allows you to specify the column position and width in the User
Report Column/Row Information panel.
Press F5 to accept the panel entries.
If you selected Default for Print Options, you will be returned to the
User Report Window. You can then go on to the next procedure,
Entering User Report Column Information.
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If you selected Specify for Print Options, the User Report Print
Options panel is displayed.
User Report Print Options Panel
User Report Print Options
Print reconciliation keys:
1
1. Print all keys
2. Do not print any reconciliation keys
3. Print out-of-balance keys
4. Print in-balance keys
Accumulate reconciliation keys:
1
1. Accumulate printed keys
2. Accumulate all keys
3. Accumulate all keys; always print key breaks
Print extra columns on additional rows? Y ( Y/N)
Print only the first occurrence of the key value? Y (Y/N)
Always print user report headings? Y
(Y/N)
F1=Help
F2=Split
F3=Exit
F5=Accept
F9=Swap

Complete the fields as follows:
Print reconciliation keys. Indicate which keys to print. The options are
self-explanatory except for the following:
Do not print any reconciliation keys. Prints only the totals lines,
which you determine in the Key Break Information panel. (See
“User Report Key Break Information Panel” on page 124.) You may
also override them at the rule level.
Accumulate reconciliation keys. Indicate how to accumulate the keys.
Accumulate printed keys. Accumulates only those keys you
indicated to print and shows the accumulation in the key break.
Accumulate all keys. Accumulates all keys regardless of whether
they are being printed and shows the accumulation in the key
break.
Accumulate all keys, always print key breaks. Accumulates all
keys, print key breaks, and show the accumulation in the key
break.
Print extra columns on additional rows.
Y. Any columns of information that do not fit across the width of the
report will print on the next row.
N. Columns that do not fit across the width of the report will be
truncated.
Print only the first occurrence of the key value?
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Y. Prints a key segment value only the first time it is displayed. For
key segment values that repeat frequently, this improves
readability. Reprints the key segment values at the page break and
then suppresses again.
N. Prints every occurrence of the key segment values with the key
break. To use this feature (suppress non-unique key), each key
segment needs to be defined as a column. If you have 3 key
segments, three columns need to be devoted to defining the key. For
each of these three columns, the source area is key field. The source
values for columns 1-3 will be key segment 1, key segment 2, and
key segment 3, respectively.
Always print user report headings.
Y. Prints the user report even if there are no keys available, in
which case only the headings from the report will be printed.
N. Prints the report when keys have been selected to print.
Press F5 when you have completed the information to return to the User
Report Window and select User Report Column Information.
User Report Column Information Panel
The User Report Column Information panel allows you to set up the
columns for the User Report and determine what values appear in those
columns.
User Report Column Information

Column number: 001
Heading format:
1_ 1. Center
2. Left justify
3. Right justify
Column item type:
__ 1. Key
2. Cycle ID
3. Internal item
4. History item
5. Calculated item
6. Return code
7. Rule
8. Message

--------------- Heading ---------------________________________________________
________________________________________
Column position: ___

Column width: __

Column item number: ___

Accumulate column total and print on key break? N
F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

(Y/N)
F9=Swap

Complete the fields as follows:
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Column number. This field starts at 001 and increments by one after
each entry. If you need to change the number, overwrite the existing
number.
Heading. The heading for the column you are creating.
Heading format. Indicate the justification of the heading within the
column width.
Column position. A number from 001-100 specifying the first position of
the column width. For example, if you want a 10-space column to be
placed in position 20 to 29, you would type 020 in the Column Position
field.
Note:

If, on the User Report Basic Information panel, you specified
No to the question about having the system to automatically
calculate the position of the columns, you will need to specify
the position and width of the column here. Otherwise leave the
fields blank.

Column width. A number from 001-100 specifying the width of the
column you are creating. If you indicate 0, the reconciliation function
defaults the column to a size corresponding to the column item type.
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Description

Default Width

All key fields

40

Individual key field

8

Cycle ID

11

Internal item

18

History item

18

Calculated item

18

Return code set

4

Individual return code

4

Rule value

18

Message

40
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Column item type. The type of item that will appear in the column you
are creating.
Note:

If you select rule value, keep in mind that all standard rules, both
active and inactive, will be evaluated when reconciliation is run.
Inactive rules that have not been made active by a conditional rule
will be evaluated but will not display on the Control Report.
However, if set up in this field, the rule value, after it has been
evaluated, will display on the User Report.

Column item number. 3-digit item number for the item type you chose
in the previous field.
Description

Column Item Number

All key fields

000

Individual key field

001-005

Cycle ID

000

Internal item

001-999

History item

001-999

Calculated item

001-999

Return code set

000 identifies the return code set for the key

Individual return
code prints as
follows:

001-999 retrieves the result for the specified rule and
prints as follows:
Standard
In-balance: blanks
Out-of-balance: return code
Conditional (reconciliation operator RC)
True: blanks
False: return code
Conditional (reconciliation operator EX)
True: ACTION TAKEN
False: ACTION BYPASSED

Rule value

001-999
Standard: Rule Value
Conditional: Blanks

Message
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Accumulate column total and print on key break?
Y. Accumulates the values in the column and prints the total on the
first key break.
N. Does not accumulate the values
Press F5 to accept the entries. You will be returned to the User Report
Window.
User Report Key Break Information Panel
Key breaks are used to specify the end of a series of identical keys in a
report, which the system will then accumulate and total. For example,
if you want to accumulate and total the cost of phone calls by area code,
you would enter a Key Size of three so that any change in the first three
digits of the key (i.e. a new area code) would cause a key break.
User Report Key Break Information
Key Break Number: 001
--------------- Literal ---------------________________________________________
Key Size: __

Key Break Literal Position: ___

Number of lines to insert before key break: _
Number of lines to insert after key break: _

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

(1-9 or P = page)
(1-9 or P = page)

F9=Swap

Key Break Number. A three-digit number (001-010) to indicate the
sequential number of the key break, starting at 001 for the first key
break you specify and increasing by one for each additional key break
up to a total of 10.
Literal. Describe the totals that will print on the key break line to the
left of the totals.
Key Size. A value (0-40) for the number of positions in the reconciliation
key within which a change in value causes a key break. A value of 0 or
40 indicates final totals.
Key Break Literal Position. A value for the starting point of the Key
Break Literal within the report line. If it is set at 0, the literal will start
Number of lines to insert before the key break at the first position.
Enter 1 through 9 or P to indicate the number of lines you want to print
before the key break. P prints an entire page before the key break.
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Number of lines to insert after the key break. Enter 1 through 9 or P to
indicate the number of lines you want to print after the key break. P
prints an entire page after the key break.
Press F5 to accept the entries and return to the User Report Window.

Completing Debugging Reports Panel
This panel allows you to indicate whether the following reports will be
generated when you run the job: Extracted Data Detail, History Data
Detail, and Sorted/Accumulated Data Detail reports.
Debugging Reports
Print extracted data detail report? N
Print history data detail report? N

(Y/N)
(Y/N)

Choose a print option for the sorted/accumulated
data detail report:
1
1. Do not print a report
2. Print a sorted report
3. Print an accumulated report

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

Complete the fields as follows:
Print extracted data detail report? Indicate whether you want to print
a report showing what data values were extracted and written to the
work records. The data values will be shown in the order they were
encountered in the input files.
Print history data detail report? Indicate whether you want to print a
report showing the values in the work records after the extracted values
have been accumulated with any detail history records with identical
accumulation keys. In other words, the report will show what the Detail
History database will contain if processing completes with no errors.
Choose a print option for the sorted/accumulated data detail report.
Do not print a report. Will not print either the Sorted Data Detail
or the Accumulated Data Detail Report. This option has no effect on
the Extracted Data Detail or the History Data Detail Report.
Print a sorted data detail report. The Sorted Data Detail Report
which shows the extracted values in the work records, but in the
order resulting from sorting them by reconciliation key.
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Print an accumulated data detail report. Print a report which
displays the values in the work records after the values have been
accumulated for records with identical reconciliation keys.
Press F5 to accept the entries and return to the Job Window.
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After entering the basic job information, you will be ready to create job
definitions. These define the internal, history, and calculated items that
will be evaluated by the job, the rules that will be used to perform the
evaluation, and the messages that will be generated based on the
results (in or out of balance) of rule processing. This chapter explains
how to specify job definitions through the user interface. Alternatively,
you can use batch transactions as described in Appendix B, “Batch
Definition Transactions” on page 675.
This chapter includes the following sections:










“Printing Options Used in Multiple Definition Types” on page 127
“Internal Items” on page 129
“History Items” on page 132
“Calculated Items” on page 141
“Rules” on page 147
“Messages” on page 187
“Navigating through Existing Job Definitions” on page 189
“Deleting Definitions” on page 189

Printing Options Used in Multiple Definition Types
In panels for internal items, history items, calculated items, and rules,
you can specify options for printing formats, decimals, and commas, as
described below.

Options for Printing Items by Formats
Count Option—This option displays the internal item as a number up
to 15 digits long that is printed with embedded commas and no decimal
point. If the value is negative, a trailing minus sign (-) will print.
If you wish to change the default formatting for negative numbers for
all output reports, see“Negative Signs” on page 76.
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Amount Option—This option displays the item as a dollar amount up to
15 digits long; it will be printed with a leading dollar sign ($), embedded
commas, a decimal point, and decimals as determined in the Print
Decimals field. If the value is negative, a trailing minus sign (-) will
print.
If you wish to change the default formatting for amounts for all output
reports, see “Currency Formats” on page 74 or “Negative Signs” on
page 76.
For single-precision and double-precision numbers, see “Options for
Printing Decimals” on page 128.
Date Option—This option displays the item as a date; the date will be
formatted into a Gregorian representation and printed in the format:
YY/MM/DD, unless overridden by the date formatting user option. For
more information on overriding defaults for date formatting, see “Date
Formats” on page 73.
Text Option—This option displays the internal item as a character
string up to eight characters long; it will be printed enclosed in single
quotation marks.

Options for Printing Decimals
The Print decimals field specifies the number of decimal places that will
print in internal item format of count or amount. The default (field left
blank) provides zero decimal places for a count item, two places for an
amount.
If you use single-precision or double-precision numbers, you need to be
aware of the following constraints:

 Accuracy is not guaranteed for single-precision numbers.
 When using double-precision numbers, accuracy can be guarnateed
provided that the user-defined scale is less than the actual number
of decimals stored in the database.
For example, the number 9987654.4321987654 could be stored as
+9.98765443219876E+06. In this example, 8 decimals are stored
instead of the 10 in the original number. Thus, a user-defined scale of 7
or less will be accurate.

Options for Printing Commas
The Print commas? field lets you choose to include the thousands place
indicator in counts and amounts in the control Report, user Report, and
Free-form Report. The default thousands place indicator is a command.
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Default—This option uses the user options settings for the Print
Commas for Counts and Print Commas for Amounts fields when
running the job in batch. In online processing, the thousands place
indicators will be printed.
Print—This option prints the thousands place indicator whether the job
is run online or in batch.
Do not print —This option suppresses printing of the thousands place
indicator whether the job is run online or in batch.

Internal Items
The field values you extract and accumulate using file definitions are
assigned an internal item number. These values associated with the
current run of a job ID are called internal items. These values can be
counts, amounts, dates, or text items. Usually, there is one detail field
for each internal item, however, several detail field values can be
accumulated into one internal item, if needed.
Each reconciliation step can process up to 999 internal items. The
internal items can be manipulated in calculated items or compared
using reconciliation rules. A calculated item must be stored as an
internal item in order to be stored on the database. After applying the
reconciliation rules, ACR/Detail prints the results on the reports you
requested. For more information, see “Calculated Items” on page 141
and “Rules” on page 147.
There are two ways to access the Internal Items panel: from the Job
Window or through the Extract Window after defining the detail field.
Most items will be added when defining the detail field through the
Extract Window.
You can access the Internal Items Panel in the following ways:

 From the Job Window, select New under Internal Items.
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 If you set up the detail field from the Extract Window as described
in “Defining Detail Fields” on page 239, the Internal Items panel is
displayed automatically.
Internal Items
Internal
item number
001

-------------- Description ------------________________________________________
________________________________________
Print format:
Print the internal item value:
1_ 1. Count
1_ 1. In the left column of the control report
2. Amount
2. In the right column of the control report
3. Date
3. Item is a calculated item result; print on
4. Text
left
Print decimals: _
Calculated item number: 000 (1-999)
Specify
1_ 1.
2.
3.

an action to take when an internal item is not found:
Set internal item to zero or spaces and continue processing
The internal item is required for an in-balance condition
Skip all balancing rules involving the internal item

Print commas?
F1=Help
F8=Next

1

1. Default

F2=Split
F9=Swap

2. Print

F3=Exit

3. Do not print

F4=Retain

F5=Accept

F7=Prev

Use the following procedure to complete the Internal Items panel.
Note:

The internal item number defaults to the next consecutive internal item
number. If this is the first internal item it defaults to 001. Up to 999

internal items can be defined. Be careful if you change this value,
the next time you enter this panel, the increment may not be what
you would expect. It is best to let this field increment
automatically.
1. Type up to 80 characters to describe the internal item in the

Description field.
This description can be printed on a variety of reports.
2. Choose an option from the Print Format field to indicate in what

format the internal item will print. See “Printing Options Used in
Multiple Definition Types” on page 127 for information.
3. Choose an option from the Print the internal item value field to

determine where the internal item will print.
Choose 1 (In the left column of the control report) to print the
internal item in the left column of the Control Report. This column
heading has the word INPUT as its heading.
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Choose 2 (In the right column of the control report) to print the
internal item in the right column of the Control Report. This
column heading has the word OUTPUT as its heading.
Choose 3 (Item is a calculated item result; print on left) to store the
value of a calculated item in this internal item. This value will then
print in the internal item section of the Control Report.
4. In the Print Decimals field, type the number of decimals (0-9) for

the internal item to print on the Control Report. See “Printing
Options Used in Multiple Definition Types” on page 127 for
information.
5. In the Calculated Item Number field, type the number of the

calculated item to be stored in this internal item.
If you chose option 3 (Print as calculated item) in step 4 above, you
must indicate the number of the calculated item to be stored in this
internal item. For more information, see “Calculated Items” on
page 141.
6. In the Specify an action to take when an internal item is not found

field, choose an option to indicate whether or not this internal item
is required for a rule that uses it to be in-balance.
This field identifies whether or not the internal item is required
and indicates what the rule will do if the item is missing.
Choose 1 (Set internal item to zero or spaces and continue
processing) if the internal item is not required for an in-balance
condition. If the internal item is not extracted, the internal item
value will display as zero on the Control Report and the balancing
rule will be evaluated with the internal item equal to zero or
spaces.
Choose 2 (The internal item is required for an in-balance condition)
if the internal item is required for an in-balance condition. If the
internal item is not extracted, it is considered missing and the
message ITEM NOT EXTRACTED will display, instead of an
internal item value, on the Control Report. A missing internal item
with this setting can set an out-of-balance condition for all rules
containing this item. For more details, see “How ACR/Detail
Handles Missing Items When Processing Standard Rules” on
page 164.
Choose 3 (Skip all balancing rules involving this internal item) to
indicate that any rule, using this internal item, may be ignored if
this internal item is missing. If the internal item is not extracted, it
is considered missing and the message ITEM NOT EXTRACTED
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will display, instead of an internal item value, on the Control
Report. For more details, see “How ACR/Detail Handles Missing
Items When Processing Standard Rules” on page 164.
Note:

The difference between whether the rule using this item is out-ofbalance or skipped is based on the selection for this indicator. For
more details, see “How ACR/Detail Handles Missing Items When
Processing Standard Rules” on page 164.

7. In the Print commas? field, indicate whether to include the

thousands place indicator when printing. See “Printing Options
Used in Multiple Definition Types” on page 127 for information.
8. If you selected Internal Items from the Job Window and you want

to create additional internal items, press F4 to remain in the
internal item function.
If you want to create additional internal items using similar field
values, the 4 key will accept the original internal item, increment
the item number, and retain the field values so you only need to
change the values that make the new internal item unique.
9. Press F5 to accept. If you arrived at the Internal Items panel from

the Detail Field panel from the Extract Window, the system
displays the Extract Window.
Otherwise, the Job Window is displayed.

History Items
Internal items are used in the same job run in which they are extracted.
History items represent values that were extracted as internal items in
a previous job and will be reused in the current run of the same or
another job. Any information retrieved from past reconciliations (i.e.,
last month, last week, yesterday) is considered to be history. In order to
access “old” or “historical” data you have to tell the system how to get it.
That means, you create a history item definition.
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History items are only available if your job is set up to store history. (See
“Store History” on page 95 for more information on storing history.)
When storing history, a copy of all extracted internal items is placed in
the history database. These items can then be retrieved from the history
database in a subsequent job.
History items are defined in terms of when they were originally
extracted as internal items. Sometimes they were extracted in a
previous run of the same job and step. Other times they were extracted
from a different job run.
Note:

When pulling History Items into your Control Report, they will appear in
the column (Left or Right) designated by the original Internal Item.

Use the following procedure to access the History Items panel from the
Job Window.
1. From the Job Window, use the arrow keys to move the cursor next

to <NEW...> under History Items.
2. Type S and press Enter.
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The system displays the History Items panel.
History Items
Item number
001
Print format:
1_ 1. Count
2. Amount
3. Date
4. Text
Print decimals: _
Relative
Cycle:
+00

-------------- Description ------------________________________________________
________________________________________
Print location:
1_ 1. Left
2. Right

Internal item number: 000

(-99 to +00)

(1-999)

History access:
1_ 1. Default
2. Modify...

Is this a cross platform history item? N

(Y/N)

Print commas?

3. Do not print

F1=Help
F8=Next

1

1. Default

F2=Split
F9=Swap

2. Print

F3=Exit

F4=Retain

F5=Accept

F7=Prev

Use the following procedure to complete the History Items panel.
Note:

The history item number defaults to the next consecutive history item
number. If this is the first history item it defaults to 001. Up to 999

history items can be defined. Be careful if you change this value,
the next time you enter this panel, the increment may not be what
you would expect. It is best to let this field increment
automatically.
1. Type up to 80 characters to describe the history item in the

Description field.
This description will be printed on the Control Report.
2. Choose an option from the Print Format field to indicate in what

format the history item will print. See “Printing Options Used in
Multiple Definition Types” on page 127 for information.
This format should match the format of the original internal item.
3. Choose an option from the Print Location field to determine where

the history item will print on the Control Report.
Choose 1 (Left) to print the history in the left column of the Control
Report. This column has the word INPUT as its heading.
Choose 2 (Right) to print the history item in the right column of the
Control Report. The right column has the word OUTPUT as its
heading.
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4. In the Print Decimals field, type the number of decimals (0-9) for

the history item to print on the Control Report. See “Printing
Options Used in Multiple Definition Types” on page 127 for
information. If you are using ACR/Connector, you must enter the
number of decimals regardless of the format you enter in the Print
Format field.
5. In the Internal Item Number field, type the internal item number

of this history item when it was originally extracted.
If you will be using an internal item number that is not available
with a previous run of the current job, complete the following:
a. Enter the appropriate internal item number as it exists in the

appropriate history database. When using ACR/Connector, you
can retrieve a maximum of 970 internal items per history
record.
b. Select 2 (Modify) in the History Access field.
c. Complete the remaining History Item panel fields as

appropriate.
d. Press F5 to accept.
e. From the History Access panel, in the History Key/Mask field,

enter the history key that contains the internal item number.
f.

Complete the remaining History Access panel fields as
appropriate.

g. Press F5 to accept.
6. In the Relative cycle field, type the two-digit number (+00 to -99)

that identifies the history to retrieve relative to the most recent
cycle.
History is stored by key and by cycle number in the history
database. Therefore, history can be retrieved by indicating the key
and the cycle number. Rather than trying to remember the exact
cycle number to retrieve, history can be retrieved relative to the
most recent cycle.
Note:

The most recent cycle can be either the last cycle stored in history
or current cycle. This is determined by the Most Recent Cycle field
on the History Access panel. It is important that you know which
cycle is set up to be the most recent when using relative cycles.

For example, if the current cycle number is 20060817 and you want
to retrieve the last cycle you would type -01 and that would give you
cycle 20060816. If you wanted to retrieve history from five runs ago
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you would type -05, that cycle would be 20060812. On the other
hand, if you select option 1 (History Cycle Is Current), you would
type +00 to give you cycle 20060816.
Another example: If your current cycle number is 20060817 and
you want to retrieve the history item from 20060816, you would
either:

 Select Most Recent Cycle option 1: History Cycle is current and
Relative Cycle: +00, or

 Select Most Recent Cycle option 2: Key Cycle is Always Current
and Relative Cycle: -01.
7. Choose an option to determine how history will be accessed in the

History Access field.
Choose 1 to access history using the default values. It retrieves the
specified cycle for the key you are printing.
Choose 2 (Modify) to change the defaults. After pressing 5 to accept
all the panel information, the History Access panel is displayed.
For more information, see “History Access” on page 137.
8. Is this a cross platform history item? If you are using

ACR/Connector, answer Y if the history item will be retrieved from
a history database associated with another server node. If you have
not specified the domain file name for ACR/Connector, see
“Specifying the ACR/Connector Domain Table” on page 49. You will
then be able to select the node from the domain name list after you
complete and accept your entries on this panel.
9. If you specified Count or Amount in the Format field, for the Print

Commas field, select whether to print the thousands place indicator
(the default character is a comma) when printing the item on the
Control Report, User Report, and Free-form Report.

 Choose 1 to use the system default from the user options.
 Choose 2 (Print) to print the thousands place indicator.
 Choose 3 (No) to suppress printing of the thousands place
indicator.
10. If you want to create additional history items, press F4 to remain in

the history item function.
If you want to create additional history items using similar field
values, the 4 key will accept the original history item, increment
the item number, and retain the field values so you only need to
change the values that make the new history item unique.
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11. Press F5 to accept. If you chose option 2 (Modify) in step 7 above the

History Access panel is displayed. See “History Access” on
page 137.
If you answered Y to Is this a cross platform history item? a list of
server nodes will be displayed so you can select the one that
corresponds to the cross platform history item.
Otherwise, the Job Window is displayed.
Note:

The option chosen in step 7 on the History Access panel remains as
the new default for this job.

History Access
If you chose to modify the way history is accessed from the History
Access field on the History Item panel, the History Access panel is
displayed.
This panel allows you to modify the way history is accessed from the
database.
History Access
------ History Key/Mask --------Key1-- --Key2-- --Key3-- --Key4-******** ******** ******** ********
Most Recent Cycle:
2
1. History Cycle is Current
2. Key Cycle is Always Current

--Key5-********
Required Item:
1
1. Required
2. Not Required
3. May Skip

Variable Cycle Indicator:
1
1. Variable cycle processing not in effect
2. Compared to most recent run date and time
3. Compared to most recent cycle number
--- Variable Cycle History Key/Mask -----Key1-- --Key2-- --Key3-- --Key4-- --Key5-________ ________ ________ ________ ________

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

Use the following procedure to complete the History Access panel.
1. Type the History Key/Mask in the History Key/Mask field.

History is stored by key. Therefore, to access the history item from
a previous run of a different job (not the current job) in the same or
in another history database, whether it is on the same platform or
not, you must indicate which key contains the item.
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The history mask is a way to tell the system exactly what you are
looking for within the history key. Each key can be up to 40
characters in size. You can mask out any or all of the those 40
characters to look for a reconciliation key with literal characters in
specific positions.
An asterisk (*), is a wild card. If you leave asterisks (*) in any
portion of the key, the system overlays them with the characters
from the current key.
This field defaults to all asterisks (*). That means, take the key you
are processing and get the specified cycle for that key from the
database.
Note:

If input file doesn’t contain all required keys, do not use key
masking.

2. Choose an option to determine whether the history cycle or the key

cycle is most current in the Most Recent Cycle field.
Once you have found the key from step 1 above, you must
determine which cycle is the most current cycle.
Choose 1 (History cycle is current) to make the most recent cycle
(+00) equal to the first cycle you find in history for the specified key.
Choose 2 (Key cycle is always current) to make the most recent
cycle (+00) equal to the cycle of the current key.
For example, suppose you have four cycle numbers: the current
cycle is 20060616 and three cycle numbers stored in history
20060613, 20060614, and 20060615.
If you choose option 1 (History cycle is current), the most recent
cycle (+00) is 20060615. That is the highest cycle number in history.
If you choose option 2 (Key cycle is current), the most recent cycle
(+00) is 20060616. This current cycle number is not stored in
history. Therefore, if you choose the key cycle to be current, you
must request relative cycle of -01 in order to get the first history
cycle.
3. In the Required Item field, choose an option to indicate whether or

not this history item is required for a rule that uses it to be inbalance.
A history item is considered missing if the history key or the
variable cycle history key for the requested relative cycle is not in
the history database. Missing history items display a message,
**NOT IN FILE* for a missing history key or **VC JOB NOT
FOUND* for a missing variable cycle history key, in place of a
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history item value under the HISTORY ITEMS section of the
Control Report.
This field determines whether the history item is required for
reconciliation and determines what happens to a rule if this history
item is missing. There may be times when the absence of a history
cycle may require that the reconciliation job be automatically
stopped. Other times a missing cycle may be perfectly acceptable.
Skipping rules allows you to effectively process based on the
presence or absence of an item. For more details, see “How
ACR/Detail Handles Missing Items When Processing Standard
Rules” on page 164.
Choose 1 (Required) if the history item is required for an in-balance
condition. If the history item is not found, it is considered missing
and the message **NOT IN FILE* will display, instead of a history
item value, on the Control Report. A missing history item with this
setting can set an out-of-balance condition for all rules containing
this item. For more details, see “How ACR/Detail Handles Missing
Items When Processing Standard Rules” on page 164.
Choose 2 (Not Required) if the history item is not required for an inbalance condition. If the history item is not found, the history item
value will display as zero on the Control Report and the balancing
rule will be evaluated with the history item equal to zero or spaces.
Choose 3 (May Skip) to indicate that any rule, using this history
item, may be ignored if this history item is missing. If the history
item is not found, it is considered missing and the message **NOT
IN FILE* will display, instead of a history item value, on the
Control Report. For more details, see “How ACR/Detail Handles
Missing Items When Processing Standard Rules” on page 164.
Note:

The difference between whether the rule using this item is out-ofbalance or skipped is based on the selection for this indicator. For
more details, see “How ACR/Detail Handles Missing Items When
Processing Standard Rules” on page 164.

4. In the Variable Cycle Indicator field, choose an option to indicate

whether the use of this history item for reconciliation depends on
the cycle number and run time of another history key.
Choose 1 (Variable cycle processing not in effect) to not use variable
cycle processing.
Choose 2 (Compared to most recent run date and time) to use the
history item for reconciliation if the run date and run time of the
current history key are greater than the run date and run time of
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the most recent run of the variable cycle history key determined in
step 5 below.
Choose 3 (Compared to most recent cycle number) to use the history
item only if the cycle number of the current history key is greater
than the most recent cycle number of the variable cycle history key
determined in step 5 below.
5. In the Variable Cycle History Key/Mask field, specify the history

key whose cycle number and run time determine whether this
history item is used for reconciliation.
Similar to the history key mask described in step 1, the variable
cycle key can be masked to tell the system exactly what you are
looking for within the history key. Each key can be up to 40
characters in size. You can mask out any or all of the those 40
characters to look for a specific key or portion of a key.
An asterisk (*) is a wild card. If you leave asterisks (*) in any
portion of the key, the system overlays the asterisks with those
characters from the current key.
This field defaults to all asterisks (*). This means, take the key you
are processing and get the specified cycle for that key from the
database.
6. Press F5 to accept. The Job Window is displayed.

Example of Using History Key Masks
By default the history mask contains all asterisks(*). This means the
history item will use the current reconciliation key.
If you want to use a different reconciliation key to determine your
history item, you will need to set up a history key mask. Consider the
following reconciliation jobs.
Job 1: Reconcile Human Resources information. HR uses the employee
ID as the reconciliation key. This job consists of validating HR
information on a weekly basis between two processes, an edit process
and an update process called “Employees Terminated”.
Job 2: Reconcile Payroll information. Payroll also uses the employee ID
as the reconciliation. However, their job consists of validating that yearto-date accumulations are working correctly.
Your task now is to make sure that the Payroll run does not send checks
to terminated employees as defined on the HR system.
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Currently, HR jobs and Payroll jobs are kept on different history
databases. Job 1 (HR) has internal items 1-15 defined. Job 2 (Payroll)
has internal items 1-10 defined.
To solve this situation you can store the HR and Payroll information on
the same history database. Set up a reconciliation key mask to keep
them separate. Then set up a history key mask to retrieve the HR
information in the Payroll run.
To do this you will modify each job:
Job 1: Modify the Basic Job Information to include a reconciliation key
mask: ******** ******** ******** ******** HUMANR. This is the same
as saying store the extracted keys on the history database with the
literal HUMANR in the last key field. This is necessary to store HR
histories separately from payroll histories since these will both be
stored in the same database. Set up internal item I-16 with the
description DATE TERMINATED so that it will be available for Payroll
to use later.
Job 2: Modify the Basic Job Information to include a reconciliation key
mask: ******** ******** ******** ******** PAYROLL. Add a history
item definition
H-11 using a history key mask ******** ******** ******** ********
HUMANR, using internal item I-16 as current. The history items that
have been previously set up do not need to be changed. Add the
necessary reconciliation rule to test that H-11 (DATE TERMINATED
from the HUMANR history) does not indicate that you are paying
terminated employee.
Modify the execution JCL to use a history database that will now
contain both HR and payroll histories for every employee in the
company.

Calculated Items
Calculated items are values obtained by adding, subtracting,
multiplying or dividing the values of internal items, history items or
other calculated items. Calculated items, can be used in reconciliation
rules in the same way as internal items and history items. Up to 999
calculated items can be specified per job ID.
The calculation formula for computing the value of the calculated item
is defined in the form of an arithmetic expression like this:
LHS
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LHS refers to the left-hand side of the formula, and RHS refers to the
right-hand side. The operator is a calculation operator to be applied
against the two sides.
Each side of the formula defines the sum of up to ten internal, external,
and calculated items. Depending upon the value of the operator, the
sum of the items on the left-hand side of the equation is added to (+),
subtracted from (-), multiplied by (*) or divided by (/) the sum of the
items on the right-hand side.
In addition to the math operations, the operator (>) can be used to input
the LHS value into a function on the RHS. For example, if internal item
1 (I-001) contained a date count value corresponding to 05/01/2006, and
you built a calculated item as I-001 > @DAY, the calculated item value
would be 01.
To access the Calculated Items panel, from the Job Window, under
Calculated Items, select New.
The system displays the Calculated Items panel.
Calculated Items
Item number: 001
-------------------------- Calculation Rule -----------------------LHS: ________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Calculation operator: +_

(+, -, *, /, >, A+, A-)

RHS: ________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Print format:
1_ 1. Count
2. Amount
3. Date
Print commas?
F1=Help
F7=Prev
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Required Item:
2_ 1. Required
2. Not Required
3. May Skip

Print decimals: _

1

1. Default

F2=Split
F8=Next

2. Print

F3=Exit
F9=Swap

3. Do not print

F4=Retain
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Use the following procedure to complete the Calculated Items panel.
Note:

The calculated item number defaults to the next consecutive calculated
item number. If this is the first calculated item it defaults to 001. Up to

999 calculated items can be defined. Be careful if you change this
value, the next time you enter this panel, the increment may not
be what you would expect. It is best to leave this field increment
automatically.
1. In the LHS field, type the left-hand side of the calculation rule.

LHS defines up to 10 internal, history, or other calculated items on
the left-hand side of the calculation formula. Items can be specified
with the item type, a dash, and the item number (with or without
leading zeroes). Any calculated items specified must have an item
number less than the calculated item number. Examples of items
are: I-001, E-2, and C-33.
A numeric constant may be specified as the only entry on the LHS,
if the RHS is not a numeric constant; it must begin with a + or -,
and can contain up to 15 digits.
To help build the formula, press F6 to get a list of all available
items. You can select from this list multiple times and the items
will appear in this field.
2. In the Calculation Operator field, type the operator to be used in

calculations.
Valid operators for the calculation formula are:
+Add the LHS to the RHS. (This option is the default.)
-Subtract the RHS from the LHS.
*Multiply the LHS by the RHS.
/Divide the LHS by the RHS.
>The LHS value is input to the RHS function.
A+Add the LHS to the RHS and compute the positive absolute
value of the result.
A-Add the LHS to the RHS and compute the negative absolute
value of the result.
3. In the RHS field, type the right-hand side of the calculation rule.

The RHS defines the right-hand side of the formula. Items must be
specified with the item type, a dash, and the item number (with or
without leading zeros). Any calculated items specified must have an
item number less than the calculated item number. Examples of
items are: I-001, E-2, and C-33.
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A numeric constant may be specified as the only entry on the RHS,
if the LHS is not a numeric constant; it must begin with a + or - and
can contain up to 15 digits. A numeric constant may contain an
embedded decimal point with a maximum of 9 decimal positions.
To help build the formula, press F6 to get a list of all available
items. You can select from this list multiple times and the items
will appear in this field.
A function may be specified as the only entry on the RHS when the
calculation operator is (>). Functions begin with an (@), and include
the following:
Function

Description

@DATE

The LHS value is a numeric Gregorian format of
CCYYMMDD to be converted to a date count value. The
constant +99999999 can be used to obtain the date count
value for the current date.
You can use this function to add or subtract dates. For
example, you can determine aging by subtracting the
original date from the current date. This function converts
the entire date including century, year, month, and day into a
value.

@YEAR

The LHS contains a date count value from which the CCYY
Gregorian value should be extracted. The result is multiplied
by 10,000 (i.e., a date in 2006 would result in a value of
20060000).
You can use this function to track number of years. This
function only converts the year into a value that can be used
mathematically.

@MONTH

The LHS contains a date count value from which the MM
Gregorian value should be extracted. The result is multiplied
by 100 (i.e., a date in May would result in a value of 500).
You can use this function to track number of months. This
function only converts the month into a value that can be
used mathematically.
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Function

Description

@DAY

The LHS contains a date count value from which the DD
Gregorian value should be extracted.
You can use this function to track number of days. This
function converts the two-digit day into a value that can be
used mathematically.

@TIME

The LHS contains a date count value from which the start
time of the current job in HHMMSS format, i.e. 121025, will
be extracted. You can use this function with another
calculation to determine the time since the last run.

@TIMEOFDY

The LHS contains a date count value from which a number
representing the day of the week will be extracted:
1=Monday, 2=Tuesday, 3=Wednesday, etc. You can use this
function to check for the proper processing date.

4. Choose an option from the Print Format field to indicate in what

format the calculated item will print. See “Printing Options Used
in Multiple Definition Types” on page 127 for information.
The Print Format field should match the format specified in the
items contained within the formula. The decimal places in the
individual items do not have to match.
5. In the Print Decimals field, type the number of decimals (0-9) for

the calculated item to print on the Control Report. See “Printing
Options Used in Multiple Definition Types” on page 127 for
information.
6. In the Required Item field, choose an option to indicate whether or

not this calculated item is required for a rule that uses it to be inbalance.
A calculated item is considered incomplete if this field (the
Required Item indicator) is set to Required or May Skip and if any
internal, history, or calculated items referenced by this calculated
item is missing or incomplete. On the Control Report, in the
CALCULATED ITEMS section, under the CALC MESSAGE
column, all incomplete calculated items display a message of
**CALC INCOMPLETE*. (For information on determining
whether an internal item is missing, see the “Specify an action to
take when an internal item is not found” field explanation in step 6
on page 131. For information on determining whether a history
item is missing, see the Required Item field explanation in step 3
on page 138.)
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Choose 1 (Required) if this calculated item is required for an inbalance condition. With this setting, the rules containing this
incomplete calculated item will be set to out of balance. On the
Control Report, in the BALANCING RULES & RESULTS section,
the column called RESULT displays the message **OUT OF
BALANCE**. The ERROR/TOLERANCE column displays the
message ***MISSING ITEM***.
Choose 2 (Not Required) if the calculated item is not required for an
in-balance condition. With this setting, the rule is evaluated by
substituting a zero or spaces for any missing internal or history
item. Zero is for a missing numeric item and spaces are for a
missing text value.
Choose 3 (May Skip) to indicate that any rule, using this calculated
item, may be ignored if this calculated item is incomplete. On the
Control Report, in the BALANCING RULES & RESULTS section,
the column called RESULT displays the message RULE
IGNORED. The ERROR/TOLERANCE column displays the
message ***MISSING ITEM***. For more details, see “How
ACR/Detail Handles Missing Items When Processing Standard
Rules” on page 164.
Note:

The difference between whether the rule using this item is out-ofbalance or skipped is based on the selection for this indicator. For
more details, see “How ACR/Detail Handles Missing Items When
Processing Standard Rules” on page 164.

7. In the Print commas? field, indicate whether to include the

thousands place indicator when printing. See “Printing Options
Used in Multiple Definition Types” on page 127 for information.
8. If you want to create additional calculated items, press F4 to

remain in the calculated item function.
If you want to create additional calculated items using similar field
values, the 4 key will accept the original calculated item, increment
the item number, and retain the field values so you only need to
change the values that make the new calculated item unique.
9. Press F5 to accept. The Job Window is displayed.
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Rules
Rules define the criteria to be applied to the values of internal items,
calculated items, and/or history items to determine if values extracted
from an input source are in or out of balance.
A single job may need to have multiple rules defined to determine if a
variety of values are in balance. A maximum of 100 rules can be defined
in a job.
Typically, you will want to have a rule set a return code for an out-ofbalance condition and create a text message associated with the return
code. Return codes and the messages you associate with them appear on
the Control Report.
Two types of rules can be created:

 “Standard Rules” described below
 “Conditional Rules” on page 148

Standard Rules
A standard rule compares values from any combination internal,
calculated, and history items to determine if they are in- or out-ofbalance.
The comparison for a standard rule has the following format:
Left-hand side

Operator

Right-hand side

You can optionally use, on one side or the other (but not both) of the
comparison, either a literal or a numeric constant. Standard rules can
be either active or inactive.

Active Standard Rules
An active standard rule defines criteria for a comparison (using items,
literals, and constants as described above) that is evaluated when
balancing is performed. The status of an active standard rule can also
be evaluated by conditional rules. If the result is out-of-balance, a
standard rule can perform one of the following actions:

 Set the return code as specified in the Set Return Code option on the
Basic Information screen.

 Set the 4-digit code of your choice as the completion code for the job
if this rule is out-of-balance. If more than one rule is out-of-balance,
the highest code will be set.

 Trigger an abend of the balancing job.
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Following are examples of active standard rules:
I-001 = I-002, set an abend code
I-001 > +100, set a return code of 3075
I-001 + C-001 < E-003, set a return code of 3200

Inactive Standard Rules
Inactive standard rules are not evaluated each time a job is run. They
are used when control items must be compared under specific
circumstances.
Inactive standard rules can only be evaluated within a conditional rule.
The criteria of the condition is defined by the conditional rule.
Inactive standard rules can:

 Evaluate control items in a balancing job. Using an inactive
standard rule in the left side of a conditional rule equation will
evaluate the criteria defined by the inactive standard rule.

 Perform an action in a balancing job. Using an inactive standard
rule in the right side of a conditional rule equation activates the
rule, causing it to perform as an active standard rule.
Following are examples of inactive standard rules:
R001: I-002 > $50,000
R002: I-011 > +90

Conditional Rules
What Is a Conditional Rule?
A conditional rule uses IF/THEN logic to evaluate the status of up to 10
other rules to determine if a condition is met. You can specify whether
the condition should be true or false.
Valid Conditions
When evaluating a conditional rule:

 The valid condition for a standard rule is assumed to be in-balance.
 The valid condition for a conditional rule is assumed to be condition
met.
The negate ¬ [NOT] symbol (see “NOT” below) can be used to change the
valid conditions.
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AND and OR
The rules to be evaluated in the IF portion of the rule are specified on
the Conditional Rule screen. Rules are linked by + [AND] and | [OR]
symbols.
Each rule on the IF side is evaluated to determine whether the condition
is met. For example, here is Rule 4 (R4), an active conditional rule:
Left-hand side
IF R1 + R2 True

Right-hand side
THEN process R3

The above rule is interpreted as:
If (Rule 1 is in balance) and (Rule 2 is in balance) are true, then process
Rule 3.
NOT
The negate ¬ [NOT] symbol can be used before a rule to change the valid
conditions. If the negate symbol is used:

 The valid condition for a standard rule is assumed to be out-ofbalance.

 The valid condition for a conditional rule is assumed to be condition
not met.
Following is an example where the ¬ [NOT] symbol is used with R2:
Left-hand side
IF R1 + ¬R2 True

Right-hand side
THEN process R3

Assuming that R2 is a standard rule, the above rule can be interpreted
as:
If (Rule 1 is in balance) and (Rule 2 is out-of-balance) are true, then
process Rule 3.

Active Conditional Rules
Active conditional rules are evaluated every time the job is run. The
status of up to 10 other rules is evaluated to determine if a condition is
met. You can specify whether the condition should be true or false.
The THEN (right-hand side) portion of the rule defines the action to be
taken if the condition is met, which can be either of the following:

 Execute Process Rules. This activates up to 10 inactive standard
rules.

 Set Return Code. This sets the 4-digit return code shown in the
Return Code field on the Conditional Rule screen.
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Inactive Conditional Rules
Inactive conditional rules are intended for use within active conditional
rules as a means to associate subsets of rules within a rule. They take
the place of the logical expressions (parentheses). That is, the rule
number of the inactive conditional rule is used in place of the logical
expression.
Inactive conditional rules are used when you need to:

 Check the status of more than two rules.
 Use both AND and OR logical expressions to describe a condition.
 Evaluate more than 10 rules in an active conditional rule.
In an inactive conditional rule, the status of a rule is evaluated to
determine if a condition (which can be true or false) is met. The THEN
(right-hand side) portion of the rule does not trigger an action. The
THEN portion simply sets the status of the evaluation to condition met
or condition not met.

How Conditional Rules Are Evaluated
This section provides a detailed explanation of how conditional rules are
processed.

If True and If False Logic in Conditional Rules
The two tables on the following page show active conditional rules and
what they mean depending on whether you specify that the condition
described in the Evaluate field on the Conditional Rule screen must be
true or false.
The rules used in the sample If statements in the tables are standard
rules, so their status is described as in or out of balance. If these were
inactive conditional rules, their status would be described as condition
met or not met. If they were active conditional rules, their status would
be action taken or action bypassed.
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If True Table:
If True

Then

Description

R1

Process R3

If “rule 1 is in balance” is true, then process rule 3.

¬R1

Process R3

If “rule 1 is not in balance” is true, then process rule 3.

R1 + R2

Process R3

If “rule 1 is in balance and rule 2 is in balance” is true, then
process rule 3.

R1 + ¬R2

Process R3

If “rule 1 is in balance and rule 2 is not in balance” is true, then
process rule 3.

R1 | R2

Process R3

If “rule 1 is in balance or rule 2 is in balance” is true, then
process rule 3.

R1 | ¬R2

Set return
code 3010

If “rule 1 is in balance or rule 2 is not in balance” is true, then
set return code 3010.

If False Table:
If False

Then

Description

What Will Happen

R1

Process R3

If “rule 1 is in balance” is
false, process rule 3.

If rule 1 is out of balance, rule
3 will be processed.

¬R1

Process R3

If “rule 1 is not in balance” is
false, process rule 3.

If rule 1 is in balance, rule 3
will be processed.

R1 + R2

Process R3

If “rule 1 is in balance and rule
2 is in balance” is false,
process rule 3.

If rule 1 OR rule 2 is out of
balance, rule 3 will be
processed.

R1 + ¬R2

Process R3

If “rule 1 is in balance and rule
2 is not in balance” is false,
process rule 3.

If rule 1 is out of balance OR
rule 2 is in balance, rule 3 will
be processed.

R1 | R2

Process R3

If “rule 1 is in balance or rule
2 is in balance” is false,
process rule 3.

If rule 1 AND rule 2 are out of
balance, rule 3 will be
processed.

R1 | ¬R2

Set return
code 3010

If “rule 1 is in balance or rule
2 is not in balance” is false,
set return code 3010.

If rule 1 is out of balance AND
rule 2 is in balance, return
code 3010 will be set.

If you look at the “What Will Happen” column in the table above, you
will notice that AND and OR logical expressions are evaluated
differently in these If False statements than in the If True statements
shown in the previous table.
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AND Logical Expressions
When an AND logical expression is evaluated within an If True
statement, the expression will be true if every condition connected by
the AND is true. But an If False statement will be false (and the actions
you have specified for the rule will be performed) if any condition
connected by the AND is false.
The following If True statement has the same effect as the “If ¬R1 | ¬R2
is false” statement above:
If R1 + R2 is true, then set return code 3010.
It is easy to see in the above statement that if BOTH rules are IN
BALANCE, the rule will set return code 3010.
What happens if you use AND and OR connectors in the same If
statement?
If R1 | ¬R2 + R4 is false, then set return code 3010.
This rule will take action if
(“Rule 1 is in balance” is false OR “Rule 2 is out of balance” is false)
AND “Rule 4 is in balance” is false.
Notice that the statement is evaluated from left to right. The first
logical expression is evaluated first: R1 | ¬ R2. Then, it evaluates the
entire If statement as an AND logical expression consisting of the true
or false result of evaluating the first logical expression, AND R4.

OR Logical Expressions
Within an If True statement, an OR logical expression will be true if any
condition connected by the OR is true. For example, the following rule
contains an OR logical expression that connects two conditions:
If (R1 + R2) | R3 is true, then set return code 3010.
In the rule above, “Rule 1 is in balance AND Rule 2 is in balance” is one
condition and “Rule 3 is in balance” is the other. If either or both of these
conditions are true, the rule will take action and set return code 3010.
In contrast, when you use an OR logical expression within an If False
statement, every condition connected by the OR must be false for the
rule to take action. For example, the following rule will take action if
Rule 1 is out of balance AND Rule 2 is in balance:
If R1 | ¬R2 is false, then set return code 3010.
Here is another true versus false example:
If ¬R1 | ¬R2 is true, then set return code 3010.
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In the rule above, if either or both Rule 1 and Rule 2 are out of balance,
the rule will set return code 3010. But what will happen if we change
true to false?
If ¬R1 | ¬R2 is false, then set return code 3010.
The rule will set return code 3010 only if BOTH rules are IN BALANCE.
Note:

To avoid confusion as to how a lengthy If statement will be
evaluated, it is best to define an inactive conditional rule for each
logical expression that you would normally enclose in
parentheses. Then, combine these inactive rules together in a
single, active conditional rule.

Rule Processing When Item Is Not Found
Each internal item, history item, and calculated item contains the
Required Item Indicator, that helps to control how any rule containing
the item should be processed.
When items within a rule are processed, if no items are missing, the rule
uses the indicator value of each item to determine whether the rule is
in- or out of balance.
When items within a rule are missing, the indicator value for each
missing item is stored. The indicator with the highest order of
precedence determines how to process the rule.

Order of Precedence
The order of precedence referenced above is as follows:
1. The item is required for an in-balance condition. All rules

containing the missing item will be set to out-of-balance.
2. Skip all balancing rules involving this item, including conditional

rules that evaluate or process rules that involve this item.
3. The item is not required for an in-balance condition. The rule is

evaluated with the missing item set to 0 if it is a numeric item or
spaces if it is a text item.
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Reporting Rule Status
The Control Report indicates the status of rules as follows:

 Active standard rules. These are reported as in balance or out-ofbalance.

 Inactive standard rules. Reported as in balance or out-of-balance
only if the rule was made active and therefore evaluated. (The status
of an inactive standard rule that was not evaluated or made active
by a conditional rule will not affect the in- or out-of-balance result of
a job step.) You can set up the User Report and Free-form Report to
display the status of inactive standard rules if they were not made
active.

 Active conditional rules. Reported as Action Taken (if the condition
is met or Action Bypassed (if the condition is not met).

 Inactive conditional rules. Reported as Condition Met or Condition
Not Met.

Defining a New Rule
To define a rule, on the Job Window select Rules > New > Standard (or
Conditional).
To complete the panel, see the appropriate section:

 “Completing the Standard Rules Panel” on page 155).
 “Completing the Conditional Rules Panel for an Active Conditional
Rule” on page 171

 “Completing the Conditional Rules Panel for an Inactive
Conditional Rule” on page 178).
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Completing the Standard Rules Panel
If you chose Standard rules on the Rules panel, the Standard Rules
panel displays.
Standard Rules
Rule number: 01_
-------------------------------Formula------------------------------LHS: ________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Balancing operator: __ (EQ, NE, GT, LT, GE, LE)
RHS: ________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Return code: ____ Is rule active? _ (Y/N)
Print format:
__ 1. Count
2. Amount
3. Date
4. Text

Set tolerance?
__ 1. No
2. Yes...

Print decimals: _
Print commas? 1 1. Default
F1=Help
F7=Prev

F2=Split
F8=Next

Rule actions:
__ 1. Default
2. Modify...

2. Print

F3=Exit
F9=Swap

3. Do not print

F4=Retain

F5=Accept

F6=Items

Field definitions:
Rule number. Verify or change. The rule number defaults to the next
available consecutive number. If this is the first rule it defaults to 001.
Be careful if you change this value. The next time you bring up this
panel to define a new rule, the rule number may not have incremented
to the number you expect. It is best to let this field increment
automatically.
LHS/RHS. Left-hand side/Right-hand side (of the comparison). The
following information applies to both the LHS and RHS:
Enter a literal, numeric constant, or any combination of up to 15
internal, history or calculated items.
A literal is a text string of up to 8 characters prefaced by a single
quotation mark (for example, '05/05/07). No ending quotation mark
is used. Only one literal is allowed per side, and it must be the only
entry on that side.
A numeric constant is a positive or negative number consisting of
the sign followed by up to 15 whole digits or a combination of whole
digits and decimal places. The number of decimal places cannot
exceed 9. Only one constant is allowed per side, and it must be the
only entry on that side.
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To select internal items, history items, or calculated items from a
list of the items you have defined, press F6 (see “Example–Using
the F6 Function Key to Pick Items for the LHS and RHS fields” on
page 158). You can also simply type in the item numbers.
Acceptable formats for item numbers include I-001 and I-1 but not
I1. If your operand contains more than one item, the items must be
linked with plus (+) or minus signs (-). For example, enter E-1 + I-1
- C-3 if you want the left operand to be “history item 1 plus internal
item 1 minus calculated item 3.”
Balancing Operator. Specifies the relationship between the LHS and
RHS when the rule is in balance.

 EQ. LHS should equal RHS.
 NE. LHS should not equal RHS.
 GT. LHS should be greater than RHS.
 LT. LHS should be less than RHS.
 GE. LHS should be greater than or equal to RHS.
 LE. LHS should be less than or equal to RHS.
Return Code. 4-digit return code (0000 through 3999) that should be
generated if the rule is out of balance. Other numbers are reserved and
may cause problems. Defaults to 0000. If the highest return code issued
by any rule within your job is 0000, the job will be reported as in
balance. Otherwise the job will be out of balance.
Note:

If you are defining an inactive rule, it will not set a return code if it is
out of balance and it is included on the left-hand side (in the
Evaluate field) of a conditional rule. However, its status will print on
the Control Report. Inactive rules can set a return code if they are
out of balance and they are on the right-hand side (in the Process
Rules field) of a conditional rule.

Is rule active? Determines if the rule will be active or inactive.
If setting a completion code of 0000 is the default action specified for the
current job on the Return Code panel (see “Set Return Code” on
page 97), you also need to select Modify instead of accepting the default
option for Rule Actions.
Print Format. Specify the appropriate format for any error/tolerance
information that appears for this rule on the Control Report.
Set Tolerance? Enter Y to use the tolerance or skip processing features
(the operator in the equation must be EQ.)
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Setting a tolerance allows the rule to be in balance when the value of the
right operand is within a specified range of the value of the left operand.
The rule will be in balance as long as the absolute value of the left
operand minus the right operand is less than or equal to the tolerance
amount you specify. If you prefer to specify a tolerance as a percentage,
the tolerance amount is that percentage of the left operand.
The skip processing feature skips evaluation of the current rule if the
left operand is equal to a value that you specify.
For more information, see “Tolerance/Skip Processing” on page 160).
Rule Actions. If the rule is out of balance, specify whether you want the
rule to perform the default actions specified for the current job or to
perform other actions. Valid values are:
1. Default. Take the default action specified for the current job on

the Return Code panel (see “Set Return Code” on page 97).
2. Modify. Perform actions that you specify for it on the Rule

Actions panel (see “Rule Actions” on page 161).
Print Decimals. If you want tolerances or out-of-balance counts or
amounts for this rule to print on the Control Report with a different
number of decimal positions than the default, enter the number of
decimal positions (0-9) that you prefer. By default, counts print without
any decimal positions and amounts print with two.
Print commas. Indicate whether to include the thousands place
indicator (the default character is a comma) in counts and amounts
related to this rule in the Control Report, User Report, and Free-form
Report. Valid values are:
1. Default. Use the user options settings for the Print Commas for

Counts and Print Commas for Amounts fields when running the
job in batch. In online processing, the thousands place
indicators will be printed.
2. Print. Print the thousands place indicator whether the job is run

online or in batch.
3. Do not print. Suppress printing of the thousands place indicator

whether the job is run online or in batch.
If you want to create additional, similar standard rules, press F4 to
accept the current rule and remain on the Standard Rules panel.
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The Tolerance/Skip Processing, Rule Actions, and Direct Messages
panels (if applicable) will display for you to complete. (See
“Tolerance/Skip Processing” on page 160, “Rule Actions” on page 161,
and “Messages” on page 187 for instructions.)
Then a copy of the original rule will display for you to edit. You will be
able to tell that it is a copy because the rule number will have
automatically incremented to the next available number. You can edit
the copy as needed to create a new rule.
When you are ready to exit from the Standard Rules panel, press F5 to
accept the current rule.

Example–Using the F6 Function Key to Pick Items for the LHS and
RHS fields
With the cursor in the LHS field of the Standard Rules panel, press F6.
The Item List Window is displayed.
1. Select the items you want to include in the left operand.

Select items in the same sequence as you want them to appear,
from left to right, in the operand. Type an S next to the first item to
select. Type a + (plus) or - (minus) sign next to any additional items
you want to select, depending on whether you want to add or
subtract them from the preceding items.
2. Press Enter. The message “Selections processed, select more or PF3

to exit” is displayed at the bottom of the Item List Window.
3. Press F3 to exit from the Item List Window.

The cursor returns to the Standard Rules panel. The left operand,
consisting of the items you selected, appears in the LHS field. If you
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selected multiple items, they are connected with + (plus) or (minus) signs.
Standard Rules
Rule number: 002
-------------------------------Formula------------------------------LHS: I-001 + C-001
________________________________________________________________
Balancing operator: __ (EQ, NE, GT, LT, GE, LE)
RHS: ________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Return code: 0000
Print format:
1
1. Count
2. Amount
3. Date
4. Text

Is rule active? Y
Set tolerance?
1
1. No
2. Yes...

(Y/N)
Rule actions:
1
1. Default
2. Modify...

Print decimals: _
F1=Help
F7=Prev

F2=Split
F8=Next

F3=Exit
F9=Swap

F4=Retain

F5=Accept

F6=Items

4. Edit the operand, if necessary, by typing over or deleting item

numbers or plus or minus signs that you want to change.
5. Move the cursor to the Balancing Operator field and type one of the

operators from the adjacent list.
6. To select items to include in the right operand, move the cursor to

the RHS field and repeat the steps above.
If you prefer to enter a literal or numeric constant as the right
operand, simply type it in the RHS field. A literal must be preceded
by a ' (single quote mark). A numeric constant must be preceded by
a + (positive) or - (negative) sign.
7. When you are finished entering the rule, press F5 to accept the rule

and exit from the panel, or 4 to accept the rule and create another
standard rule.
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Tolerance/Skip Processing
Tolerances allow a rule to be in balance when the left and right
operands are not exactly equal. A rule will be in balance as long as the
absolute value of the left operand minus the right operand is less than
or equal to the tolerance amount. If you specify a tolerance percentage,
the tolerance amount is that percentage of the left operand.
The skip processing feature compares the value of the left operand of the
current rule to a skip value that you specify. If the left operand is equal
to the skip value, the rule will not be evaluated. It will not be evaluated
or processed in any conditional rules that reference it, either.
If you chose Y (Yes) as the Set Tolerance? option on the Standard Rules
panel, the Tolerance/Skip Processing panel is displayed.
Tolerance/Skip Processing
Specify
1
1.
2.
3.

the type of processing to define:
Absolute tolerance
Percentage tolerance
Skip processing

Value: 00000000

F1=Help
F9=Swap

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

Use the following procedure to complete the Tolerance/Skip Processing
panel.
1. For the Specify the type of processing to define option, choose the

type of tolerance you want to set, or enable the skip processing
feature.
Accept 1 (Absolute Tolerance) to specify a tolerance amount. (You
will enter the amount itself in the Value field described in the next
step.)
Choose 2 (Percentage Tolerance) to specify a tolerance percentage.
(You will enter the percentage itself in the Value field described in
the next step.)
Choose 3 (Skip processing) to specify that the rule should be
skipped (not evaluated) if the left operand is equal to the skip
value. (You will enter the skip value itself in the Value field
described in the next step.)
2. Type a value in the Value field.
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If you accepted option 1 (Absolute Tolerance), enter the maximum
allowable absolute value of the difference between the left and right
operands.
Note:

If your job includes rules created in Version 0401 or prior versions of
ACR/Detail and you are upgrading to a newer release/version of the
product, tolerance amounts specified for old rules may print
differently on the Control Report than new rule tolerances. If a rule
reconciles amounts that include decimal positions and the rule is in
balance, old tolerance amounts will appear in the Error/Tolerance
column of the Control Report without a decimal. New rule tolerance
amounts will print with a decimal. Both tolerances will be processed
correctly. However, to keep the report looking consistent, delete any
old rules that specify tolerance amounts that should include a
decimal, and re-enter them with a decimal.

If you chose option 2 (Percentage Tolerance), specify the maximum
allowable percentage difference between the left and right
operands. This is calculated as a percentage of the left operand
(LHS of the rule). Do not enter a percent symbol.
If you chose 3 (Skip processing), the rule will not be evaluated if the
left operand (LHS) equals the value you enter. For example, if your
rule states I-001 EQ I-002 and you specify a skip value of 100, the
rule will not be evaluated when I-001 is equal to 100.
3. Press F5 to accept.

The cursor will return to the Job Window, or, if you chose the
Modify option for Rule Actions, the Rule Actions panel will display
(see “Rule Actions” on page 161). If you entered a return code and a
message is not already defined for it, the Messages panel will
appear (see “Messages” on page 187).

Rule Actions
The Rule Actions panel will display when you accept the Standard
Rules panel if you chose 2 (Modify) for Rule Actions. The Rule Actions
panel enables you to specify actions for the current rule to perform when
it is out of balance. You can have the rule perform the default action for
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the current job, or you can override the default and have the rule set a
completion code or force an abend. You can also select options for storing
history and printing reports when the rule is out of balance.
Rule Actions
Rule action code:
1
1. Default
2. Set completion code
3. Set abend code
How are extracted values to be stored?
2
1. Do not store history
2. Store history (do not allow prior cycle
inserts)
3. Store history (allow prior cycle inserts)
4. Delete the history key from the database
-----------------User Report:
4
Recap Report:
4
Control Report: 4

F1=Help

Report Options
|
|
|
|

F2=Split

1
2
3
4

-----------------

Do not print the report |
Print all extracted keys |
Print out-of-balance keys|
Use basic job settings
|

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

Use the following procedure to complete the Rule Actions panel.
1. For the Rule Action Code option, choose the action you want the

rule to perform if it is out of balance.
This field lets you override the rule action specified for the current
job on the Return Code panel (see “Set Return Code” on page 97).
Accept 1 if you want the rule to perform the default action specified
for the current job on the Return Code panel.
Choose 2 (Set completion code) to override the default action and
set a completion code equal to the return code specified on the
Standard Rules panel.
Choose 3 (Set Abend code) to override the default action and abend
the reconciliation job. This option is only applicable to batch jobs.
The return codes for all out-of-balance rules for a reconciliation step
are prioritized based on their Rule Action Codes. Within like rule
action codes, the highest return code has priority.
2. Under How are extracted values to be stored?, choose an option for

storing history when the current rule is out of balance.
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This field lets you override the option for storing reconciliation
values specified for the current job on the Store History panel (see
“Store History” on page 95).
Note:

This field defaults to the option specified for the current job on the
Store History panel. If you want to accept the job-level default, do
not change this option.

Choose 1 (Do not store history) if you do not want to store history
for this occurrence.
Choose 2 (Store history, do not allow prior cycle inserts) to add or
update the history key. The cycle must be equal to or greater than
any other cycles for this key previously stored in history.
Choose 3 (Store history, allow prior cycle inserts) to add, update or
insert a history key. By inserting a history key, you can add a key to
history even if the cycle number is less than the highest stored
cycle number.
Choose 4 (Delete the history key from the database) to delete the
history key from the database. For this value, the reconciliation
key’s cycle ID must match the current history key on file. For
example, suppose key 1 cycle 5 is stored on the database and the
current job also has key 1 cycle 5. If the rule is satisfied, it is
removed from the database. This is used in suspense processing.
3. Under Report Options, choose options for printing the User Report,

Recap Report, and Control Report when the current rule is out of
balance.
These options let you override the report printing options specified
for the current job when the current rule is out of balance and sets
a return code greater than 0000.
Report printing options are specified for the job on the following
panels:








“User Report Print Options Panel” on page 120
“User Report Print Options Panel” on page 120
“User Report Print Options Panel” on page 120
User Report Print Options panel (page 120)
Recap Report panel (page 120)

Control Report panel (page 120)
For each of the three reports, accept default option 4 to use the
options specified at the job level, or choose one of the override
options.
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Choose 1 (Do not print the report) if you do not want to print the
report.
Choose 2 (Print all extracted keys) to print the report for all
extracted keys.
Choose 3 (Print all out-of-balance keys) to print the report only for
the keys that are out of balance.
Choose 4 (Use basic job settings) to print the report according to the
options specified for the current job on the applicable panel:

 “User Report Print Options Panel” on page 120
 “Completing the Recap Report Panel” on page 117
 “Completing the Control Report (Print Options) Panel” on
page 116
4. Press F5 to accept. The Messages panel is displayed if you specified

a return code for the current rule that does not already have a
message associated with it.

How ACR/Detail Handles Missing Items When Processing
Standard Rules
Each internal, history, and calculated item contains an indicator that
serves two purposes. First, it is used to determine if the item is missing
or not. Then, if the item is missing, it is used to help determine how any
rule containing the item should be processed.
The indicator is referred to in different ways for each item type. For an
internal item the indicator is called Specify action to take when an
internal item is not found. The history item and calculated item
indicators are called Required Item. (For more information on setting
the indicator see “Internal Items” on page 129, “History Items” on
page 132, or “Calculated Items” on page 141.)
Items within a rule are processed from left to right. If no items are
missing, the rule uses the value of each item and ACR/Detail
determines whether the rule is in- or out of balance. If items are
missing, the rule stores the indicator for each missing item. After all
items are processed, the indicator with the highest order of precedence
is used to determine how to process the rule.
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Order of Precedence
An order of precedence is used to determine what a rule should do when
internal, history, or calculated items are missing. The appropriate
action is determined by the combination of required item indicators for
all missing items within the rule. The order of precedence for these
indicators is as follows:
1. Set all rules involving this item out of balance (Required)
2. Skip all balancing rules involving this item, including conditional

rules that evaluate or process rules that involve this item (May
skip)
3. Set this item to zero/spaces and continue processing (Not required)

The rule will be out-of-balance if at least one missing item is set to Set
all rules involving this item out-of-balance (Required).
The rule will be ignored if at least one missing item is set to Skip all
balancing rules involving this item (May skip) and no missing item is
set to Set all rules involving this item out-of-balance (Required).
The only time that the rule will be evaluated with missing items is if all
the missing items are set to Set this item to zero/spaces and continue
processing (Not required).

Parts of the Conditional Rules Panel
This section describes the parts of the Conditional Rules panel. Step-bystep procedures for completing the panel for active and inactive
conditional rules are in the detailed sections entitled “Completing the
Conditional Rules Panel for an Active Conditional Rule” on page 171,
and “Completing the Conditional Rules Panel for an Inactive
Conditional Rule” on page 178.
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IF

True or
False
Criteria

.-|
| |
|
|
| _
| _
| _
| S
| _
| _
| _
| *
|
|
|
|
|
|
| C
|
|
'--

.-------------------------------------------------------------------------.
|
Conditional Rules
|
|
|
| Rule number: 010
Is rule active? Y (Y/N)
|
Rule Type
| Evaluate:
|
| _________________________________________________________
|
| ________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
| Process rules:
|
THEN
| ________________________________________________________________
|
| ________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
| Perform the RHS of the rule:
Choose action to perform:
|
| 1
1. If the LHS is true
__ 1. Execute process rules
|
|
2. If the LHS is false
2. Set return code
|
|
3. N/A (Inact cond rule only)
|
|
|
| Rule actions:
|
| 1
1. Default
Return code: ____
|
|
2. Specify...
|
|
|
| F1=Help
F2=Split
F3=Exit
F4=Retain
F5=Accept
F7=Prev
|
| F8=Next
F9=Swap
|
'-------------------------------------------------------------------------'

Rule Type
This is where you specify whether the rule is active or inactive.
An active conditional rule performs a specific action if the true or false
condition it specifies is met. The rule can activate up to ten inactive
standard rules for processing or it can set a return code. If the rule sets
a return code, it can also trigger an abend. You can also select options
for storing history and printing reports that will take effect if the rule
sets a return code.
Inactive conditional rules are intended for use within other conditional
rules, in place of logical expressions that you would normally enclose in
parentheses. (Parentheses are not allowed in conditional rules.)
Inactive conditional rules do not perform any actions, but are simply
evaluated as “condition met” or “condition not met.”

IF
Conditional rules are in the format If True/Then or If False/Then. The
Evaluate field is where you describe a particular condition that you
want to evaluate to determine if it is true or is false. This condition
consists of the status of a single rule or the combined status of multiple
rules.
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For example, a conditional rule could determine if the following
condition is true:
Rule 1 is out of balance and Rule 2 is out of balance.
The condition you specify in the Evaluate field becomes part of the rule’s
If statement. For example, you could define an active conditional rule
that would say:
If “Rule 1 is out of balance and Rule 2 is out of balance”
is true, then set return code 3010.
A similar, inactive conditional rule would say:
If “Rule 1 is out of balance and Rule 2 is out of balance”
is true, then set rule status to “condition met.”
To describe the combined status of multiple rules, you use rule numbers
and the logical connectors + (and), | (or), and ¬ (not) to create one or
more logical expressions. For example, R1 + R2 is a logical expression
that means “Rule 1 is in balance and Rule 2 is in balance” if the rules
are standard rules. If the rules are inactive conditional rules, it means
“Rule 1 has a status of condition met and Rule 2 has a status of condition
met.” If the rules are active conditional rules, it means “Rule 1 has a
status of action taken and Rule 2 has a status of action taken.”
When you create a logical expression, you can specify an out-of-balance,
“condition not met,” or “action bypassed” status for a rule by placing a ¬
(not) symbol in front of the rule’s number. For example, ¬R1 + R2 means
“Rule 1 is not in balance and Rule 2 is in balance” for standard rules.
For inactive conditional rules, it means “Rule 1 has a status of condition
not met and Rule 2 has a status of condition met.” For active conditional
rules, it means “Rule 1 has a status of action bypassed and Rule 2 has a
status of action taken.”

True or False Criteria
This is where you indicate whether the condition specified in the
Evaluate field (the LHS of the rule) must be true or false. By accepting
the If the LHS is true option, you create an If True statement, such as:
If “Rule 1 is out of balance and Rule 2 is out of balance” is true...
In this case, any actions you specify for an active rule will be performed
when both rule 1 and rule 2 are out of balance. If the rule is inactive, its
status will be set to “condition met” when rule 1 and rule 2 are out of
balance.
By choosing the If the LHS is false option, you create an If False
statement, such as:
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If “Rule 1 is out of balance and Rule 2 is out of balance” is false...
In this case, any actions you specify for an active rule will be performed
when rule 1 OR rule 2 (or both rules) are in balance. If the rule is
inactive, its status will be set to “condition met” when rule 1 or rule 2 or
both rules are in balance. If this seems a bit counter-intuitive, see “If
True and If False Logic in Conditional Rules” on page 183.

Then
In the Choose Action to Perform field, you specify the action you want
the rule to perform if the true/false condition specified by the rule is met:

 Execute process rules. This option is available for active conditional
rules only. Up to ten inactive standard rules can be activated. These
rules can set return codes or trigger abends if they are out of
balance. You specify the rule numbers of these rules in the Process
Rules field.

 Set a return code. This option is available for active conditional rules
only. If you select the Set Return Code option here, you can choose
the specific actions you want the rule to perform under Rule Actions
(later on the panel). You can have the rule take the default action
specified for the job on the Set Return Code panel. Or, you can
override the job-level default action and have the rule set a
completion code or force an abend. You can also select options for
storing history and printing reports that will take effect when the
rule sets a return code.

 N/A (Inactive conditional rule only). This is the correct option to
choose for inactive conditional rules, because they do not perform
any actions. They are evaluated as “condition met” or “condition not
met.”
Keep in mind when you are working with standard and conditional
rules that standard rules trigger actions when they are out of balance,
whereas active conditional rules trigger actions when the true or false
condition they specify is met. Put another way, a standard rule performs
an action when the condition it specifies is not met, whereas an active
conditional rule performs an action when the condition it specifies is
met.
The condition that must be “met” to cause an active conditional rule to
perform an action is described by the entire If True or If False
statement, not just the Evaluate field. For example, the following rule
will cause Rule 2 to be processed if “Rule 1 is out of balance” is true:
If ¬R1 is true, then process R2.
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But if you define the same rule using an If False statement, Rule 2 will
be processed if Rule 1 is in balance:
If ¬R1 is false, then process R2.
For a detailed explanation of when If True and If False statements will
trigger actions, see “If True and If False Logic in Conditional Rules” on
page 183.
The remaining fields and options on the panel apply to active
conditional rules only.

Additional Rules to Process
If you are defining an active rule and you want ACR/Detail to activate
additional rules if the condition specified by the rule is met, you can list
up to ten rules to process in the Process Rules field.

Additional
rules to
process

.-|
| |
|
|
| _
| _
| _
| S
| _
| _
| _
| *
|
|
|
|
|
|
| C
|
|
'--

.-----------------------------------------------------------------------.
|
Conditional Rules
|
|
|
| Rule number: 005
Is rule active? Y (Y/N)
|
| Evaluate:
|
| ¬R2_____________________________________________________________
|
| ________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
| Process rules:
|
| R4______________________________________________________________
|
| ________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
| Perform the RHS of the rule:
Choose action to perform:
|
| 1
1. If the LHS is true
1_ 1. Execute process rules
|
|
2. If the LHS is false
2. Set return code
|
|
3. N/A (Inact cond rule only)
|
|
|
| Rule actions:
|
| 1
1. Default
Return code: ____
|
|
2. Specify...
|
|
|
| F1=Help
F2=Split
F3=Exit
F4=Retain
F5=Accept
F7=Prev |
| F8=Next
F9=Swap
|
'-----------------------------------------------------------------------'

For instance, if you want conditional rule 5 to process inactive standard
rule 4 only if standard rule 2 is out of balance, you could define rule 5 as
follows:
If ¬R2 is true, then process rule 4.
The additional rules you specify for processing must already be defined.
Normally, you will want to define inactive standard rules for this
purpose. You can associate return codes with these rules or even have
them abend the reconciliation job if they are out of balance. Any inactive
standard rules that you list in the Process Rules field will only perform
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actions if the conditional rule’s true/false condition is met (thereby
activating them) and if they are out of balance. You cannot include
inactive conditional rules in the Process Rules field.
If you choose processing other rules as the action for a conditional rule
to perform, the conditional rule cannot also set a return code. However,
any of the inactive standard rules that you list in the Process Rules field
can perform the actions you specify if they are out of balance.

Rule Actions
The Rule Actions options are available if you are defining an active rule
and you select 2–Set return code as the action to perform. You can
specify here whether you want the rule to take the default action
specified for the current job on the Set Return Code panel or if you want
to specify different or additional actions. Note that “when rule is out of
balance” means the action will be performed when the true or false
condition specified by the If statement is met. For instance, if you want
conditional rule 9 to set a return code when rule 6 is out of balance and
inactive conditional rule 7 has a status of “condition met,” you could
define rule 9 as follows:
If ¬R6 + R7 is true, then set return code 3009.

Rule
actions

170

.-|
| |
|
|
| _
| _
| _
| S
| _
| _
| _
| *
|
|
|
|
|
|
| C
|
|
'--

.-----------------------------------------------------------------------.
|
Conditional Rules
|
|
|
| Rule number: 009
Is rule active? Y (Y/N)
|
| Evaluate:
|
| ¬R6+R7__________________________________________________________
|
| ________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
| Process rules:
|
| ________________________________________________________________
|
| ________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
| Perform the RHS of the rule:
Choose action to perform:
|
| 1
1. If the LHS is true
2_ 1. Execute process rules
|
|
2. If the LHS is false
2. Set return code
|
|
3. N/A (Inact cond rule only)
|
|
|
| Rule actions:
|
| 2
1. Default
Return code: 3009
|
Return
|
2. Specify...
|
code
|
|
| F1=Help
F2=Split
F3=Exit
F4=Retain
F5=Accept
F7=Prev |
| F8=Next
F9=Swap
|
'-----------------------------------------------------------------------'
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Return Code
You can specify a return code in the Set Return Code field if you select
2–Set return code as the action for the rule to perform. Do not specify a
return code when you are defining an inactive conditional rule.

Completing the Conditional Rules Panel for an Active Conditional
Rule
If you chose 2 (Conditional) on the Rules menu, the Conditional Rules
panel is displayed.
Use the following procedure to complete the Conditional Rules panel
when you want to define an active conditional rule. If you want to define
an inactive conditional rule, see “Completing the Conditional Rules
Panel for an Inactive Conditional Rule” on page 178.
1. Verify that the Rule number shown is what you want.

The rule number defaults to the next available consecutive number.
If this is the first rule, it defaults to 001. Be careful if you change
this value. The next time you bring up this panel to define a new
rule, the rule number may not have incremented to the number you
expect. It is best to let this field increment automatically.
2. In the Is rule active? field, accept Y to create an active rule.
3. In the Evaluate field, describe the condition you want to evaluate.
Conditional Rules
Rule number: 010
Is rule active? Y (Y/N)
Evaluate:
¬R1 + ¬R2_______________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Process rules:
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Perform the RHS of the rule:
1
1. If the LHS is true
2. If the LHS is false

Rule actions:
1
1. Default
2. Specify...
F1=Help
F8=Next
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F2=Split
F9=Swap

Choose action to perform:
__ 1. Execute process rules
2. Set return code
3. N/A (Inact cond rule only)

Return code: ____

F3=Exit

F4=Retain
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You can evaluate the status of up to ten rules of any type. Be sure to
define the rules whose status you want to check before you try to fill
in the Evaluate field.
Enter the rule numbers of the rules whose status you want to
check. Do not use hyphens. R1 or R001 is correct; R-001 is not. This
is different than the way you enter item numbers in standard rules,
where you need a hyphen (e.g., I-001, E-4).
You must specify a status for each rule. Enter the rule number
alone to specify an in-balance status for a standard rule, a
“condition met” status for an inactive conditional rule, or an “action
taken” status for an active conditional rule. Enter a ¬ (not) symbol
immediately in front of a rule’s number (for example, ¬R1) to
specify an out-of-balance status for a standard rule, a “condition not
met” status for an inactive conditional rule, or an “action bypassed”
status for an active conditional rule.
To check the status of multiple rules, group the rules into logical
AND or OR expressions using + (and) or | (or) connectors. See
“AND Logical Expressions” on page 186 and “OR Logical
Expressions” on page 185 for details on how AND and OR
expressions are evaluated.
If you include inactive standard rules in the Evaluate field, they
will not perform any actions, even if you have specified actions for
them and they are out of balance.
Parentheses are not allowed in conditional rules. If you want to
check the status of more than two rules, or if you want to use both
AND and OR logical expressions to describe a condition, it is best to
define an inactive conditional rule for each logical expression (see
“Completing the Conditional Rules Panel for an Inactive
Conditional Rule” on page 178). Then, enter the inactive rules’ rule
numbers in the Evaluate field where you would normally have
placed the corresponding logical expressions. This will ensure that
the condition you are describing is evaluated the way you expect.
Otherwise, the logical expressions you define in the Evaluate field
will simply be evaluated from left to right, one logical expression at
a time, which may not produce the result you intend. See “How
Complex Conditions Are Evaluated” on page 186 for more details.
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4. Type the rule numbers of additional rules to process in the Process

rules field if you want to evaluate additional rules when the
condition described in the Evaluate field meets your true or false
criteria, specified next.
Conditional Rules
Rule number: 010
Is rule active? Y (Y/N)
Evaluate:
¬R1 + ¬R2_______________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Process rules:
R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 R9____________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Perform the RHS of the rule:
1
1. If the LHS is true
2. If the LHS is false

Rule actions:
1
1. Default
2. Specify...
F1=Help
F8=Next

F2=Split
F9=Swap

Choose action to perform:
__ 1. Execute process rules
2. Set return code
3. N/A (Inact cond rule only)

Return code: ____

F3=Exit

F4=Retain

F5=Accept

F7=Prev

You can enter up to ten rule numbers. Normally, these should be
inactive standard rules, since you only want to activate them if the
condition specified in the Evaluate field meets your true or false
criteria. If you include inactive standard rules in the Process Rules
field, they will perform any actions you have specified for them if
they are out of balance and they are activated by the conditional
rule.
Enter rule numbers without hyphens, like you did in the Evaluate
field. If you are entering multiple rule numbers, leave a blank space
between them. Simply list the rules to process. Do not use commas
or logical connectors in this field.
5. Specify whether the condition described in the Evaluate field must

be true or false.
This option enables you to create an If True statement or an If
False statement. For a detailed discussion of If True versus If False
logic, see “If True and If False Logic in Conditional Rules” on
page 183.
Accept 1 (If the LHS is true) if you want the rule to take action
when the condition specified in the Evaluate field is true.
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Choose 2 (If the LHS is false) if you want the rule to take action
when the condition specified in the Evaluate field is false.
6. Under Choose action to perform, choose the action you want the

rule to perform if the true or false condition it specifies is met.
Choose 1 (Execute process rules) if you want to activate additional
rules for evaluation if the true or false condition specified by the
rule is met. If you select this option and you already entered the
rule numbers of any additional rules to process in the Process Rules
field, the remaining fields on the panel do not apply. Skip to step 9
of this procedure.
Choose 2 (Set return code) if you want the rule to take the default
action specified for the current job on the Set Return Code panel, or
if you want to override the job-level default and specify that the
rule should set a completion code or abend. By choosing Set return
code here, you will also be able to select options for storing history
and printing reports when the rule sets a return code. Simply
choose 2 (Specify) as the Rule Actions option in step 7. Don’t forget
to specify a return code later on the panel (step 8).
Option 3 (N/A - Inact cond rule only) applies to inactive conditional
rules only.
7. If you chose 2 (Set return code) as the action to perform in step 6,

choose a Rule actions option to indicate what actions the rule
should take if the true/false condition it specifies is met.
Accept 1 if you want the rule to take the default action specified for
the current job on the Return Code panel (see “Set Return Code” on
page 97).
Choose 2 (Modify) if you want to specify actions for the rule to
perform on the Rule Actions panel (see page 161). If you choose this
option, you can have the rule take the default action for the current
job, or you can override the default and have the rule set a
completion code or force an abend. You can also select options for
storing history and printing reports when the condition specified by
the rule is met.
8. If you chose 2 (Set return code) as the action to perform in step 6,

type the return code of your choice in the Set return code field.
Any four-digit number from 0000 through 3999 is acceptable.
Infogix recommends specifying return codes from 1000 to 3999,
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however, because the other return codes are used by Infogix and
systems programs for other purposes.
Note:

Return codes of 4096 and or higher are reserved for use by the
operating system. If you specify 4096 or higher, your job will
experience unpredictable results, including potentially an abend.

9. If you want to create additional, similar conditional rules, press F4

to accept the current rule and remain on the Conditional Rules
panel.
The Rule Actions and Messages panels (if applicable) will display
for you to complete. Then, a copy of the original rule will display for
you to edit. You will be able to tell that it is a copy because the rule
number will have automatically incremented to the next available
number. You can edit the copy as needed to create a new rule.
10. When you are ready to exit from the Conditional Rules panel, press

F5 to accept it.
The cursor will return to the Job Window unless you need to
complete the Rule Actions or Messages panels.

Rule Actions
If you chose 2 (Modify) for Rule actions (step 7 on page 174), the Rule
Actions panel will display. The Rule Actions panel enables you to specify
actions for the current rule to take when the true or false condition it
specifies is met. You can have the rule perform the default action for the
current job, or you can override the default action and have the rule set
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a completion code or force an abend. You can also select options for
storing history and printing reports when the condition specified by the
rule is met.
Rule Actions
Rule action code:
1
1. Default
2. Set completion code
3. Set abend code
How are extracted values to be stored?
2
1. Do not store history
2. Store history (do not allow prior cycle
inserts)
3. Store history (allow prior cycle inserts)
4. Delete the history key from the database
-----------------User Report:
4
Recap Report:
4
Control Report: 4

F1=Help

Report Options
|
|
|
|

F2=Split

1
2
3
4

-----------------

Do not print the report |
Print all extracted keys |
Print out-of-balance keys|
Use basic job settings
|

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

Use the following procedure to complete the Rule Actions panel.
1. For the Rule Action Code option, choose the action you want the

rule to perform if the true or false condition it specifies is met.
This field lets you override the rule action specified for the current
job on the Return Code panel (see “Set Return Code” on page 97).
Accept 1 if you want the rule to perform the default action specified
for the current job on the Return Code panel.
Choose 2 (Set completion code) to override the default action and
set a completion code equal to the return code specified on the
Conditional Rules panel.
Choose 3 (Set Abend code) to override the default action and abend
the reconciliation job. This option is only applicable to batch jobs.
The return codes for all out-of-balance rules for a reconciliation step
are prioritized based on their Rule Action Codes. Within like rule
action codes, the highest return code has priority. (In this situation,
when the true or false condition specified by a conditional rule is
met, the rule is considered to be “out of balance.”)
2. Under How are extracted values to be stored?, choose an option for

storing history when the true or false condition described by the
current rule is met.
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This field lets you override the option for storing reconciliation
values specified for the current job on the Store History panel (see
“Store History” on page 95).
Note:

This field defaults to the option specified for the current job on the
Store History panel. If you want to accept the default action, do not
change this option.

Choose 1 (Do not store history) if you do not want to store history
for this occurrence.
Choose 2 (Store history, do not allow prior cycle inserts) to add or
update the history key. The cycle must be equal to or greater than
any other cycles for this key previously stored in history.
Choose 3 (Store history, allow prior cycle inserts) to add, update or
insert a history key. By inserting a history key, you can add a key to
history even if the cycle number is less than the highest stored
cycle number.
Choose 4 (Delete the history key from the database) to delete the
history key from the database. For this value, the reconciliation
key’s cycle ID must match the current history key on file. For
example, suppose key 1 cycle 5 is stored on the database and the
current job also has key 1 cycle 5. If the rule is satisfied, it is
removed from the database. This is used in suspense processing.
3. Under Report Options, choose options for printing the User Report,

Recap Report, and Control Report when the true or false condition
specified by the current rule is met.
These options let you override the report printing options specified
for the current job when the current rule’s condition is met and the
rule sets a return code greater than 0000.
Report printing options are specified for the job on the following
panels:

 “User Report Print Options Panel” on page 120)
 “Completing the Recap Report Panel” on page 117)
 “Completing the Control Report (Print Options) Panel” on
page 116)
For each of the three reports, accept default option 4 to use the
options specified at the job level, or choose one of the override
options.
Choose 1 (Do not print the report) if you do not want to print the
report.
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Choose 2 (Print all extracted keys) to print the report for all
extracted keys.
Choose 3 (Print all out-of-balance keys) to print the report only for
the keys that are out of balance.
Choose 4 (Use basic job settings) to print the report according to the
options specified for the current job on the applicable panel:

 “User Report Print Options Panel” on page 120)
 “Completing the Recap Report Panel” on page 117)
 “Completing the Control Report (Print Options) Panel” on
page 116)
4. Press F5 to accept. The cursor will return to the Job Window unless

you specified a return code for this rule and a message is not
already defined for that return code number. If this is the case, the
Messages panel will display.
Messages
Message number: 002
Return
code
3099

Message Text
---------------------------------------________________________________________
________________________________________
#UNFA041 - Rule updated.
F1=Help
F2=Split
F3=Exit
F5=Accept F9=Swap

5.

Enter a message for the return code. See “Messages” on page 187
for details on how to complete this panel.

6.

Press F5 to accept the message. The cursor will return to the Job
Window.

Completing the Conditional Rules Panel for an Inactive
Conditional Rule
If you chose 2 (Conditional) on the Rules menu, the Conditional Rules
panel is displayed
Use the following procedure to complete the Conditional Rules panel
when you want to define an inactive conditional rule.
1. Verify that the rule number is what you want.

The rule number defaults to the next available consecutive number.
If this is the first rule, it defaults to 001. Be careful if you change
this value. The next time you bring up this panel to define a new
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rule, the rule number may not have incremented to the number you
expect. It is best to let this field increment automatically.
2. In the Is rule active? field, type N to create an inactive rule.
3. In the Evaluate field, describe the condition you want to evaluate.
Conditional Rules
Rule number: 012
Is rule active? N (Y/N)
Evaluate:
¬R1 + ¬R2_______________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Process rules:
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Perform the RHS of the rule:
1
1. If the LHS is true
2. If the LHS is false

Rule actions:
1
1. Default
2. Specify...
F1=Help
F8=Next

F2=Split
F9=Swap

Choose action to perform:
__ 1. Execute process rules
2. Set return code
3. N/A (Inact cond rule only)

Return code: ____

F3=Exit

F4=Retain

F5=Accept

F7=Prev

You can evaluate the status of up to ten rules of any type. Be sure to
define the rules whose status you want to check before you try to fill
in the Evaluate field.
Enter the rule numbers of the rules whose status you want to
check. Do not use hyphens. R1 or R001 is correct; R-001 is not. This
is different than the way you enter item numbers in standard rules,
where you need a hyphen (e.g.,
I-001, E-4).
You must specify a status for each rule. Enter the rule number
alone to specify an in-balance status for a standard rule, a
“condition met” status for an inactive conditional rule, or an “action
taken” status for an active conditional rule. Enter a ¬ (not) symbol
immediately in front of a rule’s number (for example, ¬R1) to
specify an out-of-balance status for a standard rule, a “condition not
met” status for a conditional rule, or an “action bypassed” status for
an active conditional rule.
To check the status of multiple rules, group the rules into logical
AND or OR expressions using + (and) or | (or) connectors. See “OR
Logical Expressions” on page 185 and “AND Logical Expressions”
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on page 186 for details on how AND and OR expressions are
evaluated.
Parentheses are not allowed in conditional rules. If you want to
check the status of more than two rules, or if you want to use both
AND and OR logical expressions to describe a condition, it is best to
define an inactive conditional rule for each logical expression.
Then, enter the inactive rules’ rule numbers in the Evaluate field
where you would normally have placed the corresponding logical
expressions. This will ensure that the condition you are describing
is evaluated the way you expect. Otherwise, the logical expressions
you define in the Evaluate field will simply be evaluated from left
to right, one logical expression at a time, which may not produce
the result you intend. See “How Complex Conditions Are
Evaluated” on page 186 for more details.
4. Skip the Process rules field. It does not apply when you are defining

an inactive rule.
5. Specify whether the condition described in the Evaluate field must

be true or false.
This option enables you to create an If True statement or an If
False statement. For a detailed discussion of If True versus If False
logic, see “If True and If False Logic in Conditional Rules” on
page 183.
Choose 1 (If the LHS is true) if you want the rule to be evaluated as
“condition met” when the condition specified in the Evaluate field is
true.
Choose 2 (If the LHS is false) if you want the rule to be Evaluate as
“condition met” when the condition specified in the Evaluate field is
false.
6. Under Choose action to perform, choose 3 (N/A - Inact cond rule

only).
Inactive conditional rules do not perform actions—they are simply
evaluated as “condition met” when the condition they specify is
met.
7. Skip the remaining fields on the panel.
8. If you want to create additional, similar conditional rules, press F4

to accept the current rule and remain on the Conditional Rules
panel.
The Conditional Rule Description panel will display for you to
complete. Then, a copy of the original rule will display. You will be
able to tell that it is a copy because the rule number will have
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automatically incremented to the next available number. You can
edit the copy as needed to create a new rule.
9. When you are ready to exit from the Conditional Rules panel, press

F5 to accept it. The cursor will return to the Job Window.

Example—Conditional Rules
This example shows how to use inactive conditional rules within an
active conditional rule in order to describe a somewhat complex
condition. The rule consists of three logical expressions that check the
status of four standard rules.
Suppose that we want to define the following active conditional rule:
If “(rule 1 is out of balance or rule 2 is out of balance) AND (rule 3 is
out of balance or rule 4 is out of balance)” is true, process rule 5.
Notice that if the condition described by the rule above is true, the rule
will “activate” Rule 5, an inactive standard rule. If Rule 5 (shown below)
is out of balance, it will set return code 2000.
Standard Rules
Rule number: 005
-------------------------------Formula------------------------------LHS: I-001___________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Balancing operator: EQ (EQ, NE, GT, LT, GE, LE)
RHS: I-002___________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Return code: 2000
Print format:
1
1. Count
2. Amount
3. Date
4. Text

Is rule active? N
Set tolerance?
1
1. No
2. Yes...

(Y/N)
Rule actions:
2
1. Default
2. Modify...

Print decimals: _
F1=Help
F7=Prev

F2=Split
F8=Next

F3=Exit
F9=Swap

F4=Retain

F5=Accept

F6=Items

Notice that the conditional rule we are defining determines if an AND
logical expression is true:
If “(rule 1 is out of balance or rule 2 is out of balance) AND (rule 3 is
out of balance or rule 4 is out of balance)” is true, process rule 5.
For the rule’s condition to be met, both of the logical expressions in
parentheses must be true. If this occurs, rule 5 will be processed.
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Because we can’t use parentheses in the Evaluate field, we need to
define two inactive conditional rules corresponding to the two logical
expressions enclosed in parentheses:
Rule 6 If “rule 1 is out of balance or rule 2 is out of balance” is true,
then set rule status to “condition met.”
Rule 7 If “rule 3 is out of balance or rule 4 is out of balance” is true,
then set rule status to “condition met.”
The panel below defines inactive conditional rule 7.
Conditional Rules
Rule number: 007
Is rule active? N (Y/N)
Evaluate:
¬R3 | ¬R4_______________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Process rules:
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Perform the RHS of the rule:
1
1. If the LHS is true
2. If the LHS is false

Rule actions:
1
1. Default
2. Specify...
F1=Help
F8=Next
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F2=Split
F9=Swap

Choose action to perform:
3_ 1. Execute process rules
2. Set return code
3. N/A (Inact cond rule only)

Return code: ____

F3=Exit

F4=Retain
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We will use the two inactive rules within our completed active rule,
linking them with the AND connector. The panel below shows the
completed definition for our active conditional rule.
Conditional Rules
Rule number: 008
Is rule active? Y (Y/N)
Evaluate:
R6 + R7_________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Process rules:
R5______________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Perform the RHS of the rule:
1
1. If the LHS is true
2. If the LHS is false

Rule actions:
1
1. Default
2. Specify...
F1=Help
F8=Next

F2=Split
F9=Swap

Choose action to perform:
1_ 1. Execute process rules
2. Set return code
3. N/A (Inact cond rule only)

Return code: ____

F3=Exit

F4=Retain

F5=Accept

F7=Prev

If True and If False Logic in Conditional Rules
The two tables that follow show active conditional rules and what they
mean depending on whether you specify that the condition described in
the Evaluate field on the Conditional Rule panel must be true or false.
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The rules used in the sample If statements in the tables are standard
rules, so their status is described as in or out of balance. If these were
inactive conditional rules, their status would be described as condition
met or not met; if they were active conditional rules, their status would
be action taken or action bypassed.
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If True

Then

Description

R1

Process R3

If “rule 1 is in balance” is true, then process
rule 3.

¬R1

Process R3

If “rule 1 is not in balance” is true, then
process rule 3.

R1 + R2

Process R3

If “rule 1 is in balance and rule 2 is in balance”
is true, then process rule 3.

R1 + ¬R2

Process R3

If “rule 1 is in balance and rule 2 is not in
balance” is true, then process rule 3.

R1 | R2

Process R3

If “rule 1 is in balance or rule 2 is in balance” is
true, then process rule 3.

R1 | ¬R2

Set return
code 3010

If “rule 1 is in balance or rule 2 is not in
balance” is true, then set return code 3010.

If False

Then

Description

What Will Happen

R1

Process R3

If “rule 1 is in
balance” is false,
then process rule 3.

If rule 1 is out of balance,
rule 3 will be processed.

¬R1

Process R3

If “rule 1 is not in
balance” is false,
then process rule 3.

If rule 1 is in balance, rule
3 will be processed.

R1 + R2

Process R3

If “rule 1 is in balance
and rule 2 is in
balance” is false,
then process rule 3.

If rule 1 OR rule 2 is out
of balance, rule 3 will be
processed.
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If False

Then

Description

What Will Happen

R1 +
¬R2

Process R3

If “rule 1 is in balance
and rule 2 is not in
balance” is false,
then process rule 3.

If rule 1 is out of balance
OR rule 2 is in balance,
rule 3 will be processed.

R1 | R2

Process R3

If “rule 1 is in balance
or rule 2 is in
balance” is false,
then process rule 3.

If rule 1 AND rule 2 are
out of balance, rule 3 will
be processed.

R1 | ¬R2

Set return
code 3010

If “rule 1 is in balance
or rule 2 is not in
balance” is false,
then set return code
3010.

If rule 1 is out of balance
AND rule 2 is in balance,
return code 3010 will be
set.

If you look at the “What Will Happen” column in the table above, you
will notice that AND and OR logical expressions are evaluated
differently in these If False statements than in the If True statements
shown on the previous page.
As you can see, it is easier to understand how If statements will be
evaluated if you define them as true. The effect of NOT symbols in If
True statements is also fairly easy to grasp, but can be confusing in If
False statements. Let’s look at a few more examples that highlight the
differences in the way AND and OR logical expressions are evaluated in
If True and If False statements.
OR Logical Expressions
Within an If True statement, an OR logical expression will be true if any
condition connected by the OR is true. For example, the following rule
contains an OR logical expression that connects two conditions:
If (R1 + R2) | R3 is true, then set return code 3010.
In the rule above, “Rule 1 is in balance AND Rule 2 is in balance” is one
condition and “Rule 3 is in balance” is the other. If either or both of these
conditions are true, the rule will take action and set return code 3010.
In contrast, when you use an OR logical expression within an If False
statement, every condition connected by the OR must be false for the
rule to take action. For example, the following rule will take action if
Rule 1 is out of balance AND Rule 2 is in balance:
If R1 | ¬R2 is false, then set return code 3010.
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Here is another true versus false example:
If ¬R1 | ¬R2 is true, then set return code 3010.
In the rule above, if either or both Rule 1 and Rule 2 are out of balance,
the rule will set return code 3010. But what will happen if we change
true to false?
If ¬R1 | ¬R2 is false, then set return code 3010.
The rule will set return code 3010 only if BOTH rules are IN BALANCE.
AND Logical Expressions
When an AND logical expression is evaluated within an If True
statement, the expression will be true if every condition connected by
the AND is true. But an If False statement will be false (and the actions
you have specified for the rule will be performed) if any condition
connected by the AND is false.
The following If True statement has the same effect as the “If ¬R1 | ¬R2
is false” statement above:
If R1 + R2 is true, then set return code 3010.
It is easy to see in the above statement that if BOTH rules are IN
BALANCE, the rule will set return code 3010.
What happens if you use AND and OR connectors in the same If
statement?
If R1 | ¬R2 + R4 is false, then set return code 3010.
This rule will take action if
(“Rule 1 is in balance” is false OR “Rule 2 is out of balance” is false)
AND “Rule 4 is in balance” is false.
Notice that the statement is evaluated from left to right. ACR/Detail
automatically evaluates the first logical expression first: R1 | ¬ R2.
Then, it evaluates the entire If statement as an AND logical expression
consisting of the true or false result of evaluating the first logical
expression, AND R4.
How Complex Conditions Are Evaluated
Here is an example of how ACR/Detail would evaluate a more complex
If statement from left to right, one logical expression at a time:
If R1 + R2 | R3 + ¬R4 | R5 is true
The parentheses below indicate how ACR/Detail will evaluate the
statement:
If ((((R1 and R2) or R3) and not R4) or R5) is true
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This translates to:
[(If “R1 is in balance and R2 is in balance” is true
Or if “R3 is in balance” is true)
And if “R4 is not in balance” is true]
Or if “R5 is in balance” is true
There are four ways that this If statement could be true, as follows:
1. If R1 and R2 are in balance and R4 is out of balance, or
2. If R3 is in balance and R4 is out of balance, or
3. If R1 and R2 and R3 are in balance and R4 is out of balance, or
4. If R5 is in balance.

To avoid confusion as to how a lengthy If statement will be evaluated, it
is best to define an inactive conditional rule for each logical expression
that you would normally enclose in parentheses. Then, combine these
inactive rules together in a single, active conditional rule. For an
example of how to do this, see “Example—Conditional Rules” on
page 181.
This chapter explains how to define job definitions in the following
sections.

Messages
Messages are lines of instructional text associated with a return code. If
the corresponding return code gets set, the message text gets printed on
the Control Report. They serve primarily as instructions to users
identifying why a step is not reconciled and outlining procedures to
correct it.
Messages can also provide reminders, explanations, names and
telephone numbers of people to call if a particular reconciliation
situation arises.
Messages can be accessed in two ways: automatically, if a return code is
specified for a rule and manually, from the Job Window type S next to
<NEW...> under Messages.
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Message Panel Displayed from Rules Panel (Option 1)
If a rule was created and a new return code is defined, the Messages
panel will automatically display.
Messages
Message number: 004
Return
code
3030

Message Text
---------------------------------------________________________________________
________________________________________
#UNFA041 - Rule updated.
F1=Help
F2=Split
F3=Exit
F5=Accept F9=Swap

Message Panel Displayed from the Job Window (Option 2)
Use the following procedure to access the Messages panel from the Job
Window.
1. From the Job Window, use the arrow keys to move the cursor next

to <NEW...> under Messages.
2. Type S and press Enter. The system displays the Messages panel.

Completing the Message Pane
Use the following procedure to complete the Messages panel.
Note:

The message number defaults to the next consecutive number. If
this is the first message it defaults to 001. Up to 999 messages

can be defined. Be careful if you change this value, the next
time you enter this panel, the increment may not be what you
would expect. It is best to leave this field increment
automatically.
1. Type the return code in the Return Code field.

Return codes are used to relate messages to one or more
reconciliation rules. The reconciliation function examines the
return code set for each rule and locates the message corresponding
to it. The message text, for this return code is printed on the
Control Report.
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Return codes can be any four-digit number in the range of 0000
through 9999. Generally, Infogix recommends using 1000-3999 as
the others are reserved for Infogix and system messages.
Note:

Return codes of 4096 and or higher are reserved for use by the
operating system. If you specify 4096 or higher, your job could
experience unpredictable results, including potentially an abend.

If you accessed the Messages panel directly from the Rules panel,
the return code defaults to the value entered on the rules panel.
Otherwise, the Return Code field defaults to 0000.
2. Type up to 80 characters to describe the message in the Message

text field.
As a message you can provide reminders, explanations, names and
phone numbers of people to call if a particular reconciliation arises.
3. If you selected Messages from the Job Window and you want to

create additional messages, press F4 to remain in the message
function.
If you want to create additional messages, the F4 key will accept
the original message, increment the message number, and retain
the description so you only need to make changes that make the
new message unique.
4. Press F5 to accept. The Job Window is displayed.

Navigating through Existing Job Definitions
You can page through existing Internal Items, Calculated Items,
History Items, Rules and Messages from the Job Window as follows:
Press F7/F8 to move to the previous/next item of a category. Remember
to save any changes.

Deleting Definitions
To delete definitions from the definition library or the definition
database, you must submit a batch transaction with a single purge card.
See “Purging Definitions” on page 679.
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Determining File Definitions
This chapter explains how to define input source files from which data
will be extracted for reconciliation, and how to create file definitions for
that input source, which control the records to be scanned for
extractable data, the values to be extracted, and how the values will be
processed and stored.
Note:

If you are familiar with batch cards, or you are an expert or longtime ACR user, you may prefer to enter your file definitions on
one large panel, rather than going through the prompts provided
here. For instructions, see “Using the Expert File Editor” on
page 267.

This chapter includes the following sections:
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“Defining and Deleting Input Sources” on page 192
“Selection Fields and Selection Groups” on page 205
“Selecting an Access Mode” on page 210
“Getting Started with File Definitions” on page 217
“Understanding Field Formats” on page 218
“Defining Selection Fields” on page 219
“Defining Relative Records” on page 225
“Defining Reformat Fields” on page 226
“Defining Key Fields” on page 234
“Defining Detail Fields” on page 239
“Understanding Detail Field Processing” on page 249
“Understanding Extraction Variables” on page 256
“Date and Cycle Number Extraction and Processing” on page 263
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Defining and Deleting Input Sources
An input source is a file from which data is extracted for reconciliation.
For each input source, you will create a set of file definitions identified
by a file ID consisting of an 8-character DDname and an optional
2-character qualifier. This section explains how to define and delete
input sources.

Defining an Input Source
From the Job Window, Select NEW under Input Source to display the
Input Sources panel.
Input Sources
File number: 003
File description: __________________
File DDNAME: ________ Qualifier: __
DSName: ____________________________________________
Display the above DSName in the extract window? Y (Y/N)
If yes, specify the range of lines to display: 00001 to
If this
file:
1
1.
2.
3.

00100

is a driver
This is not a driver file
Only key matches will be used
Only key differences will be
used

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

File organization:
1
1. Physical sequential...
2. History database...
3. VSAM key sequenced
(KSDS)...
4. Direct spool...
5. DB2...
6. User program...
F5=Accept
F9=Swap

1. Verify the number in the File Number field.

The file number starts at 001 for the first input source for a
particular job and increases by one for each subsequent input
source up to 100. If you want to change the file number, simply type
over the existing number.
Note:

If you intend to use the Extraction Program Interface, file
numbers must be sequential, starting with 001.

2. Enter a description of the file ID in the File Description field.
3. Enter a name used to identify the file in the File DDName field.

The first character of the File DDName must be alphabetic. And if
you are running a job in batch, the File DDName must match the
DDName in the JCL that points to the report or dataset to which
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the file definitions will be applied. This does not apply if you are
using DB2 or user program formats.
Note:

If you want to update an existing DDName, press F3 to exit this
panel then select Open from the File menu.

4. Optionally enter a qualifier for the file name in the Qualifier field.

This field is used only if the file is to be processed more than once
during a reconciliation step.
5. If your input source is a physical sequential or VSAM file and you

plan on viewing the file in the Extract Window, type the name of
the file, or dataset, in the DSName field.
6. Answer Y or N to the question Display the above DSName in the

extract window?
Note:

Only physical sequential and VSAM file organizations are capable of
being displayed in the Extract Window; all other file organization
types display in the Definition View panel, if you do not display the
definition panel automatically pops up.

7. Enter a range of numbers in the If yes, specify the range of lines to

display field to specify what lines from the input source to display
in the extract window.
Note:

Although you can indicate to display up to 99,999 lines, keep in mind
that the more lines you display the slower the system runs.

8. Change the option for the If this is a driver file field if you want this

file to be a driver file. If it is a driver file, the keys in this file will be
considered when deciding what to extract from other files. If you
specify two or more input files as driver files, before a key is
extracted from another file, it must meet the criteria set for both
driver files.
Choose 1 (This is not a driver file) if you want all keys from the
other input sources to be extracted without considering the keys
defined for this input file.
Note:
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Options 2 or 3 indicate that the current input source is the driver file
and you are going to show the differences or similarities between
this file and another. See “Using the Driver File Option in the Input
Source Panel” on page 194.
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Choose 2 (Only key matches will be used) if the keys used for
reconciliation from the other files must be found on this file.
Choose 3 (Only key differences will be used) if any key used for
reconciliation from the other files must not be found on this file.
For examples of the processing that will occur when you choose
different options, see “Using the Driver File Option in the Input
Source Panel” on page 194.
9. In the File Organization field, choose an option to indicate what

type of file the input source is.
Note:

If you choose 6 (User Program), you can refer to the user program
guides for more information.

10. Press F5 to accept. A second panel will be displayed corresponding

to the file organization type you indicated. The following sections
describe how to fill out each of the different panels for the different
file organizations.

Using the Driver File Option in the Input Source Panel
Assume that you have the two input files below, FILE A and FILE B,
with different area codes as the keys as defined below.
File A

File B

312
708

708
773

Below is a table showing the results of different combinations of the
driver file option for FILE A and FILE B.
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If you choose the
following option for
FILE A

If you choose the
following option for
FILE B

The system will extract
the following keys.

1, not a driver file

1, not a driver file

All keys - 312, 708, 773

1, not a driver file

2, matching keys

708, 773

2, matching keys

2, matching keys

708

2, matching keys

1, not a driver file

312, 708
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If you choose the
following option for
FILE A

If you choose the
following option for
FILE B

The system will extract
the following keys.

3, different keys

1, not a driver file

773

3, different keys

3, different keys

no report

1, not a driver file

3, different keys

312

Completing the File Information Panel for Different Input Source
Types
The following sections provide instructions for completing the file
information for each input source type:

 “Physical Sequential File Organization” on page 195
 “History Database File Organization” on page 197





“VSAM Key Sequenced File Organization” on page 199
“Direct Spool File Organization” on page 200
“DB2 Tables File Organization” on page 202
“User Program File Organization” on page 202

Physical Sequential File Organization
If you indicated in the Input Source panel that your input source is a
physical sequential file, the following panel is displayed.
Physical Sequential File Information
Specify record selection criteria:
1
1. Key values precede detail values
2. Key values follow detail values
Reset extraction variables? Y

(Y/N)

Hard copy DDNAME: ________
Fastload internal translation table: ________________
F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

Use the following procedure to complete the Physical Sequential File
Information panel.
1. Choose an option in the Specify record selection criteria field.

Choose 1 (Key values precede detail values) to indicate the key
values will appear before their corresponding detail values in the
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input source. In prior versions this was access mode 6, which
corresponds to a similar access mode in ACR/Summary.
Choose 2 (Key values follow detail values) to indicate the key
values will appear after their corresponding detail values in the
input source. In prior versions this was access mode 7, which
corresponds to a similar access mode in ACR/Summary.
For more information, see “Selection Fields and Selection Groups”
on page 205 and “Selecting an Access Mode” on page 210.
2. Answer Y or N to the question Reset extraction variables?

Your answer to this question determines whether you will use
extraction variables from the preceding file extraction during the
current file extraction or if you will reset the extraction variables
between input sources. See “Understanding Extraction Variables”
on page 256 for more information on the use of extraction variables.
3. Type the DDname to be used for printing a hard copy of an input

report file in the Hard Copy DDName field.
This is an optional field that represents a name for the input
source. If you want to print a copy of the input source when
creating reconciliation JCL, use this Hard Copy DDName, in the
Reconciliation JCL panel. “Creating Reconciliation JCL” on
page 389.
Note:

This option works only when you are running a job in batch.

4. Type a name in the Fastload internal translation table field

indicating the Translation Table which should be loaded for fast
access during extraction.
The specified table will be loaded into memory for fastest
translation. This increases the efficiency of translation table
processing. If you do not specify a table name, the system will load
whichever table name it encounters first for the value that actually
needs to be translated. For information on internal translation
tables, see “Internal Translation Tables” on page 385.
5. Press F5 to accept. The system returns to the Job Window.
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History Database File Organization
If you indicated that your input source is the your current history
database file (UNIHF), the following panel is displayed.
History File Information
Specify record selection criteria:
1
1. Key values precede detail values
2. Key values follow detail values
Automatically extract all history? N
Reset extraction variables? Y

(Y/N)

Fastload internal translation table:

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

(Y/N)

________________

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

Use the following procedure to complete the History File Information
panel.
1. Choose an option in the Specify record selection criteria field.

Choose 1 (Key values precede detail values) to indicate the key
values will appear before their corresponding detail values in the
input source. In prior versions this was access mode 6, which
corresponds to a similar access mode in ACR/Summary.
Choose 2 (Key values follow detail values) to indicate the key
values will appear after their corresponding detail values in the
input source. In prior versions this was access mode 7, which
corresponds to a similar access mode in ACR/Summary.
For more information, see “Selection Fields and Selection Groups”
on page 205 and “Selecting an Access Mode” on page 210.
2. Answer Y or N to the question Automatically extract all history?

If you answer Y, the system will use all of the keys in the database
in the extraction process and you will not have to create selection
groups.
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If you answer N, you will have to create selection groups and treat
the file like any other input source. Below is the record layout of the
history file.
Field#

Description

Position

Length

Format

1

Reconciliation key 1

9-16

8

X(8)

2

Reconciliation key 2

17-24

8

X(8)

3

Reconciliation key 3

25-32

8

X(8)

4

Reconciliation key 4

33-40

8

X(8)

5

Reconciliation key 5

41-48

8

X(8)

6

Reserved

49-135

87

X(87)

7

Cycle ID

136-146

11

9(11)

8

Reserved

147-181

35

X(35)

9

Note Data

182-261

80

X(80)

10

Run Value Count1

262-263

2

S(9) Comp-3

11

Detail Value2

264-271

8

S(15) Comp-3

Occurs 0-999 times
Note: 1. Number of detail items for this key.
2. Format is X(8) for text detail values.

3. Answer Y or N to the question Reset extraction variables?

Your answer to this question determines whether you will use
extraction variables from the preceding file extraction during the
current file extraction or if you will reset the extraction variables
between input sources. See “Understanding Extraction Variables”
on page 256 for more information on using extraction variables.
4. Type a name in the Fastload internal translation table field

indicating the Translation Table which should be loaded for fast
access during extraction.
This increases efficiency in the translation table processing.
5. Press F5 to accept. The system returns to the Job Window.
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VSAM Key Sequenced File Organization
If you indicated that your input source is a VSAM file, the following
panel is displayed.
VSAM File Information
Specify record selection criteria:
1
1. Key values precede detail values
2. Key values follow detail values
Reset extraction variables? Y

(Y/N)

Fastload internal translation table: ________________

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

Use the following procedure to complete the VSAM File Information
panel.
1. Choose an option in the Specify record selection criteria field.

Choose 1 (Key values precede detail values) to indicate the key
values will appear before their corresponding detail values in the
input source.
Choose 2 (Key values follow detail values) to indicate the key
values will appear after their corresponding detail values in the
input source.
For more information, see “Selection Fields and Selection Groups”
on page 205 and “Selecting an Access Mode” on page 210.
2. Answer Y or N to the question Reset extraction variables?

Your answer to this question determines whether you will use
extraction variables from the preceding file extraction during the
current file extraction or if you will reset the extraction variables
between your input sources.
3. Type a name in the Fastload internal translation table field

indicating the Translation Table which should be loaded for fast
access during extraction.
4. Press F5 to accept. The system returns to the Job Window.
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Direct Spool File Organization
Warning:

Before you use direct spool, be sure your loadlib is APF authorized
for spool access. You will not be able to successfully use direct
spool file organization without authorization.

If you indicated that your input source is a direct spool file, the following
panel is displayed.
Direct Spool Information
Specify spool information:
Spool step name:
________
Spool step occurrence:
___ (1-999)
Spool DDNAME:
________
Specify record selection criteria:
1
1. Key values precede detail values
2. Key values follow detail values
Reset extraction variables? Y

(Y/N)

Hard copy DDNAME: ________
Fastload internal translation table: ________________
F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=S

Use the following procedure to complete the Direct Spool Information
panel.
1. In the Spool step name field, type the step name in the job that

produced the spool output report.
2. If the step name appears more than once in a job, type a three-digit

value (001 - 999) in the Spool step occurrence field specifying which
occurrence you want.
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3. Type a name for the DD statement referring to the application

report.
Note:

The following example shows the JCL changes required to read
reports directly from the JES spool:
before:

//USERJOB JOB ...
//USER EXEC PGM=APPLICATION
//REPORTA DD SYSOUT=A
after:

//USERJOB JOB ...
//OUT1 OUTPUT CLASS=A
//OUT2 OUTPUT CLASS=?,WRITER=UACR
//USER EXEC PGM=APPLICATION
//REPORTA DD
SYSOUT=(,),FREE=CLOSE,OUTPUT=(*.OUT1,*.OUT2)
where ? is equal to any held output class. For JES3, ? should equal
any output class held for EXTERNAL WRITER. The extra output
card doesn't create another copy of the report; it creates another
pointer. After processing completes, the pointer will be deleted.
The file definitions for the example above would reference the
application report's DDname for a File Organization of DIRECT
SPOOL, the job's Spool Step Name of USER, and a Spool DDname
of REPORTA.
4. Choose an option from the Specify record selection criteria field.

Choose 1 (Key values precede detail values) to indicate the key
values will appear before their corresponding detail values in the
input source.
Choose 2 (Key values follow detail values) to indicate the key
values will appear after their corresponding detail values in the
input source.
For more information, see “Selection Fields and Selection Groups”
on page 205 and “Selecting an Access Mode” on page 210.
5. Answer Y or N to the question Reset extraction variables?

Your answer to this question determines whether you will use
extraction variables from the preceding file extraction during the
current file extraction or reset the extraction variables.
6. Type the DDname to be used for printing a hard copy of an input

report file in the Hard Copy DDName field.
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This is an optional field that represents a name for the input
source. If you want to print a copy of the input source when
creating reconciliation JCL, use this Hard Copy DDName, in the
Reconciliation JCL panel. See “Creating Reconciliation JCL” on
page 389.
7. Type a name in the Fastload internal translation table field

indicating the Translation Table which should be loaded for fast
access during extraction.
8. Press F5 to accept. The system returns to the Job Window.

DB2 Tables File Organization
See Chapter 18, “Using DB2 Input Sources” for information on DB2
tables as data sources.

User Program File Organization
ACR/Detail provides the ability to call external COBOL programs.
These programs can be written to access input sources that ACR/Detail
does not provide direct. For example, other database types, IDMS, IMS,
etc. If you indicated that your input source is a user program, the
following panel is displayed.
Note:

For more information about user programs, see the appropriate user
program guide.
User Program Information

Specify User Program Information:
Program Name: ________
Program Parm Area: __________________
Specify record selection criteria:
1
1. Key values precede detail values
2. Key values follow detail values
Reset extraction variables? Y

(Y/N)

Fastload internal translation table: ________________

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

Use the following procedure to complete the User Program Information
panel.
1. Type a name in the Program Name field.
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Whether you create your own or you use one of the Infogix User
Programs, an eight-character name will identify the program. The
Infogix program names are as follows:
Program
Name

Description

UUPDLIM

The Infogix Delimited Field Access Method can be used to
extract data from files containing records of variable length
fields, separated by one or more separator characters or
delimiters.

UUPEDIF

The Infogix EDI Access Method can be used to extract data
from EDI files (in X12 format) for use with ACR/Detail.

UUPVREC

The Infogix Variable Record Access Method can be used to
extract data from variable length records consisting of a fixed
“header” area and a variable number of “line” areas.

UUPVREC

The Infogix XML Method can be used to extract data from XML
files.

2. Type a name in the Program Parm Area field which will be used to

pass information to the user program.
Each program name specified above will need information to be
passed. Up to 18 characters can be passed via this field.
3. Choose an option from the Specify record selection criteria field.

Choose 1 (Key values precede detail values) to indicate the key
values will appear before their corresponding detail values in the
input source.
Choose 2 (Key values follow detail values) to indicate the key
values will appear after their corresponding detail values in the
input source.
For more information, see “Selection Fields and Selection Groups”
on page 205 and “Selecting an Access Mode” on page 210.
4. Answer Y or N to the question Reset extraction variables?

Your answer to this question determines whether you will use
extraction variables from the preceding file extraction during the
current file extraction or if you will reset the extraction variables
between input sources.
5. Type a name in the Fastload internal translation table field

indicating the Translation Table which should be loaded for fast
access during extraction.
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6. Press F5 to accept. The system returns to the Job Window.

Deleting an Input Source
If you no longer need a particular input source or have added the wrong
one to your Job Window, you can delete it. Use the following procedure
to delete an input source.
1. Type a D in the space to the left of the input source you want to

delete.
The Delete Input Source panel will appear, confirming the file DD
name, qualifier, file description, and associated dataset name for he
file you are about to delete.
Note:

If you want to select multiple input sources for deletion, you must
first select and process each file DDName individually. Then, you
can save all the deletions simultaneously by selecting File, Save, F6
(Save All).
Delete Input Source

You have chosen to delete the following input source:
File DDNAME: XXXXXXXX Qualifier:
File description: XXXXXXXX
Associated with the following DSName:
DSName: USERIDA.XXXXX.XXXXX(XXXXXX)
Specify
__ 1.
2.
3.

a deletion
Delete the
Delete the
Cancel the

option:
link between this input source and the job
link and the input source
deletion

WARNING! If you choose option 2, it will affect this
and all other jobs using this input source's file
DDname and its associated definitions.

F1=Help

F3=Exit

2. Type a number in the Specify a deletion option field.

Options 1 and 2 mark the File ID for unlinking and the
combination of unlinking and deleting, respectively. The File ID is
not unlinked nor physically deleted until you complete the Save
process. For more information on Save, see “Saving a Job” on
page 54. Option 3 cancels the deletion.
Choose 1 (Delete the link between this input source and the job) to
delete the link between your file ID and its associated file
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definitions from the current job ID. This file ID is now unlinked and
it will no longer display as an input source in the Job Window.
However, you will be able to re-add (actually re-link) the input
source by selecting Copy from the File menu. Choose Copy option 2
(Copy file definitions to an existing job ID).
Choose 2 (Delete the link and the input source) to delete the File ID
from the current job ID. This option will also delete the input
source and all its file definitions from the definition database.
Warning:

Note:

If you choose the second option, the input source, as defined by
the file DDName, will no longer be available—not just to the
current job, but to all jobs to which the input source was linked.
All associated file definitions will also be deleted.

Prior to selecting this delete option, you may want to select Copy
option 2 (Copy file definitions to an existing job ID) and rename the
file ID so that the file definitions are still available to you for copying
back into the current job ID should you change your mind.

Choose 3 (Cancel the deletion) to stop the delete process. No
deletion will be done.

Selection Fields and Selection Groups
The following sections describe selection fields and selection groups.
This information will lay the foundation for “Selecting an Access Mode”
on page 210.

Selection Fields
The following information applies to both access modes.
A selection field is a sophisticated means of determining whether the
current record will be selected for further processing or bypassed. Its
features include:

 The evaluation can be performed using data from one of the
following input types: 1) data from an input area, which consists of
specific positions of the current record or 2) data from specific
positions in a saved extraction variable.
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 You can choose from 16 selection types. For example, the evaluation
can test the format of the value (numeric or alphabetic), or can test
the value using comparisons such as equal to, less than or equal to,
or within range. In addition, you can restrict processing to a specific
portion of the file.

 Depending on your input type and selection type, you can evaluate
against 1) one constant or one range, 2) multiple constants or
multiple ranges), or 3) the value of an extraction variable.

 Multiple selection fields can be combined for evaluation with other
file definition types to form a selection group.

Selection Field Example
In the following example, the evaluation will be made against positions
in the current record (Input type is set to Input Area).
Using the selection type 9 (Within Range), the value in the specified
positions will be evaluated against the lower and upper limits of two
ranges. One range is specified in the Value 1 and Value 2 fields.
Selection Field

Line reference
Input type:
1
Field position:
Field format: 1

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4
423.22
$423.32
$0.10
1. Input Area
2. Extraction Variable
0035 Field length:
6_
1. Numeric
2. Alphanumeric 3. Packed decimal
4. Zoned decimal 5. Binary
6. Unsigned packed

----------------- Selection Criteria -----------------If blank is one of the comparison values, it must be entered here.
Value 1: 30000___________ Value 2: 40000___________ Additional? Y (Y/N)
Selection type: 9_ 1. Equal to
2. Not =
3. Numeric 4. Alphabetic
5. Greater than 6. Less than 7. Blank
8. Nonblank
9. Within range 10.Begin =
11.End =
12.Locate =
13.Outside range14.Greater = 15.Less = 16.Advance
Extraction variable number: ___ (1-999)

F1=Help
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The other range is specified on the Additional Comparison Ranges field
that displays after you accept your entries on the Selection Field panel
if you set the Additional field to Y.
Additional Comparison Ranges
From Value
70000___________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________

F1=Help

To Value
80000___________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________

F2=Split

F3=Exit

From Value
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________

F5=Accept

To Value
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________

F9=Swap

Field definitions will be provided in “Opening the Extract Window” on
page 217.

Selection Groups
This information applies to both access modes except as noted.
One or multiple selection fields can be combined with other available
file definition types to make up a selection group. Selection groups are
described in the following sections:






“Group-Level Selection Groups” below.
“Subgroup-Level Selection Groups (Optional)” on page 208.
“Other Valid File Definition Types” on page 208.
“Working with Selection Groups” on page 209.

Group-Level Selection Groups
A selection group must include one selection field or a set of consecutive
selection fields at the group level.
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Group-level selection fields are not indented in the display. Consecutive
selection fields are joined by AND or OR as explained below.
Note:

Joining of selection fields using the logical operator OR is
supported only in Keys Precede Detail Values mode (access
mode 6).

You can define one or multiple selection groups at the group level.

Subgroup-Level Selection Groups (Optional)
Optionally, a selection group can contain one selection field or a set of
consecutive selection fields at the subgroup level (nested).
Note:

Selection fields at the subgroup level (nested) are supported only
in Keys Precede Detail Values mode (access mode 6).

Subgroup-level selection fields are indented in the display. A subgroup
will be processed only if the record has passed the group-level
evaluation directly above it. Only one level of nesting is supported.
You can define one or multiple selection groups at the subgroup level
within a selection group.

Other Valid File Definition Types
In addition to selection fields, the following file definition types may be
part of a selection group. They can be defined at the group level, the
subgroup level, or both, and will be processed if the record passes the
preceding group or subgroup evaluation.
Note:

Selection fields at the subgroup level (nested) are supported only
in Keys Precede Detail Values mode (access mode 6).

Detail Fields.
A detail field extracts data from the selected record, from a literal, or
from an extraction variable (or counts the number of records selected),
processes extracted values according to the Field Type and Accumulate
Option specified, and stores the result in an internal item or in an
extraction variable. For more information, see “Defining Detail Fields”
on page 239.
Relative Records
A relative record (also called advance record) can be used to locate a
record in relation to the last record selected. For more information, see
“Defining Relative Records” on page 225.
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Reformat Records
A reformat record can be used to change the positions and/or format of
data from 1) the input file, 2) a literal, or 3) an extraction variable for
reconciliation purposes. For more information, see “Defining Reformat
Fields” on page 226.
Key Fields
A key field specifies a unique identifier for one part (segment) of the
reconciliation key. The key identifiers for all key fields together make
up the reconciliation key for the job. For more information, see
“Defining Key Fields” on page 234,

Working with Selection Groups
Demoting and Promoting Between Group Level and Subgroup Level
To demote a single selection field definition from the selection group
level to the selection subgroup level, from the Extract Window, select
View > Definitions, and enter the right parenthesis symbol ) next to the
definition that you want to demote. The definition will be moved to the
right two positions, so that is indented under the preceding group-level
selection field. To demote a block of selection fields to the subgroup
level, enter )) next to the first and last selection field definition in the
block.
To promote a single selection field definition from the selection
subgroup level to the selection group level, enter the left parenthesis
symbol ( next to the definition that you want to promote. The definition
will be moved to the left two positions, so that is no longer indented. To
promote a block of selection fields to the group level, enter (( next to the
first and last selection field definition in the block.
Use of AND/OR Logical Operators
Consecutive selection fields at the same level (group or subgroup) are
joined for evaluation using the logical operator AND (the default) or OR.
The logical operator that is currently being used to evaluate consecutive
selection fields is displayed to the right of the first selection field in the
group or subgroup.
Toggling Between AND and OR
To toggle between AND and OR, select the first selection field definition
in the group or subgroup with S and click F6.
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When AND is used, the criteria of all consecutive selection fields at the
same level must be satisfied before the record will be selected for
processing against the remaining file definitions in the same selection
group or subgroup.
When OR is used, if the criteria of any one of the consecutive selection
fields at the same level are satisfied, the record will be selected for
processing against any remaining file definitions in the selection group
or subgroup.

Selecting an Access Mode
For all input source types, you complete a File Information panel
specific to the file organization (physical sequential, etc.) of the input
source. The Specify record selection criteria field on this panel
determines the access mode, which controls how the file definitions will
be processed.
The following sections provide the information you will need to select
the appropriate access mode for your input data and reconciliation
needs:

 “Comparing Access Modes 6 and 7” on page 210.
 “Keys Precede Detail Values (Access Mode 6)” on page 211
 “Keys Follow Detail Values (Access Mode 7)” on page 213

Comparing Access Modes 6 and 7
Similarities Between Access Modes 6 and 7
The similarities are as follows:

 Both access modes select or bypass records using selection fields
grouped into selection groups, as described in “Selection Fields and
Selection Groups” on page 205.

 In addition to selection fields, both access modes can use the same
file definition types, as described on “Other Valid File Definition
Types” on page 208.
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Differences Between Access Modes 6 and 7
The following table shows the differences between the two access
modes:
Access Mode 6—Keys Precede
Detail Values

Access Mode 7—Keys Follow
Detail Values

1. When the second reconciliation key
is read, the first key is written out
along with any detail values extracted
since the top of the file.

1. When the first reconciliation key is
read, it is written out along with any
detail values extracted since the top
of the file.

2. When the next key is read, the
previous key is written out along with
any detail values extracted since the
previous key.

2. When the next key is read, it is
written out along with any detail
values extracted since the previous
key.

3. Remaining keys are processed as
in step 2.

3. Remaining keys are processed as
in step 2.

Support for
OR and
subgroups

Yes.

No.

Selection
group
processing

Every record in the input source will
typically be evaluated by each
selection group in turn, always
starting with the first group.

This is not always the case. See
“Keys Follow Detail Values:
Processing Steps” on page 213.

Factor
Key
processing

1

1 - If keys and detail fields reside on the same records, use access mode 6.

Keys Precede Detail Values (Access Mode 6)
When to Use Keys Precede Detail Values (Access Mode 6)
This access mode is appropriate for the way the data is organized in
most input sources, and it offers enhanced features to make it easy to
set up your file definitions. It can be used when either of the following
is true:

 The values to be defined as keys and the values to be extracted as
detail fields reside on the same record.

 The records containing keys precede the records containing the
values to be extracted as detail fields.
Otherwise, Keys Follow Detail Fields (access mode 7) is preferable. For
more information, see “Keys Follow Detail Values (Access Mode 7)” on
page 213.
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In access mode 6, every record in the input source will be evaluated by
each selection group in turn, always starting with the first group.
Note:

In both access modes, you can use the following features to
bypass records:

 Relative (advance) records.
 The Begin equal to and/or End equal to selection types
(available in the Selection Field panel).

Records that pass the selection group evaluation can be processed by the
other file definition types available for access modes 6 and 7 (see “Other
Valid File Definition Types” on page 208) to obtain data for use in
reconciliation rules.

Keys Precede Detail Values: File Definitions Example
DEPT
AMT
DATE
DEPT
AMT
DATE

CHICAGO
00001
125.00
05/02/2007
NEW YORK
00002
155.00
05/03/2007

Suppose your input source is the one shown above, and you want to
extract the city for each key. The key will be the department code (00001
and 00002). The key resides on the same record as the detail field to be
extracted, making this data appropriate for access mode 6.
You could set up your definitions like this:
SELECT IF POS 0001 FOR 04 = DEPT (AND)
RETRIEVE KEY IN 0022 FOR 05, STORE IN KEY 1
PICK UP VALUE AT 0011 FOR 08, STORE IN I-001
This example shows a simple selection group with one selection field
(Select if position 1 etc.). Using the Equal to selection type, the specified
positions of the input area are evaluated against one constant (DEPT).
Only records that meet this criterion will be scanned for extraction.
Data will be picked up based on key 1 occupying the 5 positions
beginning at position 22. The data to be extracted for each key is defined
using the detail field (PICK UP VALUE etc.) and assigned to the
internal item I-001.
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When all file definitions have been processed, the next record will be
read and evaluated against all of the same file definitions in sequence,
starting at the top.
Note:

Notice the AND in parentheses next to the selection statement.
This is the default logical operator. It will not be used because
there are no consecutive selection statements at the same level.

Keys Follow Detail Values (Access Mode 7)
When to Use Keys Follow Detail Values (Access Mode 7)
This access mode is preferable when, in your input source file, both of
the following are true:

 Values to be defined as keys and values to be extracted as detail
fields do not reside on the same records

 The records containing keys follow the records containing values to
be extracted as detail fields.
Otherwise, access mode 6 is preferable.

Keys Follow Detail Values: Processing Steps
Using the Keys Follow Detail Values access mode, processing of
selection groups is as follows:
Note:

During the processing described below, keys and extracted
values will be written out as described in “Differences Between
Access Modes 6 and 7” on page 211.

1. The first record in the file (we will call it Record 1) will be evaluated

against all selection groups. The last selection group that passes
will be noted.
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2. The system then reads the next record (Record 2). This record will

be evaluated starting with the next selection group after the one
noted when the previous record was read. Evaluation of Record 2
will be as follows:
a. If the record passes all remaining groups through the last group

defined, evaluation of the record will stop. The system will read
the next record and evaluate it just as Record 1 was evaluated.
b. If the record fails any of the remaining selection groups through

the last group defined, it will be evaluated by all selection
groups.
1. If the record passes at least one group, the last group that

passes will be noted.
2. If the record fails all groups, the last record that fails will be

noted.
The system will then move to the next record and evaluate it just as
Record 2 was evaluated.

Keys Follow Detail Values: Processing Example
This example shows how selection groups would be processed using the
Keys Follow Detail Values mode with various pass/fail scenarios.
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Assume you have an input source consisting of 5 records. You have
defined 4 selection groups. For each record, the following table shows
which selection group will be processed first, and when the next record
will be read.

Record

Selection
Group
Evaluated

Result

1

1

Pass

2

Pass

3

Fail

4

Fail

3

Fail

4

Fail

1

Fail

2

Fail

3

Pass

4

Pass

1

Pass

2

Fail

3

Pass

4

Fail

4

Pass

2

3

4

5

Selection
Group
Noted

Next
Record
is Read

Notes

2

Y

See step 1 in *

2

Y

See step 2b2.*

Y

See step 2a.*

Y

See step 1.*

3

See step 2a.* Evaluation of all
records in the input source is now
complete.

*All steps are described in “Keys Follow Detail Values: Processing Steps” on page 213
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Keys Follow Detail Values: File Definitions Example
DATE
AMT
CITY
DATE
AMT
CITY

05/02/2007
125.00
CHICAGO
05/03/2007
155.00
NEW YORK

Suppose your input source is the one shown above, and you want to
extract the city, date, and amount for each city.
The key (CITY) resides on a separate record from the records where two
of the detail fields (DATE and AMT) reside. In addition, the records
containing the key follow the records containing the detail fields. This
data is appropriate for Keys Follow Detail Fields (access mode 7).
You could set up your input source definitions like this:
SELECT IF POS 0001 FOR 04 = DATE
(AND)
PICK UP VALUE AT 0011 FOR 10, STORE IN I-001
SELECT THE REC THAT OCCURS 001
REC FROM THE CURRENT REC
PICK UP VALUE AT 0011 FOR 06, STORE IN I-002
SELECT THE REC THAT OCCURS 001
REC FROM THE CURRENT REC
PICK UP VALUE AT 0011 FOR 07, STORE IN I-003
RETRIEVE KEY IN 0011 FOR 07, STORE IN KEY 1

(AND)
(AND)

The first selection statement (SELECT IF POS 0001 etc.) uses the
selection type Equal to. The specified positions of the input area will be
evaluated against the constant DATE. The first record will pass the
evaluation, and the following detail field (PICK UP VALUE AT 0011
FOR 10 etc.) will extract the date.
The next definition (SELECT THE REC THAT OCCURS 001 etc.) is a
relative record that causes the system to move down one record. You
define it by defining a selection field, blanking out the input type, and
setting Selection type to 16 (Advance). The following detail field (PICK
UP VALUE etc.) will extract the amount.
The next definition (SELECT THE REC THAT OCCURS etc.) is also a
relative record that causes the system to move down one record. The
following detail field (Get value etc.) will extract the city.
When the system reads the key field (Retrieve key etc.), the key value
CHICAGO will be retrieved and written out along with the detail fields
extracted since the top of the file: the date 05/02/2007, the amount
$125.00, and city name CHICAGO.
The last three records will be processed in the same way. The key value
NEW YORK will be retrieved and written out along with the detail
fields extracted since the top of the file: the date 05/03/2007, the amount
$155.00, and city name NEW YORK).
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Getting Started with File Definitions
After you have completed the basic job information, defined your input
source, and specified an access mode on the File Information panel, you
can begin entering file definitions. File definitions define which records
will be selected to be scanned for extractable data, the data to be
extracted, and how the data will be processed and stored.

Opening the Extract Window
To create file definitions, you must open the Extract Window in one of
the following ways:

 In the Job Window, enter an S next to the input source (do not press
Enter). Select Window > Extract.

 Select Window > Extract. Select the input source you want.
If the input source is a physical sequential or VSAM file and you
specified to display it in the Extract Window, the file will display.
Otherwise the Extract Window will be blank.

Methods of Entering File Definitions
After you open the Extract Window, there are two methods for entering
file definitions:

Mark-and-Capture Method
For files that display in the Extract Window, you can enter the
definitions as follows:
1. Place your cursor on the first character of the item you want to

extract and press F6.
Note:

To search for a string in the displayed input source, select Edit >
Search Arguments. Enter the string you want to search for,
select the occurrence you want, and press F5. Press F5 again to
repeat the search.

2. Select the type of definition you want and complete the

corresponding panels.
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Manual Method
For files that do not display in the Extract Window, enter the definitions
as follows:
1. Use a printout of the input source file to determine the locations of

the data you want to extract.
2. Select Window > Extract > (Select the file) > Edit > Add.
3. Select the type of definition you want and complete the

corresponding panels.

Understanding Field Formats
When creating file definitions, you will often be required to specify the
format of the data. The options are as follows:
Numeric. All of the characters are numeric. Blanks will be ignored,
alphanumeric characters will be stripped out, and the field will be
padded with preceding zeros. For example, suppose the value has a
length of eight and you specify the format as numeric. The results
would be as follows:
Value

This will be interpreted as:

1234 (4 blanks after value)

000000000001234

1A2B3C4D

000000000001234

1234ABCD

000000000001234

1 2 3 4 (spaces between numbers)

000000000001234

12341111

000000012341111

(all blanks)

000000000000000

Alphanumeric. Some or all of the characters are alphabetic.
Packed. The value is stored in packed decimal format, i.e. there are
two characters for each byte, except for the last byte, which consists
of the low-order digit (0-9) and a sign. The total field cannot exceed
18 decimal digits.
Zoned decimal. Each digit is represented by a single byte. The four
high-order bits of each byte are zone bits which make up the sign
(F), with the last byte containing a C for a positive number or a D
for a negative number. The four low-order bits of each byte contain
the value of the digit.
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Binary. Has a decimal equivalent consisting of the decimal digits 0
through 9 and a sign. Negative numbers are represented as the
two’s complement of the positive number with the same absolute
value.
Unsigned packed. Same as packed except that there is no sign in
the last byte.

Defining Selection Fields
Before you define a selection field, read “Selection Fields and Selection
Groups” on page 205.

Selection Field Panel
The Selection Field panel enables you to define the criteria for
determining whether the current record will be selected for further
processing or bypassed. The determination is made by evaluating a field
extracted either 1) from the current record (this is called the input area)
or 2) from a saved extraction variable against the selection criteria
defined in the lower section of the panel.
To access the Selection Field panel, follow the instructions in “Methods
of Entering File Definitions” on page 217. From the Select a Definition
Type panel, select Selection Field.
Selection Field

Line reference
Input type:
1
Field position:
Field format: 2

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4
7088200252 3126401527 070790 08.34.23 08
.42.14 0005.11
1. Input Area
2. Extraction Variable
0013 Field length:
__
1. Numeric
2. Alphanumeric 3. Packed decimal
4. Zoned decimal 5. Binary
6. Unsigned packed

----------------- Selection Criteria -----------------If blank is one of the comparison values, it must be entered here.
Value 1: ________________ Value 2: ________________ Additional? N (Y/N)
Selection type: __ 1. Equal to
2. Not =
3. Numeric 4. Alphabetic
5. Greater than 6. Less than 7. Blank
8. Nonblank
9. Within range 10.Begin =
11.End =
12.Locate =
13.Outside range14.Greater = 15.Less = 16.Advance
Extraction variable number: ___ (1-999)
Additional field?
1 1. Any record 2. Same record 3. Not same record

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

Field definitions:
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Line Reference. If you used mark-and-capture, this displays the first 80
bytes of data beginning with the position where you placed the cursor.
If you complete all required fields and press Enter, this field will be
updated to include only the number of positions you indicated in the
Field Length field.
Input type. The source of the data to be evaluated:
Input Area. The source will be data from specific positions of the
current record.
Extraction Variable. The source will data from specific positions in
a saved extraction variable.
Field Position. The first position of the selection field. This number is
displayed automatically if you used the mark-and-capture method.
Otherwise you need to enter it.
Note:

If you are extracting from an extraction variable and you want to
evaluate the entire value in the extraction variable, use 0000 for
Position and 00 for Length.

Field Length. The number of positions that will be evaluated. Valid
values:
If Input Type = Input Area:
If the Field Format is Numeric, Alphanumeric, or Zoned
Decimal, Length can be from 1 - 80.
If the Field Format is Packed, Binary, or Unsigned Packed,
Length can be from 1 - 8.
If Input Type is Extraction Variable, Length can be 00 or 1-8. See
the note in the Position field.
Field format. Format of the data you are extracting. For the options, see
“Understanding Field Formats” on page 218. This field should be blank
if the Selection Type is 16 (Relative/Advance Record).
Selection Criteria:
Value 1. Leave blank if you are comparing against an extraction
variable or if selection type is 3 - Numeric, 4 - Alphabetic, 7 - Blank, or
8 - Nonblank. Otherwise enter the value (or, for range comparisons, the
first value of the range) to be compared to the selection field. The
maximum number of characters you can enter varies based on the Field
Format:
Alphanumeric. Up to 8 characters.
Any numeric format. Up to 16 bytes (a sign and 15 digits). However,
when batch records are created, this value is split across 2 fields in
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the batch record (Value 1 and Value 2). Therefore, do not edit this
field in batch cards.
Note:

The length of the selection value must match the field position
length. If it does not, the system will not find a match.

Value 2. Complete if Selection Type is Within Range or Outside Range.
See Value 1 for the maximum number of characters for alphanumeric
and numeric formatted values. Do not edit this field in batch cards.
Additional? Depending on your input type and selection type, you can
evaluate against multiple constants or ranges by entering Y in this field
and completing the panel (either Additional Comparison Values or
Additional Comparison Ranges) that will display after you complete and
accept your entries on the Selection Field panel. These panels are
explained on the next pages.
Selection Type. Type used to evaluate the value from the input record
or extraction variable or, in the case of option 16, to create an advance
record (relative record). Valid values are:

7/10/07

1. Equal to

If Input type is Input Area, select the record if the data
is equal to Value 1 or to the value of the specified
extraction variable. If Input Type is Extraction Variable,
select the record if the extracted data is equal to Value
1.

2. Not =

If Input type is Input Area, select the record if the data
is not equal to Value 1 or it is not equal to the value of
the specified extraction variable. If Input Type is
Extraction Variable, select the record if the extracted
data is not equal to Value 1.

3. Numeric

Select the record if the data extracted from the input
area or extraction variable is numeric. Numeric
characters are 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9.

4. Alphabetic

Select the record if the data extracted from the input
area or extraction variable is alphabetic. Alphabetic
characters are a letter or a space character.

5. Greater than

If Input Type is Input Area, select the record if the
extracted data is greater than Value 1 or greater than
the value of the specified extraction variable. If Input
Type is Extraction Variable, select the record if the
extracted data is greater than Value 1.
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6. Less than

If Input Type is Input Area, select the record if the
extracted data is less than Value 1 or less than the
value of the specified extraction variable. If Input Type
is Extraction Variable, select if the extracted data is
less than Value 1.

7. Blank

Select the record if the data extracted from the input
area or extraction variable is blank. A blank is a space.

8. Nonblank

Select the record if the data extracted from the input
area or extraction variable is not blank. A blank is a
space.

9. Within range

Select the record if the data extracted from the input
area or extraction variable is within the range of Value
1 through Value 2. Data matching Value 1 or Value 2
is considered within range and would be selected.

10. Begin = (to
Value 1)

Bypass all other records and begin processing with the
first record where the data extracted from the input
area or extraction variable is equal to Value 1. Do not
process any other file definitions until this record is
found.

11. End = (to
Value 1)

End after processing the first record where the
extracted data is equal to Value 1 or equal to the value
of the specified extraction variable.

12. Locate = (to
Value 1)

Bypass all other records and locate the next record
where the data extracted from the input area or
extraction variable is equal to Value 1.

13. Outside
range

Select the record if the data extracted from the input
area or extraction variable is outside the range of
Value 1 through Value 2. Data matching Value 1 or
Value 2 is considered within range, and would not be
selected.
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14. Greater =

If Input Type is Input Area, select the record if the
extracted data is greater than or equal to value 1 or
greater than or equal to the value of the specified
extraction variable. If Input Type is Extraction Variable,
select the record if the extracted data is greater than or
equal to Value 1.

15. Less =

If Input Type is Input Area, select the record if the
extracted data is less than or equal to Value 1 or less
than or equal to the value of the specified extraction
variable. If the Input Type is Extraction Variable, select
the record if the extracted data is less than or equal to
Value 1.

16. Advance
(Relative record)

Valid only if Input Type is blank. From the current
record (or from the beginning of the file), move forward
the number of records that you will indicate on the next
panel. When this record is found, process the
remaining file definitions.
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Extraction Variable Number. If Input Type is Extraction Variable,
enter the number of this extraction variable. If Input Type is Input Area
and you are evaluating against the value of an extraction variable, enter
the extraction variable number you are evaluating against.
Additional field? Displays if you are using access mode 7. Enables you
to further define the criteria for selecting a record. Options:
1. Any record. The criteria defined by this selection field and by the

immediately preceding selection field can be met on the same
record or on different records.
2. Same record. The criteria defined by this field and by the

immediately preceding selection field must be met on the same
record. If this is the first selection field in a selection group, the
criteria defined by all selection fields in the group must be met on
the same record.
3. Not same record. The criteria defined by this selection field and by

the immediately preceding selection field must not be met on the
same record.

Additional Comparison Values Panel
Use this panel if you want to evaluate a value extracted from the
current record or from an extraction variable against one or more values
in addition to the constant defined by Value 1 on the Selection Field
panel. A maximum of 57 values can be defined.
Additional Comparison Values
Comparison Value
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________

F1=Help
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Comparison Value
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________

F2=Split

F3=Exit

Comparison Value
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________

F5=Accept
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________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________

F9=Swap
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Additional Comparison Ranges Panel
Use this panel if you want to evaluate a value extracted from the
current record or from an extraction variable against one or more
ranges in addition to the range defined by Value 1 and Value 2 on the
Selection Field panel. A maximum of 29 ranges can be defined.
Additional Comparison Ranges
From Value
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________

F1=Help

To Value
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________

F2=Split

F3=Exit

From Value
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________

F5=Accept

To Value
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________

F9=Swap

Defining Relative Records
Relative records are used to specify that, from the current record (or
from the beginning of the file), the system will move forward the
number of records that you will indicate. You specify the number of
records to move forward.
When the system encounters a relative record, no other file definitions
are processed until the new record is found. Then the remaining file
definitions will be processed against the new record.
Note:
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A relative record does not have to be part of a selection group. It
can be defined before the first selection group. In this case, the
system advances the specified number of records from the first
record in the file.
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To define a relative record, from the Extract Window, press F6 and
select Selection field. Blank out the Input type field and set the Select
Type to 16 (Advance).
Relative Record Selection Field
Specify number of lines to advance before . . . . . . . :
evaluating additional selection criteria: . . .
(1-999)

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

Complete the Specify number of lines... field with the number of records
you want to advance from the last record found.

Defining Reformat Fields
A reformat record can be used to change the positions and/or format of
data from 1) the input file, 2) a literal, or 3) an extraction variable for
reconciliation purposes. Regardless of where the data to be formatted
comes from, when reformat field definitions are used, a copy of the data
to be reformatted is made in memory and the reformatting is done to
this copy. The data in the input source, literal, or extraction variable is
not changed.
You can then overlay the copied data with data from an extraction
definition, a literal, or an extraction variable. Any combination of data,
literals, and extraction definitions can be used.
The reformatted data can then be placed in one of the following:

 An output area.
 The note area of the output record. This is an 80-character line
printed below each key on the Control Report and saved in the
history database if the job stores history.
After reformatting, field positions specified in subsequent selection
fields, key fields, or detail fields will refer to the output positions.
For example, assume you want to extract a social security number from
your input source. In the input source, the number is formatted with
hyphens as follows:
111-22-3333
You want to extract it without the hyphens. This would require 2
reformat records:
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 One record to move the 22 to the left 1 position.
 One record to move the 3333 to the left 2 positions.
If you do this, the result will be 11122333333 (in memory) because the
last 2 3's from the original field were not overlayed. You could then use
the first 9 positions (the reformatted social security number) in
subsequent selection field or detail field definitions.

Reformat Data Types
Generally, you reformat data to the same type. For example, text to text
or numeric to numeric. If you reformat text to numeric, be aware that
after the data is copied to the new location, each position of the output
area is checked, and non-numeric characters are replaced with a zero.
For example, if you reformat 07/01/29 from text to numeric, you will get
07001029.
You may need to reformat a packed field to numeric because you cannot
pick up part of a packed field. In this case you would use reformatting
to unpack the data. After the data has been reformatted from packed to
numeric, you can use a detail field to extract just the portion you need.
Keep in mind that the sign of the packed field (positive or negative) will
be removed after the reformat.

Global Reformat Fields
A global reformat is a reformat that is performed before any selection
criteria are applied. It is identified by a selection group number of zero.

Reformat Fields within Extraction Definitions
Reformat fields defined within and/or between the selection groups are
processed only against input records that satisfy the selection group's
criteria. This applies even though reformats between selection groups
are given their own distinct selection group number.

Reformat Field Panels
(Initial) Reformat Field Panel
This panel enables you to specify the source (input record, literal area,
or extraction variable) of the reformatted data and then the destination
(output area or note area) of the reformatted data.
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To display the panel, in the Extract Window, place the cursor on the
first position of the field you want to reformat, press F6, and select
Reformat field.
Reformat Field
Select the source of data that is being reformatted:
1
1. Input Record...
2. Literal Area...
3. Extraction...
Select the area that will contain the reformatted values:
1
1. Output Area...
2. Note Area...

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

Field definitions:
1. Choose an option in the first field to indicate the source of data that

is being reformatted.
Choose 1 (Input Record) if the data being reformatted is from the
currently selected input record.
Choose 2 (Literal Area) if the data being reformatted is from the
Literal Area contained within the Reformat Field definition itself.
The following panel allows you to specify the literal.
Choose 3 (Extraction) if the data being reformatted is stored in the
extraction variable table from a previous detail field definition.
2. Choose an option in the second field to indicate the destination of

the reformatted values.
Choose 1 (Output Area) if the data is reformatted into the reformat
output area.
Choose 2 (Note Area) if the data values will be reformatted into the
report Note Area. The Note Area is an 80-character line printed
below each key entry on the Control Report. The Note Area is saved
in the history record if the job stores history.
3. Press PF5 to display the panel corresponding to the source you

selected, which will be one of the panels described below.
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Reformat Field Input Panels
Reformat Field (Input Record) Panel

Line reference

Reformat Field (Input Record)
---+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4
EMPLOYEES
52

Field format:
__ 1. Numeric
2. Alphanumeric
3. _Packed decimal
4. Zoned decimal
5. Binary
6. Unsigned packed
F5=Accept F9=Swap

Field position: 0019

Field length: __

F1=Help

F3=Exit

F2=Split

Field definitions:
1. Verify the data in the Line Reference field.

If your input source is a physical sequential or VSAM file, the Line
Reference field will contain the first 80 bytes to the right of where
you placed the cursor.
If your input source is a file organization other than physical
sequential or VSAM, the Line Reference field is blank.
2. Verify or enter a value in the Field Position field.

The Field Position represents the first position of the selection field.
For example, if the selection field starts in the third position of a
line, the number in the Field Position field should be 0003.
If your input source is a physical sequential or VSAM file, the
number automatically is displayed in this field.
If your input source is a file organization other than physical
sequential or VSAM, you must enter the field position.
3. Enter a two-digit value in the Field Length field to indicate the

length of the reformat field.
Valid values vary depending on your choice in the following field,
Field Format.
If the Field Format is Numeric, Packed, or Zoned decimal valid
values are 1-18.
If the Field Format is Alphanumeric, the valid values are 1-80.
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If the Field Format is Binary or Unsigned packed, the valid values
are 1-8.
Note:

If you press Enter, the Line Reference field adjusts to show the
number of positions you indicated in this field.

4. Field format. Format of the data you are extracting. For the

options, see “Understanding Field Formats” on page 218.
5. Press F5 to accept. The destination panel corresponding to your

selection in the initial Reformat Field panel will be displayed. See
“Reformat Field Destination Panels”
Reformat Field (Literal Area) Panel
Reformat Field (Literal Area)
Literal Area: ____________________
Field Position: 0001

F1=Help
F5=Accept

F2=Split
F9=Swap

Field Length: 20

F3=Exit

Field definitions:
1. Type up to 20 characters representing the literal value to be placed

in the note or output area.
2. Type a value (0001 - 0020) to identify the Input Field Position

relative to the beginning of the Literal Area.
Note:

If you leave the default values (1 and 20) in the Field Position field
and the Field Length field, you will use the entire literal value space.

3. Type a value (01 to 20) to indicate the length of the literal area

relative to the input field position.
4. Press F5 to accept. The destination panel corresponding to your

selection in the initial Reformat Field panel will be displayed. See
“Reformat Field Destination Panels”
Reformat Field (Extraction Variable) Panel
Note:

In batch mode, you can reformat text or numeric data from
extraction variables.
In online mode, you can reformat text data from extraction
variables only.
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Reformat Field (Extraction Variable)
Extraction variable number: ___

Field position: 0001

F1=Help

F2=Split

(1-999)

Field length: 08

F3=Exit

Field format:
1_ 1. Alphanumeric
2. Packed decimal

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

Field definitions:
Extraction variable number. Number of extraction variable number to
reformat.
Field position. Field position number of the value to reformat relative to
the beginning of the extraction variable.
Note:

If you leave the default values (1 and 8) in the Field Position field
and the Field Length field, you will use the maximum value space
available.

Field length. Length of the value to reformat.
Field format. Format of the value stored in the extraction variable. For
the options, see “Understanding Field Formats” on page 218.
Press F5 to accept. The destination panel corresponding to your
selection in the initial Reformat Field panel will be displayed. See
“Reformat Field Destination Panels”

Reformat Field Destination Panels
After you complete the input panel, the panel corresponding to the
destination you selected will be displayed. The destination panels are
described below.
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Reformat Field (Output Area) Panel
Reformat Field (Output Area)

Field position: 0001

F1=Help

F2=Split

Field length: __

F3=Exit

Field
2 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

F5=Accept

format:
Numeric
Alphanumeric
Packed decimal
Zoned decimal
Binary
F9=Swap

Field definitions:
1. Type the first position of the reformatted field’s new position in the

Field Position field.
The Field Position in this panel represents the first position of the
reformatted field’s new position. For example, if the reformat field
value started in position 2 and you want it to now start in position
4, you would type 0004 in the Field Position field.
2. Type a value representing the length of the reformatted data.

If the Field Format is Numeric, Packed, or Zoned decimal valid
values are 1-18.
If the Field Format is Alphanumeric, the valid values are 1-80.
If the Field Format is Binary, the valid values are 1-8.
3. Format of the reformatted data. For the options, see

“Understanding Field Formats” on page 218.
4. Press F5 to accept and return to the Extract Window.
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Reformat Field (Note Area) Panel
Reformat Field (Note Area)

Field position: 0001

Field format:
Field length: __ 2 1. Numeric
2. Alphanumeric
3. Packed decimal
4. Zoned decimal
5. Binary

How is the Note Area to be printed?
1
1. With the current key
2. With the next key
F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

Field definitions:
1. Type the first position of the reformatted field’s new position in the

Field Position field.
The Field Position in this panel represents the first position of the
reformatted field’s new position in the note area. For example, if
want the reformat field to appear in the fourth position of the note
area, you would type 0004 in the Field Position field.
2. Type a value representing the length of the reformatted data.

If the Field Format is Numeric, Packed, or Zoned decimal valid
values for Field Length are 1-18.
If the Field Format is Alphanumeric, the valid values are 1-80.
If the Field Format is Binary, the valid values are 1-8.
3. Field format. Format of the reformatted data. For the options, see

“Understanding Field Formats” on page 218.
4. Choose an option to answer the question How is the Note Area to be

printed?
Choose 1 (With the current key) if you want the Note Area value to
print with the current reconciliation key.
Choose 2 (With the next key) if you want the Note Area value to
print with the next reconciliation key.
Press F5 to accept and return to the Extract Window.
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Defining Key Fields
A key field specifies a unique identifier for one part (segment) of the
reconciliation key. The key identifiers for all key fields together make
up the reconciliation key for the job.
For example, if you want to extract and reconcile data for each unique
combination of area code and telephone number, you would define two
key fields, one to identify each area code and the other to identify each
telephone phone number for each area code.
If you need only one key segment to identify the records you want to
scan in order to extract data for the job, one key field can define the
entire reconciliation key.
A key field can be populated with data extracted from an input file, with
text supplied in a literal, with data from a reformatted combination of
the two, with a value from a date function, or with a value from an
extraction variable. If you use the DB2 extraction method described in
“Using DB2 Input Sources” on page 489, a key field can be populated
with data from a DB2 table.

(Initial) Key Field Panel
To define a key field, do one of the following from the Extract Window:

 If you are using mark-and-capture to specify a value from the
displayed input file as the value of the field, place the cursor on the
first position of the value, press F6 (Add), and select Key field.

 If the input source file does ot display in the Extract Window, or if
you will be using a value from a literal, extraction variable, date
function, or DB2 table as the value of the field, select Edit > Add >
Key field.
The Key Field panel will be displayed.
Key Field
Select the source of data from which the key is being
defined:
1_ 1. Input record...
2. Literal area...
3. Extraction variable...
4. Function...
Will this key be translated using a translation table?
F1=Help
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Field definitions:
Select the source of data... Source of the data from which the key is
being defined:
1. Input record. Extract the key from the current input record.
2. Literal area. Extract the key from the literal area to be defined.
3. Extraction variable. Extract the key from the extraction variable to

be specified.
4. Function. Use a function to determine the value of the key.

Will this key be translated... Enter Y if you are using one of the
following types of translation tables to translate the key: internal,
external, or dynamic.
When you press F5 to accept, the depending on the choice you made for
the source of the key, the corresponding key field source panel will
display, as shown in the “Key Field Source Panels” section below:






“Key Field (Input Record) Panel” on page 236
“Key Field (Literal Area) Panel” on page 236
“Key Field (Extraction Variable) Panel” on page 237
“Key Field (Function) Panel)” on page 237

Because the panels are similar, the field definitions will be combined
after the panels. See “Field Definitions for all Key Field Source Panels”
on page 237.
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Key Field Source Panels
This section shows each of the key field source panels followed by their
field definitions.

Key Field (Input Record) Panel
Key Field (Input Record)
----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4
Line reference

Field position: 001_

Key number: 1

Field length: 8_

(1-5)

Is the key field a cycle number?

F1=Help

Field format:
_2 1. Numeric
2. Alphanumeric
3. Packed decimal
4. Zoned decimal
5. Binary
6. Unsigned packed

F2=Split

F3=Exit

N

(Y/N)

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

Key Field (Literal Area) Panel
Key Field (Literal Area)

Literal area: ________
Key number: _

Field format:
__ 1. Numeric
2. Alphanumeric

(1-5)

Is the key field a cycle number? _

F1=Help
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Key Field (Extraction Variable) Panel
Key Field (Extraction Variable)
Extraction variable number: 001
Field position: 0001

(1-999)

Field length: 08

Key number: _ (1-5)
Is the key field a cycle number? Y

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

Field format:
2_ 1. Packed Numeric
2. Alphanumeric

(Y/N)

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

Key Field (Function) Panel)
Key Field (Function)
Function:
__ 1. Current Date in CCYYMMDD format
2. Day portion of the current date
3. Month portion of the current date
4. Year portion of the current date
5. Start of job Time in HHMMSS format
6. Current day of the week (MON, TUE, ...)
Key number: _ (1-5)
Is the key field a cycle number? N
F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

(Y/N)
F5=Accept

F9=Swap

Field Definitions for all Key Field Source Panels
Note:

Depending on the source of data you selected on the previous
Key Field panel, some of the fields defined below may not appear
on your current Key Field panel.

Field position. Defaults to the location of the cursor for physical
sequential and VSAM files. Enter the first position of the value from the
input record that you want to use for the value of the key field.
Field Length. Length of the value to be used as the key.
If the Field Format is Numeric, Alphanumeric, or Zoned decimal,
the valid values are 1-80.
If the Field Format is Packed, Binary or Unsigned packed, the valid
values are 1-8.
Field Format. See “Understanding Field Formats” on page 218 for the
options. Options 3-6 are available only when your source in the input
record.
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Literal area. Enter the value you want to use for the key field.
Extraction variable number. The number of the extraction variable
from which the value of the key will be extracted.
Function. The date function you want to use to determine the value of
the key.
Key number. Identifies which part of the reconciliation key you are
defining as the key field. You can define up to five key fields of up to
eight characters each to specify the complete reconciliation key. Key 1
will be positions 1-8, Key 2 will be positions 9-16, and so on. You can
define the key fields in any order.
Is the key field a cycle number. Enter Y if the key field is the cycle
number and the Key Cycle panel will be displayed. If the key field is not
a cycle number, you will return to the Extract Window.
If you are obtaining a cycle from an input source, that input must be the
first input defined in your application. If this file is not the first input
source, your cycle number will default to 00000001.

Key Cycle Panel
If the key field is a cycle number, the appropriate Key Cycle panel will
display:

 Key Cycle (Input Record)
 Key Cycle (Literal Area)
 Key Cycle (Extraction Variable)
These panels are identical except for the panel name. See the
example below.
Key Cycle (Input Record)
Cycle format:

F1=Help
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__

F2=Split

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Convert number from YYMMDD to CCYYMMDD
Convert number from MMDDYY to CCYYMMDD
Convert number from MMDDCCYY to CCYYMMDD
Convert number from DDMMYY to CCYYMMDD
Convert number from YYJJJ to CCYYMMDD
Convert number from DDMMCCYY to CCYYMMDD
Accept date number as is
Convert number from CYYMMDD to CCYYMMDD
Accept date number as CCYYMMDD
Convert number from CCYYJJJ to CCYYMMDD
Convert number from DDMMMYY to CCYYMMDD
Convert number from DDMMMCCYY to CCYYMMDD
Convert number from MMMDDYY to CCYYMMDD
Convert number from MMMDDCCYY to CCYYMMDD
F3=Exit

F5=Accept
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Field definitions:
Cycle format. For an explanation of how dates are extracted and processed,
see “Date and Cycle Number Extraction and Processing” on page 263.
The date formats shown on this panel are explained in “Date Formats that
Use DD, MM, CC, YY, JJJ, and/or MMM” on page 264.

Defining Detail Fields
A detail field extracts data from the selected record, from a literal, or
from an extraction variable (or counts the number of records selected),
processes extracted values according to the Field Type and Accumulate
Option specified, and stores the result in an internal item or in an
extraction variable.
For example, if you want to add the cost of all phone calls made by the
same telephone number, the cost of each individual call would be stored
in the detail field. You can complete the panels so that each of the values
for that detail field would be added together to produce the total.
For information on detail field processing, see “Understanding Detail
Field Processing” on page 249.

(Initial) Detail Field Panel
To define a detail field, from the Extract Window, select the first
position of the field you want to identify (if you are using data from the
input record only) and press F6.
To display the initial Detail Field panel, from the Extract Window, do
the following

 If you are using mark-and-capture to specify a value from the
displayed input file as the value of the detail field, place the cursor
on the first position of the value, press F6 (Add), and select Detail
field.

 If the input source file does ot display in the Extract Window, or if
you will be using a value from a literal or extraction variable as the
value of the detail field, select Edit > Add > Detail field.
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The (Initial) Detail Field panel will be displayed.
Detail Field
Select the source of data from which the extracted value
is to be defined:
1
1. Input record...
2. Literal area...
3. Extraction variable...
Select the destination of the extracted value:
1
1. Internal item...
2. Extraction variable...
Will this field be translated using a translation table? N

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

(Y/N)

F9=Swap

1. Choose an option in the first field to indicate the source of data

from which the extracted value is to be defined.
Choose 1 (Input Record...) if the data being extracted is from the
currently selected input record.
Choose 2 (Literal Area...) if the detail being filled is from the literal
area contained within the Detail Field definition itself.
Choose 3 (Extraction...) if the data being obtained is from the
extraction variable table.
2. Choose an option in the second field to select the destination of the

extracted values.
Choose 1 (Internal Item...) if the data is ready to accumulate and
store. When values are stored as internal items, they appear in the
Job Window where you can use them in different parts of the job
definitions such as rules, calculated items, history items, etc. For
more information, see “About Job Definitions” on page 92.
Choose 2 (Extraction Variable...) if the data is to be temporarily
stored for use in a later definition.
3. Type a Y or N to answer the question Will this field be translated

using a translation table?
Translation tables are commonly used to match two different files
for reconciliation. For example, if one file uses the detail field as
Illinois and the other uses the IL, you can use the translation table
to indicate to the system that these two keys represent the same
thing.
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When you press F5 to accept, depending on the choice you made for the
source of the detail field, the corresponding source panel will display as
shown in the “Detail Field Source Panels” section below:

 “Detail Field Source (Input Record) Panel” on page 241
 “Detail Field Source (Literal Area) Panel” on page 243
 “Detail Field Source (Extraction Variable) Panel” on page 244

Detail Field Source Panels
Depending on your choice to determine the source of the detail field, one
panels described in the following sections will be displayed:

 “Detail Field Source (Input Record) Panel” on page 241
 “Detail Field Source (Literal Area) Panel” on page 243
 “Detail Field Source (Extraction Variable) Panel” on page 244
Refer to the following sections to continue identifying a detail field.

Detail Field Source (Input Record) Panel
Detail Field Source (Input Record)

Line reference

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4
7088200252
0036.51

Field position: _001

Field length:

__

Negative sign indicator: __

If this is a date, specify format:

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

Field format:
_ 1. Numeric
2. Alphanumeric
3. Packed decimal
4. Zoned decimal
5. Binary
6. Unsigned packed

__

1. YYMMDD
8.
2. MMDDYY
9.
3. MMDDCCYY
10.
4. DDMMYY
11.
5. YYJJJ
12.
6. DDMMCCYY
13.
7. CYYMMDD
F5=Accept
F9=Swap

CCYYMMDD
CCYYJJJ
DDMMMYY
DDMMMCCYY
MMMDDYY
MMMDDCCYY

Complete the panel as follows.
1. Verify the data in the Line Reference field.

If your input source is a physical sequential or VSAM file, the Line
Reference field should contain all of the data to the right of where
you placed the cursor in the input source.
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If your input source is a file organization other than physical
sequential or VSAM, the Line Reference field is blank.
2. Verify or enter a value in the Field Position field.

The Field Position represents the first position of the detail field.
For example, if the detail field starts in the third position of a line,
the number in the Field Position field should be 0003.
If your input source is a physical sequential or VSAM file, the
number automatically is displayed in this field.
If your input source is a file organization other than physical
sequential or VSAM, you must enter the field position.
3. Enter a two-digit value in the Field Length field to indicate the

length of the detail field.
Valid values vary depending on your choice in the Field Format
field.
If the Field Format is Numeric, Alphanumeric, or Zoned Decimal,
valid values are 1-80.
If the Field Format is Packed or Binary, the valid values are 1-08.
4. Choose an option to indicate the field format of the detail field. For

the options, see “Understanding Field Formats” on page 218.
5. If you are using a non-conventional negative sign, type your sign in

the Negative sign indicator field.
Up to two characters that will override the default negative sign
indicators. The defaults are a leading or trailing - or CR.
6. If appropriate, complete the If this is a date, specify format field.

For an explanation of how dates are extracted and processed, see
“Date and Cycle Number Extraction and Processing” on page 263.
The date formats shown on this panel are explained in “Date
Formats that Use DD, MM, CC, YY, JJJ, and/or MMM” on
page 264.
7. Press to F5 accept. The destination panel corresponding to your

selection on the initial Detail Field panel will be displayed. See
“Detail Field Destination Panels” on page 245.
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Detail Field Source (Literal Area) Panel
Detail Field Source (Literal Area)

Literal area: ________

Field position: 0001

F1=Help

F2=Split

Field format:
2
1. Numeric
2. Alphanumeric
Field length: 08

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

Complete the panel as follows.
1. Type a name containing the literal value to place in the internal

item or extraction variable.
2. Enter a number in the Field format field to specify the format of the

literal value. See “Understanding Field Formats” on page 218 for
an explanation of the numeric and alphanumeric format types.
3. Type a value (0001 - 0008) to identify the Input Field Position

relative to the beginning of the Literal Area.
Note:

If you leave the default values (01 and 08) in the Field Position field
and the Field Length field, you will use the entire literal value space.

4. Type a value (01 - 08) to indicate the length of the literal area

relative to the input field position.
5. Press to F5 accept. The destination panel corresponding to your

selection on the initial Detail Field panel will be displayed. See
“Detail Field Destination Panels” on page 245.
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Detail Field Source (Extraction Variable) Panel
Detail Field Source (Extraction Variable)
Extraction variable number: ___
Field position: 0001

(1-999)

Field length: 08

Negative sign indicator: __
Is this a date? Specify a format:
__ 1. YYMMDD
2. MMDDYY
3. MMDDCCYY
4. DDMMYY
5. YYJJJ
6. DDMMCCYY
7. CYYMMDD
8. CCYYMMDD
9. CCYYJJJ
10. DDMMMYY
11. DDMMMCCYY
12. MMMDDYY
13. MMMDDCCYY
F1=Help
F2=Split
F3=Exit

Field format:
1_ 1. Packed Numeric
2. Alphanumeric

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

Complete the panel as follows.
1. Type a value indicating which extraction variable number to use as

input.
This value will have already been stored by another definition.
2. Type a value (0001- 0008) to identify the Field Position relative to

the beginning of the extraction variable.
Note:

If you leave the default values (01 and 08) in the Field Position field
and the Field Length field, you will use the entire possible value
space.

3. Type a value (01 - 08) in the Field Length field to indicate the

length of the extraction variable.
4. Choose an option in the Field Format field to specify the format

type of the extraction variable. See“Understanding Field Formats”
on page 218 for an explanation of the packed numeric and
alphanumeric format types.
5. Type a one- or two-character symbol to act as a negative sign.

If it is different from the default negative sign, the new one will
override the default. The default negative signs are - and CR.
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6. If appropriate, complete the If this is a date, specify format field.

For an explanation of how dates are extracted and processed, see
“Date and Cycle Number Extraction and Processing” on page 263.
The date formats shown on this panel are explained in “Date
Formats that Use DD, MM, CC, YY, JJJ, and/or MMM” on
page 264.
7. Press to F5 accept. The destination panel corresponding to your

selection on the initial Detail Field panel will be displayed. See
“Detail Field Destination Panels” below

Detail Field Destination Panels
Depending on the destination you specified on the initial Detail Field
panel, one panels described in the following sections will be displayed:

First Detail Field Destination (Internal Item) Panel
Detail Field Destination (Internal Item)
Internal Item Number:

001

(1-999)

What should the detail field contain?
5
1. Last count value
2. Last amount value
3. Last date-count value
4. Last text value
5. Accumulation of all values
6. Tally of all values
7. First count value
8. First amount value
9. First date-count value
10. First text value
F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

This panel enables you to specify an option for stage 1 processing.
Complete the panel as follows:
1. Verify the value that specifies the internal item number in job

definitions that corresponds to this detail field.
This field automatically increments.
2. The What should the detail field contain? field determines how

keys will be extracted and processed for stage 1 processing.
For example, if you specify Last count value, the value used is the
value associated with the last occurrence of the key within the
consecutive list of keys. This is the last value from stage 1
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processing before the key break. For more information, including
option descriptions and examples, see “Stage 1 Processing” on
page 249.
3. Press F5 to accept.

Second Detail Field Destination (Internal Item) Panel
This panel enables you to specify an option for stage 2 processing.
Detail Field Destination (Internal Item)
Internal item number:

001

(1-999)

How will the extracted values be accumulated?
4
1. Add together values with the same key
2. Retain the first non-zero value for each key
3. Retain the last value for each key
4. Add together values with the same key; replace
history
5. Detail value must not equal history value
6. Detail value must be greater than history value
7. Detail value must be less than history value
8. Retain minimum value; replace history
9. Retain maximum value; replace history
10. Retain the first value for each key (including
zero values)
F1=Help
F2=Split
F3=Exit
F5=Accept
F9=Swap

1. Verify the three-digit value in the Internal Item Number field

(derived from the previous panel) specifying the internal item
number in job definitions that corresponds to this detail field.
2. Select an option for the field How will the extracted values be

accumulated?
The results from the previous panel, which controls stage 1
processing, will affect the results obtained from your selection for
this field. For more information, including option descriptions and
examples, see “Stage 2 and Stage 3 Processing” on page 251.
3. Press F5 to accept.

The system displays the Internal item panel. For more information,
see “Internal Items” on page 129\.
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Detail Field Destination (Extraction Variable) Panel
Detail Field Destination (Extraction Variable)
Extraction variable number: 001

(1-999)

What should the detail field contain?
4_ 1. Last count value
2. Last amount value
3. Last date-count value
4. Last text value
5. Accumulation of all values
6. Tally of all values
7. First count value
8. First amount value
9. First date-count value
10. First text value
F1=Help
F2=Split
F3=Exit
F5=Accept
F9=Swap

Complete the panel as follows:
1. Verify a value that specifies the extraction variable number into

which the final value will be put. This field automatically
increments.
2. Choose an option to identify the contents of the detail field.

This panel represents stage 1 processing of detail fields. It is
important that you understand how the detail field is processed.
For more information, see“Understanding Detail Field Processing”
on page 249.
3. Press F5 to accept.

The system displays the internal item panel. For more information,
see “Internal Items” on page 129.
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Translation Table Information Panel
If you indicated that the field will be translated, the Translation Table
Information panel is displayed.
Translation Table Information
Table name: ________________
If the translation value is not found:
2
1. Print warning message (use spaces as translated value)
2. Suppress warning message (use spaces as translated value)
3. Print warning message (use extracted value to continue)
4. Suppress warning message (use extracted value to continue)

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

1. In the Table ID field, type the name of the translation table to be

used when translating the key field.
A identification of a translation table. If a translation table name is
specified, the field format must be alphanumeric.
2. Choose option (1-4) to determine what ACR/Detail will do if the

translation value is not found on the table.
Choose 1 (Print warning message (use spaces as translated value))
to print a warning message and use spaces as the translated value.
Choose 2 (Suppress warning message (use spaces as translated
value)) to suppress the warning message and use spaces as the
translated value.
Choose 3 (Print warning message (use extracted value to continue))
to print a warning message and use the extracted value as the
detail field item to continue processing.
Choose 4 (Suppress warning message (use extracted value to
continue)) to suppress the warning message and use the extracted
value as the detail field item to continue processing.
3. Press F5 to accept and return to the Extract Window.
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Understanding Detail Field Processing
This section consists of the following subsections:

 “Stage 1 Processing” on page 249.
 “Stage 2 and Stage 3 Processing” on page 251.

Sample Input Source for Detail Field Processing
The following sections use an example to illustrate the three processing
stages for a detailed field. Following is the report that will be used as
the input source for this example:
Credit Card Charges
Report Created September 1, 2006

CC00001
CC00001
CC00002
CC00001
CC00002
CC00002

HARDWARE STORE
GROCERY STORE
DEPARTMENT STORE
RESTAURANT
RESTAURANT
THEATER

0100.00
0110.00
0200.00
0080.00
0080.00
0070.00

08/03/06
08/05/06
08/05/06
08/06/06
08/06/06
08/09/06

Key Break 1
Key Break 2
Key Break 3
Key Break 4

In our example, if we set the CC number as the key, there are two keys:
CC00001 and CC00002.

Stage 1 Processing
All detail fields undergo stage 1 processing. Stage 1 processes values by
key break based on the What should the detail field contain option you
specify on the Detail Field Destination panel. One value for each key
break will be stored in a temporary location. The sample input source
above shows four key breaks, which means that there will be four
temporary locations.
For detail fields stored in extraction variables, stage 1 is the only
processing stage: the results of stage 1 are stored in the extraction
variable. For detail fields stored in internal items, the values from stage
1 will be fed into stage 2.
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Stage 1 Processing Options
The What should the detail field contain options are as follows:

 Last count value. The last count value extracted from the last detail
record selected from the input file with the current key. This is the
value associated with the last occurrence of the key within the
consecutive list of keys, that is, the last value from stage 1
processing before the key break.

 Last amount value. The last amount value extracted from the last
detail record selected from the input file with the current key.

 Last date-count value. The last date-count value for the date
extracted from the last detail record selected from the input file with
the current key. The Date field type is not valid if you chose Literal
from the extract from field.

 Last text value. The last text value extracted from the last detail
record selected from the input file with the current key.

 Accumulation of all values. The sum of all count or amount values
for each key break.
For detail fields being stored as extraction variables: Unlike
internal item values, extraction variable values do not reset with
key breaks. So if the detail field will be stored in an extraction
variable and you want to sum all count or amount values extracted,
you need to initialize the value of the extraction variable by
assigning a literal value of zeroes (00000000) to it before loading a
new value into it.
Based on our example, the results for this option would be as
follows:
Temp Location

Count/Amount Value

Key Break 1—CC00001

0210.00

Key Break 2—CC00002

0200.00

Key Break 3—CC00001

0080.00

Key Break 4—CC00002

0150.00

 Tally of all values. A count of the selected records for each key break.
 First Count value. The first count value extracted from the first
detail record selected from the input file with the current key.

 First Amount value. The first amount value extracted from the first
detail record selected from the input file with the current key.
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 First date-count value. The first date-count value for the date
extracted from the first detail record selected from the input file
with the current key. (The Date field type is not valid if you chose
Literal from the extract from field.)

 First text value. The first text value extracted from the first detail
record selected from the input file with the current key.
If you specify First count value, then the value associated with the first
occurrence of the key within the consecutive list of keys is used.
Last
Count/Am
t Values

First
Count/Am
t Values

Last
Date
Value*

First
Datecount
Value

Key Break
1—
CC00001

0110.00

100.00

144122

Key Break
2—
CC00002

0200.00

200.00

Key Break
3—CC0001

0080.00

Key Break
4—CC0002

0070.00

Temporary
Locations

Last Text
Value

First Text
Value

144122

GROCERY
STORE

HARDWAR
E STORE

144122

144122

DEPARTMENT
STORE

DEPARTMENT
STORE

80.00

144123

144123

RESTAURANT

RESTAURANT

80.00

144126

144123

THEATER

RESTAURANT

* Remember that dates are converted to date-counts.

Stage 2 and Stage 3 Processing
Stage 2 and stage 3 processing are determined by the option selected for
the How will the extracted values be accumulated field on the second
Detail Field Destination panel, as follows:

 Stage 2 identifies like keys from stage 1 and accumulates them
according to the option chosen for this field.

 Stage 3 stores history based on the option chosen for this field (if the
job stores history).
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Stage 2 and Stage 3 Processing Options
The options for this field are explained in the following sections. These
sections include some examples of the results you would receive using
each option based on the sample input data provided in “Sample Input
Source for Detail Field Processing” on page 249.
Note:

In our example from stage 1, key break 1 stored values for the
key CC00001, key break 2 stored values for key CC00002, key
break 3 stored values for CC00001, and key break 4 stored
values for CC00002. Even though there were four key breaks,
there were only two keys represented.

 “Add together values with the same key” on page 252
 “Retain the first non-zero value for each key” on page 253
 “Retain the last value for each key” on page 254
 “Sum the values with the same key; replace history” on page 254







“Detail value must not equal history value” on page 254
“Detail value must be greater than history value” on page 254
“Detail value must be less than history value” on page 255
“Retain minimum value; replace history” on page 255
“Retain maximum value; replace history” on page 256
“Retain the first value for each key (including zero values)” on
page 256

Add together values with the same key
Add together any count or amount values from stage 1 processing that
have the same key and add the resulting value to the value stored in
history.
Note:

252

Sum values with the same key, replace history works the same
except that history is replaced.
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The results based on our example will be as follows:
Stage 1 Processing Option

CC00001

CC00002

Last Count/Amount Value

0190.00

0270.00

Last Date Count Value

Not applicable

Not applicable

Last Text Value

Not applicable

Not applicable

Accumulation

0290.00

0350.00

First Count/Amount Value

180.00

280.00

First Date Count Value

Not applicable

Not applicable

First Text Value

Not applicable

Not applicable

Retain the first non-zero value for each key
Retain the first non-zero value for each key and store it in history. The
results based on our example will be as follows:
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Stage 1 Processing Option

CC00001

CC00002

Last Count/Amount Value

0110.00

0200.00

Last Date Count Value

144122

144122

Last Text Value

GROCERY STORE

DEPARTMENT
STORE

Accumulation

0210.00

0200.00

First Count/Amount Value

100.00

200.00

First Date Count Value

144120

144122

First Text Value

HARDWARE
STORE

DEPARTMENT
STORE
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Retain the last value for each key
Retain the last value for each key and store it in history. The results
based on our example will be as follows:.
Stage 1 Processing Option

CC00001

CC00002

Last Count/Amount Value

0080.00

0070.00

Last Date Count Value

144123

144126

Last Text Value

RESTAURANT

THEATER

Accumulation

0080.00

0150.00

First Count/Amount Value

80.00

80.00

First Date Count Value

144123

144123

First Text Value

RESTAURANT

RESTAURANT

Sum the values with the same key; replace history
Add together count or amount values with the same key; replace history.
This is similar to the first stage 2 option, Add together values with the
same key, except that with this option history is replaced
Detail value must not equal history value
If the last count, last amount, last value, or last date option is specified
in stage 1, retain the last value for each key.
If the first count, first amount, first value, or first date option is
specified in stage 1, retain the first value for each key.
If the Sum option is specified in Stage 1 processing, accumulate the
values for each key.
Store the retained value in history as follows: If this value is not equal
to the value currently stored in history, replace the value currently
stored in history. If the values are equal, halt processing.
Detail value must be greater than history value
Retain the value from Stage 1 as follows:
If the last count, last amount, last value, or last date option is specified
in stage 1, retain the last value for each key.
If the first count, first amount, first value, or first date option is
specified in stage 1, retain the first value for each key.
If the Sum option is specified in Stage 1 processing, accumulate the
values for each key.
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Store the retained value in history as follows: If this value is greater
than the value currently stored in history, replace the value currently
stored in history. If the values are equal or if the history value is
greater, halt processing.
Detail value must be less than history value
Retain the value from Stage 1 as follows:
If the last count, last amount, last value, or last date option is specified
in Stage 1 (Field type field), retain the last value for each key.
If the first count, first amount, first value, or first date option is
specified in Stage 1, retain the first value for each key.
If the Sum option is specified in Stage 1 processing, accumulate the
values for each key.
Store the retained value in history as follows: If this value is less than
the value currently stored in history, replace the value currently stored
in history. If the values are equal or if the history value is less than the
detail value, halt processing.
Retain minimum value; replace history
Retains the minimum value for each key from Stage 1 processing and
replaces the value currently stored in history. The results based on our
example will be as follows:.
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Stage 1 Processing Option

CC00001

CC00002

Last Count/Amount

80.00

70.00

Last Date

144120

144122

First Count/Amount

80.00

80.00

First Date

144120

144122
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Retain maximum value; replace history
Retains the maximum value for each key from Stage 1 processing and
replaces history. The results based on our example will be as follows:
Stage 1 Processing Option

CC00001

CC00002

Last Count/Amount

110.00

200.00

Last Date

144123

144126

First Count/Amount

100.00

200.00

First Date

144123

144123

Retain the first value for each key (including zero values)
Retains the first value for each key (including zero values) from Stage 1
processing and replaces history. The results based on our example will
be as follows:
Stage 1 Processing Option

CC00001

CC00002

Last Count/Amount Value

0110.00

0200.00

Last Date Count Value

144122

144122

Last Text Value

GROCERY STORE

DEPARTMENT
STORE

Accumulation

0210.00

0200.00

First Count/Amount Value

100.00

200.00

First Date Count Value

144120

144122

First Text Value

Hardware Store

Department Store

Understanding Extraction Variables
What are Extraction Variables?
Extraction variables are temporary locations you define to store values
for further processing. For example, you might use a detail field to
extract data from an input file, then store it in an extraction variable.
The stored value could then be referenced in another field definition.
You can specify up to 999 extraction variables per input file. If the value
stored in an extraction variable is not ultimately stored in an internal
item, it will be lost when reconciliation completes.
256
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Formats for Extraction Variables
The format of the stored variable depends on the field type you specify
for the detail field. You need to be sure to use the correct format when
you are referencing an extraction variable as the source of a definition.
Field types correspond to data formats as follows:
Field Type

Data Format

Count

Packed

Amount

Packed

Date

Packed

Text

Text

Sources and Targets for Extraction Variables
The following table summarizes extraction variable sources and targets.

Definition

Source (Extract
from field)

Target (Target Area
or Destination Area
field)

Detail Field

Input Source

Extraction Variable

See step 2 of “Compare
an Extraction Variable
to a Literal” on page
259.

Detail Field

Extraction Variable

Internal Item

See “Set a Detail Field
from a Saved Extraction
Variable” on page 262.

Detail Field

Extraction Variable

Extraction Variable

See “Set an Extraction
Variable From Another
Extraction Variable” on
page 263.

Reformat Field
(text only)

Extraction Variable

Input Record

See “Reformat to
Combine Fields” on
page 261.

Key Field

Extraction Variable

Reconciliation Key

See “Passing Values
from One Input Source
to Another” on page
262.
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Note:

 A value from an extraction variable can also be used as
input or output by an external translation table.

 In a selection field, an extraction variable can be used to
evaluate the current record in the following ways:
 The input type can be set to Extraction Variable. The
value from the extraction variable can then be tested
against specified values or ranges. For an example, see
“Use An Extraction Variable in a Selection Field” on
page 258.
 The input type can be set to Input Area. The value from
the input area can then be tested against value of a
specified extraction variable.

Examples of Extraction Variables
Following are some examples of how extraction variables can be used:

Use An Extraction Variable in a Selection Field
Suppose you are looking for the Starting Value and Ending Value for
only your department, Dept 0002, and only for the Chicago and New
York offices.
You have a report (see below) that shows the values you are trying to
extract, but it shows a Starting Value and Ending Value for Boston,
which you don’t want, and for departments 0001 and 0003, which you
are not interested in.
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Chicago Totals
Starting Value
Dept 0001 Ending Value
Starting Value
Dept 0002 Ending Value
Starting Value
Dept 0003 Ending Value

123
118
234
213
234
213

Boston
Totals
Starting Value
Dept 0001 Ending Value
Starting Value
Dept 0002 Ending Value

56
47
95
90

New York Totals
Starting Value
Dept 0001 Ending Value
Starting Value
Dept 0002 Ending Value
Starting Value
Dept 0003 Ending Value

123
118
312
335
234
213
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Without using extraction variables, you could select the records that
begins with the word Starting and select the records where department
is equal to 0002, but you would pick up starting values for Chicago,
Boston, and New York.
Instead, you could store the city name in an extraction variable. Then
you could select records where the extraction variable value is not equal
to Boston, and select records where the department is equal to 0002.
You could then pick up the city, department, and starting and ending
values you want.

Propagate Values for Key or Detail Fields to Multiple
Reconciliation Keys or File Definitions.
Suppose a particular value occurs once near the top of an input report
page, but you need to store that value as an internal item on every
reconciliation key that occurs on the page. Without extraction variables,
only the first reconciliation key on the page would actually get the
correct value for the internal item, since internal items are reinitialized
whenever a new reconciliation key is encountered. If you store the value
in an extraction variable, it stays there until you put something else in
that variable.
You can then store the contents of the extraction variable in an internal
item when you are extracting the other detail data for a key.

Compare an Extraction Variable to a Literal
In selection fields you can compare an extraction variable to a literal
value using any of the available comparison types.
You might have a report with three sections, each formatted identically.
Without extraction variables, you would be unable to extract items from
the second section only and not the first or the third. Notice on the
following report that the only difference between the three sections is
the section header. This header defines the department number.
Extraction variables allow you to store the department number and
compare the value in the extraction variable to a literal.
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The following sample report contains 3 sections that are identical except
for the department numbers at the top of each section. The
reconciliation key is composed of 2 key segments (key fields), Store #
and Employee #.
STORE 001
DEPT 001
EMPLOYEE #
----------111-22
222-33
444-55
555-66

SALARY
-----$28,000.00
$36,000.00
$24,000.00
$50,000.00

DEPT 002
EMPLOYEE #
----------123-45
234-56
345-67
456-78

SALARY
------$45,000.00
$39,000.00
$44,000.00
$62,000.00

DEPT 003
EMPLOYEE #

SALARY

To reconcile information only for department 002, you can store the
department number in an extraction variable and compare the
extraction variable to a literal as follows:
1. Set up definitions to retrieve the first key segment: store #:
Select if Position 01 for a Length of 05 is equal to STORE
Retrieve key 1 (STORE#) in position 0007 for a length of 03

2. Select the lines that begin with the word DEPT.
Select if Position 01 for a Length of 04 is equal to DEPT
Get value from position 0006 for a length of 03, store in
extraction variable 001

Once the system finds the line with the word DEPT, it will pick up
the 3-digit number and store it in the extraction variable. It picks
up the number regardless of its value (001, 002, or 003).
3. Set up definitions to retrieve the second segment of the

reconciliation key (employee #), but only if the department number
is 002:
Select if Position 0001 for a Length of 03 is numeric
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Select if Position 0001 for a Length of 03 in Extraction
Variable 1 is equal to 002
Retrieve key 2 (EMPL#) in position 0001 for a length of 06

The reconciliation job will retrieve only values for department 002.

Reformat to Combine Fields
Reformatting of an extraction variable can be specified in the Select the
source of data that is being reformatted field on the Reformat Field
panel. This will enable you to combine data and retrieve it using one key
field.
Suppose you want to retrieve only data for store 001 and all of its
departments from the report shown below. To do this, you could extract
store 001 from line 1 and store it in an extraction variable. When you
select line 2, you can reformat the saved extraction variable into the line
adjacent to the department number. You could then pick up each
combination of store 001 and each of its department numbers using one
key field.
STORE 001
DEPT 001
TOTAL INVENTORY
TOTAL SALES
TOTAL FIXED OVERHEAD

$445,000.89
$101,345.23
$ 20,087.34

TOTAL INVENTORY
TOTAL SALES
TOTAL FIXED OVERHEAD

$324,000.89
$ 94,125.26
$ 19,083.58

TOTAL INVENTORY
TOTAL SALES
TOTAL FIXED OVERHEAD

$440,000.89
$123,917.23
$ 25,912.34

TOTAL INVENTORY
TOTAL SALES
TOTAL FIXED OVERHEAD

$301,000.89
$145,836.92
$ 16,923.23

TOTAL INVENTORY

$445,000.89

DEPT 002

DEPT 003

STORE 002
DEPT 001

DEPT 002
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Passing Values from One Input Source to Another
Extraction makes an assumption about which items belong with which
keys based on the order in which they are defined in your file
definitions. By using extraction variables to hold data for keys
temporarily, you can control key specification with more precision.
Example
Suppose you need to reconcile data in an input file and you need to
retain an identifier as part of the reconciliation key. The identifier is
located in a different input file.
1. In the first input file, set the identifier as an extraction variable.
2. In the second input file, the Physical Sequential File Information

panel (assuming that this is your input source file type), verify that
extraction variables are not reset.
3. Set the key equal to the extraction variable.

Set a Detail Field from a Saved Extraction Variable
You can define a detail field to store the value of an extraction variable
in an internal item.
Example
A date displays at the top of a report page that contains several keys.
You want to store the date as an internal item on each key for use in
reconciliation.
You will need to use an extraction variable, because if you store the
extracted date directly in an internal item, the internal item’s value
would be reinitialized after the each key break.
Procedure:
1. At the top of the report, select and save the date into an extraction

variable.
2. For each selected record, set the internal item to the saved

extraction variable. Be sure to select Extraction Variable as the
source of data for the detail field and make the target an internal
item.
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Set an Extraction Variable From Another Extraction Variable
This refers to defining a detail field and specifying an extraction
variable in the Select the source of data from which the key is being
defined field and another extraction variable in the Select the
destination of the extracted value field. This allows you to split a value
into multiple parts if needed.

Using Extraction Variables in Translation Tables
Extraction variable values can be passed to an external translation
table to be translated and passed back to the extraction variable. Or
they can be used to evaluate a value from an input record for
translation.

Date and Cycle Number Extraction and Processing
Specifying the Length and Format of the Date to Extract
Length Should Include Date Separators
If the date uses separators such as spaces, commas, slashes, or periods,
include the separators in the length. The date separators will be
stripped out when the value is stored. For example:
01/15/2005 is a length of 10.
Jan. 01, 2000 is a length of 13.

Date or Cycle Format
A date or cycle specified for extraction should be formatted as numeric
unless it includes a 3-character month (mmm). A date or cycle that
includes a 3-character month should be formatted as alphanumeric.
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Date Format Options
Accept Date As Is
This format is available only when extracting dates for use in assigning
the cycle number.
The as is date format indicates that, in general, the extracted value will
be used as the cycle number with no changes. If you extract fewer than
8 digits, the system will fill the leftmost positions with zeros.
Note:

This format cannot be used when extracting a value that
includes a 3-character month.

Date Formats that Use DD, MM, CC, YY, JJJ, and/or MMM
Note:

Date formats use the following conventions:
DD represents the day number. Days less than 10 must have a
leading 0. For example, Jan 1, 2006 cannot be extracted, but
Jan 01, 2006 can be extracted.
MM represents the 2-digit month number.
CC represents the 2-digit century (CC).
YY represents the 2-digit year.
JJJ represents the 3-digit Julian day.
MMM represents the 3-character month (JAN, FEB, etc.).

The formats listed below are available for extracting dates to be stored
either as an internal item or as a cycle number. These formats identify
the format of the date in the input source (date separators are not
relevant because they will be stripped out):
Note:

In the Key Cycle panels, the wording of the date format options
will be “Convert number from x to CCYYMMDD”
where x is one of the formats shown below.
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YYMMDD
MMDDYY
MMDDCCYY
DDMMYY
YYJJJ
DDMMCCYY
CYYMMDD
CCYYMMDD
CCYYJJJ
DDMMMYY
DDMMMCCYY
MMMDDYY
MMMDDCCYY

Calculation of Century Values
When the century is not extracted as part of the date, (in this case, the
date format contains DD, MM, YY, JJJ, and/or MMM but no C or CC),
the century is calculated automatically. A century value of 20 is
assigned for years less than or equal to 80. Otherwise a century value of
19 is assigned.

Storage of Extracted Dates and Cycle Numbers
Storage of Extracted Dates
After the century is calculated (if required), extracted dates that are not
used as cycle numbers are stored internally as date count values.

Storage of Extracted Cycles
After the century is calculated (if required), extracted dates that are
used as cycle numbers are stored internally in CCYYMMDD format.
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Display and Printing of Dates
The default format for display and printing of dates is MM/DD/YY.
Note:

Even if you select one of the formats that contain the century, such as
DDMMCCYY, to format dates on reports, only the last 2 digits of the
year will print unless you specify Y for the Print century before year
field on the Date Formats panel.

You can control the following defaults through your user options as
described in “Date Formats” on page 73:

 Order of the date elements.
 Character to use as the date separator (instead of the default slash
mark).

 Display of leading zeros in days and months.
 Whether the century prints before the year. You may want to print
the century to verify that the correct century was calculated.
Note:
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Another way to verify that the correct century was calculated is to run
the List History utility for detail values of the job ID in question and
examine the date count values stored in the internal items. If a date
count value is more than 145731 (December 31, 1999), the century
value was assumed to be 20.
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“Determining File Definitions” on page 115 describes the usual method
of defining input sources and file definitions for reconciliation jobs.
If you are familiar with batch cards, or you are an expert or long-time
ACR user, you may prefer to enter your file definitions through one
large panel in the Expert File Editor, as described here.
Note:

To scroll through the help panels in the Expert File Editor, press
Enter.

This chapter includes the following sections:









“Choosing an Access Mode” on page 267
“Setting Up a New Input Source File” on page 267
“Copying an Existing File” on page 276
“Deleting an Existing File” on page 276
“Editing Existing File Definitions” on page 277
“Extract Window Edit Menu” on page 278
“Adding Specific Definitions” on page 279

Choosing an Access Mode
When you set up a new file as described in the next section, you will
need to choose an access mode. For more information see “Selecting an
Access Mode” on page 210

Setting Up a New Input Source File
Select Window > Expert File Editor to display a blank Extract Window.
Select File > New to display the Basic File Information panel.
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Basic File Information
File name:
________ Qual: __
File description: __________________
File organization: PS

(PS, VK, SP, B2, HF OR UP)

DSName: ____________________________________________
Display the above DSName in the extract window? Y (Y/N)
If yes, specify the range of lines to display: 00001 to

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

00100

F9=Swap

File name. Name of the file.
Qual. Optional number used only if the file is to be processed more than
once during a reconciliation step.
File description. Description of the file.
File organization. Specify the organization or type of the dataset.
PS. Sequential file, PDS member, or report data.
VK. VSAM key-sequenced dataset.
SP. JES output spool report (DSName must be left blank and not
displayed in the extract window).
B2. DB2 table (DSName field must be left blank and not displayed
in the extract window).
HF. History database.
UP. User program (DSName field must be left blank and not
displayed in the extract window).
Note:

A separate panel will be presented for each type of file organization.

DSName. Dataset name for this file.
Display the above DSName in the extract window. Change to N if the
file organization is SP, B2, or UP.
Note:

If you chose file organization indicator SP, B2, or UP, then you must
choose N in this field.

If yes, specify... 5-digit number to indicate the range of lines from the
DSName to display in the extract window.
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Press F5 to accept and view the appropriate panel based on your
selection in the File Organization field. For further explanation of each
of these panels, see:
“Physical Sequential File Information” on page 269
“VSAM File Information” on page 270
“Direct Spool Information” on page 271
“DB2 Information” on page 273
“History File Information” on page 274
“User Program Information” on page 275

Physical Sequential File Information
Physical Sequential File Information
File name:
________
File description:
File organization: PS
Access mode: 6

Qual: __

(6 or 7)

Fastload internal translation table: . . ________________
Reset extraction variables? Y

(Y/N)

Hard copy DDNAME: ________

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

File Name, Qual, File Description, and File Organization. These fields
display the information from the previous panel.
Access Mode. Specify how the file will be processed. See “Selecting an
Access Mode” on page 210.
Fastload Internal Translation Table. Name of translation table which
should be loaded for fast access during extraction.
Reset Extraction Variables. Indicates whether to reset or use passed
extraction variable values during file extraction.
Y. Reset extraction variables.
N. Use extraction variable values from preceding file extraction.
Hard Copy DDNAME. Optional. DDname to be used for printing a hard
copy of an input report file. A corresponding DD statement must appear
in the JCL. This option is typically used for report files. The hard copy
DDname and the file name cannot be the same.
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When you press F5:
If you selected Y for Display the above DSName in the Basic File
Information panel, the report will display in the Extract Window.
See “Extract Window Edit Menu” on page 278.
If you selected N for Display the above DSName in the Basic File
Information panel, the Extract Window Definition View will
display. See “Edit Options Available from the Extract Window
Definition View” on page 278.

VSAM File Information
VSAM File Information
File name:
________
File description:
File organization: VK
Access mode: 6

Qual: __

(6 or 7)

Fastload internal translation table: ________________
Reset extraction variables? Y

F1=Help

F2=Split

(Y/N)

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

File Name, Qual, File Description, and File Organization. These fields
display the information from the previous panel.
Access Mode. Specify how the file will be processed. See “Selecting an
Access Mode” on page 210.
Fastload Internal Translation Table. Name of translation table which
should be loaded for fast access during extraction.
Reset Extraction Variables. Indicates whether to reset or use passed
extraction variable values during file extraction.
Y. Reset extraction variables.
N. Use extraction variable values from preceding file extraction.
When you press F5:
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If you selected Y for Display the above DSName in the Basic File
Information panel, the report will display in the Extract Window.
See “Extract Window Edit Menu” on page 278.
If you selected N for Display the above DSName in the Basic File
Information panel, the Extract Window Definition View will
display. See “Edit Options Available from the Extract Window
Definition View” on page 278.

Direct Spool Information
Direct Spool Information
File name:
________
File description:
File organization: SP
Access mode: 6

Qual: __

(6 or 7)

Fastload internal translation table: ________________
Reset extraction variables? Y

(Y/N)

Hard copy DDNAME: ________
Spool step name:

________

Spool step occurrence:
Spool DDNAME:

F1=Help

___

(1-999)

________

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

File Name, Qual, File Description, and File Organization. These fields
display the information from the previous panel.
Access Mode. Specify how the file will be processed. See “Selecting an
Access Mode” on page 210.
Fastload Internal Translation Table. Name of translation table which
should be loaded for fast access during extraction.
Reset Extraction Variables. Indicates whether to reset or use passed
extraction variable values during file extraction.
Y. Reset extraction variables.
N. Use extraction variable values from preceding file extraction.
Hard Copy DDNAME. Optional. DDname to be used for printing a hard
copy of an input report file. A corresponding DD statement must appear
in the JCL. This option is typically used for report files. The hard copy
DDname and the file name cannot be the same.
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Spool Step Name. For JES spool access, step name in the job that
produced the spool output report.
Spool Step Occurrence. For JES spool access, occurrence of the step
name to be used if the step name appears more than once in a job.
Spool DDName. For JES spool access, DDname of the DD statement
referring to the application report
Note:

The following example shows the JCL changes required to read
reports directly from the JES spool:
before:

//USERJOB JOB ...
//USER EXEC PGM=APPLICATION
//REPORTA DD SYSOUT=A
after:

//USERJOB JOB ...
//OUT1 OUTPUT CLASS=A
//OUT2 OUTPUT CLASS=?,WRITER=UACR
//USER EXEC PGM=APPLICATION
//REPORTA DD
SYSOUT=(,),FREE=CLOSE,OUTPUT=(*.OUT1,*.OUT2)
where ? is equal to any held output class. For JES3, ? should equal
any output class held for EXTERNAL WRITER. The extra output
card doesn't create another copy of the report; it creates another
pointer. After processing completes, the pointer will be deleted.
The file definitions for the example above would reference the
application report's DDname for a File Organization of DIRECT
SPOOL, the job's Spool Step Name of USER, and a Spool DDname
of REPORTA.

When you press F5, the file definition list displays in the Extract
Window. See “Extract Window Edit Menu” on page 278.
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DB2 Information
DB2 Information
File name:
________
File description:
File organization: B2
Access mode: 6

Qual: __

(6 or 7)

Fastload internal translation table: . . ________________
Reset extraction variables? Y

(Y/N)

Table name:

__________________

Table owner:

________

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

File Name, Qual, File Description, and File Organization. These fields
display the information from the previous panel.
Access Mode. Specify how the file will be processed. See “Selecting an
Access Mode” on page 210.
Fastload Internal Translation Table. Name of translation table which
should be loaded for fast access during extraction.
Reset Extraction Variables. Indicates whether to reset or use passed
extraction variable values during file extraction.
Y. Reset extraction variables.
N. Use extraction variable values from preceding file extraction.
Table Name. Name of the primary DB2 table containing the control
values to be extracted.
Table Owner. Name identifying the owner of the primary DB2 table
being used as input. To join additional DB2 tables, use the Additional
DB2 Tables panel.
When you press F5 to accept, the file definition list displays in the
Extract Window. See “Extract Window Edit Menu” on page 278.
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History File Information
History File Information
File name:
________
File description:
File organization: HF
Access mode: 6

Qual: __

(6 or 7)

Fastload internal translation table:
Reset extraction variables? Y

(Y/N)

Extract all history? . . . . . _

F1=Help

F2=Split

________________

F3=Exit

(Blank or Y)

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

File Name, Qual, File Description, and File Organization. These fields
display the information from the previous panel.
Access Mode. Specify how the file will be processed. See “Selecting an
Access Mode” on page 210.
Fastload Internal Translation Table. Name of translation table which
should be loaded for fast access during extraction.
Reset Extraction Variables. Indicates whether to reset or use passed
extraction variable values during file extraction.
Y. Reset extraction variables.
N. Use extraction variable values from preceding file extraction.
Extract All History. Indicates whether the automatic extraction of all
history records is to be performed.
Y. Extract all history, creating a work record per history record with
all detail items.
Blank. Do not automatically extract history. (You will need to code
the selection fields, key fields, and detail fields.)
When you press F5 to accept, the following will happen:

 If you selected Y in the Display the above DSName in the extract
window? field in the Basic File Information panel, the dataset report
will display in the Extract Window. See “Extract Window Edit
Menu” on page 278.
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 If you selected N in the Definition Display the above DSName in the
extract window? field in the Basic File Information panel, the
Extract Window Definition View will display. See “Edit Options
Available from the Extract Window Definition View” on page 278.

User Program Information
The User Program Information panel is displayed.
User Program Information
File name:
________
File description:
File organization: UP
Access mode: 6

Qual: __

(6 or 7)

Fastload internal translation table:
Reset extraction variables? Y

________________

(Y/N)

User program data:

__________________

User program name:

________

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

File Name, Qual, File Description, and File Organization. These fields
display the information from the previous panel.
Access Mode. Specify how the file will be processed. See “Selecting an
Access Mode” on page 210.
Fastload Internal Translation Table. Name of translation table which
should be loaded for fast access during extraction.
Reset Extraction Variables. Indicates whether to reset or use passed
extraction variable values during file extraction.
Y. Reset extraction variables.
N. Use extraction variable values from preceding file extraction.
User Program Data. Name used to pass information to the user
program.
User Program Name. Module to be called for logical file I/O.
When you press F5 to accept, the file definition list displays in the
Extract Window. See “Extract Window Edit Menu” on page 278.
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Copying an Existing File
You can copy an existing file of file definitions to a new DDName, which
allows you to use existing definitions as a base for revisions or for
addressing slightly different extraction requirements.
Procedure:
1. From either the Extract Window or the Extract Window Definition

View, select File > Copy.
2. From the ID List panel, select the file you want to copy.
3. On the File ID Copy Options panel, enter a file ID and qualifier, if

required, for the new file.
When you press F5, either the Extract Window with the dataset will be
displayed or the Extract Window Definition View will be displayed with
the new File ID.

Deleting an Existing File
You can delete an input source file from the Extract Window with the
dataset displayed or from the Extract Window Definition View.
1. Select File > Open and select the file you want to delete.
2. Select File > Delete. The Save panel is displayed. The file ID you

are deleting will appear in the Save panel with the status indicator
“DEL”.
3. Press F5 to delete the file.

The system will return “Definitions saved.”
4. Press F3 to return to the Extract Window. The Extract Window will

be empty. The reference to that DDName will still exist in the input
source definitions of any jobs that used those file definitions. When
you open those jobs, you will still see the DDName listed. However,
the definitions have been deleted. To delete the link to the DDName
and remove the reference to the DDName in the Job Window, see
“Deleting an Input Source” on page 204.
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Editing Existing File Definitions
You can edit existing file definitions from the Extract Window with the
dataset displayed or from the Extract Window Definition View. Select
File > Open and select the file you want to edit. Either the Extract
Window or the Extract Window Definition View is displayed.

Editing Basic File Information
1. Select Edit > Edit File Info to display the Basic File Information

panel.
2. Make changes to the panel and then press F5 to accept. The

appropriate definition type panel is displayed.
3. Make changes to the panel and then press F5 to accept.

Editing Definitions from the Extract Window Definition View
If a DDName has been selected you can edit the definitions from the
Extract Window Definition View as follows:
1. Select View > Definitions and select the definition you want to

change.
2. Make your changes and press F5 to accept.
Note:
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For more powerful editing techniques, useful when you need to do
more involved editing, see “Editing Definitions” on page 312.
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Extract Window Edit Menu
After creating a new file or opening an existing one, you can edit
existing file definitions from the Extract Window with the dataset
displayed or from the Extract Window Definition View.

Edit Options Available from the Extract Window with the Dataset
Displayed
Select Edit and then select one of the following options:
1. Search. Enter what you want to search for, specify the occurrence

you want, and press F5. Press F5 to search again.
2. Add. Select the type of definition you want to add. (If you are using

mark and capture, instead of selecting Edit > Add, place your
cursor on the first character of the value you want to extract, select
F6, and then select the type of definition you want to add.) For
more information, see “Adding Specific Definitions” on page 279.
3. Edit File Info. Displays the Basic File Information panel. Make

changes to the panel and press F5 to display the appropriate
definition type panel. Make changes to the panel and press F5.

Edit Options Available from the Extract Window Definition View
When you defined the input source file, if you selected N for Display the
above DSName in the extract window, from the Extract Window
Definition View, you can select Edit and then select one of the following
options:
1. Add. See the information in the previous section, “Editing

Definitions from the Extract Window Definition View”.
2. Change. Select the definition you want to change. When you press

Enter, make changes to fields then press F5 to accept. The file
definition list then displays in the Extract Window Definitions
View panel.
3. Delete. Select the definition you want to delete with a D and press

Enter.
4. Edit File Info. See the information in the previous section, “Editing

Definitions from the Extract Window Definition View”.
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Adding Specific Definitions
The Select a Definition Type panel displays when you are adding a
definition.
SELECT A DEFINITION TYPE:
__

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

F1=Help

SELECTION FIELD INFORMATION
REFORMAT FIELD INFORMATION
KEY FIELD INFORMATION
DETAIL FIELD INFORMATION
ADDITIONAL DB2 TABLE INFORMATION
DB2 WHERE CLAUSE INFORMATION

F3=Exit

Select the definition type you want to add. For further information, see
the sections that correspond to each selection:
“Defining Selection Fields” on page 279
“Defining Reformat Fields” on page 284
“Defining Key Fields” on page 288
“Defining Detail Fields” on page 292
“Defining Additional DB2 Tables” on page 298
“Defining a DB2 Where Clause” on page 299

Defining Selection Fields
For important information about selection fields, see the following
sections of Chapter 8, “Determining File Definitions”:

 “Selection Fields and Selection Groups” on page 205
 “Selecting an Access Mode” on page 210
 “Opening the Extract Window” on page 217
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The Selection Fields panel is shown below:
-------------------------- SELECTION FIELDS -------------------SPECIFY SELECTION FIELD INFORMATION BELOW:
Selection Field:
----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4
Value CHARS 1-40 ---> 1010
1
1.00
<
CHARS 41-80 --->
00030000 <
Input Type
===> I
(BLANK, I OR V)
Field Position
===> 0001 (1 TO 9999)
Field Length
===>
(1 TO 80)
Field Format
===> 2
(1, 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6)
Selection Type
===>
(=,¬,B,L,-,9,A,X,R,E,>,<,!,),(,BLANK)
If blank is one of the selection value, it must be entered here.
Selection Value-1
--->
Selection Value-2
--->
Additional Value
---> N
(Y OR N)
Extraction Variable Num ===>
(BLANK, 1 TO 999)
Relative Record Number
===>
(BLANK, 1 TO 999)
Same Record Indicator
===>
(BLANK, Y OR N)

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

Field definitions:
Value CHARS 1-40 and CHARS 41-80. If you used the mark-andcapture method, displays the first 80 bytes of data beginning with the
position where you placed the cursor.
Input type. The source of the data to be evaluated:
I. Input Area. The source will be data from specific positions of the
current record.
V. Extraction Variable. The source will be data from specific
positions in a saved extraction variable.
BLANK. Leave blank if you going to use selection type R to create
a relative (advance) record.
Field Position. The first position of the selection field. This number is
displayed automatically if you used the mark-and-capture method.
Otherwise you need to enter it.
Note:

If you are extracting from an extraction variable and you want to
evaluate the entire value in the extraction variable, you can do
this by using the 0000 for Position and 00 for Length.

Field Length. The number of positions that will be evaluated. Valid
values:
If Input Type = Input Area, the following are valid:
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If the Field Format is Numeric, Alphanumeric, or Zoned
Decimal, Length can be from 1 - 80.
If the Field Format is Packed, Binary, or Unsigned Packed,
Length can be from 1 - 8.
If Input Type is Extraction Variable, Length can be 00 or 1-8. See
the note in the Position field.
Field format. Format of the data you are extracting. For the options, see
“Understanding Field Formats” on page 218. This field should be blank
if the Selection Type is R (Relative Record).
Selection Type. Type used to evaluate the value from the input record
or extraction variable to determine if the current record will be selected
to be scanned for extraction. Or, in the case of option 16, creates an
advance record (relative record). Values:
=
Equal to

¬
Not equal
to

B
Begin
equal to
L
Locate
next
equal to
Value-1
Within
range

9
Numeric
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If Input Type is Input Area, select the record if the data is
equal to Selection Value-1 or to the value of the specified
extraction variable. If Input Type is Extraction Variable, select
the record if the extracted data is equal to Selection Value-1.
If Input Type is Input Area, select the record if the data is not
equal to Selection Value-1 or not equal to the value of the
specified extraction variable. If Input Type is Extraction
Variable, select the record if the extracted data is not equal to
Selection Value-1.
Bypass all other records and begin processing with the first
record where the data extracted from the input area or
extraction variable is equal to Selection Value-1. Do not
process any other definitions until this record is found.
Bypass all other records and locate the next record where the
data extracted from the input area or extraction variable is
equal to Selection Value-1.

Select the record if the data extracted from the input area or
extraction variable is within the range of Selection Value-1
through Selection Value-2. Data matching Selection Value-1
or Selection Value-2 is considered within range and would be
selected.
Select the record if the data extracted from the input area or
extraction variable is numeric. Numeric characters are 0, 1, 2,
3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9.
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A
Alphabetic
X
Not blank

Select the record if the data extracted from the input area or
extraction variable is not blank. A blank is a space.

R
Relative
(Advance)
record)

(Valid only if Input Type is blank. In addition, blank out the
default Field Format value.) From the current record (or from
the beginning of the file), move forward the number of records
that you will indicate in the Relative Record Number field.
When this record is found, process the remaining file
definitions.

E

End after processing the first record where the extracted data
is equal to Selection Value-1 or equal to the value of the
specified extraction variable.

End equal
to
>
Greater
than

<
Less than

!
Outside
range

282

Select the record if the data extracted from the input area or
extraction variable is alphabetic. Alphabetic characters are a
letter or a space.

If Input Type is Input Area, select the record if the extracted
data is greater than Selection Value-1 or greater than the
value of the specified extraction variable. If Input Type is
Extraction Variable, select the record if the extracted data is
greater than Selection Value-1.
If Input Type is Input Area, select the record if the extracted
data is less than Selection Value-1 or less than the value of
the specified extraction variable. If Input Type is Extraction
Variable, select if the extracted data is less than Selection
Value-1.
Select the record if the data extracted from the input area or
extraction variable is outside the range of Selection Value-1
through Selection Value-2. Data matching Selection Value-1
or Selection Value-2 is considered within range, and would
not be selected.
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)

If Input Type is Input Area, select the record if the extracted
data is greater than or equal to Selection Value-1 or greater
than or equal to the value of the specified extraction variable. If
Input Type is Extraction Variable, select the record if the
extracted data is greater than or equal to Selection Value-1.

Greater
than or
equal to
(
Less than
or equal
to
Blank

If Input Type is Input Area, select the record if the extracted
data is less than or equal to Selection Value-1 or less than or
equal to the value of the specified extraction variable. If the
Input Type is Extraction Variable, select the record if the
extracted data is less than or equal to Selection Value-1.
Select the record if the data extracted from the input area or
extraction variable is blank. A blank is a space.

Selection Value-1. Leave blank if you are comparing against an
extraction variable or if selection type is 3 - Numeric, 4 - Alphabetic, 7 Blank, or 8 - Nonblank. Otherwise enter the value (or, for range
comparisons, the first value of the range) to be compared to the selection
field. The maximum number of characters you can enter varies based on
the Field Format:
Alphanumeric. Up to 8 characters.
Any numeric format. Up to 16 bytes (a sign and 15 digits). However,
when batch records are created, this value is split across 2 fields in
the batch record (Selection Value-1 and Selection Value-2).
Therefore, do not edit this value in batch cards.
Note:

The length of the selection value must match the field position
length. If it does not, the system will not find a match.

Selection Value-2. Complete if Selection Type is Within Range or
Outside Range. See Selection Value-1 for the maximum number of
characters for alphanumeric and numeric formatted values. Do not edit
this value in batch cards.
Additional Value? Depending on your Input Type and Selection Type,
you can evaluate against multiple constants or ranges by entering Y in
this field and completing the panel (either Additional Comparison
Values or Additional Comparison Ranges) that will display after you
complete and accept your entries on the Selection Fields panel. These
panels are explained in “Additional Comparison Values Panel” on
page 215 and “Additional Comparison Ranges Panel” on page 216.
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Extraction Variable Num. If Input Type is Extraction Variable, enter
the number of this extraction variable. If Input Type is Input Area and
you are evaluating against the value of an extraction variable, enter the
extraction variable number you are evaluating against.
Relative Record Number. If Selection Type is R (relative [advance]
record), enter the number of records to move forward from the current
record.
Same Record Indicator. Applies only if you are using access mode 7
(Keys Follow Detail Values). Enables you to further define the criteria
for selecting a record.
BLANK. The criteria defined by this selection field and by the
immediately preceding selection field can be met on the same
record or on different records.
Y. The criteria defined by this field and by the immediately
preceding selection field must be met on the same record. If this is
the first selection field in a selection group, the criteria defined by
all selection fields in the group must be met on the same record.
N. The criteria defined by this selection field and by the
immediately preceding selection field must not be met on the same
record.

Defining Reformat Fields
To understand reformat fields, read “Defining Reformat Fields” on
page 226. The material will be relevant up to the section “Reformat
Field Panels” on page 227, which does not all apply when you are using
the Expert File Editor.
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To define a reformat field through the Expert File Editor, follow the
instructions for “Adding Specific Definitions” on page 279. Make the
appropriate selection from the Expert File Editor’s Select a Definition
Type panel. The Reformat Fields panel will be displayed.
-------------------------- REFORMAT FIELDS --------------------SPECIFY REFORMAT FIELD INFORMATION BELOW:

SOURCE AREA
Input Field Position
Input Field Length
Input Field Format
Extraction Variable Number
Literal Area
Destination Area
Output Field Position
Output Field Length
Output Field Format
Note Area Assignment

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

===> I
===>
===>
===>
===>
-->
===> O
===>
===>
===>
===>

(BLANK, I, L OR V)
(1 TO 4095)
(1 TO 80)
(1, 2, 3, 4, 5 OR 6)
(1-999 IF SOURCE AREA = V)
<-(BLANK, O OR N)
(1 TO 4095)
(1 TO 80)
(1, 2, 3, 4 OR 5)
(BLANK, C OR N)

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

1. SOURCE AREA. Identify the source of the data values being

reformatted.
I or leave BLANK to extract data values from the currently selected
input record.
L to extract data values from the literal area contained within the
reformat field definition itself.
V to extract data values from the extraction variable table.
2. Input Field Position. a number to identify the input field position

relative to the beginning of the input record.
Valid values are 1-4095 if the source Area = I or blank; 1-20 the
source area = L; 1- 8 if the source area = V.
Note:

In batch definition transactions, the source area and input field are
both specified in the input field. If the source area is I, then the input
field will be 1,2,3,4,5, or 6; if the source area is L, the input field is L;
if the source area is V then the input field is V.

3. Input Field Length. a number containing the length of the input

field or literal relative to the input field position.
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A field format of 5 (binary) requires an input field length of 2 or 4.
Valid values are 1- 80; 1- 20 if source area = L; 1- 8 if source area =
V.
4. Input Field Format. an indicator to identify the input data format.

See “Understanding Field Formats” on page 218 for an explanation
of format types.
Leave BLANK if not applicable.
5. Extraction Variable Number. a 3-digit number to indicate which

extraction variable number to reformat when source area = V.
6. Literal Area. Literal value to use when the source Area is L.
7. Destination Area. an indicator to identify the area to contain the

reformatted data values.
O or leave BLANK for output area. The data values will be
reformatted into the reformat output area.
N for note area. The data values will be reformatted into the report
note area. The note area is an 80-character line printed below each
key entry on the Control Report. The note area is saved on detail
history.
Note:

In batch definition transactions, the note area is designated with an
R. If dynamic translation is being used, you cannot reformat to the
note area.

8. Output Field Position. a number to specify the output field position

relative to the beginning of the record.
Valid values are 1-4095; 1-80 if destination area =N.
9. Output Field Length. a number containing the output field length

relative to the beginning of the output position.
An output field format of 5 (binary) requires an output field length
of 8. Valid values are 1-80.
10. Output Field Format. an indicator to identify the extracted data's

output format. See “Understanding Field Formats” on page 218 for
an explanation of format types.
Leave BLANK if not applicable.
11. Note Area Assignment. an indicator to identify with which key the

note area should be associated.
C or leave BLANK for current key. The note area value will be
printed with the current reconciliation key.
N for next key. The note area value will be printed with the next
reconciliation key.
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12. Press F5 to accept.

The system displays the file definition list in the Extract Window.

Reformat Field Example
A section of a sample report page is laid out as follows:
COLS---> 0----+----1----+---- 2----+----3----+----4
Employee Number:
123-45-6789
Employee Name:
John Q. Smith
Hours Worked:
46.80
Hourly Earnings:
$638.92
Suppose you need to extract the employee number as the reconciliation
key. However, you want to reconcile this report's data with data from
another report that displays the employee number as a full nine digits
with no dashes in between. You will use reformat field definitions to
remove the dashes from the number above (note that if desired, you
could reformat the other number and put in the dashes).
When you use a reformat field definition, a copy of the selected input
record is copied to the reformat work area. In this example, the
employee number is in positions 21 through 31. Positions 21 - 23, the
first three digits, do not need reformatting. However, you will use a
reformat field to specify that the input records positions 25 - 26 be
reformatted to output positions 24 - 25 (overlaying the dash in position
24), and essentially `move' the 5th and 6th positions of the employee
number on top of the 4th and 5th positions. A second reformat field
definition can then be used to copy positions 28 - 31 to output positions
26 - 29.
Now the reformatted work area contains the nine digits of the employee
number (consecutively) in columns 21 through 29 (with the dashes
overlaid). You simply follow these reformat field definitions with two
key field definitions to pick up the 9 digits. Because the key field
definitions are preceded with at least one reformat field definition, this
automatically instructs ACR/Detail to load the key fields from the
reformatted work area.
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Defining Key Fields
To understand key fields, read the introduction to “Defining Key Fields”
on page 234.
To define a key field through the Expert File Editor, follow the
instructions for “Adding Specific Definitions” on page 279. Make the
appropriate selection from the Expert File Editor’s Select a Definition
Type panel. The Key Fields panel will be displayed.
----------------------------- KEY FIELDS ----------------------SPECIFY DETAIL KEY FIELD INFORMATION BELOW:
Key Field:
----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4
Value CHARS 1-40 --->
<
CHARS 41-80 --->
<
SOURCE AREA
===> I
(BLANK, I, L, V, F)
Field Position
===>
(1 TO 9999)
Field Length (MAX)
===>
(1 TO 80)
Field Format
===> 2
(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, OR 6)
Field Type
===> K
(K OR CY)
Cycle Format
===>
(BLANK, A TO E, OR 1 TO 9)
Key Number
===>
(BLANK OR 1 TO 5)
Extraction Variable Number
===>
(1-999 IF SOURCE AREA = V)
Literal or Function
-->
<-Translation Table Name
===>
<===
Translation Option
===>
(BLANK, Y, N, X, Q, D)
DB2 Column Name
===>
<===
DB2 Table Number
===>
(BLANK OR 1 TO 100)

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

1. SOURCE AREA. an indicator to identify the source of the data

values being reformatted.
I or leave BLANK for input record. The data values will be
extracted from the currently selected input record.
L for literal value. The data values will be extracted from the literal
area contained within the definition.
V for extraction variable. The data values will be extracted from the
extraction variable table.
F for function. The data values will be determined by a date
function.
Note:
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In batch definition transactions, the source area field is specified in
translation option field. If the source area is L, then the translation
option is L; if the source area is V then translation option is V.
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2. Field Position. a 4- digit number to identify the input field position

relative to the beginning of the input record or the beginning of the
literal area.
Valid values are 1-9999; 1 to 8 if source area is L or V.
3. Field Length (MAX). a 2-digit field to specify the length of the input

field.
If field format is 6 (binary), field Length must be 8. Valid values 180; 1-8 if source area is L or V.
Note:

Although you can specify a field length of up to 80 positions, the
maximum key field size is 8 characters. The larger input field length
supports translation table processing and cycle formats.

4. Field Format. an indicator to identify the format of the key field.

See “Understanding Field Formats” on page 218 for an explanation
of format types.
Leave BLANK if not applicable.
5. Field Type. an indicator to identify the type of key field for the

history record.
CY if the key field contains a cycle number.
K if the key field contains a key.
Note:
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If you specify a numeric type (1, 3, 4, or 5) for field format for a
regular key field type, ACR/Detail will attempt to store only the low 8
digits in the key field in a display format. If there are more than 8
significant digits, ACR/Detail will issue a warning and store them in a
packed representation. To avoid this situation, reformat the number
and store it in two key fields.
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6. If the field contains a cycle number, complete the Cycle Format

field. The options are as follows:
Option

Format

Blank

Key field contains a key, not a
cycle number.

1

YYMMDD

2

MMDDYY

3

MMDDCCYY

4

DDMMYY

5

YYJJJ

6

DDMMCCYY

7

Accept date number as is

8

CYYMMDD

9

CCYYMMDD

A

CCYYJJJ

B

DDMMMYY

C

DDMMCCYY

D

MMMDDYY

E

MMMDDCCYY

For an explanation of how dates are extracted and processed, see
“Date and Cycle Number Extraction and Processing” on page 263.
For more information on the formats shown on this panel, see “Date
Format Options” on page 264.
7. Key Number. an indicator to signify up to five key fields.

Each can be defined to specify the complete reconciliation key. Key
number 1 will occupy the leftmost characters of the key (positions
1-8), key number 2 will occupy the next 8 characters of the key
(positions 9-16), and so on.
You may extract the key fields in any order: the assigned key
number determines the eventual organization of the complete
reconciliation key.
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8. Extraction Variable Number. a number to indicate which extraction

variable number to extract when source area = V.
9. Literal or Function. Literal value to use if the source area is L

(literal) or specify the function you want to use to obtain the value
of the key if the source is F (function) The functions are:
@DATE. Obtains today's date in CCYYMMDD format, i.e.
20071130.
@DAY. Obtains the DD portion of the date, i.e. 30.
@MONTH. Obtains the MM portion of the date., i.e. 11.
@YEAR. Obtains the CCYY portion of the date, i.e. 2007.
@TIME. Obtains the start time of the current job in HHMMSS
format, i.e. 121025.
@DAYOFWK. Obtains the day of the week in 3-character format,
i.e. MON.
10. Translation Table Name. an identification of a translation table.

If a translation table name is specified, the field format must be 2.
11. Translation Option. an indicator used only when a translation table

name is used. The indicator specifies what action to take and
whether a message is to be printed if the value to be translated is
not in the table.
Y to print error message. Processing terminates.
N to print warning message. Processing for this key suppresses.
X to print warning message. Use extracted value for further
processing of this key.
Q to not print warning message. Processing continues.
D to use dynamic translation.
Leave BLANK to set field value to N.
Note:

If no translation table name is specified, the translation option must
be blank. If dynamic translation is being used, you cannot reformat
to the note area. If translation option = D, then the translation table
name has a maximum of 12 characters.

12. DB2 Field Name. Name of the DB2 field (column) to extract for this

key.
13. DB2 Table Number. a number to identify the DB2 table containing

the specified field (column).
This field is used to uniquely qualify a DB2 field name when there
are multiple DB2 tables used in extraction. Valid values are 1-100.
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14. Press F5 to accept.

The system displays the file definition list in the Extract Window.

Example
The section from the report shown earlier is repeated below:
COLS---> 0----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4
Employee Number:
123-45-6789
Employee Name:
John Q. Smith
Hours Worked:
46.80
Hourly Earnings:
$638.92
As you may recall, in some cases you want to extract the entire 11character employee number as the reconciliation key. Recall, however,
that each key field can only contain 8 characters. Therefore you need to
use two key fields -- one to contain the first 8 characters, and the other
to contain the last 3 characters.
As always, the key field definitions are part of a selection group. The
first definition in the selection group is a selection field definition used
to select any records that have the character string ‘Number’ in columns
11 through 16 (position 11 for a length of 6). Immediately after that
definition, the two key field definitions follow. The first definition will
pick up key number 1 in positions 21 for a length of 8 from the selected
record, and the second definition will pick up key number 2 in positions
30 for a length of 3 from the record. Following these definitions will be
other selection groups to select and extract the hours worked and the
hourly earnings as detail fields.
Each time a new employee is encountered, a key break occurs. The
detail fields picked up to that point for the current key are saved to a
work file, and the new key is used to start collecting the next set of
information. The process would continue until the ending point or the
end of file is reached.

Defining Detail Fields
To understand detail fields, read the introduction to “Defining Detail
Fields” on page 239.
To define a detail field through the Expert File Editor, follow the
instructions for “Adding Specific Definitions” on page 279. Make the
appropriate selection from the Expert File Editor’s Select a Definition
Type panel. The Detail Fields panel will be displayed.
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Detail Fields Page 1 of 2 Panel
------------------ DETAIL FIELDS PAGE 1 OF 2 -----------------SPECIFY DETAIL FIELD INFORMATION BELOW:
Detail Field:
----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4
Value CHARS 1-40 --->
<
CHARS 41-80 --->
<
Input Area
===>
Field Position
===>
Field Length (MAX)
===>
Field Format
===> 1
Field Type
===> +
Input Extraction Variable ==>
Date Format
===>
Negative Sign Indicator ===>
Literal Area
-->
DB2 Field Name
===>
DB2 Table Number
===>

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

(BLANK, V OR L)
(0 OR 1 TO 9999)
(0 OR 1 TO 80)
(1, 2, 3, 4, 5 OR 6)
(C,A,D,T,CF,AF,DF,TF,+ OR TL)
(1-999 IF INPUT AREA = V)
(BLANK, 1 TO 6, 8, 9 OR A TO E)
<-<===
(BLANK OR 1 TO 100)

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

1. Input Area. an indicator to identify the source of the input data.

Leave BLANK if input is the input record.
V if input is an extraction variable.
L if input is a literal area contained within the definition.
2. Field Position. a number to identify the position of the leftmost

character in the field relative to the first position of the record.
Zero is only valid for tally detail fields, or when the input area
indicates an extraction variable. Valid values are 0, or 1- 9999; 1- 8
for input area V.
3. Field Length (MAX). a number to specify the length of the detail

field.
Zero is only valid for tally detail fields, or when the input area
indicates an extraction variable. Valid values are 0, or 1- 80; 1- 8 for
input area V.
Note:
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4. Field Format. an character indicator to identify the format of the

detail field. See “Understanding Field Formats” on page 218 for an
explanation of format types. Leave blank if not applicable.
5. Field Type field, specify one of the following options to indicate the

type of detail field and the values to extract. For more information
about Field Type options, see “Understanding Detail Field
Processing” on page 249.
The options are:
C (Last count value) for the last count value extracted from the last
detail record selected from the input file with the current key.
A (Last amount value) for the last amount value extracted from the
last detail record selected from the input file with the current key.
D (Last date-count value) for the last date-count value for the date
extracted from the last detail record selected from the input file
with the current key. (The Date field type is not valid if you chose
Literal from the extract from field.)
T (Last text value) for the last text value extracted from the last
detail record selected from the input file with the current key.
+ (Accumulate all of the values) for the cumulative sum of all count
or amount values for each key break.
TL (Tally of all values) for a count of the selected records for each
key break.
CF (First Count value) for the first count value extracted from the
first detail record selected from the input file with the current key.
AF (First Amount value) for the first amount value extracted from
the first detail record selected from the input file with the current
key.
DF (First date-count value) for the first date-count value for the
date extracted from the first detail record selected from the input
file with the current key. (The Date field type is not valid if you
chose Literal from the extract from field.)
TF (First text value) for the first text value extracted from the first
detail record selected from the input file with the current key.
6. Input Extraction Variable. a 3-digit number to indicate which

extraction variable number to extract as the input value. Valid
values are 1-999 if the input area = V.
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7. If the field contains a date, complete the Date Format field. The

options are as follows:
Option

Format

Blank

The field is not a date.

1

YYMMDD

2

MMDDYY

3

MMDDCCYY

4

DDMMYY

5

YYJJJ

6

DDMMCCYY

8

CYYMMDD

9

CCYYMMDD

A

CCYYJJJ

B

DDMMMYY

C

DDMMMCCYY

D

MMMDDYY

E

MMMDDCCYY

For an explanation of how dates are extracted and processed, see
“Date and Cycle Number Extraction and Processing” on page 263.
For more information on the formats shown on this panel, see “Date
Format Options” on page 264.
8. Negative Sign Indicator. one or two characters that will override

the default negative sign indicators.
The defaults are a leading or trailing -, or a trailing CR.
9. Literal Area. Literal value to use if the source area is L.
10. DB2 Field Name. Name of the DB2 field (column) to extract for this

key.
11. DB2 Table Number. a number to identify the DB2 table containing

the specified field (column).
This field is used to uniquely qualify a DB2 field name when there
are multiple DB2 tables used in extraction. Valid values are 1-100.
12. Press F5 to accept. The Detail Fields Page 2 of 2 panel is displayed.
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Detail Fields Page 2 of 2 Panel
------------------ DETAIL FIELDS PAGE 2 OF 2 -----------------SPECIFY DETAIL FIELD INFORMATION BELOW:
Output Area
Internal Item Number
Accumulation Option
Translation Table Name
Translation Option

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

===>
===> 001
===> R
===>
===>

(BLANK OR V)
(1 TO 999)
(A,F,L,R,¬,>,<,N,X,Z)
<===
(BLANK, Y, N, X, OR Q)

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

1. Output Area. Indicates the destination of the input data.

V if the destination is an extraction variable.
BLANK if the destination is the work record.
2. Internal Item Number. a 3-digit number to specify the internal item

number in job definitions that corresponds to this detail field.
If the output area is V, this number represents the extraction
variable number which will store the extracted value.
3. Accumulation Option. Indicates the type of accumulation to occur

during the sort/merge accumulation (often referred to as stage 2
accumulation).
A to add together any detail values that have the same
reconciliation key.
F to retain the first detail value encountered during the sort/merge
process for each reconciliation key.
L to retain the last detail value encountered during the sort/merge
process for each reconciliation key.
R to add together any detail values that have the same
reconciliation key, but replace the value in history.
¬ to indicate that the detail value must not equal the history value.
If they are not equal, replace the history value; if they are equal,
halt processing.
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> to indicate that the detail value must be greater than the history
value. If it is greater, replace the history value; if not, halt
processing.
< to indicate that the detail value must be less than the history
value. If it is less, replace the value; if not, halt processing.
N to retain the minimum value and replace history.
X to retain maximum value and replace history.
Z to retain the first value for each key (including zero values).
The most commonly used accumulation option is the Replace
option. This is used to accumulate the values of the counts or
amounts from all work records by reconciliation key, which is one of
the primary reason for automating the reconciliation. The First and
Last options are usually used with text items or control values (i.e.
dates).
Note:

For Suspense Processing, use Accumulation Option R.

4. Translation Table Name. Name of the translation table.

If a translation table name is specified, the field format must be 2.
5. Translation Option. an indicator to use only when the translation

table name is used.
The indicator specifies whether a message will print if the value to
be translated is not in the table.
Y to print warning message. Use spaces as translated value for
further processing.
N to suppress warning message. Use spaces as translated value for
further processing.
X to print warning message. Use the extracted value for further
processing.
Q to not print warning message. Processing continues.
Leave BLANK to set field value to N.
Note:

If no translation table name is specified, the translation option must
be blank.

6. Press F5 to accept.

The system displays the file definition list in the Extract Window.
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Defining Additional DB2 Tables
“Using DB2 Input Sources” on page 489 describes two methods of
extracting data from DB2 tables. If you are using the “Using the DB2
Extraction Method” on page 502, from the Expert File Editor, you can
identify the first DB2 table using the DB2 Field Name field described
on the “Detail Fields Page 1 of 2 Panel” on page 293. For each additional
DB2 table you want to use, you complete the Additional DB2 Tables
panel described here. Specifying additional DB2 tables allows you to
perform the SQL “join” operation.
To define an additional DB2 table through the Expert File Editor, follow
the instructions for “Adding Specific Definitions” on page 279. Make the
appropriate selection from the Expert File Editor’s Select a Definition
Type panel. The Detail Fields panel will be displayed.
---------------------- ADDITIONAL DB2 TABLES ------------------SPECIFY ADDITIONAL DB2 TABLE INFORMATION BELOW:
DB2 Table Name
DB2 Table Owner

F1=Help

F2=Split

===>
===>

F3=Exit

<===
<===

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

1. DB2 Table Name. name of the DB2 table containing the control

values to be extracted.
2. DB2 Table Owner. name identifying the owner of the DB2 table

being used as input.
3. Press F5 to accept.

The system displays the file definition list in the Extract Window.
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Defining a DB2 Where Clause
“Using DB2 Input Sources” on page 489 describes two methods of
extracting data from DB2 tables. If you are using the “Using the DB2
Extraction Method” on page 502, from the Expert File Editor, you can
identify the DB2 Where clause using the panel described in
“Completing the DB2 Selection Field Panel” on page 503.
To define a DB2 Where clause through the Expert File Editor, follow the
instructions for “Adding Specific Definitions” on page 279. Make the
appropriate selection from the Expert File Editor’s Select a Definition
Type panel. The DB2 Where Clause Fields panel will be displayed.
--------------------- DB2 WHERE CLAUSE FIELDS -----------------SPECIFY DB2 WHERE CLAUSE INFORMATION BELOW:

Where Clause:
--->
Literal Continuation

F1=Help

F2=Split

<--===>

F3=Exit

(BLANK OR Y)

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

1. Where Clause. A 40-position field in which the SQL WHERE clause

is coded.
Note:

When a column name being referenced is not unique for all the DB2
tables being processed, you must qualify the column name. For
example, EMPLOYEE.EMPOWNER.FIRSTNAME.

2. Literal Continuation. Indicates that the trailing spaces in the

WHERE clause are significant and must be kept when
concatenating the field.
Y to remove trailing spaces from the where clause.
Leave BLANK to remove trailing spaces on the where clause.
3. Press F5 to accept. The file definition list displays in the Extract

Window.
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This chapter shows you how to verify your file definitions online to
determine whether the extraction is correct before you run
reconciliation.
This chapter includes the following sections:








“Viewing Definitions” on page 301
“Running Step Extraction” on page 302
“Using Step X Records” on page 304
“Running Full Extraction” on page 307
“Viewing Other Reports in the Extract Window” on page 308
“Editing Definitions” on page 312

Viewing Definitions
After you have finished defining the file definitions in the Extract
Window, you may view the list of definitions through the View
Definitions function.
Use the following procedure to view the file definitions.
1. In the Extract Window, press F4 to place the cursor in the action

bar, tab to the View menu, and then press Enter.
2. Type 1 (Definitions) and press Enter.
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The definitions display in the Extract Window.
Extract Window
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

Row 1 to 14 of 14

SELECT IF POS 0033 FOR 07 = COMPANY
RETRIEVE KEY IN 0041 FOR 05, STORE IN KEY 1
SELECT IF POS 0019 FOR 08 = EMPLOYEE
PICK UP VALUE AT 0050 FOR 05, STORE IN I-001
SELECT IF POS 0019 FOR 08 = WORK DAY
PICK UP VALUE AT 0050 FOR 05, STORE IN I-002
SELECT IF POS 0019 FOR 08 = MAN DAYS
PICK UP VALUE AT 0050 FOR 05, STORE IN I-003
SELECT IF POS 0019 FOR 04 = SICK
PICK UP VALUE AT 0050 FOR 05, STORE IN I-004
SELECT IF POS 0019 FOR 08 = VACATION
PICK UP VALUE AT 0050 FOR 05, STORE IN I-005
SELECT IF POS 0019 FOR 07 = NET MAN
PICK UP VALUE AT 0066 FOR 05, STORE IN I-006

Command Line ===> _______________________________________________________
| F1=Help
F2=Split
F3=Exit
F4=Actions F7=Up
F8=Down
| F9=Swap

3. Press F3 when you have finished viewing the definitions.

The definitions clear from the Extract Window. To edit definitions,
see “Editing Definitions” on page 312.

Running Step Extraction
Step extraction allows you to see a step-by-step review of how the
system searches for and picks up data in the input source. When you
run step extraction, the cursor stops at any value in the input source
that meets the criteria of the file definitions as the corresponding
definition is displayed at the bottom of the window. The cursor does not
stop at any location that does not meet the criteria of the file definitions.
At the end of the step extraction process or when you choose Finish
Extraction from the Run menu, the Extracted Values Report is
displayed as shown on page 304. The Extracted Values Report
accumulates and displays extracted values by like keys until a new key
and/or new internal item number is found.
Use the following procedure to run step extraction.
1. In the Extract Window, press F4 to place the cursor in the action

bar, tab to the Run menu, and then press Enter. The Run menu
opens.
2. Type 1 (Step Extraction) and press Enter.
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The cursor is displayed at the first defined field in the input source
and the corresponding definition is displayed at the bottom of the
panel.
.-----------------------------------------------------------------------------.
|
Run
|
| -------------------------------------------------------------------------- |
|
Extract Window
|
|
|
Cursor Position
| File Name:
LINES 00000011 COL 0001 0072
|
| ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7-|
| DATE: mm/dd/yy
COMPANY A B C
PAG
|
|
DEPT SUMMARY TOTALS
|
|
|
|
DEPT 0001
|
|
EMPLOYEES
52
|
|
WORK DAYS IN MONTH
21
|
|
MAN DAYS IN MONTH
1,092
|
|
SICK DAYS TAKEN
12
|
|
VACATION DAYS TAKEN
15
|
|
NET MAN DAYS
1,065
|
|
PRIOR PERIOD NET MAN DAYS
1,052
|
|
|
Definition
| THIS STEP=SELECT IF POS 0033 FOR 07 = COMPANY
|
| Command Line ===> _______________________________________ SCROLL ===> ____ |
| F1=Help
F2=Split
F3=Exit
F4=Actions F5=Repeat
F6=Add
|
| F7=Up
F8=Down
F9=Swap
F10=Left
F11=Right
|
'-----------------------------------------------------------------------------'

3. Press Enter to move to the next defined field.

The cursor is displayed at the next defined field and its
corresponding definition is displayed at the bottom of the panel.
Note:

There are two ways to exit step extraction without going through
each definition in each record. The first is to choose Step X records
from the Run menu on the action bar at any time during Step
Extraction. When you choose Step X records, you will open a panel
that will allow you to specify how many records the system should
process before beginning step extraction again. The second is to
choose Finish Extraction from the Run menu on the action bar at
any time during Step Extraction. When you choose Finish
Extraction, the entire extraction takes place behind the scenes and
the results are displayed in the Extracted Values Report as shown in
the next step. From there, you may press F3 to return to the input
source in the Extract Window.

4. Continue pressing Enter to continue through the input source

definitions.
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After you have viewed the last definition of the input source and
have pressed Enter, the Extracted Values Report is displayed.
.-----------------------------------------------------------------------------.
|
Extracted Values Report
Row 1 to 16 of 36 |
|
|
|
Extracted Key
Item # Extracted Value
|
| _
A B C
0001
003
1092
|
| _
A B C
0001
004
12
|
| _
A B C
0001
005
15
|
| _
A B C
0001
006
0
|
| _
A B C
0002
003
861
|
| _
A B C
0002
004
9
|
| _
A B C
0002
005
25
|
| _
A B C
0002
006
1892
|
| _
A B C
0003
003
546
|
| _
A B C
0003
004
3
|
| _
A B C
0003
005
0
|
| _
A B C
0003
006
2435
|
| _
A B C
0004
003
1806
|
| _
A B C
0004
004
23
|
| _
A B C
0004
005
35
|
| _
A B C
0004
006
4183
|
|
|
| Command Line ===> _________________________________________________________ |
| F1=Help F2=Split F3=Exit F7=Up
F8=Down F9=Swap
|
'-----------------------------------------------------------------------------'

Note:

If an extracted value is incorrect, you may select the item from this
panel and press Enter. The system takes you to the Definition
review panel where you can edit the definition. For more
information, see “Editing Definitions” on page 312.

5. When you are finished viewing this panel, press F3 to exit the

Extracted Values Report and return to the input source in the
Extract Window.

Using Step X Records
The Step X records option allows you to process a specified number of
records before the program begins step extraction. This is particularly
useful when you have specific areas in your input file that you want to
check. For example, you may want to look specifically at the places that
you are picking up and changing extraction variables, but those changes
are separated by perhaps hundreds of records that your file definitions
are processing accurately. If you are sure that the first extraction
variable is being picked up accurately, you can choose Step X Records
and specify that you want to process 300 records. The program will
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process the first three hundred records (without requiring that you step
through them individually), and then begin step extraction, presumably
near the location of the particular extraction variable change you are
interested in. After you have examined that change, you can choose Step
X records from the Run menu again and have the program process the
250 records before the next change you are interested in.
If you specify more records than remain in the input file, the program
processes the remaining records, finishes the extraction process and
takes you to the Extract Values Report just as if you had chosen the Full
Extraction option from the Run menu.
As with step extraction, when you reach the end of your input file or
when you choose Finish Extraction from the Run menu, the Extracted
Values Report is displayed as shown on page 304. The Extracted Values
Report accumulates and displays extracted values by like keys until a
new key and/or new internal item number is found.
Use the following procedure to use Step X records.
1. In the Extract Window, press F4 to place the cursor in the action

bar, tab to the RUn menu, and then press Enter. The Run menu
opens.
2. Type 2 (Step X records) and press Enter. The Step X Number of

Records panel is displayed.
Step X Number of Records
Number of records to process 0000
F1=Help
F9=Swap

F2=Split

F3=Exit

(0001-9999)
F5=Accept

3. Enter the number of records that you want the system to process

before beginning step extraction and press F5.
The cursor is displayed at the first defined field in the first record
after the number of records you specified in the Step X Number of
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Records panel and the corresponding definition is displayed at the
bottom of the panel.
.-----------------------------------------------------------------------------.
|
Run
|
| -------------------------------------------------------------------------- |
|
Extract Window
|
|
|
Cursor Position
| File Name:
LINES 00000011 COL 0001 0072
|
| ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7-|
| DATE: mm/dd/yy
COMPANY A B C
PAGE
|
|
DEPT SUMMARY TOTALS
|
|
|
|
DEPT 0001
|
|
EMPLOYEES
52
|
|
WORK DAYS IN MONTH
21
|
|
MAN DAYS IN MONTH
1,092
|
|
SICK DAYS TAKEN
12
|
|
VACATION DAYS TAKEN
15
|
|
NET MAN DAYS
1,065
|
|
PRIOR PERIOD NET MAN DAYS
1,052
|
|
|
Definition
| THIS STEP=SELECT IF POS 0033 FOR 07 = COMPANY
|
| Command Line ===> _______________________________________ SCROLL ===> ____ |
| F1=Help
F2=Split
F3=Exit
F4=Actions F5=Repeat
F6=Add
|
| F7=Up
F8=Down
F9=Swap
F10=Left
F11=Right
|
'-----------------------------------------------------------------------------'

4. Press Enter to move to the next defined field.

The cursor is displayed at the next defined field and its
corresponding definition is displayed at the bottom of the panel.
Note:

There are two ways to exit step extraction without going through
each definition in each record. The first is to choose Step X records
again from the Run menu on the action bar at any time during Step
Extraction. When you choose Step X records, you will reopen the
Step X Number of Records panel so you can specify how many
records the system should process before beginning step extraction
again. The second is to choose Finish Extraction from the Run
menu on the action bar at any time during Step Extraction. When
you choose Finish Extraction, the entire extraction takes place
behind the scenes and the results are displayed in the Extracted
Values Report as shown in the next step. From there, you may press
F3 to return to the input source in the Extract Window.

5. Continue pressing Enter to continue through the input source

definitions.
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After you have viewed the last definition of the input source and
have pressed Enter, the Extracted Values Report is displayed.
Extracted Values Report

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

Extracted Key
A B C
0001
A B C
0001
A B C
0001
A B C
0001
A B C
0002
A B C
0002
A B C
0002
A B C
0002
A B C
0003
A B C
0003
A B C
0003
A B C
0003
A B C
0004
A B C
0004
A B C
0004
A B C
0004

Item #
003
004
005
006
003
004
005
006
003
004
005
006
003
004
005
006

Row 1 to 16 of 36

Extracted Value
1092
12
15
0
861
9
25
1892
546
3
0
2435
1806
23
35
4183

Command Line ===> ______________________________________________________
F1=Help F2=Split F3=Exit F7=Up
F8=Down F9=Swap

Note:

If an extracted value is incorrect, you may select the item from this
panel and press Enter. The system takes you to the Definition
review panel where you can edit the definition. For more
information, see “Editing Definitions” on page 312.

6. When you are finished viewing this panel, press F3 to exit the

Extracted Values Report and return to the input source in the
Extract Window.

Running Full Extraction
Similar to the step extraction process, the full extraction process
extracts the key and detail fields defined in the file definitions and
displays them in the Extracted Values Report. However, unlike the step
extraction process, in which you see line by line how the system extracts
the appropriate data values, the full extraction process takes place
behind the scenes; you only see the results of extraction in the Extracted
Values Report.
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Use the following procedure to run full extraction.
1. In the Extract Window, press F4 to place the cursor in the action

bar, tab to the Run menu, and then press Enter. The Run menu
opens.
2. Type 2 (Full Extraction) and press Enter.

After the system has run full extraction, applying the file
definitions to the input source, the Extracted Values Report
appears showing the extracted key and detail fields and their
internal item numbers.
3. When you are finished viewing the report, press F3 to close the

Extracted Values Report panel and return to the Extract Window.

Viewing Other Reports in the Extract Window
After you run step extraction or full extraction and view the Extracted
Values Report, you can also view the Sorted Values Report, the
Accumulated Values Report, and the Control Report from the Extract
Window. For a description of the Control Report, see “Identifying Parts
of the Control Report” on page 334.
Read the remainder of this section for examples and explanations of
these reports.

Trace Report
If you have requested a Trace Report you can view it by selecting View
> Trace Report from the action bar in the Extract Window. For more
information, see “Trace Report” on page 321.

The Sorted Values Report
Like the Extracted Detail Report, the Sorted Values Report provides the
extracted key values, the internal item numbers, and the extracted
detail values. However, whereas the Extracted Values Report displays
the data in the order it was extracted, the Sorted Values Report sorts
and displays the data alphabetically by keys.
Note:
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The items are
first sorted by
the key
value 1, then
the key
value 2, then
by internal
item number.

.-----------------------------------------------------------------------------.
|
Sorted Values Report
Row 1 to 16 of 18 |
|
|
|
Extracted Key
Item # Extracted Value
|
| _
A B C
0001
001
52
|
| _
A B C
0001
001
60
|
| _
A B C
0001
002
1092
|
| _
A B C
0001
002
1260
|
| _
A B C
0002
001
41
|
| _
A B C
0002
002
861
|
| _
A B C
0003
001
26
|
| _
A B C
0003
002
546
|
| _
A B C
0004
001
86
|
| _
A B C
0004
002
1806
|
| _
D E F
0001
001
50
|
| _
D E F
0001
002
1050
|
| _
D E F
0002
001
30
|
| _
D E F
0002
002
610
|
| _
D E F
0003
001
22
|
| _
D E F
0003
002
462
|
|
|
| Command Line ===> _________________________________________________________ |
| F1=Help F2=Split F3=Exit F7=Up
F8=Down F9=Swap
|
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

In the example report, the first ten rows share the key value ABC. Those
items are then sorted by those that share the second key value 001, then
002, 003, etc.
Extracted Keys
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ABC

001

ABC

001

ABC

001

ABC

001

ABC

002

ABC

002

ABC

003

ABC

003

ABC

004

ABC
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The items that share key values ABC and 001 are sorted by internal
item numbers.
Extracted Keys

Item #

ABC 001

1

ABC 001

1

ABC 001

2

ABC 001

2

After the report lists all of the items that share the key value ABC, it
sorts and lists the items that share the key value DEF.

The Accumulated Values Report
The Accumulated Values Report shows the same type of information as
the Sorted Values Report but it shows the accumulation of extracted
detail values that share the same key values and item number. Below
is an example of an Accumulated Values Report.
Note:

The Accumulated Values Report provides the results after stage 1 and
stage 2 processing of the detail field values.
Accumulated Values Report

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

Extracted Key
A B C
0001
A B C
0001
A B C
0002
A B C
0002
A B C
0003
A B C
0003
A B C
0004
A B C
0004
D E F
0001
D E F
0001
D E F
0002
D E F
0002
D E F
0003
D E F
0003
D E F
0004
D E F
0004

Item #
001
002
001
002
001
002
001
002
001
002
001
002
001
002
001
002

Row 1 to 16 of 16

Extracted Value
112
2352
41
861
26
546
86
1806
50
1050
30
610
22
462
90
1890

Command Line ===> ______________________________________________________
F1=Help F2=Split
F3=Exit F7=Up
F8=Down F9=Swap
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The example reports show how the extracted detail values listed
separately in the Sorted Values Report are accumulated in the
Accumulated Values Report.
Note:

Note that the extracted detail values in the 5th to the 10th rows of the
Sorted Values Report do not get accumulated; that is because they do
not share the same key values and item number with any other item in
the list.

Extracted KeyItem #Extracted Value
ABC0011

52

ABC0011

60

ABC00121092
ABC00121260
ABC0021

41

ABC0022 861
ABC0031

26

ABC0032 546
ABC0041

86

ABC00421806

Sorted Values Report
Extracted KeyItem #Extracted Value
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Editing Definitions
This section explains how to edit incomplete or incorrect file definitions
from the definitions that are displayed in the Extract Window. After you
complete any of these procedures, the revised definitions will be
displayed.
Note:

If you move a definition out of sequence, you may get unexpected
results in the step or full extraction process. You will not, however, get an
error message notifying you that the definitions are out of order.

Displaying Definitions in the Extract Window
Select View > Definitions from the Extract Window to display the
definitions.

Adding a Definition at the Bottom of the Display
Complete the following steps:
1. With the definitions displayed, select Edit > Add from the menu
2. The input source will be displayed. You can then use the standard

mark-and-capture procedure:
a. Place the cursor on the first character of the item you want to

use in the new definition.
b. Press F6.
c. Specify the type of definition you want.
d. Complete the definition panels.

Changing a Definition
To change a definition displayed in the Extract Window, select it with
an S. The definition panels you completed when you created the
definition will be displayed in sequence and you can change them.
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Inserting, Deleting, Coping, Moving, and Repeating Definitions
The following line commands, which are similar to ISPF edit line
commands, can be entered next to definitions displayed in the Extract
Window:
Command

Instructions

I (Insert)

Enables you to add a new definition that will be inserted on the
previous line. After you enter the I, the input source will be
displayed. You can then use the standard mark-and-capture
procedure to add the new definition.
1. Place the cursor on the first character of the item you want to
use in the new definition.
2. Press F6 (Add).
3. Specify the type of definition you want.
4. Complete the definition panels.

D and DD
(Delete)

These commands enable you to delete definitions.
To delete one definition, enter D.
To delete a range of definitions, enter DD next to the first and
last definition in the range.
Note: You still need to delete any corresponding internal items
by entering D next each item in the Job Window.

C and CC
(Copy)

These commands copy one or more definitions. You can then
paste them at the specified location.
To copy one definition, enter C next to it.
To copy a range, enter CC next to the first and last definition in
the range.
To paste the copied definitions, on the line below or above the
destination you want, enter A (paste above) or B (paste below).

R (Repeat)
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to add. You can then modify it (see “Changing a Definition”
on page 312.
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Verifying Job Definitions Online
This chapter explains reconciliation processing and shows you how to
run online reconciliation multi-level reconciliation, dynamic
translation, and suspense processing. It also helps you interpret
reconciliation reports. It includes the following sections:











“Reconciliation Function Operation” on page 315
“Using Multi-Level Reconciliation” on page 325
“Using Dynamic Translation” on page 326
“Using Suspense Processing” on page 327
“Procedure for Running Reconciliation” on page 330
“Viewing Existing Reports” on page 333
“Identifying Parts of the Control Report” on page 334
“Viewing the Recap Report” on page 338
“Viewing the User Report” on page 340

Reconciliation Function Operation
The reconciliation function executes in two phases. The data extraction
phase applies the file definitions to extract and reformat the key and
detail fields, and then sorts, merges and accumulates those values by
reconciliation key.
The data reconciliation phase applies the job definitions, which perform
the specified calculations and apply the rules, against the accumulated
detail values for every reconciliation key. They then store data on the
detail history file, and report on the results of that application.
Within these phases, the reconciliation function can be broken down
into distinct operations, each of which is discussed in more detail on the
following pages:
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Finding the job definitions
Finding the file definitions
Extracting/reformatting the detail values
Sorting/accumulating the detail values
Applying the calculations/rules
Storing the history record
Printing the ACR/Detail reconciliation reports
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 Creating the reconciliation output file

Finding the Job Definitions
When a job invokes the reconciliation function, the UDS2000 program
obtains the job name and step name associated with the current
execution from the operating system (if you wish, you can use a PARM
to override the names from the operating system). The DET2000
program uses the job name and step name to build a job ID, with the jobstep qualifier (JSQ) set to blanks.
Using that job ID, the reconciliation function attempts to retrieve the
job definitions. If the job ID is an alternate job ID, the reconciliation
function uses the primary job ID to look for definitions. If neither a
primary nor an alternate job ID is found in the definition database, an
error message is issued and processing halts for that reconciliation step.
Control is then returned to the next step in the application job stream.

Finding the File Definitions
If the job definitions are found, the reconciliation function will search
for one or more input source definitions (if no input sources are found,
an error message is issued and processing halts). Each input source
identifies one file ID, and one set of file definitions. The reconciliation
function will attempt to find the file definitions using that file ID. If no
file definitions for that file ID are found, a warning message is issued.
However the reconciliation function will not terminate, but will attempt
to continue with the reconciliation step without that file's input.

Extracting/Reformatting the Detail Values
If file definitions are successfully retrieved, DET2000 searches its JCL
for a DD statement with a DDname matching the file name portion of
the file ID. The program then sequentially reads the data or report file
and begins to apply the associated set of file definitions against it.
The file definitions instruct ACR/Detail to inspect each input record,
and compare its contents against the selection criteria specified in one
or more selection field definitions. If an input record matches a selection
group's criteria, the associated reformat field, key field, and detail field
definitions are applied. These definitions are applied against the
selected record, and specify how to extract the desired detail values
(optionally reformatting or using table definitions to translate the
values). The extracted values are either assigned as key fields (five keys
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of 8-characters each, which together constitute the reconciliation key),
or as detail fields (which will accumulate the reconciliation detail values
for each reconciliation key).
Note that a given input record may meet the selection criteria of
multiple selection groups. If so, the record will simply have the
associated reformat, key and detail field definitions applied for each
selection group whose criteria are met.
The extracted data values are used to build internal work records. Each
work record contains 40 characters of key field values (one
reconciliation key), and from 8 to 7992 characters of detail field values
(1-999 detail fields containing numbers or text). The work records are
stored and manipulated in temporary work datasets. More information
on these temporary work datasets can be found in Appendix A, “JCL
and Control Statements” on page 613.
If detail field values for the same internal item number are extracted
from the input file before a key break occurs (i.e., if multiple detail
values for an item are picked up for the same reconciliation key), the
detail values are accumulated using the field type specified in the detail
field definition and the access mode specified in basic file information.
(This accumulation of detail values associated with the same
reconciliation key is called stage 1 accumulation.)
When a key break does occur, the values associated with the current key
are written out to a work file. The work record is cleared and loaded
with the new key and/or detail field values.
This process is then repeated for each input source in the job definitions;
after it finishes with each input file, the reconciliation function searches
for the next input source, and retrieves and applies its corresponding
file definitions. The extracted data from this input file are used to build
work records that are added to the work record file. Note that work
records with the same reconciliation key may be written out many times
from many input files.
The data extraction phase continues in this fashion until no more input
sources remain to be processed.
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Sorting/Accumulating the Detail Values
After all input files are processed, the extracted work records are sorted
by reconciliation key. After sorting, if work records are found with
identical reconciliation keys (i.e., if multiple work records were created
with the same reconciliation key, whether from the same or different
input files), they are merged into a single work record, with the detail
values accumulated according to the accumulation option specified in
the detail field definitions. (This process of accumulating detail values
from different work records is called stage 2 accumulation). Once the
work record sorting, merging and accumulation is complete, the
resulting work file will contain exactly one work record for each unique
reconciliation key extracted from the input files during this run.
To skip sorting and the second round of accumulations, you can use the
NOSORT parameter. See “UDS2000 - ACR/Detail Reconciliation” on
page 615.

Applying the Calculations/Rules
In the second phase of the reconciliation step, data reconciliation, each
sorted work record is read (i.e., one set of up to 999 accumulated detail
values for the one reconciliation key) and the remaining job definitions
are applied, specifying calculations to perform, any history item to
extract, rules to apply, and reports to produce. History items are
extracted from the detail history file as defined in the job definitions.
The internal item associated with the detail field values and the
extracted history items are used to compute calculated items.
Next, the rules are evaluated. The reconciliation function performs the
appropriate computations and evaluates the rules to determine
whether the control values are in or out of balance. If a rule is out of
balance, its return code is used to point to the associated messages. If
one or more rules are out of balance, for even a single reconciliation key,
the entire reconciliation step is out of balance. The highest return code
encountered is the one return code for this reconciliation key.
After all rules are applied and the results stored and reported (see
below), the reconciliation function reads the next work record (the set of
detail values for the next reconciliation key) and applies the
calculations and rules as described above. The process is repeated until
all reconciliation keys (and, therefore, work records) are processed.
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Storing the History
Detail values are stored in history using the Store New History option
from the Basic Job Information definition and the reconciliation keys.
If this option is N (Do Not Store History), this step is not performed.
If this option is Y (Add or Replace History), the history file is searched
for a record that has a history key and cycle ID that is equal to the
reconciliation key and cycle ID. If a history record with a matching key
is not found, a new history record is added with a key equal to the
reconciliation key and Cycle ID. If a matching history record is found,
the reconciliation work record is merged with the history record with
detail values being accumulated according to the accumulation option
specified in the detail field definitions. (This process of accumulating
detail values from history and work records is called stage 3
accumulation). New history records must have a cycle ID that is greater
than all prior history records with the same key.
If the Store New History option is X (Add, Replace or Insert History),
work records are added, replaced or inserted in history as described in
the previous paragraphs with the exception of the cycle ID restriction
(cycle ID is not required to be greater than all prior history records with
the same key).
Once all of the work records are processed, the reconciliation function
uses the Set Return Code option in Basic Job Information to set the
completion code for the job-step. The highest return code set for all
reconciliation keys may be used to set a step completion code or a user
abend code.

Rewriting History
For certain types of applications, the Rewrite History option can be used
with the Store New History option. If Rewrite History is N, history is
stored exactly as described above. If Rewrite History is Y, a different
method is used to perform reconciliation and store history.
Processing for a Rewrite History function is the same through stage 2
accumulation, with the exception that the resultant work records are in
descending order on cycle ID rather than ascending order. Because the
entire history database is being rewritten, history items are not
allowed. The history file and the sorted/accumulated work file are
merged to another work file performing stage 3 accumulation. They also
perform replace/insert cycle edits as above, as well as calculations and
reconciliation reporting. Note that multiple cycles of the same
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reconciliation key will be in reverse order from the normal process. This
resultant work file is then sequentially rewritten back to the history
database.
When the amount of data being added to history represents a significant
portion of the total file, and you do not need to access history items, the
rewrite history process can significantly improve execution time over
random updates.
Before choosing this option, read the following note.
Note:

If you have multiple jobs storing history to the same history
database, carefully consider before combining a Store History
option of N (Do not store history) with a Rewrite History option of
Y.
A Store History option of N (Do not store history) has precedent
over the option specified on the Rewrite History panel. If you
choose A Store History option of N in combination with a
Rewrite History option of Y, all jobs sharing the same file
definitions will have history deleted at the completion of the job
for which Do not store history is specified. For jobs with different
file definitions, all history but the most recent will be deleted.
To avoid unintentionally deleting history, if you choose a Store
History option of N (Do not store history), choose a Rewrite
History option of N.

Printing the ACR/Detail Reconciliation Reports
Control Report
If the Print Control Report option is Y, the complete Control Report is
produced, using the title provided in Basic Job Information. The report
shows all the internal, history, and calculated item values, along with
the in- or out-of-balance results of applying the rules for each and every
reconciliation key. Any inactive rule that is not made active by a
conditional rule will not display on the Control Report. If one or more
rule is found to be out of balance, the entire reconciliation step is
considered out of balance, and messages describing the out-of-balance
situation are printed on the Control Report. An exceptions only version
of the report, only showing the detail information for those
reconciliation keys that are out of balance, can be obtained by setting
the Print Control Report option to X.
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Recap Report
By setting the Print Recap Report option to Y, the Recap Report can be
printed. This report concisely shows the results of each reconciliation.
Only a summary of the reconciliation keys is printed on this report,
showing the in- or out-of-balance conditions that occur. The presence of
user report definitions control whether or not a User Report is produced.
All standard rules, both active and inactive, will display on the User
Report.

Data Detail Reports
Similarly, Basic Job Information options (or execution parameters) can
be set to print or suppress the Extracted Data Detail Report, the Sorted
Data Detail Report, the History Data Detail Report, or the Accumulated
Data Detail Report. These reports, usually used only for testing, show
even lower levels of detailed information. These reports are sometimes
helpful in debugging a Reconciliation Step's data extraction phase. Note
that in a given run, you can not request both the sorted and
accumulated reports; however, either one can be requested along with
the extracted report.

Trace Report
The following information is provided for the Trace Report:






“Description” on page 321
“Requesting in Batch” on page 322
“Trace Parameter File Layout” on page 322
“Trace Report Example (Excerpt)” on page 323

Description
The Trace Report provides the following information for a requested file
ID:

 A formatted list of the selection groups as they were loaded in
preparation for processing the input file.

 For each input record read:
 The record count for the input record plus the first 132
characters of the input record

 Each selection criteria that is evaluated and whether it tested
true or false (passed or failed)

 Each definition that is processed after selection criteria are met
(keys, details)
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 Notification of key related processes, including completion of a
key, key breaks, partial keys dropped, and keys dropped because
they have no associated detail data
Requesting in Batch
To create an (Extraction) Trace Report when running a job in batch, add
the following two lines to the end of your reconciliation JCL:
//STEPNAME.UNITRACE DD *
FILEDDNAME
In these two lines, STEPNAME is the stepname for your reconciliation
job, and FILEDDNAME is the File DDName of your input file.
The batch Trace Report will be named UNIETR, and can be viewed
through your site’s normal facility for viewing job output (e.g., IOF,
SDSF).
Trace Parameter File Layout
You can request an Extraction Trace Report from the UDS2000
program at runtime via control cards input for the optional DD
UNITRACE. The control card parameters and the field descriptions are
shown below.
Field

Description

Pos.

Length

Forma
t

1

File ID

1-10

10

X(10)

Specifies the DDName of the file for
which ACR/Detail generates a Trace
Report. The DDName must exist in the
JCL and be allocated to an input file that
ACR/Detail will process.
If left blank, Input Record Count
processing defaults to 99999999 records
(all).

2

Reserved

11

1

X(1)

Reserved for future use.
Valid value: Blank.

3

Input Record
Count

12-19

8

9(8)

Indicates the total number of records
from the input file that will be used in the
Trace Report.
Valid values: Blank, 00000000-99999999

4

Reserved

20

1

X(1)

Reserved for future use.
Valid value: Blank.
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Field

Description

5

Extraction
Trace Options:

Pos.

Length

Forma
t

Value
Indicates whether to list the file definitions
that were used to generate the Trace
Report. If left blank, Input Record Count
processing defaults to 99999999 records
(all).
If left blank or (.), Show File Definitions
processing assumes a value of Y (show
the definition list).

Show File
Definitions

21

1

X(1)

Valid values: Blank, (.), Y, or N

Reserved

22-28

7

X(7)

Reserved for future use.
Valid value: Blank.

Trace Report Example (Excerpt)
FILE DEFINITION LIST: SELECT1F
RECORD
SEQ. NO
SELECTION/EXTRACTION INFORMATION
001001
SELECT(0001/03/TXT) TEST(EQUAL
) VAL1(AAA
) VAL2(
)
L1 AND
(BBB
)
(
)
(CCC
)
(
)
(DDD
)
(
)
(EEE
)
(
)
(001
)
(
)
(002
)
(
)
(003
)
(
)
001001
SELECT(0021/06/TXT) TEST(RANGE
) VAL1(*NOTEA ) VAL2(*NOTEC )
L1 AND
(*NOTE1 )
(*NOTE1 )
001002
SELECT(0021/08/TXT) TEST(OUT RNG ) VAL1(*NOTE1-1) VAL2(*NOTE1-5)
L2 AND
(*NOTE2-1)
(*NOTE2-5)
(*NOTE3-1)
(*NOTE3-5)
001002
KEY (0001/03/TXT) KEY (K-01
) XLATE(
/ )
001002
DTL (0034/08/NUM) ACCUM INTO I-001 XLATE(
/ )
INPUT RECORD: 00000001
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
A
B
C
D
----5----0----5----0----5----0----5----0----5----0----5----0----5----0----5----0----5----0----5----0----5----0----5----0----5----0-AAA
100
*NOTEA-1
100.00
00010000
RECORD1ST
SEQ # NF.SELECTION/EXTRACTION INFORMATION
SOURCE VALUE
ACTION TAKEN
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------001001
SELECT(0001/03/TXT) TEST(EQUAL
) VAL1(AAA
) VAL2(
)
L1 AND AAA
PASSED
(BBB
)
(
)
(CCC
)
(
)
(DDD
)
(
)
(EEE
)
(
)
(001
)
(
)
(002
)
(
)
(003
)
(
)
001001
SELECT(0021/06/TXT) TEST(RANGE
) VAL1(*NOTEA ) VAL2(*NOTEC )
L1 AND *NOTEA
PASSED
(*NOTE1 )
(*NOTE1 )
001002
SELECT(0021/08/TXT) TEST(OUT RNG ) VAL1(*NOTE1-1) VAL2(*NOTE1-5)
L2 AND *NOTEA-1
PASSED
(*NOTE2-1)
(*NOTE2-5)
(*NOTE3-1)
(*NOTE3-5)
KEY COMPLETE WITH EXTRACTION THAT FOLLOWS:
001002
KEY (0001/03/TXT) KEY (K-01
) XLATE(
/ )
AAA
001002
DTL (0034/08/NUM) ACCUM INTO I-001 XLATE(
/ )
000000000010000
.
.
.

Creating the Reconciliation Output File
You may wish to extend the reconciliation ACR/Detail performs with
programmed actions. These actions could be using additional reporting
functions, or providing reconciliation data for use in other user
applications. ACR/Detail will produce an output file of reconciliation
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data at your request. On the Basic Job Information Panel you can
specify whether this data should be produced for all reconciliation keys,
no keys, or just the out-of-balance keys. During reconciliation, the data
will be written to a file with a DDname of UNIDATA. The file will
contain the following information:








History Key
Product Release Number
Cycle ID
Return Code
Note Data
Internal Item value count (variable length records)

 Internal Item values
The reconciliation output file record layout is shown below.
* MBRNAME = UDSDRSO
*===============================================================*
*
ACR/DETAIL RECONCILIATION OUTPUT FILE RECORD LAYOUT
*
*===============================================================*
*
01 DRSO-RECORD.
05 DRSO-FIXED-AREA.
10 DRSO-UACR-REL
PIC X(004).
10 DRSO-KEYPIC X(040).
10 FILLER
PIC X(040).
10 DRSO-RUN-CNUMPIC 9(011).
10 FILLERPIC X(008).
10 DRSO-DEFN-JOBID.
15 DRSO-DEFN-JOBPIC X(008).
15 DRSO-DEFN-STEPPIC X(008).
15 DRSO-DEFN-ACR-NBRPIC X(002).
10 DRSO-RUN-RETURN-CODEPIC X(004).
10 DRSO-NOTE-AREAPIC X(080).
10 FILLERPIC X(040).
05 DRSO-RUN-VALUE-CNTPIC S9(03) COMP-3.
05 DRSO-RUN-VALUE-AREA.
10 DRSO-RUN-VALUE-FIELD
OCCURS 0 TO 999 TIMES
DEPENDING ON DRSO-RUN-VALUE-CNT
INDEXED BY DRSO-RUN-VALUE-FIELD-I.
15 DRSO-RUN-VALUE-X PIC X(008).
15 DRSO-RUN-VALUE-N
REDEFINES
DRSO-RUN-VALUE-X
PIC S9(15) COMP-3.
*===============================================================*
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Using Multi-Level Reconciliation
Using multi-level reconciliation, you can extract data at the maximum
level of detail, and then reconcile the extracted data at different
reconciliation-key levels. Use file definitions to extract the most
detailed-level of key to use.
Multi-level reconciliation is defined through job definitions. To use
multi-level reconciliation, you set up a base level (usually, the leastdetailed level of reconciliation key) and up to 99 subordinate levels
(more-detailed levels including the base level for which you want to
reconcile data).
Base and subordinate levels are indicated by the QUAL field, also
known as the reconciliation-level qualifier (RLQ), of the job ID. For the
base level, the RLQ must be blank. Assign sequential, numeric RLQs for
the subordinate levels.
Out-of-balance keys for each reconciliation level can be written to a
filter file for use in a subsequent RLQ.

How It Works
ACR/Detail extracts data from the input file according to the file
definitions defined in the base RLQ, and then applies the job
definitions. The reconciliation function will first process against the
base level. ACR/Detail will then check to see if any subsequent levels
exist. Subsequent RLQ levels are run automatically if no return code
range exists to check return codes from the prior level, or if the return
code value returned from the prior level falls within the return code
range specified. If specified in basic job information, the reconciliation
function will process against the subset of keys stored in the filter file.
This process continues until there are no more levels to process.
Reports can be produced at each reconciliation level. Data may be stored
on the history database at any reconciliation level.
Note:

When running multi-reconciliation online, only the base level will show
on the Control Report. However, when you run multi-reconciliation in
batch all information is displayed on the Control Report.

Example
Assume you need to reconcile data for a major retailer. You've defined
key fields for COMPANY and STORE. You've decided to use multi-level
reconciliation, reconciling first at the COMPANY (base level). You also
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want to reconcile at the COMPANY and STORE level, based upon a
return code from the base-level reconciliation. Your Basic Job
Information for the base and subsequent level would look like this:
Field Name

Base Level

Subsequent Level

Job ID

STORES RECON

STORES RECON 01

RLQ Key Length

7

12

Return Code Range

2001 to 2999

Use Base Job Definitions

Y

Use RLQ Data Filter

Y

Create RLQ Data Filter

Y

N

Any out-of-balance keys from the base level will be written to a filter
file. This file will be used as input for the subsequent level of
reconciliation.

Using Dynamic Translation
Using dynamic translation, you can store more than 40-bytes of key
information. This feature makes use of a translation database to turn
keys of up to 80-bytes into 8-byte identifiers. The original key and its
associated 8-byte identifier are both stored in a new file: the translation
database (UNITF).
To use this feature, you code standard Job and File definitions, in
addition to the following steps:
1. Initialize the UNITF (Translation database) using the UNITF

Database Utilities.
2. In File definitions, specify the following values for Key Fields:

Field Length (Max): up to 80-bytes
Translation Table Name: UNITF table_name, up to 12 characters
Translation Option: D
The translation table name will be used to segment UNITF -- you do not
define standard translation table items. Each 80-byte key will be
assigned a sequence number that will serve as its 8-byte identifier. This
8-byte identifier will also be stored in the key field area of the history
database.
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ACR/Detail control reports and Free-Form reports will show the 80-byte
key. Listings of the history database and all other reports (User, Recap)
will show the 8-byte identifier.
For a listing of the contents of UNITF, use the UNITF Database Listing
Utility.
Note:

For a given key, you should only use one Translation Table per
Reconciliation Run.

Add A DD statement for UNITF to the UDS2000 JCL. For example:
//UNITF
DD DSN=USERID.UDS.UNITF,DISP=SHR
//UNITF1 DD DSN=USERID.UDS.UNITF.PATH,DISP=SHR
The datasets indicated by the UNITF and UNITF1 DD statements must
exist prior to using the dataset in a DET2000 step.
Note:

Dynamic translation must be used in batch mode; it is not functional
when running online reconciliation. If you attempt to use dynamic
translation when running online reconciliation, you will receive an error
message stating that the UNITF DD statement is missing.

Using Suspense Processing
Suspense processing is a form of reconciliation. It provides you with the
ability to use the history database as a way of tracking ongoing out-ofbalance conditions.
Data that needs to be reconciled may not all be available at the same
time, or may need to be held for a certain amount of time. Available data
can be stored on the history database until all data is available for
reconciliation, until the data to be reconciled is in balance, or until the
data has been stored on the history database for a given period of time.
Note:

Cycle numbers should not be specified for the history database.
Suspense processing does not support multiple cycles. When the cycle
number is not defined, it will default to 00000001.

There are several ways to set up a suspense processing application. Two
of these are illustrated below. Example 1 extracts data from a report
and from the existing history database as input (internal items) during
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reconciliation. Example 2 extracts the report data as input, but items
from history are not extracted, and are processed as history items,
rather than internal.
Note:

On the Basic Job Information panel, set the Print Report options and
Store History Option to No, and then override the settings, if necessary,
on the Rules Panel. This allows you to control, through Rule Action,
which keys are written to history, or to output. If ‘No’ is specified for the
Store History option and you do not override it on the Rules panel, no
keys will be output.

Example 1
Suspense processing, as depicted in Example 1, can be achieved through
the use of the following:

 File Organization Type HF (for the History database)
 Detail Field Accumulation Option R (to replace the values in
History)

 Conditional Reconciliation Rules
 Rule Actions
The file organization type HF, specified in basic file information, tells
ACR/Detail to use the existing history database as input during the
reconciliation phase.
The detail field accumulation R will add together any detail values that
have the same reconciliation key, but replace the value in history.
Input Report

History
Database

Extract

Reconcile

Reconciliation
Reports
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Conditional rules are used to perform rule action information after
evaluating true and false conditions. The conditional rules for Example
1 are:
T/F Ind.

Rule
Action

Rule

Type

LHS

Operator

RHS

R-001

Inactive

I-001

EQ

I-002

R-002

Conditional

R1

RC

False

Add Key
to History
database

R-003

Conditional

R1

RC

True

Delete
Key from
History
database

Example 2
Suspense Processing, as depicted in Example 2, can be achieved in a
similar fashion:






Detail Field Accumulation Option R
External Items
Conditional Reconciliation Rules
Rule Actions

The file organization type HF is not needed since items on history will
be processed as history items.
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Conditional rules are used to perform rule action information after
evaluating true and false conditions. The conditional rules for Example
2 are:

T/F Ind.

Rule
Action

Rule

Type

LHS

Operator

RHS

R-001

Inactive

I-001*

EQ

E-001*

R-002

Conditional

R1

RC

False

Add Key
to History
database

R-003

Conditional

R1

RC

True

Delete
Key from
History
database

*I-001

represents a data value from the report file, E-001 represents a data value
from the history file.

Procedure for Running Reconciliation
When you run reconciliation, the rules and messages definitions you
created you created are applied to the input source you defined in the
file definitions. After a successful reconciliation run, you can view any
of the reports that you requested, as described in the following sections.
Note:

Restrictions for online reconciliation:
For some input source types, no dataset name can be specified on the
Input Sources panel, so the file cannot be allocated for online
reconciliation. For example: dataset names cannot be entered for the
following input source types for the following reasons:

 DB2 tables, because these cannot be allocated online.
 Direct spool files, because these require special monitoring and
allocation, which is not supported for jobs run online.

 User programs, because information specific to user programs is
entered on a separate panel.
In addition:

 External translation tables are not supported in online mode
because they are not specified as an input source in the Job
Window.
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Use the following procedure to run reconciliation.
1. From the Job Window, press F4 to place the cursor in the action bar,

tab to the Run men, and then press Enter. The Run menu opens.
2. Type 1 (Reconciliation) and press Enter. The Reconciliation Run

Options panel is displayed.
Reconciliation Run Options
Cycle number: ________
Set overrides for one or more of the following:
Store new history? . .
Print control report?
Print recap report? . .
Truncate/round results?
Automatic cycle format?
Rewrite history? . . .

F1=Help

F2=Split

_
_
_
_
_
_

(Y/N)
(Y/N)
(Y/N)
(Y/N)
(Y/N)
(Y/N)

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

3. Type a number in the Cycle Number field.

The cycle number is a numeric representation of the reconciliation
run. You may enter any number as long as it can be sequenced and
it has meaning to you so that you can find it later. Typically, users
enter the date so that they know when the job ran.
Note:

Only use this field if you have neither used automatic cycle options
nor specified a cycle number in your file definitions. This is one of
the two places in ACR/Detail where you can manually set a cycle
number. Typing the number in this field will create JCL for you. You
can also type the cycle number directly into a JCL parm. See
“Creating Reconciliation JCL” on page 389.

4. Answer Y or N to the list of questions under Set overrides for one or

more of the following.
These questions refer to options that appear in the Basic Job
Information section of the Job Window—print reports, store history,
truncate/round results, etc. If you have already set these options in
Basic Job Information, you may override your original setting here
in the Reconciliation Run Options panel; these overrides apply only
to the current run. If you did not set these options in Basic Job
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Information and you leave these fields blank in the Reconciliation
Run Options panel, the system will use the default.
5. When you have completed the panel, press F5 to accept.

A message is displayed indicating that the reconciliation process
has been invoked.
After a few moments, a panel is displayed with various messages.
Below is an example of what may appear on the screen.
Note:

A variety of system operation messages appear. Note any
messages starting with #U which alert you to any problems in the
definitions.

SYNCSORT 3.5DNI TPF4C US PATENTS: 4210961,5117495, OTHER PAT. PEND. (C)SYNC
SORT INC. 1991 DATE=97/216 TIME=15.17.45
ESA 4.3.0
CPU MODEL 9021
PARMLIST :
SORT FIELDS=(0001,0002,PD,D)
RECORD TYPE=F,LENGTH=(000089,,)
WER177I TURNAROUND SORT PERFORMED
WER045C END SORT PHASE
WER055I INSERT
1, DELETE
1
WER246I FILESIZE 89 BYTES
WER054I RCD IN
0, OUT
0
WER169I TPF LEVEL 4C
WER052I END SYNCSORT - YOURFILE,@LOGON,@LOGON,DIAG=C300,06CA,28F6,2417,C2E6,0
CA,28E6
SYNCSORT 3.5DNI TPF4C US PATENTS: 4210961,5117495, OTHER PAT. PEND. (C) SYNC
SORT INC. 1991 DATE=97/216 TIME=15.17.47
ESA 4.3.0
CPU MODEL 9021
PARMLIST :
SORT FIELDS=(0034,0040,CH,A,0023,0011,CH,A,0114,0018,CH,A)
RECORD TYPE=V,LENGTH=(008216,,,000224,)
WER177I TURNAROUND SORT PERFORMED
WER045C END SORT PHASE
WER055I INSERT
12, DELETE
12
***

6. When you see three asterisks (***) after the messages, press Enter.

The system displays the Control Report.
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Viewing Existing Reports
In the Job Window, you can set the report options so that the various
reports display and print automatically after reconciliation has run.
(See “Specifying Report Options” on page 114.) After reconciliation has
run once and the reports have displayed, you may open and view the
reports again at any time by following the procedure below.
1. Press F4 to place the cursor in the action bar, tab to the VIew menu,

and then press Enter. The View menu opens.
2. Type the number of the report you want to view and press Enter.

The corresponding report is displayed.
Note:

The entire report does not normally fit in the screen; when the report
first displays, you see the upper, left-hand part of the report.
Continue on to the next step to view other parts of the report.

3. Press F11 to view the right-hand side of the report.

Other keys used to adjust the view of the report are:
F10 moves to the left.
F8 moves down.
F7 moves up.
4. When you are finished viewing the report, press F3 to return to the

Job Window.
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Identifying Parts of the Control Report
The Control Report is the primary output of ACR/Detail, displaying all
the factors involved in a reconciliation step and showing you the results
of the reconciliation. This section describes the various information you
can find on the Control Report. Below are various views of a Control
Report with the main features highlighted followed by a brief
description of each.

Report
Header
(left side)

BROWSE -- YOURFILE.UDS.UNIACR ---------------------- LINE 00000000 COL 001 080
********************************* TOP OF DATA **********************************
ACR/D R20V0001
INFOGIX, INCORPORATED
DATE: 97/07/27
RECONCILIATION CONTROL REPORT
TIME: 15.56.12
DEPT TOTALS
ENTRY KEY= D E F
0001
A.

Internal
Items

History
Items

INTERNAL CONTROL ITEMS:
ITEM NO.
DESCRIPTION
-------- -------------------------------------------------------------------I-001.
EMPLOYEES
I-003.
MAN DAYS
I-004.
SICK DAY
I-005.
VACATION
I-006.
NET MAN
B. EXTERNAL CONTROL ITEMS:
NONE.
C. CALCULATED ITEMS:
PF 1=HELP
2=SPLIT
3=END
4=RETURN
5=RFIND
6=RCHANGE
PF 7=UP
8=DOWN
9=SWAP
10=LEFT
11=RIGHT
12=RETRIEVE
COMMAND ===>
. . . . .
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Report
Header
(right side)

Internal
Item
Values

BROWSE -- YOURFILE.UDS.UNIACR ---------------------- LINE 00000000 COL 053 132
********************************* TOP OF DATA **********************************
NITECH SYSTEMS, INCORPORATED
COPYRIGHT INFOGIX, INC.
ECONCILIATION CONTROL REPORT
PAGE
1
DEPT TOTALS
DATA BASE VERSION: 0000103/0000053
CYCLE#=00970827 RUN#=000
JOB ID=MANDAYS1/STEP1
/01
PTION
----------------------------------------

LEFT
-----------------50
1,050
12
15
1,023

N FORMULA
RESULT
---------------------------------------- -----------------PF 1=HELP
2=SPLIT
3=END
4=RETURN
5=RFIND
PF 7=UP
8=DOWN
9=SWAP
10=LEFT
11=RIGHT
COMMAND ===>

Calculated
Items

Rules
and
Results

Messages

6=RCHANGE
12=RETRIEVE
SCROLL ===> PAGE

BROWSE -- USERIDA.UDS.UNIACR ----------------------- LINE 00000015 COL 001 080
NONE.
C. CALCULATED ITEMS:
ITEM NO.
CALCULATION FORMULA
-------- -------------------------------------------------------------------C-001.
(I-001) * (21)
C-002.
(I-004) + (I-005)
C-003.
(I-003) - (C-002)
D. BALANCING RULES & RESULTS:
RULE NO.
BALANCING RULE
-------- -------------------------------------------------------------------1.
(C-001) EQ (I-003)
2.
(C-003) EQ (I-006)
E. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
NONE.

PF 1=HELP
PF 7=UP

2=SPLIT
8=DOWN

3=END
9=SWAP

4=RETURN
10=LEFT

5=RFIND
11=RIGHT

COMMAND ===>
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BROWSE -- USERIDA.UDS.UNIACR ----------------------- LINE 00000171 COL 001 080

Report
Footer

IN BALANCE
(RETURN CODE
INFOGIX DATABASE: USERIDA.UDS.MSGS
(UNIDF) / YOU
PROGRAM= ISPTASK LOAD LIBRARY NAME=SYS1.LPALIB
******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ********************************
PF 1=HELP
2=SPLIT
3=END
4=RETURN
5=RFIND
6=RCHANGE
PF 7=UP
8=DOWN
9=SWAP
10=LEFT
11=RIGHT
12=RETRIEVE

Report Header
The report header includes various items of information. It displays the
report page number, the date and time of the report, the database
version you are using, the job information (job name, step name, and
RLQ), and the cycle ID (cycle number and run number) of the
reconciliation step.
If, for display purposes, you want your reports and date type items to
show the century, you will need to specify your preference in the User
Options File (UNIUF) before running jobs that pick up date items
beyond December 31, 1999 and before running jobs in the year 2000.
For example, if you do not want to see a date like 00/01/01 (YYMMDD)
on your Control Report, you can change the User Options File to make
the date appear as 2000/01/01 (CCYYMMDD). Be sure that the Print
century before year option is turned on so that the century value will be
printed on the Control Report.
Internal (Control) Items
This section lists all of the internal items used in the reconciliation step,
including the actual control values that the application extracted
during the current execution of the job step. The report lists the item
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number, description, and value for each internal item that the
application uses. Values appear in the left column or the right column
as dollar amounts, counts, or alphanumeric (text).
External Control Items (or History Items)
This section lists all of the history items in the step. These contain the
control values that the reconciliation step retrieved from the history
database. These values were stored in the history file by another job
step, or a previous execution of the same job step. For example, if the
step balances a checking account, one history item might be the new
balance from last month, and internal items would be used to hold the
net activity and new balance this month. For each history item, the
report lists the job name, step name, RLQ, internal item number,
relative cycle number, actual cycle number, run number, run date, run
time, and the program name from which the items originated.
Calculated Items
This section lists all of the calculated items. It shows the calculated item
number, calculation formula and the resulting control value.
Balancing Rules & Results
This section lists the rules that the reconciliation step used. It displays
the rule number, the comparison formula, and the result. If a rule is out
of balance or is using a tolerance, the error/tolerance column shows the
amount the rule is out of balance.
All standard rules, both active and inactive, will be evaluated when
reconciliation is run. Inactive rules that have not been made active by a
conditional rule will be evaluated but will not display on the Control
Report. However, if set up the inactive rule will display on the User
Report.
Special Instructions (Messages)
This section contains any messages. If you enter a return code of 0000,
the message always prints. Otherwise, the text only prints when a
return code corresponding to an out-of-balance rule is set.
Report Footer
The report footer displays information about the entire reconciliation
step.
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Viewing the Recap Report
The Recap Report provides a summary listing for all keys that were
reconciled, showing the reconciliation results and any return codes.

Report
Header

BROWSE -- YOURFILE.UDS.RECAP ----------------------- LINE 00000000 COL 001 080
********************************* TOP OF DATA **********************************
ACR/D R20V0001
INFOGIX, INCORPORATED
DATE: 97/07/27
RECONCILIATION RECAP REPORT
TIME: 15.56.08
COMPANY TOTALS
KEY NO.
KEY
CYCLE #
-------- ---------------------------------------- -------1
A B C
72795005
2
D E F
72795005
3
X Y Z
72795005
******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ********************************

PF 1=HELP
PF 7=UP

2=SPLIT
8=DOWN

3=END
9=SWAP

4=RETURN
10=LEFT

5=RFIND
11=RIGHT

COMMAND ===>
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Report
Header

BROWSE -- YOURFILE.UDS.RECAP ----------------------- LINE 00000000 COL 053 132
********************************* TOP OF DATA **********************************
NITECH SYSTEMS, INCORPORATED
COPYRIGHT INFOGIX, INC.
RECONCILIATION RECAP REPORT
PAGE
1
COMPANY TOTALS
DATA BASE VERSION: 0000103/0000053
JOB ID=MANDAYS1/STEP1
/
CYCLE #
RUN #
STATUS
CODE
------------------ -------- ---------------------- ---00970727 000
IN BALANCE
0000
00970727 000
**OUT OF BALANCE** 1000
00970727 000
IN BALANCE
0000
******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ********************************

PF 1=HELP
PF 7=UP

2=SPLIT
8=DOWN

3=END
9=SWAP

4=RETURN
10=LEFT

5=RFIND
11=RIGHT

COMMAND ===>

6=RCHANGE
12=RETRIEVE
SCROLL ===> PAGE

Report Header
The report header includes various items of information. It displays the
report page number, the date and time of the report, the database
version you are using, the job information (job name, step name, and
RLQ), and the cycle ID (cycle number and run number) of the
reconciliation step.
If, for display purposes, you want your reports and date type items to
show the century, you will need to specify your preference in the User
Options File (UNIUF) before running jobs that pick up date items
beyond December 31, 1999 and before running jobs in the year 2000.
For example, if you do not want to see a date like 00/01/01 (YYMMDD)
on your Recap Report, you can change the User Options File to make the
date appear as 2000/01/01 (CCYYMMDD). Be sure that the Print
century before year option is turned on so that the century value will be
printed on the Recap Report.
Key Number
The Key Number section numbers the keys in the reconciliation job.
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Key
The Key heading lists keys used to pick up the data values from the
input source. In the example above, the three keys listed represent
companies ABC, DEF, and XYZ.
Cycle Number
The Cycle Number section shows the cycle numbers used for each key.
Status
The Status shows if the key is in balance or out of balance.
Code
The Code is a four-digit number representing an out-of-balance
reconciliation result.

Viewing the User Report
The User Report is a customized report that uses any or all of the data
found in the Control Report in the order that you specify. For more
information, see Chapter 6, “Entering Basic Job Information.” Below is
an example of a User Report.

Report
Header

BROWSE -- USERIDA.UDS.USER ------------------------- LINE 00000000 COL 001 080
********************************* TOP OF DATA **********************************
ACR/D R20V0001
RECONCILIATION USER REPORT
DATE: 97/08/04
COPYRIGHT INFOGIX, INC.
TIME: 15.17.48
JOB ID:
INFOGIX, INCORPORATED
USER REPORT-DEPARTMENT TOTALS
Report Title
80000015

Column
Headings

KEYS

EMPLOYEES

_______
A B C

Key
Break
Title

TOTALS

__________
52
41
26
86

Column
Totals

PF 1=HELP
PF 7=UP

205

2=SPLIT
8=DOWN

MAN DAYS
__________
1,092
861
546
1,806

SICK DAYS
____________
12
9
3
23

4,305
3=END
9=SWAP

4=RETURN
10=LEFT

________________
1
2
3

47
5=RFIND
11=RIGHT

COMMAND ===>
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6
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Report Header
The report header includes various items of information. It displays the
report page number, the date and time of the report, the database
version you are using, the job information (job name, step name, and
RLQ), and the cycle ID (cycle number and run number) of the
reconciliation step.
If, for display purposes, you want your reports and date type items to
show the century, you will need to specify your preference in the User
Options File (UNIUF) before running jobs that pick up date items
beyond December 31, 1999 and before running jobs in the year 2000.
For example, if you do not want to see a date like 00/01/01 (YYMMDD)
on your User Report, you can change the User Options File to make the
date appear as 2000/01/01 (CCYYMMDD). Be sure that the Print
century before year option is turned on so that the century value will be
printed on the User Report.
Report Title
The report title is indicated in the User Report Information section of
the User Report Window and appears immediately below the report
header. The Page Item Field appears here.
Column Headings
The column headings and the data that appears in the columns is
specified in the User Report Column Information section of the User
Report Window. In the User Report columns, you may include key
information, item values, or rule results.
Key Break Title
The key break title refers to the type of information found in the key
break. In the example above, the key break title, Totals, refers to the
accumulation of the values in each column.
Column Totals
The column totals are the accumulation of the data in each of the
columns.
Note:
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If you set up rule values to print on the User Report keep in mind that all
standard rules, both active and inactive, will be evaluated when
reconciliation is run. Inactive rules that have not been made active by a
conditional rule will be evaluated but will not display on the Control
Report. However, if set up, the rule will display on the User Report.
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This chapter discusses two types of translation tables: external and
internal.
This chapter includes the following sections:












“Comparing External and Internal Translation Tables” on page 343
“The Big Picture — External Translation Tables” on page 344
“A Simple Example” on page 346
“The Process” on page 349
“Opening an Existing External Translation Table” on page 350
“Phase 1: Defining the Table” on page 350
“Phase 2: Building the Table” on page 360
“Phase 3: Setting Up the Lookup Rules” on page 378
“Internal Translation Tables” on page 385
“Accessing Internal Translation Tables” on page 386

Comparing External and Internal Translation
Tables
External translation tables allow you to read data from a variety of
sources outside of ACR/Detail for translation and inclusion in the
reconciliation process. They eliminate the need for dual maintenance of
translation tables. Once a table (on an external source) is defined to
ACR/Detail, you can add, change, or delete column values without
changing the ACR/Detail definitions.
Internal translation tables allow you to define and maintain the tables
in ACR/Detail.
The following are some useful facts about translation tables.

 External translation tables can contain up to 999 columns.
Extraction variables can also be used with external translation
tables. See “Using Extraction Variables in Translation Tables” on
page 263.

 The source data for external translation tables can be stored on
physical sequential files or VSAM KSDS, or they can be accessed
through a user program or they can be internally defined data.
7/10/07
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The Big Picture — External Translation Tables
To understand how to work with external translation tables, you first
need to understand where and how translation occurs.

The Extraction Process
Translation occurs after data to be translated is extracted from an input
source during the ACR/Detail extraction process. In the following
graphic, a state abbreviation, AK, is extracted from a report file.
Translation
occurs here

Extracted
data
AK

Input file

To
reconciliation

Definition
Database

The Translation Process
In the translation process, extracted data is compared to values in the
translation table. If a match is found, the extracted value is translated.
Then, the translated value either replaces the value passed to the
translation process, or is stored as an extraction variable. The
translated value can then be used in the reconciliation process.
In the following graphic, the extracted state abbreviation AK is
translated into the state code 01.
Extracted
data
AK

Translation
Table

Translated
data
01

Connecting the Extraction Process and the Translation Process
You connect the extraction process to the translation process when
defining either a key field or a detail field.
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The following steps describe how to connect an external translation
table to a key field.
1. In the Extract Window, place the cursor on the first position of the

value to be extracted as the key.
2. Press F6 to display the Definition Type panel.
3. Type 3 to select key field and press Enter.

The Key Field panel is displayed.
Key Field
Select the source of data from which the key is being
defined:
1
1. Input record...
2. Literal area...
3. Extraction variable...
Will this key be translated using a translation table?

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

Y

(Y/N)

F9=Swap

4. Make the appropriate selection in the first field and answer Y to

the question if the key will be translated using a translation table.
5. Press F5 to accept.

The Key Field (Input Record) panel is displayed. For information on
how to complete the panel, see “Defining Key Fields” on page 234.
Complete the key field information and press F5 to accept.
The Translation Table Information is displayed.
Translation Table Information
Table name: STATES
If the translation value is not found:
1
1. Print warning message (processing for key is suppressed)
2. Print error message (processing terminates)
3. Print warning message (processing continues)
4. Do not print warning message (processing continues)
5. Use dynamic translation
F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

6. Type the name of the translation table in the Table name field.
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For information on how to create this table, see “Phase 1: Defining
the Table” on page 350.
Note:

You can connect the extraction process to the translation
process before or after you define the translation table.

7. Choose an option to determine what ACR/Detail will do if the

translation value is not found in the table.
Choose 1 (Print warning message (processing for key is
suppressed)) to print a warning message and suppress processing
for the key.
Choose 2 (Print error message (processing terminates)) to stop
processing and print an error message.
Choose 3 (Print warning message (processing continues)) to print a
warning message and continue processing.
Choose 4 (Do not print warning message (processing continues)) to
ignore it, do not print a warning message and continue processing.
Choose 5 (Use dynamic translation) to use dynamic translation.
8. Press F5 to accept.
Note:

You can connect the extraction process to the translation
process before or after you define the translation table.

A Simple Example
This example shows you how to set up a simple external translation
table for use in a reconciliation job. The object is to translate a set of
abbreviations into a set of two-position codes so that the data on two
input reports can be reconciled. In addition, the example will be
extended to cover the ONEROW feature.

The Reports
Report 1 shows total quarterly sales figures by state. On this report,
states are identified by a two-position code. Report 2 shows monthly
sales figures by state. On this report, states are identified by their twoposition postal abbreviation code.
Using the state code as the key, we need to reconcile the quarterly
figures on Report 1 to the monthly figures on Report 2.
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XYZ COMPANY

STATE
01
02
03

QUARTERLY SALES FIGURES
Q3, 1994
TOTAL
175,000.00
225,000.00
120,000.00

..
..

XYZ COMPANYMONTHLY SALES FIGURES
Q3, 1994
STATE
AK
AK
AK
AL
AL
AL
.
.
.
.

TOTAL
50,000.00
25,000.00
100,000.00
100,000.00
100,000.00
25,000.00.

The Source Data
The source data contains the data needed to do the translation. The
system will read this source data and build a translation table based on
the definitions.
In this example, the source data is stored on a physical sequential file
(for information on translating VSAM data, see “Using VSAM
ONEROW Processing in the Example” on page 348, and is laid out as
follows:
01000001AK
02000002AL
03000003AZ
04000004CA
05000005CO
06000006DE
07000007GA

Note:

7/10/07

For our translation we will use the first two columns and the last
two columns. The middle columns will not be used in the
translation process. It merely demonstrates that the source for
the translation should contain the values to build the translation
table, but can also contain other data.
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The Build Table
The table to be built consists of two columns: one for the state code and
one for the state abbreviations, as shown below. During the extraction
process, if the system comes across a key or detail value to be translated,
it looks for the name of the translation table related to the key or detail
value and then looks for a match in that table. If it finds a match, it
performs the translation and then returns to the extraction process.
Code

Abbreviation

01

AK

02

AL

03

AZ

04

CA

05

CO

06

DE

Using VSAM ONEROW Processing in the Example
Now suppose that your source data is not a physical sequential file, but
rather a keyed VSAM file. In this case you can access the file randomly
using a feature called ONEROW. This feature enables you to rebuild the
table every time you translate an item, but you build the table with only
one member.
The built table will look as follows when you processed the Alaska
record:
Code

Abbreviation

01

AK

Then, when you translated the Alabama record, the built table would
look like this:
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If you have the key to the VSAM file, expect all items to be found on the
file, and do not process the same translation more than once, using the
ONEROW feature can save processing time.

Implementing ONEROW Processing
To implement ONEROW processing, enter @ONEROW in the
Description field on the Translation Table Information panel.

The Process
The process of creating external translation tables consists of three
phases.

 Defining the table
In this phase, you identify the translation table, specify the inputoutput parameters, and define columns.

 Building the table
In this phase, you specify any build preparation rules, and describe
the columns of the source data from which will be extracted.

 Setting up lookup rules
In this phase, you define lookup rules. Lookup rules compare
extracted data and tell the system what to do when values to
translate are encountered.

Accessing the External Translation Tables Window
Use the following procedure to access external translation tables.
1. From the ACR/Detail Job Window, press F4 to access the action bar,

tab to the Window menu, and then press Enter.
2. Type 4 (Translation tables) and press Enter.

The Translation panel is displayed.
Translation
Choose an option:
__ 1. Process an external table
2. Process an internal table

F1=Help
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3. Type 1 (Process an external table) and press Enter. The Translation

Table Window is displayed.
File Edit Window Help
--------------------------------------------------------------------Translation Table Window
Row 1 from 14

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

A.

B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Basic Table Information:
Table ID:
Dataset Organization:
Build Option:
Input-Output Parameters: 000
< NEW... >
Table Columns: 000
< NEW... >
Table Lookup Rules: 000
< NEW... >
Build Preparation Rules: 000
< NEW... >
Constant Table Data: 000

Command Line ===> ___________________________________________________
F1=Help
F2=Split
F3=Exit
F4=Actions F7=Up
F8=Down
F9=Swap

Opening an Existing External Translation Table
When you choose to open an existing external translation, the system
opens the table you specify and all the definitions associated with it.
Use the following procedure to open an existing external translation
table.
1. From the Translation Table Window, press F4 to access the action

bar, and then press Enter to display the File menu.
2. Choose option 2 (Open) to open a translation table and press Enter.
3. Type S next to the Table ID you want to open and press Enter. The

table definitions for that table ID display.

Phase 1: Defining the Table
Defining external translation tables consists of three tasks:

 Defining basic table information
 Defining the table columns
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 Setting up the lookup rules
Note:

You need at least a table ID and description to save a definition.

Defining Basic Table Information
In this task, you assign a name to the table (Table ID), indicate the
physical organization of the file containing the source data (Dataset
Organization), and indicate how the translation table should be built
(Build Options).

Table ID and Description
To define the table ID, follow these instructions:
1. On the Translation Table Window, type S next to Table ID under

Basic Table Information and press Enter.
The External Table Information panel is displayed.
Translation Table Information
Table ID: ________________
Description: ________________________________________
F1=Help

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

2. Type a name in the Table ID field to identify the table. The Table ID

must be the same as the table name used for the key or detail field.
3. Complete the Description field with a description for the table.

Alternatively, if you are accessing a VSAM file, you have the key to
the file, and you expect all items to be found on the file, you can
access the VSAM file randomly by using the literal @ONEROW as
the description. For more about the ONEROW feature, see “Using
VSAM ONEROW Processing in the Example” on page 348.
4. Press F5 to accept. The Translation Table Window is displayed. The

table ID is now shown.

Dataset Organization
To define Dataset Organization, follow these instructions:
1. Type S next to Dataset Organization and press Enter.
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The Dataset Organization panel is displayed.
Dataset Organization
Choose the dataset organization below:
1
1. Sequential input file...
2. Keyed VSAM file...
3. User program...
4. Constant translation data
F1=Help
F2=Split
F3=Exit
F5=Accept
F9=Swap

2. Select the dataset organization of the source data.

The system supports four types of dataset organizations: sequential
files, VSAM KSDS, user programs, and constant translation data.
Choose 1 (Sequential input file) if you are using physical sequential
dataset organization. For more information, see “Sequential Input
File” on page 352.
Choose 2 (Keyed VSAM file) if you are using a keyed VSAM file. For
more information, see “Keyed VSAM Files” on page 353.
Choose 3 (User program) if you are using a user program. For more
information, see “User Programs” on page 354.
Choose 4 (Constant translation data) if you are using constant
translation data. For more information, see “Constant Translation
Data” on page 355.
3. Press F5 to accept.

A second panel is displayed corresponding to the dataset
organization type you indicated. The following sections describe
how to fill out each of the different panels for the different file
organizations.

Sequential Input File
If you indicated in the Dataset Organization panel that the organization
type is a sequential input file, the following panel is displayed.
Sequential Input File
DDNAME:
DSName:
Display
If yes,

________
____________________________________________
the above DSName in the extract window?
Y (Y/N)
enter number of lines to display: . . . . 00100 (1-99999)

F1=Help
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4. Type name to identify the file in the DDname field.

The first character of the file DDNAME must be alphabetic. And if
you are running a job in batch, the file DDNAME must match the
DDNAME in the JCL that points to the report or dataset to which
the file descriptions will be applied.
5. Type the name of the dataset in the DSName field.

Type the name of the physical file containing the source data.
6. Type Y or N to answer the following question: Display the above

DSName in the extract window?
Type a Y to display the input file. This allows you to mark and
capture columns when building rules.
Note:

This option is only available for physical sequential files and
VSAM KSDS.

7. If you answered Y to the previous question, enter the number of

lines to display.
Set this to the number of lines to display from the top of the source
data. By default, 100 lines will display.
8. Press F5 to accept.

Keyed VSAM Files
If you indicated in the Dataset Organization panel that the organization
type is a keyed VSAM file, the following panel is displayed.
Keyed VSAM File
DDNAME:
DSName:
Display
If yes,

F1=Help

________
____________________________________________
the above DSName in the extract window?
Y (Y/N)
enter number of lines to display: . . . . 00100

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

1. Type name to identify the file in the DDname field.

The first character of the file DDNAME must be alphabetic. And if
you are running a job in batch, the file DDNAME must match the
DDNAME in the JCL that points to the report or dataset to which
the file descriptions will be applied.
2. Type the name of the dataset in the DSName field.

Type the name of the physical file containing the source data.
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3. Type Y or N to answer the following question: Display the above

DSName in the extract window?
Type a Y to display the input file. This allows you to mark and
capture columns when building rules.
Note:

This option is only available for physical sequential files and
VSAM KSDS.

4. If you answered Y to the previous question, enter the number of

lines to display.
Set this to the number of lines to display from the top of the source
data. By default, 100 lines will display.
5. Press F5 to accept.

User Programs
ACR/Detail provides the ability to call external COBOL programs.
These programs can be written to access input sources that ACR/Detail
does not provide directly. If you indicated in the Dataset Organization
panel that the organization type is a user program, the following panel
is displayed.
User Program
DDNAME: TEST
Specify user program information:
Program name: ________
Program parm area: __________________
F1=Help
F2=Split
F3=Exit
F5=Accept
F9=Swap

1. Verify the DDNAME.

This name can be changed.
2. Type a name in the Program name field to identify the user

program name.
Whether you create your own or you use one of the Infogix user
programs, an eight-character name will identify the program. The
Infogix program names are as follows:
UUPDLIM—The Delimited Field Access Method can be used to
extract data from files containing records of variable length fields,
separated by one or more separator characters or delimiters.
UUPEDIF—The Infogix EDI Access Method can be used to extract
data from EDI files (in X12 format) for use with ACR/Detail.
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UUPVREC—The Infogix Variable Record Access Method can be
used to extract data from variable length records consisting of a
fixed “header” area and a variable number of “line” areas.
UUPXML—The Infogix XML Access Method can be used to extract
data from XML files.
3. Type a name in the Program parm area field which will be used to

pass information to the user program.
Each program name specified above will need information to be
passed. Up to 18 characters can be passed via this field.
4. Press F5 to accept.

Constant Translation Data
Constant Translation Data, the fourth type of data organization,
provides all the benefits of “external” translation (multiple lookup
parameters and columns, complex lookup capabilities) with the
simplicity and control of constant (i.e., “internal”) table data. All of the
data for the translation table is part of the table definitions themselves,
rather than being in a file read at run time.
If you have used Internal Translation Tables (see “Internal Translation
Tables” on page 385), this organization is like having internal
translation data without being limited to just one input column and one
output column. Instead, you can define as many columns as you want,
as long as the total width is no more than 80 characters for an input
column, 8 characters for an alphanumeric output column, or 15
characters for a numeric output column.
Unlike internal translation, constant translation does not need an exact
match of the extracted data to the input column. In other words, the lefthand side and right-hand side of the selection rule don’t have to be equal
to each other. The left-hand side can be not equal, greater than, less
than, greater than or equal to, less than or equal to, not blank, or blank.
The left-hand side can contain character data or numeric data. You can
even choose “At end” to signal that when the end of the table is reached,
additional processing should occur.
With this organization, there is an extra section (section F. Constant
Table Data) of definition information that must be filled in. Each
definition item you create here is nothing more than a data record from
which you will build the table’s columns. You may have up to 999 of
these data items, although for easier maintenance you would probably
switch to Physical Sequential organization before you got to 999 data
definitions.
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An example of constant data might be cost center names and numbers.
For instance, you might want to translate cost center locations (Dallas,
Atlanta, etc.) into cost center numbers (100, 170, etc.). In the Constant
Table panel (shown on the next page), you would type “Dallas 100” in
the field called Specify table data information. Again, this is the data
record from which you will build the table’s columns. Dallas represents
column 1 and 100 represents column 2. You would allow a certain
number of spaces in between the cost center name and the cost center
number, depending on the number of characters in the longest cost
center name. For this example, let’s say the longest name is 20
characters long. Then when defining build rules in the External
Translation Table Extract Window, you would create two column
assignment records. You would specify position 1 for 20 characters for
column 1 and position 21 for 3 characters for column 2.
Constant Table
Item number: 001

(1-999)

Specify table data information:
________________________________________
________________________________________
F1=Help
F2=Split
F3=Exit
F5=Accept
F9=Swap

Build Options
To define the build options, follow these instructions.
1. Type S next to Build Option and press Enter. The Build Option panel

is displayed.
Build Option
Specify an option indicating when the table data should be
built:
1

1.
2.

Note:

First time
Each lookup
Option 2 should only be used when the building of
the table depends on the input-output parameters.

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

2. Choose an option to indicate a build option.

Choose 1 (First time) if you intend to load and use the translation
data from the source data as it exists.
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Choose 2 (Each lookup) if you intend to use extraction variables and
therefore will be rebuilding the table rows for each lookup based on
the values of input-output parameters. Use this option if you want
to randomly access a VSAM KSDS file for each lookup using the
ONEROW feature. This feature builds a one-row “table” of
translation columns based on key information passed in via inputoutput parameters (extraction variables). For more information,
see “Using VSAM ONEROW Processing in the Example” on
page 348.
3. Press F5 to accept.

Specifying Input-Output Parameters
Input-output parameters tell the system what values to translate,
where those values come from, and where to store the translated values.
Input-output parameters can be key fields (currently extracted data),
detail fields, or extraction variables.
To define input-output parameters, follow these steps:
1. Type S next to <New...> under Input-Output Parameters on the

Translation Table Window and press Enter. The Input-Output
Parameters panel is displayed.
Input-Output Parameters
Item number: 002

(1-999)

Name: . . . ________________________________________
Description: ________________________________________
Type:
4
1.
2.
3.
4.

Count
Amount
Date
Text

Decimals: _

Length: __

Specify parameter source:
1
1. Extracted data
2. Extraction variable
Extraction variable number: ___

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

(1-999)

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

2. Verify the three-digit value in the Item Number field.

This number will be referred to in the lookup rules.
3. Type a name in the Name field.
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This name will help you to identify the parameter. It will be
displayed on the Translation Table Window, next to the item
number.
4. Type a description in the Description field.
5. Choose an option to select a valid type for the column in the Type

field.
Choose 1 (Count) to display the item as a number up to 15 digits
long that is printed with embedded commas and no decimal point.
If the value is negative a trailing minus sign (-) will print.
Choose 2 (Amount) to display the item as a dollar amount up to 15
digits long; it will be printed with a leading dollar sign ($),
embedded commas, a decimal point, and two decimal places. If the
value is negative a trailing minus sign (-) will print.
Choose 3 (Date) to display the item as a date; the date will be
formatted into a Gregorian representation and printed in the
format: YY/MM/DD, unless a different date format has been
specified as a user option. (For more information on overriding
system defaults for date formatting, see “Date Formats” on
page 73.) The date is stored in the history database in the
YYYYMMDD format.
Choose 4 (Text) to display the item as a character string up to eight
characters long; it will be printed enclosed in single quotation
marks.
6. Type a number in the Decimal field.

If the type is 1 (Amount) enter the number of decimals for the
parameter.
7. Type a value in the Length field.

Enter the length of the parameter.
8. In the Specify parameter source field, choose an option to indicate

whether the data source is an extracted value (i.e., detail field or
key field) or an extraction variable.
Choose 1 (Extracted data) if the extracted value will be either a
detail field or a key field.
Choose 2 (Extraction variable) if the extracted value is an
extraction variable, which is a temporary storage area for text,
count, amount, or date values. For more information on extraction
variables, see “Understanding Extraction Variables” on page 256.
9. If the parameter source is an extraction variable, type the number

of the variable in the Extraction Variable Number field.
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10. Press F5 to accept.

Defining the Table Columns
In this task, you define each of the columns for the translation process,
both before and after. Columns will store the values extracted from the
source data.
To define table columns, follow these steps:
1. Type S next to <New...> under Table Columns on the Translation

Table Window.
The Table Columns panel is displayed.
Table Columns
Item number: 001
Name:

(1-999)

. . . ________________________________________

Description: ________________________________________
Type:
4
1.
2.
3.
4.

Count
Amount
Date
Text

Decimals: _

Length: __

Is this column used to sort the table? N
Specify the sort key number: ___

F1=Help

F2=Split

(Y/N)

(1-10)

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

2. Verify the value in the Item Number field.

Assign a column number (001-999) for the value. You will reference
this number during the table build process. This number will
automatically increment.
3. Type a name in the Name field.

Enter a descriptive name of up to 40 characters for the column.
Choose a meaningful name that will help you identify the column.
4. Type a more descriptive name in the Description field.

This field provides an optional, more extensive description of up to
40 characters for the column.
5. Choose an option to indicate the valid type for your column in the

Type field.
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Choose 1 (Count) to display the item as a number up to 15 digits
long that is printed with embedded commas and no decimal point.
If the value is negative, a trailing minus sign (-) will print.
Choose 2 (Amount) to display the item as a dollar amount up to 15
digits long; it will be printed with a leading dollar sign ($),
embedded commas, a decimal point, and two decimal places. If the
value is negative, a trailing minus sign (-) will print.
Choose 3 (Date) to display the item as a date; the date will be
formatted into a Gregorian representation and printed in the
format: YY/MM/DD, unless a different date format has been
specified as a user option. (For more information on overriding
system defaults for date formatting, see “Date Formats” on
page 73.) The date is stored in the history database in the
CCYYMMDD format.
Choose 4 (Text) to display the item as a character string up to eight
characters long; it will be printed enclosed in single quotation
marks.
6. Type the number of decimals in the Decimals field.

If type is 1 (Amount), enter the number of decimals to display.
7. Type the number of positions for the column in the Length field.

Indicate the width of the column.
8. Type Y or N to answer the following question: Is this column used

to sort the table?
You can increase processing efficiency by using a column as a sort
key for the table. You can use up to 10 sort keys for a table (80 bytes
total).
9. Type a number to indicate the sort order of this column in the

Specify the sort key number field.
If the column is used to sort the table, enter a number (1 - 10) to
indicate its sort order.
10. Press F5 to accept. To add another column, repeat steps 1 through

10.

Phase 2: Building the Table
Building a table consists of two tasks:

 Describing the columns whose data will be extracted from the source
data

 Specifying any build preparation rules (for VSAM KSDS only)
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Defining Build Preparation Rules
Build preparation rules are used only if...
1. The source data is stored on a VSAM KSDS file,
2. You want to define a start browse key, and
3. The source data is accessed by key.

Build preparation rules are used only if the source data is stored on a
VSAM file, and you wish to define a start browse key, and the source
data is accessed by key. Always use build preparation rules for the
ONEROW feature. For more information, see “Using VSAM ONEROW
Processing in the Example” on page 348.
1. Type an S next to <NEW...> under Build Preparation Rules and

press Enter. The Build Preparation Rules panel is displayed.
Build Preparation Rules
Item number: 001
Specify the source of input:
2
1. Literal area...
2. Parameter number...
Specify output information:
Field position: ____

F1=Help

F2=Split

Field length: __

F3=Exit

Field format:
2
1. Numeric
2. Alphanumeric
3. Packed decimal
4. Zone decimal
5. Binary
F5=Accept

F9=Swap

2. Choose an option under Specify the source of input to indicate the

type of input source to be used for this rule.
Choose 1 (Literal area) to indicate that the input will be coming
from the literal area.
Choose 2 (Parameter number) to indicate that the input will be
coming from the parameter number.
3. Enter a value in the Field position field.

The Field Position represents the first position of the value in the
VSAM file.
4. Enter a value in the Field length field.

Valid values for all field formats except Binary are 1-80.
If the field format is Binary, valid values for length are 1-8.
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5. Choose an option in the Field format field to indicate the format of

the value. See “Understanding Field Formats” on page 218 for an
explanation of the formats.
6. Press F5 to accept.

If you chose Literal area in step 2 the Build Preparation Rules
(Literal Area) panel is displayed.
If you chose Parameter number in step 2, the Build Preparation
Rules (Parameter Number) panel is displayed.

Build Preparation Rules (Literal Area)
If you selected Literal Area as the input source, the following panel is
displayed.
Build Preparation Rules (Literal Area)
Literal: ____________________
Field position: 0001

F1=Help

F2=Split

Field length: 08

F3=Exit

2

Field format:
1. Numeric
2. Alphanumeric

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

1. Enter characters for the literal.
2. Enter a value in the Field position field.

The field position identifies the input field position relative to the
beginning of the literal area. The position and length together must
not exceed 81.
3. Enter a value in the Field length field.

The field length refers to the length of the literal relative to the
input field position.
4. Choose an option in the Field format field to indicate the format of

the value.
Choose 1 (Numeric) if all of the characters in the value are numeric.
Choose 2 (Alphanumeric) if at least some of the characters in the
value are alphabetic.
5. Press F5 to accept.
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Build Preparation Rules (Parameter Number)
If you selected Parameter Number as the input source, the following
panel is displayed.
Build Preparation Rules (Parameter Number)
Parameter number: ___
Field position: 0001

F1=Help

F2=Split

(1-999)
Field length: 08

F3=Exit

Field format:
2
1. Numeric
2. Alphanumeric
3. Packed decimal
4. Zone decimal
5. Binary
6. Unsigned packed
F5=Accept
F9=Swap

1. Enter the number of the parameter to be used.
2. Enter a value in the Field position field.

The field position identifies the Input Field Position relative to the
beginning of the input record. The position and length together
must not exceed 9.
3. Enter a value in the Field length field.

The field length identifies the length of the input field relative to
the input field position.
4. Choose an option in the Field format field to indicate the format of

the value. See “Understanding Field Formats” on page 218 for an
explanation of the formats.
5. Press F5 to accept.
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Defining Build Rules
Build rules define the selection criteria for extracting data from the
source data to build the translation table. To access the Build Rule Type
panels, you must first access the external tables extract window.
There are five build rule types available:
Use this build rule

To

Selection Criteria

Restrict the number of records selected from the
source data.

Relative Record

Identify the relative position from a selected record.
Use this rule type in conjunction with selection criteria.

Reformat Record

Reformat a column value before using it in a column
assignment

Column Assignment

Extract column values from the source data and load
them into the translation table.

Process Control

Control key break or “At end” processing.

Two Ways to Construct Build Rules
There are two ways to define the rules you want for extracting the
source data. You can use the mark-and-capture method, or you can use
the manual definition method.

Mark-and-Capture
Using the mark-and-capture method, you display the source data in the
Extract window. You then mark the columns directly on the table.
When you press F6, the system displays the appropriate panel, allowing
you to complete the definition.
This method is only available for physical sequential and VSAM KSDS
files.

Manual Definition
Using the manual definition method, you also use the Extract window.
However, instead of marking and capturing data from a file, you
manually specify information, such as the position and length of
columns.
This method is available for all file types. It is the only method available
if the source data will be extracted from a user program.
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You might also use manual definition if you have binary or packed data
to be defined for a physical sequential field or a VSAM KSDS. The
Extract window will display the source data in text and display numeric
format. This means, for example, that if you have a hexadecimal field,
you would see a marker instead of the actual hexadecimal values.

Building the Rule Type
Each field to be extracted from the source data must be described and
assigned to a column in the table being built. You use a separate build
rule type definition for each column you want to extract from the source
data.
1. From the Translation Table Window, press F4 to access the action

bar.
2. From the action bar, Tab to reach Window and press Enter.
3. Type 2 (Translation table extract) and press Enter.

If you complete all the Translation Table Window fields correctly,
and if you have set the field displayed in extract window on the
input files panel to Y, the extract window appears and the file
defined in the basic table information fields will display.
File Edit View Window Help
--------------------------------------------------------------------Translation Table Extract Window
LINES 00000007 COL 0001
0072
----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+---01000001AK
02000002AL
03000003AZ
04000004CA
05000005CO
06000006DE
07000007GA

Command Line ===> ___________________________________ SCROLL ===> PAGE
F1=Help
F2=Split
F3=Exit
F4=Actions F5=Repeat
F6=Add
F7=Up
F8=Down
F9=Swap
F10=Left
F11=Right

4. Place the cursor on the position in the table for the column you are

going to build and press F6.
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The Table Build Rule Type panel is displayed.
Select the table build rule type:
__

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Selection record...
Relative record...
Reformat record...
Column assignment record...
Process control record...

F1=Help

F3=Exit

5. Choose an option to identify the appropriate table build rule type.

Choose 1 (Selection Record) to restrict the number of records
selected from the source table. For more information, see “Selection
Records” on page 367.
Choose 2 (Relative Record) to identify the relative position from a
selected record. For more information, see “Relative Records” on
page 370.
Choose 3 (Reformat Record) to reformat a column value before
using it in a column assignment. For more information, see
“Reformat Records” on page 371.
Choose 4 (Column Assignment Record) to extract column values
from the source table and load them into the translation table. For
more information, see “Column Assignment Record” on page 373.
Choose 5 (Process Control Record) to use control key break or “at
end” processing.
6. Press F5 to accept.

A second panel is displayed corresponding to the build rule type you
indicated. The following sections describe how to fill out each of the
different panels for the different build rule types.
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Selection Records
If you indicated from the Build Rule Type panel that your rule type is a
selection record, the following panel is displayed.
Selection Record
Specify the source of input:
1
1. Input record...
2. Extraction variable...

Specify
1
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

the selection type:
Equal to...
Not equal to...
Greater than...
Less than...
Greater than or equal to...
Less than or equal to...
Not blank...
Blank...
Character data...
Numeric data...

Process selection only one time? N (Y/N)
Read input until selection found? N (Y/N)

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

1. Choose an option in the Specify the source of input field.

Choose 1 (Input record) to indicate the source as an input record.
Choose 2 (Extraction variable) to indicate the source as an
extraction variable. For more information on extraction variables,
see “Understanding Extraction Variables” on page 256.
2. Choose an option in the Specify the selection type field.

Choose 1 (Equal to) to select the value if the input source is equal to
the yet to be specified literal or extraction variable.
Choose 2 (Not equal to) to select the value if the input source is not
equal to the yet to be specified literal or extraction variable.
Choose 3 (Greater than) to select the value if the input source is
greater than the yet to be specified literal or extraction variable.
Choose 4 (Less than) to select the value if the input source is less
than the yet to be specified literal or extraction variable.
Choose 5 (Greater than or equal to) to select the value if the input
source is greater than or equal to the yet to be specified literal or
extraction variable.
Choose 6 (Less than or equal to) to select the value if the input
source is less than or equal to yet to be specified literal or extraction
variable.
Choose 7 (Blank) to select the value if the input source is blank.
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Choose 8 (Not blank) to select the value if the input source is not
blank.
Choose 9 (Character data) to select the value if the input source
contains character data.
Choose 10 (Numeric data) to select the value if the input source
contains numeric data.
3. Type Y or N to answer the question Process selection one time only?

Indicate how often you want to apply these selection options
against the input file. Valid values are applied only one time or
applied every time.
4. Type Y or N to answer the question Read input until selection

found?
Indicate how the file should search for the input value.
5. Press F5 to accept. The Selection Record (Input Record) panel is

displayed.
Selection Record (Input Record)
----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4
S
54
5,900
5,954
Field format:
Field position: 0019 Field length: __ 2
1
Numeric
2. Alphanumeric
3. Packed decimal
4. Zoned decimal
5. Binary
6. Unsigned packed
F1=Help
F2=Split
F3=Exit
F5=Accept F9=Swap
Line reference

6. Verify the data in the Line Reference field.

If your input source is a physical sequential or VSAM file, the Line
Reference field will contain the first 80 bytes of data to the right of
where you placed the cursor.
If your input source is a file organization other than physical
sequential or VSAM, the Line Reference field is blank.
7. Verify or enter a value in the Field Position field.

The Field Position represents the first position of the selection field.
For example, if the selection field starts in the third position of a
line, the number in the Field Position field should be 0003.
If your input source is a physical sequential or VSAM file, the
number automatically is displayed in this field.
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If your input source is a file organization other than physical
sequential or VSAM, you must enter the field position.
8. Type a value in the Field Length field.

Valid values vary depending on your choice in the Field Format
field.
If the field format is numeric, alphanumeric, or zoned decimal,
valid values for Field Length are 1-80.
If the field format is packed, binary, or unsigned packed, the valid
values for Field Length are 1-8.
9. Choose an option in the Field Format field to indicate the field

format of the selection field. See “Understanding Field Formats” on
page 218 for an explanation of the formats.
Note:

If you choose the numeric field format type, any blank in the
selection field will be treated as a zero.

10. Press F5 to accept. The Specify The Right Side Of The Comparison

panel is displayed.
Specify the right side of the selection comparison:
Literal: 01
OR
Extraction variable number: ___

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

(1-999)

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

11. Specify the literal value to evaluate against for selection types 1-6

from the previous Selection Record panel.
12. Press F5 to accept.
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Relative Records
A relative record is one whose location is relative to another record.
Look at the sample report below and the following explanation as an
example.
DEPT 001

$ 900.00
$ 123.50
$1023.50

DEPT 002

$ 821.00
$ 122.33
$ 943.33

DEPT 003

$ 250.00
$ 382.40
$ 632.40

If you want to extract the total dollar amount for each department in the
sample report above, you can first set up a selection record that stops at
all records that contain the character string DEPT. You can then set up
a relative record that tells the system to move 3 records down to the
record that contains the total dollar amount (in the report, the total
always comes three lines down from the DEPT record). Once you get the
system to stop at that record, you can set up a detail field that will
extract the dollar amount.
Relative records are used when 1) there is a record with data you want
to extract but does not contain anything that can be used as a selection
record and 2) the record always comes a specific number of records after
another identifiable record.
If you indicated from the Build Rule Type panel that your rule type is a
relative record, the panel below is displayed.
Relative Record
Specify the number of input records to advance from
The currently selected record: ___ (1-999)

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

1. Specify the number of records to read from the input file to locate

the desired records for processing.
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2. Press F5 to accept.

Reformat Records
Reformat records change the position and/or format of fields. For
example, if there are two fields on a report that you want to extract as
one key, you can re-position the fields so they are next to one another
and you can then extract them as one.
If you indicated from the Build Rule Type panel that your rule type is a
reformat record, the following panel is displayed.
Reformat Record
Specify
1
1.
2.
3.

the input source to reformat:
Input record...
Literal area...
Extraction variable

Specify output field information

Field position: 0019

Extraction variable number: ___
F1=Help

F2=Split

Field format:
2
1. Numeric
2. Alphanumeric
3. Packed decimal
4. Zone decimal
5. Binary

Field length: 99

(1-999)

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

1. Choose an option in the first field to specify the input source of data

that is being reformatted in the Specify the input source to
reformat field.
Choose 1 (Input Record) if the data being reformatted is from the
currently selected input record.
Choose 2 (Literal Area) if the data being reformatted is from the
Literal Area contained within the Reformat Field definition itself.
The following panel allows you to specify the literal.
Choose 3 (Extraction variable...) if the data being reformatted is
stored in the extraction variable table from a previous detail field
definition.
2. Verify or enter a value in the Field Position field.

The field position represents the first position of the reformat field.
If your input source is a physical sequential or VSAM file, the
number automatically is displayed in this field.
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If your input source is a file organization other than physical
sequential or VSAM, you must enter the field position.
3. Type a value in the Field Length field.

Valid values vary depending on your choice in the Field Format
field.
If the field format is numeric or zoned decimal valid values for field
length are 1-15.
If the field format is alphanumeric valid values for field length are
1-80.
If the field format is packed, or binary, the valid values for field
length are 1-8.
4. Choose an option in the Field Format field to indicate the field

format of the reformat field.See “Understanding Field Formats” on
page 218 for an explanation of the formats.
Note:

If you choose the numeric field format type, any blank in the
selection field will be treated as a zero.

5. Type a 3-digit number (001 to 999) that specifies which extraction

variable to reformat in the Extraction variable number field.
6. Press F5 to accept. The Reformat Record (Input Record) panel is

displayed.
Reformat Field (Input Record)

Line reference

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4
01000001AK
________________________________________

Field position: 0001

F1=Help

F2=Split

Field length: __

F3=Exit

Field format:
2
1. Numeric
2. Alphanumeric
3. Packed decimal
4. Zoned decimal
5. Binary
6. Unsigned packed

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

7. Verify the data in the Line Reference field.

If your input source is a physical sequential or VSAM file, the Line
Reference field will contain the first 80 bytes of data to the right of
where you placed the cursor.
If your input source is a file organization other than physical
sequential or VSAM, the Line Reference field is blank.
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8. Verify or enter a value in the Field Position field.

The Field Position represents the first position of the reformat field.
For example, if the reformat field starts in the third position of a
line, the number in the Field Position field should be 0003.
If your input source is a physical sequential or VSAM file, the
number automatically is displayed in this field.
If your input source is a file organization other than physical
sequential or VSAM, you must enter the field position.
9. Type a value in the Field Length field.

Valid values vary depending on your choice in the Field Format
field.
If the field format is numeric or zoned decimal valid values for field
length are 1-15.
If the field format is alphanumeric valid values for field length are
1-80.
If the field format is packed, binary, or unsigned packed, the valid
values for field length are 1-8.
10. Choose an option in the Field Format field to indicate the field

format of the selection field. See “Understanding Field Formats” on
page 218 for an explanation of the formats.
Note:

If you choose the numeric field format type, any blank in the
selection field will be treated as a zero.

11. Press F5 to accept.

Column Assignment Record
A column assignment record assigns the input data (the data to be
translated) to a target column in the translation table.
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If you indicated from the Build Rule Type panel that your rule type is a
column assignment record, the following panel is displayed.
Column Assignment Record
Specify the input source

-----------------Item Number: ___

1.
2.
3.

Target Assignment
Item Type: __

Field Type: _
1. Amount
2. Count
3. Text
Date Format: __
1. YYMMDD
2. MMDDYY
3. MMDDCCYY
4. DDMMYY
5. YYJJJ
F1=Help

__

F2=Split

1.
2.

Input record...
Literal area...
Extraction variable...
------------------Column
Variable

4. Date
5. Tally
6. Total
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

DDMMCCYY
CYYMMDD
YYMMDDCC
CCYYJJJ
DDMMMYY
F3=Exit

11. DDMMMCCYY
12. MMMDDYY
13. MMMDDCCYY

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

1. Choose an option to indicate the input source to be used in the

column assignment in the Specify the input source to define the
column assignment field.
Choose 1 (Input Record) if the data being assigned is from the
currently selected input record.
Choose 2 (Literal Area) if the data being assigned is from the
Literal Area contained within the Reformat Field definition itself.
The following panel allows you to specify the literal.
Choose 3 (Extraction variable...) if the data being assigned is stored
in the extraction variable table from a previous detail field
definition.
2. In the Item Number field, type the column number that will store

the translated value.
Enter the item number for the target column—the column to store
the translated value.
3. In the Item Type field, choose an option to indicate the item type for

the target column.
Choose 1 (Column) to indicate that the item is a column number.
Choose 2 (Variable) to indicate that the item is a local extraction
variable.
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4. In the Field Type field, choose an option to indicate the field type

for the target column.
Choose 1 (Amount) to display the column value as a dollar amount
up to 15 digits long; it will be printed with a leading dollar sign ($),
embedded commas, a decimal point, and decimals as determined in
the Print Decimals field. If the value is negative a trailing minus
sign (-) will print.
Choose 2 (Count) to display the column value as a number up to 15
digits long that is printed with embedded commas and no decimal
point. If the value is negative a trailing minus sign (-) will print.
Choose 3 (Text) to display the column value as a character string up
to eight characters long; it will be printed enclosed in single
quotation marks.
Choose 4 (Date) to display the column value as a date.
Choose 5 (Tally) to display the column value as a tally.
Choose 6 (Total) to display the column value as a total.
5. If the field type is 4 (Date), complete the Date Format field.

For an

explanation of how dates are extracted and processed, see “Date and
Cycle Number Extraction and Processing” on page 263. The date
formats shown on this panel are explained in “Date Formats that Use
DD, MM, CC, YY, JJJ, and/or MMM” on page 264.
6. Press F5 to accept. The Column Assignment Record (Input Record)

panel is displayed.
Column Assignment Record (Input Record)

Line reference

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4
S
12
1,900
912

Field position: 0019

F1=Help

F2=Split

Field length:

F3=Exit

__

Field format:
2 1. Numeric
2. Alphanumeric
3. Packed decimal
4. Zoned decimal
5. Binary
6. Unsigned packed
F5=Accept
F9=Swap

7. Verify the data in the Line Reference field.

If your input source is a physical sequential or VSAM file, the Line
Reference field will contain the first 80 bytes of data to the right of
where you placed the cursor.
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If your input source is a file organization other than physical
sequential or VSAM, the Line Reference field is blank.
8. Verify or enter a value in the Field Position field.

The field position represents the first position of the selection field.
If your input source is a physical sequential or VSAM file, the
number automatically is displayed in this field.
If your input source is a file organization other than physical
sequential or VSAM, you must enter the field position.
9. Type a value in the Field Length field.

Valid values vary depending on your choice in the Field Format
field.
If the field format is numeric, alphanumeric, or zoned decimal valid
values for field length are 1-80.
If the field format is packed, binary, or unsigned packed the valid
values for field length are 1-8.
10. Choose an option in the Field Format field to indicate the field

format of the selection field. See “Understanding Field Formats” on
page 218 for an explanation of the formats. .
Note:

If you choose the numeric field format type, any blank in the
selection field will be treated as a zero.

11. Press F5 to accept.

Process Control
The process control record option is used to indicate when the system
should stop building a rule or to write a row now if a selection is
satisfied. If you indicated from the Build Rule Type panel that your rule
type is a process control record, the following panel is displayed.
Process Control Rule
Specify the action to be taken:
__ 1. Stop the build process
2. Write a row now
F1=Help
F9=Swap

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

1. In the Specify the action to be taken field, choose an option to

indicate what processing should occur after a selection group has
been specified.
This is an optional panel.
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Choose 1 (Stop the build process) to stop the build process after a
selection group has been satisfied. Stopping the build process will
prevent further IO on the file. Select this option in the following
situations:

 When you are using the ONEROW feature. For more
information, see “Using VSAM ONEROW Processing in the
Example” on page 348.

 When you are processing a portion of a file and you know you
have completed building the table before the end of the file is
reached.
This option can save processing time in these cases.
Choose 2 (Write a row now) to write a row out now if a selection
group has been satisfied.

Viewing the Definitions
To verify that the definitions have been added you can view the
definitions:
1. From the ACR/Detail Job Window, press F4 to access the action bar.
2. From the action bar, Tab to reach View and press Enter.
3. Type 1 (Definitions) and press Enter.

The following figure shows the Definition Review panel for the first
column assignment .
Definition Review

Row 1 TO 1 OF 1

ASSIGN INPUT IN POS 0001 FOR 02 POSITIONS TO COLUMN 001
*************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ****************************

Command Line ===> ____________________________________________________
F1=Help
F2=Split
F3=Exit
F4=Actions F7=Up
F8=Down
F9=Swap

4. Press F3 when you have finished viewing the definitions.
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The definitions clear from the Extract Window. To edit definitions,
see “Editing Definitions” on page 312.

Phase 3: Setting Up the Lookup Rules
Table lookup rules tell the system what to do when it encounters a value
to translate. The three types of lookup rules work together. They are
processed sequentially in the following order:
This rule type

Does this

Selection

Identifies the values to be evaluated and states the
comparison operator.

Assign

Tells the system the value to assign when the
selection rule is satisfied. For example, when an inputoutput parameter is equal to a particular column from
the table, assign it the value of another column from
the table.

Flow

Tells the system what to do once a selection rule and
an assign rule are processed. By default, processing
will terminate.

You can equate the rules with the following logical actions:
Action

Rule type

If...

Selection

Perform...

Assign

Until...

Flow

Defining a Selection Rule
You use two panels to define a selection rule: the Selection Rule panel
and the Selection Criteria panel. A selection rule is an equation. On the
Selection Rule panel, you specify the logical operator for the equation.
On the Selection Criteria panel, you specify the variables for the
equation.
A selection rule can compare input-output parameters to table columns
or to other input-output parameters. For example:
IF INPUT-OUTPUT PARAMETER 1 EQ TABLE-COLUMN 1
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The assign rule associated with this selection rule will be activated
when the equation is true.
A selection rule can also select data by type, or by the presence or
absence of blanks, rather than as a comparison. For example:
IF INPUT-OUTPUT PARAMETER 1 EQ CHARACTER DATA
The assign rule associated with this selection rule will be activated
whenever the input-output parameter contains characters.
A selection rule also can specify that when the end of the table is
encountered, additional processing should occur.
To define table lookup rules, use the following steps.
1. Type S next to <New...> under Table Lookup Rules on the

Translation Table Window and press Enter.
The Select a Lookup Rule Type panel is displayed.
2. Choose an option to select the lookup rule type.

Choose 1 (Selection) to identify the values to be evaluated and state
the comparison operator.
Choose 2 (Assign) to tell the system the value to assign when the
selection rule is satisfied.
Choose 3 (Flow) to tell the system what to do once a selection rule
and an assign rule are processed.
3. Press Enter to continue.

A second panel is displayed corresponding to the lookup rule type
you indicated. The following sections describe how to fill out each of
the different panels for the different rule types.
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Selection Rule
If you indicated in the lookup rule type to be a selection rule, the
following panel is displayed.
Selection Rule
Specify the selection type:
__ 1. Equal to...
2. Not equal to...
3. Greater than...
4. Less than...
5. Greater than or equal to...
6. Less than or equal to...
7. Not blank...
8. Blank...
9. Character data...
10. Numeric data...
11. At end
F1=Help
F2=Split
F3=Exit
F9=Swap

F5=Accept

4. Choose an option to specify the selection type.

Choose 1 (Equal to) to determine if the left-hand side and the righthand side of the selection rule are equal.
Choose 2 (Not equal to) to determine if the left-hand side and the
right-hand side of the selection rule are not equal.
Choose 3 (Greater than) to determine if the left-hand side is greater
than the right-hand side of the selection rule.
Choose 4 (Less than) to determine if the left-hand side is less than
the right-hand side of the selection rule.
Choose 5 (Greater than or equal to) to determine if the left-hand
side is greater than or equal to the right-hand side of the selection
rule
Choose 6 (Less than or equal to) to determine if the left-hand side is
less than or equal to the right-hand side of the selection rule
Choose 7 (Not blank) to determine if the left-hand side of the
selection rule is not blank.
Choose 8 (Blank) to determine if the left-hand side of the selection
rule is not blank.
Choose 9 (Character data) to determine if the left-hand side of the
selection rule contains character data.
Choose 10 (Numeric data) to determine if the left-hand side of the
selection rule contains numeric data.
Choose 11 (At end) to signal that when the end of the table is
reached, additional processing should occur.
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5. Press F5 to accept.

The selection operator you choose determines the Selection Criteria
panel displayed next.
If you chose selection type 1 - 6, then proceed to Selection Criteria
(LHS/RHS).
If you chose selection type 7 - 10, then proceed to Selection Criteria
(LHS).
If you chose selection type 11, the Translation Table Window is
displayed.

Selection Criteria (LHS/RHS)
If you indicated selection criteria 1-6 on the Selection Rule panel, the
following panel is displayed.
Selection Criteria
Specify the left side of the comparison:
Item type:
2_ 1. Input-output parameter
2. Table column

Item number: ___

(1-999)

Specify the right side of the comparison:
Item type:
__ 1. Input-output parameter
2. Table column

Item number: ___

(1-999)

OR
Literal: ________________

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

1. To identify the use of the left side of the comparison, choose an

option for the Item Type field.
Choose 1 (Input-output parameter) if you want to use the left side
of the comparison if it is an input-output parameter.
Choose 2 (Table column) if you want to use the left side of the
comparison if it is a table column.
2. In the Item Number field, type the number of the input-output

parameter or table column for the left side of the comparison.
Enter the number for the input-output parameter or column.
3. To identify the use of the right side of the comparison, choose an

option for the Item Type field.
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Choose 1 (Input-output parameter) if you want to use the right side
of the comparison if it is an input-output parameter.
Choose 2 (Table column) if you want to use the right side of the
comparison if it is a table column.
4. In the Item Number field, type the number of the input-output

parameter or table column for the right side of the comparison.
Enter the number for the input-output parameter or column.
5. To specify a literal value for the right side instead of using an item

type and item number, type a value in the Literal field.
The literal value is a 16-position field identifying the value to be
used on the right-side of the comparison.
6. Press F5 to accept.

Selection Criteria (LHS)
If you indicated selection criteria 7-10 on the Selection Rule panel, the
following panel is displayed.
Selection Criteria
Item type:
2
1. Input-output parameter
2. Table column
Item number: 000 (1-999)
F1=Help
F2=Split
F3=Exit
F9=Swap

F5=Accept

1. Choose an option for the Item Type field.

Choose 1 (Input-output parameter) if you want to use the left side
of the comparison if it is an input-output parameter.
Choose 2 (Table column) if you want to use the left side of the
comparison if it is a table column.
2. In the Item Number field, type the number of the input-output

parameter or table column for the left side of the comparison.
Enter the number for the input-output parameter or column.
3. Press F5 to accept.
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Defining an assign rule
An assign rule tells the system the value to assign when the selection
rule is satisfied. To define an assign rule, follow these steps:
1.

Select <New...> under Table Lookup Rules on the Translation
Table Window.
The Select a Lookup Rule Type panel is displayed.

2. Choose option 2 (Assign...). The Assign Rule panel is displayed .
Assign Rule
Specify the input-output parameter to set: ___

(1-999)

Specify an item number or literal value to use:

Item number: ___

(1-999)

Item type:
__ 1. Input-output parameter
2. Table column

OR
Literal: ________________
F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

3. Type a number in the Specify the Input-Output parameter to set

field.
Type the number of the input-output parameter. This is the target
that will be assigned a value from either another input-output
parameter or from a table column.
4. Type a number in the Item Number field.

Enter the number of the source to use in the assignment.
5. Choose an option to indicate how the input-output parameter will

be assigned in the Item Type field.
Choose 1 (Input-output parameter) to assign the value from the
designated input-output parameter into the input-output
parameter to be set.
Choose 2 (Table column) to assign the value from the designated
table column into the input-output parameter.
6. Press F5 to accept.
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Defining a flow rule
A flow rule is initiated based on the evaluation of a selection rule, or a
selection rule and an assign rule. There are three types of flows
available for a rule, as follows:
Use this rule type

To

Terminate

Terminate the lookup for this table and indicate
success or failure. You can initiate another table
lookup.

Skip row

Skip a particular row in a table.

Continue lookup

End this selection group and continue processing.
Either the next selection group or the next row is
processed.

To define an assign rule, follow these steps:
1. Select <New...> under Table Lookup Rules on the Translation Table

Window.
The Select A Lookup Rule Type panel is displayed.
2. Type 3 (Flow...) and press Enter. The Flow Rule panel is displayed.
Flow Rule
Choose a lookup flow action:
1
1. Terminate...
2. Skip row
3. Continue lookup
F1=Help
F2=Split
F3=Exit
F9=Swap

F5=Accept

3. Choose an option to determine the lookup flow action.

Choose 1 (Terminate) to terminate processing once the selection
rules and assign rules have been met. Continue with Terminate
Options after this section.
Choose 2 (Skip row) to skip the row once the selection rules and
assign rules have been met.
Choose 3 (Continue lookup) to continue the lookup once the
selection rules and assign rules have been met.
4. Press F5 to accept.
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Terminate Options
If you indicated terminate as the lookup flow action the following panel
is displayed.
Terminate Option
Specify terminate option:
1
1. Report success
2. Report failure
Next table: ________________
F1=Help
F2=Split
F3=Exit
F9=Swap

F5=Accept

1. Choose an option to specify how the flow will be terminated.

Choose 1 (Report success) if you want to report the success of the
selection and assign rules.
Choose 2 (Report failure) if you want to report the failure of the
selection and assign rules.
2. In the Next table field, type up to 16-characters to indicate the

name of the next table to use in the lookup rules.
3. Press F5 to accept.

Internal Translation Tables
Like external translation tables, internal translation tables allow you to
convert or translate data values extracted from application input files
to more desirable or compatible values. They can be used to translate
key fields or detail fields.
Internal translation tables must be defined in the ACR/Detail database
before they can be used. The translation table is identified by a 16character table name. Translation items describe the entries in the
translation table. Up to 999 entries may be defined in each translation
table. Each entry in an internal translation table consists of a table
input and a table output. The table input may be 1 to 80 characters long
and must exactly match the character string to be translated. The eightcharacter table output is the result of the translation.
To use an internal translation table, specify the translation table’s
name under either key field or detail field information in the file
definitions. (For more information, see “Defining Key Fields” on
page 234 or “Defining Detail Fields” on page 239). You must also specify
the translation option. This option specifies what ACR/Detail should do
if an input value is not found in the internal translation table.
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Example
Suppose you are reconciling values from two reports containing data
submitted by many divisions and you decide to use a division number
(01, 02, etc.) as part of the reconciliation key. However, the division
number does not show up on one of the reports — only the division name
(Dallas, New York, etc.).
To address this situation, you set up and name an internal translation
table. It should contain a list of division names as table input, and
division numbers as table output, as follows:
Table Input

Table Output

Dallas

01

New York

02

Chicago

03

Next, define key field information in the file definitions that will extract
the division name. Specify, that the field should be passed through the
table, and to list any missing entry.
When the reconciliation function is executed, the division name is
extracted from the report. The translation table is searched for a
corresponding input entry. If an input entry is found, the table output
is moved to the key field; if not, a warning message may be issued in the
SYSOUT and processing halted or continued (depending on the
translation table option chosen).

Accessing Internal Translation Tables
Use the following procedure to access internal translation tables.
1. From the ACR/Detail Job Window, press F4 to access the action bar.
2. From the action bar, Tab to reach Window and press Enter.
3. Type 4 (Translation tables) and press Enter.

The Translation panel is displayed.
4. Type 2 (Process an internal table) and press Enter.
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The Internal Table Window is displayed.
Internal Table Window

Row 1 from 4

_
A. Translation Table Information
_
Table name:
_
B. Translation Table Entries
_
< NEW... >
***************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *************************

Command Line ===> ____________________________________________________
F1=Help
F2=Split
F3=Exit
F4=Actions F7=Up
F8=Down
F9=Swap

5. Type S next to Table Name on the Internal Table Window and press

Enter. The Translation Table Name panel is displayed.
Translation Table Name
Specify a table name: ________________

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

6. Type a name in the Specify a table name field.

Type a name of up to 16 characters to identify the internal table.
7. Press F5 to accept.

The Internal Table window redisplays. The internal translation
table name now displays on the Internal Table window.
8. S next to <New...> under Translation Table Entries on the Internal

Table Window and press Enter.
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The Translation Table Items panel is displayed.
Translation Table Items
Item Number: . . . . . . 001
String to be translated: ________________________________________
________________________________________
Translate to:

F1=Help

. . . . . ________

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

9. Verify the Item number field.

This field automatically increments every time you add translation
table items. You can have up to 999 translation table items.
10. Type the value to be translated in the String to be translated field.

This is the value that will be passed in from extraction processing
through a key or detail field.
11. Type the converted value for the string in the Translate to field

This field can be text. This is the field that will be passed back to
extraction processing for use in key or detail field definitions.
12. Press F5 to accept.

Repeat steps 8-12 until you have added all of the entries to the
table.
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Implementing ACR/Detail in your production systems usually requires
you to insert a JCL step into an existing job or create a new production
JCL stream. ACR/Detail gives you the ability to automatically generate
the JCL, which can be submitted automatically or displayed in the Edit
mode for review and modification. All JCL can be saved and retrieved.
This chapter includes the following sections:






“Creating Reconciliation JCL” on page 389
“Creating Database Initialization JCL” on page 394
“Creating History Analysis JCL” on page 397
“Creating Job Card Information” on page 400

Creating Reconciliation JCL
The Reconciliation JCL panel allows you to enter information required
to generate UDS2000 JCL. UDS2000 is the name of the first program in
the reconciliation stream (you will often hear it referred to as that). This
JCL is used to run a reconciliation job in batch mode. Use this JCL to
test and also create your production JCL streams.
Use the following procedure to enter information on the Reconciliation
JCL panel.
1. From the ACR/Detail Job Window, press F4 to access the action bar,

tab to the Setup menu, and then press Enter. The Setup menu
appears.
2. Type 3 (Create JCL) and press Enter. The Create JCL panel is

displayed.
Create JCL
Choose an option:
__ 1. Reconciliation JCL
2. Database initialization JCL
3. History analysis JCL
4. Job card information

F1=Help
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3. Type 1 (Reconciliation JCL) to create Reconciliation JCL, and press

Enter.
The Library Information panel is displayed.
Library Information
Specify JCL library information:
Dataset name: . . . . USERIDA.DET.PROCLIB
Member name: . . . . . DET2000
Definition database:
USERIDA.DET.DEFN
History database: . . USERIDA.DET.HIST

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

This panel is asking where you want to store the generated JCL and
what database files you would like to use. In most instances, no changes
are necessary, simply confirm the information. If you are creating
production JCL streams, you may want to change the member name to
one of your production job names.
Use the following procedure to enter information on the Reconciliation
JCL panel.
1. Type a name in the Dataset name field.

The dataset name defaults to the JCL library file specified on the
User File Defaults panel.
2. Type a name in the Member name field.

The member name defaults to DET2000.
3. Type a name in the Definition database field.

The definition database defaults to the name specified on the User
File Defaults panel.
4. Type a name in the History database field.

The history database defaults to the name specified on the User
File Defaults panel.
5. Press F5 to accept.
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The Reconciliation JCL panel is displayed. Now you need to enter
information specific to the job you want to reconcile. Much of this
information is the same as what you entered on the job window.
Reconciliation JCL
Job name: USERIDA
Step name: ________
Specify a DDName and DSName for each input file:
DDName
DSName
________ __________________________________________
________ __________________________________________
________ __________________________________________
________ __________________________________________
________ __________________________________________
________ __________________________________________
Override execution parameters? Y (Y/N)
Generate DB2 JCL? N (Y/N)
F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

Hard copy DD
________
________
________
________
________
________

F9=Swap

6. Type a name in the Job name field.

The name should be meaningful so that you can find it later. This
should correspond to either your user ID or production job name. It
must be a valid job ID that your system recognizes.
7. Type a name in the Step name field.

This should correspond to the step name you specified in your job
definitions.
8. Complete the fields underneath the Specify DDName and DSName

for each input file field.
These are the input sources you specified when creating your file
definitions. Entries need to be made for all physical sequential and
VSAM files you specified.
9. Type a ddname in the DDName field.

The DDName is the name of the input file to use during extraction
processing. Input files must be catalogued datasets that have
already been created. This should be the same DDName you used
when creating the input source.
10. Type a dataset name in the DSName field.

The dataset name for the DDNames specified in step 9.
11. Type a name in the Hard Copy DD field.

Use this field to indicate that you want to print a hard copy of the
input source. The DDName that you enter in this field should be
the same DDName that is associated with the input source. To set
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up the Hard Copy DDName in the input source, see “Defining and
Deleting Input Sources” on page 192.
12. Type Y or N to answer the question Override execution

parameters?
The job name, step name, and cycle number parameters are located
on the Execution Parameter Overrides panel (as shown below).
13. Type Y or N to answer the question Generate DB2 JCL?

If you specified any DB2 input sources, answer Y here.
14. Press F5 to accept.

The Execution Parameters Overrides panel is displayed. This panel
allows you to override the values that would be used based on job
definitions and system defaults. Any or all of these can be filled out
or you can accept through this panel.
Execution Parameter Overrides
Job name:
Step name:
Cycle number:

F1=Help

F2=Split

(JNAM=)
(STEP=)
(CYC#=)

F3=Exit

________
________
________

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

15. Type a name in the Job name field.

This job name should correspond to the job name specified in the
job definitions.
16. Type a name in the Step name field.

This step name should correspond to the step name specified in the
job definitions.
17. Type a cycle number in the Cycle number field.
Note:

What you type in this field will override automatic cycle options and
any cycle number in your file definitions. Entering a cycle number
here will have the same effect as entering it in the Reconciliation
Run Options panel. See “Procedure for Running Reconciliation” on
page 330 for additional information on cycle numbers.

18. Press F5 to accept. Your JCL stream is displayed.
Note:
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19. Type SUB on the command line and press Enter.

This submits the JCL stream and executes your reconciliation
process.
20. After submitting the JCL, press F3 to return to Create JCL panel.
21. When the reconciliation job is complete, review the output listing

and verify that the processing was successful.
Use your site’s standard facility for displaying job output.
Note:

If you are unfamiliar with JCL, contact your system administrator.

The DB2 JCL Panel
If you change the default in step 13 (Generate DB2 JCL?) on the
Reconciliation JCL panel to Y, the following panel is displayed. You
would utilize this feature if you had input sources defined to read DB2
tables.
DB2 JCL
Specify information below:
DB2 plan:
________
DB2 prefix: ________
DB2 system: ______
F1=Help
F9=Swap

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

1. Type a name in the DB2 plan field.

The name of the plan created by the database administrator.
UDSDB224 is a default that we suggest. See the installation guide
for instructions on how to establish the DB2 environment.
2. Type a prefix in the DB2 prefix field.

The name of the prefix to be used for the batch execution of the
DSN command. Contact your database administrator for additional
information.
3. Type a name in the DB2 system field.

The name of the DB2 subsystem. Contact your database
administrator for additional information.
4. Press F5 to accept. The JCL is displayed.
Note:
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5. Type SUB on the command line and press Enter.

This submits the JCL stream and executes reconciliation.
6. After submitting the JCL, press F3 (twice) to return to ACR/Detail.

The system displays the Job Window.
7. When the reconciliation job is complete, review the output listing

and verify that the processing was successful.
Use your site’s standard facility for displaying job output.

Creating Database Initialization JCL
The Database Initialization JCL panel allows you to enter information
required to initialize the ACR/Detail definition and history databases.
This allows you to either create new databases or clear out existing ones
for production or test use. We recommend that users have their own test
databases.
There are several things to keep in mind when using the Database
Initialization JCL feature. First, if you initialize a database that
already exists, you will clear out any data on that database and you will
not be able to recover that data. Also, a history database is not required
to run detail reconciliation. You only need a history database if you plan
to use data from previous jobs to reconcile later jobs.
Note:

The Database Initialization panel is also used during the Initial Setup
Process.

Use the following procedure to enter information on the Database
Initialization JCL panel.
1. From the ACR/Detail Job Window, press F4 to access the action

bar., tab to the Setup menu and press Enter.
2. Type 3 (Create JCL) and press Enter.
3. Type 2 (Database Initialization JCL) to create Database

Initialization JCL, and press Enter.
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The Library Information panel is displayed.
Library Information
Specify JCL library information:
Dataset name: USERIDA.DET.PROCLIB
Member name: DETINIT

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

4. Type a name in the Dataset name field.

The dataset name defaults to the JCL library file specified on the
User File Defaults panel.
5. Type a name in the Member name field.

The name of the member that will contain the JCL.
6. Press F5 to accept.

The Database Initialization JCL panel is displayed.
Database Initialization JCL
Job name: USERIDA
Specify database(s) to initialize:
1
1. Definition and history
2. Definition only
3. History only
Definition database:
DSN: . . USERIDA.DET.DEFN
Volume: UNI001 Unit: DISK
History database:
DSN: . . USERIDA.DET.HIST
Volume: UNI001 Unit: DISK
Estimated number of unique job IDs: . . .
Estimated number of history keys: . . . .
Average number of cycles per history key:
Average number of items per history key:
F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

F5=Accept

00000010 (1-99999999)
000000010 (1-999999999)
010 (1-100)
010 (1-999)
F9=Swap

7. Type an alphanumeric character after the Job Name.

The job name defaults to your seven character user ID. However, to
submit JCL, job names need to be eight characters in length.
Therefore, you must add another character. When adding a
character, make it meaningful. For example, if you are initializing,
the additional character can be an I. The job name with the
character will appear in the output queue. This additional
character can help you to keep track of your jobs.
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8. Choose an option from the Specify database(s) to initialize heading.

Option 1 (Definition and history) initializes both the definition
database and the history database simultaneously.
Option 2 (Definition only) initializes only the definition database.
Option 3 (History only) initializes only the history database.
Note:

Initialization will delete all existing data. For more information about
initialization, see “Database Initialization JCL Panel” on page 47.

9. Type the DSN (dataset name) for the definition database.

The dataset name for the definition database is pulled from the
User File Defaults panel.
10. Type the name of the Volume that stores the definition database.

Volume indicates the volume serial number on which the definition
database will be stored.
11. Type the Unit type that stores the definition database.
12. Type the DSN (dataset name) for the history database.

The dataset name for the history database is pulled from the User
File Defaults panel.
13. Type the name of the Volume that stores the history database.

Volume indicates the volume serial number on which the history
database will be stored.
14. Type the Unit type that the history database will be stored on.
15. Type the Estimated number of unique job IDs. The default value is

10.
This field is used to define the size of the definition database.
16. Type the Estimated number of history keys.

This field is used to calculate the size of the history database. For
example, if the reconciliation key is employee number and there are
100 employees, then this value would be 100.
17. Type the Average number of cycles per history key.

This field is used to calculate the size of the history database. A
history record is stored for each unique cycle. Therefore, Estimated

number of history keys * Average number of cycles = Records to
allocate. Valid values are 1 - 100.
18. Type the Average number of items per history key.

This field is used to calculate the average length of the history
database. The history database is variable in length. Therefore, the
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average number of history items per key will be used to determine
the average record length.
19. Press F5 to accept.

The system records your default values and displays the JCL
stream based on the information you entered.
Note:

For more information on editing and submitting JCL, see
“Edit/Submit” on page 486.

20. Type SUB on the command line and press Enter.

This submits the JCL stream.
21. After submitting the JCL, press F3 to return to the Create JCL

panel.
22. When the initialization job is complete, review the output listing

and verify that the processing was successful.
Use your site’s standard facility for displaying job output.

Creating History Analysis JCL
The History Analysis panel allows you to enter information required to
generate history analysis JCL. This JCL when submitted will create the
report you defined in the history analysis windows.
Use the following procedure to enter information on the History
Analysis JCL panel.
1. From the ACR/Detail Job Window, press F4 to access the action bar.
2. From the action bar, Tab until you reach Setup and press Enter.
3. Type 3 (Create JCL) and press Enter.
4. Type 3 (History Analysis JCL) to create History Analysis JCL and

press Enter.
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The Library Information panel is displayed.
Library Information
Specify JCL library information:
Dataset name: . . . . USERIDA.DET.PROCLIB
Member name: . . . . . DET6000
Definition database:
USERIDA.DET.DEFN
History database: . . USERIDA.DET.HIST

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

5. Type a name in the Dataset name field.

The dataset name defaults to the JCL library file specified on the
User File Defaults panel.
6. Type a name in the Member name field.

The member name defaults to DET6000.
7. Type a name in the Definition Database field.

The definition database defaults to the name specified on the User
File Defaults panel.
8. Type a name in the History Database field.

The history database defaults to the name specified on the User
File Defaults panel.
9. Press F5 to accept. The History Analysis JCL panel is displayed.
History Analysis JCL
Job name: USERIDA

Step name: ________

History analysis ID: ________________
Cycle number: . . . ________
Run number: . . . . ___
Retrieve from: Key1
Start with:
________
End at: . . . ________

Key2
________
________

Key3
________
________

Key4
________
________

Key5
________
________

History wildcard: _

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

10. Type a name in the Job name field.

The name should be meaningful so that you can find it when you
look for it later.
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11. Type a name in the Step name field.

The step name should provide further clarification for the job name.
Step names are useful if you have two identical job names.
12. Type an ID in the History Analysis ID field.

The analysis ID you created in the Basic Process Information panel
of the History Analysis Window.
13. Type a cycle number in the Cycle number field.

This is an eight character field specifying the number to use as the
current cycle for this execution of history analysis. If the cycle
number is not specified in the control statement, history analysis
will use the cycle processing options specified in the process
definitions.
14. If applicable, type a run number in the Run number field.

A number of up to three characters that further defines the cycle ID
to be run.
15. Complete the Start with field.

This is a 40-character field specifying the name where to start
processing history keys to process. If left blank, all history keys in
the database will be processed. If the Start with field is left blank, it
defines the beginning range of histories to process. If a wildcard
character is used, it must match the wildcard character specified
below.
16. Complete the End at field.

This is a 40-character field specifying where to stop processing
history keys. If a wildcard character is used, this field must be left
blank. If the start with field is blank, start at the beginning and
process until you reach this key.
17. Type a character in the History wildcard field.

This is a one character field that can be used to mask portions of
the key. The following example shows how you would use the
wildcard to get all the Phones. In this example, you will use the @
as your wildcard.
These are the keys on history:
123
456
Phone
123
456
Car
123
678
Phone
123
456
Rug
AAA
CCC
Phone
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In order to pick up all of the Phones, you would start with the
following:
@@@
@@@
Phone
18. Press F5 to accept.

The system records your default values and displays the JCL
stream based on the information you entered.
Note:

For more information, see “Edit/Submit” on page 486. For sample
database initialization JCL, see “JCL to Initialize the Databases” on
page 618.

19. Type SUB on the command line and press Enter. This submits the

JCL stream.
20. After submitting the JCL, press F3 to return to the Create JCL

panel. The system displays the Job Window.
21. When the initialization is complete, review the output listing and

verify that the processing was successful.
Use your site’s standard facility for displaying job output.

Creating Job Card Information
The Job Card Information panel allows you to enter a standard job card.
The information you enter in the job card makes up a job statement. A
job statement identifies the job to the system, indicating the beginning
of the job, the job name, and various parameters for the job.
ACR/Detail uses the information you enter on the job card panel to
automatically place a job statement at the top of every JCL stream you
create. The job card functions as a template so that the same job
statement appears at the top of each job. However, you will usually
want to change some of the information for different jobs (for example,
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the job name). You may also want to change or add other parameters.
To change the information, overtype the job card when the JCL is
displayed.
Job Card
Specify job card information:
----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7
//USERIDA JOB (PD,0444,999,PROD),'BARB',
// REGION=4M,CLASS=E,MSGCLASS=X,NOTIFY=USERIDA
//*
//*

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

Use the following procedure to Create Job Card Information.
1. Type the job statement starting on the first line; continue on to the

next three lines if necessary.
Although each user site may enter slightly different data in the job
statement, a typical job statement includes the job name,
accounting information, the reference name field, job class,
message class and the user ID to notify when messages get sent
from the system.
2. Verify that an asterisk is displayed to the right of the two slashes //

on any line in which you do not enter data.
A //* indicates a comment line. When the job card is processed,
comment lines are ignored. If you do not have the asterisk after the
W, the rest of the JCL is not processed.
3. Press F5 to process and create the job card.

When the system has created the job card, the message JOB CARD
CREATED is displayed.
4. Check the job card information again.
Note:

Incorrect job card information will result in a JCL error.

5. Press F5 to accept.
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Using the Extraction Program
Interface
This chapter describes the ACR/Detail Extraction Program Interface,
which is typically used by programming personnel to quickly process
data files containing millions of records.
This chapter includes the following sections:







“Extraction Program Interface” on page 403
“Extraction Program Interface Mode and Return Codes” on page 416
“Accessing Extraction Program Interface” on page 416
“Generate Extraction Program Interface Definitions” on page 417
“Test Generated Definitions” on page 420

Extraction Program Interface
To use the ACR/Detail Extraction Program Interface, you must perform
the following steps:
1. Develop and test definitions using regular ACR/Detail file interface

mode.
2. Create extraction programs for file definitions using the new

UDPCGEN utility.
3. Test the generated extraction programs using the new UDPTEST

utility.
4. Modify the application program to include UDPINIT, UDPEXTR,

and UDPRCON program interface calls.
ACR/Detail Extraction Program Interface uses two new utilities:
UDPCGEN and UDPTEST.

 ACR/Detail extraction program code generator (UDPCGEN) is
used to generate VS COBOL II programs that correspond to your
file definitions.

 Test ACR/Detail Extraction Program Interface (UDPTEST) can
be used to test generated extraction programs in program
interface mode, prior to modifying application programs with
application program interface calls.
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Following is a brief overview of how ACR/Detail Extraction
Program Interface functions:

 The application program uses an application program interface
(API) to initialize program interface, send data to be extracted to
program interface, and invoke program interface reconciliation
of all extracted data.

 The Extraction Program Interface does not read the application
programs input or output files directly. Instead, the application
program sends the appropriate data records to an extraction
program whenever it reads or writes data that is to be controlled.
A utility is provided that generates extraction programs from file
definitions.

 Reconciliation of extracted data does not occur at the time the
data is extracted. Instead, the application program makes a
single request for reconciliation of all extracted data after it is
done processing all data that is being controlled. At that time,
program interface sorts, accumulates, and reconciles all
extracted reconciliation keys. The application program is
notified about the overall result of the reconciliation function.

Limitations
The following limitations apply:

 Features unique to report style extraction are not supported. These
features include:

 Access mode 7 as specified on your input source (record selection
criteria key values follow detail values)

 Begin, locate, relative record selection criteria
 Reformats
 Extraction from the history database
 Dynamic translation of key fields is not supported.
 DB2 is not a valid input for the Extraction Program Interface.
 Because using the Extraction Program Interface includes COBOL
code generation, certain things that file interface allows are not
supported. These include:

 Using extraction variables as numbers is limited to field format
3 (packed), which is generally how they are used in file interface.
You can only refer to an entire extraction variable when it is a
number.
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 Reformat fields are not supported.
 Generated programs cannot append reconciliation key mask
information from a job ID. Your only alternative is to set those
parts of the key as literals within the file IDs.

 Internal Translation Table processing is limited.
 You cannot build a cycle number from text (field format 2).
 Numeric literals (limited to text, but specified as 1) for key and
detail fields must be specified as field format 1 (number).
Packed, zoned decimal, and binary are not allowed.

 Including blanks in the Table ID for the internal translation
table will result in an abend.

 The UDPTEST utility cannot process jobs with reconciliation-level
qualifiers (RLQ jobs).

 Selection subgroups (nested selection statements) are not
supported.

 Input files must be sequentially numbered starting with 001.
 The only runtime execution parameters supported by UDPTEST
are: job name (JNAM), step name (STEP), cycle (CYC#), processing
options (ROPT, and ROPT2), and nosort (NOSORT). These are
described in “UDS2000 Run-Time Execution Parameters” on
page 626.

 Functions in keys are not supported.

Components
The components of ACR/Detail Extraction Program Interface fall into
two categories: utilities and the application program interface (API).

Utilities
 ACR/Detail Extraction Program Code Generator (UDPCGEN)
 UDPCGEN is used to generate VS COBOL II extraction programs
that correspond to file definitions. The generated programs are an
integral part of Program Interface processing.

 Test ACR/Detail Extraction Program Interface (UDPTEST)
 UDPTEST allows users to test generated programs in program
interface mode, prior to modifying application programs with API
calls.
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Application Program Interface
 UDPINIT prepares the ACR/Detail program interface application
for processing. It also verifies the environment to ensure that all
ACR/Detail requirements for reconciliation are met (JCL, database
information, etc.).

 UDPEXTR provides an API between the application program and
the generated extraction programs. If speed is critical, the
application program can call the extraction program directly to
reduce dynamic call overhead.

 UDPRCON completes the reconciliation process. Normal
ACR/Detail reconciliation is invoked. Upon return to the application
program, the global register RETURN-CODE contains the result of
the reconciliation.
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Implementation
1. Develop and test definitions using ACR/Detail File Interface Mode.

This step includes entering the job and file definitions, saving the
definitions, and running reconciliation. Use the same files that the
application program will process to establish the extraction
criteria. Use the debugging facilities (Step Extraction, Trace
Report, Extracted Reports, etc.) of file interface mode to develop
satisfactory definitions.
2. Create extraction programs for File definitions using the

UDPCGEN Utility.
See “Accessing Extraction Program Interface” on page 416 for a
complete description. This utility is used to generate extraction
programs from file definitions for use by ACR/Detail Extraction
Program Interface. From this dialog, JCL is generated to run the
code generator utility. Depending on the information entered, the
generated JCL may also include JCL to compile and link the
generated program (VS COBOL II), and a step to copy the
generated source code to a source library.
3. Test the generated extraction programs using the UDPTEST

Utility.
See “Accessing Extraction Program Interface” on page 416 for a
complete description. This utility can be used to test generated
extraction programs prior to actually modifying the application
programs that will use Extraction Program Interface. This utility
can process input files with the following dataset organizations:
PS Physical Sequential
VK VSAM DSDS
UP User Program
4. Modify the application program to include UDPINIT, UDPEXTR,

and UDPRCON Extraction Program Interface calls.
The following three call statements in the application program
utilize the Extraction Program Interface program:

 CALL UDPINIT USING UDP-COMM-AREA
 CALL UDPEXTR USING PROGRAM-ID FILE-STATUS
RECORD-STRUCTURE

 CALL UDPRCON
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CALL UDPINIT USING UDP-COMM-AREA
UDP-COMM-AREA contains the appropriate defaults and can
generally be used without any prior modification.
The UDPINIT module sets a non-zero return code in a field called UDPRC within UDP-COMM-AREA when any errors have been found during
the initialization process.
The following illustrates how the UDPAREA copy member will be
expanded. The fields included in UDPAREA follow. The source code for
the user exit programs discussed in this chapter is located in the
UNI.COPYLIB system datasets provided on the installation tape.
*****************************************************************
* ACR/DETAIL EXTRACTION PROGRAM INTERFACE COMMUNICATIONS AREA
*
*
*
* COPYRIGHT (c) 2003, INFOGIX, INC.
*
* ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
*
*===============================================================*
* REVISION HISTORY
*
*
*
* BB
xx/xx/xx CREATED.
*
*
*
*****************************************************************
01
01
01

UDPINIT
UDPEXTR
UDPRCON

PIC X(008) VALUE 'UDPINIT'.
PIC X(008) VALUE 'UDPEXTR'.
PIC X(008) VALUE 'UDPRCON'.

01

UDP-COMM-AREA.
05 FILLER
05 FILLER

PIC X(008) VALUE 'UDPAREA:'.
PIC X(004) VALUE '0100'.

05
05
05
05

7/10/07

UDP-RC
PIC
88 UDP-RC-OK
88 UDP-RC-ERRORS
UDP-RC-NBR REDEFINES
UDP-RC
PIC

X(004) VALUE '0000'.
VALUE '0000'.
VALUE '0001' THRU '9999'.
9(004).

UDP-JOB-STEP
FILLER REDEFINES
UDP-JOB-STEP.
10 UDP-JOB-NAME
10 UDP-STEP-NAME

PIC X(016) VALUE SPACES.

05

UDP-CYCLE-NBR

PIC 9(008) VALUE ZERO.

05

UDP-OUTPUT-OPTION
PIC X(001) VALUE '1'.
88 UDP-OUTPUT-OPTION-STAGE1
VALUE '1'.
88 UDP-OUTPUT-OPTION-STAGE2
VALUE '2'.

05

UDP-ROPT-AREA

PIC X(008).
PIC X(008).

PIC X(008) VALUE '........'.
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05

FILLER REDEFINES UDP-ROPT-AREA.
10 UDP-ROPT-STORE-HIST
PIC
88 UDP-ROPT-STORE-HIST-YES
88 UDP-ROPT-STORE-HIST-NO
88 UDP-ROPT-STORE-HIST-INSERT
88 UDP-ROPT-STORE-HIST-DEFAULT
10

UDP-ROPT-PRT-CNTRL
PIC
88 UDP-ROPT-PRT-CNTRL-ALL
88 UDP-ROPT-PRT-CNTRL-NONE
88 UDP-ROPT-PRT-CNTRL-OOB
88 UDP-ROPT-PRT-CNTRL-DEFAULT

X(001).
VALUE 'Y'.
VALUE 'N'.
VALUE 'X'.
VALUE '.'.

10

UDP-ROPT-PRT-RECAP
PIC
88 UDP-ROPT-PRT-RECAP-ALL
88 UDP-ROPT-PRT-RECAP-NONE
88 UDP-ROPT-PRT-RECAP-OOB
88 UDP-ROPT-PRT-RECAP-DEFAULT

X(001).
VALUE 'Y'.
VALUE 'N'.
VALUE 'X'.
VALUE '.'.

10

UDP-ROPT-SET-RC
PIC X(001).
88 UDP-ROPT-SET-RC-YES
VALUE 'Y'.
88 UDP-ROPT-SET-RC-NO
VALUE 'N'.
88 UDP-ROPT-SET-RC-ABEND
VALUE 'X'.
88 UDP-ROPT-SET-RC-DEFAULT
VALUE '.'.
FILLER
PIC X(001).

10

05
05

*
*
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X(001).
VALUE 'Y'.
VALUE 'N'.
VALUE 'X'.
VALUE '.'.

10

UDP-ROPT-REWRT-HIST
PIC
88 UDP-ROPT-REWRT-HIST-YES
88 UDP-ROPT-REWRT-HIST-NO
88 UDP-ROPT-REWRT-HIST-DEFAULT

X(001).
VALUE 'Y'.
VALUE 'N'.
VALUE '.'.

10

UDP-ROPT-PRT-SRTACC
PIC
88 UDP-ROPT-PRT-SRTACC-SORTED
88 UDP-ROPT-PRT-SRTACC-ACCUMED
88 UDP-ROPT-PRT-SRTACC-NO
88 UDP-ROPT-PRT-SRTACC-DEFAULT

X(001).
VALUE 'S'.
VALUE 'A'.
VALUE 'N'.
VALUE '.'.

10

UDP-ROPT-PRT-HIST
PIC
88 UDP-ROPT-PRT-HIST-YES
88 UDP-ROPT-PRT-HIST-NO
88 UDP-ROPT-PRT-HIST-DEFAULT

X(001).
VALUE 'Y'.
VALUE 'N'.
VALUE '.'.

UDP-ROPT2-AREA
PIC X(008) VALUE '........'.
FILLER REDEFINES UDP-ROPT2-AREA.
10

UDP-ROPT2-WRT-OUTPT
PIC
88 UDP-ROPT2-WRT-OUTPT-YES
88 UDP-ROPT2-WRT-OUTPT-NO
88 UDP-ROPT2-WRT-OUTPT-DEFAULT

10

FILLER

X(001).
VALUE 'Y'.
VALUE 'N'.
VALUE '.'.

PIC X(007).

(ACR-JOB-STEP IS ACTUAL JOBID ACR/DETAIL WILL USE)
(OUTPUT BY UDPINIT)
05

UDP-ACR-JOB-STEP.
10 UDP-EXEC-JOB-NAME
10 UDP-EXEC-STEP-NAME

05

FILLER

PIC X(008).
PIC X(008).

PIC X(8000).
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The following fields in UDP-COMM-AREA are input to UDPINIT, and
are the most likely to be modified by the application program prior to
the call.
UDP-JOB-STEP—This is actually a structure of 2 fields: UDP-JOBNAME and UDP-STEP-NAME. When left blank (the default),
UDPINIT determines the job step from execution information just as
the regular ACR/Detail reconciliation function would. If you do not want
the execution time job and step to be your job ID, override this field. For
example:
MOVE 'MYCONTROLID' TO UDP-JOB-STEP.
CALL UDPINIT USING UDP-COMM-AREA.
UDP-CYCLE-NBR—This field identifies the default cycle number for
all extracted reconciliation keys. If left zero (the default), normal
extraction applies. If your application program is already aware of a
cycle and you want ACR/Detail to use it, override this field. For
example:
MOVE MY-CONTROL-DATE TO UDP-CYCLE-NBR.
CALL UDPINIT USING UDP-COMM-AREA
Note:

UDP-CYCLE-NBR is assumed to be a format 1 date (i.e.,
YYMMDD).

UDP-OUTPUT-OPTION—This field can be used to further speed up the
reconciliation function when you know that the data you are extracting
meets certain criteria.
If you have only one input file and you know that all of the data on your
input file is in the same order as your reconciliation keys, you can
override this field. In other words, if you know that ACR/Detail’s
sort/accumulate phase is not necessary, you can bypass it. For example:
SET UDP-OUTPUT-OPTION-STAGE2 TO TRUE.
CALL UDPINIT USING UDP-COMM-AREA.
The following fields in the UDP-COMM-AREA are output by UDPINIT.
UDP-RC— This field indicates the success or failure of the UDPINIT
call. Check for success before proceeding with the rest of the application
process. For example:
CALL UDPINIT USING UDP-COMM-AREA.
IF NOT UDP-RC-OK
DISPLAY 'UDPINIT FAILED FOR REASON:' UDP-RC
STOP RUN
END-IF.
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UDP-ACR-JOB-STEP—This structure contains the actual ACR/Detail
job ID that will be used by the reconciliation function.
CALL UDPEXTR USING PROGRAM-ID FILE-STATUS RECORDSTRUCTURE
The Program-ID is the name of the COBOL II extraction program. The
file-status is the standard COBOL file status variable type that
indicates the success or failure of the I/O just attempted. The recordstructure is the record area your application program reads and passes
to the extraction program.
The COBOL II extraction program must be called once EOF is reached
to indicate to the extraction program that it is complete.
When speed is critical, you can call the extraction program (ProgramID) directly. For example:
CALL PROGRAM-ID USING FILE-STATUS RECORD-STRUCTURE
Note:

When calling the extraction program directly, the extraction program
parameter list must change.

Program-ID is an 8-character field (PIC X(8)). File status is a two-byte
character field (PIC X(2) or PIC 9(2)).
CALL UDPRCON
UDPRCON invokes the reconciliation function with the appropriate
parameter information to complete the rest of the reconciliation
function. The return code that is passed back to UDPRCON from the
reconciliation function is returned to the user program (RETURNCODE).
The sample program for ACR/Detail Extraction Program Interface
training follows, with the changes for Extraction Program Interface
circled.
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IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.
PROGRAM-ID. PHONEX00.
*----------------------------------------------------------------* THIS IS A SAMPLE PROGRAM FOR DEMONSTRATING ACR/DETAIL EXTRACTION
* PROGRAM INTERFACE.
*
* THE PROGRAM READS TWO INPUT FILES AND "PROCESSES" THEM. THE
* INPUT FILES ARE CALLED FILEDD1 AND FILEDD2.
*----------------------------------------------------------------ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.
INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION.
FILE-CONTROL.
SELECT DD1-FILE
FILE STATUS
ASSIGN
SELECT DD2-FILE
FILE STATUS
ASSIGN

IS DD1-STATUS
TO FILEDD1.
IS DD2-STATUS
TO FILEDD2.

DATA DIVISION.
FILE SECTION.
FD DD1-FILE.
01 DD1-RCD

PIC X(080).

FD
01

PIC X(080).

DD2-FILE.
DD2-RCD

WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.
01
01

DD1-STATUS
DD2-STATUS

01

DD1-FILE-STATE
PIC X(001)
88 DD1-FILE-STATE-OPENED
88 DD1-FILE-STATE-CLOSED
DD2-FILE-STATE
PIC X(001)
88 DD2-FILE-STATE-OPENED
88 DD2-FILE-STATE-CLOSED

01

COPY UDPAREA.
01 FILEDD1-MODULE
01 FILEDD2-MODULE

PIC X(002).
PIC X(002).

PIC X(8)
PIC X(8)

VALUE
VALUE
VALUE
VALUE
VALUE
VALUE

'C'.
'O'.
'C'.
'C'.
'O'.
'C'.

VALUE 'FILEDD1'.
VALUE 'FILEDD2'.

PROCEDURE DIVISION.
PERFORM 1000-STARTUP-FUNC.
PERFORM 2000-PROCESS-FUNC.
PERFORM 3000-SHUTDOWN-FUNC.
STOP RUN.
1000-STARTUP-FUNC.
OPEN INPUT DD1-FILE.
IF DD1-STATUS = '00'
SET DD1-FILE-STATE-OPENED TO TRUE
ELSE
SET DD1-FILE-STATE-CLOSED TO TRUE
DISPLAY 'COULDN''T OPEN FILEDD1 FOR REASON ' DD1-STATUS
END-IF.
OPEN INPUT DD2-FILE.
IF DD2-STATUS = '00'
SET DD2-FILE-STATE-OPENED TO TRUE
ELSE
SET DD2-FILE-STATE-CLOSED TO TRUE
DISPLAY 'COULDN''T OPEN FILEDD2 FOR REASON ' DD2-STATUS
END-IF.
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CALL UDPINIT USING UDP-COMM-AREA.
2000-PROCESS-FUNC.
IF DD1-FILE-STATE-OPENED
PERFORM 2100-PROCESS-FILEDD1
END-IF.
IF DD2-FILE-STATE-OPENED
PERFORM 2200-PROCESS-FILEDD2
END-IF.

2100-PROCESS-FILEDD1.
PERFORM 2110-READ-FILEDD1.
PERFORM UNTIL DD1-STATUS NOT = '00'
*

(USER PROCESS WOULD BE HERE)
PERFORM 2110-READ-FILEDD1
END-PERFORM.
2110-READ-FILEDD1.
READ DD1-FILE.
CALL UDPEXTR USING FILEDD1-MODULE DD1-STATUS DD1-RCD.
2200-PROCESS-FILEDD2.
PERFORM 2210-READ-FILEDD2.
PERFORM UNTIL DD2-STATUS NOT = '00'

*

(USER PROCESS WOULD BE HERE)
PERFORM 2210-READ-FILEDD2
END-PERFORM.
2210-READ-FILEDD2.
READ DD2-FILE.
CALL UDPEXTR USING FILEDD2-MODULE DD2-STATUS DD2-RCD.

3000-SHUTDOWN-FUNC.
IF DD1-FILE-STATE-OPENED
CLOSE DD1-FILE
SET DD1-FILE-STATE-CLOSED TO TRUE
END-IF.
IF DD2-FILE-STATE-OPENED
CLOSE DD2-FILE
SET DD2-FILE-STATE-CLOSED TO TRUE
END-IF.
CALL UDPRCON.

The sample JCL for Extraction Program Interface follows, with the
information added to run Extraction Program Interface highlighted.
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//USERID JOB (ACCOUNTING INFO),'NAME',
// REGION=2560K,CLASS=E,MSGCLASS=X,NOTIFY=USERID
//*
//*
//**********************************************************************
//* * SAMPLE JCL FOR EXTRACTION PROGRAM INTERFACE EXAMPLE (PHONEX00) * *
//**********************************************************************
//PHONEX00 PROC OUT=,
OUTPUT CLASS
//
UNIDF=,
UNIDF DSN
//
UNIHF=
UNIHF DSN
//STEP1
EXEC PGM=PHONEX00
//UNICF
DD DSN=UNIV.PROD.UNICF.B01,
//
DISP=SHR
//UNIUF
DD DSN=YOURFILE.UDS.USEROPT,
//
DISP=SHR
//STEPLIB DD DSN=UNI.LOADLIB,
//
DISP=SHR
//
DD DSN=UNI.R0207.DUMMY.LOADLIB,
//
DISP=SHR
//
DD DSN=USERID.APPL.LOADLIB,
//
DISP=SHR
//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=&OUT
//SYSDBOUT DD SYSOUT=&OUT
//SYSOUT
DD SYSOUT=&OUT
//UNIDER
DD SYSOUT=&OUT,
//
DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=133)
//UNIACR
DD SYSOUT=&OUT,
//
DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=133)
//UNIRCR
DD SYSOUT=&OUT,
//
DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=133)
//UNIDUR
DD SYSOUT=&OUT,
//
DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=133)
//UNIETR
DD SYSOUT=&OUT,
//
DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=133)
//UNIDATA DD DSN=&&UNIDATA,
//
DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=8243,BLKSIZE=23476),
//
DISP=(NEW,DELETE),
//
UNIT=SYSALLDA,
//
SPACE=(TRK,(10,10),RLSE)
//UNIDAT2 DD
DSN=&&&&UNIDAT2.XXXXX.XXXX
//
DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=14929,BLKSIZE=0),
//
DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE) ,
//
UNIT=SYSALLDA,
//
SPACE=(TRK,(10,10) ,RLSE)
//UNIWXML DD DSN=&&DETWRXML,
//
DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=2000,BLKSIZE=0),
//
UNIT=SYSALLDA
//
DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),
//
SPACE=(TRK,(10,10),RLSE)
//UNICRXML DD DSN=&&DETCRXML,
//
DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=2000,BLKSIZE=0),
//
UNIT=SYSALLDA,
//
DISP=(NEW,DELETE),
//
SPACE=(TRK,(10,10),RLSE)
//UNIUFR
DD SYSOUT=&OUT,
//
DCB=(RECFM=VBA, LRECL=255)
//UNIDF
DD DSN=&UNIDF,
//
DISP=SHR
//UNIHF
DD DSN=&UNIHF,
//
DISP=SHR
//UNIWRK
DD DSN=&&UNIWRK,
//
DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=8216,BLKSIZE=23476),
//
DISP=(NEW,DELETE),
//
UNIT=SYSALLDA,
//
SPACE=(TRK,(10,10),RLSE)
//UNIWRK1 DD DSN=&&UNIWRK1,
//
DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=8216,BLKSIZE=23476),
//
DISP=(NEW,DELETE),
//
UNIT=SYSALLDA,
//
SPACE=(TRK,(10,10),RLSE)
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//UNIWRK4 DD DSN=&&UNIWRK4,
//
DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=46,BLKSIZE=4094),
//
DISP=(NEW,DELETE),
//
UNIT=SYSALLDA,
//SORTWK01 DD SPACE=(CYL,5),UNIT=SYSALLDA
//SORTWK02 DD SPACE=(CYL,5),UNIT=SYSALLDA
//SORTWK03 DD SPACE=(CYL,5),UNIT=SYSALLDA
//SORTWK04 DD SPACE=(CYL,5),UNIT=SYSALLDA
//SORTWK05 DD SPACE=(CYL,5),UNIT=SYSALLDA
//SORTWK06 DD SPACE=(CYL,5),UNIT=SYSALLDA
//IGZSRTCD DD DUMMY
//UNITRACE DD DUMMY,DCB=BLKSIZE=80
//
PEND
//STEP1
EXEC UDPTEST,
//
OUT='*',
//
UNIDF='USERID.TEST.UDSDEFN',
//
UNIHF='USERID.TEST.UDSHIST'
//STEP1.FILEDD1 DD DISP=SHR,
//
DSN=USERID.INPUT.DATA.SET1
//STEP1.FILEDD2 DD DISP=SHR,
//
DSN=USERID.INPUT.DATA.SET2
//

DD Statements for XML Message Files
For information on DD statements for XML Message Files, see “DD
Statements for XML Message Files” on page 416.

Extraction Program Interface Mode and Return
Codes
In Extraction Program Interface Mode, setting a return code in the Job
Run Options has no effect. To abend a job based on a return code, you
must pass the return code to the system and abend the job in your JCL.
Below is an example of the program code that you would want to
include:
IF ACR-RETURN CODE > 3000
MOVE ACR-RETURN-CODE TO RETURN-CODE
ELSE
MOVE ZERO TO RETURN-CODE
END-IF

Accessing Extraction Program Interface
1. Once you have entered the job window, press F4 to access the action

bar, tab to the Setup menu, and then press Enter.
2. Type 6 (Extraction Program Interface) and press Enter.
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The Extraction Program Interface panel is displayed.
Extraction Program Interface
Choose an option:
__ 1. Build extraction program from definitions...
2. Test generated program...

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F9=Swap

Generate Extraction Program Interface Definitions
This utility is used to generate VS COBOL II extraction programs that
correspond to file definitions. The generated programs are an integral
part of Extraction Program Interface processing. From this panel, JCL
is generated to run the code generator utility. Depending on the
information entered, the generated JCL may also include JCL to
compile and link the generated program (VS COBOL II), and a step to
copy the generated source code to a source library.
1. Select option 1 (Build extraction program from definitions) and

press Enter.
Extraction Program Interface
Choose an option:
1_ 1. Build extraction program from definitions...
2. Test generated program...

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F9=Swap

The Library Information panel is displayed.
Library Information
Specify JCL library information:
Dataset name: USERIDA.DET.PROCLIB
Member name: UDPCGEN

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

2. Type a name in the Dataset name field.
Note:
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The dataset name defaults to the JCL library file specified on the
User File Defaults Panel.
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The dataset name defaults to the JCL library file specified on the
User File Defaults panel. The default name can be changed.
3. Type a name in the Member name field.

The name of the member that will contain the JCL. The default
name can be changed.
4. Press F5 to accept.

Once you verify and accept the information, the Build Extraction
Program Interface Definitions Panel will be displayed.
Build Extraction Program Interface Definitions
Job name: USERIDAA
Definition database:
Dataset name: USERIDA.DET.UNIDF
Specify file ID to be used:
__________
Specify name of program to be generated:

________

If the generated code will be compiled, specify the target load library
Dataset name: __________________________________________
Source code library:
Dataset name: __________________________________________
Code generation options:
Check for numeric integrity? _ (Y/N)
If yes, issue a warning message?
_ (Y/N)
Specify how to process if the versions are not in sync:
__ 1. Issue a warning message
2. Issue an error message, stop reconciliation
3. Do not issue a message
F1=Help
F2=Split
F3=Exit
F5=Accept
F9=Swap

Each invocation of this utility requires the following information:
1. Type a name in the Job name field.

Identify the job name entered on the job statement in the JCL card.
2. Type a name for the Definition database in the Dataset name field.

The definition database dataset name contains file definition
information that will be used to generate the extraction program
for use with the Extraction Program Interface.
3. Type a file name and file name qualifier (FNQ) in the Specify file ID

to be used field.
This identifies the file definitions that will be used to create the
program.
4. Type a program name, if desired, in the Specify name of program to

be generated field.
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If this field is left blank, the file ID is used as the program ID. If the
file ID contains more than 8 characters (i.e., if a file name qualifier
is used), you must specify a program ID. A separate program ID
must be created for each FNQ.
If you want to run the Test Extraction Program Interface
Definitions program (see “Test Generated Definitions” on page 420)
you must leave this field blank. This is because the Test program
uses the File ID as the name of the generated program.
Note:

If your production standards require that your generated program
name for production be different than your File ID and you want to
run the Test program, you must run the Generate program with no
program name, then run the Test program, then run the Generate
program once again with your designated production program
name.

5. If the generated code will be compiled, specify the target load

library in the Dataset name field.
The dataset of the library where the compiled load module will be
stored. If this library is not specified, the JCL created will not
include compile and link steps.
6. Specify the source code library in the Dataset name field.

The dataset of a library (80-character records) where generated
source code is to be stored. This is generally unnecessary since your
file definitions are the source code that you need to maintain. If you
specify a library, the JCL created will include an extra step to copy
the temporary file of source code into this library with the member
name set to the program ID.
7. Under the Code Generation Options portion of the panel, answer Y

or N to the question Check for numeric integrity?
This field indicates whether all references to input fields that are
packed or zoned decimal/numeric are checked for numeric integrity
before being used.
Choose Y to check for numeric integrity before being used.
Choose N to not check for numeric integrity before being used.
Note:

Specifying Y will prevent data exception abends at runtime, but will
take longer to run.

8. If you are checking for numeric integrity, answer Y or N to the

question If yes, issue a warning message?
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When numeric checking is being performed, you can indicate
whether a non-numeric warning should be issued or not.
Choose Y to issue a non-numeric warning.
Choose N to not issue a non-numeric warning.
Note:

If you specify Y, the code generator overrides the numeric checking
field, changing it to Y regardless of what you specified.

9. Specify how to process if the versions are not in sync.

This field tells the code generation process to build a version check
structure that contains the definition update level of the file ID and
all table IDs referenced by the file ID, and to place a CALL to
UDPVCHK in the first-time code. UDPVCHK will issue the error or
warning message as needed to prevent the actual reconciliation
from running.
Choose 1 (Issue a warning message) to issue a warning message.
Choose 2 (Issue an error message, stop reconciliation) to issue an
error message and stop reconciliation
Choose 3 (Do not issue a message) to not issue a message.

Test Generated Definitions
This utility can be used to test generated extraction programs in
Extraction Program Interface mode, prior to modifying application
programs with Extraction Program Interface calls.
Note:

In order to use this Test program, you must have generated the
extraction program definitions using the Generate Extraction Program
Interface Definitions facility (see “Generate Extraction Program Interface
Definitions” on page 417) leaving the program name blank. That way the
program name will assume the same name as the File ID.

This utility can process input files with the following dataset
organizations:
PS

Physical Sequential

VK

VSAM KSDS

UP

User Program

1. Type 6 (Extraction Program Interface) from the Setup menu and

press Enter.
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2. Select option 2 (Test generated definitions) and press Enter.
Library Information
Specify JCL library information:
Dataset name: USERIDA.DET.PROCLIB
Member name: UPDTEST
Definition database: USERIDA.DET.DEFN
History database:
USERIDA.DET.HIST

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

3. Type a name in the Dataset name field.
Note:

The dataset name, definition database, and history database default
to the JCL library file specified on the User File Defaults Panel.

The dataset name defaults to the JCL library file specified on the
User File Defaults panel. The default name can be changed.
4. Type a name in the Member name field.

The name of the member that will contain the JCL. The default
name can be changed.
5. Press F5 to accept.

Once you verify and accept the information, the Test Extraction
Program Interface Definitions Panel will be displayed.
Test Extraction Program Interface Definitions
Job name: YOURJOBA
Step name: STEP1
Specify load library of generated program:
__________________________________________
Specify a
DDName
________
________
________
________
________
________

DDName and DSName for each input file:
DSName
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________

Override execution parameters? Y
F1=Help
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F2=Split

F3=Exit

Hard copy DD
________
________
________
________
________
________

(Y/N)
F5=Accept
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Each invocation of this utility requires the following information:
1. Type a name in the Job name field.

Identify the job name entered on the job statement in the JCL card.
2. Type a step name in the Step name field.

Specify the step in the job ID.
3. Specify the load library of the generated program.

The dataset of the library containing the load modules of the
generated extraction programs that the test will use. This field
defaults to the last dataset specified on the Generate Code Utility
panel.
Note:

This facility is assuming that the program name is the same as the
DDName. This is why you must leave the program name blank
when running the Generate Extraction Program Interface Definitions
facility (see “Generate Extraction Program Interface Definitions” on
page 417).

4. Type a ddname in the DDname field.

The DDnames for all input sources and external translation tables
used by the indicated file definitions.
5. Type a dataset name in the DSName field.

The dataset names for the DDnames specified.
6. Type the hard copy DD in the Hard copy DD field.

If the hard copy DD option was specified during file definition,
enter the dataset that will receive the hard copies of the DDnames
specified.
7. Answer Y or N to the question Override execution parameters.

Your answer indicates whether the execution parameters should be
overridden.
8. Press F5 to accept.
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If you indicated the execution parameters should be overridden,
The Execution Parameter Overrides panel is displayed. Otherwise,
the JCL is displayed.
Execution Parameter Overrides
Job name:
Step name:
Cycle number:

F1=Help

F2=Split

(JNAM=)
(STEP=)
(CYC#=)

F3=Exit

________
________
________

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

9. Type the Job name, Step name, or Cycle number to be overridden.
10. Press F5 to accept. The JCL is displayed.
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Cycle Tables
This chapter provides a description of cycle tables and their use and
describes how to set up a cycle table. It includes the following sections:






“About Cycle Tables” on page 425
“Accessing Cycle Tables” on page 426
“Creating a Cycle Table” on page 427
“Saving a Cycle Table” on page 428

About Cycle Tables
Cycle tables are used to define the history records to include in the
history analysis process. The cycle table is first used to find a starting
point matching the current cycle. Once the current cycle is found in the
table, that cycle number and all prior (up to the number of cycles
specified in the basic process information) are designated as valid
cycles. These cycle numbers are then used to include or exclude history
records for processing. Only those history records whose cycle numbers
match the valid cycles are used in the history analysis processing.
Cycle tables must be defined in the ACR/Detail database before they can
be used. Cycle tables are identified with a table name. Up to 1000
entries can be made for one cycle table.

Example
Suppose, for example, that you would like to analyze data for Tuesdays
(assume sales regions report once a week on Tuesday). You set up and
name a cycle table with the name, TUESDAYS. Using a calendar, begin
entering the Tuesday dates in ascending order as follows using July 1,
2006 as the beginning of the table.
Cycle Dates
20060704
20060711
20060718
20060725
20060801
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When ACR/Detail searches for the cycle numbers to use, it will only
have cycle numbers that are Tuesday. Therefore, you only analyze
Tuesday’s data, with all other history records bypassed.

Cycle Tables and History Analysis
During History Analysis, the Cycle Table entries stored in the definition
database are sorted to ensure that they are in ascending order and
checked for duplicate or blank (that is, zero) entries. The program
removes any duplicate or blank entries found. As a result, the intended
cycles will be used during history data extraction.
Note that if you use ACR/Detail for Windows as an interface to enter
new definitions to import your existing z/OS definitions, your cycle table
entries are sorted automatically in ascending order.

Accessing Cycle Tables
Use the following procedure to access cycle tables.
1. From the ACR/Detail Job Window, press F4 to access the action bar,

tab to the Window menu, and then press Enter.
The Window menu opens.
2. Type 5 (Cycle tables) and press Enter. The Cycle Table Window is

displayed.
File Edit Help
---------------------------------------------------------------------Cycle Table Window
Row 1 from 4

_
A. Cycle Table Information:
_
Table name:
_
B. Cycle Table Entries:
_
< NEW... >
***************************** BOTTOM OF DATA**************************

Command Line ===> ____________________________________________________
F1=Help
F2=Split
F3=Exit
F4=Actions F7=Up
F8=Down
F9=Swap
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Creating a Cycle Table
1. Type S next to Table Name and press Enter. The Cycle Table Name

panel is displayed.
Cycle Table Name
Specify a table name: ________________

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

2. Type a table name, up to 16 characters, in the Specify a table name

field.
Note:

You will enter this same name in the Basic Analysis Information
panel in the History Analysis Window.
You cannot enter duplicate Table Names. If you want to update an
existing Cycle Table, press F3 to exit this panel then select Open
from the File menu

3. Press F5 to accept and return to the Cycle Table Window.
4. Type S next to <New...> underneath the heading Cycle Table

Entries, and press Enter.
The Cycle Table Entry panel is displayed.
Cycle Table Entry
Enter cycle number:
F1=Help
F5=Accept

. . . ________

F2=Split
F9=Swap

F3=Exit

5. Type a cycle number in the Enter cycle number field and press F5.

The cycle number is an eight-character numeric field. You should
always enter all of the cycle numbers in ascending order. Use the
same format (MMDDYY, YYJJJ) used in your job definitions. For
new cycle numbers representing dates later than December 31,
1999, use the century value of 20 in the first two positions.
6. After you enter a cycle number and press F5, you are brought back

into the Cycle Table Window.
7. Repeat steps 4-6 for each additional cycle number you are adding to

the table until you have finished.
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Saving a Cycle Table
1. Press F4 to access the action bar in the Cycle Table Window, and

then press Enter. The File menu opens.
2. Type 3 (Save) and press Enter.

The Save panel is displayed with a list of all definitions you have
changed.
3. Type an S next to the table you want to save, and press Enter.

You can also press F6 (Save all) if you have changed or modified
more than one table.
The message Definitions saved is displayed at the bottom left
corner above the command prompt informing you that your table
was saved.
4.
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Using the History Analysis
Function
This chapter discusses the History Analysis function which allows you
to analyze your history data and report the findings of the analysis. It
includes the following sections:






“Understanding the History Analysis Function” on page 429
“Opening the History Analysis Window” on page 429
“Entering Process Definitions” on page 430
“Entering Report Definition Information” on page 439

Understanding the History Analysis Function
The History Analysis function extracts, analyzes, and reports on
selected history data. The History Analysis Report, the report that is
generated in history analysis, is cycle-oriented. A history key or an
accumulation of history keys in the current cycle of data is compared to
prior cycles of data and then displayed in the report. You specify the
cycles that are to be selected by referring to a previously created cycle
table and specifying the number of cycles to extract and accumulate.
(See “Accessing Cycle Tables” on page 426.) For example, if you want to
analyze the data of the last ten Tuesdays, you would have created and
named a cycle table that points to the cycles that represent the last ten
Tuesdays. Then, when using the History Analysis function, you would
specify that cycle table as the one you want to use to compare data.

Opening the History Analysis Window
To determine the parameters for the analysis and reporting of history
data, you must use the History Analysis Window.
Use the following procedure to open the History Analysis Window from
the Job Window.
1. In the Job Window, press F4 to place the cursor in the action bar,

tab to the Window menu, and then press Enter. The Window menu
opens.
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2. Type 6 (History Analysis...) and press Enter.

The History Analysis Window is displayed. See the remainder of
this chapter to complete the process and report definitions.
History Analysis Process Window

Row 1 from 12

_
A. Basic Process Information
_
Cycle Information:
_
Number of cycles:
_
Highest history item:
_
Cycle table name:
_
Print missing entry:
_
Print zero divide message:
_
Cycle reference history key:
_
Relative cycle:
_
Set Return Code:
No
_
B. Summarization Information:
_
< NEW SUMMARY LEVEL...>
***************************** BOTTOM OF DATA **************************
Command Line ===> ____________________________________________________
F1=Help
F2=Split
F3=Exit
F4=Actions F7=Up
F8=Down
F9=Swap

3. When you have finished viewing or working with the History

Analysis Window, press F3 to return to the Job Window.

Entering Process Definitions
Process definitions include basic process information and
summarization information. Basic process information tells the system
which cycles of which history keys to process. Summarization
information associates the basic process information to the reports that
will display the findings of history analysis.

Entering Basic Process Information
Basic Process Information provides the cycle processing information
and determines the number of items to process from history. When you
enter basic process information for the first time, you must do so by
accessing the Basic Analysis Information panel. If you want to modify
the information later, you may do so in the same panel or by choosing
the specific options from the History Analysis Window under the Basic
Process Information heading.
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Use the following procedure to enter basic process information.
1. Type an S in the space to the left of Basic Process Information and

press Enter.
The Basic Analysis Information panel is displayed.
Basic Analysis Information
History Analysis ID:
Number of cycles to process: . .
Highest history item to process:
Cycle table name:
Print message if cycle table entry missing?

(Y/N)

When dividing by zero:
1
1. Print a message
2. Print a ? next to the value
3. Take no action
Retrieve today's gregorian date as base cycle?
F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

(Y/N)

F9=Swap

2. Type a descriptive ID, up to 16 characters long, in the History

Analysis ID field.
This will be the ID you specify when creating History Analysis JCL.
Note:

You cannot enter duplicate History Analysis IDs. If you want to
update an existing History Analysis ID, press F3 to exit this panel
then select Open from the File menu.

3. Type a three-digit value (001-100) in the Number of cycles to

process field.
This value specifies the number of cycles that the system will
analyze prior to, and including, the current cycle as found on the
cycle table you are using. For example, if you indicate that
00950719 is the current cycle number and you want to process ten
cycles, the system will process 00950719 and the nine cycles prior
to that cycle.
4. Type a three-digit number (001-999) in the Highest History Item to

Process field.
This number specifies the highest history item number to process.
For example, if you enter 68 as the highest history item to process,
only history items with item numbers less than or equal to 68 will
be processed.
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It is an advantage to enter only the highest history item number
you want to process so that the volume of history data extracted,
sorted, and accumulated is as small as possible, allowing the
system to run more efficiently and, therefore, more quickly.
5. In the Cycle table name field, type the name of the cycle table you

want to use in the History Analysis function.
6. Answer Y or N to the question Print message if cycle table entry is

missing?
7. Choose an option in the When dividing by zero field to indicate the

action to take when the History Analysis function attempts a
division by zero.
When you enter column information in the Column section of the
report definitions, you will be asked to indicate what type of
calculation (i.e., divide, average, total, etc.) you want to use for the
data in a particular row. (See “Identifying Columns” on page 449.)
If you choose a calculation that involves division and there is a zero
in the divisor column, the system will respond according to the
option you choose here.
Choose 1 (Print a message) if you want the system to print a
message indicating when the History Analysis function is
attempting to divide by zero.
Choose 2 (Print a ? next to the value) if you want the system to
print question mark next to the value that the History Analysis
function is attempting to divide by zero.
Choose 3 (Take no action) if you do not want the system to do
anything when attempting to divide by zero.
8. Answer Y or N to the question Retrieve today’s gregorian date as

base cycle?.
If you answer Y, the system uses today’s Gregorian date as the base
cycle. After you complete this panel and press F5, the Relative
Cycle panel is displayed allowing you to indicate how many relative
cycles to count back in the cycle table to get the current cycle. (See
the next procedure, “Specifying the Relative Cycle” on page 433.) If
today’s Gregorian date is not in the cycle table, the system will
search for and use the next earliest Gregorian date. This implies
that your cycle table entries are in Gregorian format.
If you answer N, the Cycle Reference History Key panel is
displayed after you complete this panel and press F5. (See
“Specifying the Cycle Reference History Key” on page 433.) The
panel prompts you to specify a history key from the history
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database. The history analysis function will then go into the history
database to find the most recent cycle using the history key
specified and use it as the base cycle. The system then looks in the
cycle table for a match.
9. Press F5 to accept.

The Relative Cycle or Cycle Reference History Key panel is
displayed, prompting you to indicate the current cycle.

Specifying the Relative Cycle
If you answered yes to the question Retrieve today’s gregorian date as
base cycle? in the Basic Analysis Information panel, the Relative Cycle
panel is displayed, as shown below.
Relative Cycle
Enter a relative cycle:

F1=Help
F9=Swap

F2=Split

+00

F3=Exit

(-99 to +00)

F5=Accept

Use the following procedure to specify the relative cycle.
1. Type a two-digit value with the - or + sign to indicate the relative

cycle you want to use as the base cycle in the history analysis
processing.
The most recent cycle is represented by +00, the previous cycle is 01, and each prior cycle decreases by one in the order it was run.
2. Press F5 to accept.

Specifying the Cycle Reference History Key
If you answered no to the question Retrieve today’s gregorian date as
base cycle? in the Basic Analysis Information panel, the Cycle Reference
History Key panel is displayed, as shown below.
Cycle Reference Key
Enter a cycle reference history key:
Key1
________

F1=Help
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Key2
________

F2=Split

Key3
________

F3=Exit

Key4
________

Key5
________

F5=Accept
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Use the following procedure to specify the cycle reference history key.
1. Type the history key whose most recent run you want to use as the

base cycle for history analysis processing.
2. Press F5 to accept.

Setting the Return Code
There are several steps involved in setting a return code in History
Analysis:

 In the Return Code panel described next, you first indicate whether
you want to set a system return code for the report definitions rules
or not.

 Later in this chapter, when you determine the rules for history
analysis, you will specify the return code.

 Finally, because of the potential for this feature to cause production
jobs to stop, we have added an additional step to protect our users.
To activate this feature, see Chapter 21, “Using User Exits.”
Use the following procedure to indicate if you want to set a return code.
1. Type an S in the space to the left of Set Return Code in the History

Analysis Process Window and press Enter. The Return Code panel is
displayed.
Return Code
Set a step completion code if one
or more rules not satisfied? . . . _

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

(Y/N/X)

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

2. Answer Y, N, or X (Abend) to the question Set a step completion

code if one or more rules are not satisfied?
If a history item has fallen below the threshold value or outside the
range of acceptable values then the 4-digit, user-specified return
code will be set as the step completion code or user abend code. This
option allows you to specify that the highest return code found for
all analysis rules be used as a step completion code or user abend
code.
If you answer Yes, set the step completion code equal to the userdefined return code.
3. Press F5 to accept.
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Entering Summarization Information
Summary level information associates a set of process definitions with
one or more sets of report definitions. The use of summary level
information allows a set of report definitions to be shared by many sets
of process definitions. See “Entering Report Definition Information” on
page 439.
There are two aspects of Summary Levels that must be considered when
defining them: the Summary Level Number and the Key Length. The
Key Length is that portion of the 40-character History Key that you use
to identify the information you wish to summarize. You define your key
by giving a Key Length indicating how much of the History Key you
want to use at each Summary Level. If you choose less than the entire
History Key, your data will be collected and summarized for all History
Keys with the same key you have selected.
The second aspect to consider when defining Summary Levels is the
Summary Level itself. The History Analysis function allows ten
different levels of summarization and reporting. Level 1 summary will
produce a row of data, per key, for each history item defined. A Level 2
summarization has a Key Length less than or equal to the Key Length
specified for your Level 1 summarization. As such, your report will
produce only one row of data, per key, that contains the accumulation of
all of the items defined on the database. The same summarization
process will occur for each cycle that you request.
For example, suppose that you have the following data in your Detail
History database (the History Keys are phone numbers: the area code,
exchange and extension):
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History Key

Cycle

Item 1

Item 2

Item 3

3124149617

900115

20

40

60

3124141628

900115

50

10

44

7085051800

900115

10

20

300

7085051801

900115

40

600

92

7085967164

900115

5

47

100
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If you choose a Key Length of the entire History Key (the entire phone
number) for Summary Level 1, the ACR/Detail report will contain the
following data for cycle 900115:
3124149617

Item 1 20
Item 2 40
Item 3 60

3124141628

Item 1 50
Item 2 10
Item 3 44

7085051800

Item 1 10
Item 2 20
Item 3 300

7085051801

Item 1 40
Item 2 600
Item 3 92

7085967164

Item 1 5
Item 2 47
Item 3 100

For Summary Level 2, since the Key Length must be less than or equal
to what was used for Level 1, choose a Key Length of 6 (the area code
and the exchange). All of the items will be added together (Item 1 + Item
2 + Item 3) and all of the totals with keys that match (those keys with
the same first 6 characters), will be added together at this level. Your
report will now contain this information for the 900115 cycle:
312414

224

708505

1062

708596

152

For Summary Level 3, specify a Key Length of 3 (just the area code).
Now the totals you got from Level 2 will be added together for the keys
that match (those keys with the same first 3 characters). Your report
will now contain this information for the 900115 cycle:
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Use the following procedure to enter summarization information.
1. Type an S in the space to the left of <New Summary Level> and

press Enter. The Summarization Information panel is displayed.
Summarization Information
Summary level number: 01
Key length: 08

F1=Help
F5=Accept

F2=Split
F9=Swap

F3=Exit

2. Type a two-digit value (01-10) in the Summary level number field to

identify the summarization level.
You may summarize up to ten different levels of history data in any
one process and produce up to nine reports at each level. Levels 210 produce only one total per key; level one produces total values
for each item individually.
Note that you cannot use key masking for history analysis.
3. Type a two-digit value (01-40) in the Key length field to specify the

number of characters of a history key to process starting from the
first position.
This field allows you to indicate, by key length, the level of detail
you want to look at for this analysis. For example, if you want to
analyze data for the first key, you would enter 08; for two keys, you
would enter 16, etc.
4. Press F5 to accept.

The Summarization Information panel closes and the system
returns to the History Analysis Window. Notice there are now
several new headings and subheadings under the Summarization
Level section of the History Analysis Window, and the data you just
entered is displayed next to the Summary Level heading.
Now, under the New Report ID heading, you will create the link
between the process definitions and the report definitions. In Basic
Analysis Information, you indicated which history keys and cycles
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to analyze; now you will specify which report to use to analyze
them.
History Analysis Process Window

Row 10 from 14

_
B. Summarization Information:
_
Summary Level: 01
Key Length: 24
_
Report IDs:
_
< NEW REPORT ID...>
_
< NEW SUMMARY LEVEL...>
***************************** BOTTOM OF DATA **************************

Command Line ===> ____________________________________________________
F1=Help
F2=Split
F3=Exit
F4=Actions F7=Up
F8=Down
F9=Swap

Type an S in the space to the left of <New Report ID> and press Enter.
5. The report ID panel is displayed.
Enter a report ID: __________

F1=Help
F9=Swap

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

6. Type a unique name, ten characters long, for the report in the

Enter a report ID field.
You may enter any ten-character name in this field.
Note:

You must enter this same report ID in the Report Information panel
for the corresponding report definitions. See “Entering Basic Report
Information” on page 439.

You cannot enter duplicate Report IDs. If you want to update an
existing Report ID, press F3 to exit this panel then select Open
from the File menu.
7. Press F5 to accept.

The report ID panel closes and the new report name is displayed in
the History Analysis Window.
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Entering Report Definition Information
This section of the manual shows you how to switch to the report
definitions view of the History Analysis Window; set up a report; give
the report a title, headings, etc.; specify which history items to use; and
define the rules used to analyze the data.

Switching to the Report Definitions View
Before you can begin entering report definition information, you must
switch to the report definitions view of the History Analysis Window as
outlined below.
1. Press F4 to place the cursor in the action bar, tab to the Window

menu, and then press Enter. The Window menu opens.
2. Type 1 (Report Definitions) and press Enter.

The report definitions view is displayed in the History Analysis
Window.
History Analysis Report Window

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

A.

B.
C.

Row 1 from 19

Basic Report Information:
Title:
Columns/page:
Type:
Item level:
Print option:
Print sequence:
Results:
Truncate
Missing cycles:
History Items: 000
< NEW... >
Key Headings: 000
< NEW... >

Command Line ===> ____________________________________________________
F1=Help
F2=Split
F3=Exit
F4=Actions F7=Up
F8=Down
F9=Swap

Entering Basic Report Information
Before you can enter any other information in the report definition view
of the History Analysis Window, you must enter the basic report
information. If you attempt to complete any other part of this window,
the Report Information panel is displayed, prompting you to enter the
required information.
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Use the following procedure to enter basic report information.
1. Type an S in the space to the left of Basic Report Information and

press Enter. The Report Information panel is displayed.
Report Information
Report ID: __________
Enter a title for the analysis report:
________________________________________
Number of columns/page: _
Select a report type:
1
1. Print exception messages only
2. Print exception codes and data values
Select options to access:
_ Item levels...
_ Print options...
_ Results...
_ Missing cycles...

#HASWJ001 - Specify an analysis ID first.
F1=Help
F2=Split
F3=Exit
F5=Accept

F9=Swap

2. Type the report name in the Report ID field.

This ID must match the ID you entered in the New Report ID panel
under the Summarization Information section of the process
definition.
3. Type a title, up to 40 characters long, for the analysis report.

This title is displayed on the analysis report.
4. Type a one-digit number (1-6) in the Number of columns/page field

to indicate how many columns you want across the report.
Note:

Specifying a report with more than four columns limits the maximum
size of each column to nine digits for a count or eight digits plus a
decimal, and a sign for amounts.

5. Choose an option in the Select a report type field to indicate what

type of data you want to print on the report.
Choose 1 (Print exception messages only) to print a report that is
displayed only a message that you predetermine for a specific type
of exception. (The data values do not display when you make this
choice.). This is known as a threshold analysis report.
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Choose 2 (Print exception codes and data values) to print a report
that displays the exception codes next to the related data values.
This is known as a fluctuation analysis report.
Note:

After you complete step 5, you may press F5 to accept your entries
and return to the History Analysis Window. However, if you want to
specify the additional options, such as item levels, print options,
results, and missing cycles, you may do so by selecting the options
in this panel or directly from the History Analysis Window. See the
following sections to select and define the additional options.

Selecting Additional Report Options
Besides the required basic report information (described in the previous
section), there are several additional report options that you may select
by following one of the procedures below.
Use the following procedure to select a report option from the Report
Information panel.
1. Under the heading Select options to access, type an S in the space

to the left of the report option you want to define.
2.

Press F5 to accept. The corresponding panel is displayed.

Use the following procedure to select a report option from the report
definitions view in the History Analysis Window.
1. Under the heading Basic Report Information, type an S in the space

to the left of one of the following report options: Item Level, Print
Option, Results, or Missing Cycles.
2.

Press F5 to accept. The corresponding panel is displayed.

Entering Item Level Information
The Item Level feature allows you to specify one of three different
actions in applying analysis rules to history items: you may apply all
analysis rules to all history items, you may apply one rule to each item,
or you may choose not to apply any rule to a particular item.
In this procedure, you are simply indicating if you want to apply all
rules to all items or not. If you indicate that you do not want to apply all
rules to all items, you must then specify in the History Item panel if you
want to apply either a specific rule or no rule at all to each item. See
“Specifying History Items” on page 445.
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Use the following procedure to enter information for the Item Level
report option.
1. Select Item Level from the Report Information panel or the History

Analysis Window as described above.
The Item Level panel is displayed.
Item Level
Apply analysis rules to all items?

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

N

(Y/N)

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

2. Answer Y or N to the question Apply analysis rules to all items?.

If you answer Y, all analysis rules will apply to all of the history
items specified in the report definitions; in this case, you do not
indicate a specific analysis rule in the History Item panel.
If you answer N, you will have the option in the History Item panel
to either not apply a rule at all or apply one specific rule to each
history item. See “Specifying History Items” on page 445.
3. Press F5 to accept.

Entering Print Options Information
Print Options allows you to specify if and when a report line should be
printed in a report.
Use the following procedure to enter information for the Print Options
report option.
1. Select Print Options from the Report Information panel or the

History Analysis Report Window as described above. The Print
Options panel is displayed.
Print Options
Choose an option:
1
1. Print all report lines
2. Print report line only if there is an
exception
3. Do not print any lines for this report
Report print sequence:
F1=Help
F2=Split
F9=Swap
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2. Choose an option in the first field to indicate what to print on the

analysis report.
Choose 1 (Print all report lines) if you want the system to print
every line on the report regardless of if there is an exception in that
line or not.
Choose 2 (Print report line only if there is an exception) if you want
the system to print only those lines that contain an exception.
Choose 3 (Do not print any lines for this report) if you do not want
to print this report.
3. Type a two-digit value (01-90) in the Report print sequence field

specifying the order in which you want the report to print.
If you do not enter a number in this field, the report prints in the
order it was entered according to the summarization/report ID
order. However, if you already have eight reports set up and then
you decide you want this report to print in the second position, you
may enter a two in this field.
Note:

When you enter a sequence number to which another report is
assigned, the last report to be assigned to the sequence overrides
the report that was previously in that position.

4. Press F5 to accept.

Entering Truncate/Round Results Information
The Truncate/Round Results feature allows you to specify if you want to
truncate or round the results of the history analysis rules.
Use the following procedure to enter information for truncating or
rounding the results of the analysis report.
1. Select Results from the Report Information panel or the History

Analysis Window as described above. The Truncate/Round Results
panel is displayed.
Truncate/Round Results
Select a truncation/rounding option:
1
1. Round results
2. Truncate results
F1=Help
F5=Accept

F2=Split
F9=Swap

F3=Exit

2. Choose an option to indicate if you want to round or truncate the

results.
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If you choose 1 (Round results), the system rounds the number to
the nearest 1.0. (That is, if the number is 415.67, the system rounds
the number to 416.)
If you choose 2 (Truncate results), the system cuts or truncates the
number at the specified number of decimals. (That is, if the number
is 415.67 and you specify 0 decimals in the rule or calculated item,
the system truncates the number to 415.)
3. Press F5 to accept.

Entering Missing Cycles Information
This option allows you to indicate how you want the system to handle
missing cycles in the history analysis function. For example, if you have
specified five cycles of data for which you want to find the average but
one cycle is missing, you may take one of two actions: 1) You may
prompt the system to treat the missing cycle value as a zero, including
it in the average. The system would add all five cycle values, including
the zero, and divide by five. 2) You may also prompt the system to ignore
the missing cycle data, excluding it from the average. To get the
average, the system would only add the four existing data values and
divide by four.
Note:

You can only use this option reliably when your summary level is one
and your key length is 40 (in this case, each key is analyzed and
reported individually). Only when you are processing the cycle of an
individual history key can you be certain that a cycle is missing or not.

Use the following procedure to enter information for the Missing Cycles
report option.
1. Select Missing Cycles from the Report Information panel or the

History Analysis Window as described above. The Missing Cycles
panel is displayed.
Missing Cycles
Consider missing cycles to be zero for calculations?

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

N

(Y/N)

F9=Swap

2. Answer Y or N to the question Consider missing cycles to be zero

for calculations?.
Answer Y if you want the system to treat the missing data value as
a 0 for any calculations.
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Answer N if you want the system to ignore the data for that cycle
and not include it in any calculations.
3. Press F5 to accept.

Specifying History Items
Usually you will not want to process and display all of the 999 possible
history items on the history analysis report. This function allows you to
define only those history items you want to analyze for a particular
report ID.
Use the following procedure to specify history items for a report.
1. In the report definition view of the History Analysis Window, type

an S in the space to the left of <NEW...> under History Items. The
History Items panel is displayed.
History Items
Item number:
001

-------------- Description ------------________________________________________
________________________________________

Internal item number: 000
Format:
1
1. Count
2. Amount

Apply analysis rule number: ___

Number of decimals? _

F1=Help
F2=Split
F3=Exit
F5=Accept
F9=Swap
---------------------------------------------------------------------Command Line ===> ____________________________________________________
F1=Help
F2=Split
F3=Exit
F4=Actions F7=Up
F8=Down
F9=Swap

2. Verify or change the number in the Item Number field.

This number represents the history item number. For the first
history item you define for a specific report ID, the number 001
automatically displays in the Item Number field. The number
increases by one for each subsequent history item that you define.
3. Type a description of the history item, up to 80 characters long, in

the Description field.
Note:
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4. Type a three-digit number (001-999) in the Internal Item Number

field indicating which item on the history record will be printed on
the row specified on the History Item Number field.
This number represents the history item’s original internal item
number. Since internal item numbers range from 001-999, you can
enter any of those numbers in this field. However, you may only
enter 100 history items per report. If you leave this field blank, the
field value defaults to match the Item number field. This number
should not exceed the value entered on the Basic Analysis
Information panel in the Highest history item to process field.
5. Enter a three-digit number (001-100) or leave blank the Apply

analysis rule number field to indicate which analysis rule to apply
against this particular item.
If you answered N to the question Apply analysis rules to all items?
in the Item Level panel, you may either enter a specific rule
number to indicate the rule that will apply to this history item or
you may leave this field blank so that no rule will apply to this
history item. See “Entering Item Level Information” on page 441.
6. Choose an option in the Format field to indicate the format of the

specified internal item number.
The format should match the original format from the job
definitions.
Choose 1 (Count) if the item number is a whole number.
Choose 2 (Amount) if the item number uses a decimal.
Note:

Text and date formats cannot be used in history analysis.

7. Type a one-digit number in the Number of Decimals field to

indicate the number of decimal places in the item number.
If you leave the field blank, the system defaults to 0 decimal places
for a count number and 2 decimal places for an amount number.
Note:

This field must match the history item’s original internal item format.

8. Press F5 to accept.
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Specifying Key Headings
The Key Headings provide heading text for the key portion of the report.
Although the key being reported or summarized is a maximum of 40
characters, it can be split into a number of separate report key fields
and spaced out over the 60-character key portion of the report. Each
report key field can be given a one- or two-line heading.
For example, if you want to include a key heading that represents area
codes and another that represents telephone numbers, you can specify
the first key heading as AREA CODE and the second as TELEPHONE;
those headings will appear on the report where you indicate in this
panel. Later, in the Key Description section (see the next procedure),
you will tell the system where to pick up the keys and where to place
them in the history analysis report. The key heading and key
description section of the report would look something like the
following:
AREA CODES

TELEPHONE

708

225-9087

312

361-1195

Use the following procedure to specify key headings.
1. In the report definition view of the History Analysis Window, type

an S in the space to the left of <NEW...> under the Key Headings
section. The Key Headings panel is displayed.
Key Headings
Heading number:

Enter heading text:
----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4
________________________________________

001
Start position:

. . . . __

Print on first line? _

F1=Help

F2=Split

Length:

. . . . . . . . __

(Y/N)

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

2. Verify or change the number in the Heading Number field.

Valid values are 1-100.
3. Type a heading, up to 40 characters long, in the Enter heading text

field.
4. Type a two-digit value (01-60) in the Start Position field to indicate

where across the report you want the heading to start.
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5. Type a two-digit value (01-40) in the Length field to indicate the

length of the heading.
Note:

The start position value plus the length cannot be longer than 62.

6. Answer Y or N to the question Print on first line? to indicate if you

want the heading to print on the first or the second line.
7. Press F5 to accept.

Entering Key Descriptions
Key Description allows you to tell the system where to get the key
values and where to print them in the Key portion of the History
Analysis Report; it also allows you to specify how many lines to skip
after a key break.
Use the following procedure to enter key descriptions.
1. In the report definition view of the History Analysis Window, type

an S in the space to the left of <NEW...> under the Key Descriptions
section. The Key Descriptions panel is displayed.
Key Descriptions
Description number:

001

Specify what to print in key portion of the report:
__ 1. History key
2. Item description
Accept key from: __

Length: __

Print in:

Length: __

. . . __

At a key break:
3
1. Skip to top of page
2. Skip one line
3. Do not skip lines
F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

2. Type a three-digit number (001-100) in the Description number

field to identify the definition.
3. Choose an option from the Specify what to print in the Key portion

of the report field.
Choose 1 (History key) if you want to show the history key. Because
you can only refer to 40 bytes of the history key, this option requires
that the key position plus length be 41 or less.
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Choose 2 (Item description) if you want to show the item
description written in the history item information. (See the
example in the previous section.) This option requires that the key
position plus length be less than 62.
4. Type a two-digit value (1 to 40) in the Accept Key From field

indicating where to start accepting this key field from what gets
printed on the report.
This indicates, in combination with the next step, what part of the
40-byte key you want to use.
5. Type a two-digit value (1 to 40) in the Length field to the right of

Accept Key From indicating the length of key field to accept.
6. Type a two-digit value (1 to 60) in the Print In field specifying the

start position in the key portion of the report.
7. Type a two-digit value (1 to 40) in the Length field to the right of

Print In specifying the length of the key to print.
8. Choose an option from the At a key break field to indicate the line

spacing at the key break.
Choose 1 (Skip to top of page) to continue on the next page after a
key break.
Choose 2 (Skip one line) to skip a line and continue after a key
break.
Choose 3 (Do not skip lines) to continue on to the next line after a
key break.
9. Press F5 to accept.

Identifying Columns
The Columns section of the report definitions allows you to tell the
system how and where to print columns in the History Analysis Report.
The columns will contain history item values or a calculated result of
other columns.
Use the following procedure to identify the columns of a report.
1. In the report definition view of the History Analysis Window, type

an S in the space to the left of <NEW...> under the Columns section.
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The Columns panel is displayed.
Columns
Column number: . . 001
Print this column? _ (Y/N)
In what column?
___
Enter column heading text:
(If column is for history item values and line 1 is left blank,
cycle will be printed as default.)
Line 1: . . . . __________
Line 2: . . . . __________
If
1.
2.
3.

column heading is cycle, specify print format:
YYMMDD
4. DDMMYY
7. CCYYMMDD
MMDDYY
5. YYJJJ
8. CCYYJJJ
MMDDCCYY 6. DDMMCCYY
9. As is

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

2. Verify or change the number in the Column Number field.

The number 001 automatically is displayed in this field for the first
column you identify; the number increases by 1 for each subsequent
column.
3. Answer Y or N to the question Print this column?.

You may choose not to print a particular column if you want to use
the data as part of a rule but do not need to see the data on the
report.
4. Type a three-digit number (1 to 100) in the In what column field or

leave it blank to indicate where to print this column on the report.
If duplicate print positions are specified for different columns, the
last column defined will overlay the others.
If you leave the field blank, the column prints in the column
represented by the Column Number. For example, if the Column
Number is 003, the column will print in the third position.
5. In the Line 1 field, type a ten-character value for the first line of the

heading for the column.
6. In the Line 2 field, type a ten-character value for the second line of

the column heading.
7. In the If column heading is cycle, specify print format field, select a

format to print dates on the report. If you leave this field blank,
option 1 (YYMMDD) will be used.
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8. Press F5 to accept. The second Column panel is displayed.
Note:

When you complete this panel you are telling the system to perform
two actions: 1) you are telling the system what type of calculation
you want it to perform with which columns and 2) you are indicating
that you want the system to print the results of the calculation in the
column you are currently creating.
For example, if you have already set up 3 columns of history item
values, you can set up a fourth column that will show the average of
the 3 previous columns. To do this, you would enter 001 in the Begin
in column field, 003 in the End in column field, and 8 (Average) in
the Select a computation field. For each row of data, the average of
the first 3 columns will appear in the fourth column.
If you do not want to print the calculation results in this column,
bypass this panel by pressing 5 without entering any data and
continue to step 12 of this procedure. Otherwise, continue with the
remainder of this procedure.
Column

Specify a computation range:
Begin in column: ___ End in column:
___
Select a computation to perform across range:
__ 1. Total
2. Difference
3. Product
4. Division
5. Maximum
6. Minimum
7. Range
8. Average
9. Percentage
10. Variance
11. Standard deviation
12. Constant column value
13. Percentage of difference
14. Tally
15. Variance (non-Biased)
16. Standard deviation (non-Biased)

9. Type a three-digit number (001-100) in the Begin in column field to

indicate the beginning range of columns to use in the calculation.
10. Type a three-digit number (001-100) in the End in column field to

indicate the ending range of columns to use in the calculation.
11. Choose an option in the Select a computation to perform across the

range field to indicate the type of calculation or computation you
want the system to perform with the date found in the columns you
specified.
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The column you are currently creating will contain the results of
the calculation.
Total

Sum of all columns begin to end.

Difference

Begin column minus end column.

Product

Begin column times end column.

Division

Begin column times end column.

Maximum

Largest value of any column begin to end.

Minimum

Smallest value of any column begin to end.

Range

Range of columns (i.e. maximum value minus the
minimum value).

Average

Average of all columns begin to end.

Percentage

Percentage of begin column to end column (i.e.
begin column divided by end column times 100).

Variance

Statistical variance (i.e. the average sum of the
squares of the difference of each column from the
average of all columns begin to end).

Standard deviation

Standard deviation of all columns (i.e., the square
root of the variance).

Constant column
value

Constant specified in the constant column value
field. To specify a decimal constant for this value,
use the column print decimals field.

Percentage of
difference

Percentage of difference between begin column and
end column (i.e. (begin column - end column)\end
column).

Tally

Tally of detail columns with data. If a detail column
value is missing, it will not be included in the count.

Variance (nonBiased)

Statistical variance of a sample of the entire
population of values.

Standard deviation
(non-Biased)

Standard deviation of a sample of the entire
population of values.

Note:
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12. Press F5 to accept. The next Columns panel is displayed.
Columns
Specify the format of the columns being analyzed:
1
1. Count
2. Amount
Number of decimals: _

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

13. Choose an option in the Specify the format of the columns being

analyzed field to indicate if the format of the values in the columns
is count or amount.
This should match the format of the history items.
14. Type a number in the Number of decimals field to indicate the

number of places to the right of the decimal for the data being
analyzed.
If you leave this field blank, the system defaults to 0 for amount
values and 2 for count values.
15. Press F5 to accept.

Variance (non-Biased) and Standard Deviation (non-Biased)
Computations
General Information
The ACR/Detail History Analysis feature includes two computation
types that can be used to calculate a “non-biased” or “moving range”
variance or standard deviation across a range of columns or rows.
Variance (non-Biased) and Standard Deviation (non-Biased)
computation types are appropriate for calculations based on a sample
rather than on an entire population. These computation types provide
additional options for the field Select a computation to perform across
range.
Note:
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Field Descriptions and Formulas
The following field definitions will help you understand the differences
between Variance and Standard Deviation computation types and
Variance (Non-Biased) and Standard Deviation (Non-Biased)
computation types. For additional information, see “Examples” on
page 455, after reading the field descriptions.
Note:

In the formulas shown here:

 n represents the number of values included in the computation.
 x represents each value used in the computation.
 The symbol
represents summation.
Variance Field
Choose the Variance computation type to calculate the variance if the
columns (or rows) you are using in your computation make up the entire
population of values. For example, use this computation type if your
population consists of 10 cycles and you are using the values of all 10
cycles to calculate the variance. This computation type uses the
following formula:
2

n∑ x – (∑ x)
Variance = --------------------------------------n2
2

Variance (non-Biased) Field
Choose the Variance (non-biased) computation type to calculate the
variance if the columns (or rows) you are using in your computation are
a sample of the entire population of values. For example, use this
computation type if your population consists of 100 cycles and you are
using a sample made up of 10 of these cycles to calculate the variance.
This computation type uses the following formula:

n∑ x – (∑ x)
Variance ( Non – Biased ) = --------------------------------------n( n – 1)
2

2

Standard Deviation Field
Choose the Standard Deviation field to calculate the standard deviation
if the columns (or rows) you are using in your computation make up the
entire population of values. For example, use this field if your entire
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population consists of 10 cycles and you are using the values of all 10
cycles to calculate the standard deviation. This computation type uses
the following formula:

S tan dard Deviation

=

n∑ x2 – ( ∑ x )2
--------------------------------------n2

Standard Deviation (non-Biased) Field
Choose the Standard Deviation (non-biased) computation type to
calculate the standard deviation if the columns (or rows) you are using
in your computation are a sample of the entire population of values. For
example, use this computation type if your population includes 100
cycles and you are using a sample consisting of 10 of these cycles to
calculate the variance. This computation type uses the following
formula:

n∑ x2 – ( ∑ x)
--------------------------------------n(n – 1)

2

S tan dard Deviation ( Non – Biased )

=

Examples
Assume you are interested in using the History Analysis feature to
create a report for 10 cycles having the following values:
1345
1301
1368
1322
1310

1370
1318
1350
1303
1299

We will use these values to show how you can appropriately use the
computation types described previously.

Using the Variance Computation Type to Compute the Variance
of A Population
If the 10 cycles you are using in your computation make up the entire
population, calculate the variance using the Variance computation type,
which uses the following formula:

n∑ x – (∑ x)
Variance = --------------------------------------n2
2
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The variance will be 678.84, as demonstrated in the following table:

2

x

x

1345

1809025

1301

1692601

1368

1871424

1322

1747684

1310

1716100

1370

1876900

1318

1737124

1350

1822500

1303

1697809

1299

1687401

∑x

2

17658568

n∑ x

2

176585680

(∑ x)

2

176517796

n∑ x – (∑ x)
2

67884

2

2

n∑ x – ( ∑ x)
--------------------------------------n2
2

678.84

Using the Variance (Non-Biased) Computation Type to Compute
the Variance of a Sample
If the 10 cycles you are using in your computation are a sample of the
entire population, calculate the variance using the Variance (NonBiased) computation type, which uses the following formula:
2

n∑ x – (∑ x)
Variance ( Non – Biased ) = --------------------------------------n(n – 1)
2
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The variance will be 754.27, as demonstrated in the following table:

x2

x

1345

1809025

1301

1692601

1368

1871424

1322

1747684

1310

1716100

1370

1876900

1318

1737124

1350

1822500

1303

1697809

1299

1687401

∑x

2

17658568

n∑ x

2

176585680

(∑ x)

2

176517796

n∑ x – (∑ x)
2

67884

2

2

n∑ x – ( ∑ x)
--------------------------------------n(n – 1)
2

754.27

Using the Standard Deviation Computation Type to Compute
the Standard Deviation of a Population
If the 10 cycles you are using in your computation make up the entire
population, calculate the standard deviation using the Standard
Deviation computation type, which uses the following formula:

S tan dard Deviation
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The standard deviation will be 26.054, as demonstrated in the following
table:

x2

x

1345

1809025

1301

1692601

1368

1871424

1322

1747684

1310

1716100

1370

1876900

1318

1737124

1350

1822500

1303

1697809

1299

1687401

∑ x2

n∑ x

17658568

176585680

2

(∑ x)

2

176517796

n∑ x – (∑ x)
2

67884

2

2

n∑ x2 – ( ∑ x )
--------------------------------------n2

26.054

Using the Standard Deviation (Non-Biased) Computation Type
to Compute the Standard Deviation of a Sample
If the 10 cycles you are using in your computation are a sample of the
entire population, calculate the standard deviation using the Standard
Deviation (Non-Biased) computation type, which uses the following
formula:

n∑ x2 – ( ∑ x )
--------------------------------------n( n – 1)

2

S tan dard Deviation ( Non – Biased )
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The standard deviation will be 27.463, as demonstrated in the following
table:

x2

x
1345

1809025

1301

1692601

1368

1871424

1322

1747684

1310

1716100

1370

1876900

1318

1737124

1350

1822500

1303

1697809

1299

1687401

∑ x2

n∑ x

17658568

176585680

2

(∑ x)

2

176517796

n∑ x – (∑ x)
2

67884

2

2

n∑ x – ( ∑ x)
--------------------------------------n(n – 1)
2

27.463

Defining Rules
In the History Analysis function, you can define one of two different
rules: threshold rules or fluctuation rules. Threshold rules specify the
criteria used to detect data values that have fallen below a threshold
value that you determine. The system scans column values from the
beginning column to the ending column. Column values that fall below
the threshold value will be flagged as exception data.
Fluctuation rules specify the criteria used to detect a data fluctuation
situation. History items are scanned from the oldest cycle to the current
cycle. History items whose data values lie outside specified upper and
lower tolerance limits relative to a constant value or to another column,
as determined by you, will be flagged as exception data.
Use the following procedure to define rules for the report.
1. In the report definition view of the History Analysis Window, type

an S in the space to the left of <NEW...> under the Rules section.
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The Rules panel is displayed.
Rules
Specify the type of rule to define:
__ 1. Threshold rule...
2. Fluctuation rule...

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F9=Swap

2. Choose an option to indicate the type of rule you want to define.

Choose 1 (Threshold Rule) if you want to specify the criteria used to
detect the incorrect data. With the threshold rule, history items are
scanned from the oldest cycle to the current cycle. History items not
meeting the analysis criteria will be flagged as incorrect data.
Choose 2 (Fluctuation Rule) if you want to specify the criteria used
to detect a data fluctuation situation. With the fluctuation rule,
history items are scanned from the oldest cycle to the current cycle.
History items not meeting the analysis criteria will be flagged as
fluctuations.
3. After you make your choice, press Enter.

The corresponding panel is displayed. See the following sections to
complete the Threshold Rule panel and the Fluctuation Rule panel.

Entering Threshold Rule Information
Threshold rules are used to detect incorrect data. With the threshold
rule, history items are scanned from the oldest cycle to the current cycle.
History items not meeting the analysis criteria will be flagged as
incorrect data.
If you chose the threshold rule in the previous panel, the Threshold Rule
panel is displayed. Depending on whether you chose report type 1 or 2,
the panel will be slightly different.
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If you chose report type 1 (Print exception message only) in the Report
Information panel, the following panel is displayed.
Threshold Rule
Rule number:

001

Begin in column: ___
End in column:
___
Apply threshold value: ___________

If outside threshold value:
Print exception message: __________
Set return code: . . . ____
F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

If you chose report type 2 (Print exception codes and data values), the
following panel is displayed.
Threshold Rule
Rule number:

001

Begin in column: ___
End in column:
___
Apply threshold value: ________

If outside threshold value:
Print exception code: _
Set return code: . . . ____
F1=Help
F2=Split
F3=Exit
F5=Accept
F9=Swap

Use the following procedure to enter threshold rule information.
1. Verify or change the number in the Rule number field.

This field simply identifies the rule; the first rule you define begins
with the number 001 and increases by one for each subsequent
rule.
2. In the Begin in column field, type a three-digit value indicating the

beginning range of the columns to which you want to apply the
rule.
3. In the End in column field, type a three-digit value indicating the

ending range of the columns to which you want to apply the rule.
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4. Type a nine-digit value (-999999999 to +999999999) in the Apply

threshold value field indicating the threshold value.
If the any value in the columns exceeds the threshold value, the
exceeding value will be flagged as an exception. The value may
have an embedded decimal with no more than 9 decimal positions.
5. Complete one of the following fields depending on the report type

indicated:
In the Print exception message field, type a ten-character message,
used only with report type 1 (Exception Message Report), to print
when values do not meet the threshold rule.
In the Print exception code field, type a one-digit code, used only
when using report type 2 (Detail Values Report), that will print
next to any value that does not meet the threshold rule.
6. Type a four-digit code (0000 and 0100 to 9999) in the Set Return

Code field indicating a history item value has fallen below the
threshold value.
This code will print on the report or will be used to set a step
completion code if you are using that option.
7. Press F5 to accept.

Entering Fluctuation Rule Information
Fluctuation rules are used to detect a data fluctuation situation. With
the fluctuation rule, history items are scanned from the oldest cycle to
the current cycle. History items not meeting the analysis criteria will be
flagged as fluctuations. Fluctuation rules refer to analysis bases and
analysis windows. The analysis base is the constant to which values are
compared to determine fluctuation. The analysis window is a range of
columns containing values, each of which is compared to the analysis
base.
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If you chose the fluctuation rule in the previous panel, the following
panel is displayed.
Fluctuation Rule
Rule number:

001

Analysis base:
Column number: ___
Value: . . . . __________
Analysis window:
From column: ___
Specify
__ 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

rule
Base
Base
Base
Base
Base
Base

F1=Help

To column:

___

type to apply:
equals window
is not equal to window
is greater than or equal to window
is greater than window
is less than or equal to window
is less than window

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

Use the following procedure to enter fluctuation rule information.
1. Verify or change the number in the Rule number field.

The rule number starts at 001 for the first rule you define and
increases by one for each subsequent rule.
2. Type a value for the Analysis Base in either the Column number or

Value field, as described below.
If you want to compare the items in the Analysis Window to the
value in a particular column, type a three-digit value (001-100) in
the Column number field identifying the column.
If you want to compare the items in the Analysis Window to a
specific value, type the specific, nine-digit value (-999999999 to
+999999999) in the Value field.
3. Type a three-digit number (001-100) in the Analysis Window: From

column field and the To column field indicating the beginning and
the end of the range in which to compare the analysis base.
4. Choose an option from the Specify rule type to apply field.

The options are:
1 (Base equals window)
2 (Base is not equal to window)
3 (Base is greater than or equal to window)
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4 (Base is greater than window)
5 (Base is less than or equal to window)
6 (Base is less than window)
5. Press F5 to accept.

The second Fluctuation Rule panel is displayed. Depending on
which report type you indicated in the Report Information panel,
the Fluctuation panel is slightly different, as pictured below.
If you chose report type 1 (Exception Message Report), the
following panel is displayed.
Fluctuation Rule
If rule not satisfied:
Print exception message: __________
Set return code: . . . ____
Suppress printing row? _ (Y/N)
Set tolerance? . . . . _ (Y/N)

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

If you chose report type 2 (Detail Values Report) the following
report is displayed.
Fluctuation Rule
If rule not satisfied:
Print exception code:
Set return code: . . .
Suppress printing row?
Set tolerance? . . . .

F1=Help

F2=Split

_
____
_ (Y/N)
_ (Y/N)

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

6. Complete one of the following fields depending on the report type

indicated:
In the Print exception message field, type a ten-character message,
used only with report type 1 (Exception Message Report), that will
print for any cell whose values do not meet the fluctuation rule.
In the Print exception code field, type a one-digit code, used only
when using report type 2 (Detail Values Report), that will print
next to any value that does not meet the fluctuation rule.
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7. Type a four-digit code (0000, 0100 to 9999) in the Set return code

field indicating that a history item value has fallen outside the
range of acceptable values.
8. Answer Y or N to the question Suppress printing row? to indicate if

you want to print rows where the rule is not satisfied.
9. Answer Y or N to the question Set tolerance? to indicate if you want

to allow the rule to be satisfied if the value is within a specified
tolerance.
10. Press F5 to accept.

If you answered Y to Set tolerance?, the Tolerance panel is
displayed.
Tolerance
Select a tolerance indicator:
1
1. Absolute tolerance
2. Percentage tolerance
3. Do not set tolerance
Tolerance value: +000000000

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

11. Choose an option from the Select a tolerance indicator field to

indicate if and what type of tolerance you want to set.
If you specify an absolute or percentage tolerance value, the
analysis base must equal the analysis window. Absolute and
percentage tolerance must be used with the tolerance value. If no
tolerance processing is used, tolerance value must be blank.
12. Type a one- to eight-digit value in the Tolerance value field to

specify the amount of the tolerance.
13. Press F5 to accept.

See “Creating History Analysis JCL” on page 397 and view the
History Analysis Report.
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17
Using On-Line Options
This chapter discusses the online utilities. These include utilities for
maintaining ACR/Summary definitions, moving definitions into
production, browsing the history file, performing date conversion, and
editing/submitting JCL.
This chapter includes the following sections:









“Accessing On-Line Options” on page 467
“Backup Definition Library” on page 468
“Restore Definition Library” on page 470
“Create Batch Transactions” on page 477
“Perform History Browse” on page 478
“Perform Date Conversion” on page 484
“Edit/Submit” on page 486

Accessing On-Line Options
Use the following procedure to access the On-Line Options panel from
the Job Window.
1. From the Job Window, press F4 to access the action bar, tab to the

Run menu, and then press Enter. The Run menu opens.
2.

Type 2 (On-line options) and press Enter. The On-Line Options
panel is displayed.
On-Line Options

Choose an option:
__ 1. Backup definition library
2. Restore definition library
3. Create batch transactions
4. Perform history browse
5. Perform date conversion
F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F9=Swap

3. Choose an option corresponding to the on-line option of your choice

and press Enter.
Choose option 1(Backup definition library) and see “Backup
Definition Library” on page 468.
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Choose option 2 (Restore definition library) and see “Restore
Definition Library” on page 470.
Choose option 3 (Create batch transactions) and see “Create Batch
Transactions” on page 477.
Choose option 4 (Perform history browse) and see “Perform History
Browse” on page 478.
Choose option 5 (Perform date conversion) and see “Perform Date
Conversion” on page 484.

Backup Definition Library
Just as you backup your definition and history databases for disaster
recovery purposes, you should also backup your definition library
periodically. ACR/Detail provides facilities to do just that. Unneeded
definitions clutter up your definition library. By getting rid of these
unneeded items your system will run more efficiently.
One advantage of backing up your definition library rather than
backing up your database is that all of your dataset names get saved.
The dataset names are lost if you need to restore from the database.
If you chose option 1 (Backup Definition Library) from the On-Line
Options panel the Backup On-Line Options panel is displayed.
Backup On-Line Options
Specify
__ 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
F1=Help

which definitions to backup:
All definitions
Job definitions only
File definitions only
Process definitions only
Report definitions only
Internal/Cycle table definitions only
External table definitions only
F2=Split

F3=Exit

F9=Swap

1. Choose an option to specify which definitions to backup and press

Enter.
Note:

Options 2 - 7 will allow you to backup individual or multiple
definitions.

Choose 1 (All definitions) to backup all job, file, process, report,
internal, and external table definitions.
Choose 2 (Job definitions only) to backup specific job definitions.
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Choose 3 (File definitions only) to backup specific file definitions.
Choose 4 (Process definitions only) to backup specific process
definitions.
Choose 5 (Report definitions only) to backup specific report
definitions.
Choose 6 (Internal/Cycle table definitions only) to backup specific
internal and cycle table definitions.
Choose 7 (External table definitions only) to backup specific
external table definitions.
The Backup Definition Library panel is displayed.
Backup Definition Library
Definition library to backup:
DSName: USERIDA.DET.DEFNLIB
Member: TBLU01
Specify a backup dataset:
DSName: USERIDA.DET.DEFNLIB
Member: ________
Please specify a copy option:
__ 1. Merge with backup, do not overlay duplicates
2. Merge with backup, replace duplicates
3. Replace backup dataset with definition library dataset

F1=Help

Note:

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

The DSName and Member under the Definition library to backup
field are protected fields. They represent the definition library and
member that is currently active.
The DSName under the Specify a backup dataset field is also a
protected field. It defaults to the definition library dataset name
indicated in the User File Defaults panel.

2. In the Specify a backup dataset field, type the name of the Member

in which to store the backup.
Enter the member name where the data will be stored within the
dataset. This utility allows you to backup to different member
names. The definition library cannot be changed.
Specify a name that reflects the type of definitions you are saving.
3. Choose an option under the Please specify a copy option field to

determine how the backup data acts with existing backup data.
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Choose 1 (Merge with backup, do not overlay duplicates) to add the
contents of the definition library dataset to the backup file. If the
backup has definitions with the same name this option will not
overlay them.
Choose 2 (Merge with backup, replace duplicates) to add the
contents of the definition library to the backup file. If the backup
dataset has definitions with the same name, replace the backup
definitions with these definitions in the library dataset.
Choose 3 (Replace backup dataset with definition library dataset)
to delete the contents of the backup file and replace it with the
contents from the definition library.
4. Press F5 to accept.

If you chose to backup all definitions, the Backup Complete
message will appear in the top right hand corner.
If you chose to backup individual definitions, the Backup/Restore
Definition List Window is displayed. Continue with step 6.
5. If you have chosen 1 (All definitions) and your backup is complete,

press F3 to exit the panel. Do not continue to step 6.
6. Type S next to the IDs to be backed up and press Enter.

Depending on which definitions you choose to backup in step 1, the
appropriate ID list will display. For example, if you selected to
backup only job descriptions, job name and step names will appear
in the job list.
Note:

 To find an item in a long list, enter F followed by a space


followed by all or the first part of the name of the item. The
specified item will display at the top of the list.
A message indicating the completion of the restore will appear
at the top right corner of the panel.

7. Press F3 to exit the panel.

Restore Definition Library
This option allows individual definitions or the entire definition library
to be restored from the definition database.
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If you chose option 2 (Restore Definition Library) from the On-Line
Options panel the Restore On-Line Options panel is displayed.
Restore On-Line Definitions
Specify
__ 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

which definitions to restore:
All definitions
Job definitions only
File definitions only
Process definitions only
Report definitions only
Internal/Cycle table definitions only
External table definitions only
Job definitions and associated file
definitions

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F9=Swap

1. Choose an option to specify which definitions to restore and press

Enter.
Choose 1 (All definitions) to restore all job, file, process, report,
internal, and external table definitions.
Choose 2 (Job definitions only) to restore specific job definitions.
Choose 3 (File definitions only) to restore specific file definitions.
Choose 4 (Process definitions only) to restore specific process
definitions.
Choose 5 (Report definitions only) to restore specific report
definitions.
Choose 6 (Internal/Cycle table definitions only) to restore specific
internal table and cycle table definitions.
Choose 7 (External table definitions only) to restore specific
external table definitions.
Choose 8 (Job definitions and associated file definitions) to restore
specific job definitions and their associated file definitions.
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The Restore Definition Library panel is displayed.
Restore Definition Library
Restore to current definition library:
DSName: USERID.DETAIL.DEFNLIB
Member: TBLU01
Definition database to restore from:
DSName: USERID.DETAIL.UNIDF
Please specify a restore option:
__ 1. Merge dataset with definition library, do not replace
duplicates
2. Merge dataset with definition library, replace duplicates
3. Delete like records and replace with source dataset

F1=Help

Note:

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

The DSNAME and Member to be restored are protected fields.
The DSNAME defaults to the definition library dataset name
indicated in the User File Defaults panel. The dataset name can not
be changed.
The member name defaults to the table which stores all the
definitions, TBLU01. The member name can not be changed.
The definition library to restore cannot be changed since you are
restoring to the dataset that is currently active.

2. Verify or change the default DSName under Restore definition

library from definition database field.
3. Choose an option under the Please specify a restore option field to

specify how to replace or merge the data in the definition library
with the data from the definition database or dataset.
Choose 1 (Merge dataset with definition library, do not replace
duplicates) to add definitions from the definition database to the
definition library without changing definitions currently in the
definition library. If the definition database has data with the same
name as found in the definition library, do not overlay. After using
this option, the contents of the definition library may still be
different from the contents of the definition database. Definitions
existing only in the definition library will not be deleted, and
definitions in the definition library that are different from but have
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the same name as definitions in the definition database will not
have been updated.
Choose 2 (Merge dataset with definition library, replace duplicates)
to place the contents of the definition database in the definition
library. After using this option, those files you selected will be
identical in the definition library and the definition database,
because the option will have replaced the definition library
definitions with the definition database definitions.
Choose 3 (Delete like records and replace with source dataset) to
delete the contents of the definition library and replace it with the
selected contents from the definition database. If you have chosen a
specific type of definition (i.e. job) it deletes only that definition
type. After using this option, only those definitions you selected
from the definition database will exist in the definition library for
the specified type of definition.
4. Press F5 to accept.

If you chose to restore all definitions, the Restore Completed
message will appear in the top right hand corner.
If you chose to backup any individual definitions, the
Backup/Restore Definition List Window is displayed. Then continue
with step 6.
5. If you have chosen 1 (All definitions) and your restore is complete,

press F3 to exit the panel. Do not continue to step 6.
Backup/Restore Definition List Window

Row 1 from 20

Select items to backup/restore. When finished PF3 to
exit.
ID List
Description
_
JOBXYZ STEP10
MONTHLY REPORT
_
TEST
STEP1
TEST REPORT
************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ***************************

Command ===> ________________________________________________________
F1=Help
F2=Split F3=Exit
F7=Up
F8=Down
F9=Swap

6. Type S next to the IDs to be restored and press Enter.

Depending on which definitions you choose to restore in step 1, the
appropriate ID list will display. For example, if you selected to
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restore job definitions, job name and step names will appear in the
ID list.
Note:

A message indicating the completion of the restore appears at the
top right corner of the panel.

7. Press F3 to exit the panel.

Merge and Replace Examples
Restore Job Definitions Only
The following examples will help clarify how each specific restore option
works. To keep the examples simple, we will only replace job definitions.
Keep in mind that you can restore any or all of the definitions (job, file,
process, report, internal table or external table) from the backup file.
The example below shows the TOTALS STEP1 job with all of the
current job definitions as stored in the definition library.
ACR/Detail Job Window

A.

B.

C.

D.

Row 1 from 21

Basic Job Information
Job Information:
TOTALS
STEP1
Report Options:
INDIVIDUAL DEPT TOTALS
Input Sources: 001
TOTALS1
XXXX.XXXX(TOTSALE3)
< NEW... >
Internal Items: 003
001
MEAT SALES
002
DELI SALES
003
TOTAL MONTHLY SALES
< NEW... >
History Items: 000
< NEW... >

Command Line ===> ________________________________________________________
F1=Help
F2=Split
F3=Exit
F4=Actions F7=Up
F8=Down
F9=Swap

The following example shows the TOTALS STEP1 job as it is stored in
a backup file. Notice the differences: the Control Report Title, internal
item 1 and internal item 3 are different, two additional internal items
numbered 4 and 5. Also, note that internal item 1 is called MEAT
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SALES and internal item 3 in the example below is also called MEAT
SALES. These are descriptions. When the restore compares items it
compares by item number not by description.
ACR/Detail Job Window

_ A.
_
_
_ B.
_
_
_ C.
_
_
_
_
_
_

Row 1 from 23

Basic Job Information
Job Information:
TOTALS
STEP1
Report Options:
DEPARTMENT TOTALS
Input Sources: 001
TOTALS1
XXXX.XXXX(TOTSALE3)
< NEW... >
Internal Items: 005
001
BAKERY SALES
002
DELI SALES
003
MEAT SALES
004
TOTAL MONTHLY SALES
005
QUARTERLY SALES
< NEW... >

Command Line ===> _______________________________________________________
F1=Help
F2=Split
F3=Exit
F4=Actions F7=Up
F8=Down
F9=Swap

The following restore examples use the two previous panels. When you
complete the restore by selecting option 1 (Merge dataset with
definition library, do not replace duplicate), you will see the results as
shown below.
ACR/Detail Job Window

_ A.
_
_
_ B.
_
_
_ C.
_
_
_
_
_
_

Row 1 from 23

Basic Job Information
Job Information:
TOTALS
STEP1
Report Options:
INDIVIDUAL DEPT TOTALS
Input Sources: 001
TOTALS1
XXXX.XXXX(TOTSALE3)
< NEW... >
Internal Items: 005
001
MEAT SALES
002
DELI SALES
003
TOTAL MONTHLY SALES
004
TOTAL MONTHLY SALES
005
QUARTERLY SALES
< NEW... >

Command Line ===> ________________________________________________________
F1=Help
F2=Split
F3=Exit
F4=Actions F7=Up
F8=Down
F9=Swap
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Notice, that the Control Report Title, internal item 1, internal item 2
and internal item 3 remained the same as the ones in the definition
library. Remember, option 1 states Do Not Replace Duplicates. Also,
notice that internal items 4 and 5 have been added. This is because
option 1 is a merge option.
Our next example is also a merge example, but this time we want to
replace duplicate definitions. When you complete the restore by
selecting option 2 (Merge dataset with definition library, replace
duplicates), the results are shown in below.
ACR/Detail Job Window

_ A.
_
_
_ B.
_
_
_ C.
_
_
_
_
_
_

Row 1 from 23

Basic Job Information
Job Information:
TOTALS
STEP1
Report Options:
DEPARTMENT TOTALS
Input Sources: 001
TOTALS1
XXXX.XXXX(TOTSALE3)
< NEW... >
Internal Items: 005
001
BAKERY SALES
002
DELI SALES
003
MEAT SALES
004
TOTAL MONTHLY SALES
005
QUARTERLY SALES
< NEW... >

Command Line ===> _______________________________________________________
F1=Help
F2=Split
F3=Exit
F4=Actions F7=Up
F8=Down

Notice, this time that the Control Report Title did in fact change. So did
internal item 1, internal item 2, and internal item 3. These definitions
were duplicates, so they were replaced with the values stored in the
backup file. Keep in mind, the internal items were replaced because of
the internal item number, not the internal item description. Internal
items 4 and 5 were added.
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The last example shows the results of selecting option 3 (Delete like
records and replace with source dataset), the results are shown in this
example.
ACR/Detail Job Window

_ A.
_
_
_ B.
_
_
_ C.
_
_
_
_
_
_

Row 1 from 23

Basic Job Information
Job Information:
TOTALS
STEP1
Report Options:
DEPARTMENT TOTALS
Input Sources: 001
TOTALS1
XXXX.XXXX(TOTSALE3)
< NEW... >
Internal Items: 005
001
BAKERY SALES
002
DELI SALES
003
MEAT SALES
004
TOTAL MONTHLY SALES
005
QUARTERLY SALES
< NEW... >

Command Line ===> ________________________________________________________
F1=Help
F2=Split
F3=Exit
F4=Actions F7=Up
F8=Down
F9=Swap

This job now contains all of the job definitions as stored in the backup
file.

Create Batch Transactions
Use this utility to convert any or all of your definitions in your definition
library to a format that can be used to move definitions into a production
environment. Batch transactions are 80-character records that reflect
the information stored in the definition library and in the definition
database.
Batch transactions may be stored for use as a disaster recovery file or
may be used to migrate the definitions to the definition database. Many
people use batch transactions as an audit trail of what has been moved
to the production database.
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If you chose option 3 (Create Batch Transactions) from the On-Line
Options panel the Create Batch Transactions panel is displayed.
Batch Transaction
Specify where you would like to place the batch transaction:
DSName: . . . . . . . . USERIDA.DET.TRANLIB
Under what member name: ________

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

1. Verify or change the DSName under the Specify where you like to

place the batch transaction field.
This is the dataset name where the transaction cards will be stored.
2. Under the Specify where would you would like to place the batch

transaction field, in the Under what member name field, type the
member name to store the transaction cards.
Choose a meaningful name so that it is easier to reference.
3. Press F5 to accept. The Batch Transaction Definitions List is

displayed.
4. Type S next to the IDs to be included in the batch transaction and

press Enter.
All IDs are listed including job, file, history analysis, etc. From this
list, select the IDs to be included. Generally, batch transactions are
created for a job and all the file definitions that go with it.
Note:

A message indicating the number of rows of IDs selected appears at
the top right corner of the panel.

5. Press F3 to exit the panel.

The On-Line Options panel is displayed.
Note:

A message indicating that batch transactions were created appears
at the top right corner of the panel.

Perform History Browse
History browse lets you look at the contents of your history database. It
allows you to view specific history information including key, job ID,
status of the job, highest return code set by reconciliation, cycle number,
run number, run date and start time. It also includes information if the
job has been rerun, including rerun date, time, and number of reruns.
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Internal item numbers, descriptions and values are also listed.
Additional program information such as history update level, definition
update level, load library used, and program can also be displayed.
Note:

By design, the definition database can only be allocated to one
place at a time. Since History Browse reads the definition database
in order to verify the history, the definition database cannot be
allocated anywhere else. This means that when history browse is
executed, the definition database cannot be read or updated by any
other job.

If you chose option 4 (Perform History Browse) from the On-Line
Options panel, the History Browse panel is displayed.
History Browse
Specify your databases:
Definition DB: USERIDA.DET.DEFN
History DB:
USERIDA.DET.HIST
Set search criteria for data viewing?

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

N

(Y/N)

F9=Swap

1. Under the Specify your databases field, verify or change the

definition and history database names you want to browse.
The default values displayed are stored in the User File Defaults
panel. These may be changed.
2. Type Y or N to answer the question: Set search criteria for data

viewing? and press Enter.
Choose whether you want to customize the search or view the
entire database. If you answered Y to the question, Set Search
Criteria For Data Viewing?, the History Browse Search Criteria
panel is displayed, see “History Browse Search Criteria” on
page 483.
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Otherwise, the History Key Selection List panel is displayed.
History Key Selection Li

Row 1 from 7

Select a history key to examine:
History Key
------------------------------------------_
201
3457623
_
215
7483927
_
312
2537252
_
312
3625227
_
412
6834644
_
708
8200252
_
708
8514698
**************** BOTTOM OF DATA *****************

Command ===> ____________________________________
F1=Help
F2=Split F3=Exit
F7=Up
F8=Down
F9=Swap

3. Type S next to a history key to view its detail and press Enter.

Indicate which history key you want to view. Only one key may be
selected at a time.
The Run Record Selection List panel is displayed.
Run Record Selection List

Row 1 from 5

Select a specific record:

History Key
--------------------------------------------

Return Cycle
Code
ID
----- --------

_
201
3457623
0000 06102301
_
201
3457623
0000 06102302
_
201
3457623
0000 06102303
_
201
3457623
0000 06102304
_
201
3457623
0000 06102305
***************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *************************

Command ===> ________________________________________________________
F1=Help
F2=Split F3=Exit
F7=Up
F8=Down
F9=Swap

4. Type S next to the history key to view its detail and press Enter.
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This panel presents a list of all cycles for the selected key. The
return code represents the highest return code set when
reconciliation was run for each cycle.
Detail Run Information
Key: 201
3457623
Job ID: JOBXYZ
STEP10
Run information:
Return code: 0000
Cycle number: 06102301
Run date: 06.296
Rerun date: 00/00/00

View additional information?

Row 1 from 2

Run number: 000
Start time: 09:47:00
Rerun time: 00:00:00
Number of reruns:
N

(Y/N)

Item

Internal Item Description

001
002

TOTAL AMOUNT FROM REPORT1
ACCUMULATED AMOUNT FROM REPORT2

Value
$ 31.14
$ 31.14

Command ===> _________________________________________________________
F1=Help
F2=Split F3=Exit
F7=Up
F8=Down
F9=Swap

5.

Review the following run information.
Key

Indicates the selected key.

Job ID

Identifies the job that was executed to store this key.

Return code

Indicates the highest return code set for this key.

Cycle number

Indicates the cycle number of this record.

Run number

Indicates the run number of this job.

Run date

Indicates the original date the job was run. The display
appears in YYJJJ format.

Start time

Indicates the actual start time.

Rerun date

Indicates the date of the last rerun. If this field is blank,
it means this key cycle combination has been run only
once.

Rerun time

Indicates the last time this job was rerun. If this field is
blank, it means this has never been rerun.

Number of reruns

Indicates the number of times this key has been stored
using the same cycle number. If this field is blank, it
means this has never been rerun.

6. Type Y or N to answer the question View additional information?.
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If you type Y and press Enter the additional Run Information panel
is displayed.
7. Review the internal item number, description, and value for all

extracted values from the job.
This is the information that most users want to see when using
history browse. Paging down will show you the contents of all 999
history items.
8. If you answered Y, to the question View additional information?,

press Enter to display the additional Run Information panel.
Detail Run Information
History update level: 2
Definition update level: 6
Load library used: SYS1.LPALIB
Program: ISPTASK

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F9=Swap

9. Review the following information.

History update level indicates the number of times the history
database has been updated since it was last initialized.
Definition update level indicates the number of times the definition
database has been updated since it was last initialized.
Name of the load library used.
Name of the program that was executed.
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History Browse Search Criteria
This panel allows you to customize the history browse and limit the
number of keys displayed. Use this option if your history database is
large.
History Browse Search Criteria
Select history keys:
Key 1
Key 2
Key 3
Key 4
Key 5
Starting with: ________ ________ ________ ________ ________
Ending with:
________ ________ ________ ________ ________
Choose histories:
Run date:
Cycle ID:
Return codes:

F1=Help

From
_____
________
____

F2=Split

F3=Exit

To
_____ (YYJJJ)
________
____

F9=Swap

1. In the Select History Keys field, type the range of history keys to

browse. The range begins with the history key in the Starting With
field and ends with the history key in the Ending With field.
Each history key can be up to 40 characters in length. Portions of a
key can be entered. For example, you can see all the keys that begin
with ABC.
2. Type in the range for the Run Date of the histories to be browsed.

The range begins with the run date in the From field and ends with
the run date in the To field.
You can narrow your search by specifying the range of run dates to
display. The date should be in Julian format YYJJJ.
3. Type in the range for the Cycle ID of the histories to be browsed.

The range begins with the cycle ID in the From field and ends with
the cycle ID in the To field.
You can narrow your search by specifying the range of cycle IDs to
display.
4. Type in the range for the Return Code of the histories to be

browsed. The range begins with the return code in the From field
and ends with the return code in the To field.
You can narrow your search by specifying the range of return codes
to display. Any or all of the fields can be filled in.
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The Run Record Selection List panel is displayed. Continue with
step 3 on page 480.

Perform Date Conversion
This utility is an online function that allows you to convert between
Gregorian or Julian dates and date count values. The date count value
is the number of days since December 31, 1600.
Primarily, this utility is used to determine a date count value for a
Gregorian date since all dates are stored as a date count value on the
history database. It can aid the user in understanding and expanding
the usage of the date formatting capabilities.
If you chose option 5 (Perform Date Conversion) from the On-Line
Options panel the Date Conversion panel is displayed.
Date Conversions
Specify
__ 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

the input format of the date:
YYMMDD
MMDDYY
MMDDYYYY
DDMMYY
YYJJJ
DDMMYYYY

Enter the input date in the format specified above: ________
or
Enter the DATE COUNT to be translated to a YYYYMMDD format: ______
Results:
Date count:

F1=Help

Date (YYYYMMDD):

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F9=Swap

1. Choose an option to Specify the input format of the date.

Choose option 1 (YYMMDD) to specify a date as two-digit year, twodigit month, and two-digit day. For example, 060501 would
represent May 1, 2006.
Choose option 2 (MMDDYY) to specify a date as a two-digit month,
two-digit day, and two-digit year. For example, 050106 would
represent May 1, 2006.
Choose option 3 (MMDDYYYY) to specify a date as a two-digit
month, two-digit day, and four-digit year. For example, 05011906
would represent May 1, 2006.
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Choose option 4 (DDMMYY) to specify a date as a two-digit day,
two-digit month, and two-digit year. For example, 010506 would
represent May 1, 2006.
Choose option 5 (YYJJJ) to specify a date as a two-digit year and
three-digit day since the beginning of that year. For example,
06121, would represent May 1, 2006. This is known as the Julian
date.
Choose option 6 (DDMMYYYY) to specify a date as a two-digit day,
two-digit month, and four-digit year. For example, 01052006 would
represent May 1, 2006.
Note:

Leave this field blank if you are trying to convert a date count to a
date.

2. Enter either a date or a date count to be converted:
a. In the Enter the input date in the format specified above field,

type the date in the format specified in step 1 and press Enter to
convert the date into the date count.
If you enter a date in the field, the system will convert the date
into the number of days since December 31, 1600.
b. In the Enter the DATE COUNT to be translated to a

YYYYMMDD format, type a number representing the number
of days since December 31, 1600 and press Enter.
If you enter a date count, the system will convert that number
to a date format.
3. The Results field is displayed:
a. The Date count if you entered the date in the Enter the input

date in the format specified above field.
b. The Date (YYYYMMDD) if you entered the date count in the

Enter the DATE COUNT to be translated to a YYYYMMDD
format field.
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Edit/Submit
This option allows you to use the ACR/Detail user interface to edit any
TSO dataset. Use it to access previously created JCL.
Use the following procedure to access the Edit/Submit panel from the
Job Window.
1. From the Job Window, press F4 to access the action bar, tab to the

Run menu, and then press Enter. The Run menu opens.
2. Type 3 (Edit/Submit) and press Enter.

The Edit Files and Submit Jobs panel is displayed.
Edit Files and Submit Jobs
Specify the name of the file to edit:
Dataset name: USERIDA.DET.PROCLIB

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

3. Verify the Dataset name that represents the file to be edited.

This dataset name will default to the JCL procedure library that
you defined on the User File Defaults panel. You can also change
the name to the transactions library (TRANLIB) to modify any
batch transactions you have stored.
4. Press F5 to accept.
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The system displays all of the member names stored in the selected
dataset.
EDIT --- USERIDA.DET.PROCLIB ------------------------------- ROW 00001 OF
04
NAME
VV.MM CREATED
CHANGED
SIZE INIT
MOD
ID
UDSDHFA
01.00 06/07/27 06/07/27 16:57
42
42
0 YOUR
UDSINIT
01.01 06/07/17 06/07/17 16:24
99
99
0 YOUR
UDSUPDT
01.00 06/08/07 06/08/07 13:42
49
49
0 YOUR
UDS2000
01.00 06/08/07 06/08/07 13:46
86
86
0 YOUR
**END**

PF 1=HELP
PF 7=UP

2=SPLIT
8=DOWN

3=END
9=SWAP

4=RETURN
10=LEFT

COMMAND ===>

5=RFIND
11=RIGHT

6=RCHANGE
12=RETRIEVE
SCROLL ===> P

5. Type an S next to the member name to be edited and press Enter.

See Chapter 13, “Creating JCL.” The system displays the chosen
JCL.
6. Edit your JCL.

Use the function keys and arrow keys to move around the panel
then type your edits directly on the panel. Edits are saved unless
cancel is typed on the command line.
7. Type SUB and press Enter.

This submits the JCL.
8. Press F3 to exit.
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Using DB2 Input Sources
Before using the information provided in this chapter, read
“Determining File Definitions” on page 191 to learn more about defining
input sources. This chapter focuses specifically on using DB2 tables as
input sources. Before you can extract data from DB2 tables, your DB2
systems administrator must establish your DB2 environment. For more
information, see the ACR/Summary and ACR/Detail Installation Guide
for z/OS.
Note:

File definitions for DB2 tables cannot be ported across platforms.

This chapter includes the following sections:






“Completing the Input Sources Panel” on page 489
“Completing the DB2 File Information Panel” on page 490
“Using the DB2 Freeform Editor” on page 492
“Using the DB2 Extraction Method” on page 502

Completing the Input Sources Panel
To extract data from a DB2 table, select Input Source from the Job
Window to display the Input Sources panel.
Input Sources
File number: 001
File description: NAME QUERY________
File DDNAME: NAMEQ___ Qualifier: __
DSName: ____________________________________________
Display the above DSName in the extract window? n (Y/N)
If yes, specify the range of lines to display: 00000 to
If this
file:
1
1.
2.
3.

is a driver
This is not a driver file
Only key matches will be used
Only key differences will be
used

F1=Help
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00000

F2=Split

F3=Exit

File organization:
5
1. Physical sequential...
2. History database...
3. VSAM key sequenced
(KSDS)...
4. Direct spool...
5. DB2...
6. User program...
F5=Accept
F9=Swap
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Complete the fields as follows:
File Number: Verify or change the sequentially assigned number.
File Description: Complete this field.
File DDName: Enter the DDname. The first character must be
alphabetic. For DB2 input sources, the DDname is simply a way to
identify your definitions.
Qualifier: Complete if appropriate.
DSName: Leave blank.
Display the above DSName in the extract window? Enter N. DB2
input sources cannot be displayed.
If yes... Blank out the range field with zeroes or spaces.
Is this a driver file:
This is not a driver file: Select unless this input source is the
driver file and you are going to show the differences or
similarities between this file and another.
Only key matches will be used. Select if the keys used for
reconciliation from the other file must be found on this file.
Only key differences will be used. Select if any key used for
reconciliation from the other file must not be found on this file.
File Organization field: Select DB2.

Completing the DB2 File Information Panel
DB2 File Information
Are you using the DB2 freeform editor?
2_ 1. Yes
2. No
Specify DB2 information:
Table name:
EMP_______________
Table owner:
DSN8710_
Specify record selection criteria:
1_ 1. Key values precede detail values
2. Key values follow detail values
Reset extraction variables? Y

(Y/N)

Fastload internal translation table: ________________

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

Complete the fields as follows.
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Are you using the DB2 freeform editor?
Yes. Enables you to extract the data by pasting information
from an existing SQL query. This option supports lengthy,
complex queries and table joins. If you specify this option, do
not complete the Table Name and Table Owner fields. For more
information, see “Using the DB2 Freeform Editor” on page 492.
If you specify this option, do not complete the Table Name and
Table Owner fields.
No. Use the DB2 Extraction method. This builds the query
dynamically based on your extraction definitions. The selection
clause is limited to 40 bytes. For more information, see “Using
the DB2 Extraction Method” on page 502.
Table name: Skip if you are using the DB2 Freeform Editor. If not,
enter the name of the DB2 table from which values will be
extracted.
Table owner: Skip if you are using the DB2 Freeform Editor.
Otherwise the entry is optional if you are the owner.
Specify record selection criteria:
Key values precede detail values: The key fields will be found in
input records that precede or are the same as records containing
the associated detail fields. When a key break occurs, the detail
values extracted since the last key break are assigned to the old
(current) key’s value, and saved in a work record. The work
record’s key and detail fields are then cleared out and loaded
first with the new key fields, and later, with any new detail field
values.
Key values follow detail values: The key fields will be found in
input records that follow records containing one or more
associated detail fields. When a key break occurs, detail field
values extracted.
Reset Extraction Variables:
N: Use extraction variables from the preceding file extraction
during the current file extraction.
Y: Reset all extraction variables to zero (0) before beginning this
file extraction.
Fastload internal translation table: Optionally enter the name of
an internal translation table that should be loaded to provide fast
access during extraction.
After you accept your entries, the Job Window displays.
Do one of the following:
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 To use the DB2 Freeform Editor, go to the next section.
 To build the query dynamically based on your entries, go to
“Using the DB2 Extraction Method” on page 502.

Using the DB2 Freeform Editor
What is the DB2 Freeform Editor?
The DB2 Freeform Editor makes it easy for you to use a tested, valid
SQL query to extract data from your DB2 tables. It supports lengthy,
complex queries. The editor provides panels for pasting in the SELECT,
FROM, and WHERE clauses of the query.

Restrictions
Please note the following restrictions:

 Queries that require DB2 to return a value from a WHERE clause
are not supported.

 The DB2 Freeform Editor panels are designed to process valid,
tested SQL. They do not check the validity of SQL. The only panel
edits provided are as follows:

 Freeform DB2 SELECT Statement panel: The statement must
begin with SELECT. If column functions are included, an AS
statement must be entered for each function. Fully qualified
column names are limited to 160 bytes.

 Freeform DB2 FROM Statement panel: The statement must
begin with FROM.

 Freeform DB2 WHERE Statement panel: The statement must
begin with WHERE.

 Only one SELECT clause, one FROM clause, and one WHERE
clause can be defined.

Sample Query
We will illustrate the DB2 Freeform Editor by showing how to create file
definitions based on the following query:
SELECT LASTNAME, FIRSTNAME
FROM DSN8710.EMP, DSN8710.PROJ
WHERE EMPNO = DEPTNO
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Completing the Freeform DB2 Statement Panel
After you have completed the Input Sources panel and the DB2 File
Information panel as described previously in this chapter, (you must
have selected the DB2 Freeform Editor on DB2 File Information panel),
the Job Window will be displayed. Open the Extract Window and select
Edit > Add to display the Freeform DB2 Statement panel.
This panel enables you to select the portion of your query that you will
paste in.
Freeform DB2 statement
1_

1.
2.
3.

Select statement..
From statement...
Where statement..

F1=Help

F3=Exit

Select the SELECT Statement option to display the Freeform DB2
SELECT Statement panel.

Completing the Freeform DB2 SELECT Statement Panel
Copy and paste the SELECT Clause from your query into the panel, as
in the following example. The column name can be up to 160 bytes in
length. After you paste in the SELECT Clause, the pertinent panels for
entering ACR/Detail file definitions will be displayed automatically for
each selected column.
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The panel does not check the validity of the SQL with these exceptions:
The statement must begin with SELECT. If column functions are
included, an AS statement must be entered.
Freeform DB2 SELECT Statement
SELECT LASTNAME, FIRSTNAME______________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

e

After you paste in the SELECT clause and accept your entry, the
pertinent panels for entering file definitions for any columns and
column functions specified will be displayed. These are the same panels
used for entering extraction definitions for non-DB2 sources. We will
show you only the panels corresponding to this example.

Completing the Definition Type Panel for the First Column
After you accept your entries, the Definition Type panel for the first
column referenced in the SELECT Clause (LASTNAME) displays
Specify the kind of field you want to create using the extracted data
from this column. In this example, both a key field and a detail field will
be created.
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Definition Type
DB2 column name:

3_

1.
2.
3.

LASTNAME

Key field
Detail field
Both Key and Detail field

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

The panel checks the length of the column name, which is limited to 160
bytes. After you accept your entry, the corresponding panel or panels
will be displayed.
If you specified Detail field only, see “Completing the Detail Field Panel
for the First Column” on page 497.
If you specify Key field or Both Key field and Detail field, the Key Field
panel shown in the next section will be displayed.

Completing the Key Field Panel for the First Column
This panel will display if you specified a key field or both a key field and
a detail field in the Definition Type panel.
Key Field
Select the source of data from which the key is being
defined:
1_ 1. DB2 table...
2. Literal area...
3. Extraction variable...
4. Function...
F1=Help
F2=Split
F3=Exit
F5=Accept F9=Swap

Choose DB2 table as the source for the key and accept your entry.
Note:

7/10/07

When using DB2, there are three ways to set your key field. The
first, which we will illustrate here, involves taking a value from
the specified DB2 table and placing it into the detail field. The
other two ways (literal and extraction variable) are discussed in
“Defining Key Fields” on page 234.
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Completing the Key Field (DB2 Table) Panel for the First Column
The Key Field (DB2 Table) panel will be displayed.
Key Field (DB2 Table)
DB2 column name:

LASTNAME

Field position: 0000

Key number: 1

Field length: 00

Field format:
2_ 1. Numeric
2. Alphanumeric
3. Packed decimal
4. Zoned decimal
5. Binary

(1-5)

Cycle format:
__ 1. YYMMDD
2. MMDDYY
3. MMDDCCYY
4. DDMMYY
5. YYJJJ
6. DDMMCCYY
Will this key be translated using a translation table?
N
F1=Help
F2=Split
F3=Exit
F5=Accept
F9=Swap
Is this a cycle? N

(Y/N)

(Y/N)

The DB2 column name will be displayed at the top of the panel.
Complete the remaining fields as follows:
Field Position and Length: Complete these fields if you want to use
only a portion of the column name as the key:
Field Position: First position of the key field relative to the DB2
column you are selecting from. Valid values are 0000-9999.
Field Length: If the Field Format is numeric or zoned decimal,
valid values are 1-80. If the Field Format is alphanumeric,
packed decimal, binary, or unsigned packed, valid values are 18.
Field Format: For a description of the format types, see
“Understanding Field Formats” on page 218.
Note:

To choose a floating-point numeric type, specify a field format of
3, a field position of 0000 and a field length of 00.

Key Number: Identify the portion of the reconciliation key you are
defining. The reconciliation key can consist of up to five key fields of
eight characters each, a maximum of up to 40 bytes. Key number
001 will occupy positions 1-8, key number 2 will occupy positions 916, and so on. You can extract the key fields in any order.
Is this a cycle? Indicate whether the key is a cycle number.
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Cycle format: If the key field is a cycle number, indicate the format
of the cycle number.

Completing the Detail Field Panel for the First Column
If you specified a detail field or both a key field and a detail field on the
Definition Type panel (as in this example), the Detail Field panel will be
displayed.
Detail Field
Select the source of data from which the extracted value
is to be defined:
1_ 1. DB2 table...
2. Literal area...
3. Extraction variable...
Select the destination of the extracted value:
1_ 1. Internal item...
2. Extraction variable...
Will this field be translated using a translation table? N

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

(Y/N)

F9=Swap

Complete the fields as follows:
Select the source...: Select DB2 table as the source.
Note:

When using DB2, there are three ways to set your detail field.
The first, which we will go through here, involves taking a value
from the specified DB2 table and placing it into the detail field.
The other two ways (literal and extraction variable) are
discussed in “Determining File Definitions” on page 191.

Select the destination...: Select the destination for the extracted
values.
Internal Item: The data is ready to accumulate and store in an
internal item. Internal items appear in the Job Window where
you can use them in different parts of the job definitions such as
rules, calculated items, history items, etc. Here, we will store
the data in an internal item.
Extraction Variable: The data is to be temporarily stored for use
in a later definition. For more information, see “Understanding
Extraction Variables” on page 256.
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Will this field be translated...: Indicate whether the field will be
translated. For more information, see Chapter 12, “Translation
Tables on page 343”.
Accept your entries.

Completing the Detail Field (DB2 Table) Panel for the First Column
The Detail Field (DB2 Table) panel will be displayed.
Detail Field (DB2 Table)
DB2 column name:

Field position:

LASTNAME

0000

Length:

00

Field format:
2_ 1. Numeric
2. Alphanumeric
3. Packed decimal
4. Zoned decimal
5. Binary

Is this is a date? Specify a format:
__ 1. YYMMDD
4. DDMMYY
7. CCYYMMDD
2. MMDDYY
5. YYJJJ
8. CCYYMMDD
3. MMDDCCYY
6. DDMMCCYY
9. CCYYJJJ

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

The DB2 column name will be displayed at the top of the panel.
Complete the remaining fields as follows:
Field Position and Length: Complete these fields if you want to
extract only a portion of the data in the column.:
Field Length: If the Field Format is numeric or zoned decimal,
valid values are 1-80. If the Field Format is alphanumeric,
packed decimal, binary, or unsigned packed, valid values are 18.
Field Format: For a description of the format types, see
“Understanding Field Formats” on page 218.
Note:
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3, a field position of 0000 and a field length of 00.
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Is this a date?...: For a date, indicate the format.
Accept your entries.

Completing Additional Panels
Additional panels will be displayed. These are the same panels used for
entering extraction definitions for non-DB2 sources. If you need
instructions for completing them, see “Defining Detail Fields” on
page 239.
If you indicated that the extracted data will be translated, the
Translation Table Information panel, explained in “Connecting the
Extraction Process and the Translation Process” on page 344, will be
displayed.
If the extracted data will be stored as an internal item, the Internal
Items panel, explained in “Internal Items” on page 129, will be
displayed.
After you complete your entries for extraction from the first column, you
will be presented with additional panels for any other columns
referenced in your selection clause, as explained in the next section.

Completing the Panels for Any Additional Columns Selected
In the example we have been using, the SELECT clause is:
SELECT LASTNAME, FIRSTNAME

After you complete all panels required for the LASTNAME column, the
panels required for the FIRSTNAME column will be displayed. The
instructions will be the similar to those for the LASTNAME column
described above.
After you complete these panels, you will be ready to paste in your
FROM statement.

Completing the DB2 FROM Statement Panel
From the Extract Window, select Edit > Add. When the Freeform DB2
Statement panel displays, select From statement to display the
Freeform DB2 FROM Statement panel. Paste in the FROM clause from
your SQL query, as shown in this example.
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The panel does not check the validity of SQL with this exception: The
statement must begin with FROM.
Freeform DB2 FROM Statement
FROM DSN8710.EMP. DSN8710.PROJ__________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
Command ===> ____________________________________________________________
F1=Help
F2=Split
F3=Exit
F5=Accept
F9=Swap

After you complete and accept the panel, the Extract Window will be
displayed.

Completing the WHERE Statement Panel
From the Extract Window, select Edit > Add. When the Freeform DB2
Statement panel displays, select Where statement to display the
Freeform DB2 WHERE Statement panel.
Paste in the WHERE clause from your SQL query as shown in this
example. (In addition to the WHERE clause, the panel is intended for
entry of any clauses other than SELECT and FROM.)
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The panel does not check the validity of SQL with this exception: The
statement must begin with WHERE.
Freeform DB2 WHERE Statement
WHERE EMPNO = DEPTNO____________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

Accept your entry to display the next panel.

Viewing the Definitions
The Extract Window will be displayed with your completed file
definitions for this input source.
File Edit View Window Help
-------------------------------------------------------------------------Extract Window
Row 1 to 6 of 6
File name: EMPDD
__
FREEFORM SELECT LASTNAME, FIRSTNAME
__
FREEFORM FROM DSN8710.EMP. DSN8710.PROJ
__
FREEFORM WHERE EMPNO = DEPTNO
__
PICK UP KEY 1 FROM DB2 COLUMN LASTNAME
__
PICK UP I-001 FROM DB2 COLUMN LASTNME
__
PICK UP I-002 FROM DB2 COLUMN FIRSTNME
***************************** Bottom of data ******************************

Command Line ===> _______________________________________________________
F1=Help
F2=Split
F3=Exit
F4=Actions F7=Up
F8=Down
F9=Swap
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Using the DB2 Extraction Method
This method builds the query dynamically based on your extraction
definitions. The selection clause is limited to 40 bytes.
After you have completed the Input Sources panel and the DB2 File
Information panel as described previously in this chapter, (you must
have selected No to using the DB2 Freeform Editor on DB2 File
Information panel), the Job Window will be displayed. Open the Extract
Window and select Edit > Add.

Completing the Select a Definition Type Panel
Select a definition type:
__

1.
2.
3.
4.

Additional DB2 tables...
Selection field...
Key field...
Detail field...

F1=Help

F3=Exit

Select the type of definition you want to create:
Additional DB2 tables: Displays a panel enabling you to identify an
additional DB2 table from which you want data to be extracted.
(You identified the first DB2 table using the DB2 File Information
panel.)
Selection field: Displays a panel enabling you to specify an SQL
WHERE clause to establish a selection group, instead of using
selection fields. This sets your search criteria.
Key field: Displays a panel enabling you to create a key field. For
more information, see “Defining Key Fields” on page 234.
Detail field: Displays a panel enabling you to create a detail field.
For more information, see “Defining Detail Fields” on page 239.
When you accept your entries, the panel corresponding to your
selection will display. The panels are described in the next sections
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Completing the Additional DB2 Tables Panel
Use this panel to identify each additional DB2 table from which you
want data to be extracted. Specifying additional DB2 tables allows you
to perform the SQL “join” operation.
Additional DB2 Tables
DB2 table name:
DB2 table owner:

F1=Help
F5=Accept

________
________

F2=Split
F9=Swap

F3=Exit

Complete the fields as follows:
DB2 table name: Name of the DB2 table.
DB2 table owner: Name of the table owner.
When you accept your entries, the DB2 Extract Window displays.

Completing the DB2 Selection Field Panel
When extracting data from DB2 tables, you specify a SQL WHERE
clause to establish a selection group, instead of using selection fields.
This sets your search criteria.
Selection Field (DB2 Where Clause)
Specify the WHERE clause:
________________________________________
Should the trailing spaces be kept when
concatenating the WHERE clause fields?

F1=Help
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F2=Split

F3=Exit

_

(Y/N)

F5=Accept
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Specify the WHERE clause based on the following conventions.
Extraction variables for the WHERE clause are formatted as follows:
Text type extraction variables:
:CV-nnn
Numeric type extraction variables:
:NV-nnn
where nnn is the number of the extraction variable (for
example, 1=001).

 CV-nnn or :NV-nnn must be followed by a space unless it is the only
thing on the Specify the WHERE Clause field.

 If you need more than eight (8) characters for a text type extraction
variable, two extraction variables can be combined to make a text
value up to 16 characters long in the Specify the WHERE Clause
field.
For example,

:CV-001 :CV-002 = ‘upto16characters’
space
space
If you are not familiar with SQL WHERE clauses, contact your DB2
system administrator. See the “Example of Extraction Definitions”
on page 504.
Should the trailing spaces be kept when concatenating the WHERE
clause field? Enter Y if the trailing spaces in the WHERE clause are
significant and must be kept when concatenating the field.
When you accept your entries, the DB2 Extract Window displays.
Example of Extraction Definitions
Assume you want to process the following selection:
SELECT scott.emp.SAL, scott.emp.DEPTNO from scott.emp WHERE
‘salesman’ = JOB
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If extraction variable 1 (:CV-001) was set to salesman, you would specify
the following definitions:
File Edit View Window Help
---------------------------------------------------------------------SWB6650P
Extract Window
Row 1 to 5 of 5
__
SELECT WHERE :CV-001 = JOB
__
STORE KEY 1 AS THE LITERAL MYLIT
__
PICK UP EXTR VARIABLE 001 STORE IN I-001
__
PICK UP I-002 FROM DB2 COLUMN SAL
__
PICK UP I-003 FROM DB2 COLUMN DEPTNO
***************************** Bottom of data **************************

Command Line ===> ____________________________________________________
F1=Help
F2=Split
F3=Exit
F4=Actions F7=Up
F8=Down
F9=Swap

Completing the Key Field and Key Field (DB2 Table) Panels
As discussed in “Defining Key Fields” on page 234, key fields are used
to easily identify and process sets of data.
Key Field
Select the source of data from which the key is being
defined:
1
1. DB2 table...
2. Literal area...
3. Extraction variable...
F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

When the Key Field panel displays, select DB2 table to indicate that the
key is being defined from a DB2 table.
Note:

7/10/07

When using DB2, there are three ways to set your key field. The
first, which we will go through here, involves taking a value from
the specified DB2 table and placing it into the detail field. The
other two ways (literal and extraction variable) are discussed in
“Determining File Definitions” on page 191.
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When you accept your entries, the Key Field (DB2 Table) displays.
Key Field (DB2 Table)
DB2 column name: __________________
DB2 table number: 000 (000-100)

Field position: 0000

Key number: _

Field length: 00

Field format:
2
1. Numeric
2. Alphanumeric
3. Packed decimal
4. Zoned decimal
5. Binary

(1-5)

Cycle format:
__ 1. YYMMDD
2. MMDDYY
3. MMDDCCYY
4. DDMMYY
5. YYJJJ
6. DDMMCCYY
Will this key be translated using a translation table?
Is this a cycle? N

F1=Help

(Y/N)

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

N

(Y/N)

F9=Swap

Complete the fields as follows:
DB2 column name: Name of the DB2 column to extract for this key
(up to 18 bytes allowed).
DB2 table number: Number identifying the DB2 table containing
the specified column. Uniquely identifies a DB2 field name when
there are multiple DB2 tables used in extraction. Table number 1 is
the table defined in basic file information, and tables 2-100 are the
additional DB2 tables. Needed only when the column name is not
unique among the defined tables. To choose a floating-point
numeric type, specify a field format of 3, a field position of 0000 and
a field length of 00.
Field Position and Length: Complete these fields if you want to use
only a portion of the column name as the key:
Field Position: First position of the key field relative to the DB2
column you are selecting from. Valid values are 0000-9999.
Field Length: If the Field Format is numeric or zoned decimal,
valid values are 1-80. If the Field Format is alphanumeric,
packed decimal, binary, or unsigned packed, valid values are 18.
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Field Format: For a description of the format types, see
“Understanding Field Formats” on page 218.
Note:

To choose a floating-point numeric type, specify a field format of
3, a field position of 0000 and a field length of 00.

Key number field: Identifies which portion of the reconciliation key
you are defining as the key field. You can define up to five key fields
of eight characters each to specify the complete reconciliation key.
Key number 001 will occupy the left-most characters of the key
(positions 1-8), key number 2 will occupy the next 8 characters of
the key (positions 9-16), and so on. You may extract the key fields in
any order: the assigned key number determines the eventual
organization of the complete Reconciliation Key.
Is this a cycle? Answer Y or N. If Y, indicate the format of the cycle
number.
When you accept your entries, the DB2 Extract Window displays.

Completing the Detail Field and Detail Field (DB2 Table) Panels
As discussed in Chapter 8, “Determining File Definitions”, detail fields
contain count, amount, date, or text string data extracted from an input
source using extraction definitions to be used in a reconciliation job.
When using DB2, there are three ways to set your detail field. The first,
which we will go through here, involves taking a value from the
specified DB2 table and placing it into the detail field. The other two
ways (literal and extraction variable) are the same as discussed in
Chapter 8, “Determining File Definitions.”
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If you selected detail field from the Definition Type panel, the Detail
Field panel will be displayed.
Detail Field
Select the source of data from which the extracted value
is to be defined:
1
1. DB2 table...
2. Literal area...
3. Extraction variable...
Select the destination of the extracted value:
1
1. Internal item...
2. Extraction variable...
Will this field be translated using a translation table? N

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

(Y/N)

F9=Swap

Complete the fields as follows:
Select the source of data...Type 1 to indicate a DB2 table as the
source of data.
Note:

When using DB2, there are three ways to set your detail field.
The first, which we will go through here, involves taking a value
from the specified DB2 table and placing it into the detail field.
The other two ways (literal and extraction variable) are
discussed in “Determining File Definitions” on page 191.

Select the destination...
Internal Item. The data is ready to accumulate and store to be
used in rules, calculated items, history items, etc. See “About
Job Definitions” on page 92.
Extraction Variable. The data is to be temporarily stored for use
in a later definition. For more information, see “Defining Detail
Fields” on page 239.
Will this key be translated...Type a Y or N. Translation tables
are commonly used to match two different files for
reconciliation. For example, if one file uses the key Illinois and
the other uses the key IL, you can use the translation table to
indicate to the system that these two keys represent the same
thing.
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When you accept your entries, the Detail Field (DB2 Table) panel
displays.
Detail Field (DB2 Table)
DB2 column name: __________________
DB2 table number: 000 (000-100)

Field position: 0000

Field length: 00

Field format:
1
1. Numeric
2. Alphanumeric
3. Packed decimal
4. Zoned decimal
5. Binary

Is this a date? Specify a format:
__ 1. YYMMDD
2. MMDDYY
3. MMDDCCYY
4. DDMMYY
5. YYJJJ
6. DDMMCCYY

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

Complete the fields as follows:
DB2 column name: Name of the DB2 column to extract for this field
(up to 18 characters).
DB2 table number field: Number identifying the DB2 table
containing the specified column. Used to uniquely identify a DB2
field name when there are multiple DB2 tables used in extraction.
Table number 1 is the table defined in basic file information, and
tables 2-100 are the additional DB2 tables. Needed only when the
column name is not unique among the defined tables.
To choose a floating-point numeric type, specify a field format of
packed decimal, a field position of 0000 and a field length of 00.
Field Position and Length: Complete these fields if you want to
extract only a portion of the data in the column:
Field Position: First position of the detail field relative to the
DB2 column you are selecting from. Valid values are 0000-9999.
Field Length: If the Field Format is numeric or zoned decimal,
valid values are 1-80. If the Field Format is alphanumeric,
packed decimal, binary, or unsigned packed, valid values are 18.
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Field Format: For a description of the format types, see
“Understanding Field Formats” on page 218.
Note:

To choose a floating-point numeric type, specify a field format of
3, a field position of 0000 and a field length of 00.

If the detail field is a date, indicate the format of the date.
When you accept your entries, the Detail Filed Destination panel will be
displayed.
Detail Field Destination (Internal Item)
Internal item number:

001

(1-999)

What should the detail field contain?
5
1. Last count value
2. Last amount value
3. Last date-count value
4. Last text value
5. Accumulation of all values
6. Tally of all values

F1=Help

Note:

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

7

For information on completing the Detail Destination panels see
“Defining Detail Fields” on page 239.

If you indicated that the field will be translated, the Translation
Table Information panel will be displayed. Otherwise, the DB2
Extract Window displays.
Translation Table Information
Table ID:

________________

If the translation value is not found:
1
1. Print warning message (processing for key is suppressed)
2. Print error message (processing terminates)
3. Print warning message (processing continues)
4. Do not print warning message (processing continues)
5. Use dynamic translation
F1=Help

Note:
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F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

For information on completing the Translation Table Information
panel, see page 345.
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This chapter discusses the four database report utilities. It includes the
following sections:







“Accessing Database Report Utilities” on page 511
“List Definitions” on page 512
“List Histories” on page 515
“Print Management Report” on page 518
“Suspense Aging” on page 521

Accessing Database Report Utilities
All of these utilities are executed in batch. Each utility creates a JCL
member for you to submit. Before accessing each utility dialog, you will
be prompted to name the member on a library information panel.
Use the following procedure to access the database report utilities.
1. From the ACR/Detail Job Window, press F4 to access the action bar,

tab to the Setup menu, and then press Enter to display the Setup
menu.
2. Type 4 (Database utilities) and press Enter. The Database Utilities

panel is displayed.
Database Utilities
Choose an option to access:
__ 1. Database report utilities
2. Database update utilities

F1=Help
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3. Type 1 (Database report utilities) and press Enter. The Database

Report Utilities panel is displayed.
Database Report Utilities
Choose a utility:
__ 1. List definitions
2. List histories
3. Print management report
4. Print suspense aging report

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F9=Swap

List Definitions
This utility allows you to look at the contents of your definition database
(i.e., for audit trail purposes), to fax information to technical support.
This utility prints a formatted listing of definitions from the database.
You will be lead through a series of questions which helps print only
those definitions of interest. For each ID (job, file, report, process,
internal/cycle tables, external tables, or all definitions), it will list your
definitions alphabetically by ID.
Use the following procedure to enter information on the List Definitions
panel.
1. Type 1 (List definitions) in the Database Report Utilities panel and

press Enter. The Library Information panel is displayed.
Library Information
Specify JCL library information:
Dataset name: USERIDA.DET.PROCLIB
Member name: DETDDFL

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

2. Type a name in the Dataset name field. The dataset name defaults

to the JCL library file specified on the User File Defaults panel.
The default name can be changed.
3. Type a name in the Member name field. The name of the member

that will contain the JCL. The default name can be changed.
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4. Press F5 to Accept. The List Definitions panel is displayed.
List Definitions
Job name: USERIDA
Definition database to list from:
USERIDA.DET.DEFN
Specify
__ 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

type of definitions to list:
Jobs
Files
Reports
Process
Internal/Cycle tables
External tables
All definitions

F1=Help
F9=Swap

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

5. Type a name in the Job name field. The name should be meaningful

so that you can find it when you look for it later. It should conform
to your site job submission standards.
6. Type the name of the definition database to list your definitions

from. The name of the definition database that holds the definitions
you want to list. This field defaults to the database you specified on
the User File Defaults panel.
7. Choose an option corresponding to the definition type of your choice

and press Enter. Your options are jobs, files, reports, process,
tables, or all definitions.
Note:

Report and process definitions together make up history analysis.
The history analysis function allows you to analyze your history data
and report the findings of the analysis. For additional information,
see “Understanding the History Analysis Function” on page 429.

8. Press F5 to Accept. Your JCL stream displays.
9. Type SUB on the command line and press Enter. This submits the

JCL stream, and produces a List Definitions report.
Note:

For more information on editing and submitting JCL, see “Accessing
On-Line Options” on page 467.

10. After submitting the JCL, press F3 to return to Database Report

Utilities panel.
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11. When List Definitions is complete, review the output listing and

verify that the processing was successful. Use your site’s standard
facility for displaying job output.

Example - File Definitions
On the List Definitions panel, you can list one or more definitions from
your definition database. For example, if you select option 2 (Files), the
following panel is displayed.
File Definitions
File DDname
Start with: ________
End at: . . ________

F1=Help
F9=Swap

F2=Split

Qualifier
__
__

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

Use the following procedure to enter information on the List File
Definitions panel.
1. Type the file name and file name qualifier that represents the

beginning point of the definition list.
2. Type the file name and file name qualifier that represents the

ending point of the definition list.
Note:

If you leave this panel blank, it will print all of your file definitions.

3. Press F5 to Accept. Your JCL stream displays.
4. Type SUB on the command line and press Enter. This submits the

JCL stream and produces the List Definitions Report.
Note:

For more information on editing and submitting JCL, see “Accessing
On-Line Options” on page 467.

5. After submitting the JCL, press F3 to return to Database Report

Utilities panel.
6. When List Definitions is complete, review the output listing and

verify that the processing was successful. Use your site’s standard
facility for displaying job output.
Note:
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Report Definitions
A history analysis report type of exception messages will display as a
threshold analysis report type on the list definitions Detailed Report
Definitions report.
A history analysis report type of data values will display as a fluctuation
analysis report type on the list definitions Detailed Report Definitions
report.
On the list definitions Detailed Report Definitions report, section E—
Analysis Information, type refers to the rule type not the report type.
You can have both types of rules, fluctuation and analysis, on either
type of report.

List Histories
This utility prints a formatted summary of the histories in the database.
You select the history database whose contents you wish to have
summarized, as well as the range of histories within the database.
Using the List Histories utility, you can look at the contents of your
history database, which is useful in keeping an audit trail. You might
also use this utility for debugging purposes. For instance, you can use it
to verify the century value of a date item. To do this, you would run the
utility for the detail values of the history key in question and examine
the date count value stored in the internal items. If the date count value
is more than 145731 (December 31, 1999), the system assumed the
century value was 20.
Use the following procedure to enter information on the List Histories
panel.
1. Type 2 (List histories) in the Database Report Utilities panel and

press Enter. The Library Information panel is displayed.
Library Information
Specify JCL library information:
Dataset name: USERIDA.DET.PROCLIB
Member name: DETDHFL

F1=Help
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2. Type a name in the Dataset name field. The dataset name defaults

to the JCL library file specified on the User File Defaults panel.
The default name can be changed.
3. Type a name in the Member name field. The name of the member

that will contain the JCL. The default name can be changed.
4. Press F5 to Accept. The List Histories panel is displayed.
List Histories
Job name: USERIDA
History database to list from:
USERIDA.DET.HIST
Type of
2
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Report:
Statistics, index, summary, detail
Statistics, index, summary
Statistics, index
Statistics
Detail

Key1
Start with:
________
End at: . . . ________

F1=Help

F2=Split

Key2
________
________

F3=Exit

Key3
________
________

Key4
________
________

F5=Accept

Key5
________
________

F9=Swap

5. Type a name in the Job name field. The name should be meaningful

so that you can find it when you look for it in your output facility.
6. Type the name of the history database to list your definitions from.

The history database whose contents you intend to list. This is the
name of the file that holds the history information for each key.
7. Choose an option in the Type of Report field.

This utility produces four different reports all giving you a differing
view of the contents of the history database. The Statistics Report
gives you high level information such as the creation date, number
of keys in the database, etc. The Index Report shows a summary of
all the keys in the database and the number of cycles for each key.
The Summary Report gives you a high level view of each key cycle
combination. It indicates the overall return code for each key. The
Detail Report shows you the value for each internal item value for
each key.
This field defaults to 2. Below are your options:
Choose 1 (Statistics, index, summary, detail) to produce the
database history and statistics report, the index of ACR histories
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report, the summary of ACR histories report, and the history data
detail report.
Choose 2 (Statistics, index, summary) to produce the Database
History and Statistics report, the Index of ACR Histories report
and the Summary of ACR Histories report.
Choose 3 (Statistics, index) to produce the Database History and
Statistics report and the Index of ACR Histories report.
Choose 4 (Statistics) to produce the Database History and Statistics
report.
Choose 5 (Detail) to produce the history data detail report.
8. Type the history key that indicates the starting point of the range

of histories to be listed. A 40-character history key that indicates
the starting range of histories to be listed. Printing the entire
contents of your history database can produce a vary large report.
Utilize this field based on which report you are printing.
Note:

Although lower case history keys can be extracted, due to JCL
constraints on the mainframe, lower case history keys cannot be
specified as a range parameter. The only way to actually see these
history keys is by not specifying any history key range parameters.

9. Type the history key that indicates the ending point of the range of

histories to be listed. A 40-character history key that indicates the
ending range of histories to be listed.
Note:

If you leave the fields in steps 8 and 9 blank, you will get the entire
database.
Although lower case history keys can be extracted, due to JCL
constraints on the mainframe, lower case history keys cannot be
specified as a range parameter. The only way to actually see these
history keys is by not specifying any history key range parameters.

10. Press F5 to Accept. Your JCL stream displays.
11. Type SUB on the command line and press Enter. This submits the

JCL stream and produces the List Histories Report.
Note:

For more information on editing and submitting JCL, see “Accessing
On-Line Options” on page 467.

12. After submitting the JCL, press F3 to return to Database Report

Utilities panel.
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13. When List Histories is complete, review the output listing and

verify that the processing was successful. Use your site’s standard
facility for displaying job output.

Print Management Report
This utility allows you to process reconciliation history information in
the database and produce selective management reports. This utility
can process an unlimited number of history keys, or it can focus on a
single history key. It also analyzes and prints the contents of the
database based on user-defined selection criteria. Managers can use
this utility to analyze the functioning of the system. For example, they
can run a report showing all the return codes greater than 0 (all out-ofbalance jobs) for a particular time period.
Use the following procedure to enter information on the Print
Management Report panel.
1. Type 3 (Print management report) in the Database Report Utilities

panel and press Enter. The Library Information panel is displayed.
Library Information
Specify JCL library information:
Dataset name: USERIDA.DET.PROCLIB
Member name: DETDHFMR

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

2. Type a name in the Dataset name field. The dataset name defaults

to the JCL library file specified on the User File Defaults panel.
The default name can be changed.
3. Type a name in the Member name field. The name of the member

that will contain the JCL. The default name can be changed.
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4. Press F5 to Accept. The Print Management Report panel is

displayed.
Print Management Report
Job name: USERIDA
Selection range for report:
Start with
History key: ________ ________ ________
End at: . . ________ ________ ________
From:
Return code: . . . . . ____
Absolute time: . . . . ___________
Relative time: . . . . ______
Absolute cycle ID: . . ___________
Relative cycle number: ___

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

________ ________
________ ________
To:
____
___________ (YYJJJHHMMSS)
______ (DDHHMM)
___________
___

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

5. Type a name in the Job name field. The name should be meaningful

so that you can find it when you look for it later in your output
facility.
6. In the Selection range for report field, indicate the Start with

history key and the End at history key to indicate the range of keys.
Note:

The Start with and End at fields allow you to specify the beginning
and ending range of keys that will appear on the Management
Report. If you specify a partial key in the End at field, all keys
beginning with that key will be included on that report.
All of the selection range criteria work in conjunction with one
another. For example, print all keys starting with ABC to XYZ that
ran in the last 24 hours with return codes greater than 0.
Although lower case history keys can be extracted, due to JCL
constraints on the mainframe, lower case history keys cannot be
specified as a range parameter. The only way to actually see these
history keys is by not specifying any history key range parameters.

7. Type in the Return Code field, the range of return codes to appear

on the Management Report. A four-character field specifying the
beginning of the range of return codes that will appear on the
report. For example, report on all return codes between 3000 3010.
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8. Type in the Absolute time field, the range of the absolute times to

appear on the Management Report. You can report on a specific
time period. This allows you to print ad hoc reports on past activity.
For example, you can print the results for 05/01/98 to 06/01/98.
Enter the date in the Julian format. The format for the field is
YYJJJHHMMSS (year Julian date hour minute second).
00000000000 is a valid entry for the From field, and 99999999999
is a valid entry for the To field.
Note:

An entry in this field will cause the system to look for initial run dates
in the specified period. For example, suppose your history database
has one job with an initial run date of 98/001 and a rerun date of
98/091, and another job with an initial run date of 98/091 and a rerun
date of 98/121. Setting an Absolute time range of 98090000000 to
98100000000 will cause the system to include only the second job.

9. Type in the Relative time field, the range of relative times to appear

on the Management Report. This feature allows you to set up a job
that can be run continually. For example, you can set up a this
report to print every morning, listing the results for the past 24
hours.
Note:

An entry in this field will cause the system to look for both run dates
and re-run dates in the specified period. For example, suppose your
history database has one job with an initial run date of 98/001 and a
rerun date of 98/091, and another job with an initial run date of
98/091 and a rerun date of 98/121. If the current date is 98/151,
setting a Relative time range of 500000 to 700000 will cause the
system to include both jobs.

10. Type in the Absolute Cycle ID field, the range of the absolute cycle

IDs to appear on the Management Report. This allows you to print
the results for a particular cycle regardless of the real time it
actually ran. To print the results for the cycle in the From field and
all subsequent cycles, use the default (0) in the To field. To print the
results for only one cycle, enter the same cycle number in both the
From and To fields.
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Note:

When you enter cycle numbers here, it is important that you enter
the cycle range exactly as it is stored in the history database.
Otherwise, the system will populate the century value with zeros and
the cycle range may be invalid
For example, a valid cycle range is 991231 to 20000131. The utility
will see the range as 00991231 to 20000131. An invalid cycle range
is 991231 to 000131. The utility will see the range as 00991231 to
00000131, which is invalid because the first cycle entered is greater
than the second.

11. Type in the Relative Cycle number field, the range of the relative

cycle number to appear on the Management Report.
12. Press F5 to Accept. Your JCL stream displays.
13. Type SUB on the command line and press Enter. This submits the

JCL stream.
Note:

For more information on editing and submitting JCL, see “Accessing
On-Line Options” on page 467.

14. After submitting the JCL, press F3 to return to Database Report

Utilities panel.
15. When the Print Management Report utility is complete, review the

output listing and verify that the processing was successful. Use
your site’s standard facility for displaying job output.

Suspense Aging
This utility reports on aging information for values contained in the
ACR/Detail history database for suspense applications. The suspense
aging report utility produces the Suspense Aging Report. The 132column Suspense Aging Report produces information for up to two
history items. You have a history database that consists of keys that are
in suspense. The histories have an internal item which defines the date
that the item went into suspense. The purpose of the aging report is to
summarize the contents of history (for all keys or for some level of the
key if it contains a meaningful structure) in terms of the age of specified
items. The default criteria is for 30 days, 60 days, 90 days, 120 days, and
all older than 120 days. You would use the customize aging criteria
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option to change these defaults (5 days, 10 days, all older..., or maybe 1
year, 2 years, all older...) as appropriate to the users management of
suspense needs.
Note:

Each aging category can be specified as days, months, or years in any
combination. An aging category for greater than a specific aging period
can also be specified.

The date ranges are inclusive ranges calculated from the information
you enter in the From and To fields on the Custom Aging Column
Report panel.
The day period is specified as greater than or equal to the From date and
less than or equal to the To date. The month and year periods are
specified as greater than the From date and less than or equal to the To
date.
Use the following procedure to enter information on the Suspense Aging
Report panel.
Note:

Be sure to initialize the history database before running reconciliation
and the Print Suspense Aging Report utility.

1. Type 4 (Print suspense aging report) in the Database Report

Utilities panel and press Enter. The Library Information panel is
displayed.
Library Information
Specify JCL library information:
Dataset name: . . . . USERIDA.DET.PROCLIB
Member name: . . . . . DETDHFA
Definition database:
USERIDA.DET.DEFN
History database: . . USERIDA.DET.HIST

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

2. Type a name in the Dataset name field. The dataset name defaults

to the JCL library file specified on the User File Defaults panel.
The default name can be changed.
3. Type a name in the Member name field. The name defaults to the

member that will contain the JCL. The default name can be
changed.
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4. Type a name in the Definition database field. The definition

database defaults to the name specified on the User File Defaults
panel.
5. Type a name in the History database field. The history database

defaults to the name specified on the User File Defaults panel.
6. Press F5 to Accept. The Print Suspense Aging Report panel is

displayed.
Print Suspense Aging Report
Job name: USERIDA
Retrieve
Key1
From: . . . . ________
To: . . . . . ________

Key2
________
________

Key3
________
________

Key4
________
________

Key5
________
________

Specify key length to be used in reporting and accumulating: __
Specify parameters to use:
Title: ________________________________________
Date to age from: ________
History item containing aging date: ___
First history item: ___
Description: ________________
Second history item: ___
Description: ________________
Customize aging criteria?
F1=Help

F2=Split

N
F3=Exit

(Y/N)
F5=Accept

F9=Swap

7. Type a name in the Job name field. An 8-character field identifying

the job name entered on the job statement in the JCL card.
8. Complete the Retrieve from and Retrieve to fields. This field

specifies the range of keys to apply the aging criteria against.
Note:

Your history file may have more keys than you want to age. For
example, you may only want to use those keys related to a particular
application.
If you specify a partial key in the End at field, all keys beginning with
that key will be included on that report.
Although lower case history keys can be extracted, due to JCL
constraints on the mainframe, lower case history keys cannot be
specified as a range parameter. The only way to actually see these
history keys is by not specifying any history key range parameters.

9. Specify a key length to be used in reporting and accumulating.

This is the key length (1-40) to be used for reporting and
accumulation. Leaving the field blank or entering a key length
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value of 40 produces a summary Suspense Aging Report containing
all items in a suspense file.
Entering a key length less than the full length of the key will cause
the internal item values to be accumulated in history. For example,
if you have keys A100, A120, and A200 and specify a key length of
2, the history item values from A100 and A120 will be accumulated
into a common key of A1. The other key will be A2, containing the
values from A200. If the key length is 1, all three keys A100, A120,
and A200 will have their history item values accumulated into a
common key of A.
10. Type a name in the Title field. This is the title for the aging report.
11. Type a date in the Date to age from field. The date (MMDDCCYY)

from which the history items should be aged. 99999999 indicates
the system date.
Note:

The century value can be an important element in successfully
running Print Suspense Aging Report. The utility might appear to
ignore a key whose year value is less than or equal to 80. This can
happen when the system presumes the year’s date count to be in
the 21st century when it is not. (Date items are stored in the history
database in date count format, which is the number of days since
December 31, 1600. Valid date items for ACR/Detail are January 1,
1601 and later.) Presuming these date counts to be in the 21st
century when they are not would make all such counts greater than
or equal to the date count for the aging date. Because the system
will only age items with dates less than the aging date you specify,
the keys whose year value is less than or equal to 80 will not get
aged. That is, these keys will not be included in the Suspense Aging
Report. You can avoid this problem by using the date format
DDMMCCYY or MMDDCCYY to extract the correct century value
from the input source.

12. Type the History item containing the aging date. Specify the

history item that contains the date that the suspense item was put
into the history. This date will be compared with the date to age
from field.
13. Type the first history item and its corresponding description. The

first history item value to be reported. Valid values are 001 through
999. A 16-character description of the first history item value to be
reported. This corresponds to the internal item number.
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14. Type the second history item and its corresponding description. The

second history item value to be reported. Valid values are 001
through 999. A 16-character description of the second history item
value to be reported.
15. Type a Y or N in the Customize aging criteria field. This field

defaults to N. If you change the default to a Y, the Custom Aging
Criteria panel is displayed. (See the next section to complete the
Custom Aging Report.)
16. Press F5 to Accept. Your JCL stream displays.
17. Type SUB on the command line and press Enter. This submits the

JCL stream.
Note:

For more information on editing and submitting JCL, see “Accessing
On-Line Options” on page 467.

18. After submitting the JCL, press F3 to return to Database Report

Utilities panel.
19. When the Suspense Aging Report utility is complete, review the

output listing and verify that the processing was successful. Use
your site’s standard facility for displaying job output.

Custom Aging Criteria
The Custom Aging Criteria panel allows you to specify aging criteria for
any or all of the five aging columns on the report. If you specify only
selected columns, all other columns will appear blank.
For example, you could use custom aging criteria to determine, for each
office in suspense, how many claims are pending resolution for the last
4 weeks, week by week, and for how much the suspended claims are for
in each category.
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If you changed the default in the Customize aging criteria field on the
Print Suspense Aging Report panel, continue with the steps outlined
below.
Custom Aging Criteria
------------------- Aging Criteria ------------------Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4 Column 5
-------- --------- -------- -------- -------Period (D/M/Y):

_

_

_

_

_

From (001-999):

___

___

___

___

___

To (001-999): :

___

___

___

___

___

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

1. Type an option in the Period field. Your options are D (days), M

(months), or Y (years). This field shows the aging period to be
reported.
2. Type a number in the From field. This three-digit number indicates

the starting point of the aging period range.
3. Type a number in the To field.

This three digit number indicates the ending point of the range of
the aging period.
The From and To fields in conduction represent the range of dates
that will be printed in each column. For example, the default values
would be from 1 To 30, in column 1, from 31 To 60 in Column 2, etc.
4. Press F5 to Accept. Your JCL stream displays.
5. Type SUB on the command line and press Enter. This submits the

JCL stream.
Note:

For more information on editing and submitting JCL, see “Accessing
On-Line Options” on page 467.

6. After submitting the JCL, press F3 to return to Database Report

Utilities panel.
7. When the aging job is complete, review the output listing and verify

that the processing was successful. Use your site’s standard facility
for displaying job output.
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This chapter discusses the database update utilities. These utilities are
executed in batch. Each utility creates a JCL member for you to submit.
Before accessing the panel for each utility, you will be prompted to name
the member on a library information panel.
This chapter includes the following sections:















“Accessing Database Update Utilities” on page 527
“Delete History” on page 528
“Update History Database” on page 532
“Copy History Database” on page 534
“Lock History Database” on page 543
“Reorganize History” on page 544
“Extract History Utility” on page 546
“Build Batch Transactions” on page 557
“Update From Batch Transactions” on page 560
“Expand History” on page 561
“Dynamic Translation Table” on page 564
“Create Comma Delimited Text File” on page 568
“History File Manual Delete” on page 571

Accessing Database Update Utilities
Use the following procedure to access the database update utilities.
1. From the ACR/Detail Job Window, press F4 to access the action bar,

tab to the Setup menu, and then press Enter to display the Database
Utilities menu.
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2. Type 4 (Database utilities) and press Enter. The Database Utilities

panel is displayed.
Database Utilities
Choose an option to access:
__ 1. Database report utilities
2. Database update utilities

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F9=Swap

3. Type 2 (Database update utilities) and press Enter. The Database

Update Utilities panel is displayed.
Database Update Utilities
__

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

F1=Help

Delete history
Update history
Copy history
Reorganize history
Extract history
Build batch transactions
Update from batch transactions
Expand history
Process dynamic translation tables
Create comma delimited text file

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F9=Swap

Delete History
Use this utility to perform a physical delete of one or multiple history
records based on a combination of key, cycle ID, job ID, and date
criteria. Wildcards can be used to select multiple keys and multiple job
IDs. An entry that uses wildcards is referred to here as a key mask or
job ID mask.
Note:
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Use the following procedure to enter information on the Delete History
panel.
1. Type 1 (Delete history) in the Database Update Utilities panel and

press Enter. The Library Information panel is displayed.
Library Information
Specify JCL library information:
Dataset name: USERIDA.DET.PROCLIB
Member name: DETDHFD

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

2. Type a name in the Dataset name field.

The dataset name defaults to the JCL library file specified on the
User File Defaults panel.
3. Type a name in the Member name field.

The name of the member that will contain the JCL.
4. Press F5 to accept. The Delete History panel is displayed .
Delete History
Job name: KLA1A___
History database: KLA1.DET.HIST_____________________________
Delete:
Key
From: ________ ________ ________ ________
To: ________ ________ ________ ________
Job ID From: ________ ________ __ Wildcard: _
To: ________ ________ __
Cycle From: ________
To: ________
Date
From: ________
To: ________
F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

________
________

Wildcard:_

F9=Swap

5. Type a name in the Job name field.

The name should be meaningful so that you can find it when you
look for it later.
6. Type the name of the History database.

The history database from which the history is to be deleted. This
file holds the ACR/Detail history information for each job run. This
field defaults to the name specified on the User File Defaults panel.
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7. Before completing the fields under the Delete from heading, read

the following note:
Note:

The following applies to the From and To combinations for the following
fields: Key, Job ID, Cycle, and Date:

 If both From and To are not entered, records for that criterion (key,





job ID, cycle, or date) will remain subject to deletion based on the
other supplied criteria.
If both From and To are completed, only records within that range
will be candidates for deletion.
If only From is completed, that one key, key mask, cycle, job ID, job
ID mask, or date will be a candidate for deletion. Because a mask
uses wildcard characters, one key mask or job ID mask can be used
to select multiple keys or job IDs as candidates for deletion.
If only To is completed, records prior to and including that key, cycle,
Job ID, or date will be candidates for deletion.

8. In the Key From field, optionally enter a history key, consisting of

40 characters composed of five 8-character key segments.
In this field, you can optionally use a key mask by entering a
character that you specify in the adjacent Wildcard field in any of
the 40 field positions. Using a key mask enables you to select
multiple keys. Each wildcard character is specific to its location and
represents any character in that position. For example, if your
wildcard character was *, you could enter the following key mask to
select any key starting with A and having a C in the third position
of the first key segment:
A*C*****/********/********/********/********

Wildcards can be used only if you leave the Key To field blank.
You can leave the Key From field blank, as explained in the note in
step 7 on page 530.
9. In the Wildcard field, enter a wildcard character if you want to use

a key mask in the Key From field, as explained in the Key From
field definition. The following characters are not supported:
& (ampersand)
^ (caret)
.. (period)
10. In the Key To field, optionally enter the last key that is to be

deleted. See the note in step 7 on page 530about completing the To
and From fields.
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11. In the Job ID From field, optionally enter a job name, step name,

and qualifier (if any). In this field, you can optionally use a job ID
mask by entering a character that you specify in the adjacent
Wildcard field in any of the 18 field positions (job name, step name,
and qualifier). Using a job ID mask enables you to select multiple
job IDs. Each wildcard character is specific to its location and
represents any character in that position. For example, to select
any Job ID starting with A and having a C in the third position, you
would enter the Job ID mask
A*C***************

Wildcards can be used only if you leave the Job ID To field blank.
You can leave the Job ID From field blank, as explained in the note
in step 7 on page 530.
12. Enter a wildcard character if you want to use wildcards in the Job

ID From field, as explained in the Job ID From field definition. The
following characters are not supported:
& (ampersand)
^ (caret)
. (period)
13. In the Job ID To field, optionally enter the job name, step name,

and qualifier (if any) of the last job to be deleted from history. See
the note in step 7 on page 530 about completing the To and From
fields.
14. Complete the Cycle From field if you want to select one specific

cycle number or you want to specify the beginning of a range of
cycles, as explained in the note in step 7 on page 530. Enter the
cycle number exactly as it is stored in the history database.
15. Complete the Cycle To field if you want to specify the end of a range

of cycles or if you want to select records for all cycles prior to and
including the specified cycle ID, as explained in the note in step 7
on page 530. Enter the cycle number exactly as it is stored in the
history database.
16. Complete the Date From field with a date in CCYYMMDD format if

you want to select records for one date or you want to specify the
beginning of a range of dates, as explained in the note in step 7 on
page 530.
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17. Complete the Date To field with a date in CCYYMMDD format if

you want to specify the end of a range of dates or if you want to
delete records for dates prior to and including the specified date, as
explained in the note in step 7 on page 530.
18. Press F5 to accept. Your JCL stream displays.
19. Type SUB on the command line and press Enter.

This submits the JCL stream.
Note:

For more information on editing and submitting JCL, see
“Edit/Submit” on page 486.

20. After submitting the JCL, press F3 to return to Database Update

Utilities panel.
21. When the Delete History utility is complete, review the output

listing and verify that the processing was successful.
Use your site’s standard facility for displaying job output.

Update History Database
This utility updates (i.e., replaces) one or more control values in the
history database for a specified key and cycle ID. This utility can be
used to correct out-of-balance situations (i.e., now you have the proper
data to run your job).
Use the following procedure to enter information on the Update History
panel.
1. Type 2 (Update history) in the Database Update Utilities panel and

press Enter. The Library Information panel is displayed.
2. Type a name in the Dataset name field.

The dataset name defaults to the JCL library file specified on the
User File Defaults panel.
3. Type a name in the Member name field.

The name of the member that will contain the JCL.
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4. Press F5 to accept. The Update History panel is displayed.
Update History
Job name: USERIDA
History database: USERIDA.DET.HIST
History key: ________
Cycle number: ________
Update:
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal

F1=Help

item
item
item
item
item

________ ________
Run number: ___

number:
number:
number:
number:
number:

F2=Split

___
___
___
___
___

F3=Exit

New
New
New
New
New

value:
value:
value:
value:
value:

________

________

________________
________________
________________
________________
________________

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

5. Type a name in the Job name field.

The name should be meaningful so that you can find it when you
look for it later.
6. Type the name of the History database that stores the history to be

updated.
This field defaults to the name specified on the User File Defaults
panel.
7. Type the key in the History Key field.

This 40-character field identifies the history key to update. This
key is composed of five keys that are eight characters in length
each. This history key along with the cycle number and run number
identifies the specific database record to update.
Note:

Although lower case history keys can be extracted, due to JCL
constraints on the mainframe, lower case history keys cannot be
specified as a range parameter. The only way to actually see these
history keys is by not specifying any history key range parameters.

8. In the Cycle number field, type the cycle number of the run storing

the history to be updated.
This eight character field identifies the cycle number you want to
update.
9. In the Run number field, type the run number of the run storing

the history to be updated.
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This three character field identifies the run number you want to
update (if run numbers were used).
10. In the Internal Item Number field, type the internal item number

to be updated.
This three character (001-999) field identifies the internal item
number for the history you are updating. The panel allows you to
update five internal items. You can replicate this line when the JCL
is displayed to update additional internal items.
11. In the New Value field, type the new value to be stored in the

internal item.
The new value to be put into the history for the internal item
number specified.
Note:

This panel lets you specify five items to update.

12. Press F5 to accept. Your JCL stream displays.
13. Type SUB on the command line and press Enter.

This submits the JCL stream.
Note:

For more information on editing and submitting JCL, see
“Edit/Submit” on page 486.

14. After submitting the JCL, press F3 to return to Database Update

Utilities panel.
15. When the Update History utility is complete, review the output

listing and verify that the processing was successful.
Use your site’s standard facility for displaying job output.

Copy History Database
This utility copies histories from one history database to another. There
are four different ways to move information around between history
databases and flat files.
Use the following procedure to enter information on the Copy History
panel.
1. Type 3 (Copy History) in the Database Update Utilities panel and

press Enter. The Library Information panel is displayed.
2. Type a name in the Dataset name field.
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The dataset name defaults to the JCL library file specified on the
User File Defaults panel.
3. Type a name in the Member name field.

The name of the member that will contain the JCL.
4. Type a name in the Definition database field.

The definition database defaults to the name specified on the User
File Defaults panel.
5. Press F5 to accept. The Copy History panel is displayed.
Copy History
Choose an option:
1_ 1. Copy all records
2. Copy selected records
3. Unload records to a work file
4. Reload records from a work file

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F9=Swap

Copy All Records
This utility can be used for backup purposes. Many users create a copy
of their production database to be used in their test environment.
Use the following procedure to copy all records.
1. Type 1 (Copy all records) and press Enter.

Copy all creates an exact copy of your history database.
The Copy all records panel is displayed.
Copy All Records
Job name: USERIDA
Copy from history database:
DSName: USERIDA.DET.HIST
Copy to history database:
DSName: __________________________________________

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

2. Type a name in the Job name field.

The name should be meaningful so that you can find it when you
look for it later.
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3. Type the name of the DSName for the history database to copy

from.
This defaults to the name you specified on the User File Defaults
panel.
4. Type the name of the DSName for the history database to copy to.

This dataset name specifies the history database you want to copy
to. This database must have already been created and initialized.
5. Press F5 to accept. Your JCL stream displays.
6. Type SUB on the command line and press Enter.

This submits the JCL stream and executes your reconciliation
process.
7. After submitting the JCL, press F3 to return to Database Update

Utilities panel.
8. When the Copy All Records utility is complete, review the output

listing and verify that the processing was successful.
Use your site’s standard facility for displaying job output.

Copy Selected Records
This utility can be used if you wanted to copy selected keys into a
production database. In this way, you could copy a particular
day/week/month’s activities from one database to another. You can also
use this utility for debugging purposes. You can also use it to prime the
database for new jobs that need history items to be present.
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Use the following procedure to copy selected records.
1. Type 2 (Copy selected records) in the Copy History panel and press

Enter. The Copy Selected History panel is displayed.
Copy Selected Records
Job name: USERIDA
Copy from history database:
DSName: USERIDA.DET.HIST
Copy to history database:
DSName: __________________________________________
Key1
Start with:
________
End at: . . . ________

Key2
________
________

From:

MN
__
MN
__

To:

YR
__
YR
__

F1=Help

MO
__
MO
__

DA
__
DA
__

F2=Split

HR
__
HR
__

Key3
________
________

Key4
________
________

Key5
________
________

SE
__
SE
__

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

2. Type a name in the Job name field.

The name should be meaningful so that you can find it when you
look for it later.
3. Type the DSName of the history database to copy from.

The field defaults to the name specified on the User File Defaults
panel.
4. Type the DSName of the history database to copy to.

This dataset specifies the history database you want to copy to. The
dataset must have already been created and initialized.
5. Complete the Start with field.

This 40-character field specifies the beginning range of history keys
to copy.
Note:

Although lower case history keys can be extracted, due to JCL
constraints on the mainframe, lower case history keys cannot be
specified as a range parameter. The only way to actually see these
history keys is by not specifying any history key range parameters.

6. Complete the End at field.
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This 40-character field specifies the ending range of history keys to
copy.
Note:

If you specify a partial key in the End at field, all keys beginning with
that key will be included.
Although lower case history keys can be extracted, due to JCL
constraints on the mainframe, lower case history keys cannot be
specified as a range parameter. The only way to actually see these
history keys is by not specifying any history key range parameters.

7. Complete the From field.

This 12-character field (in YYMMDDHHMMSS format) specifies
the beginning of the range of run dates and times for which
histories will be copied. The system will recognize any year less
than or equal to 80 as being in the 21st century. So if you enter
971031 as your From date and 001031 as your To date, then the
system will interpret this as From 10/31/1997 To 10/31/2000.
8. Complete the To field.

This 12-character field (in YYMMDDHHMMSS format) specifies
the ending of the range of run dates and times for which histories
will be copied. The system will recognize any year less than or
equal to 80 as being in the 21st century. So if you enter 971031 as
your From date and 001031 as your To date, then the system will
interpret this as From 10/31/1997 To 10/31/2000.
Note:

Make sure that the date and time in the To field is greater than the
date and time in the From field.

9. Press F5 to accept. Your JCL stream displays.
10. Type SUB on the command line and press Enter.

This submits the JCL stream.
Note:

For more information on editing and submitting JCL, see
“Edit/Submit” on page 486.

11. After submitting the JCL, press F3 to return to Database Update

Utilities panel.
12. When the Copy Selected Records utility is complete, review the

output listing and verify that the processing was successful.
Use your site’s standard facility for displaying job output.
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Unload History
It allows you to create a flat file (or physical sequential dataset) of the
history database. This file is used to:

 Backup/restore your files.
 Move History Database From 1 Cpu To Another.
 Create a tape to send to technical support.
Use the following procedure to Unload records to work file.
1. Type 3 (Unload records to work file) in the Copy History panel and

press Enter. The Unload Records panel is displayed.
Unload Records
Job name: USERIDA
Unload from history database:
DSName: USERIDA.DET.HIST
Unload to sequential work file:
DSName: __________________________________________
Volume: ______ Unit: SYSALLDA
Key1
Start with:
________
End at: . . . ________

Key2
________
________

From:

MN
__
MN
__

To:

YR
__
YR
__

F1=Help

MO
__
MO
__

DA
__
DA
__

F2=Split

HR
__
HR
__

Key3
________
________

Key4
________
________

Key5
________
________

SE
__
SE
__

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

2. Type a name in the Job name field.

The name should be meaningful so that you can find it when you
look for it later.
3. Type the name of the history database to unload from.

This field defaults to the name specified on the User File Defaults
panel.
4. Type the name of the sequential file to unload to.

This field identifies the name of the sequential file where the
histories will be placed.
5. Type the name of the Volume that stores the sequential file.

Volume indicates the volume serial number on which the sequential
file will be stored.
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6.

Type the Unit name where the sequential file will be stored.

7. Type the beginning of the range of history keys to unload in the

Start with field.
The 40-character field specifying the beginning range of history
keys to unload.
Note:

Although lower case history keys can be extracted, due to JCL
constraints on the mainframe, lower case history keys cannot be
specified as a range parameter. The only way to actually see these
history keys is by not specifying any history key range parameters.

8. Type the ending of the range of history keys to unload in the End at

field.
The 40-character field specifying the ending range of history keys
to unload.
Note:

If you specify a partial key in the End at field, all keys beginning with
that key will be included.
Although lower case history keys can be extracted, due to JCL
constraints on the mainframe, lower case history keys cannot be
specified as a range parameter. The only way to actually see these
history keys is by not specifying any history key range parameters.

9. Type the beginning of the range of run dates and times in the From

field.
This 12-character field specifies the beginning of the range of run
dates and times for which histories will be unloaded. The system
will recognize any year less than or equal to 80 as being in the 21st
century. So if you enter 971031 as your From date and 001031 as
your To date, then the system will interpret this as From
10/31/1997 To 10/31/2000.
10. Type the ending of the range of run dates and times in the To field.

This 12-character field specifies the ending of the range of run
dates and times for which histories will be unloaded. The system
will recognize any year less than or equal to 80 as being in the 21st
century. So if you enter 971031 as your From date and 001031 as
your To date, then the system will interpret this as From
10/31/1997 To 10/31/2000.
Note:

Make sure that the date and time in the To field is greater than the
date and time in the From field.

11. Press F5 to accept. Your JCL stream displays.
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12. Type SUB on the command line and press Enter.

This submits the JCL stream.
Note:

For more information on editing and submitting JCL, see
“Edit/Submit” on page 486.

13. After submitting the JCL, press F3 to return to Database Update

Utilities panel.
14. When the Unload Records utility is complete, review the output

listing and verify that the processing was successful.
Use your site’s standard facility for displaying job output.

Reload History
This utility is used when you have already used the Unload utility. You
would use this utility if you had already unloaded one database and
were ready to reload to another database. The Reload utility puts your
data back into the history database.
Use the following procedure to Reload records to work file.
1. Type 4 (Reload records from a work file) in the Copy History panel

and press Enter. The Reload Records panel is displayed.
Reload Records
Job name: USERIDA
Reload from sequential work file:
DSName: __________________________________________
Volume: ______ Unit: SYSALLDA
Reload to history database:
DSName: USERIDA.DET.HIST
Key1
Start with:
________
End at: . . . ________

Key2
________
________

From:

MN
__
MN
__

To:

YR
__
YR
__

F1=Help

MO
__
MO
__

DA
__
DA
__

F2=Split

HR
__
HR
__

Key3
________
________

Key4
________
________

Key5
________
________

SE
__
SE
__

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

2. Type a name in the Job name field.

The name should be meaningful so that you can find it when you
look for it later.
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3. Type the name of the sequential file to reload from.

This field identifies the name of the sequential file that will be used
to do the reload. This file must have been previously created using
the Unload utility.
4. Type the name of the Volume that stores the sequential file.

Volume indicates the volume serial number on which the utility can
find the sequential file.
5.

Type the Unit name where the sequential file will be stored.

6. Type the name of the history database to reload to.

This field defaults to the name specified on the User File Defaults
panel.
7. Type the beginning of the range of history keys to be reloaded in the

Start with field.
A 40-character field specifying the beginning range of history keys
to reload.
Note:

Although lower case history keys can be extracted, due to JCL
constraints on the mainframe, lower case history keys cannot be
specified as a range parameter. The only way to actually see these
history keys is by not specifying any history key range parameters.

8. Type the ending of the range of history keys to be reloaded in the

End at field.
A 40-character field specifying the ending range of history keys to
reload.
Note:

If you specify a partial key in the End at field, all keys beginning with
that key will be included.
Although lower case history keys can be extracted, due to JCL
constraints on the mainframe, lower case history keys cannot be
specified as a range parameter. The only way to actually see these
history keys is by not specifying any history key range parameters.

9. Type the beginning of the range of run dates and times in the From

field.
This is a 12-character field specifying the beginning of the range of
run dates and times for which histories will be reloaded. The
system will recognize any year less than or equal to 80 as being in
the 21st century. So if you enter 971031 as your From date and
001031 as your To date, then the system will interpret this as From
10/31/1997 To 10/31/2000.
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10. Type the ending of the range of run dates and times in the To field.

This is a 12-character field specifying the ending of the range of run
dates and times for which histories will be reloaded. The system
will recognize any year less than or equal to 80 as being in the 21st
century. So if you enter 971031 as your From date and 001031 as
your To date, then the system will interpret this as From
10/31/1997 To 10/31/2000.
Note:

Make sure that the date and time in the To field is greater than the
date and time in the From field.

11. Press F5 to accept. Your JCL stream displays.
12. Type SUB on the command line and press Enter.

This submits the JCL stream.
Note:

For more information on editing and submitting JCL, see
“Edit/Submit” on page 486.

13. After submitting the JCL, press F3 to return to Database Update

Utilities panel.
14. When the Reload Records utility is complete, review the output

listing and verify that the processing was successful.
Use your site’s standard facility for displaying job output.

Lock History Database
This utility (UDSHPROT) will Lock and Free the history database.
When you run the Lock History Database Utility, it prevents other jobs
from being executed. Typically, this is something you should do when
running the Reorganize History Utility. Once you finish your work in
the history database, free the history database so that other jobs can
once again be executed. The UDSHPROT utility performs the following
functions:

 Locks the history database
 Runs your choice of either UDSHFMD (Manual Delete) or UNIHF
(Reorganize)

 Frees the history database
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To Lock the history database to prevent other jobs from trying to access
it, use the following JCL:
//job card
//*
//* THIS STEP LOCKS ACR/D DATA BASE (UNIHF)
//*
//LOCKHF
EXEC PGM=UDSHPROT,PARM=’LOCK’
//STEPLIB
DD DSN=UNI.LOADLIB.CVS,DISP=SHR
//UNICF
DD DSN=UNI.UNICF,DISP=SHR
//UNIHF
DD DSN=YOURFILE.TEST.UACHIST,DISP=SHR
//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*
//SYSDBOUT DD SYSOUT=*
//SYSOUT
DD SYSOUT=*
//*
//*
UTILITY TO REORGANIZE ACR/D DATA BASE (UNIHF)
//*
//STEP 2
EXEC PGM=UACUTIL

To Free the history database so that other jobs can once again access it,
use the following JCL:
//job card
//*
//* THIS STEP FREES ACR/D DATA BASE (UNIHF)
//*
//FREEHF
EXEC PGM=UDSHPROT,PARM=’FREE’
//STEPLIB
DD DSN=UNI.LOADLIB.CVS,DISP=SHR
//UNICF
DD DSN=UNI.UNICF,DISP=SHR
//UNIHF
DD DSN=YOURFILE.TEST.UACHIST,DISP=SHR
//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*
//SYSDBOUT DD SYSOUT=*
//SYSOUT
DD SYSOUT=*
//*

Reorganize History
This utility reorganizes the contents of a history database in place. The
history database is a key-sequenced VSAM file defined with the REUSE
option (which allows the reconciliation function rewrite history option
to be used as well as the in-place organization). In addition to
performing physical reorganization functions, it also performs two
ACR/Detail-specific functions:
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 As the history is reorganized, the number of histories being stored
(for each key) is retrieved from the definition database. For any
history storing more than the specified amount, the oldest histories
are removed. This allows you to reduce the number of histories for a
particular definition job ID and use this utility to automatically
delete the unneeded histories that may be on file. (You can increase
the number of histories at any time by updating the definition
database).

 Detail history for any given history key is kept physically in order
using relative cycle number, and this utility rebuilds relative cycle
numbers based on the actual cycle ID values found for any history
key.
Note:

You can run the Reorganize History Utility when you run the Lock
History Database Utility, which locks the history database and
prevents other jobs from being executed. After running the
Reorganize History Utility, remember to free the history database.

Use the following procedure to enter information on the Reorganize
History panel.
1. Type 4 (Reorganize history) in the Database Update Utilities panel

and press Enter. The Library Information panel is displayed.
2. Type a name in the Dataset name field.

The dataset name defaults to the JCL library file specified on the
User File Defaults panel.
3. Type a name in the Member name field.

The name of the member that will contain the JCL.
4. Press F5 to accept. The Reorganize History panel is displayed.
Reorganize History Data Base
Job name: USERIDA
Definition database:
History database:

F1=Help

F2=Split

USERIDA.DET.DEFN

. . USERIDA.DET.HIST

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

5. Type a name in the Job name field.
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The eight character field identifying the job name entered on the
job statement in the JCL card.
6. Type a name in the Definition database field.

The name of the database containing the job definitions.
7. Type a name in the History database field.

The file containing the data to be reorganized.
8. Press F5 to accept. Your JCL stream displays.
9. Type SUB on the command line and press Enter.

This submits the JCL stream.
Note:

For more information on editing and submitting JCL, see
“Edit/Submit” on page 486.

10. After submitting the JCL, press F3 to return to Database Update

Utilities panel.
11. When the Reorganize History Database utility is complete, review

the output listing and verify that the processing was successful.
Use your site’s standard facility for displaying job output.

Extract History Utility
This utility enables you to enter a number of user-defined criteria and
extract records from the history database to a physical sequential file
using one of two options:

 Packed format. Use this option to extract history records for 1)
auditing or historical purposes or 2) to transfer the data to an
application that requires comma-delimited format. For 2), after the
extraction, you must run a second utility to convert the extracted
data to comma-delimited format. See “Create Comma Delimited
Text File” on page 568.

 Unpacked (alternate) format. Use this option to create an extract file
using unpacked data in order to easily move history data to another
platform or product. You can optionally specify a platform identifier,
a relative date indicator, and a cycle date format indicator. The file
can be used with other Infogix, Inc. products to view the history
records in a web browser.
Regardless of the option you use, the data extracted includes, for each
extracted record, the following information:
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 The version of the history extract program used to create the extract
file

 The full history key







The history cycle ID
The reconciliation return code for the history
The job ID of the reconciliation step that created the history
The note data for the history
A count of the number of items present
The item values for the history

This utility generates the Transaction Listing Report. For more
information, see “Transaction Listing Report” on page 780.
The documentation for this utility includes the following sections:








“Extract History Panel” on page 547
“Optional Alternate Format Parameters Panel” on page 550
“Extract History (Packed) Parameters” on page 551
“Extract History Alternate Parameters” on page 553
“Extract History File (Packed) Layout” on page 556
“Extract History File (Alternate) Layout” on page 556

Extract History Panel
Use the following procedure to access the Extract History panel.
Complete the Library Information panel as follows:
Dataset name. Defaults to the JCL library file specified on the User File
Defaults panel, but you can change it.
Member name. Shows the default member name that will be saved in
your PROCLIB. You can change it if needed.
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The Extract History panel will be displayed.
Extract History
Job name: KLA2A___
Extract records from:
DSName: KLA2.DET.HIST_____________________________
Extract to work file:
DSName: __________________________________________
Volume: ______ Unit: SYSALLDA
Selection range for report:
Start with key: ________ ________ ________ ________ ________
End at: . . . . ________ ________ ________ ________ ________
From:
To:
Return code: . . . . . ____
____
Absolute time: . . . . ___________
___________ (YYJJJHHMMSS)
Relative time: . . . . ______
______ (DDHHMM)
Absolute cycle ID: . . ___________
___________
Relative cycle number: ___
___
Use alternate format (EXTWV): N (Y/N)
F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

Field definitions:
Jobname. Your default jobname, which you can optionally change.
Extract records from DSName. Optionally change the name of the
dataset from which the records will be extracted.
Extract to work file DSName. Name of the dataset which will store the
extracted records.
Selection range for report:
Start with/End at. 40-character fields specifying the beginning/ending
range of keys to extract.
You can use a generic terminator in the any of the Start with fields as
described below.
Note:

 Although lower case history keys can be extracted, due to JCL



constraints on the mainframe, lower case history keys cannot be
specified as a range parameter. The only way to actually see
these history keys is by not specifying any history key range
parameters.
If you specify a partial key in the End at field, all keys beginning
with that key will be included.

From/to Return code. Beginning/ending range of 4-digit return codes to
extract.
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From/to Absolute time (YYJJJHHMMSS). Beginning/ending range of
absolute times to extract.
From/to Relative time (DDHHMM). Beginning/ending range of relative
times to extract. Entering 000000 in the From field represents the
current day and time. Entering 240000 in the To field means go back 24
days before the From value.
These fields allow you to print the results for a particular cycle
regardless of the real time it actually ran. If you want to extract a cycle
and all cycles subsequent to it, complete the From field but use the
default (0) in the To field.
From/to Relative cycle number. Beginning/ending range of relative
cycles (000 to 999) to extract.
Use Alternate Format. Enables you to specify whether you want to use
the unpacked (alternate) option described in the introduction to
“Extract History Utility” on page 546.

 If you leave the default N, when you press F5, the JCL will display.
Type SUB on the command line and press Enter to submit the JCL
stream. Press F3 to return to Database Update Utilities panel.
When the Extract History utility is complete, review the output
listing and verify that the processing was successful.
Use your site’s standard facility for displaying job output.
To create a file that can be downloaded to PC applications, use the
Create Comma Delimited Text File utility (see “Create Comma
Delimited Text File” on page 568).
For more information on editing and submitting JCL, see
“Edit/Submit” on page 486.

 If you enter Y, the next panel will be the “Optional Alternate Format
Parameters Panel” shown in the next section.
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Optional Alternate Format Parameters Panel
This panel displays if you enter Y in the Use Alternate Format field on
the preceding panel.
Optional Alternate Format Parameters
Platform Identifier: ____________________
Relative date: . . . ____ (-998 to +998)
Cycle Date Format:

__

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

YYMMDD
MMDDYY
MMDDCCYY
DDMMYY
YYJJJ
DDMMCCYY
CYYMMDD
CCYYMMDD
CCYYJJJ

Multiple Job IDs containing Internal Item
Job Name: ________ Step Name: ________
Job Name: ________ Step Name: ________
Job Name: ________ Step Name: ________

F1=Help
F8=Next

F2=Split
F9=Swap

F3=Exit

definitions:
Qual: __
Qual: __
Qual: __

F4=Retain

F5=Accept

F7=Prev

Field definitions:
Platform Identifier. Optionally enter a unique identifier for the
platform from which the history record was extracted. For use when
history data from various platforms will be combined.
Relative date. Complete if you want to begin the extraction based on a
date relative to the current system date. The current date is +000. Valid
values for an earlier date are -001 through -998.
Cycle Date Format. If you want to use this extract to do trending of
other Infogix products, specify the format you use for your cycle
numbers in the history database.
Multiple Job IDs containing Internal Item definitions. If you have more
than 1 job posting or updating history, enter every job/step/qualifier
that creates the history you are extracting. The internal item formats
from these jobs will be searched to determine if the values being
extracted are counts, amounts, text fields, or dates. If you have more
than three job/step/qualifiers posting or updating history, you need to
specify the additional job/step/qualifiers in the batch cards.
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Extract History (Packed) Parameters
Field #

Description

Pos.

Length

Format

Value

1

Function Name

1-8

8

X(8)

EXTRACT

2

Reserved

3

Record 1

9

1

X(1)

Blank

File/Report Name

10-17

8

X(8)

DHF

4

Sequence Number

18-20

3

9(3)

001

5

Selection Type

21-28

8

X(8)

RET CODE

6

Return Code-1

29-32

4

X(4)

0000-4096 or Blanks

7

Reserved

33-46

14

X(14)

Blanks

8

Return Code-2

47-50

4

X(4)

0000-4096 or Blanks

9

Reserved

51-80

30

X(30)

Blanks

1

Reserved

1-17

17

X(17)

Blanks

2

Sequence Number

18-20

3

9(3)

002

3

Selection Type

21-28

8

X(8)

HST KEY1

4

History Key-1

29-68

40

X(40)

5

Reserved

69 -80

12

X(12)

Blanks

1

Reserved

1-17

17

X(17)

Blanks

2

Sequence Number

18-20

3

9(3)

003

3

Selection Type

21-28

8

X(8)

HST KEY2

4

History Key-2

29-68

40

X(40)

5

Reserved

69-80

12

X(12)

Blanks

1

Reserved

1-17

17

X(17)

Blanks

2

Sequence Number

18-20

3

9(3)

004

3

Selection Type

21-28

8

X(8)

ABS TIME

4

Absolute
Date/Time-1

29-39

11

9(11)

Blanks or 0000000000099999999999

5

Reserved

40-46

7

X(7)

Blanks

Record 2

Record 3

Record 4
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Field #

Description

Pos.

Length

Format

Value

6

Absolute
Date/Time-2

47-57

11

9(11)

Blanks or 0000000000099999999999

7

Reserved

58-80

23

X(23)

Blanks

1

Reserved

1-17

X(17)

Blanks

2

Sequence Number

18-20

3

9(3)

005

3

Selection Type

21-28

8

X(8)

REL TIME

4

Relative Time-1

29-34

6

9(6)

Blanks or 000000- 999999

5

Reserved

35-46

12

X(12)

Blanks

6

Relative Time-2

47-52

6

9(6)

Blanks or 000000-999999

7

Reserved

53-80

28

X(28)

Blanks

1

Reserved

1-17

17

X(17)

Blanks

2

Sequence Number

18-20

3

9(3)

006

3

Selection Type

21-28

8

X(8)

ABS CYC

4

Absolute Cycle-1

29-39

11

9(11)

Blanks or 0000000000199999999999

5

Reserved

40-46

7

X(7)

Blanks

6

Absolute Cycle-2

47-57

11

9(11)

Blanks or 0000000000199999999999

7

Reserved

58-80

23

X(23)

Blanks

1

Reserved

1-17

17

X(17)

Blanks

2

Sequence Number

18-20

3

9(3)

007

3

Selection Type

21-28

8

X(8)

REL CYC

4

Relative Cycle-1

29-31

3

9(3)

Blanks or 001-999

5

Reserved

32-46

15

X(15)

Blanks

6

Relative Cycle-2

47-49

3

9(3)

Blanks or 001-999

7

Reserved

50-80

31

X(31)

Blanks

Record 5
17

Record 6

Record 7
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Extract History Alternate Parameters
Fld #

Description

Position

Length

Format

Value

Record 1
1

Function Name

1-8

8

X(8)

EXTWV

2

Reserved

9

1

X(1)

Blank

3

File/Report Name

10-17

8

X(8)

DHF

4

Record Sequence

18-20

3

X(3)

001

5

Selection Type

21-26

6

X(6)

RETCDE

6

Return Code-1

27-30

4

X(4)

0000-9999 or
blanks

7

Reserved

31-44

14

X(14)

Blanks

8

Return Code-2

45-48

4

X(4)

0000-9999 or
blanks

9

Reserved

49-80

32

X(32)

Blanks

Record 2
1

Reserved

1-17

17

X(17)

Blanks

2

Record Sequence

18-20

3

X(3)

002

3

Selection Type

21-26

6

X(6)

HSTKY1

4

History Key-1

27-66

40

X(40)

5

Reserved

67-80

14

X(14)

Blanks

Record 3
1

Reserved

1-17

17

X(17)

Blanks

2

Record Sequence

18-20

3

X(3)

003

3

Selection Type

21-26

6

X(6)

HSTKY2

4

History Key-2

27-66

40

X(40)

5

Reserved

67-80

14

X(14)

Blanks

Record 4
1

Reserved

1-17

17

X(17)

Blanks

2

Record Sequence

18-20

3

X(3)

004

3

Selection Type

21-26

6

X(6)

ABSTME
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Fld #

Description

Position

Length

Format

Value

4

From Absolute Time

21-37

11

9(11)

0000000000099999999999 or
blanks

5

Reserved

38-44

7

X(7)

Blank

6

To Absolute Time

45-55

11

9(11)

0000000000099999999999 or
blanks

7

Reserved

56-80

25

X(25)

Blanks

Record 5
1

Reserved

1-17

17

X(17)

Blanks

2

Record Sequence

18-20

3

X(3)

005

3

Selection Type

21-26

6

X(6)

RELTME

4

From Relative Time

27-32

6

9(6)

000000999999 or blanks

5

Reserved

33-44

12

X(12)

Blank

6

To Relative Time

45-50

6

9(6)

000000999999 or blanks

7

Reserved

51-80

30

X(30)

Blanks

Record 6
1

Reserved

1-17

17

X(17)

Blanks

2

Record Sequence

18-20

3

X(3)

006

3

Selection Type

21-26

6

X(6)

ABSCYC

4

From Absolute Cycle

21-37

11

9(11)

0000000000099999999999 or
blanks

5

Reserved

38-44

7

X(7)

Blanks

6

To Absolute Cycle

45-55

11

9(11)

0000000000099999999999 or
blanks

7

Reserved

56-80

25

X(25)

Blanks

Record 7
1

Reserved

1-17

17

X(17)

Blanks

2

Record Sequence

18-20

3

X(3)

007
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Fld #

Description

Position

Length

Format

Value

3

Selection Type

21-26

6

X(6)

PLTFRM

4

Platform Indicator

27-46

20

X(20)

5

Reserved

47-80

34

X(34)

Blanks

Record 8
1

Reserved

1-17

17

X(17)

Blanks

2

Record Sequence

18-20

3

X(3)

008

3

Selection Type

21-26

6

X(6)

RXDATE

4

Relative Extraction
Date - Sign

27

1

X(1)

+, -, or blank

5

Relative Extraction
Date

28-30

3

X(3)

000-999 OR
blanks

6

Cycle Date Conversion
Indicator

31-32

2

X(2)

01-09 or blanks

7

Reserved

33-80

48

X(48)

Blanks

Record 9 and above
1

Reserved

1-17

17

X(17)

Blanks

2

Record Sequence

18-20

3

X(3)

009-999

3

Selection Type

21-26

6

X(6)

JCHAIN

4

Job ID-1

27-44

18

X(18)

5

Job ID-2

24-62

18

X(18)

6

Job ID-3

63-80

50

X(18)
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Extract History File (Packed) Layout
Fld #

Description

Position

Length

Format

1

Database Version

1-4

4

X(4)

2

Key

5-44

40

X(40

3

Reserved

45-84

40

X(40

4

Cycle and Run No.

85-95

11

9(11)

5

Reserved

96-103

8

X(8)

6

Job Name

104-111

8

X(8)

7

Step Name

112-119

8

X(8)

8

Qualifier

120-121

2

X(2)

9

Return Code

122-125

4

X(4)

10

Note Area

126-205

80

X(80)

11

Reserved

206-245

40

X(40)

12

Value Count

246-247

2

S9(3)

131

Run Value-X

248-8239

7992

1-999
X(8)

141

Run Value-N

248-8239

7992

1-999
S9(15)

Value

Packed

Packed

1 - These positions can be populated by 1-999 8-byte alphanumeric fields or 1-999 15-byte
packed fields.

Extract History File (Alternate) Layout
Fld #

Description

1

Job Name

Position

Length

Format

1-8

8

X(8)

2

Step Name

9-16

8

X(8)

3

Qualifier

17-18

2

X(2)

4

Key

19-58

40

X(40)

5

Cycle Number

59-66

8

9(8)

8

Utility Run Date

67-74

8

9(8)
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Fld #

Description

Position

Length

Format

7

Utility Run Time

75-80

6

9(6)

8

Utility Return Code

81-84

4

X(4)

9

Utility Rerun Date

85-92

8

9(8)

10

Utility Rerun Time

93-98

6

9(6)

11

Utility Rerun Count

99-106

8

9(8)

12

Utility Run Value Count

107-109

3

9(3)

13

Utility Cycle Date

110-117

8

X(8)

14

Utility Run Value Data

118-18,099

17,982
(18 * 999)

15

Utility Format Indicator

1

X(1)

16

Utility Run Value

17

X(17)

Value

Build Batch Transactions
This utility allows users to build batch transaction cards directly from
the definition database. Any or all of the records on the definition
database may be selected. Batch transactions are 80-character records
that reflect the information stored on the definition database.
The JCL procedure DETDFB creates all the transaction cards
associated with a given definition type. Users can use these cards to:
make definition changes (mass changes can be done very quickly), and
use it as an audit trail (documentation of what is being reconciled).
The cards may be stored for use as a disaster recovery file or may be
used to migrate the definitions to another database by using them as
input to the update from batch transaction utility discussed later in this
chapter.
Use the following procedure to enter information on the Build Batch
Transactions panel.
1. Type 6 (Build batch transactions) in the Database Update Utilities

panel and press Enter. The Library Information panel is displayed.
2. Type a name in the Dataset name field.

The dataset name defaults to the JCL library file specified on the
User File Defaults panel.
3. Type a name in the Member name field.
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The name of the member that will contain the JCL.
4. Press F5 to accept. The Build Batch Transactions panel is

displayed.
Build Batch Transactions
Job name: USERIDA
Create batch cards from:
DSName: USERIDA.DET.DEFN
Store batch cards into:
DSName: USERIDA.DET.TRANLIB
Member: ________
Specify
__ 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

type of definitions to include:
Jobs
Files
Reports
Process
Internal/Cycle tables
External tables
All definitions

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

5. Type a name in the Job name field.

The eight character field identifying the job name entered on the
job statement in the JCL card.
6. Type the name of the definition database to create the batch cards

from.
This field defaults to the dataset name entered on the User File
Defaults panel. You may change this field or accept the default.
7. Type the name of the dataset to store the batch cards into.

This field defaults to the transaction library entered on the User
File Defaults panel.
8. Type the name of the member in the Member field.

This field indicates where ACR/Detail stores the JCL within the
specified dataset. Select a name that will be meaningful for the
definitions you are creating.
9. Choose one of the following options: Jobs, Files, Reports, Process,

Internal/Cycle tables, External tables, or All definitions.
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10. Press F5 to accept. The Job Definitions panel is displayed.
Job Definitions
Job
Start with: ________
End at: . . ________

F1=Help

F2=Split

Step
________
________

Qualifier
__
__

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

11. Type the Job ID of the first batch transaction to be built in the Start

with field and the last batch transaction to be built in the End at
field.
If you want to build for all records, leave both key fields blank.
If you want to build records up until a specific key, leave Start with
key field blank.
If you want to build records from a specific key forward, leave End
at key field blank.
12. Press F5 to accept. Your JCL stream displays.
13. Type SUB on the command line and press Enter.

This submits the JCL stream.
Note:

For more information on editing and submitting JCL, see
“Edit/Submit” on page 486.

14. After submitting the JCL, press F3 to return to Database Update

Utilities panel.
15. When the Build Batch Transactions utility is complete, review the

output listing and verify that the processing was successful.
Use your site’s standard facility for displaying job output.
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Update From Batch Transactions
This utility offers ACR/Detail users an alternative to applying their
definitions online (i.e., by saving them).
The update definitions utility permits users to update the database at
the batch level. A JCL procedure, DETUPDT, sorts batch definition
transaction records in the proper sequence, and then validates the
sorted records. If there are no validation errors, DETUPDT adds,
deletes, and/or replaces the ACR/Detail definitions in the definition
database. If there are validation errors, the database is not updated,
and the DETUPDT step terminates with a return code of 16.
Use the following procedure to enter information on the Update Batch
Transactions panel.
1. Type 7 (Update from batch transactions) in the Database Update

Utilities panel and press Enter.The Library Information panel is
displayed.
2. Type a name in the Dataset name field.

The dataset name defaults to the JCL library file specified on the
User File Defaults panel.
3. Type a name in the Member name field.

The name of the member that will contain the JCL.
4. Press F5 to accept. The Update Definition Database panel is

displayed.
Update From Batch Transactions
Job name: USERIDA
Update:
DSName: USERIDA.DET.DEFN
With batch definitions found in:
DSName: USERIDA.DET.TRANLIB
Member: ________
F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

5. Type a name in the Job name field.

The eight character field identifying the job name entered on the
job statement in the JCL card.
6. Verify the name of the definition database to update in the Update

DSName field.
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This field defaults to the dataset name entered on the User File
Defaults panel.
7. Type the name of the dataset where the batch definitions can be

found.
This field defaults to the library entered on the Allocate User Files
panel.
8. Type a name in the Member name field.

This field indicates which member the batch definitions are in.
9. Press F5 to accept. Your JCL stream displays.
10. Type SUB on the command line and press Enter.

This submits the JCL stream.
Note:

For more information on editing and submitting JCL, see
“Edit/Submit” on page 486.

11. After submitting the JCL, press F3 to return to Database Update

Utilities panel.
12. When the Update Definition Database utility is complete, review

the output listing and verify that the processing was successful.
Use your site’s standard facility for displaying job output. Look for
DDname UNITR to validate your information.

Expand History
This utility allows you to change the parameters that determine the size
of the history database. These same parameters are used in the panel
that creates the JCL for initializing the history database. Increasing or
decreasing the values allows you to expand or contract the size of the
history database.
This utility is a powerful utility because it allows you the freedom to
easily change your database while not affecting existing data. It allows
you to react appropriately to unforeseen changes in the contents and/or
size of your history database.
Use the following procedure to enter information on the Expand History
panel.
1. Type 8 (Expand history) in the Database Update Utilities panel and

press Enter. The Library Information panel is displayed.
2. Type a name in the Dataset name field.
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The dataset name defaults to the JCL library file specified on the
User File Defaults panel.
3. Type a name in the Member name field.

The name of the member that will contain the JCL.
4. Press F5 to accept. The History Database Expand panel is

displayed.
History Database Expand
Job name:

USERIDA

History database:
DSN: . . USERIDA.DET.HIST
Managementclass: ________ Storageclass: ________
Dataclass: ________ Volume: ______
Sequential backup file:
DSN: . . __________________________________________
Volume: ______ Unit: ________
Estimated number of history keys: . . . . . . 000000100 (1-999999999)
Average number of cycles per history key: . . 010 (1-999)
Average number of items per history key: . . 010 (1-999)
F1=Help
F2=Split
F3=Exit
F5=Accept
F9=Swap

5. Type a name in the Job name field.

The eight character field identifying the job name for the current
run.
6. Type the DSN (dataset name) of the history database to be

expanded.
This file defaults to the name you specified on the User File
Defaults panel.
7. Optionally specify the Managementclass of the history database to

be expanded.
Complete any combination of the Managementclass, Storageclass,
Dataclass, and Volume fields that is valid at your site.
8. Optionally specify the SMS Storageclass of the history database to

be expanded.
Complete any combination of the Managementclass, Storageclass,
Dataclass, and Volume fields that is valid at your site.
9. Optionally specify the SMS Dataclass of the history database to be

expanded.
Complete any combination of the Managementclass, Storageclass,
Dataclass, and Volume fields that is valid at your site.
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10. Optionally specify the Volume on which the database to be

expanded resides.
Volume indicates the volume serial number. Complete any
combination of the Managementclass, Storageclass, Dataclass, and
Volume fields that is valid at your site.
11. Type the DSN (dataset name) of the backup file.

This field specifies the name of the temporary backup file to hold
the ACR/Detail history database contents during the expansion.
12. Type the Volume on which the backup file will reside.

The volume on which the temporary file will reside.
13. Type the Unit on which the backup file will reside.
14. Type a number in the Estimated number of history keys field.

This field is used to calculate the new size of the history database.
15. Type a number in the Average number of cycles per history key

field.
A history record is stored for each unique cycle. Therefore,
estimated number of history keys * average number of cycles =
records to allocate. Secondary space is 5% of primary space.
16. Type a number in the Average number of items per history key

field.
This field is used to calculate the average length of the history
database records. The history database is a variable length VSAM
file.
17. Press F5 to accept. Your JCL stream displays.
18. Type SUB on the command line and press Enter. This submits the

JCL stream.
Note:

For more information on editing and submitting JCL, see
“Edit/Submit” on page 486.

19. After submitting the JCL, press F3 to return to Database Update

Utilities panel.
20. When the History Database Expand utility is complete, review the

output listing and verify that the processing was successful.
Use your site’s standard facility for displaying job output.
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Dynamic Translation Table
The ACR/Detail reconciliation function allows you to store 40 bytes of
key information. This feature allows you to store keys that are larger
than 40 bytes. The database is updated automatically when
reconciliation is run.
This feature makes use of a translation database to turn keys of up to
80 bytes into 8 byte identifiers. The original key and its associated 8
byte identifier are both stored in a new file called the translation
database. Therefore, you can have 80 x 5 = 400 bytes long per key.
To use dynamic translation:

 Utilize the initialize facility to establish your translation database.
 When specifying your key fields, choose dynamic translation.
 When reconciliation executes, your specified key (up to 80-bytes)
will be passed to the dynamic translation. A parsing routine
translates your key and passes back a five-byte key.

 The List Contents utility allows you to see what the before and after
pictures look like.
To use dynamic translation, you are required to add an additional DD
statement to your reconciliation DET2000 JCL. A DD statement for
UNITF is required. For example,
//UNITF DD DSN=USERIDA.DET.UNITF, DISP=SHR
//UNITF1 DD DSN=USERIDA.DET.UNITF.PATH, DISP=SHR

Note:
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Specify Dynamic Translation In Your File Definitions
Use the following procedure to enter information on the Translation
Database Initialization JCL panel.
1. Type 9 (Process dynamic translation tables) in the Database

Update Utilities panel and press Enter. The Dynamic Translation
panel is displayed.
Dynamic Translation
Choose an option:
__ 1. Initialize translation database
2. List contents of translation database

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F9=Swap

2. Choose option 1 (Initialize translation database) and press Enter.

The Library Information panel is displayed.
3. Type a name in the Dataset name field.

The dataset name defaults to the JCL library file specified on the
User File Defaults panel.
4. Type a name in the Member name field.

The name of the member that will contain the JCL.
5. Press F5 to accept. The Translation Database Initialization JCL

panel is displayed.
This needs to be done. All jobs that use dynamic translation can use
it (i.e., multiple tables can exist).
Translation Database Initialization JCL
Job name:

USERIDA

Dynamic translation database:
DSN: . . USERIDA.DET.UNITF
Managementclass: ________ Storageclass: ________
Dataclass: ________ Volume: ______
Estimated number of unique table IDs:
Average number of keys per table ID:

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

___ (1-100)
________ (1-99999999)

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

6. Type a name in the Job name field.

The eight character field identifying the job name entered on the
job statement in the JCL card.
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7. Type the DSN (dataset name) of the dynamic translation database.

The dataset name of the dynamic translation database containing
the key information in translating and de-translating.
8. Optionally specify the SMS Managementclass of the dynamic

translation database.
Complete any combination of the Managementclass, Storageclass,
Dataclass, and Volume fields that is valid at your site.
9. Optionally specify the SMS Storageclass of the dynamic translation

database.
Complete any combination of the Managementclass, Storageclass,
Dataclass, and Volume fields that is valid at your site.
10. Optionally specify the SMS Dataclass of the dynamic translation

database.
Complete any combination of the Managementclass, Storageclass,
Dataclass, and Volume fields that is valid at your site.
11. Optionally specify the Volume on which the dynamic translation

database resides.
Volume indicates the volume serial number. Complete any
combination of the Managementclass, Storageclass, Dataclass, and
Volume fields that is valid at your site.
12. Type a number in the Estimated number of unique table IDs field.

A three-character field used in determining the size of the
translation database. “Table ID” refers to the unique name that will
be used when creating and utilizing the dynamic translation table.
13. Type a number in the Average number of keys per table ID field.

An eight-character field also used to calculate the size of the
translation database.
14. Press F5 to accept. Your JCL stream displays.
15. Type SUB on the command line and press Enter.

This submits the JCL stream.
Note:

For more information on editing and submitting JCL, see
“Edit/Submit” on page 486.

16. After submitting the JCL, press F3 to return to Database Update

Utilities panel.
17. When the Dynamic Translation utility is complete, review the

output listing and verify that the processing was successful.
Use your site’s standard facility for displaying job output.
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Listing the Contents of the Database
Once the reconciliation function has begun using the dynamic
translation feature, the database contains the original 80 byte key and
its corresponding 8 byte translation. This utility can be used to display
the contents of your translation database.
1. Choose option 2 (List Contents of translation database) in the

Dynamic Translation panel and press Enter. The Library
Information panel is displayed.
Library Information
Specify JCL library information:
Dataset name: USERIDA.DET.PROCLIB
Member name: DETTFLST

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

2. Type a name in the Dataset name field.

The dataset name defaults to the JCL library file specified on the
User File Defaults panel.
3. Type a name in the Member name field.

The name of the member that will contain the JCL.
4. Press F5 to accept. The List Contents panel is displayed.
List Contents
Job name:

USERIDA

Dynamic translation database:
DSN: . . USERIDA.DET.UNITF
Print all records? _

(Y/N)

If no, specify range of IDs to print:
From table ID: ___________
To table ID:
___________

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

5. Type a name in the Job name field.

Type a name identifying the job name entered on the job statement
in the JCL card. Add an alphanumeric character after the default
job name.
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6. Type the name of the Dynamic Translation Database.

Type the dataset name of whose contents you want to list.
7. Type Y or N to answer the following question Print all records?

Answer Y or N to indicate if you want to print all records or not. If
you answer N, specify which records to print in the fields below.
8. If you answered the above question no, specify the range of IDs to

print.
9. Complete the From table ID field.

In this field, specify a table ID to be used as the starting point of the
records to be listed.
10. Complete the To table ID field.

In this field, specify a table ID as the ending point of records to be
listed.
11. Press F5 to accept. Your JCL stream displays.
12. Type SUB on the command line and press Enter. This submits the

JCL stream.
Note:

For more information on editing and submitting JCL, see
“Edit/Submit” on page 486.

13. After submitting the JCL, press F3 to return to Database Update

Utilities panel.
14. When the List Contents utility is complete, review the output

listing and verify that the processing was successful.
Use your site’s standard facility for displaying job output.

Create Comma Delimited Text File
The Create Comma Delimited Text File utility creates a file with field
values separated by commas. This utility can only be used after you
have an extract file from the Extract History utility (see “Extract
History Utility” on page 546) or after you have created an output file
called UNIDATA from using Write Output File found under Basic Job
Information (see “Write Output File” on page 100).
The Create Comma Delimited Text File utility reads the extract file or
output file, and creates a text file with sequential fields separated by
commas and the following designations:

 The file is in the following format:
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Full history key
Cycle ID
Return code
Item count
Items

 All text values are surrounded by quotation marks
 All dates appear in the MM/DD/YY format if the century value is 19
or the MM/DD/CCYY format if the century value is not 19.
Once created, the comma delimited text file can be downloaded to a PC.
However, to be opened in a spreadsheet application, the PC comma
delimited file must have a .csv extension.
Use the following procedure to enter information on the Extract History
panel.
1. Type 10 (Create comma delimited text file) in the Database Update

Utilities panel and press Enter. The Library Information panel is
displayed.
2. Verify or enter a name in the Dataset name field.

The dataset name defaults to the JCL library file specified on the
User File Defaults panel.
3. Verify or enter a name in the Member name field.

The name of the member that will contain the JCL.
4. Press F5 to accept. The Create Comma Delimited Text File panel is

displayed.
Create Comma Delimited Text File
Job name: USERIDAA
Extract file: . . .
Definition database:
Comma delimited
file: . . . . . . .
Volume: . . . . . .
F1=Help

F2=Split

__________________________________________
USERIDA.DET.UNIDF
__________________________________________
______ Unit: SYSALLDA
F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

1. Verify or change the name in the Job name field.

The field identifying the job name entered on the job statement in
the JCL card. Add an alphanumeric character after the default job
name.
2. In the Extract File field, type the name of the extract file to be

reformatted into a comma delimited file.
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The extract file is the file that was created using the Extract
History utility (see “Extract History Utility” on page 546) or by
using the Write Output File option under Basic Job Information
(see “Write Output File” on page 100). The extract file must already
exist before a comma delimited file can be created.
3. Verify or change the name in the Definition database field.

The definition database that displays is the database currently set
on the User File Defaults panel. This database contains all of the
definitions for the information contained in the extract file. These
definitions are needed to determine which fields are text, which are
numeric, and which are dates.
4. In the Comma Delimited File field, type the name of the comma

delimited file to be created.
This is the name to be given to the comma delimited file when it is
created. This is the file that can be downloaded to a PC.
5. Type the name of the Volume that the work file will be stored on.

This field specifies to your operating system the particular storage
device where your work file will reside. The format of the volume
depends on the standards at your site.
6. Type the Unit name where the work file will be stored.
7. Press F5 to accept. Your JCL stream displays.
8. Type SUB on the command line and press Enter. This submits the

JCL stream.
Note:

For more information on editing and submitting JCL, see
“Edit/Submit” on page 486.

9. After submitting the JCL, press F3 to return to Database Update

Utilities panel.
10. When the Create Comma Delimited Text File utility is complete,

review the output listing and verify that the processing was
successful.
Use your site’s standard facility for displaying job output.
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History File Manual Delete
UDSHFMD (Detail History File Manual Delete) is script driven. The
program DELETES history file records based on RUNDATE and can be
used to delete ANY key that are a specified number of days OLD or a
RANGE of keys that are a specified number of days OLD.
If a key has been rerun, the rerun date takes precedence over the
original run date.
The scripts are keyword based. It does not matter where words appear
in SYSIN, however, the order in which they appear does matter.
START-SCRIPT must always appear at the beginning of a script and
END-SCRIPT must always appear at the end of a script. UDSHFMD is
a two pass script processor. This means that the first pass checks script
syntax and the second pass actually performs what the script dictates.
If in the first pass the program detects an invalid script, a return code
of 16 will be generated. Also, any script line with an '*' in the first
column will be treated as a comment and ignored.
The following are 2 examples of the scripts that can be used:
//SYSIN
DD
*
START-SCRIPT
*This line will be treated as a comment and ignored by UDSHFMD.
*This line will cause UDSHFMD to error because the '*' is not in column 1.
DELETE WHEN RUNDATE 0030 DAYS OLD FOR KEYS ANY
END-SCRIPT
/*

The preceding script will cause UDSHFMD to delete any detail history
file records that are 30 days old or older. Actually, this script would
receive an error due to the bad comment line.
//SYSIN
DD
*
START-SCRIPT
DELETE WHEN RUNDATE 0030 DAYS OLD
FOR KEYS RANGE "KEY-LOW" THRU "KEY-HIGH"
END-SCRIPT
/*
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The preceding script will also delete detail history file records that are
30 days old or older but only if the key falls within the specified range.
Notice that you can create the script in any visual fashion you want. You
can even do the following:
//SYSIN
DD
*
START-SCRIPT
DELETE WHEN RUNDATE 0030 DAYS OLD FOR KEYS ANY
DELETE WHEN RUNDATE 0060 DAYS OLD
FOR KEYS RANGE "KEY-LOW" THRU "KEY-HIGH"
END-SCRIPT
/*

The preceding script will first delete any keys that are 30 days or older
and then will delete any key within the specified range that are 60 days
or older. Please make a note that when specifying key ranges, they must
be entered exactly as they appear in the history file (this includes
spaces).
Below is an example of the JCL for the Detail History File Manual
Delete utility:
UDSHFMD JCL
//your jobcard...
//*
//UDSHFMD EXEC
PGM=UDSHFMD
//STEPLIB
DD
DSN=your.load.library,
//
DISP=SHR
//*
//UNIHF
DD
DSN=your.detail.history.file
//SYSPRINT DD
SYSOUT=*
//SYSOUT
DD
SYSOUT=*
//UNIHBAK DD
SYSOUT=*
//SYSIN
DD
*
START-SCRIPT
DELETE WHEN RUNDATE 0001 DAYS OLD FOR KEYS ANY
END-SCRIPT
/*

Deletions up to 1 year are allowed.
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This chapter describes the user exit programs provided with
ACR/Detail. These consist of COBOL source code that you can modify to
perform special processing. After making your changes, you will need to
recompile and link-edit the programs.
This chapter includes the following sections:










“Using the User Exit Programs” on page 573
“Control File (UDSCNTL) User Exit” on page 574
“User Option File (UDSUOPT) User Exit” on page 576
“Job Name/Step Name (UDSJNAM) User Exit” on page 577
“File Interface (UDSEXIT) User Exit” on page 578
“ACR/Detail User Exit for Detail History (UDSUHST)” on page 581
“History Analysis Set Return Code User Exit” on page 583
“User-Program File Extraction Exit” on page 584

Using the User Exit Programs
The source code for the User Exit Programs discussed in this chapter is
located in the UNI.SRCELIB and UNI.COPYLIB system datasets
provided on the installation tape. Each of the User Exit Programs in
UNI.SRCELIB contains copy statements for working storage areas,
which are found in UNI.COPYLIB. See the listings of COBOL programs
and copy statements later in this chapter.
You can use any text editor, such as ISPF EDIT, to modify the source
code. Then, use COBOL compile JCL (valid for your site) to compile and
link-edit the programs. Include UNI.COPYLIB in the SYSLIB DD
statements, and link-edit the programs into the load library where
ACR/Detail is found, replacing the standard versions supplied with the
installation (an alternative method is to link-edit the programs into a
separate load library, which should be concatenated above the load
library in your Reconciliation Step JCL).
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Control File (UDSCNTL) User Exit
This exit can be used to customize default data center-dependent
information. Because the options in this user exit will override system
defaults, this exit should be closely controlled. Available options
include:

 Licensee name—This name identifying your corporation will appear
on all ACR/Detail reports using this exit. This can also be done when
you establish your control file.

 Lines per page—This parameter determines the number of lines per
page on all ACR/Detail reports. The default value is 60.

 ACR/Detail Control File dataset name—This field allows you to
specify the name of the ACR/Detail Control File. (See the example
at the end of this chapter.) You can override the dataset name
provided here by a DD statement in the JCL.

 Enqueue/reserve wait time—This parameter specifies the
maximum time an ACR/Detail program will wait if another job has
exclusive possession of ACR/Detail files. The default is 900 seconds
(15 minutes).
File Descriptions

QNAMES

RNAMES

ACR/Detail History
database

ACRHIST

DSN from JCL
DDname UNIHF

ACR/Detail Control File

ACRHIST

DSN from JCL
DDname UNICF

Source code for the UDSCNTL User Exit Program and the
UDSCNTL copy member, showing the fields containing the various
options, is shown in the figures on the following pages. Follow the
directions within the source code.
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IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.
PROGRAM-ID.

UDSCNTL.

EJECT
ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.
CONFIGURATION SECTION.
INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION.
FILE-CONTROL.
DATA DIVISION.
FILE SECTION.
EJECT
WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.
01

Place your
control file
name here.

Change other
working
storage
values, as
necessary.
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FILLER.
05 WS-CNTL-USER-INFO.
10 WS-CNTL-DSNAME
PIC X(44)
VALUE 'XXXX.XXXXXXXX.XXXXXXXX'.
*--------------------------------------------------------------*
THE FOLLOWING VALUES WILL CAUSE THE BALANCING SYSTEM
*
TO APPLY DEFAULTS.
*
1. USER NAME OF SPACES
*
2. PAGE SIZE OF ZEROS
*
3. WAIT TIME OF ZEROS
*
4. RESERVE OPTION OF SPACES
*
5. RETURN CODES OF 9999
*--------------------------------------------------------------10 WS-CNTL-USER-NAME
PIC X(40) VALUE SPACES.
10 WS-CNTL-PAGE-SIZE
PIC 9(3) VALUE ZEROS.
88 WS-CNTL-PAGE-SIZE-OK
VALUES 30 THRU 999.
10 WS-CNTL-WAIT-SECONDS
PIC 9(4) VALUE ZEROS.
88 WS-CNTL-WAIT-SECONDS-OK VALUE 600 THRU 3600.
10 WS-CNTL-RESERVE
PIC X(1) VALUE ' '.
88 WS-CNTL-RESERVE-OK
VALUE 'Y' 'N'.
10 WS-CNTL-RETURN-CODE-I
PIC 9(4) VALUE 9999.
88 WS-CNTL-RETURN-CODE-I-OK VALUE 0 THRU 4000.
10 WS-CNTL-RETURN-CODE-W
PIC 9(4) VALUE 9999.
88 WS-CNTL-RETURN-CODE-W-OK VALUE 0 THRU 4000.
10 WS-CNTL-RETURN-CODE-E
PIC 9(4) VALUE 9999.
88 WS-CNTL-RETURN-CODE-E-OK VALUE 0 THRU 4000.
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User Option File (UDSUOPT) User Exit
This exit can be used to provide a system-wide default User Option
Dataset Name. You can use this exit to ensure that system wide all
users are using the same user options. If a UNIUF DD statement is
supplied in the JCL, it will override the name provided in this exit.
Source code for the UDSUOPT User Exit Program and the UDSUOPT
copy member is shown in the figures on the following pages.
IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.
PROGRAM-ID.

UDSUOPT.

ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.
CONFIGURATION SECTION.
INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION.
FILE-CONTROL.
DATA DIVISION.
FILE SECTION.
EJECT
WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

Fill in your user
options dataset
name here.

01

FILLER
05 WS-UNIUF-DSNAME
PIC X(44)
VALUE 'XXXX.XXXXXXXX.XXXXXXXX'.

EJECT
LINKAGE SECTION.
01 UNIUF-AREA.
COPY UDSUOPT.

Uncomment
this line.

EJECT
PROCEDURE DIVISION USING UNIUF-AREA.
*-----------------------------------------------------------*
THE USER MAY MODIFY THE DATA SET NAME USED FOR THE USER *
OPTIONS FILE. MOVE THE DATA SET NAME REQUIRED TO THE
*
UNIUF AREA AS SHOWN BELOW.
*-----------------------------------------------------------*

MOVE WS-UNIUF-DSNAME TO UOPT-DSNAME.
GOBACK.
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*----------------------------------------------------------* WHEN THE USER OPTIONS FILE HAS A JCL STATEMENT, THE
* DATA SET NAME IS PROVIDED BY THIS EXIT. THE USER MAY
* CHANGE THAT NAME OR PROVIDE THE USER OPTIONS
* DATA SET NAME HERE.
*----------------------------------------------------------05

UOPT-DSNAME

PIC X(44).

Job Name/Step Name (UDSJNAM) User Exit
There are several ways to determine your job ID. Normally, the job and
step name are obtained from the z/OS operating system. Another
method is to pass the job, step, and qualifier in through a JCL
parameter. This exit can be used to modify the job and step set by the
operating system. Follow the directions in the source to modify the
program.
Source code for the UDSJNAM User Exit Program and the UDSJNAM
copy member are shown in the figures on the following pages.
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IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.
PROGRAM-ID. UDSJNAM.
ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.
CONFIGURATION SECTION.
INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION.
FILE-CONTROL.
DATA DIVISION.
WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.
01

FILLER.
05 FILLER
PIC X(40)
VALUE 'WORKING-STORAGE FOR UDSJNAM STARTS HERE.'.
LINKAGE SECTION.
01 JOB-NAME-AREA.
COPY UDSJNAM.
EJECT
PROCEDURE DIVISION USING JOB-NAME-AREA.
*---------------------------------------------------------------*
INSERT COBOL STATEMENTS TO PROCESS JOB AND STEP NAMES HERE.*
THE USER MAY MODIFY THE JOB OR STEP NAME TO BE USED IN THE *
BALANCING PROCESS. THE UDSJNAM AREA IN LINKAGE PROVIDES
*
THE USER WITH THE CURRENT JOB, STEP, AND PROC STEP NAMES. *---------------------------------------------------------------GOBACK.
.

*----------------------------------------------------------* THE USER IS PROVIDED WITH THE JOB, STEP AND PROCSTEP
* OF THE CURRENT JSQ. THE JOB NAME AND/OR STEP NAME
* CAN BE CHANGED IN THIS EXIT.
*----------------------------------------------------------05
05

JNAM-LENGTH
JNAM-JOB-STEP-INFO .
10 JNAM-JOB-NAME
10 JNAM-STEP-NAME
10 JNAM-PROCSTEP-NAME

PIC 9(5)

COMP VALUE 28.

PIC X(8).
PIC X(8).
PIC X(8).

File Interface (UDSEXIT) User Exit
This exit is used to set the step return code or to issue a user abend, if
required. The return code to be set is provided in this exit.
This program handles return code processing for the system. The exit is
provided to allow your to tailor this feature to meet your site standards.
Source code for the UDSEXIT User Exit Program and the UDSEXIT
copy member is shown in the figures on the following pages.
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IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.
PROGRAM-ID.

UDSEXIT.

ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.
CONFIGURATION SECTION.
INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION.
FILE-CONTROL.
DATA DIVISION.
WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.
01
05

FILLER.
FILLER
PIC X(40)
VALUE
'WORKING-STORAGE FOR UDSEXIT STARTS HERE.'.
05 ACR-ABEND-CODE
PIC S9(4) COMP-3.
LINKAGE SECTION.
01 ACR-EXIT-AREA.
COPY UDSEXIT.
EJECT
PROCEDURE DIVISION

USING ACR-EXIT-AREA.

*---------------------------------------------------------------*
THE FOLLOWING CODE IS USED BY THE SYSTEM WHEN HANDLING
*
RETURN CODE SETTING AND REQUESTS FOR ABENDS. THE USER MAY *
ADD CONDITIONAL CUSTOM CODE HERE. IT IS NOT EXPECTED THAT *
THE PROVIDED CODE WILL BE CHANGED.
*----------------------------------------------------------------
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0000-PROGRAM-CONTROL.
PERFORM 1000-PROGRAM-BEGIN.
PERFORM 2000-PROCESS-EXIT.
PERFORM 3000-PROGRAM-END.
EJECT
1000-PROGRAM-BEGIN.
IF (EXIT-OPTION-ABEND
AND EXIT-RETURN-CODE NOT NUMERIC)
DISPLAY '#UBS002E: RETURN CODE IS NOT NUMERIC.'
PERFORM 3000-PROGRAM-END.
IF (EXIT-OPTION-ABEND
AND EXIT-RETURN-CODE NUMERIC
AND EXIT-RETURN-CODE IS GREATER THAN 4096)
DISPLAY '#UBS003E: RETURN CODE IS GREATER THAN 4096.'
PERFORM 3000-PROGRAM-END.
EJECT
2000-PROCESS-EXIT.

This will set a
step return
code.

This abends
the job.

*-------------------------------------------------------------* INSERT COBOL STATEMENTS TO PROCESS EXIT HERE
*-------------------------------------------------------------IF EXIT-OPTION-SET-RETURN-CODE
MOVE EXIT-RETURN-CODE TO RETURN-CODE.
IF (EXIT-OPTION-ABEND
AND EXIT-RETURN-CODE NUMERIC
AND EXIT-RETURN-CODE IS GREATER THAN ZERO)
MOVE EXIT-RETURN-CODE TO ACR-ABEND-CODE
CALL 'UNIABND'
USING
ACR-ABEND-CODE.
EJECT
3000-PROGRAM-END.
GOBACK.
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*----------------------------------------------------------*
THE USER IS PROVIDED WITH THE EXIT OPTION REQUIRED
*
WHEN THE CURRENT JSQ WAS DEFINED. THE RETURN CODE
*
IS REFLECTS THE HIGHEST RETURN CODE SET BY THE CALLING *
PROGRAM. IT IS NOT EXPECTED THAT THE USER WOULD
*
MODIFY THESE FIELDS.
*----------------------------------------------------------05
05

05

EXIT-AREA-LENGTH
PIC S9(5)
COMP VALUE +9.
EXIT-OPTION
PIC X.
88 EXIT-OPTION-SET-RETURN-CODE VALUE 'Y'.
88 EXIT-OPTION-ABEND
VALUE 'X'.
EXIT-RETURN-CODE
PIC 9(4).

ACR/Detail User Exit for Detail History (UDSUHST)
This exit can be used to customize default data center-dependent
information applicable to the ACR/Detail product only (it will not affect
the ACR/Summary or ACR/File products if you use those, as well).
Note:

Because the options in this user exit will override system defaults, this
exit should be closely controlled.

The available option is: UDSAIL HISTORY WAIT INTERVAL.
This parameter indicates the amount of time ACR/Detail will wait
before attempting to access Detail History again when another job has
control of the file. The default is one second. Valid values are 1 (second)
through 960 (16 minutes).
The source code for the UDSUHST User Exit program is shown in the
figure below.
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IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.
PROGRAM-ID. UDSUHST.
ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.
CONFIGURATION SECTION.
INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION.
FILE-CONTROL.
DATA DIVISION.
WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.
01 FILLER.
05 FILLER
PIC X(40)
VALUE
'WORKING-STORAGE FOR UDSUHST STARTS HERE.'.
LINKAGE SECTION.
01 UHST-AREA.
05 UHST-MODULE-NAME
PIC X(8).
*
VALUE 'UDSUHST'.
05 UHST-VER
PIC S9(4) COMP.
*
VALUE +0209.
05 UHST-ACTION
PIC S9(4) COMP.
*
VALUE ZERO.
88 UHST-ACTION-DEFAULT
VALUE ZERO.
05 UHST-RC
PIC S9(4) COMP.
*
VALUE ZERO.
88 UHST-RC-OK
VALUE ZERO.
05 UHST-DATA-AREA.
10 FILLER
PIC X.
10 FILLER
PIC S9(5) COMP-3.
10 UHST-AHF-WAIT-INTVL
PIC S9(3) COMP-3.
88 UHST-AHF-WAIT-INTVL-VALID
VALUES +001
THRU
+960.
EJECT
PROCEDURE DIVISION USING UHST-AREA.
*---------------------------------------------------------------* THE SAMPLE CODE BELOW MAY BE USED TO OVERRIDE THE VALUES TO
* BE USED BY THE UDSAIL RECONCILIATION FUNCTION. REPLACE THE
* X'S WITH DESIRED VALUE AND UNCOMMENT LINE(S).
*---------------------------------------------------------------0000-PROGRAM-CONTROL.
*

MOVE +XXX
TO UHST-AHF-WAIT-INTVL.
GOBACK.
**************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ****************************
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History Analysis Set Return Code User Exit
This user exit enables the set return code/abend feature for history
analysis rules. In history analysis, you can choose to set a return code,
not set the return code, or abend when a history analysis rule is not
within the acceptable range. However, the feature is not actually
activated until you modify the user exit shown below.
IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.
PROGRAM-ID. UDSEXCP.
ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.
CONFIGURATION SECTION.
INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION.
FILE-CONTROL.
DATA DIVISION.
WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.
01

FILLER.
05 FILLER
PIC X(40)
VALUE
‘WORKING-STORAGE FOR UDSEXCP STARTS HERE.’.
05 ACR-ABEND-CODE
PIC S9(4) COMP-3.
05 ACR-ABEND-TYPE
PIC X(1) VALUE ‘D’.
05 WS-UNIABND
PIC X(8) VALUE ‘UNIABND’.

COPY VSERETC.
LINKAGE SECTION.
01 UDS-EXCP-AREA.
COPY UDSXEXCP.
EJECT
PROCEDURE DIVISION

USING UDS-EXCP-AREA.

*---------------------------------------------------------------*
THE FOLLOWING CODE IS USED BY THE SYSTEM WHEN HANDLING
*
RETURN CODE SETTING AND REQUESTS FOR ABENDS. THE USER MAY *
ADD CONDITIONAL CUSTOM CODE HERE. IT IS NOT EXPECTED THAT *
THE PROVIDED CODE WILL BE CHANGED.
*---------------------------------------------------------------0000-PROGRAM-CONTROL.
PERFORM 1000-PROGRAM-BEGIN.
PERFORM 2000-PROCESS-EXCP.
PERFORM 3000-PROGRAM-END.
EJECT
1000-PROGRAM-BEGIN.
IF (EXCP-OPTION-ABEND
AND EXCP-RETURN-CODE NOT NUMERIC)
DISPLAY ‘#UBS002E: RETURN CODE IS NOT NUMERIC.’
PERFORM 3000-PROGRAM-END.
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EJECT
2000-PROCESS-EXCP.
*-------------------------------------------------------------* INSERT COBOL STATEMENTS TO PROCESS EXCP HERE *-------------------------------------------------------------MOVE ‘N’ TO EXCP-OPTION.
IF

EXCP-OPTION-SET-RETURN-CODE
MOVE EXCP-RETURN-CODE
TO

IF (EXCP-OPTION-ABEND
AND EXCP-RETURN-CODE NUMERIC
AND EXCP-RETURN-CODE GREATER THAN
MOVE EXCP-RETURN-CODE
TO
COPY CALLABND.
USING ACR-ABEND-CODE.

RETURN-CODE.

ZEROES)
ACR-ABEND-CODE

EJECT
3000-PROGRAM-END.
GOBACK.

User-Program File Extraction Exit
The ACR/Detail Reconciliation Function provides support for accessing
the following types of files: physical sequential, direct spool, VSAM
KSDS, and DB2 tables. So that data can be extracted from any file
organization, ACR/Detail allows user-written programs to access data,
instead of ACR/Detail trying to directly access a file. In other words, the
user program performs I/O at ACR/Detail's request.
Source code for a sample User-Program File Extraction exit is shown in
the following figures. The sample program is called UDSUPRG, but any
valid program name can be used.
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IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.
PROGRAM-ID. UDSUPRG.
*****************************************************************
*
*
* THIS IS A SAMPLE PROGRAM FOR IMPLEMENTING USER PROGRAM I/O.
*
*
*
*****************************************************************
ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.
CONFIGURATION SECTION.
INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION.
FILE-CONTROL.
SELECT SAMPLE-FILE
FILE STATUS IS WS-FILE-STATUS
ASSIGN TO UT-S-SAMPLE.
DATA DIVISION.
FILE SECTION.
FD SAMPLE-FILE
BLOCK CONTAINS 0 RECORDS
DATA RECORD IS SAMPLE-RECORD.
01 SAMPLE-RECORD
PIC X(80).
WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.
01 FILLER.
05 FILLER
PIC X(040)
VALUE
'WORKING-STORAGE FOR UDSUPRG STARTS HERE.'.
05 WS-FILE-STATUS
PIC 9(002).
05 FILLER REDEFINES WS-FILE-STATUS PIC X(002).
88 WS-FILE-STATUS-OK
VALUE '00'.
88 WS-FILE-STATUS-EOF
VALUE '10'.
LINKAGE SECTION.
COPY UPRGLUNI.
*** A MAXIMUM OF 10000 BYTES MAY BE RETURNED TO ACR/UDSAIL ***
01 UPRG-RECORD-AREA.
05 FILLER
PIC X(10000).
EJECT
PROCEDURE DIVISION USING UPRG-USING UPRG-RECORD-AREA.
MOVE ZERO TO UPRG-RC.
IF UPRG-REQ-GETNEXT
PERFORM 2000-GETNEXT
ELSE IF UPRG-REQ-OPEN
PERFORM 1000-OPEN
ELSE IF UPRG-REQ-CLOSE
PERFORM 3000-CLOSE.
GOBACK.
1000-OPEN.
OPEN INPUT SAMPLE-FILE.
**** ANY STATUS OTHER THAN 00 RESULTS IN ERROR 1000 BEING
**** RETURNED TO ACR/UDSAIL.
IF WS-FILE-STATUS-OK
NEXT SENTENCE
ELSE
MOVE +1000 TO UPRG-RC.
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2000-GETNEXT.
READ SAMPLE-FILE.
**** ANY STATUS OTHER THAN 00 (OK) OR 10 (EOF) RESULTS IN
**** ERROR 2000 BEING RETURNED TO ACR/UDSAIL.
IF WS-FILE-STATUS-OK
MOVE SAMPLE-RECORD TO UPRG-RECORD-AREA
ELSE IF WS-FILE-STATUS-EOF
MOVE +1 TO UPRG-RC
ELSE
MOVE +2000 TO UPRG-RC.
3000-CLOSE.
CLOSE SAMPLE-FILE.

*****************************************************************
* USER PROGRAM FILE EXTRACTION LINKAGE AREA
*
*****************************************************************
*
01 UPRG-USING.
05 UPRG-MODULE
PIC X(008).
05 UPRG-RLSE
PIC X(004).
88 UPRG-RLSE-OK
VALUE '0100'.
05 UPRG-REQ
PIC S9(04) COMP.
88 UPRG-REQ-OPEN
VALUE +0001.
88 UPRG-REQ-GETNEXT
VALUE +0002.
88 UPRG-REQ-CLOSE
VALUE +0003.
05 UPRG-RC
PIC S9(04) COMP.
88 UPRG-RC-OK
VALUE +0000.
88 UPRG-RC-EOF
VALUE +0001.
88 UPRG-RC-ERR
VALUES +0002 THRU +9999.
05 UPRG-FILE-ID.
10 UPRG-FILE-DDNAME
PIC X(008).
10 UPRG-FILE-QUAL
PIC X(002).
05 UPRG-DATA
PIC X(018).
05 FILLER
PIC X(160).
05 UPRG-END
PIC X(008).
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User-Program Requirements
User-Program File Extraction exits have a very specific purpose: to
provide file or database i/o for acr/detail to use in processing file
definitions. Logically, ACR/Detail treats these programs like a
sequential file. The User Program for a particular set of File definitions
will be called as follows:
1. A single “open file” call (UPRG - REQ = +1). ACR/Detail passes the

File definition's File ID (UPRG- FILE-ID) and any user program
data specified on the Basic File Information record for that File ID.
ACR/Detail expects the user program to set the user program
return code, indicating success or failure (UPRG-RC = 0 means
success; any other value means failure). If the user program
indicates failure, no further calls will be made for that File ID.
2. Repetitive “get next record” calls (UPRG - REQ = +2). ACR/Detail

will continue to make these calls as long as the user program
returns a successful user program return code (UPRG - RC = +0).
For each successful call, ACR/Detail expects the user program to
set UPRG - RECORD - AREA to the data it should use for
extraction.
When the user program has no more records to return, it should set
the user program return code to “end-of-file” (UPRG - RC = +1).
If the user program encounters an error for which ACR/Detail
should abort processing for the File ID, it can set the user program
return code to any value greater than +1 (UPRG - RC = +2 through
+9999).
3. A single “close file” call (UPRG - REQ = +3). ACR/Detail ignores the

user program return code from this call. The user program is
expected to close the file and/or perform whatever termination
processing is appropriate.
Note:
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User Exit Example
Here is an example of how to edit the UDSCNTL and UDSUO PT User
Exit Programs to provide default UNICF and UNIUF dataset names for
dynamic file allocation.
1. Edit the PDS member UDSCNTL in UNI.SRCELIB.
a. Change the value of Working-Storage field WS-CNTL-

DSNAME from the dummy value XXXX.XXXXXXXX.XXXXXXXX
to the name of your ACR/Detail Control File.
b. Remove the comment asterisk from Column 7 of the Procedure

Division statement: MOVE WS-CNTL-DSNAME TO CNTLDSNAME.
c.

Save the changes to the member.

2. Edit the PDS member UDSUOPT in UNI.SRCELIB.
a. Change the value of Working-Storage field WS-UNI UF-

DSNAME from the dummy value XXX X.X
XXXXXXX.XXXXXXXX to a name like XXXX.UNI.UDSUOPT,
where XXXX is replaced by the high-level qualifiers for your
ACR/Detail User Options File.
b. Remove the comment asterisk from Column 7 of the Procedure

Division statement: MOVE WS-UNIUF-DSNAME TO UOPTDSNAME.
c. Save the changes to the member.
3. Use COBOL compile JCL valid for your site to compile/link-edit

both programs into the load library containing ACR/Detail.
Be sure to include UNI.COPYLIB in the SYSLIB DD statements, and
link-edit the programs into the ACR/Detail load library, replacing the
standard versions supplied with the installation (an alternative method
is to link-edit the programs into a separate load library, which should
be concatenated above the ACR/Detail load library in your
Reconciliation Step JCL). By making these changes and dynamically
allocating other ACR/Detail files, you can reduce the number of
ACR/Detail DD statements necessary in your ACR/Detail JCL and
consolidate the names used by all ACR/Detail production jobs.
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This chapter describes how the free-form reporting tool works, allowing
you to create a customized report using any of the reconciliation job data
and placing it where you want it to appear.
This chapter includes the following sections:









“The Free-Form Report” on page 589
“Planning a Free-Form Report” on page 589
“Creating a Free-Form Report” on page 590
“Setting the Free-Form Report Print Options” on page 605
“Editing the Report” on page 606
“Viewing and Editing the Report Codes” on page 607
“Viewing the Free-Form Report” on page 612

The Free-Form Report
The Free-Form Report is a custom report that can include any of the
control values obtained when reconciliation is run. Depending on your
selections, the report can include the run date and time, user name,
reconciliation key, job ID, cycle number, return codes, messages,
Control Report title, internal items, history items, calculated items,
rules, descriptions of internal and history items, and free-form text. You
determine where to place the information on the report.
If specified, this report is generated when you run reconciliation.
The output file name for the report is UNIUFR.RPT.

Planning a Free-Form Report
Before you begin to create a free-form report, it is important to plan
exactly what type of information you want to include in the report and
where you want to position it in the report. Although you can edit the
Free-Form Report after you create it, you can save time by planning
before you start.
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Creating a Free-Form Report
This section describes how to access the free-form reporting tool and
how to enter information in the report.

Accessing the Free-Form Reporting Tool
There are two ways to access the free-form reporting tool: from the
action bar or from the Report Options in the Job Window.

Accessing from the Action Bar
Use the following procedure to access the free-form reporting tool from
the action bar.
1. In the Job Window, press F4 to place the cursor in the action bar.
2. Press the Tab key several times until the cursor reaches the

Window menu and press Enter. The Window menu displays.
3. Type 2 (Free-Form Reports) and press Enter.

The Report Width panel is displayed. Go to step 4 on page 590.

Accessing from the Report Options on the Job Window
Use the following procedure to access the free-form reporting tool from
the Report Options.
1. In the Job Window, place the cursor in the space to the left of

Report Options under Basic Job Information.
2. Type an S in the space and press Enter. The Report Options selection

panel is displayed.
3. Type an S in the space to the left of Free-Form report and press F5.

The Report Width panel is displayed.
Report Width
How wide will this report be? 000 (1-250)
Insert a Page Break for every key? N (Y/N)
Number of report header lines? 00 (1-55)
Number of page header lines? 00 (1-55)
F1=Help
F2=Split
F3=Exit
F5=Accept

F9=Swap

4. Type a number to indicate the number of spaces wide the report

will be.
5. Enter a Y if you want a form feed (page break) to separate every

key. Otherwise multiple keys will print on a page.
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6. In the next two fields, optionally indicate the number of report

header and/or page header lines.

 If you want a report header that will print only once at the top of
the report, indicate the number of lines to include in the header.
After you create the report and view the codes on the Report
Code Update panel, the report header code “\R” will appear at
the end of each report header line you specify.

 If you want a page header that will print on every page of the
report, indicate the number of lines to include in the header. On
the first page of the report, the page header will appear under
the report header, if you specify one. The page header will
appear at the top of each subsequent page.
After you create the report and view the codes on the Report
Code Update panel, the page header code “\P” will appear at
the end of each page header line you specify.
If you change your mind about including a line in a report header or
page header, you can edit the “\R” and “\P” codes on the Report
Code Update panel. For more information, see “Viewing and
Editing the Report Codes” on page 607.
7. When you press F5, the Report Painting Window displays. After

reading the instructions, press Enter to display the Report Detail
Window.
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Entering Information in the Free-Form Report
Once you have read the Report Painting Window, you may enter
information in the Detail Report Window by following the procedure
below.
Detail Report Window
Lines 0001 0011 Col 0001 0072
----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--

Command Line ===> ____________________________________ SCROLL ===> PAGE
F1=Help
F2=Split
F3=Exit
F4=Actions F5=Repeat
F6=Add
F7=Up
F8=Down
F9=Swap
F10=Left
F11=Right

1. In the Detail Report Window, position the cursor at the point where

you want to place the first item of data and press F6.
The Define Report Field panel is displayed.
Define Report Field
Choose the type of field to be defined:
__ 1. Control values...
2. Control value description...
3. Reconciliation key information...
4. Reconciliation job information...
5. Free-form text...

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F9=Swap

2. Type a number corresponding to the choices in the Define Report

Field panel to indicate the type of data you want to display at that
point in the report. Your choices are:

 Control values are the numeric values of the internal items,
history items, calculated items, and rules you set up in the job.

 Control value descriptions are the descriptions you entered for
the internal items or history items.
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 Reconciliation key information includes reconciliation values,
cycle numbers, return codes, and messages for reconciliation
keys.

 Reconciliation job information includes the Job ID, report title,
user name, page number, run date, and run time for a specific
job.

 Free-Form Text allows you to enter any text (up to 40 characters
long).
You will enter the various item types in slightly different ways.
Follow the next few sections to learn how to enter each item type.

Justification Options
When placing items on the report, you will complete the How should
this field be justified? field to select left, right, or center justification or
the as-is option. Regardless of your choice, the value that will appear on
the report will be limited by the number of positions specified for the
field on the report.
The As-is option specifies that no justification will be applied and
leading and trailing spaces will be retained. Because the number of
positions specified for the field on the report does not change based on
the size of the item value you are including, the placement and size you
specify are important.
Example of As-is where value is smaller than the number of positions
specified:
Suppose you apply the As-is option when: 1) The value being placed on
the report consists of 2 leading spaces followed by 123 followed by 2
trailing spaces (7 characters), and 2) the number of positions specified
for the field on the report is 8.
In this case, the value will print as 8 characters, consisting of 2 spaces
followed by 123 followed by 3 spaces.
Example of As-is where value is larger than the number of positions
specified:
Suppose you apply the As-is option when: 1) The value being placed on
the report consists of 123456 (6 characters), and 2) the number of
positions specified for the field on the report is 4.
In this case, the value will print as 4 characters, consisting of 1234.
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Control Values
When you choose 1 (Control Values) from the Define Report Field panel,
the Item List Window is displayed.
Item List Window

Row 4 from 8

_
I-004 NUMBER OF VALID INPUT TRANSACTIONS
_
E-001 SALARY
_
C-001
_
R-001 # INVALID TRANSACTIONS + # VALID TRANSACTIONS = TOTAL INPUT TRAN
_
R-002 VALID TRANSACTIONS FROM UPDATE 0501 = VALID TRANSACTIONS FROM SU
***************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *****************************
Command Line ===> _______________________________________________________
F1=Help
F2=Split F3=Exit
F7=Up
F8=Down
F9=Swap

Note:

All control items appear in the window, including internal items, history
items, calculated items, and rules.

Use the following procedure to enter the control value in the report.
1. Place the cursor in the space to the left of the internal item whose

value you want to place in the report.
2. Type S in the space and press Enter.

Depending on the item you chose, either the Control Values panel,
the Standard Rules Value panel, or the Conditional Rule Result
panel is displayed. The Value number field or Rule number field
defaults to the number of the control value or rule you chose, and
the cursor displays in the next field.
Control Values
Value number: 002
Number of positions over which to display?

___

How should this field be justified?
1
1. Left
2. Right
3. Centered
4. As-is
F1=Help
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Standard Rule Values
Rule number: 001
If the rule is out of balance:
1
1. Display the return code
2. Display the variance
Number of positions over which to display this value? ___
How should this field be justified?
1
1. Left
2. Right
3. Centered
4. As-is
F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

Conditional Rule Result
Rule number: 001
Number of positions over which to display this value? ___
How should this field be justified?
1
1. Left
2. Right
3. Centered
4. As-is
F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

3. If you are placing a standard rule value in the report, specify

whether the report will display the return code for the rule or the
variance under If the rule is out of balance.
4. Enter a number (no larger than the width of the report) in the

Number of positions over which to display field. A maximum of 18
positions are used to display control values. When calculating how
wide you want the field to be, add two to the length of the longest
control value you want to display on the report, because the last
two positions of the field are reserved for a negative value indicator.
The control value will be placed within the number of positions you
enter.
5. In the How should this field be justified? field, select left, right, or

center justification or the as-is option. For more information, see
“Justification Options” on page 593.
6. Press F5 to accept.
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The system displays 9s in the positions you indicated, except in the
last two, which are reserved for a negative value indicator. When
the report prints, the actual control value will display.

Control Value Descriptions
When you choose 2 (Control Value Descriptions) from the Define Report
Field panel, the Item List Window displays.
Note:

Only internal items and history items appear in this panel.

Use the following procedure to enter the control value description in the
report.
1. Place the cursor in the space to the left of the internal item whose

description you want to place in the report.
2. Type S in the space and press Enter.

The Control Values Description panel is displayed. The control
value description automatically displays in the Description field
and the cursor displays in the From position field.
Control Value Description
Description: NUMBER OF INVALID TRANSACTIONS

Enter the portion of the description to be painted:
(Leave blank to paint the entire description)
From position: __

Length:

__

Number of positions over which to display? ___
How should this field be justified?
1
1. Left
2. Right
3. Centered
4. As-is
F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

3. In the From position field, type the number of the first space of the

description that you want to display in the report.
For example, if you enter 05 in this field, the description that
displays in the free-form report will start at the description’s fifth
character.
4. In the Length field, type the number of characters of the

description that you want to display in the report.
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For example, if you enter 15 in this field, the description that
displays in the free-form report will be fifteen characters from the
“From position” value.
5. In the Number of positions over which to display? field, type the

number of spaces in which you want to place the description.
For example, if your description is 20 characters long and you enter
40 in this field, the system leaves the extra 20 characters blank.
The position of the blank fields depends on the justification you
indicate in the next step.
6. In the How should this field be justified? field, select left, right, or

center justification or the as-is option. For more information, see
“Justification Options” on page 593.
7. Press F5 to accept. The description displays on the Detail Report

Window in the position you indicated.

Reconciliation Key Information
When you choose 3 (Reconciliation Key Information) from the Define
Report Field panel, the Reconciliation Key Information panel is
displayed.
Reconciliation Key Information
Choose type of field to be defined:
__ 1. Reconciliation key value...
2. Cycle number...
3. Return code...
4. Messages...
F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F9=Swap

The Reconciliation Key Information panel gives you four options:
reconciliation key value, cycle number, return code, and messages. This
section of the chapter provides a procedure for each of the four options.
Find the specific option you want to add to the report and follow that
procedure.
Reconciliation Key Value
1. In the Reconciliation Key Information panel, type 1 (Reconciliation

key value) and press Enter.
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The Item List Window displays with a list of the keys you specified
in the job.
Item List Window

Row 1 from 1

_
001 - KEY FIELD ONE
***************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *************************

Command Line ===> ____________________________________________________
F1=Help
F2=Split F3=Exit
F7=Up
F8=Down
F9=Swap

2. Place the cursor in the space to the left of the key you want to

include in the report.
3. Type S in the space and press Enter to select the key. The

Reconciliation Key Value panel is displayed.
Reconciliation Key Value
Key number: 001
Paint the entire key?

(Y/N)

If no, specify the portion to be painted:
From position:
Length:
Number of positions over which to display this key?
How should this field be justified?
1. Left
2. Right
3. Centered
4. As-is
F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

4. Answer Y or N to the question Paint the entire key?

If you answer Y, skip the next two steps. If you answer N, complete
the From position and Length fields.
5. In the From position field, enter a number to indicate the starting

point of the key value that you want to include in the report.
For example, if you have a key that is 20 characters long but you do
not want to include the first 4 characters, you would enter 05 in the
From position field.
6. In the Length field, enter a number to indicate the length of the key

value that you want to include in the report.
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For example, if you have a key that is 4 characters long but you do
not want to include the last 4 characters, you would enter 4 in the
Length field.
7. In the Number of positions over which to display the key? field,

type the number of spaces you want to reserve for the data you are
including in the report.
For example, if your key is 4 characters long and you enter 8 in this
field, there will be an extra 4 blank spaces in front, in back, or on
both sides of the key depending on the justification you choose in
the next step.
8. In the How should this field be justified? field, select left, right, or

center justification or the as-is option. For more information, see
“Justification Options” on page 593.
9. When you have finished entering the information, press F5.

The Reconciliation Key Value panel disappears and a string (the
length you indicated) of Ks displays in the position you indicated
for the key.
When you view or print the actual report, the actual key value will
display.
Cycle Number
1. In the Reconciliation Key Information panel, type 2 (Cycle number)

and press Enter.
The Cycle Number panel is displayed.
Cycle Number
Number of positions over which to display this cycle number? ___
How should this field be justified?
1
1. Left
2. Right
3. Centered
4. As-is
F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

2. In the Number of positions over which to display this cycle number?

field, type the number of spaces you want to reserve for the cycle
number you are including in the report.
For example, if your cycle number is 08 characters long and you
enter 10 in this field, there will be an extra 2 blank spaces in front,
in back, or on both sides of the key depending on the justification
you choose in the next step.
7/10/07
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3. In the How should this field be justified? field, select left, right, or

center justification or the as-is option. For more information, see
“Justification Options” on page 593.
4. Press F5 to accept.

The Cycle Number panel disappears and the cycle number displays
on the report at the position you indicated.
Return Code
1. In the Reconciliation Key Information panel, type 3 (Return code)

and press Enter. The Return Code panel is displayed.
Return Code
Number of positions over which to display
the overall return code for this key? . . ___
How should this field be justified?
1
1. Left
2. Right
3. Centered
4. As-is
F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

2. In the Number of positions over which to display the overall return

code for this key? field, type the number of spaces you want to
reserve for the return code you are including in the report.
For example, if your return code is 4 characters long and you enter
10 in this field, there will be an extra 6 blank spaces in front, in
back, or on both sides of the key depending on the justification you
choose in the next step.
3. In the How should this field be justified? field, select left, right, or

center justification or the as-is option. For more information, see
“Justification Options” on page 593.
4. Press F5 to accept.

The Return Code panel disappears and a string of 7s displays on
the report at the position you indicated for the return code.
When you view or print the actual report, the actual return code
will display.
Messages
1. In the Reconciliation Key Information panel, type 4 (Messages) and

press Enter.
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The Messages panel is displayed.
Messages
Paint the entire message?

Y

(Y/N)

If no, specify the portion to be painted:
From position: ___

Length: ___

Number of positions over which to display the message?

___

How should this field be justified?
1
1. Left
2. Right
3. Centered
4. As-is
F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

2. Answer Y or N to the question Paint the entire message?

If you answer Y, you may skip the next two steps. If you answer N,
complete the From position and Length fields.
3. In the From position field, enter a number to indicate the starting

point of the message that you want to include in the report.
For example, if you have a message that is 20 characters long but
you do not want to include the first 4 characters, you would enter
05 in the From position field.
4. In the Length field, enter a number to indicate the length of the

message that you want to include in the report.
For example, if you have a message that is 20 characters long but
you do not want to include the last 5 characters, you would enter 15
in the Length field.
5. In the Number of positions over which to display the message?

field, type the number of spaces you want to reserve for the
message you are including in the report.
For example, if your message is 20 characters long and you enter 30
in this field, there will be an extra 10 blank spaces in front, in back,
or on both sides of the message depending on the justification you
choose in the next step.
6. In the How should this field be justified? field, select left, right, or

center justification or the as-is option. For more information, see
“Justification Options” on page 593.
7. When you have finished entering the information, press F5.
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The Messages panel disappears and the words ‘Message Here’
displays in the position you indicated for the message.
When you view or print the actual report, the actual message will
display.

Reconciliation Job Information
When you choose 4 (Reconciliation Job Information) from the Define
Report Field panel, the Reconciliation Job Information panel is
displayed.
Reconciliation Job Information
Choose the type of field to be defined:
__ 1. Job ID ...
2. Report title ...
3. User name...
4. Page number...
5. Run date...
6. Run time...

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F9=Swap

The Reconciliation Job Information panel gives you six: job ID, report
title, user name, page number, run date, and run time. Although each
option displays a panel with a title corresponding to the choice you
made, the fields on all panels are the same.
To add any of the six options on the Reconciliation Job Information
panel to the Free-Form Report, use the following procedure.
1. Type a number corresponding to the options in the Reconciliation

Job Information panel to indicate the type of data you want to
include in the report and press Enter.
The corresponding panel is displayed.
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.-----------------------------------------------------------------------------.
|
Edit View Help
|
| -------------------------------------------------------------------------- |
|
Detail Report Window
|
|
|
|
Lines 0001 0011 Col 0001 0072
|
| ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7-|
|
|
|
.----------------------------------------------.
| The Xs represent
|
Reconciliation Job Information
|
| any of the six
|
|
| reconciliation
| Choose the type of field to be defined:
|
| job information .------------------------------------------------------------.
| options.
|
XXXXXX
|
|
|
|
|
| Number of positions over which to display the XXXXXX? ___ |
|
|
|
|
| How should this field be justified?
|
|
| 1
1. Left
|
|
|
2. Right
|
| Command Line = |
3. Centered
|
| F1=Help
F |
4. As-is
|
| F7=Help
F |
|
|
| F1=Help
F2=Split
F3=Exit
F5=Accept F9=Swap
|
'--------------- '------------------------------------------------------------'

2. In the Number of positions over which to display the (data type)?

field, type the number of spaces you want to reserve for the item
you are including in the report.
For example, if the item you are adding to the report is 20
characters long and you enter 30 in this field, there will be an extra
10 blank spaces in front, in back, or on both sides of the item
depending on the justification you choose in the next step.
3. In the How should this field be justified? field, select left, right, or

center justification or the as-is option. For more information, see
“Justification Options” on page 593.
4. When you have finished entering the information, press F5.

The panel disappears and the item you chose to add to the report
displays in the position you indicated.
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Free-Form Text
When you choose 5 (Free-Form Text) from the Define Report Field
panel, the Free-Form Text panel is displayed.
Free-Form Text
----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4
Enter text: ________________________________________
Number of positions over which to justify the entered text? ___
How should this field be justified?
1
1. Left
2. Right
3. Centered
4. As-is
F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

Use the following procedure to add free-form text to the report.
1. Type the text you want to appear on the report in the Enter text

field.
2. In the Number of positions over which to justify the entered text?

field, type the number of spaces you want to reserve for the text you
are including in the report.
For example, if the text you are adding to the report is 20
characters long and you enter 30 in this field, there will be an extra
10 blank spaces in front, in back, or on both sides of the item
depending on the justification you choose in the next step.
3. In the How should this field be justified? field, select left, right, or

center justification or the as-is option. For more information, see
“Justification Options” on page 593.
4. When you have finished entering the information, press F5.

The Free-Form Text panel disappears and the text you chose to add
to the report displays in the position you indicated.
Note:
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Two symbols, the tilde (~) and the caret (^), will not display in the
Summary Report Window when you use them in free-form text. The
tilde will print properly in the actual Free-Form report. The caret will
not print reliably, and we therefore suggest that you do not use it.
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Setting the Free-Form Report Print Options
1. From the Free Form Report Edit Menu, type 2 (Print options) and

press Enter.
The Free Form Print Options displays.
Free-Form Print Options
Select a choice for printing the Free-Form report:
1_ 1. Do not print the report
2. Print the report for all keys
3. Print the report for out-of-balance keys
4. Print the report for in-balance keys
Free-Form Report XML option:
2_ 1. Default to User Options
2. Do not generate
3. Generate, write to file
4. Generate, autoload to database

F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

F5=Accept

F9=Swap

2. Select a choice for printing the Free-Form report.

Choose 1 (Do not print the report) to not print a Free Form Report.
Choose 2 (Print the report for all reconciled keys) to print the Free
Form Report with all of the reconciled keys.
Choose 3 (Print the report for out-of-balance keys) to print the Free
Form Report with only the out-of-balance keys.
Choose 4 (Print the report for in-balance keys) to print the Free
Form Report with only the in-balance keys.
3. Free-Form Report XML option. This option applies only when the

job is run in batch. It enables you to set the job-level option for
generating the report in XML format. Your setting here will
override the corresponding system-wide (user options) XML option
(see “XML Export Options” on page 78).
You can override the option you specify here at the JCL level. For
JCL override instructions, see “UDS2000 Run-Time Execution
Parameters” on page 626.
1 Default to user options. Defaults to the option specified for the
Free-form Report field described in “XML Export Options” on
page 78.
2 Do not generate. Do not generate the report in XML format.
3 Generate, write to file. Create a copy of the report in XML
format and write to the file specified.
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4 Generate, autoload to database. Create a copy of the report in
XML format and write to the associated database. The fail
option and maximum size specified at the system-wide (user
options) level will apply (see “XML Export Options” on page 78).
4. Press F5 to accept.

Editing the Report
Although you may plan your report on paper before you actually begin
to enter data online, you may still find that you need to edit your FreeForm Report after you have already completed or partially completed
the report. This section describes the various ways you can edit your
report.

Editing the Report Width
If you find that your report is either too wide or not wide enough once
you begin to enter data online, you can change the width of the report
by following the procedure below.
1. In the Detail Report Window, press F4 to access the action bar.
2. Press Enter to display the Edit menu.
3. Type a number (1-3) to select the type of edit.

The appropriate panel will display.

Report Width
1. From the Free Form Report Edit Menu, type 1 (Report Width) and

press Enter.
The Report Width panel is displayed with your original entry for
the report width.
Report Width
How wide will this report be? 250
F1=Help

F2=Split

F3=Exit

(1-250)
F5=Accept

F9=Swap

2. Type a number to indicate the new width in number of spaces and

press F5.
The Report Width panel disappears and the width of the report
changes.
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3. Press F5 to accept.

Deleting the Report
1. From the Free Form Report Edit Menu, type 3 (Delete Report) and

press Enter.
A panel is displayed asking you to confirm or cancel the deletion.
2. Press Enter to confirm the deletion or 3 to cancel the deletion.

Viewing and Editing the Report Codes
Viewing the Report Codes
Once you have entered information in the free-form report, you can view
the report codes that represent the items you entered and their
positions.
Assume your Detail Report Window looks like the one shown below.
Detail Report Window
Lines
0001
0011
Col
0001
0072
----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8----+----9--==========
USER NAME HERE
=
======= YOUR REPORT TITLE HERE ====
05/06/24
12.30.45
FREEFM2 /REPORT
20050624
KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK
sale price

999999999.99 -

C002

99999999.99 -

calculated sale price

amount sold

99999999999 -

C003

99999999999 -

calculated amount sold

total sales

9999999.99 -

C001

9999999.99 - \

calculated TTL SALES

R001 error amount

99999999999.9999 -

R001 Return Code

7777

Command Line ===> ____________________________________ Scroll ===> PAGE
F1=Help
F2=Split
F3=Exit F4=Actions F5=Repeat
F6=Add
F7=Up
F8=Down
F9=Swap F10=Left
F11=Right

Use the following procedure to view the report codes.
1. Display the Detail Report Window.
2. From in the Detail Report Window, press F4 to access the action

bar, tab to the View menu, and press then Enter. The View menu
opens.
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3. Type 1 (Codes) and press Enter. The Report Codes Update panel is

displayed .
RPT4010P
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

Report Codes Update

Row 1 to 5 of 5

"\R" {L40}"" {C31}$CUST {L10}"" "\R" {L33}"" {C44}$BJTITLE
"\P" {L11}$DATE {L2}"" {L10}$TIME {L30}"" {L17}$JID {L9}"" {R14}CY "\N
" "\N" "\N" {L5}"" {L25}K0 "\N" "\N" "\N" {L5}"" {L18}DI1(41:20) {L17}
"" {L14}I1 "\N" "\N" {L5}"" {L27}"C002 calculated sale price" {L8}""
{L13}C2 "\N" "\N" {L5}"" {L18}DI2(41:20) {L17}"" {L13}I2 "\N" "\N" {L5
}"" {L28}"C003 calculated amount sold" {L7}"" {L13}C3 "\N" "\N" {L5}"
" {L18}DI3(41:20) {L17}"" {L12}I3 "\N" "\N" {L5}"" {L26}"C001 calcula
ted TTL SALES" {L9}"" {L12}C1 "\N" "\N" {L5}"" {L20}"R001 error amount
" {L15}"" {L21}RV1 {L4}"" {L16}"R001 Return Code" {L4}"" {R8}RC0 "\N"
"\N" {L5}"" {L19}"RC message" {L16}"" {L44}S "\N"

Each line of code contains items that you added to the report.
4. When you finish viewing and/or editing the codes, press F3 to

return to the Detail Report Window.

Editing the Report Codes
Each entry you choose to include in the Free-Form Report is
represented by a string of codes that indicates the item and the
positioning of the item. Once the items have been added to the FreeForm Report, you may edit the items by deleting, inserting, or
modifying entire or partial codes. This section provides a list of the codes
and their meanings as well as explanations on how to edit them.

Report Codes
Carriage Control Codes
Carriage control codes are enclosed in double quotes (“
the following:
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”) and include

“\F”

Form feed. Advances to a new page.

“\N”

New line. Advances to a new line after printing the fields.

“\R”

Report header. Processed like the new line (“\N”) code except that
this row of data will be printed once at the top of the report. “\R”
“\R” produces 2 blank lines at the top of the report.

“\P”

Page header. Processed like the new line (“\N”) code except that
this row of data will be printed under the report header lines (if
any) on the first page and at the top of every subsequent page of
the report. “\P” “\P” produces 2 blank lines at the top of each page.
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Note:

You can change:
“\N” to “\R” or “\P”
“\R” to “\N” or “\P”
“\P” to “\N” or “\P”
providing lines are formatted in the sequence 1) report header
lines, if any, 2) page header lines, if any, and 3) new lines.

Constant Strings
Constant strings are enclosed in double quotes (“

”).

For example, “History Analysis” in the code will display and print as:
History Analysis
Backslashes are used when you want a quote or backslash to print:
“\” prints a quote character in the string.
“\\”prints one backslash character in the string.
Format Specifiers
Format specifiers are enclosed in curly brackets and contain the letter
C (center), R (right), L (left), or A (As-is). For example, the format
specifier {C40} indicates that the item is center justified over the next
40 characters. For more information on justification, see “Justification
Options” on page 593.
Symbolics
Symbolics represent the item type that you add to the Free-Form
Report; they end with either a blank space or the “ or { that the other
two code types begin with. Symbolics referring to text may also contain
code referring to the portion of the text you want to include in the
following form (i:j), where i is the position and j is the length.
For example, the following symbolic represents the first three bytes of
reconciliation key 1.
K001(1:3)
Below is a list of the possible symbolics.
Note:
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Knnn

reconciliation key, where nnn is the key number, 000 indicates the
entire key

CY

reconciliation key cycle number

Innn

internal item values

DInnn

description of the internal item

Ennn

history item values

DEnnn

description of history item values

Cnnn

calculated items

RCnnn

rule return codes, where nnn is the rule number, 000 indicates the
overall reconciliation key return code

RVnnn

rule variance values, where nnn is the rule number

S

special instruction (or message) string for the reconciliation keys
return code

$PAGE

the current page number in the user formatted report

$DATE

the execution date for the current reconciliation key; the date is
formatted according to the date criteria in the User Option file

$TIME

the execution time for the current reconciliation key; the time is
formatted as hh.mm.ss

$CUST

the user name from the control file

$BJTITLE

the report (title) from the basic job information

$JID

the job ID in the JJJJJJJJ/SSSSSSSS/QQ format, where J is the
Job Name, S is the Step Name, and Q is the reconciliation level
qualifier

Deleting a Row of Code
To delete a row of code, follow this procedure:
1. In the Report Codes Update panel, place the cursor in the space to

the left of the report code that you want to delete.
2. Type D in the space and press Enter.

A panel is displayed asking you to confirm or cancel the deletion.
3. Press Enter to confirm the deletion or 3 to cancel the deletion.
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Inserting a Row of Code
To insert a row of code, follow this procedure:
1. In the Report Codes Update panel, place the cursor in the space to

the left of the report code after which you want to insert a report
code.
For example, if you want to insert a row of code between the second
and third rows of code, you would place the cursor in the space to
the left of the second row.
2. Type I in the space and press Enter.

The system adds a blank line below the line where you entered the
I.
3. Place the cursor at the first position of the blank line and begin to

type in the new string of codes.
4. When you finishing typing the code, press Enter to accept the new

string of codes.
The message Codes Updated displays at the bottom of the panel.
5. Press F3 to return to the Detail Report Window.

The data in the Detail Report Window.

Modifying Report Codes within a Row
You can modify a part of a row of code by following the procedure below.
1. In the Report Codes Update panel, place the cursor in the row of

code you want to modify.
2. Make any changes you need to make to the code.
Note:

If you insert code, press the Insert key so the inserted data does not
override the existing data.

3. When you are finished modifying the report code, press Enter.

The message, Codes updated, displays at the bottom of the Report
Codes Update panel.
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Viewing the Free-Form Report
Once you have created a Free-Form Report and have run reconciliation,
you can view the generated Free-Form Report by following the
procedure below.
1. In the Job Window, press F4 to access the action bar, tab to the

View menu, and then press Enter. The View menu opens.
2. Type 4 (Free-form report) and press Enter. The Free-Form Report is

displayed.
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This appendix contains the following sections:

 “Page Numbers for DD and JCL and Control Statements” below
 “DD Statements” on page 614
 “JCL and Control Statements” on page 618

Page Numbers for DD and JCL and Control
Statements

7/10/07

DD Statements

Page

UDS2000

page 615

UDS6000

page 616

UDSUTIL

page 616

JCL and Control Statements

Page

JCL to Initialize the Databases

page 618

Database Initialization Control Statements

page 621

Reconciliation JCL (UDS2000)

page 622

DD Statements for XML Message Files

page 625

UDS2000 Run-Time Execution Parameters

page 626

JCL for Write Output File

page 629

Extraction Trace Report Control Statements

page 629

JCL for Exception Reporting

page 629

Execution Reporting Control Statements

page 631

JCL to List Reconciliation Definitions

page 632

List Definition Database Utility Control Statements

page 634

JCL to List Data in the History Database

page 636
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JCL and Control Statements

Page

List History Database Control Statements

page 637

JCL to Print the Management Report

page 638

Management Report Utility Control Statements

page 640

JCL to Execute the Extract History Utility

page 642

JCL to Delete Selected History Records

page 644

Delete Selected History Records Control Statements

page 645

JCL to Update Records in the History Database

page 646

Update History Utility Control Statements

page 648

JCL to Copy the History Database (UNIFH1 to UNFH2)

page 649

Copy History Utility Control Statements

page 651

JCL to Copy Selected History Records

page 649

Copy Selected History Records Control Statements

page 653

JCL to Reorganize the History Database

page 655

Reorganize History Utility Control Statements

page 657

JCL to Update the Definition Database from Batch
Transactions

page 657

JCL to Build Batch Transactions

page 659

Build Batch Transactions Control Statements

page 660

JCL to List Dynamic Translation table Keys

page 661

Dynamic Translation Table Control Statements

page 663

JCL to Generate the Suspense Aging Report

page 663

Suspense Aging Report Control Statements

page 665

JCL to Generate Code for Extraction Program Interface

page 670

JCL to Test Extraction Program Interface

page 673

DD Statements for XML Message Files

page 674

DD Statements
This section lists the DD statements used in ACR/Detail programs.
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UDS2000 - ACR/Detail Reconciliation
UNICF allocates the ACR/Detail control file. This DD statement and
control file DSN is required. It provides access to Infogix’s security and
product authorization.
UNIUF allocates the ACR/Detail user options file which provides access
to an override file through which you can customize certain parameters
which govern the execution of ACR/Detail. This file is optional.
UNIDER allocates the ACR/Detail extracted values report. The
extracted values or accumulated values report output is written to this
DD if either report is selected in the job definitions. This file is optional.
UNIACR allocates the ACR/Detail control report.The control report
output is written to this DD if the report is selected in the job
definitions.
UNIRCR allocates the ACR/Detail Recap Report file; the output of the
recap report is written to this DD. This field is optional.
UNIDUR allocates the ACR/Detail user report file. The user report
output is written to this DD if the report is selected in the job
definitions. This file is optional.
UNIETR allocates the Extracted Trace Report file; the Trace Report
output is written to this DD if the UNITRACE DD has been turned on
in this job. (See UNITRACE DD in this section.) This DD is optional.
UNIDATA allocates the ACR/Detail output file. The results of the
current reconciliation job are written to this DD as a formatted
sequential file if the output file is selected in the job definitions. This file
is optional.
UNIUFR allocates the Free-form Report file (in version 0501). This DD
is required if the option to print the Free-form Report is selected; this
option is located in the job definitions.
UNIDF allocates the ACR/Detail definition database. The definition
database contains the job and file definitions necessary to instruct ACR/
Detail on how to perform the desired reconciliation. The DD statement
is required.
UNIHF allocates the ACR/Detail history database which stores the
results from the reconciliation. The DD statement is required if you are
storing history. The option to store history is located in the job
definitions.
UNIWRKx allocates temporary work space for use during ACR/Detail’s
accumulation, sorting, and summarization of data. These DD
statements is required.
7/10/07
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UNIWRK1 - multi-level reconciliation
UNIWRK2 - results of accumulation
UNIWRK3 and 4 - only used when rewrite history
SORTWRKxx allocates temporary work space for use during ACR/
Detail’s accumulation, sorting, and summarization of data. These DD
statements is required.
SORTWRK1
SORTWRK1
SORTWRK1
UNITRACE is an instream DD card which takes its parameters from
the subsequent control statements. Each control statement identifies
the DDName of a file already allocated within the current JCL
procedure. ACR/Detail will generate a trace for each DDName
identified, as it processes the file definitions and extracts the data. This
DD statement is optional.

UDS6000 - History Analysis
UNIRER
UNIEXR allocates the History Analysis output report. This will always
print if you have the report definitions connected to the process
definitions.
UNIINP is an instream DD card which is used to allocate the control
cards which control the functioning of the history analysis process
(UDS6000).

UDSUTIL - ACR/Detail Utilities
UNITR allocates the ACR/Detail transaction list report file which
prints the control cards that were used during the current execution of
the utility program. This DD statement is required for all uses of the
utility program (UDSUTIL).
UNIINP is an instream DD card which is used to allocate the control
cards which control the functioning of the ACR/Detail utility program
(UDSUTIL).
UNIDLR allocates the ACR/Detail definition list report file. The output
report from the definition database listing utility is written to this DD.
This DD statement is required when listing the definition database.
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UNIHLR allocates the ACR/Detail history list report file. The output
report from the history database listing utility is written to this DD.
This DD statement is required when listing the history database.
UNIMR allocates the ACR/Detail management report file. The
management report output is written to this DD. This DD statement is
required when generating a management report.
UNIDHFE allocates the ACR/Detail history extract file. This DD
statement is required when creating a history database extract file.
UNIHF2 allocates a second, previously initialized, ACR/Detail history
database. This DD statement is required when copying one history
database to another.
UNIHFW allocates temporary workspace and is required when
transferring selected records from one history database to another.
UNISRT allocates temporary workspace which is used to sort and
sequence the batch definitions prior to updating the definition database.
This DD statement is required when updating the definition database
from batch transactions.
UNIUPDT allocates the ACR/Detail batch transaction file. The 80character batch definition cards are written to this file indicated by this
DD card. This DD statement is required when creating batch
transactions from the definition database.
UNIDTFR. This DD statement is required when listing a dynamic
translation table.
UNIHFA allocates the ACR/Detail history analysis report file. This DD
statement is required when using the suspense aging report.
UNIDBR allocates the Build ACRUPDT Report file. The output report
is written to this DD. The report prints the batch cards that were used
for the execution of the Build Batch Transaction Utility.
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JCL and Control Statements
This section describes the JCL and control statements.

ACR/Detail Definition and History Database Initialization
JCL to Initialize the Databases
The JCL shown below is used to initialize or reinitialize the definition
and history databases. For more information regarding initialization
see “Database Initialization JCL Panel” on page 47.
Note:
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In the following JCL sample, SMS classes were used to allocate the
datasets. UUUUUUUU represents your site-specific SMS class name.
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JCL to initialize the
ACR/Detail databases.

Input card to
initialize the
definition
database.
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***************************** TOP OF DATA ******************************
//USERIDA JOB (ACCOUNTING),YOURNAME,
// REGION=2560K,CLASS=E,MSGCLASS=X,NOTIFY=USERIDA
//**********************************************************************
//* *
JCL TO INITIALIZE ACR/DETAIL DATABASE
*
//**********************************************************************
//UDSINIT PROC OUT=
OUTPUT CLASS
//STEP1
EXEC PGM=IDCAMS
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=&OUT
//SYSIN
DD DDNAME=SYSIN
//********************************************************************
//*THIS STEP WILL INITIALIZE DEFINITION AND HISTORY DATABASES
*
//********************************************************************
//STEP2
EXEC PGM=UDSINIT,COND=(4,LT,STEP1)
//STEPLIB DD DSN=UNI.TEST.LOADCVS.B01,
//
DISP=SHR
//
DD DSN=UNI.R0207.DUMMY.LOADLIB.B01,
//
DISP=SHR
//UNICF
DD DSN=UNIV.PROD.UNICF.B01,
//
DISP=SHR
//UNIUF
DD DSN=USERIDA.UDS.USEROPT,
//
DISP=SHR
//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=&OUT
//SYSDBOUT DD SYSOUT=&OUT
//SYSOUT
DD SYSOUT=&OUT
//UNIIR
DD SYSOUT=&OUT,
//
DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=133)
//UNIINP
DD DDNAME=UNIINP
//*
//
PEND
//UDSINIT EXEC UDSINIT,
//
OUT='*'
//STEP1.SYSIN DD *
/*
*************************************************** */
/*
*
CAUTION
*/
/*
* BEFORE MAKING ANY ALTERATIONS TO THESE CONTROL
*/
/*
* CARDS, PLEASE CONTACT INFOGIX, INC.
*/
/*
*************************************************** */
DELETE
USERIDA.UDS.UNIDF
PURGE
ERASE
IF LASTCC = 8
THEN SET MAXCC = 0
DEFINE
CLUSTER (
NAME(USERIDA.UDS.UNIDF)
MGMTCLAS(UUUUUUUU)
STORCLAS(UUUUUUUU)
DATACLAS(UUUUUUUU)
UNIQUE
SHR(1,3)
VOLUMES(UNI001)
TRACKS(500 1))
-
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Input card to
initialize the
history database.

Control statements to
identify the path
name for the definition
and history databases.
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DATA(
NAME(USERIDA.UDS.UNIDF.DATA)
KEYS(24 0)
RECORDSIZE(128 128)
FREESPACE(20 10)
INDEX(
NAME(USERIDA.UDS.UNIDF.INDEX) IMBED)
IF LASTCC = 0
THEN
LISTCAT ENTRIES(
USERIDA.UDS.UNIDF)
ALL
/*
*************************************************** */
/*
*
CAUTION
*/
/*
* BEFORE MAKING ANY ALTERATIONS TO THESE CONTROL
*/
/*
* CARDS, PLEASE CONTACT INFOGIX, INC.
*/
/*
*************************************************** */
DELETE
USERIDA.TEST.UDSHIST
PURGE
ERASE
IF LASTCC = 8
THEN SET MAXCC = 0
DEFINE
CLUSTER (
NAME(USERIDA.TEST.UDSHIST)
MGMTCLAS(UUUUUUUU)
STORCLAS(UUUUUUUU)
DATACLAS(UUUUUUUU)
REUSE
SHR
VOLUMES(UNI001)
RECORDS(1001 50))
DATA(
NAME(USERIDA.TEST.UDSHIST.DATA)
KEYS(46 8)
RECORDSIZE(00001063 8255) FREESPACE(20 10)
INDEX(
NAME(USERIDA.TEST.UDSHIST.INDEX)
IMBED)
IF LASTCC = 0
THEN
LISTCAT ENTRIES(
USERIDA.TEST.UDSHIST)
ALL
//STEP2.UNIINP DD *
DFDSN
USERIDA.UDS.UNIDF
HFDSN
USERIDA.TEST.UDSHIST
**************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ****************************
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Database Initialization Control Statements
This section includes the input cards which are used to control the way
in which the ACR/Detail database initialization utility operates, and an
explanation of the fields.
Note:

If you are going to initialize both the definition database and the
history database, two input cards are required.

Record 1
Field
#

Description

Positio
n

Length

Format

Value

1

Record ID

1-8

8

X(8)

Identifies the database (definition
or history) that you are
initializing.
Valid values: DFDSN or HFDSN
Use DFDSN for definition
database and HFDSN for the
history database.

2

Definition File
DSN

9-52

44

X(44)

Specifies the full mainframe path
name of the file to be initialized.

3

Reserved

53-80

28

X(28)

Reserved for future use
Valid values: Blanks.

Multivolume History Database
For a large history database, you may want it to span multiple packs. If
you specify a record range, as shown below, your database will be
initialized, but when it is filled, it will not reach the second pack:
DEFINE
CLUSTER (
NAME(YOURFILE.DAILY.HIST1)
REUSE
SHR(1,3)
VOLUMES(TEMPA1 TEMPA2)RECORDS(03500000 03500001))
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To span a history database that may span multiple packs, define our
JCL as follows:
DEFINE
CLUSTER (
NAME(YOURFILE.DAILY.HIST1)
REUSE
SHR(1,3)
VOLUMES(TEMPA1 TEMPA2)RECORDS(03600000))
-

ACR/Detail Reconciliation Program
Reconciliation JCL (UDS2000)
The following JCL shows the ACR/Detail reconciliation program
UDS2000. For a complete description of how to create this batch JCL,
see “Creating Reconciliation JCL” on page 389.
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Reconciliation JCL (UDS2000) (Part 1 of 2)
//**********************************************************************
//* *
JCL TO EXECUTE DETAIL RECONCILIATION PROGRAM (UDS2000)
* *
//**********************************************************************
//UDS2000 PROC OUT=,
OUTPUT CLASS
//
UNIDF=,
UNIDF DSN
//
UNIHF=
UNIHF DSN
//STEP1
EXEC PGM=UDS2000,
//
PARM='JNAM=MYJOB,STEP=STEP1,CYC#=00000001'
//UNICF
DD DSN=UNI.REL30.UNICF,
//
DISP=SHR
//UNIUF
DD DSN=KLA1.DET.USEROPT,
//
DISP=SHR
//STEPLIB DD DSN=UNI.TAPESHIP.R30V4M00.LOADLIB,
//
DISP=SHR
//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=&OUT
//SYSDBOUT DD SYSOUT=&OUT
//SYSOUT
DD SYSOUT=&OUT
//UNIDER
DD SYSOUT=&OUT,
//
DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=133)
//UNIACR
DD SYSOUT=&OUT,
//
DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=133)
//UNIRCR
DD SYSOUT=&OUT,
//
DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=133)
//UNIDUR
DD SYSOUT=&OUT,
//
DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=133)
//UNIETR
DD SYSOUT=&OUT,
//
DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=133)
//UNIDATA DD DSN=&&UNIDATA,
//
DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=8243,BLKSIZE=23476),
//
DISP=(NEW,DELETE),
//
UNIT=SYSALLDA,
//
SPACE=(TRK,(10,10),RLSE)
//UNIDAT2 DD DSN=&&UNIDAT2,
//
DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=14929,BLKSIZE=0),
//
DISP=(NEW,DELETE),
//
UNIT=SYSALLDA,
//
SPACE=(TRK,(10,10),RLSE)
//UNIWXML DD DSN=&&DETWXML,
//
DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=2000,BLKSIZE=0),
//
DISP=(NEW,DELETE),
//
UNIT=SYSALLDA,
//
SPACE=(TRK,(10,10),RLSE)
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Reconciliation JCL (UDS2000) (Part 2 of 2)
//UNICRXML DD DSN=&&DETCRXML,
//
DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=2000,BLKSIZE=0),
//
DISP=(NEW,DELETE),
//
UNIT=SYSALLDA,
//
SPACE=(TRK,(10,10),RLSE)
//UNIFRXML DD DSN=&&DETFRXML,
//
DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=2000,BLKSIZE=0),
//
DISP=(NEW,DELETE),
//
UNIT=SYSALLDA,
//
SPACE=(TRK,(10,10),RLSE)
//UNIUFR
DD SYSOUT=&OUT,
//
DCB=(RECFM=VBA,LRECL=255)
//UNIDF
DD DSN=&UNIDF,
//
DISP=SHR
//UNIHF
DD DSN=&UNIHF,
//
DISP=SHR
//UNIWRK
DD DSN=&&UNIWRK,
//
DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=8216,BLKSIZE=23476),
//
DISP=(NEW,DELETE),
//
UNIT=SYSALLDA,
//
SPACE=(TRK,(10,10),RLSE)
//UNIWRK1 DD DSN=&&UNIWRK1,
//
DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=8216,BLKSIZE=23476),
//
DISP=(NEW,DELETE),
//
UNIT=SYSALLDA,
//
SPACE=(TRK,(10,10),RLSE)
//UNIWRK2 DD DSN=&&UNIWRK2,
//
DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=8216,BLKSIZE=23476),
//
DISP=(NEW,DELETE),
//
UNIT=SYSALLDA,
//
SPACE=(TRK,(10,10),RLSE)
//UNIWRK3 DD DSN=&&UNIWRK3,
//
DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=8259,BLKSIZE=23476),
//
DISP=(NEW,DELETE),
//
UNIT=SYSALLDA,
//
SPACE=(TRK,(10,10),RLSE)
//UNIWRK4 DD DSN=&&UNIWRK4,
//
DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=46,BLKSIZE=4094),
//
DISP=(NEW,DELETE),
//
UNIT=SYSALLDA,
//
SPACE=(TRK,(10,10),RLSE)
//SORTWK01 DD SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),RLSE),UNIT=SYSALLDA
//SORTWK02 DD SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),RLSE),UNIT=SYSALLDA
//SORTWK03 DD SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),RLSE),UNIT=SYSALLDA
//SORTWK04 DD SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),RLSE),UNIT=SYSALLDA
//SORTWK05 DD SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),RLSE),UNIT=SYSALLDA
//SORTWK06 DD SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),RLSE),UNIT=SYSALLDA
//IGZSRTCD DD DUMMY
//UNITRACE DD DUMMY,DCB=BLKSIZE=80
//
PEND
//STEP1
EXEC UDS2000,
//
OUT='*',
//
UNIDF='KLA1.DET.DEFN',
//
UNIHF='KLA1.DET.HIST'
//STEP1.MYJOB DD DISP=SHR,
//
DSN=R99UC47.DEV.INPUT(DETAIL14)
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DD Statements for XML Message Files
The following reconciliation JCL produces the XML message files for
the following reports:

 User Report (default dataset name &&DETWXML)
 Control Report (default dataset name &&DETCRXML)
 Free-Form Report (default dataset name &&DETFRXML):.
//UNIWXML DD
//
//
//
//
//UNICRXML DD
//
//
//
//
//UNIFRXML DD
//
//
//
//

DSN=&&DETWXML,
DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=2000,BLKSIZE=0),
DISP=(NEW,DELETE),
UNIT=SYSALLDA,
SPACE=(TRK,(10,10),RLSE)
DSN=&&DETCRXML,
DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=2000,BLKSIZE=0),
DISP=(NEW,DELETE),
UNIT=SYSALLDA,
SPACE=(TRK,(10,10),RLSE)
DSN=&&DETFRXML,
DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=2000,BLKSIZE=0),
DISP=(NEW,DELETE),
UNIT=SYSALLDA,
SPACE=(TRK,(10,10),RLSE)

To save the output files to a dataset, change the dataset names and be
sure the files are catalogued.
In the following example the changes are as follows:

 &&DETWXML has been replaced with
USERIDA.DET.UNIURXML

 &&DETCRXML has been replaced with
USERIDA.DET.UNICRXML

 &&DETFRXML has been replaced with
USERIDA.DET.UNIFRXML:
//UNIWXML DD
//
//
//
//
//UNICRXML DD
//
//
//
//
//UNIFRXML DD
//
//
//
//
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DSN=USERIDA.DET.UNIURXML,
DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=2000,BLKSIZE=0),
DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),
UNIT=SYSALLDA,
SPACE=(TRK,(10,10),RLSE)
DSN=USERIDA.DET.UNICRXML,
DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=2000,BLKSIZE=0),
DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),
UNIT=SYSALLDA,
SPACE=(TRK,(10,10),RLSE)
DSN=USERIDA.DET.UNIFRXML,
DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=2000,BLKSIZE=0),
DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),
UNIT=SYSALLDA,
SPACE=(TRK,(10,10),RLSE)
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UDS2000 Run-Time Execution Parameters
The UDS2000 program can be supplied with run-time parameters to
override or control the processing. Each parameter is associated with a
key word. If multiple parameters are used, they can be specified in any
order. The string is enclosed in single quotes, and the parameters are
separated by commas. The sequence of the parameters does not matter.
Some examples are shown below:
//STEP1EXEC PGM=UDS2000,PARM='ROPT=N.......'
//STEP1EXEC PGM=UDS2000,PARM='BYPASS'
//STEP1EXEC PGM=UDS2000,PARM='ROPT=YYNXY.NN,CYC#=00890815',
//STEP1EXEC PGM=UDS2000,PARM=('ROPT=YY.XY.NN,CYC#=00890815,
//
JNAM=JOB1,STEP=STEP1')
//STEP1EXEC PGM=UDS2000,PARM='CYC#=00890815,NOEXTR,NOSORT'
//STEP1EXEC PGM=UDS2000,PARM='SYSOUT'

Following is a table describing the execution parameters followed by
examples. For additional information, see the description of the PARM
parameter specified on an EXEC statement in the appropriate JCL
reference manual.
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Keyword

Possible Values

'JNAM=jjjjjjjj'

Jobname = X(8) (max)

'STEP=ssssssss'

Stepname = X(8) (max)

'CYC#=cccccccc'

Cycle Number = 9(8) (Must be numeric and > 0)
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Keyword

Possible Values

'ROPT=abcdefgh'

a1 = Store History Option (Y,N or X or (.))

(Processing
Options)

b1 = Print Control Report Option (Y,N,X or (.))
c1 = Print Reconciliation Recap Report Option (Y,N,X or
(.))
d1 = Set Return Code Option (Y,N,X or (.))
e1 = Print Extracted Report Option (Y,N or (.))
f1 = Rewrite History Option (Y,N or (.))
g1 = Print Accumulated/Sorted Report (Y,N,X or (.))
h1 = Print History Option (Y,N or (.))

'ROPT2=abcdefg
h'

a1 = Write Output File (Y,N,X or (.))
b-h = Reserved (.)

1 - Y = Applies to all keys. N = Applies to no keys. X = Applies to out-of-balance
keys only. (.) = Do not override. Use the information in the definition database.
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'SYSOUT'

SYSOUT (A SYSOUT report will be created even if no
#U messages are generated. The report will contain an
informational header message: "#USY0001: INFOGIX
JOB STARTED.")

'BYPASS'

BYPASS (The USD2000 program will bypass balancing
processing and return a step completion code of 0000.)

'NEGATE'

NEGATE (Reverse numeric additions to the history by
subtracting the values extracted from the input(s))

'NOEXTR'

NOEXTR (The data is already extracted into the workfile
(UNIWRK). Used for backout and multiple history
updates. If this parameter is used without the NOSORT
parameter, then extraction writes directly to work file 2.

'NOSORT'

NOSORT (NOSORT and NOEXTR options can save
time if the work files are available to be added to history. If
you specify this parameter, sorting and the second round
of accumulations are omitted. This speeds up processing
when items are already in order.)

'NOHIST'

NOHIST (Helps in batching multiple jobs for application
to the history file in one job stream)
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Keyword

Possible Values

'CRXML=n'

Control Report XML Option
where n is one of the following:
1 - do not generate the Control Report in XML format
2 - generate, write to file
3 - generate, autoload to database

'URXML=n'

User Report XML Option
where n is one of the following:
1 - do not generate the User Report in XML format
2 - generate, write to file
3 - generate, autoload to database

'FRXML=n'

Free-Form Report XML Option
where n is one of the following:
1 - do not generate the Free-Form Report in XML format
2 - generate, write to file
3 - generate, autoload to database
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JCL for Write Output File
The Write Output File JCL is identified by DDName UNIDATA. When
reconciliation JCL is run, the following portion of reconciliation JCL
produces the UNIDATA file.
//UNIDATA
//
//
//
//

DD

DSN=&&UNIDATA,
DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=8243,BLKSIZE=23476),
DISP=(NEW,DELETE),
UNIT=SYSALLDA,
SPACE=(TRK,(10,10),RLSE)

In order to save the output file to a dataset, change the JCL similar to
the following. Enter a dataset name and be sure the file gets catalogued.
//UNIDATA
//
//
//
//

DD

DSN=USERIDA.DET.UNIDATA,
DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=8243,BLKSIZE=23476),
DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),
UNIT=SYSALLDA,
SPACE=(TRK,(10,10),RLSE)

Extraction Trace Report Control Statements
See “Trace Parameter File Layout” on page 322.

Exception Reporting (History Analysis)
JCL for Exception Reporting
The JCL shown below is used to generate the History Analysis Report
(formerly called Exception Report). For more information regarding the
creation of History Analysis JCL see “Creating History Analysis JCL”
on page 397. Chapter 16, “Using the History Analysis Function”
explains how to set up the History Analysis Report.
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Definition and
history databases
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***************************** TOP OF DATA ******************************
//USERIDAE JOB (ACCOUNTING),YOURNAME,
// REGION=2560K,CLASS=E,MSGCLASS=X,NOTIFY=USERIDA
//*
//*
//*********************************************************************
//* * JCL TO EXECUTE ACR/DETAIL EXCEPTION REPORTING PROGRAM (UDS6000)*
//*********************************************************************
//UDS6000 PROC OUT=,
OUTPUT CLASS
//
DF=,
DF DSN
//
HF=
HF DSN
//STEP10
EXEC PGM=UDS6000
//STEPLIB DD DSN=UNI.TEST.LOADCVS.B01,
//
DISP=SHR
//
DD DSN=UNI.R0207.DUMMY.LOADLIB.B01,
//
DISP=SHR
//UNICF
DD DSN=UNIV.PROD.UNICF.B01,
//
DISP=SHR
//UNIUF
DD DSN=USERIDA.UDS.USEROPT,
//
DISP=SHR
//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=&OUT
//SYSDBOUT DD SYSOUT=&OUT
//SYSABOUT DD SYSOUT=&OUT
//SYSOUT
DD SYSOUT=&OUT
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=&OUT,DCB=BLKSIZE=133
//UNIDF
DD DSN=&DF,
//
DISP=SHR
//UNIHF
DD DSN=&HF,
//
DISP=SHR
//UNIWRK1 DD DSN=&&UNIWRK1,
//
DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=860,BLKSIZE=16340),
//
DISP=(NEW,DELETE),
//
UNIT=SYSALLDA,
//
SPACE=(CYL,(20,10),RLSE)
//UNIWRK2 DD DSN=&&UNIWRK2,
//
DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=154,BLKSIZE=15400),
//
DISP=(NEW,DELETE),
//
UNIT=SYSALLDA,
//
SPACE=(CYL,(20,10))
//UNIRER
DD SYSOUT=&OUT,
//
DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=1330)
//UNIEXR
DD SYSOUT=&OUT,
//
DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=1330)
//SORTWK01 DD SPACE=(CYL,5),UNIT=SYSALLDA
//SORTWK02 DD SPACE=(CYL,5),UNIT=SYSALLDA
//SORTWK03 DD SPACE=(CYL,5),UNIT=SYSALLDA
//SORTWK04 DD SPACE=(CYL,5),UNIT=SYSALLDA
//SORTWK05 DD SPACE=(CYL,5),UNIT=SYSALLDA
//SORTWK06 DD SPACE=(CYL,5),UNIT=SYSALLDA
//IGZSRTCD DD DUMMY
//UNIINP
DD DDNAME=UNIINP
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//
PEND
//STEP10
EXEC UDS6000,
//
OUT='*',
//
DF='USERIDA.UDS.UNIDF',
//
HF='USERIDA.TEST.UDSHIST'
//STEP10.UNIINP DD *
GENERATE ER
001TESTREPORT
00000000000
GENERATE ER
002$0$$$ $$00350
$
GENERATE ER
003
**************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ****************************

Definition and
history databases
Control
statements

Execution Reporting Control Statements
This section includes the input cards that are used to control the
operation of the history analysis utility, and descriptions of each field.
Record 1
Field

Description

Position

Length

Format

Value

1

Function Name

1-8

8

X(8)

Generate

2

Reserved

9

1

X(1)

Blanks

3

Reserved

10-17

8

X(8)

ER

4

Record
Sequence

18-20

3

9(3)

001

5

Exception
Report ID

21-36

16

X(16)

6

Cycle Number

37-47

11

9(11)

7

Filler

48-80

33

X(33)

Blanks

Record 2
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Field
#

Description

Position

Length

Format

Value

1

Function Name

1-8

8

X(8)

Generate

2

Reserved

9

1

X(1)

Blanks

3

Reserved

10-17

8

X(8)

ER

4

Record
Sequence

18-20

3

9(3)

002
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Record 2
Field
#

Description

Position

Length

Format

5

Begin History
Key

21-60

40

X(40)

6

Wild Card
Character

61

1

X(1)

7

Filler

62-80

19

X(19)

Value

Blanks

Note: Records 2 and 3 can be replicated to produce multiple Exception Reporting ranges.

Record 3
Field
#

Description

Position

Length

Format

Value

1

Function Name

1-8

8

X(8)

Generate

2

Reserved

9

1

X(1)

Blanks

3

Reserved

10-17

8

X(8)

ER

4

Record
Sequence

18-20

3

9(3)

003

5

End History Key

21-60

40

X(40)

6

Filler

61-80

20

X(20)

Blanks

Note: Records 2 and 3 can be replicated to produce multiple Exception Reporting ranges.

List Definition Database
JCL to List Reconciliation Definitions
This utility generates a formatted list of the reconciliation definitions in
the definition database referenced by the UNIOF DD card. For a
description of this utility, see “List Definitions” on page 512.
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Definition database
whose definitions will
be listed.

Definition database
Control statement
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***************************** TOP OF DATA ******************************
//USERIDA JOB (ACCOUNTING),YOURNAME,
// REGION=2560K,CLASS=E,MSGCLASS=X,NOTIFY=USERIDA
//*
//*
//**********************************************************************
//* * UTILITY TO LIST ACR/DETAIL DATA BASE (UNIDF) FROM KEY1 TO KEY2 * *
//**********************************************************************
//UDSDFL PROC OUT=,
OUTPUT CLASS
//
UNIDF=
UNIDF
DSN
//STEP1
EXEC PGM=UDSUTIL
//STEPLIB DD DSN=UNI.TEST.LOADCVS.B01,
//
DISP=SHR
//
DD DSN=UNI.R0207.DUMMY.LOADLIB.B01,
//
DISP=SHR
//UNICF
DD DSN=UNIV.PROD.UNICF.B01,
//
DISP=SHR
//UNIUF
DD DSN=USERIDA.UDS.USEROPT,
//
DISP=SHR
//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=&OUT
//SYSDBOUT DD SYSOUT=&OUT
//SYSOUT
DD SYSOUT=&OUT
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=&OUT,DCB=BLKSIZE=133
//UNIDF
DD DSN=&UNIDF,
//
DISP=SHR
//UNIDLR
DD SYSOUT=&OUT,
//
DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=133)
//UNIWRK
DD DSN=&&UNIWRK,
//
DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=200,BLKSIZE=2000),
//
DISP=(,PASS,DELETE),
//
UNIT=SYSALLDA,
//
SPACE=(TRK,(10,10),RLSE)
//SORTWK01 DD SPACE=(CYL,5),UNIT=SYSALLDA
//SORTWK02 DD SPACE=(CYL,5),UNIT=SYSALLDA
//SORTWK03 DD SPACE=(CYL,5),UNIT=SYSALLDA
//SORTWK04 DD SPACE=(CYL,5),UNIT=SYSALLDA
//SORTWK05 DD SPACE=(CYL,5),UNIT=SYSALLDA
//SORTWK06 DD SPACE=(CYL,5),UNIT=SYSALLDA
//IGZSRTCD DD DUMMY
//UNIINP
DD DDNAME=UNIINP
//UNITR
DD SYSOUT=&OUT,
//
DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=133)
//
PEND
//UDSDFL EXEC UDSDFL,
//
OUT='*',
//
UNIDF='USERIDA.UDS.UNIDF'
//STEP1.UNIINP DD *
LIST
DF
/*
**************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ****************************
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List Definition Database Utility Control Statements
This section includes the input card used to control the execution of the
list definitions utility and descriptions of each of the fields.
Note:

If all definitions are desired, leave Definition ID's and Definition Type
blank. If only one set of definitions is desired, specify only Definition ID-1
and the Definition Type. If a range of definitions is desired, specify
Definition ID-1, Definition ID-2, and the Definition Type. Definition ID-1
must be less than Definition ID-2.

Field
#

Description

Positi
on

Lengt
h

Forma
t

1

Function Name

1-8

8

X(8)

Value

Indicates that the system should
perform a list function.
Valid value: LIST

2

Reserved

9

1

X(1)

Reserved for future use.
Valid values: Blanks.

3

File/Report
Name

10-17

8

X(8)

Indicates which database’s
definitions to list. DF=definition
database
Valid value: DF

4

Reserved

18-20

3

X(3)

Reserved for future use.
Valid values: Blanks.

5

634

Definition ID-1

21-38

18

X(18)

Indicates the starting definition ID to
print if a specific type of definition
was selected to print (see Field 7).
For all definitions, leave blank.
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Field
#

Description

Positi
on

Lengt
h

Forma
t

6

Definition ID-2

39-56

18

X(18)

indicates the ending definition ID to
print if a specific type of definition
was selected to print (see Field 7).
Valid value: For all definitions, leave
blank.

7

Definition Type

57

1

X(1)

Indicates the type of definitions to
list. Valid values:

Value

Blank=all, J=job definitions, F=file
definitions, P=process definitions,
R=report definitions, T=internal
translation tables, and X=external
translation tables.
8

Reserved

58-80

23

X(23)

Reserved for future use.
Valid values: Blanks.
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List History Database
JCL to List Data in the History Database
The List History utility generates a formatted list of the data in the
history database referenced by the UNIHF DD card. For more
information regarding the List History utility, see “List Histories” on
page 515.

History Database

History Database
Control Statement
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***************************** TOP OF DATA ******************************
//USERIDA JOB (ACCOUNTING),YOURNAME,
// REGION=2560K,CLASS=E,MSGCLASS=X,NOTIFY=USERIDA
//*
//*
//**********************************************************************
//* * UTILITY TO LIST ACR/DETAIL HISTORY DATA BASE FROM KEY1 TO KEY2 * *
//**********************************************************************
//UDSUTIL PROC OUT=,
OUTPUT CLASS
//
UNIHF=
UNIHF
DSN
//STEP1
EXEC PGM=UDSUTIL
//STEPLIB DD DSN=UNI.TEST.LOADCVS.B01,
//
DISP=SHR
//
DD DSN=UNI.R0207.DUMMY.LOADLIB.B01,
//
DISP=SHR
//UNICF
DD DSN=UNIV.PROD.UNICF.B01,
//
DISP=SHR
//UNIUF
DD DSN=USERIDA.UDS.USEROPT,
//
DISP=SHR
//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=&OUT
//SYSABOUT DD SYSOUT=&OUT
//SYSOUT
DD SYSOUT=&OUT
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=&OUT,DCB=BLKSIZE=133
//UNIHF
DD DSN=&UNIHF,
//
DISP=SHR
//UNIHLR
DD SYSOUT=&OUT,
//
DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=133)
//UNIWRK4 DD DSN=&&ACRWORK4,
//
DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=46,BLKSIZE=8188),
//
DISP=(,PASS,DELETE),
//
UNIT=SYSALLDA,
//
SPACE=(CYL,(1,1),RLSE)
//UNIINP
DD DDNAME=UNIINP
//UNIDER
DD SYSOUT=&OUT,
//
DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=133)
//UNITR
DD SYSOUT=&OUT,
//
DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=133)
//
PEND
//UDSDFL EXEC UDSUTIL,
//
OUT='*',
//
UNIHF='USERIDA.TEST.UDSHIST'
//STEP1.UNIINP DD *
LIST
DHF
001
002
/*
**************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ****************************
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List History Database Control Statements
This section includes the control cards that are used to control the
execution of the List History utility and descriptions of each field.
Record 1
Field
#

Description

Positi
on

Lengt
h

Forma
t

1

Function Name

1-8

8

X(8)

Value
Instructs the system to perform a list
function.
Valid value: LIST

2

Reserved

9

1

X(1)

Reserved for future use.
Valid value: Blank

3

File/Report
Name

10-17

8

X(8)

Specifies the database whose data
the system will list.
Valid value: DHF

4

Record
Sequence

18-20

3

9(3)

Identifies this control card as a
record type 1 control card.
Valid value: 001

5

History Key-1

21-60

40

X(40)

Identifies the starting history key to
list.

6

Report Type

61

1

X(1)

Indicates the type of report to print.
B=Statistics, index, summary and
detail reports; Blank=Statistics,
index, and summary reports;
S=Statistics and index report; I=Index
report only; and D=Detail report only.
Valid values: D, Blank, B, S, or I
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Record 2
Field
#

Description

Positi
on

Lengt
h

Forma
t

Value

1

Reserved

1-17

17

X(17)

Reserved for future use.
Valid values: Blanks

2

Record
Sequence

18-20

3

9(3)

Identifies this control card as a
record type 2 control card
Valid values: 002

3

History Key-2

21-60

40

X(40)

Identifies the ending history key to
list.

If all History Keys are desired, leave History Key-1 and History Key-2 blank. If a single History
Key is desired, specify the full key in both History Key-1 and History Key-2. If a range of History
Keys is desired from the beginning through a certain range, leave History Key-1 blank and
specify History Key-2 as the ending point. If a range of History Keys is desired from a certain
point to the end of the file, specify the beginning point in History Key-1 and leave History Key-2
blank. If both History Key-1 and History Key-2 are specified, History Key-1 cannot be greater
than History Key-2. You can specify partial keys in both History Key-1 and History Key-2. See
the Utilities section for more information.

Management Report
JCL to Print the Management Report
The Print Management Report utility is used to list records from the
history database that match specific criteria. For more information, see
“Print Management Report” on page 518.
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***************************** TOP OF DATA ******************************
//USERIDA JOB (ACCOUNTING),YOURNAME,
// REGION=2560K,CLASS=E,MSGCLASS=X,NOTIFY=USERIDA
//*
//*
//*********************************************************************
//* *
JCL TO EXECUTE THE MANAGEMENT REPORTING UTILITY
*
//*********************************************************************
//UDSUTIL PROC OUT=,
OUTPUT CLASS
//
UNIHF=
UNIHF DSN
//STEP1
EXEC PGM=UDSUTIL
//STEPLIB DD DSN=UNI.TEST.LOADCVS.B01,
//
DISP=SHR
//
DD DSN=UNI.R0207.DUMMY.LOADLIB.B01,
//
DISP=SHR
//UNICF
DD DSN=UNIV.PROD.UNICF.B01,
//
DISP=SHR
//UNIUF
DD DSN=USERIDA.UDS.USEROPT,
//
DISP=SHR
//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=&OUT
//SYSDBOUT DD SYSOUT=&OUT
//SYSOUT
DD SYSOUT=&OUT
//UNIHF
DD DSN=&UNIHF,
//
DISP=SHR
//UNIINP
DD DDNAME=UNIINP
//UNIMR
DD SYSOUT=&OUT,
//
DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=133)
//UNITR
DD SYSOUT=&OUT,
//
DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=133)
//
PEND
//UDSHFMR EXEC UDSUTIL,
//
OUT='*',
//
UNIHF='USERIDA.TEST.UDSHIST'
//STEP1.UNIINP DD *
PRINT
DMR01
001RET CODE
002HST KEY1
003HST KEY2
004ABS TIME
005REL TIME
006ABS CYC
007REL CYC
**************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ****************************
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Management Report Utility Control Statements
This section includes control cards that are used to control the execution
of the management reporting utility and descriptions of each field.
Recor
d1
Field
#

Description

Positi
on

Lengt
h

Forma
t

Value

1

Function Name

1-8

8

X(8)

Print

2

Reserved

9

1

X(1)

Blank

3

File/Report Name1

0-17

8

X(8)

DMR01

4

Sequence Number

18-20

3

9(3)

001

5

Selection Type

2-28

8

(8)

RET CODE

6

Return Code-1

29-32

4

X(4)

0000-4095 or blanks

7

Reserved

33-46

14

X(14)

Blanks

8

Return Code-2

47-50

4

X(4)

0000-4095 or blanks

Record 2
Field
#

Description

Positio
n

Length

Format

Value

1

Reserved

1-17

17

X(17)

Blanks

2

Sequence
Number

18-20

3

9(3)

002

3

Selection Type

21-28

8

X(8)

HST KEY1

4

History Key-1

29-68

40

X(40)

5

Reserved

69-80

12

X(12)

640
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Record 4
Field
#

Description

Positio
n

Length

Format

Value

1

Reserved

1-17

17

X(17)

Blank

2

Sequence
Number

18-20

3

9(3)

004

3

Selection Type

21-28

8

X(8)

ABS TIME

4

Absolute Date/
Time-1

29-39

11

9(11)

Blanks or 0000000000099999999999

5

Reserved

40-46

7

X(7)

Blanks

6

Absolute Date/
Time-2

47-57

11

9(11)

Blanks or 0000000000099999999999

7

Reserved

58-80

23

X(23)

Blanks

Note: Record 4, fields 4 and 6 have the following format YYJJJHHMMSS.

Record 5
Field
#

Description

Positio
n

Length

Format

Value

1

Reserved

1-17

17

X(17)

Blanks

2

Sequence
Number

18-20

3

9(3)

005

3

Selection Type

21-28

8

X(8)

REL TIME

4

Relative Time-1

29-34

6

9(6)

Blanks or 000000-999999

5

Reserved

35-46

12

X(12)

Blanks

6

Relative Time-2

47-52

6

9(6)

Blanks or 000000-999999

7

Reserved

53-80

28

X(28)

Blanks

Note: Record 5, fields 4 and 6 have the following format, DDHHMM.
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Record 6
Field
#

Description

Positio
n

1

Reserved

1-17

2

Sequence
Number

18-20

3

Selection Type

4

Length

Format

Value

X(17)

Blanks

3

9(3)

006

21-28

8

X(8)

ABS CYC

Absolute Cycle-1

29-39

11

9(11)

Blanks or 0000000000199999999999

5

Reserved

40-46

7

X(7)

Blanks

6

Absolute Cycle-2

47-57

11

9(11)

Blanks or 0000000000199999999999

7

Reserved

58-80

23

X(23)

Blanks

17

Record 7
Field
#

Description

Positio
n

Length

Format

Value

1

Reserved

1-17

17

X(17)

Blanks

2

Sequence
Number

18-20

3

9(3)

007

3

Selection Type

21-28

8

X(8)

REL CYC

4

Relative Cycle-1

29-31

3

9(3)

Blanks or 000-999

5

Reserved

32-46

15

X(15)

Blanks

6

Relative Cycle-2

47-49

3

9(3)

Blanks or 000-999

7

Reserved

50-80

31

X(31)

Blanks

Extract History
JCL to Execute the Extract History Utility
The Extract History utility extracts the specified history from the
history database and creates a flat file. For more information including
record layouts, see “Extract History Utility” on page 546.
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History database
Creation of
extracted
records file

Extracted
records volser
Control statements
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//USERIDA JOB (ACCOUNT INFORMATION),NAME,
// REGION=2560K,CLASS=E,MSGCLASS=X,NOTIFY=USERIDA
//*
//*
//*********************************************************************
//* *
JCL TO EXECUTE THE HISTORY EXTRACT UTILITY
*
//*********************************************************************
//UDSUTIL PROC OUT=,
OUTPUT CLASS
//
UNIDHFE=,
HISTORY EXTRACT DSN
//
DHFEVOL=,
HISTORY EXTRACT VOLUME
//
UNIHF=
UNIHF DSN
//STEP1
EXEC PGM=UDSUTIL
//STEPLIB DD DSN=UNI.R10C0301.LOADCVS.C11,
//
DISP=SHR
//
DD DSN=UNI.R0207.DUMMY.LOADLIB.B01,
//
DISP=SHR
//UNICF
DD DSN=UNI.ACRPLUS.UNICF.C11,
//
DISP=SHR
//UNIUF
DD DSN=USERIDA.UDS.USEROPT,
//
DISP=SHR
//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=&OUT
//SYSDBOUT DD SYSOUT=&OUT
//SYSOUT
DD SYSOUT=&OUT
//UNIHF
DD DSN=&UNIHF,
//
DISP=SHR
//UNIINP
DD DDNAME=UNIINP
//UNIDHFE DD DSN=&UNIDHFE,
//
UNIT=SYSALLDA,
//
VOL=SER=&DHFEVOL,
//
DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),
//
SPACE=(TRK,(30,30),RLSE),
//
DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=8243,BLKSIZE=23476)
//UNITR
DD SYSOUT=&OUT,
//
DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=133)
Extracted
//
PEND
records dataset
//UDSDHFE EXEC UDSUTIL,
//
OUT='*',
//
UNIDHFE='USERIDA.HISTORY.EXTRACT.FILE',
//
DHFEVOL='UNI001',
//
UNIHF='USERIDA.TEST.UDSHIST'
//STEP1.UNIINP DD *
EXTRACT DHF
001RET CODE
History database
002HST KEY1
003HST KEY2
004ABS TIME
005REL TIME
006ABS CYC
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Delete History
JCL to Delete Selected History Records
The Delete History utility removes selected history records from the
history database. For more information regarding the Delete History
utility, see “Delete History” on page 528.

History database

History database
Control statements
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***************************** TOP OF DATA ******************************
//USERIDA JOB (ACCOUNTING),YOURNAME,
// REGION=2560K,CLASS=E,MSGCLASS=X,NOTIFY=USERIDA
//*
//*
//**********************************************************************
//* *
UTILITY TO DELETE ACR/DETAIL HISTORY FOR A KEY AND CYCLE #
* *
//**********************************************************************
//UDSUTIL PROC OUT=,
OUTPUT CLASS
//
UNIHF=
UNIHF
DSN
//STEP1
EXEC PGM=UDSUTIL
//STEPLIB DD DSN=UNI.TEST.LOADCVS.B01,
//
DISP=SHR
//
DD DSN=UNI.R0207.DUMMY.LOADLIB.B01,
//
DISP=SHR
//UNICF
DD DSN=UNIV.PROD.UNICF.B01,
//
DISP=SHR
//UNIUF
DD DSN=USERIDA.UDS.USEROPT,
//
DISP=SHR
//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=&OUT
//SYSDBOUT DD SYSOUT=&OUT
//SYSOUT
DD SYSOUT=&OUT
//UNIHF
DD DSN=&UNIHF,
//
DISP=SHR
//UNIINP
DD DDNAME=UNIINP
//UNITR
DD SYSOUT=&OUT,
//
DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=133)
//
PEND
//UDSHFD EXEC UDSUTIL,
//
OUT='*',
//
UNIHF='USERIDA.TEST.UDSHIST'
//STEP1.UNIINP DD *
DELETE
DHF
0010003501199
0020091092100000910925000
/*
**************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ****************************
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Delete Selected History Records Control Statements
This section includes the control cards that specify the records to delete
from the history database and descriptions of each field.
Record 1
Field
#

Description

Positi
on

Lengt
h

Forma
t

1

Function Name

1-8

8

X(8)

Value
Indicates that the utility will delete
records.
Valid value: DELETE

2

Reserved

9

1

X(1)

Reserved for future use.
Valid values: Blanks

3

File/Report
Name

10-17

8

X(8)

Indicates that the utility will delete
records from the history database;
DHF=Detail history file
valid value: DHF

4

Sequence
Number

18-20

3

9(3)

Indicates that this control card is a
record type 001 card.
Valid value: 001

5

History Key

21-60

40

X(40)

Identifies the history key to be
deleted from the file.

6

Reserved

61-80

20

X(20)

Reserved for future use.
Valid values: Blanks
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Record 2
Field
#

Description

Positi
on

Lengt
h

Forma
t

Value

1

Reserved

1-17

17

X(17)

Reserved for future use.
Valid values: Blanks

2

Sequence
Number

18-20

3

9(3)

Indicates that the control card is a
record type 002 card.
Valid values: 002

3

Cycle ID-1

21-31

11

9(11)

Identifies the beginning cycle ID of
the range to be deleted. Leave blank
to delete all.
Valid values: 000000000099999999999

4

Cycle ID-2

32-42

11

9(11)

Identifies the ending cycle ID of the
range to be deleted. Leave blank to
delete all.
Valid values: Blank or 0000000000199999999999

5

Reserved

43-38

38

X(38)

Reserved for future use.
Valid values: Blanks

Update History
JCL to Update Records in the History Database
This utility updates records in the history database indicated. For more
information about the Update History utility, see “Update History
Database” on page 532.
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***************************** TOP OF DATA ******************************
//USERIDA JOB (ACCOUNTING),YOURNAME,
// REGION=2560K,CLASS=E,MSGCLASS=X,NOTIFY=USERIDA
//*
//*
//**********************************************************************
//* *
UTILITY TO UPDATE ACR/DETAIL HISTORY FOR A KEY AND CYCLE#
* *
//**********************************************************************
//UDSUTIL PROC OUT=,
OUTPUT CLASS
//
UNIHF=
UNIHF
DSN
//STEP1
EXEC PGM=UDSUTIL
//STEPLIB DD DSN=UNI.TEST.LOADCVS.B01,
//
DISP=SHR
//
DD DSN=UNI.R0207.DUMMY.LOADLIB.B01,
//
DISP=SHR
//UNICF
DD DSN=UNIV.PROD.UNICF.B01,
//
DISP=SHR
//UNIUF
DD DSN=USERIDA.UDS.USEROPT,
//
DISP=SHR
//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=&OUT
//SYSDBOUT DD SYSOUT=&OUT
//SYSOUT
DD SYSOUT=&OUT
//UNIWRK1 DD DSN=&&WRK,
//
UNIT=SYSALLDA,
//
SPACE=(TRK,(30,10)),
//
DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=8259,BLKSIZE=23476)
//UNIHF
DD DSN=&UNIHF,
//
DISP=SHR
//UNIINP
DD DDNAME=UNIINP
//UNITR
DD SYSOUT=&OUT,
//
DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=133)
//
PEND
//UDSHFU EXEC UDSUTIL,
//
OUT='*',
//
UNIHF='USERIDA.TEST.UDSHIST'
//STEP1.UNIINP DD *
UPDATE
DHF
0010003558910300910923000
002001+000000000000050
/*
//
**************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ****************************
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Update History Utility Control Statements
This section includes the control cards that specify the record item value
to be updated in the history database and descriptions of each field.
Record 1
Field
#

Description

Positi
on

Lengt
h

Forma
t

1

Function Name

1-8

8

X(8)

Value
Indicates that the system should
update values in the database
Valid value: UPDATE

2

Reserved

9

1

X(1)

Reserved for future use.
Valid values: Blanks

3

File/Report
Name

10-17

8

X(8)

Indicates that the history file should
be updated; DHF=Detail history file.
Valid value: DHF

4

Sequence
Number

18-20

3

9(3)

Identifies this control card as a
record type 001 card.
Valid values: 001

5

History Key

21-60

40

X(40)

Identifies the complete history key to
be updated.

6

Cycle ID

61-71

11

9(11)

Identifies the cycle ID of the record to
be updated.
Valid values: 0000000000199999999999

7

Reserved

72-80

9

X(9)

Reserved for future use.
Valid values: Blanks
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Record 2
Field
#

Description

Positi
on

Lengt
h

Forma
t

Value

1

Reserved

1-17

17

X(17)

Reserved for future use.
Valid values: Blanks

2

Sequence
Number

18-20

3

9(3)

Indicates that this control card is an
item-value card. Each item within the
selected record that is to be updated
must be placed on its on control card.
Valid values: 002-999

3

Item Number

21-23

3

9(3)

Identifies the item on the history
record to be updated.
Valid values: 001-999

4

Sign

24

1

X(1)

Identifies the sign of the value to be
updated; +=positive, -=negative, and
’=text.
Valid values: +, -, or ' ’
Note: Beginning and ending tick
marks ( ' ) are required for this field.

5

Control Value

25-39

15

X(15)

Specifies the value to be updated in
the database.

6

Reserved

40-80

41

X(41)

Reserved for future use.
Valid values: Blanks

Copy History
JCL to Copy the History Database (UNIFH1 to UNFH2)
This utility copies the history database referenced by UNIHF1 into the
history database UNIHF2. For more information, see “Copy History
Database” on page 534.
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Source History Database
Destination History
Database

Source History Database
Destination History
Database
Control statements

650

***************************** TOP OF DATA ******************************
//USERIDA JOB (ACCOUNTING),YOURNAME,
// REGION=2560K,CLASS=E,MSGCLASS=X,NOTIFY=USERIDA
//*
//*
//**********************************************************************
//* *
UTILITY TO COPY ACR/DETAIL DATA BASE (UNIHF1) TO (UNIHF2)
* *
//**********************************************************************
//UDSUTIL PROC OUT=,
OUTPUT CLASS
//
UNIHF=,
SOURCE UNIHF
DSN
//
UNIHF2=
TARGET UNIHF
DSN
//STEP1
EXEC PGM=UDSUTIL
//STEPLIB DD DSN=UNI.TEST.LOADCVS.B01,
//
DISP=SHR
//
DD DSN=UNI.R0207.DUMMY.LOADLIB.B01,
//
DISP=SHR
//UNICF
DD DSN=UNIV.PROD.UNICF.B01,
//
DISP=SHR
//UNIUF
DD DSN=USERIDA.UDS.USEROPT,
//
DISP=SHR
//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=&OUT
//SYSDBOUT DD SYSOUT=&OUT
//SYSOUT
DD SYSOUT=&OUT
//UNIHF
DD DSN=&UNIHF,
//
DISP=SHR
//UNIHF2
DD DSN=&UNIHF2,
//
DISP=SHR
//UNIINP
DD DDNAME=UNIINP
//UNITR
DD SYSOUT=&OUT,
//
DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=133)
//
PEND
//UDSHFC EXEC UDSUTIL,
//
OUT='*',
//
UNIHF='USERIDA.TEST.UDSHIST',
//
UNIHF2='USERIDA.UDS.UDSHIST'
//STEP1.UNIINP DD *
COPY
DHF
/*
**************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ****************************
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Copy History Utility Control Statements
This section includes the control card that instructs the utility to
perform the copy history function and descriptions of each field.
Record 1
Field
#

Description

Positi
on

1

Function Name

1-8

Lengt
h
8

Forma
t
X(8)

Value
Instructs the system to perform the
copy function.
Valid value: COPY

2

Reserved

9

1

X(1)

Reserved for future use.
Valid values: Blanks

3

File/Report
Name

10-17

8

X(8)

Indicates that the ACR/Detail history
database should be updated;
DHF=Detail history file.
Valid value: DHF

4

Reserved

18- 80

63

X(63)

Reserved for future use.
Valid values: Blanks
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Copy History - Selected Records
JCL to Copy Selected History Records
This utility copies records from one history database to another. For
more information, see “Copy History Database” on page 534.

Source History Database
Destination History
Database

Source History Database
Destination History
Database
Control statements

***************************** TOP OF DATA ******************************
//USERIDA JOB (ACCOUNTING),YOURNAME,
// REGION=2560K,CLASS=E,MSGCLASS=X,NOTIFY=USERIDA
//*
//**********************************************************************
/**UTILITY TO TRANSFER ACR/DETAIL HISTORY FROM ONE DATA BASE TO ANOTHER**
//**********************************************************************
//UDSUTIL PROC OUT=,
OUTPUT CLASS
//
UNIDF=,
UNIDF
DSN
//
UNIHF1=,
UNIHF
DSN
//
UNIHF2=
UNIHF2 DSN
//STEP1
EXEC PGM=UDSUTIL
//STEPLIB DD DSN=UNI.TEST.LOADCVS.B01,
//
DISP=SHR
//
DD DSN=UNI.R0207.DUMMY.LOADLIB.B01,
//
DISP=SHR
//UNICF
DD DSN=UNIV.PROD.UNICF.B01,
//
DISP=SHR
//UNIUF
DD DSN=USERIDA.UDS.USEROPT,
//
DISP=SHR
//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=&OUT
//SYSDBOUT DD SYSOUT=&OUT
//SYSOUT
DD SYSOUT=&OUT
//UNIDF
DD DSN=&UNIDF,
//
DISP=SHR
//UNIHF
DD DSN=&UNIHF1,
//
DISP=SHR
//UNIHF2
DD DSN=&UNIHF2,
//
DISP=SHR
//UNIHFW
DD DSN=&&UNIHFW,
//
UNIT=SYSALLDA,
//
SPACE=(TRK,(30,30),RLSE),
//
DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=8459,BLKSIZE=23476),
//
DISP=(NEW,DELETE,DELETE)
//UNIINP
DD DDNAME=UNIINP
//UNITR
DD SYSOUT=&OUT,
//
DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=133)
//UNIHTR
DD SYSOUT=&OUT,
//
DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=133)
//
PEND
//UDSHFT EXEC UDSUTIL,
//
OUT='*',
//
UNIDF='USERIDA.UDS.UNIDF',
//
UNIHF='USERIDA.TEST.UDSHIST',
//
UNIHF2='USERIDA.UDS.UDSHIST'
//STEP1.UNIINP DD *
TRANSFER DHF
001OPTION3
002KEY1
003KEY2
004TIME
/*
**************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ****************************
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Copy Selected History Records Control Statements
This section includes the control cards that specify which history
records will be copied to another history database and descriptions of
each field.
Record 1
Field
#

Description

Positi
on

Lengt
h

Forma
t

1

Function Name

1-8

8

X(8)

Value
Instructs the system to perform a
transfer or copy function
Valid value: TRANSFER
Field 3 Field 4 identifies this control
card as a record type 001 card.
Field 5 is reserved for future use.

2

Reserved

9

1

X(1)

Reserved for future use.
Valid value: Blank

3

File/Report
Name

10-17

8

X(8)

Indicates that the records to be
copied are in the history database;
DHF=Detail history file.
Valid value: DHF

4

Sequence
Number

18-20

3

9(3)

001

5

Reserved

21-26

6

X(6)

Reserved for future use.
Valid value: OPTION

6

Option

27

1

X(1)

1, 2, or 3

7

Reserved

28-80

53

X(53)

Reserved for future use.
Valid value: Blank
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Record 2
Field
#

Description

Positi
on

Lengt
h

Forma
t

Value

1

Reserved

1-17

17

X(17)

Reserved for future use.
Valid value: Blank

2

Sequence
Number

18-20

3

9(3)

Indicates that this control card is a
record type 002 card.
Valid value: 002

3

Reserved

21-26

6

X(6)

Reserved for future use.
Valid value: KEY1

4

History Key-1

27-66

40

X(40)

Specifies the beginning key of the
range of keys to be copied.

5

Reserved

67-80

14

X(14)

Reserved for future use.
Valid value: Blank

Record 3
Field
#

Description

Positi
on

Lengt
h

Forma
t

Value

1

Reserved

1-17

17

X(17)

Reserved for future use.
Valid values: Blanks

2

Sequence
Number

18-20

3

9(3)

Indicates that this control card is a
record type 003 card.
Valid value: 003

3

Reserved

21-26

6

X(6)

Reserved for future use

4

History Key-2

27-66

40

X(40)

Specifies the ending key of the range
of keys to be copied.
Valid value: KEY2

5

Reserved

67-80

14

X(14)

Reserved for future use.
Valid values: Blanks
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Record 5
Field
#

Description

Positi
on

Lengt
h

Forma
t

Value

1

Reserved

1-17

17

X(17)

Reserved for future use.
Valid values: Blanks

2

Sequence
Number

18-20

3

9(3)

Indicates that this control card is a
record type 004 card.
Valid value: 004

3

Reserved

21-26

6

X(6)

Reserved for future use.
Valid value: TIME

4

Starting Date

27-32

6

X(6)

Specifies the starting date of the
range of records to be copied.
(YYMMDD Format)

5

Reserved

33

1

X(1)

Reserved for future use.
Valid value: Blank

6

Starting Time

34-39

6

X(6)

Specifies the starting time of the
range of records to be
copied.(HHMMSS Format)

7

Reserved

40

1

X(1)

Reserved for future use.
Valid value: Blank

9

Reserved

47

1

X(1)

Reserved for future use.
Valid value: Blank

10

Ending Time

48-53

6

X(6)

Specifies the ending time of the
range of records to be copied.
(HHMMSS Format)

11

Reserved

54-80

27

X(27)

Reserved for future use.
Valid values: Blanks

Reorganize History Database
JCL to Reorganize the History Database
This utility resequences the history database and removes all logically
deleted records. For more information regarding the Reorganize History
Database utility, see “Reorganize History” on page 544.
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***************************** TOP OF DATA ******************************
//USERIDA JOB (ACCOUNTING),YOURNAME,
// REGION=2560K,CLASS=E,MSGCLASS=X,NOTIFY=USERIDA
//*
//*
//**********************************************************************
//* *
UTILITY TO REORGANIZE ACR/DETAIL DATA BASE (UNIHF)
* *
//**********************************************************************
//UDSUTIL PROC OUT=,
OUTPUT CLASS
//
UNIDF=,
UNIDF DSN
//
UNIHF1=
SOURCE UNIHF DSN
//STEP2
EXEC PGM=UDSUTIL
//STEPLIB DD DSN=UNI.TEST.LOADCVS.B01,
//
DISP=SHR
//
DD DSN=UNI.R0207.DUMMY.LOADLIB.B01,
//
DISP=SHR
//UNICF
DD DSN=UNIV.PROD.UNICF.B01,
//
DISP=SHR
//UNIUF
DD DSN=USERIDA.UDS.USEROPT,
//
DISP=SHR
//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=&OUT
//SYSDBOUT DD SYSOUT=&OUT
//SYSOUT
DD SYSOUT=&OUT
//UNIDF
DD DSN=&UNIDF,
//
DISP=SHR
//UNIHF
DD DSN=&UNIHF1,
//
DISP=SHR
//UNIWRK3 DD DSN=&UNIWRK3,
//
DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=8259,BLKSIZE=23476),
//
DISP=(NEW,PASS),
//
UNIT=SYSALLDA,
//
SPACE=(TRK,(10,10),RLSE)
//UNIWRK4 DD DSN=&UNIWRK4,
//
DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=46,BLKSIZE=8188),
//
DISP=(NEW,DELETE),
//
UNIT=SYSALLDA,
//
SPACE=(TRK,(10,10),RLSE)
//SORTWK01 DD SPACE=(CYL,5),UNIT=SYSALLDA
//SORTWK02 DD SPACE=(CYL,5),UNIT=SYSALLDA
//SORTWK03 DD SPACE=(CYL,5),UNIT=SYSALLDA
//SORTWK04 DD SPACE=(CYL,5),UNIT=SYSALLDA
//SORTWK05 DD SPACE=(CYL,5),UNIT=SYSALLDA
//SORTWK06 DD SPACE=(CYL,5),UNIT=SYSALLDA
//IGZSRTCD DD DUMMY
//UNITR
DD SYSOUT=&OUT,
//
DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=133)
//UNIDER
DD SYSOUT=&OUT,
//
DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=133)
//UNIINP
DD DDNAME=UNIINP
//
PEND
//UDSHFR EXEC UDSUTIL,
//
OUT='*',
//
UNIDF='USERIDA.UDS.UNIDF',
//
UNIHF1='USERIDA.TEST.UDSHIST'
//STEP2.UNIINP DD *
REORG
DHF
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Reorganize History Utility Control Statements
This section includes the control cards that instruct the system to
perform reorganization of history and descriptions of each field.
Record 1
Field
#

Description

Positi
on

Lengt
h

Forma
t

1

Function Name

1-8

8

X(8)

Value
Instructs the system to perform a
reorganization of the history
database.
Valid value: REORG

2

Reserved

9

1

X(1)

Reserved for future use.
Valid value: Blank

3

File/Report
Name

10-17

8

X(8)

Indicates that the history database
will be reorganized; DHF=Detail
history file.
valid value: DHF

4

Reserved

18-80

63

X(63)

Reserved for future use.
Valid values: Blanks

Update from Batch Transactions
JCL to Update the Definition Database from Batch Transactions
This utility updates the definition database from a file containing batch
transactions. For more information regarding the Update Definition
Database utility, see “Update From Batch Transactions” on page 560.
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Batch transaction
input file
Definition database
to update

Batch transaction
input file

658

***************************** TOP OF DATA ******************************
//USERIDA JOB (ACCOUNTING),YOURNAME,
// REGION=2560K,CLASS=E,MSGCLASS=X,NOTIFY=USERIDA
//*
//*
//**********************************************************************
//* *
JCL TO UPDATE DEFINITION DATA BASE
* *
//**********************************************************************
//UDSUPDT PROC OUT=,
OUTPUT CLASS
//
UDSUPDT=,
UNIINP DSN
//
UNIDF=
UNIDF
DSN
//*
//STEP1
EXEC PGM=UDSUPDT
//STEPLIB DD DSN=UNI.TEST.LOADCVS.B01,
//
DISP=SHR
//
DD DSN=UNI.R0207.DUMMY.LOADLIB.B01,
//
DISP=SHR
//UNICF
DD DSN=UNIV.PROD.UNICF.B01,
//
DISP=SHR
//UNIUF
DD DSN=USERIDA.UDS.USEROPT,
//
DISP=SHR
//UNIINP
DD DSN=&UDSUPDT,
//
DISP=SHR
//UNIDF
DD DSN=&UNIDF,
//
DISP=SHR
//UNIHF
DD SYSOUT=&OUT,
//
DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=133)
//UNITR
DD SYSOUT=&OUT,
//
DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=133)
//SYSOUT
DD SYSOUT=&OUT,DCB=BLKSIZE=133
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=&OUT,DCB=BLKSIZE=133
//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=&OUT
//SYSDBOUT DD SYSOUT=&OUT
//SYSABOUT DD SYSOUT=&OUT,DCB=BLKSIZE=133
//SORTWK01 DD SPACE=(CYL,5),UNIT=SYSALLDA
//SORTWK02 DD SPACE=(CYL,5),UNIT=SYSALLDA
//SORTWK03 DD SPACE=(CYL,5),UNIT=SYSALLDA
//SORTWK04 DD SPACE=(CYL,5),UNIT=SYSALLDA
//SORTWK05 DD SPACE=(CYL,5),UNIT=SYSALLDA
//SORTWK06 DD SPACE=(CYL,5),UNIT=SYSALLDA
//IGZSRTCD DD DUMMY
//UNISRT
DD DSN=&&UNISRT,
//
DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3120),
//
DISP=(,PASS,DELETE),
//
UNIT=SYSALLDA,
//
SPACE=(TRK,(10,10),RLSE)
//
PEND
//UDSUPDT EXEC UDSUPDT,
//
OUT='*',
//
UNIDF='USERIDA.UDS.UNIDF',
//
UDSUPDT='USERIDA.UDS.TRANLIB(BTCHTRAN)'
//
**************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ****************************
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Build Batch Transactions
JCL to Build Batch Transactions
This utility allows users to build batch transaction cards directly from
the definition database. For more information, see “Build Batch
Transactions” on page 557.

Definition database
Transaction file
Control statements
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//USERIDA JOB (ACCOUNTING),YOUR NAME,
// REGION=2560K,CLASS=E,MSGCLASS=X,NOTIFY=YOURNAME
//*
//*
//**********************************************************************
//* *
JCL TO BUILD BATCH TRANSACTION CARDS
* *
//**********************************************************************
//UDSDFB PROC OUT=,
OUTPUT CLASS
//
UDSDFB=,
UNIUPDT DSN
//
UNIDF=
UNIDF
DSN
//*
//STEP1
EXEC PGM=UDSUTIL
//STEPLIB DD DSN=UNI.PROD.R10T0201.LOADCVS.C11,
//
DISP=SHR
//
DD DSN=UNI.R0207.DUMMY.LOADLIB.B01,
//
DISP=SHR
//UNICF
DD DSN=UNIV.PROD.UNICF.B01,
//
DISP=SHR
//UNIUF
DD DSN=XXXXXXX.UDS.USEROPT,
//
DISP=SHR
//UNIINP
DD DDNAME=SYSIN
//UNIUPDT DD DSN=&UDSDFB,
//
DISP=SHR
//UNIDF
DD DSN=&UNIDF,
//
DISP=SHR
//UNITR
DD SYSOUT=&OUT,
//
DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=133)
//UNIDBR
DD SYSOUT=&OUT,
//
DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=133)
//SYSOUT
DD SYSOUT=&OUT,DCB=BLKSIZE=133
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=&OUT,DCB=BLKSIZE=133
//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=&OUT
//SYSDBOUT DD SYSOUT=&OUT
//SYSABOUT DD SYSOUT=&OUT,DCB=BLKSIZE=133
//
PEND
//UDSDFB EXEC UDSDFB,
//
OUT='*',
//
UNIDF='USERIDA.TEST.UDSDEFN',
//
UDSDFB='USERIDA.UDS.TRANLIB(XXXXXXXX)'
//STEP1.SYSIN DD *
BUILD
UPDT
001
//
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Build Batch Transactions Control Statements
This section includes the control card that instructs the system to build
batch transactions from the definition database and descriptions of each
field.
Record 1
Field
#

Description

Positi
on

Lengt
h

Forma
t

1

Function Name

1-8

8

X(8)

Value
Instructs the system to perform a
build.
Valid value: BUILD

2

Reserved

9

1

X(1)

Reserved for future use.
Valid value: Blank

3

File Name

10-13

4

X(4)

UPDT

4

Reserved

14-17

4

X(4)

Reserved for future use.
Valid value: Blank

5

Record
Sequence

8-20

3

X(3)

Indicates that this control card is a
record type 001 card.

61

Definition ID-1

21-38

18

X(18)

Starting job ID, step ID, table ID, etc.
of the range of definitions for which
the system will build batch
transactions.

71

Definition ID-2

39-56

18

X(18)

Ending job ID, step ID, table ID, etc.
of the range of definitions for which
the system will build batch
transactions

81

Definition Type

57

1

X(1)

Type of definitions for which to build
batch transactions. J=job definitions,
F=file definitions, T=translation table
definitions, P=process definitions,
R=report definitions, and X=external
translation definitions.
Blank, J, F, T, P, R, X

9

Reserved

58-80

23

X(23)

Blanks

1 - If all definitions are desired, leave Definition ID-1, Definition ID-2, and the Definition Type
blank. If only one set of definitions are desired, specify only Definition ID-1 and the Definition
Type. If a range of definitions are desired, specify Definition ID-1, Definition ID-2, and the
Definition Type. Definition ID-1 must be less than Definition ID-2.
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Dynamic Translation Table
JCL to List Dynamic Translation table Keys
The ACR/Detail reconciliation function allows you to store 40 bytes of
key information. This utility allows you to store keys that are larger
than 40 bytes by making use of a translation database. For more
information, see “Dynamic Translation Table” on page 564.
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//USERID JOB (ACCOUNTING),'YOUR NAME',
// REGION=2560K,CLASS=E,MSGCLASS=X,NOTIFY=USERID
//*
//*
//**********************************************************************
//* *
UTILITY TO LIST ACR/D DATA BASE (UNITF) FROM KEY1 TO KEY2
* *
//**********************************************************************
//UDSTFL PROC OUT=,
OUTPUT CLASS
//
UNITF=,
UNITF DSN
//
UNITF1=
UNITF AIX DSN
//STEP1
EXEC PGM=UDSTFLST
//STEPLIB DD DSN=UNI.R10V0401.LOADCVS,
//
DISP=SHR
//UNICF
DD DSN=UNI.UNICF,
//
DISP=SHR
//UNIUF
DD DSN=USERID.UDS.USEROPT,
//
DISP=SHR
//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=&OUT
//SYSDBOUT DD SYSOUT=&OUT
//SYSOUT
DD SYSOUT=&OUT
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=&OUT,DCB=BLKSIZE=133
//UNITF
DD DSN=&UNITF,
//
DISP=SHR
//UNITF1
DD DSN=&UNITF1,
//
DISP=SHR
//UNIDTFR DD SYSOUT=&OUT,
//
DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=133)
//UNIWRK
DD DSN=&&UNIWRK,
//
DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=200,BLKSIZE=2000),
//
DISP=(,PASS,DELETE),
//
UNIT=SYSALLDA,
//
SPACE=(TRK,(10,10),RLSE)
//SORTWK01 DD SPACE=(CYL,5),UNIT=SYSALLDA
//SORTWK02 DD SPACE=(CYL,5),UNIT=SYSALLDA
//SORTWK03 DD SPACE=(CYL,5),UNIT=SYSALLDA
//SORTWK04 DD SPACE=(CYL,5),UNIT=SYSALLDA
//SORTWK05 DD SPACE=(CYL,5),UNIT=SYSALLDA
//SORTWK06 DD SPACE=(CYL,5),UNIT=SYSALLDA
//IGZSRTCD DD DUMMY
//UNIINP
DD DDNAME=UNIINP
//UNITR
DD SYSOUT=&OUT,
//
DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=133)
//
PEND
//UDSTFL EXEC UDSTFL,
//
OUT='*',
//
UNITF='USERID.UDS.UNITF',
//
UNITF1='USERID.UDS.UNITF.PATH'
//STEP1.UNIINP DD *
LIST
TF
/*
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Dynamic Translation Table Control Statements
This section includes the control cards that instruct the system.
Record 1
Field
#

DescriptIon

Positio
n

Length

Format

Value

1

Function Name

1-8

8

X(8)

LIST

2

Reserved

9

1

X(1)

Blanks

3

File Name

10-17

8

X(8)

TF

4

Reserved

18-20

4

X(4)

Blanks

5

Key Range From

21-32

12

X(12)

6

Key Range To

33-44

12

X(12)

7

Print Records

45

1

X(1)

A or S

8

Reserved

46-80

35

X(23)

Blanks

Suspense Aging Report
JCL to Generate the Suspense Aging Report
This utility reports on aging information for values contained in the
ACR/Detail history database for suspense applications. For more
information, see “Suspense Aging” on page 521.
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664

//USERID JOB (ACCOUNTING),'YOUR NAME',
// REGION=2560K,CLASS=E,MSGCLASS=X,NOTIFY=USERID
//*
//*
//**********************************************************************
//* *
UTILITY TO LIST ACR/D SUSPENSE AGING REPORT
* *
//**********************************************************************
//UDSDFA PROC OUT=,
OUTPUT CLASS
//
UNIDF=,
UNIDF DSN
//
UNIHF=
UNIHF DSN
//STEP1
EXEC PGM=UDSDHFA
//STEPLIB DD DSN=UNI.R10V0403.LOADCVS,
//
DISP=SHR
//UNICF
DD DSN=UNIV.PROD.UNICF.B01,
//
DISP=SHR
//UNIUF
DD DSN=USERID.UDS.USEROPT,
//
DISP=SHR
//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=&OUT
//SYSDBOUT DD SYSOUT=&OUT
//SYSOUT
DD SYSOUT=&OUT
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=&OUT,DCB=BLKSIZE=133
//UNIDF
DD DSN=&UNIDF,
//
DISP=SHR
//UNIHF
DD DSN=&UNIHF,
//
DISP=SHR
//UNIHFA
DD SYSOUT=&OUT,
//
DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=133)
//UNIINP
DD DDNAME=UNIINP
//UNIDER
DD SYSOUT=&OUT,
//
DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=133)
//UNITR
DD SYSOUT=&OUT,
//
DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=133)
//
PEND
//UDSDHFA EXEC UDSDHFA,
//
OUT='*',
//
UNIDF='USERID.UDS.UDSDEFN',
//
UNIHF='USERID.UDS.UDSHIST'
//STEP1.UNIINP DD *
TITLE
USER TITLE
KEY FROM KEY1
KEY2
KEY3
KEY4
KEY5
40
KEY TO
KEY6
KEY7
KEY8
KEY9
KEY10
AGING
99999999
001
ITEM1
DESCRIPTION1
002
ITEM2
DESCRIPTION2
003
COLUMN1 D
001 030
COLUMN2 D
031 060
COLUMN3 D
061 090
COLUMN4 D
091 120
COLUMN5 D > 120
/*
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Suspense Aging Report Control Statements
This section includes the control cards that instruct the system to
generate the Suspense Aging Report and descriptions of each field.
Note:

The Suspense Aging Report control cards do not need to be specified in
any particular order. If a control card is omitted, default values (the first
value listed) will be used. When an individual control card is specified
more than once, the last control card encountered will be used for
processing.

TITLE
Field
#

Description

Positio
n

Length

Format

Value

1

Card Literal

1-8

8

X(8)

TITLE

2

Reserved

9

1

X(1)

Blank

3

Aging Report Title

10-49

40

X(40)

Blank or any alphanumeric
character

4

Reserved

50-80

31

X(31)

Blank

KEY FROM
Field
#

Description

Positio
n

Length

Format

Value

1

Card Literal

1-8

8

X(8)

KEY FROM

2

Reserved

9

1

X(1)

Blank

3

Key From

10-49

40

X(40)

Blank or any alphanumeric
character

4

Reserved

50

1

X(1)

Blank

5

Key Length

51-52

2

X(2)

Blank or 01-40

6

Reserved

53-80

28

X(28)

Blank
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KEY TO
Field
#

Description

Positio
n

Length

Format

Value

1

Card Literal

1-8

8

X(8)

KEY TO

2

Reserved

9

1

X(1)

Blank

3

Key To

10-49

40

X(40)

Blank or any alphanumeric
character

4

Reserved

50-80

31

X(31)

Blank

Field
#

Description

Positio
n

Length

Format

Value

1

Card Literal

1-8

8

X(8)

AGING

2

Reserved

9

1

X(1)

Blank

3

Aging Date

10-17

8

X(8)

Blank, 99999999 (system date),
or MMDDCCYY

4

Reserved

18-26

9

X(9)

Blank

5

Aging Item

27-29

3

9(3)

001-999

6

Reserved

30-80

51

X(51)

BlanK

Field
#

Description

Positio
n

Length

Format

Value

1

Card Literal

1-8

8

X(8)

ITEM1

2

Reserved

9

1

X(1)

Blank

3

Item Description

10-25

16

X(16)

Blank or any alphanumeric
character

4

Reserved

26

1

X(1)

Blank

5

Item Number

27-29

3

9(3)

001-999

6

Reserved

30-80

51

X(51)

Blank

AGING

ITEM1
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ITEM2
Field
#

Description

Positio
n

Length

Format

Value

1

Card Literal

1-8

8

X(8)

ITEM2

2

Reserved

9

1

X(1)

Blank

3

Item Description

10-25

16

X(16)

Blank or any alphanumeric
character

4

Reserved

26

1

X(1)

Blank

5

Item Number

27-29

3

9(3)

001-999

6

Reserved

30-80

51

X(51)

Blank

COLUMN1
Field
#

Description

Positio
n

Length

Format

Value

1

Card Literal

1-8

8

X(8)

COLUMN1

2

Reserved

9

1

X(1)

Blank

3

Aging Period

10

1

X(1)

D (day), M (month), or Y (year)

4

Reserved

11

1

X(1)

Blank

5

Greater Than

12

1

X(1)

Blank, or >

6

Reserved

13

1

X(1)

Blank

7

From Value

14-16

3

9(3)

000-999

8

Reserved

17

1

X(1)

Blank

9

To Value

18-20

3

X(3)

001-999, Must be blank when
Greater Than value is >

10

Reserved

21-80

60

X(60)

Blank
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COLUMN2
Field
#

Description

Positio
n

Length

Format

Value

1

Card Literal

1-8

8

X(8)

COLUMN2

2

Reserved

9

1

X(1)

Blank

3

Aging Period

10

1

X(1)

D (day), M (month), or Y (year)

4

Reserved

11

1

X(1)

Blank

5

Greater Than

12

1

X(1)

Blank, or >

6

Reserved

13

1

X(1)

Blank

7

From Value

14-16

3

9(3)

000-999

8

Reserved

17

1

X(1)

Blank

9

To Value

18-20

3

X(3)

001-999, Must be blank when
Greater Than value is >

10

Reserved

21-80

60

X(60)

Blank

COLUMN3
Field
#

Description

Positio
n

Length

Format

Value

1

Card Literal

1-8

8

X(8)

COLUMN3

2

Reserved

9

1

X(1)

Blank

3

Aging Period

10

1

X(1)

D (day), M (month), or Y (year)

4

Reserved

11

1

X(1)

Blank

5

Greater Than

12

1

X(1)

Blank, or >

6

Reserved

13

1

X(1)

Blank

7

From Value

14-16

3

9(2)

000-999

8

Reserved

17

1

X(1)

Blank

10

Reserved

21-80

60

X(60)

Blank
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COLUMN4
Field
#

Description

Positio
n

Length

Format

Value

1

Card Literal

1-8

8

X(8)

COLUMN4

2

Reserved

9

1

X(1)

Blank

3

Aging Period

10

1

X(1)

D (day), M (month), or Y (year)

4

Reserved

11

1

X(1)

Blank

5

Greater Than

12

1

X(1)

Blank, or >

6

Reserved

13

1

X(1)

Blank

7

From Value

14-16

3

9(3)

000-999

8

Reserved

17

1

X(1)

Blank

9

To Value

18-20

3

X(3)

001-999, Must be blank when
Greater Than value is >

10

Reserved

21-80

60

X(60)

Blank

COLUMN5
Field
#

Description

Positio
n

Length

Format

Value

1

Card Literal

1-8

8

X(8)

COLUMN5

2

Reserved

9

1

X(1)

Blank

3

Aging Period

10

1

X(1)

D (day), M (month), or Y (year)

4

Reserved

11

1

X(1)

Blank

5

Greater Than

12

1

X(1)

Blank, or >

6

Reserved

13

1

X(1)

Blank

7

From Value

14-16

3

9(3)

000-999

8

Reserved

17

1

X(1)

Blank

9

To Value

18-20

3

X(3)

001-999, Must be blank when
Greater Than value is >

10

Reserved

21-80

60

X(60)

Blank
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Compile Extraction Program Interface
JCL to Generate Code for Extraction Program Interface
The extraction program interface allows you to quickly process data
files containing a large volume of records by compiling ACR/Detail file
definitions into a COBOL program. For more information regarding
Extraction Program Interface, see “Extraction Program Interface” on
page 403.
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Definition database
from which definitions
are retrieved and
subsequently compiled.
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//**********************************************************************
//* *
GENERATE CODE FOR EXTRACTION PROGRAM INTERFACE MODULE
* *
//**********************************************************************
//UDPCGEN PROC OUT=,
OUTPUT CLASS
//
UNIDF=,
UNIDF DSN
//
FID=,
FILE DEFINITION ID
//
PID=
PROGRAM ID
//STEP1
EXEC PGM=UDPCGEN,
// PARM='FID=&&FID,PID=&&PID'
)IM
UDSDSN
//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=&&OUT
//SYSABOUT DD SYSOUT=&&OUT
//SYSOUT
DD SYSOUT=&&OUT
//UNIDF
DD DSN=&&UNIDF,
//
DISP=SHR
//UNIINP
DD DDNAME=UNIINP
//UNIERR
DD SYSOUT=&&OUT,
//
DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=133)
//UNICBL
DD DSN=&&&&CODE,UNIT=SYSDA,
//
DISP=(NEW,PASS,DELETE),
//
SPACE=(TRK,(1,1),RLSE),
//
DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=8000)
// PEND
)SEL &PILOAD NE &Z
//*
//*******************************************************************
//* PROCEDURE FOR A COMPILE AND LINK UNDER VS COBOL II
//*******************************************************************
//*
//COMPILE PROC OUT=,
OUTPUT CLASS
//
PID=,
PROGRAM ID
//
SYSLMOD=
TARGET LOAD LIBRARY
//*
//*
THIS IS THE VS COBOL 2 COMPILER PROC
//*
//COB2
EXEC PGM=IGYCRCTL,
// PARM='NOFLAGMIG,NOCMPR2,NOADV,OPT,APOST,RES,FLAG(W),LIB'
//* PARM NOTES:
//*
APOST
-- GENERATED PROGRAMS USE APOSTROPHES FOR 'STRINGS'
//*
RES
-- GENERATED PROGRAMS MAY CALL INTERNAL SUBROUTINES
//*
FLAG(W) -- INFORMATIONAL MESSAGES CAN BE SUPPRESSED
//*
LIB
-- GENERATED PROGRAMS DO NOT NEED COPYBOOKS, BUT:
//*
PROGRAMS THAT USE ACR/D PI WILL NEED THIS
//STEPLIB DD DSNAME=SYS1.COB2COMP,DISP=SHR
//SYSLIB
DD DSN=NULLFILE,DISP=SHR
//SYSUT1
DD UNIT=VIO,SPACE=(CYL,(2,1))
//SYSUT2
DD UNIT=VIO,SPACE=(CYL,(2,1))
//SYSUT3
DD UNIT=VIO,SPACE=(CYL,(2,1))
//SYSUT4
DD UNIT=VIO,SPACE=(CYL,(2,1))
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Compiled program
library stores generated
COBOL program here.
File ID
Control statements
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//* *
//*
DELETE OBJECT DATA SET IF COBOL2 STEP IS BAD
//SRCCOB2 EXEC PGM=IEFBR14,COND=(5,GE,COB2)
//OBJECT
DD DSN=&&&&OBJECT,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)
//* *
//LKED
EXEC PGM=IEWL,COND=(5,LT,COB2),
// PARM='LIST,XREF,LET,CALL,AMODE=ANY,RMODE=24'
//SYSLIB
DD DSN=SYS1.COB2LIB,DISP=SHR
//SYSUT1
DD SPACE=(CYL,(2,1)),UNIT=VIO
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=&&OUT
//SYSLIN
DD DSNAME=&&&&OBJECT,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)
//SYSLMOD DD DSN=&&SYSLMOD(&&PID),DISP=SHR
// PEND
)ENDSEL
)SEL &PISRCE ¬= &Z
//*
//*******************************************************************
//* PROCEDURE TO SAVE GENERATED SOURCE CODE
//*******************************************************************
//*
//SAVE
PROC OUT=,
OUTPUT CLASS
//
PID=,
PROGRAM ID
//
COBLIB=
SOURCE CODE LIBRARY
//COPY
EXEC PGM=IEBGENER
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=&&OUT
//SYSUT1
DD DSN=&&&&CODE,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)
//SYSUT2
DD DSN=&&COBLIB(&&PID),DISP=SHR
//SYSIN DD DUMMY
Compiled COBOL
// PEND
program member name
)ENDSEL
//UDPCGEN EXEC UDPCGEN,
)IM
UNIOUT
//
UNIDF='&ADFDSN',
//
FID='&FILEID',
//
PID='&PROGID'
//STEP1.UNIINP DD *
NUMERICCHECKING=&NUMCHK
NUMERICWARNINGS=&NUMWRN
VERSIONCHECK=&VERCHK
/*
)SEL &PILOAD NE &Z
//COMPILE EXEC COMPILE,
)IM
UNIOUT
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Test Extraction Program Interface
JCL to Test Extraction Program Interface
This utility tests the compiled extraction program interface. For more
information, see “Test Generated Definitions” on page 420.
//**********************************************************************
//* * JCL FOR EXTRACTION PROGRAM INTERFACE (UPPTEST)
* *
//**********************************************************************
//PHONEX00 PROC OUT=,
OUTPUT CLASS
//
UNIDF=,
UNIDF DSN
//
UNIHF=
UNIHF DSN
//STEP1
EXEC PGM=PHONEX00
//UNICF
DD DSN=UNIV.PROD.UNICF.B01,
//
DISP=SHR
//UNIUF
DD DSN=YOURFILE.UDS.USEROPT,
//
DISP=SHR
//STEPLIB DD DSN=UNI.LOADLIB,
//
DISP=SHR
//
DD DSN=UNI.R0207.DUMMY.LOADLIB,
//
DISP=SHR
//
DD DSN=USERID.APPL.LOADLIB,
//
DISP=SHR
//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=&OUT
//SYSDBOUT DD SYSOUT=&OUT
//SYSOUT
DD SYSOUT=&OUT
//UNIDER
DD SYSOUT=&OUT,
//
DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=133)
//UNIACR
DD SYSOUT=&OUT,
//
DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=133)
//UNIRCR
DD SYSOUT=&OUT,
//
DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=133)
//UNIDUR
DD SYSOUT=&OUT,
//
DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=133)
//UNIETR
DD SYSOUT=&OUT,
//
DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=133)
//UNIDATA DD DSN=&&UNIDATA,
//
DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=8243,BLKSIZE=23476),
//
DISP=(NEW,DELETE),
//
UNIT=SYSALLDA,
//
SPACE=(TRK,(10,10),RLSE)
//UNIDAT2 DD
DSN=&&UNIDAT2,
//
DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=14929,BLKSIZE=0),
//
DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE) ,
//
UNIT=SYSALLDA,
//
SPACE=(TRK,(10,10) ,RLSE)
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//UNIWXML DD DSN=&&DETWRXML,
//
DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=2000,BLKSIZE=0),
//
UNIT=SYSALLDA
//
DISP=(NEW,DELETE),
//
SPACE=(TRK,(10,10),RLSE)
//UNICRXML DD DSN=&&DETCRXML,
//
DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=2000,BLKSIZE=0),
//
UNIT=SYSALLDA
//
DISP=(NEW,DELETE),
//
SPACE=(TRK,(10,10),RLSE)
//UNIUFR
DD SYSOUT=&OUT,
//
DCB=(RECFM=VBA, LRECL=255)
//UNIDF
DD DSN=&UNIDF,
//
DISP=SHR
//UNIHF
DD DSN=&UNIHF,
//
DISP=SHR
//UNIWRK
DD DSN=&&UNIWRK,
//
DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=8216,BLKSIZE=23476),
//
DISP=(NEW,DELETE),
//
UNIT=SYSALLDA,
//
SPACE=(TRK,(10,10),RLSE)
//
SPACE=(TRK,(10,10),RLSE)
//UNIWRK1 DD DSN=&&UNIWRK1,
//
DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=8216,BLKSIZE=23476),
//
DISP=(NEW,DELETE),
//
UNIT=SYSALLDA,
//
SPACE=(TRK,(10,10),RLSE)
//UNIWRK2 DD DSN=&&UNIWRK2,
//
DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=8216,BLKSIZE=23476),
//
DISP=(NEW,DELETE),
//
UNIT=SYSALLDA,
//
SPACE=(TRK,(10,10),RLSE)
//UNIWRK3 DD DSN=&&UNIWRK3,
//
DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=8259,BLKSIZE=23476),
//
DISP=(NEW,DELETE),
//
UNIT=SYSALLDA,
//UNIWRK4 DD DSN=&&UNIWRK4,
//
DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=46,BLKSIZE=4094),
//
DISP=(NEW,DELETE),
//
UNIT=SYSALLDA,
//SORTWK01 DD SPACE=(CYL,5),UNIT=SYSALLDA
//SORTWK02 DD SPACE=(CYL,5),UNIT=SYSALLDA
//SORTWK03 DD SPACE=(CYL,5),UNIT=SYSALLDA
//SORTWK04 DD SPACE=(CYL,5),UNIT=SYSALLDA
//SORTWK05 DD SPACE=(CYL,5),UNIT=SYSALLDA
//SORTWK06 DD SPACE=(CYL,5),UNIT=SYSALLDA
//IGZSRTCD DD DUMMY
//UNITRACE DD DUMMY,DCB=BLKSIZE=80
//
PEND
//STEP1
EXEC UDPTEST,
//
OUT='*',
//
UNIDF='USERID.TEST.UDSDEFN',
//
UNIHF='USERID.TEST.UDSHIST'
//STEP1.FILEDD1 DD DISP=SHR,
//
DSN=USERID.INPUT.DATA.SET1
//STEP1.FILEDD2 DD DISP=SHR,
//
DSN=USERID.INPUT.DATA.SET2
//

DD Statements for XML Message Files
For information on DD statements for XML Message Files, see “DD
Statements for XML Message Files” on page 625.
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Batch Definition Transactions
ACR/Detail definition information can be entered through the user
interface or by creating batch definition transactions. This appendix
describes the format and use of the batch definition transactions. It
contains the following information:







“What Is a Batch Definition Transaction?” on page 675
“Format of Batch Definition Transaction Records” on page 676
“Updating the Definition Database” on page 678
“Purging Definitions” on page 679
“Transaction Layout List with Page Numbers” on page 680

What Is a Batch Definition Transaction?
A batch definition transaction is a record stored in the definition
database and used to apply changes to ACR/Detail definitions in batch.
ACR/Detail definitions include job definitions, file definitions, table
definitions, history analysis definitions, and user report definitions.
Each type of definition is divided into definition information categories.
A category contains multiple fields containing related definition
information. For example, internal item information is one category of
job definitions. Definition fields for internal items include information
such as the internal item number and the item description. These are
all fields containing information related to that category of information.
Each batch definition transaction record consists of 80 positions
containing all of the information for a particular ACR/Detail definition
along with a transaction type specifying how the transaction will be
applied to the definition database. Each type of batch transaction record
is identified by a transaction code. The records are created in a
sequential file using the following methods:

 Any edit facility (such as ISPF EDIT) may be used to manually code
each category of information on one or more batch definition
transaction records. The batch definition transactions can be
created in a sequential file, or as members of a PDS library, such as
the ACR/Detail user transaction library (TRANLIB).
Because batch definition transactions are very concise, the manual
creation and modification of definitions can be done quite
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productively. Manually coded batch definition transactions are
more prone to entry errors than the user interface panels because
they do not have the built-in error checking of the panels.

 The user interface can be used to create batch definition
transactions from the online definitions. This feature is often used
to create a template of the transaction format, which can then be
cloned and modified as needed.

Format of Batch Definition Transaction Records
Transaction Key
Each 80-character record begins with a 26-position transaction key that
identifies each transaction and specifies how to process it.
Note:

Records with an asterisk (*) in position 1 are treated as
comments and are ignored during processing.

The transaction key consists of the following:

Transaction ID (18 Positions)
The transaction ID identifies the specific transaction as follows:

 Job Definitions. 18-character Job ID.
 File Definitions. 10-character file ID, the six-digit record number,
and two blanks.

 Table Definitions. 16- character table name and two blanks.
 History Analysis Definitions. 16-character process ID and two
blanks.

 User Report Definitions. 10-character user report ID and eight
blanks.

Transaction Code (3 Positions)
The transaction code identifies the category of information on the
transaction record. Codes beginning with:
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J are job definitions
F are file definitions
T are cycle table or internal translation table definitions
X are external translation table definitions
R are history analysis process definitions
U are user report definitions
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The second and third characters of the code identify the definition
information categories. For example, F4’s are selection field definitions,
F6’s are key field definitions, J31’s are history item description
definitions, etc. See the left column of the “Transaction Layout List with
Page Numbers” on page 680 for a complete list of transaction codes.

Transaction Number (3 Positions)
The transaction number identifies the specific transaction within its
category, such as the internal item number or selection field number.

Transaction Sequence (1 Position
This number identifies the sequence of the records for a transaction.
Sometimes a transaction requires 2 or more 80-character transaction
records to contain all the definition information. The transaction
sequence number is used to control the sequence of those records.

Transaction Type (1 Position)
This code specifies how the transaction is to be applied to the definition
database when processed by the update utility. Valid transaction types
are:
Code

Meaning

A

Add a new definition to the database.

D

Delete an existing definition from the database. When a
transaction consists of more than one transaction record, only the
first record (Transaction Sequence 1) is needed for delete
processing. This record needs to contain only the transaction key
(see also type * below).

R

Replace an existing record in the database.

*

Purge an entire set of definitions from the database. The Purge
Transaction Type is valid only on a Basic Job Information, Basic
File Information or Table Information transaction (i.e., on the first
transaction record for each type of definition). When specified, it
causes all definitions for that Definition ID to be deleted from the
database. The transaction is ignored if no definitions exist for that
Job ID key, File ID key, or Table Name in the database.
For more information on purging, see “Processing Batch Definition
Transaction Sets” below and “Purging Definitions” on page 679.
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Processing Batch Definition Transaction Sets
A set of batch definition transactions is usually headed by a single purge
transaction type, and then followed by a complete set of one or more Add
transactions that contain your job, file, table, history analysis, or user
report definition parameters. For example, a set might contain a basic
job information purge transaction (to delete all previous definitions for
that job ID from the definition database), immediately followed by a
basic job information Add transaction, and then followed by internal
item Add, and so on. In other words, you purge all of the old definitions
and add the new ones.
Batch definition transactions are automatically sorted by transaction
key by the batch update utility before they are applied to the definition
database. This means that the purge type is always applied first (i.e.,
the utility program will first purge the database of any previous
definitions for that transaction ID, and then process all the other batch
definition transactions that add to the database). This ensures that no
“leftover” definitions will interfere with your new definitions, and that
the set of Add transactions you process contains the complete set of
definitions.
Alternatively, instead of purging a complete set of definitions and then
adding the complete revised set to the database, you can Add, Replace
and/or Delete individual definitions. The resultant executable
definitions will be a combination of whatever definitions were originally
in the database, with the individual Add, Replace and Delete
transactions applied against them. The set of transactions you process
is only a subset of the complete set. For this reason, this method is
rarely used, and thus the transaction types R and D are rarely used.

Updating the Definition Database
Before the definitions can be used, the definition database must be
updated with the batch definition transactions through the ACR/Detail
batch update utility. First, the batch definition transactions are sorted
by Transaction key. The DETUPDT program processes the batch
definition transactions in two passes: first, the transactions are
validated; then, if all the transactions are valid, they are processed or
applied against the Definition database.
The transaction validation pass edits each individual transaction to
ensure that valid interrelated information is entered in the proper
columns. Each transaction is printed in the transaction validation
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section of the Definitions Update Report. For example, the field position
in selection field information must be numeric and between 1 to 9999.
If it isn't, an error message will appear to the right and on the line below
the transaction on the transaction validation section of the Definitions
Update Report.
If all transactions are valid, transaction processing is performed. Using
the transaction type from each transaction's key, the DETUPDT
program attempts to Add, Delete, Replace, or Purge the specified
transaction. If any errors occur (such as trying to Add a definition that
already exists in the database), processing stops and no subsequent
transactions are applied. Transactions encountered before the update
error will be applied correctly. Any error messages will be printed, along
with the transactions in the transaction processing section of the
Definitions Update Report.
Once applied to the definition database, the reconciliation function or
exception reporting function can be used to test the definitions or you
can use the LIST DEFN utility to get a formatted list of the definitions.

Purging Definitions
To purge definitions from the definition library or the definition
database, you must submit a batch transaction with a single purge card
and an asterisk (*). The purge cards are as follows:

7/10/07

Transaction
Code

Transaction
Type

Definition Type

J0

*

Basic Job Information Transaction Layout

F0

*

Basic File Information Transaction Layout

R0

*

History Analysis Information Transaction
Layout

U0

*

Reconciliation User Report Basic Information
Transaction Layout

T0

*

Cycle Table or Internal Translation Table
Information Transaction Layout

X0

*

External Translation Table Information
Transaction Layout
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The following shows an example of deleting all file definitions for the file
DD EMPSALES.
EMPSALES 000000

F0 0001*

The asterisk (*) indicates to select all file definitions for purging.

Transaction Layout List with Page Numbers
A list of the batch definition transaction records contained in this
appendix follows:

680

Transaction
Code

Record Layout and Page Number

J0

“Basic Job Information Transaction Layout” on page 683

J0

“Alternate Job ID Transaction Layout” on page 685

J0

“Report Title Transaction Layout” on page 685

J0

“Report Key Transaction Layout” on page 686

J0

“Reconciliation Level Information Transaction Layout” on
page 686

J1

“Print Free Form Report Transaction Layout” on page 688

J2

“Internal Item Transaction Layout” on page 689

J3

“History Item Transaction Layout” on page 690

J31

“History Item Description Transaction Layout” on page 692

J4

“Calculated Item Transaction Layout” on page 693

J5

“Reconciliation Rules Transaction Layout” on page 694

J5

“Conditional Reconciliation Rules Transaction Layout” on
page 698

J6

“Message Transaction Layout” on page 700

J71

“Freeform Output File Transaction Layout” on page 701

J8

“File Item Transaction Layout” on page 702

F0

“Basic File Information Transaction Layout” on page 702

F05

“Additional DB2 Tables Transaction Layout” on page 707

F4

“Selection Field Transaction Layout” on page 708

F4

“Selection Values Transaction Layout” on page 710

F45

“DB2 WHERE Clause Transaction Layout” on page 711
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Transaction
Code

7/10/07

Record Layout and Page Number

F46

“DB2 Freeform SELECT Clause Transaction Layout” on
page 712

F4

“DB2 Freeform FROM Clause Transaction Layout” on
page 712

F4

“DB2 Freeform WHERE Clause Transaction Layout” on
page 713

F5

“Reformat Field Transaction Layout” on page 713

F6

“Key Field Transaction Layout” on page 715

F61

“DB2 Key Field Name Transaction Layout Continued” on
page 718

F62

“DB2 Key Field Name Transaction Layout Continued” on
page 719

F7

“Detail Field Transaction Layout” on page 719

F71

“DB2 Detail Field Name Transaction Layout Continued” on
page 723

F72

“DB2 Detail Field Name Transaction Layout Continued” on
page 724

E0

“Basic Process Information Transaction Layout” on page 724

E1

“Summary Level Information Transaction Layout” on page 727

R0

“Basic Report Information Transaction Layout” on page 728

R1

“History Item Information Transaction Layout” on page 729

R2

“Key Heading Information Transaction Layout” on page 730

R3

“Key Description Information Transaction Layout” on page 730

R4

“Column Information Transaction Layout” on page 732

R5

“Threshold Analysis Rule Transaction Layout” on page 733

R5

“Fluctuation Analysis Rule Transaction Layout” on page 734

T1

“Translation Table Item Transaction Layout” on page 735

T2

“Cycle Table Item Transaction Layout” on page 736

U0

“Reconciliation User Report Basic Information Transaction
Layout” on page 737

U1

“Reconciliation User Report Column/Row Transaction Layout”
on page 738
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Transaction
Code

682

Record Layout and Page Number

U3

“Reconciliation User Report Key Break Information Transaction
Layout” on page 740

X0

“Basic Table Information Transaction Layout” on page 740t

X1

“Table Input-Output Parameters Transaction Layout” on
page 742

X2

“Table Columns Transaction Layout” on page 743

X3

“Table Lookup Selection Rules Transaction Layout” on
page 744

X3

“Table Lookup Assign Rules Transaction Layout” on page 744

X3

“Table Lookup Rules Flow Rules Transaction Layout” on
page 745

X4

“Table Build Preparation Rules (VSAM) Transaction Layout” on
page 746

X5

“Table Build Rules (Selection Criteria) Transaction Layout” on
page 747

X5

“Table Build Rules (Relative Record) Transaction Layout” on
page 748

X5

“Table Build Rules (Reformat Rule) Transaction Layout” on
page 749

X5

“Table Build Rules (Column Assignment Rule) Transaction
Layout” on page 750

X5

“Table Build Rules (Process Control Rule) Transaction Layout”
on page 750

X5

“Table Data Transaction Layout” on page 752
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Basic Job Information Transaction Layout
Basic Job Information Transaction Layout - Sequence 1
Field

Description

1

Job ID

2

Transaction Code

3

Length

Format

1-18

18

X(18)

19-20

2

X(2)

J0

Reserved

21

1

X(1)

Blank

4

Reserved

22-24

3

9(3)

000

5

Transaction Sequence

25

1

X(1)

1

6

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

*, A, R, or D

7

Report Title

27-66

40

X(40)

8

Number of Histories

67-69

3

9(3)

1-999

9

Run Options:
Store New History

70

1

X(1)

Y, N, or X

Print Control Report

71

1

X(1)

Y, N, or X

Print Recap Report

72

1

X(1)

Y, N, or X

Set Return Code

73

1

X(1)

Y, N, or X

Print Extracted Data Detail

74

1

X(1)

Y or N

Rewrite History

75

1

X(1)

Y or N

Print Sorted/Accumulated

76

1

X(1)

N, S, or A

Print History

77

1

X(1)

Y or N

10

Write Output File

78

1

X(1)

Y, N, X, blank

11

Reserved

79-80

2

X(2)

DS

7/10/07
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Basic Job Information Transaction Layout -- Sequence 3
Field

Description

1

Job ID

2

Transaction Code

3

Pos.

Length

Format

Value

1

18

X(18)

19-20

2

X(2)

J0

Reserved

21

1

X(1)

Blank

4

Reserved

22-24

3

9(3)

000

5

Transaction Sequence

25

1

X(1)

3

6

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A, R, or D

7

Reserved

27

1

X(1)

M or blank

8

Reconciliation Key Mask 1

28-35

8

X(8)

9

Reconciliation Key Mask 2

36-43

8

X(8)

10

Reconciliation Key Mask 3

44-51

8

X(8)

11

Reconciliation Key Mask 4

52-59

8

X(8)

12

Reconciliation Key Mask 5

60-67

8

X(8)

13

Truncate/Round

68

1

X(1)

Blank or 0

14

Automatic Cycle Indicator

69

1

X(1)

Blank, N, J, G, or C

15

22-Character Numeric

70

1

X(1)

Y, N, blank=N

16

UNIDATA Output Format

71

1

X(1)

Blank or F

17

Initialize text items to spaces

72

1

X(1)

Y, N, blank=N

181

Control Report

73

1

X(1)

1, 2, 3, 9, or blank

74-80

8

X(8)

Blanks

Option
19

Reserved

NOTES:
1 - Control Report XML Option: 1 - do not generate, 2 - generate, write to file, 3 - generate, autoload to
database, 9 or blank - default to user options
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Alternate Job ID Transaction Layout
Alternate Job ID Transaction Layout - Record 1 of 1
Field

Description

1

Alternate Job ID

2

Transaction Code

3

Reserved

4

Transaction Number

5

Pos.

Length

Format

Value

1-18

18

X(18)

19-20

2

X(2)

J0

21

1

X(1)

Blank

22-24

3

9(3)

000

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

1

6

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A, R, or D

7

Primary Job ID

27-44

18

X(18)

8

Reserved

45-79

35

X(35)

9

Alternate Job ID Indicator

80

1

X(1)

Length

Format

1-18

18

X(18

19-20

2

X(2)

J0

Blanks
Y

Report Title Transaction Layout
Report Title Transaction Layout - Record 1 of 1
Field

Description

Pos.

Value

1

Job ID

2

Transaction Code

3

Reserved

21

1

X(1)

Blank

4

Reserved

22-24

3

9(3)

000

5

Transaction Sequence

25

1

X(1)

4

6

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

*, A, R, or D

7

Report Key Title Length

27-28

2

X(2)

1-40

8

Report Key Title

29-68

40

X(40)

9

Reserved

69-80

12

X(12)

Blanks

Note: This transaction allows you to replace the 'ENTRY KEY=' literal on the Control Report with a literal of
up to 40 characters. For example, to specify a literal of 'SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER:' you would code
24SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER:
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Report Key Transaction Layout
Report Key Transaction Layout - Record 1 of 1
Field

Description

1

Job ID

2

Transaction Code

3

Length

Format

1-18

18

X(18)

19-20

2

X(2)

J0

Reserved

21

1

X(1)

Blank

4

Reserved

22-24

3

9(3)

000

5

Transaction Sequence

25

1

X(1)

5

6

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

*, A, R, or D

7

Report Key Group 1
Recon. Key Source Pos.

27-28

2

9(2)

1-80

Recon. Key Source Length

29-30

2

9(2)

1-80

Report Key Report Pos.

31-33

3

9(3)

1-132

Report Key Report Length

34-35

2

9(2)

1-99

36

1

X(1)

Report Key Delimiter

Pos.

8

Report Key Group 2

37-46

(as in
Group 1)

9

Report Key Group 3

47-56

(as in
Group 1)

10

Report Key Group 4

57-66

(as in
Group 1)

11

Report Key Group 5

67-76

(as in
Group 1)

12

Reserved

77-80

4

X(4)

Value

Blanks

Notes:
This transaction allows you to reformat the Reconciliation Key as it appears on the Control Report. You
can break the Report Key into as many as five parts, and specify a delimiter value for each part. This
transaction can be used in conjunction with the Report Title Transaction.
For example, if you captured a Reconciliation Key of Social Security Number in keys 1 and 2 without any
dashes, but on the Control Report you wanted to print 'SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER: 123-45-6789'. You
changed the Report Title with a Report Title Transaction of '24SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER:', and now
you want to reformat the Report Key. You would code a Report Key Transaction as:
010302503-040202902-060403104
Note that your Report Key Report Positions are affected by the Report Title you have specified.

Reconciliation Level Information Transaction Layout
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Reconciliation Level Information Transaction Layout - Record 1 of 1
Field

Description

1

Job ID

2

Transaction Code

3

Pos.

Length

Format

Value

1-18

18

X(18)

19-20

2

X(2)

J0

Reserved

21

1

X(1)

Blank

4

Reserved

22-24

3

9(3)

000

5

Transaction Sequence

25

1

X(1)

9

6

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

*, A, R, or D

7

RLQ Key Length

27-28

2

X(2)

01- 40

8

RLQ Return Code Value 1

29-32

4

X(4)

Blank or 0000-9999

9

RLQ Return Code Value 2

33-36

4

X(4)

Blank or 0001-9999

10

Use Base RLQ Job Defs.

37

1

X(1)

Y, N, or blank1

11

Use RLQ Data Filter

38

1

X(1)

Y or N

12

Create RLQ Data Filter

39

1

X(1)

Y or N

13

Reserved

40-80

41

X(41)

Blanks

1

The base level for this job will be blank.
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Print Free Form Report Transaction Layout
Print Free Form Report Transaction Layout - Record 1 of 1
Field

Description

Pos.

Length

Format

Values

1

Job ID Key

1-18

18

X18)

2

Transaction Code

19-20

2

X(2)

J1

3

Reserved

21

1

X(1)

Blank

4

Transaction Number

22-24

3

9(3)

000

5

Transaction Sequence

25

1

X(1)

1

6

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

*, A, R, D

7

Report Width

27

3

9(3)

1 - 255

8

Print Free-Form Report

30

1

X(1)

Y, N, X, Z

91

Free-form Report XML Option

31

1

X(1)

1, 2, 3, 9, space

10

Reserved

32

49

X(49)

Blanks

1 Free-Form Report XML Option: 1 - Do not generate XML, 2 - Generate, write to file, 3 - Generate, autoload to
database, 9 or blank - Default to user options.
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Internal Item Transaction Layout
Internal Item Transaction Layout - Record 1 of 2
Field

Description

1

Job ID

2

Transaction Code

3

Reserved

4

Internal Item Number

5

Pos.

Length

Format

Values

1-18

18

X(18)

19-20

2

X(2)

J2

21

1

X(1)

Blank

22-24

3

9(3)

001 - 100

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

1

6

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A, R, D

7

Description-1

27-66

40

X(40)

8

Reserved

67-80

14

X(14)

Blanks

Length

Format

Values

1-18

18

X(18)

19-20

2

X(2)

J2

21

1

X(1)

Blank

22-24

3

9(3)

001 - 100

Internal Item Transaction Layout - Record 2 of 2
Field

Description

1

Job ID

2

Transaction Code

3

Reserved

4

Internal Item Number

5

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

2

6

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A or R

7

Description-2

27-66

40

X(40)

8

Left/Right/Calculated

67

1

X(1)

I, O, L, R, or C

9

Item Print Format

68

1

X(1)

C, A, D, or T

10

Number of Decimals

69

1

X(1)

0-9

11

Calculated Item Number

70-72

3

X(3)

Blanks or 000 - 100

12

Required Item Indicator

73

1

X(1)

Y, N, X, blank

13

Print Commas

74

1

X(1)

Y, N, blank

14

Reserved

75-80

6

X(6)

Blanks
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History Item Transaction Layout
History Item Transaction Layout - Record 1 of 3
Field

Description

1

Job ID

2

Transaction Code

3

Reserved

4

History Item Number

5

Pos.

Length

Format

Value

1-18

18

X(18)

19-20

2

X(2)

J3

21

1

X(1)

Blank

22-24

3

9(3)

001-100

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

1

6

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A, R, or D

7

External History Key 1

27-34

8

X(8)

8

External History Key 2

35-42

8

X(8)

9

External History Key 3

43-50

8

X(8)

10

External History Key 4

51-58

8

X(8)

11

External History Key 5

59-66

8

X(8)

12

Relative Cycle
(Sign)

67-68

1

X(1)

+, -

(Value)

68-69

2

9(2)

00 to 99

70

1

X(1)

Y or N

71-73

3

9(3)

001-100

13

Most Recent Cycle Ind

14

Internal Item Number

15

Required Item Indicator

74

1

X(1)

Y, N, or X

16

Variable Cycle Indicator

75

1

X(1)

Y, N, or X

17

Reserved

76-80

5

X(5)

Blank
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History Item Transaction Layout - Record 2 of 3
Field

Description

1

Job ID

2

Transaction Code

3

Reserved

4

History Item Number

5

Pos.

Length

Format

Value

1-18

18

X(18)

19-20

2

X(2)

J3

21

1

X(1)

Blank

22-24

3

9(3)

001-100

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

2

6

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A, R, or D

7

Var Cycle History Key 1

27-34

8

X(8)

8

Var Cycle History Key 2

35-42

8

X(8)

9

Var Cycle History Key 3

43-50

8

X(8)

10

Var Cycle History Key 4

51-58

8

X(8)

11

Var Cycle History Key 5

59-66

8

X(8)

12

Reserved

67-80

14

X(14)

Blank

Length

Format

Value

1-18

18

X(18)

19-20

2

X(2)

J3

21

1

X(1)

Blank

22-24

3

9(3)

001-100

History Item Transaction Layout - Record 3 of 3
Field

Description

Pos.

1

Job ID

2

Transaction Code

3

Reserved

4

History Item Number

5

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

3

6

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A, R, or D

7

Logical Platform ID1

27-34

8

9(8)

000000000 999999999

1 If you are not using ACR/Connector, this field should be 000000000. If you are using ACR/Connector,
this field will contain a value between 000000001-999999999 corresponding to the ACR/Connector
assigned LPID of the domain where the history item is to be found.
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History Item Description Transaction Layout
History Item Description Transaction Layout Record 1 of 2
Field

Description

1

Job ID

2

Pos.

Length

Format

Value

1-18

18

X(18)

Transaction Code

19-21

2

X(3)

J31

3

Transaction Number

22-24

3

9(3)

001-100

4

Transaction Sequence

25

1

X(1)

1

5

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A, R, D

6

History Item-Desc1

27-66

40

X(40)

7

Reserved

67

1

X(1)

Blank

8

Format Type

68

1

X(1)

C, A, D, T, or blank

9

Number of Decimals

69

1

X(1)

0-9, blank

10

Column Indicator

70

1

X(1)

I, O, blank

11

Print Commas

71

1

X(1)

Y, N, blank

12

Reserved

72-80

9

X(9)

Blanks

History Item Description Transaction Layout Record 2 of 2
Field

Description

1

Job ID

2

Length

Format

1-18

18

X(18)

Transaction Code

19-21

2

X(3)

J31

3

Transaction Number

22-24

3

9(3)

001-100

4

Transaction Sequence

25

1

X(1)

2

5

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A, R, D

6

History Item-Desc2

27-66

40

X(40)

7

Reserved

67-80

14

X(14)

692
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Calculated Item Transaction Layout
Calculated Item Transaction Layout - Record 1 of 2
Field

Description

1

Job ID

2

Transaction Code

3

Reserved

4

Transaction Number

5

Pos.

Length

Format

Values

1-18

18

X(18)

19-20

2

X(2)

J4

21

1

X(1)

Blank

22-24

3

9(3)

001-999

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

1

6

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A

7

LHS Area

27-66

40

X(40)

27

1

X(1)

I, C or blank

28-30

3

9(3)

000-999, blank if item
Type blank

27

1

X(1)

+, -

28-42

15

9(15)

43

1

9(1)

Formula (occurs 10 times):
(Item Type)
(Item Number)
Literal:
(Sign)
(Value)
(Number of decimals in
Constant)

-999999999999999999999999999999
0-9

8

Reserved

67-79

12

X(12)

9

Reserved

80

1

X(1)

Length

Format

1-18

18

X(18)

19-20

2

X(2)

J4

21

1

X(1)

Blank

22-24

3

9(3)

001-999

Blanks
E

Calculated Item Transaction Layout - Record 2 of 2
Field

Description

1

Job ID

2

Transaction Code

3

Reserved

4

Transaction Number

5

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

2

6

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A
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Calculated Item Transaction Layout - Record 2 of 2
Field

Description

7

RHS Area

Pos.

Length

Format

Values

27

1

X(1)

I, C, or blank

28-30

3

9(3)

000-999, blank if Item
Type blank

27

1

X(1)

+, -

28-42

15

9(15)

43

1

9(1)

0-9

27

1

X(1)

@

28-71

44

X(44)

Formula (occurs 10 times):
(Item Type)
(Item Number)
Literal:
(Sign)
(Value)
(Number of decimals in
Constant))

-999999999999999999999999999999

Function:
(Function Constant)
(Function)

Date, year, month,
day, time, and day of
week

8

Calculation Operator 1

67

1

X(1)

+, -, *, / >

9

Item Print Format

68

1

X(1)

C,A,D

10

Number of Decimals

69

1

9(1)

Blank, 0-9

11

Absolute Value Indicator

70

1

X(1)

+, -, blank

12

Decimal Type

71

1

X(1)

Blank, 0

3

Reserved

72

1

X(1)

Blank, 0

14

Required Item Indicator

73

1

X(1)

Y, N, X, blank

15

Print Commas

74

1

X(1)

Y, N, blank

16

Reserved

75-79

5

X(5)

Blanks

17

Reserved

80

1

X(1)

E

1 The Calculation Operator (>) and RH functions (@) must be used together.

Reconciliation Rules Transaction Layout
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Reconciliation Rules Transaction Layout - Record 1 of 3
Field

Description

1

Job ID

2

Pos.

Length

Format

Values

1-18

18

X(18)

Transaction Code

19-21

3

X(3)

J5

3

Transaction Number

22-24

3

9(3)

001-999

4

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

1

5

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A

6

LHS Area

27-66

40

X(40)

27

1

X(1)

I, E, C or blank

28-30

3

9(3)

000-999, blank if Item
Type blank

27

1

X(1)

+, -, ’

28-42

15

9(15)

(Dec Points)

43

1

9(1)

0-9

7

Tolerance Indicator

67

1

X(1)

N, P, A, X

8

Tolerance Quantity

68-75

8

X(8)

00000000-99999999

9

Reserved

76-79

4

X(4)

Blanks

10

Reserved

80

1

X(1)

E

Formula (occurs 10 times):
(Item Type)
(Item Number)
Literal:
(Indicator)
(Value)
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Reconciliation Rules Transaction Layout - Record 2 of 3
Field

Description

1

Job ID

2

Pos.

Length

Format

Values

1-18

18

X(18)

Transaction Code

19-21

3

X(3)

J5

3

Transaction Number

22-24

3

9(3)

001-999

4

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

2

5

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A

6

RHS Area

27

1

X(1)

I, E, C, or blank

28-30

3

9(3)

000-999, blank if Item
Type blank

27

1

X(1)

+, -, ’

28-42

15

9(15)

(Dec Points)

43

1

9(1)

0-9

7

Return Code

67-70

4

X(4)

0000 or 0100-3999

8

Rule Type

71-72

2

X(2)

EQ, NE, GT, LT, GE,
LE

9

Format

73

1

X(1)

A, C, T

10

Format Decimals

74

1

X(1)

Blank, 0-9

11

Rule Type (Active/Inactive)

75

1

X(1)

A or I

12

Reserved

76-79

4

X(4)

Blanks

13

Reserved

80

1

X(1)

E

Formula (occurs 10 times):
(Item Type)
(Item Number)
Literal:
(Indicator)
(Value)

-999999999999999999999999999999

Note: Item Type specifically defines an item as Internal, External, or Calculated.
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Reconciliation Rules Transaction Layout - Record 3 of 3
Field

Description

Pos.

Length

Format

1

Job ID

2

Transaction Code

3

Reserved

4

Balancing Rule Number

5

1-18

18

X(18)

19-20

2

X(2)

J5

21

1

X(1)

Blank

22-24

3

9(3)

001-999

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

5

6

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A, R

7

Rule Action Code

27

1

X(1)

A, S, D

8

Left-hand Signs Area

28-41

14

28

1

X(1)

+, -, blank

42-55

14

Right-hand Sign (Occurs 14
times)

42

1

X(1)

+,-,blank

10

Store History Option

56

1

X(1)

Y, N, X, D, blank

11

Print Detail Report Option

57

1

X(1)

Y, N, X, blank

12

Print Recap Report Option

58

1

X(1)

Y, N, X, blank

13

Print Detail User Report
Option

59

1

X(1)

Y, N, X, blank

14

Tolerance Quantity Decimals

60

1

X(1)

0-8

15

Decimal Type

61

1

X(1)

Blank or 0

16

Truncate/Round Indicator

62

1

X(1)

Blank or 0

17

Print Commas

63

1

X(1)

Y, N, blank

18

Reserved

64-80

17

X(17)

Left-hand Sign (Occurs 14
times)
9

7/10/07
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Values

Blanks
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Conditional Reconciliation Rules Transaction Layout
Conditional Reconciliation Rules Transaction Layout - Record 1 of 2
Field

Description

1

Job ID

2

Transaction Code

3

Reserved

4

Recon. Rule Number

5

Pos.

Length

Format

Values

1-18

18

X(18)

19-20

2

X(2)

J5

21

1

X(1)

Blank

22-24

3

9(3)

001-999

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

3

6

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A, R, D

7

Conditional Recon.

27-76

50

X(50)

Conditional Reconciliation Sets (10 sets possible):
27

1

X(1)

Blank, N

28-30

3

9(3)

001-100

Logical Operator

31

1

X(1)

A, O

84

Conditional Action

77

1

X(1)

T, F

9

Reserved

78-80

3

X(3)

Blanks

81

“Not” (¬) Indicator

82

Rule Number

83

1 Indicates that the next rule must be out-of-balance to be considered true. A blank means the rule must
be in balance to be true.
2 The rule number to evaluate. This rule may be either an active or an inactive rule
(see Record 2)
3 Operator may be an ‘A’ representing “AND” or an ‘O’ representing “OR.”
4 Conditional Action -- either True (‘T’) or False (‘F’). If ‘T’ is specified, and the left-hand side is true, the
right-hand side action will be performed. If ‘F’ is specified, and the left-hand side is false, the right-hand
side action will also be performed.
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Conditional Reconciliation Rules Transaction Layout - Record 2 of 2
Field

Description

Pos.

Length

Format

1

Job ID

2

Transaction Code

3

Reserved

4

Reconciliation Rule No.

5

Values

1-18

18

X(18)

19-20

2

X(2)

J5

21

1

X(1)

Blank

22-24

3

9(3)

001-999

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

4

6

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A, R

71

Rule Action

27

1

X(1)

E, R

82

Return Code

28-31

4

X(4)

0000, 0001-9999

93

Process Rules

32-61

30

X(30)

Conditional Rule Process Sets (10 Rules possible):
10

Store History Option

62

1

X(1)

Y, N, X, D, or blank

11

Print Detail Report

63

1

X(1)

Y, N, X, or blank

12

Print Recap Report

64

1

X(1)

Y, N, X, or blank

13

Print User Report

65

1

X(1)

Y, N, X, or blank

14

Reserved

66-79

14

X(14)

154

Rule Type

80

1

X(1)

Blanks
C, X

1 Rule Action may be E (Execute a set of rules) or R (set the Return Code).
2 Return Code is the Return Code to set when the complex action is taken and a process action of Set
Return Code (R) is specified.
3 Process rules are the rules to be processed when the complex action is taken and the Process action is
to execute the rules (E).
4 Rule type C is active conditional and can set a return code or activate additional rules for processing.
Rule type X is inactive conditional and cannot perform any actions.
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Message Transaction Layout
Message Transaction Layout - Record 1 of 2
Field

Description

1

Job ID

2

Transaction Code

3

Reserved

4

Message No.

5

Pos.

Length

Format

Value

1-18

18

X(18)

19-20

2

X(2)

J6

21

1

X(1)

Blank

22-24

3

9(3)

001-999

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

1

6

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A, R, or D

7

Instruction-1 (Characters 140)

27-66

40

X(40)

8

Reserved

67-80

14

X(14)

Length

Format

1-18

18

X(18)

19-20

2

X(2)

J6

21

1

X(1)

Blank

22-24

3

9(3)

001-100

Blanks

Message Transaction Layout - Record 2 of 2
Field

Description

1

Job ID

2

Transaction Code

3

Reserved

4

Message No.

5

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

2

6

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A or R

7

Instruction-2
(Characters 41-80)

27-66

40

X(40)

8

Return Code

67-70

4

9(4)

9

Reserved

71-80

10

X(10)

700
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Value

0000, 0001-9999
Blanks
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Freeform Output File Transaction Layout
Freeform Output File Transaction Layout - Record 1 of 1
Field

Description

1

Job ID

2

Pos.

Length

Format

Value

1-18

18

X(18)

Transaction Code

19-21

3

X(2)

J71

3

Transaction Number

22-24

3

9(3)

001-999

4

Transaction Sequence

25

1

X(1)

1

5

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A, R, or D

6

Value Number

27-29

3

X(3)

001-999

7

Value From

30-31

2

X(2)

01-08

8

Value Length

32-34

3

X(3)

001-008

9

Value Output-Length

35-37

3

X(3)

001-040

10

Value Justification

38

1

X(1)

C, R, L, A

11

Date Separator

39

1

X(1)

Y, N, blank

12

Internal or Key flag

40

1

X(1)

I, K, blank

13

Reserved

41-80

39

X(39)

Blank

Message E-mail Address Transaction Layout
Message E-mail Address Transaction Layout - Record 1 of 1
Field

Description

1

Job ID

2

Length

Format

1-18

18

X(18)

Transaction Code

19-21

3

X(03)

J61

3

Message No.

22-24

3

9(03)

001-999

4

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(01)

1

5

Transaction Type

26

1

X(01)

A, R, or D

6

E-mail Address

27-80

54

X(54)
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File Item Transaction Layout
File Item Transaction Layout - Record 1 of 1
Field

Description

1

Job ID

2

Transaction Code

3

Reserved

4

File Item Number

5

Pos.

Length

Format

Value

1-18

18

X(18)

19-20

2

X(2)

J8

21

1

X(1)

Blank

22-24

3

X(3)

001-100

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

1

6

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A, D, or R

7

File Name

27-34

8

X(8)

8

File Qualifier

35-36

2

X(2)

9

Reconciliation Key Option

37

1

X(1)

10

Reserved

38-80

43

X(43)

Blank, Y, N
Blanks

Basic File Information Transaction Layout
Basic File Information Transaction Layout - Record 1 of 2
Field

Description

1

File ID

2

Length

Format

1-10

10

X(10)

Record ID

11-16

6

X(6)

000000

3

Reserved

17-18

2

X(2)

Blanks

4

Transaction Code

19-20

2

X(2)

F0

5

Reserved

21

1

X(1)

Blank

6

Transaction Number

22-24

3

9(3)

000

7

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

1

8

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A, D, R, or *

9

Access Mode

27

1

X(1)

6 or 7

10

File Organization

28-29

2

X(2)

PS, VK, SP, B2, HF,
or UP

11

Reserved

30

1

X(1)

A

12

Reserved

31-35

5

9(5)

00000
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Basic File Information Transaction Layout - Record 1 of 2
Field

Description

13

Hard Copy DDNAME

14

Pos.

Length

Format

Value

36-43

8

X(8)

Reserved

44-50

7

9(7)

15

Reserved

51-60

10

X(10)

16

File Translation Table

61-76

16

X(16)

171

History File All Option

77

1

X(1)

Y or blank

18

Reset Variables

78

1

X(1)

Y, N, or blank

19

Record Sequential Ind

79

1

X(1)

R or blank

20

Reserved

80

1

X(1)

Blanks

0000000
Blanks

1 If History File All Option is Y, File Organization must be HF.

Basic File Information Transaction Layout - Record 2 of 2
Field

Description

1

File ID

2

Length

Format

1-10

10

X(10)

Record ID

11-16

6

X(6)

000000

3

Reserved

17-18

2

X(2)

Blanks

4

Transaction Code

19-20

2

X(2)

F0

5

Reserved

21

1

X(1)

Blank

6

Transaction Number

22-24

3

9(3)

000

7

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

2

8

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A, D, R, or *

9

Reserved

27-52

26

X(26)

10

File Description

53-70

18

X(18)

11

View From

71-75

5

9(5)

12

View To

75-80

5

9(5)
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Basic File Information Transaction Layout - Record 2 of 2 -- Alternate Format for Spool
Field

Description

1

File ID

2

Pos.

Length

Format

Value

1-10

10

X(10)

Record ID

11-16

6

X(6)

000000

3

Reserved

17-18

2

X(2)

Blanks

4

Transaction Code

19-20

2

X(2)

F0

5

Reserved

21

1

X(1)

Blank

6

Transaction Number

22-24

3

9(3)

000

7

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

2

8

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A, D, R, or *

9

Step Name

27-34

8

X(8)

10

Step Occurrence

35-37

3

9(3)

11

DDNAME

38-45

8

X(8)

12

Reserved

46-52

7

X(7)

13

File Description

53-70

18

X(18)

14

Reserved

71-80

10

X(10)

001-999

Blanks

Blanks

Basic File Information Transaction Layout - Record 2 of 2 -- Alternate Format for DB2 File
Access
Field

Description

1

File ID

2

Length

Format

1-10

10

X(10)

Record ID

11-16

6

X(6)

000000

3

Reserved

17-18

2

X(2)

Blanks

4

Transaction Code

19-20

2

X(2)

F0

5

Reserved

21

1

X(1)

Blank

6

Transaction Number

22-24

3

9(3)

000

7

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

2

8

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A, D, R, or *
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Basic File Information Transaction Layout - Record 2 of 2 -- Alternate Format for DB2 File
Access
Field

Description

9

DB2 Owner Name

10

Pos.

Length

Format

Value

27-34

8

X(8)

DB2 Table Name

35-52

18

X(18)

11

File Description

53-70

18

X(18)

12

DB2 Freeform Editor

71

1

X(1)

1-Use, 2 or blank Do not use

13

Reserved

72-80

9

X(9)

Blanks

Basic File Information Transaction Layout - Record 2 of 2 -- Alternate Format
for Oracle/ODBC File Access
Field

Description

1

File ID

2

Length

Format

1-10

10

X(10)

Record ID

11-16

6

X(6)

000000

3

Reserved

17-18

2

X(2)

Blanks

4

Transaction Code

19-20

2

X(2)

F0

5

Reserved

21

1

X(1)

Blank

6

Transaction Number

22-24

3

9(3)

000

7

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

2

8

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A, D, R, or *

9

Database Name

27-58

32

X(32)

10

Reserved

59-70

12

X(12)

12

DB2 Freeform Editor

71

1

X(1)

1-Use, 2 or blank Do not use

13

Reserved

72-80

9

X(9)

Blanks
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Blanks
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Basic File Information Transaction Layout - Record-2 of 2 -Alternate Format for User Program File Access
Field

Description

1

File ID

2

Length

Format

1-10

10

X(10)

Record ID

11-16

6

X(6)

000000

3

Reserved

17-18

2

X(2)

Blanks

4

Transaction Code

19-20

2

X(2)

F0

5

Reserved

21

1

X(1)

Blank

6

Transaction Number

22-24

3

9(3)

000

7

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

2

8

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A, D, R, or *

9

User Program Name

27-34

8

X(8)

10

User Program Data

35-52

18

X(18)

11

File Description

53-70

18

X(18)

12

Reserved

71-80

10

X(10)
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Additional DB2 Tables Transaction Layout
Additional DB2 Tables Transaction Layout - Record 1 of 1
Field

Description

1

File ID

2

Length

Format

1-10

10

X(10)

Record Sequence Number

11-16

6

X(6)

00000, 000001999999

3

Reserved

17-18

2

X(2)

Blanks

4

Transaction Code

19-21

3

X(3)

F05

5

DB2 Table Number

22-24

3

9(3)

002-100

6

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

1

7

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A, D, or R

8

Field Type

27-28

2

X(2)

B2

9

DB2 Table Owner

29-36

8

X(8)

10

DB2 Table Name

37-54

18

X(18)

11

Reserved

55-80

26

X(26)
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Selection Field Transaction Layout
x
Field

Description

1

File ID

2

Length

Format

1-10

10

X(10)

Record Sequence Number

11-16

6

X(6)

000001-999999

Record Group Number
(Access mode 6 or 7 nonDB2 Input only)

11-13

3

X(3)

001-999

Record Subgroup Number
(Access mode 6 or 7 nonDB2 Input only)

14-16

3

X(3)

001-999

3

Reserved

17-18

2

X(2)

Blanks

4

Transaction Code

19-20

2

X(2)

F4

5

Reserved

21

1

X(1)

Blank

6

Field Number

22-24

3

9(3)

001-100

7

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

1

8

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A, D, or R

9

Field Position

27-30

4

9(4)

0001-9999 or 0000
for Selection Type 'R'

10

Field Length

31-32

2

9(2)

01-80 or 00 for
Selection Type R

11

Field Format

33

1

X(1)

1- 6 or blanks for
Selection Type R

12

Reserved

34-35

2

X(2)

T

13

Same Record Indicator

36-37

2

X(2)

Y, N, or blanks

14

Selection Type

38

1

X(1)

X, A, >, <, =, ¬, R, -,
9, K, L, B, E, H, V, N,
!, ), (, or blank

151

Selection Value

16

708

Pos.

39-54

See note 1.

Selection Value 1

39-46

8

X(8)

Selection Value 2

47-54

8

X(8)

55-57

3

9(3)

Relative Record Number

Value
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x
Field

Description

Pos.

Length

Format

Value

Selection Key Sequence

55-57

3

9(3)

000 or 001-010 for
Selection Type K

Extraction Variable Number

55-57

3

9(3)

000 or 001-999 for
Selection Types H, V,
=, ¬, B, -, 9, >, <, A,
X, N, E, L, !, ), (, or
blank

17

Reserved

58-59

2

X(2)

Blanks

18

Level Number

60

1

X(1)

1, 2, or blank for preR3.5 definitions

19

Logical Operator

61

1

X(1)

0 - OR, 1 - AND,
blank - pre-R3.5
definitions

202

Input Type

62

1

X(1)

1, V, or blank

211

Selection To Value

63-78

16

X(16)

22

Reserved

79-80

2

X(2)

See note 1.
Blanks

1 - Selection Value 1, Selection Value 2, and Selection To Value - Do not edit these values in
batch cards. If you want to change the values, do so through the interface and generate new
batch cards.
2 - Input Type - 1 - Input Area, V - Extraction Variable, blank - Selection Type R or
pre-Release 3.5 definition.
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Selection Values Transaction Layout
Selection Values Transaction Layout - Record 1 of 1
Field

Description

1

File ID

2

Length

Format

1-10

10

X(10)

Record Sequence Number

11-16

6

X(6)

000001-999999

Record Group Number
(Access mode 6 or 7 nonDB2 Input only)

11-13

3

X(3)

001-999

Record Subgroup Number
(Access mode 6 or 7 nonDB2 Input only)

14-16

3

X(3)

001-999

3

Reserved

17-18

2

X(2)

Blanks

4

Transaction Code

19-20

2

X(2)

F4

5

Reserved

21

1

X(1)

A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H,
I, J, K. L. M, N

6

Field Number

22-24

3

9(3)

001-100

7

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

1, 2

8

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A, D, or R

9

Reserved

27-32

6

9(6)

Blanks

10

Field Format

33

1

X(1)

1- 6 or blanks for
Selection Type R

11

Reserved

34-37

4

X(4)

Blanks

12

Selection Type

38

1

X(1)

=, ¬, -, !, B, E, L

39-54

16

X(16)

13
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Selection Values Transaction Layout - Record 1 of 1
Field

Description

Pos.

Length

Format

Value

14

Value 2

55-70

16

X(16)

see note 1

15

Reserved

71-80

10

X(10)

Blanks

1 - Value 1 and Value 2 fields: Contents of these fields depends on the value of Field Format
(field 10)
or Selection Type (field 12), as follows:
When Field Format is Alphanumeric:
Last 8 bytes of Value 1 are blanks
Last 8 bytes of Value 2 are blanks
When Selection Type is Within Range/Outside Range:
Value 1 is the select from value
Value 2 is the select to value

DB2 WHERE Clause Transaction Layout
DB2 Freeform WHERE Clause Transaction Layout - Record 1 of 1
Field

Description

1

File ID

2

Length

Format

1-10

10

X(10)

Record Sequence Number

11-16

6

X(6)

000000, 000001999999

3

Reserved

17-18

2

X(2)

Blanks

4

Transaction Code

19-21

3

X(3)

F45

5

WHERE Clause Field No.

22-24

3

9(3)

001-100

6

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

1

7

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A, D, or R

8

DB2 WHERE Clause

27-66

40

X(40)

9

Literal Continuation

67

1

X(1)

10

Reserved

68-80

13

X(13)
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Blank or Y
Blanks
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DB2 Freeform SELECT Clause Transaction Layout
DB2 Freeform SELECT Clause Transaction Layout - Record 1 of 1
Field

Description

1

File ID

2

Pos.

Length

Format

Value

1-10

10

X(10)

Record Sequence Number

11-16

6

X(6)

000001-999999

3

Reserved

17-18

2

X(2)

Blanks

4

Transaction Code

19-21

3

X(3)

F46

5

SELECT Clause Field No.

22-24

3

X(3)

001-100

6

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

1

7

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A, D, or R

8

DB2 SELECT Clause

27-62

36

X(36)

9

Reserved

63-80

18

X(18)

Blanks

DB2 Freeform FROM Clause Transaction Layout
DB2 Freeform FROM Clause Transaction Layout - Record 1 of 1
Field

Description

1

File ID

2

Length

Format

1-10

10

X(10)

Record Sequence Number

11-16

6

X(6)

000001-999999

3

Reserved

17-18

2

X(2)

Blanks

4

Transaction Code

19-21

3

X(3)

F47

5

FROM Clause Field No.

22-24

3

X(3)

001-100

6

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

1

7

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A, D, or R

8

DB2 FROM Clause

27-62

36

X(36)

9

Reserved

63-80

18

X(18)
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DB2 Freeform WHERE Clause Transaction Layout
All DB2 clauses other than SELECT and FROM will be here.
DB2 Freeform Where Clause Transaction Layout - Record 1 of 1
Field

Description

1

File ID

2

Pos.

Length

Format

Value

1-10

10

X(10)

Record Sequence Number

11-16

6

X(6)

000000, 000001999999

3

Reserved

17-18

2

X(2)

Blanks

4

Transaction Code

19-21

3

X(3)

F48

5

WHERE Clause Field No.

22-24

3

X(3)

001-100

6

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

1

7

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A, D, or R

8

DB2 WHERE Clause

27-62

36

X(36)

9

Reserved

63-80

18

X(18)

Blanks

Length

Format

Value

1-10

10

X(10)

Reformat Field Transaction Layout
Reformat Field Transaction Layout - Record 1 of 1
Field

Description

1

File ID

2

Record Sequence Number

11-16

6

X(6)

000000, 000001999999

Record Group Number
(Access mode 6 or 7 nonDB2 Input only)

11-13

3

X(3)

001-999

Record Subgroup Number
(Access mode 6 or 7 nonDB2 Input only)

14-16

3

X(3)

001-999

3

Reserved

17-18

2

X(2)

Blanks

4

Transaction Code

19-20

2

X(2)

F5

5

Reserved

21

1

X(1)

Blank

6

Field Number

22-24

3

9(3)

001-100

7

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

1
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Reformat Field Transaction Layout - Record 1 of 1
Field

Description

8

Transaction Type

9

Input Field Format

10

Length

Format

26

1

X(1)

A, D, or R

27

1

X(1)

1,2,3,4,5,6,L,or V

Input Field Position

28-31

4

9(4)

0001-0999

11

Input Field Length

32-33

2

9(2)

01-80

12

Output Field Format

34

1

X(1)

1, 2, 3, 4, or 5

13

Output Field Position

35-38

4

9(4)

0001-0999

14

Output Field Length

39-40

2

9(2)

01-80

15

Destination Area

41

1

X(1)

O, R, or blank

16

Literal Area

42-61

20

X(20)

17

Note Area Assignment

62

1

X(1)

C, N, or blank

18

Extraction Variable No.

63-65

3

9(3)

Blank or 000,or 001999 for Input Field
Format V

19

Extraction Variable Input
Format

66

1

X(1)

2-text, 3-packed,
space-input is not EV.

20

Reserved

67-80

14

X(14)
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Key Field Transaction Layout
Key Field Transaction Layout - Record 1 of 2
Field

Description

1

File ID

2

Length

Format

1-10

10

X(10)

Record Sequence Number

11-16

6

X(6)

000001-999999

Record Group Number
(Access mode 6 or 7 nonDB2 Input only)

11-13

3

X(3)

001-999

Record Subgroup Number
(Access mode 6 or 7 nonDB2 Input only)

14-16

3

X(3)

001-999

3

Reserved

17-18

2

X(2)

Blanks

4

Transaction Code

19-20

2

X(2)

F6

5

Reserved

21

1

X(1)

Blank

6

Field Number

22-24

3

9(3)

001-100

7

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

1

8

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A, D, or R

9

Field Position

27-30

4

9(4)

0000-9999

10

Field Length

31-32

2

9(2)

00-805

11

Field Format2

33

1

X(1)

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

12

Field Type

34-35

2

X(2)

CY or K

13

Reserved

36-37

2

X(2)

Blanks

14

Key Number

38-40

3

X(3)

001-005 or 001-0101

15

Cycle Format2

41

1

X(1)

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,
A, B, C, D, E, or
blank

16

Translation Table Name or
Literal Area

42-57

16

X(16)

17

Translation Option

58

1

X(1)

Y, N, X, Q, L, V, D, F,
or blank

18

Selection Key Indicator

59

1

X(1)

Y or blank

19

Reserved

60-61

2

X(2)

Blanks
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Key Field Transaction Layout - Record 1 of 2
Field

Description

Pos.

20

Extraction Variable No.

21

DB2 Indicator3

22

Reserved

Length

Format

Value

62-64

3

9(3)

Blank or 000,or 001999 for Translation
Option V

65

1

X(1)

Y or blank

66-80

15

X(15)

Blanks

1 When Selection Key Indicator is blank, Field Sequence is 001-005. When Selection Key Indicator is Y,
Field Sequence is 001-010.
2 If the Cycle Format is B, C, D, or E, then the Field Format must be 2.
3 When DB2 Indicator is Y, Record-2 is required. When DB2 Indicator is Blank, Record-2 is not allowed.
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Key Field Transaction Layout - Record 2 of 2
Field

Description

1

File ID

2

Pos.

Length

Format

Value

1-10

10

X(10)

Record Sequence Number

11-16

6

X(6)

000000, 000001999999

Record Group Number
(Access mode 6 or 7 nonDB2 Input only)

11-13

3

X(3)

001-999

Record Subgroup Number
(Access mode 6 or 7 nonDB2 Input only)

14-16

3

X(3)

001-999

3

Reserved

17-18

2

X(2)

Blanks

4

Transaction Code

19-20

2

X(2)

F6

5

Reserved

21

1

X(1)

Blank

6

Field Number

22-24

3

9(3)

001-100

7

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

2

8

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A, D, or R

9

DB2 Key Field Name

27-44

18

X(18)

10

DB2 Table Number

45-47

3

9(3)

001-100 or blank

11

DB2 Key Field Name
Continued Indicator

48

1

X(1)

Y or blank

12

Reserved

49-80

32

X(32)

Blanks

DB2 Key Field Name Transaction Layout Continued
DB2 Key Field Name Transaction Layout Continued - Record 1 of 2
Field

Description

1

File ID

2

Length

Format

1-10

10

X(10)

Record Sequence Number

11-16

6

X(6)

000001-999999

3

Reserved

17-18

2

X(2)

Blanks

4

Transaction Code

19-21

3

X(3)

F61

5

Field Number

22-24

3

X(3)

001-100
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DB2 Key Field Name Transaction Layout Continued - Record 1 of 2
Field

Description

Pos.

Length

Format

6

Transaction Sequence

7

Transaction Type

8

Value

25

1

9(1)

1

26

1

X(1)

A, D, or R

DB2 Key Field Name

27-66

40

X(40)

9

DB2 Key Field Name
Continued Indicator

67

1

X(1)

10

Reserved

68-80

12

X(12)

Blank or Y
Blanks

DB2 Key Field Name Transaction Layout Continued - Record 2 of 2
Field

Description

1

File ID

2

Pos.

Length

Format

Value

1-10

10

X(10)

Record Sequence Number

11-16

6

X(6)

000001-999999

3

Reserved

17-18

2

X(2)

Blanks

4

Transaction Code

19-21

3

X(3)

F61

5

Field Number

22-24

3

X(3)

001-100

6

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

2

7

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A, D, or R

8

DB2 Key Field Name

27-66

40

X(40)

9

Reserved

67-80

13

X(13)

Blanks

DB2 Key Field Name Transaction Layout Continued
DB2 Key Field Name Transaction Layout Continued - Record 1 of 2
Field

Description

1

File ID

2
3

718

Pos.

Length

Format

1-10

10

X(10)

Record Sequence Number

11-16

6

X(6)

000001-999999

Reserved

17-18

2

X(2)

Blanks
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DB2 Key Field Name Transaction Layout Continued - Record 1 of 2
Field

Description

4

Transaction Code

5

Field Number

6

Pos.

Length

Format

Value

19-21

3

X(3)

F62

22-24

3

X(3)

001-100

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

1

7

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A, D, or R

8

DB2 Key Field Name

27-66

40

X(40)

9

Reserved

67-80

13

X(13)

Blanks

DB2 Key Field Name Transaction Layout Continued - Record 2 of 2
Field

Description

1

File ID

2

Pos.

Length

Format

Value

1-10

10

X(10)

Record Sequence Number

11-16

6

X(6)

000001-999999

3

Reserved

17-18

2

X(2)

Blanks

4

Transaction Code

19-21

3

X(3)

F62

5

Field Number

22-24

3

X(3)

001-100

6

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

2

7

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A, D, or R

8

DB2 Key Field Name

27-66

40

X(40)

9

Reserved

67-80

13

X(13)

Blanks

Detail Field Transaction Layout
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Detail Field Transaction Layout - Record 1 of 2
Field

Description

1

File ID

2

Length

Format

1-10

10

X(10)

Record Sequence Number

11-16

6

X(6)

000001-999999

Record Group Number
(Access mode 6 or 7 nonDB2 Input only)

11-13

3

X(3)

001-999

Record Subgroup Number
(Access mode 6 or 7 nonDB2 Input only)

14-16

3

X(3)

001-999

3

Reserved

17-18

2

X(2)

Blanks

4

Transaction Code

19-20

2

X(2)

F7

5

Reserved

21

1

X(1)

Blank

6

Accumulation Field No.

22-24

3

9(3)

001-999

7

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

1

8

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A, D, or R

9

Field Position

27-30

4

9(4)

0001-9999

10

Field Length (MAX)1

31-32

2

9(2)

00-80

11

Field Format

33

1

X(1)

1, 2, 3, 4 or 5

12

Field Type2

34-35

2

X(2)

A, C, D, T, +, TL, CR,
AF, DF, TF, or <, >, A,
A>, D<, or D>

13

Negative Sign Indicator

36-37

2

X(2)

14

Internal Item Number3

38-40

3

9(3)

001-999

15

Date Format4

41

1

X(1)

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9,
A, B, C, D, E or blank

16

Translation Table Name

42-57

16

X(16)

Literal Area5

42-49

8

X(8)

Reserved

50-57

8

X(8)

Blanks

17

Translation Options

5858

11

X(1)
X(1)

Y, Y, N, X, Q, or N, X,
Q, or blank

18

Accumulation Option6

59

1

X(1)

A, F, L, R, ¬, >, <, Z
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Detail Field Transaction Layout - Record 1 of 2
Field

Description

Pos.

19

Output Area

20

Input Area

21

Input Extraction Variable

21

Database Indicator7

22

Reserved

Length

Format

Value

60

1

X(1)

Blank or V

61

1

X(1)

Blank or V or L

62-64

3

9(3)

001-999 for Input
Area V

65

1

X(1)

Blank or Y

66-80

66

X(15)

Blanks

1 Field Length: A length of 00 is allowed only for tally of detail field.
2 Field Type: C = Last count value, A = Last amount value, D = Last date-count value, T = Last text value,
+= Accumulation of all values, TL = Tally all values, C <= Minimum of all count values, A <= Minimum of
all amount values, D <= Minimum of all date-count values, C >= Maximum of all count values, A >=
Maximum of all amount values, D >= Maximum of all date-count values, CF = First count value, AF =
First amount value, DF = First date-count value, TF = First text value
3 Internal Item Number: If Output Area = V, the value you enter here will be an Extraction Variable
Number.
4 Date Format: If the Date Format is B, C, D, or E, then the Field Format must be 2.
5 Literal Area redefines Translation Table Name when Input Area = L.
6 Accumulation Option: For Suspense Processing, use option R.
7 Database Indicator: When Database Indicator is Y, Record-2 is required. When Database Indicator is
Blank, Record-2 is not allowed.
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Detail Field Transaction Layout - Record 2 of 2
Field

Description

1

File ID

2

Length

Format

1-10

10

X(10)

Record Sequence Number

11-16

6

X(6)

000001-999999

Record Group Number
(Access mode 6 or 7 nonDB2 Input only)

11-13

3

X(3)

001-999

Record Subgroup Number
(Access mode 6 or 7 nonDB2 Input only)

14-16

3

X(3)

001-999

3

Reserved

17-18

2

X(2)

Blanks

4

Transaction Code

19-20

2

X(2)

F7

5

Reserved

21

1

X(1)

Blank

6

Field Number

22-24

3

9(3)

001-100

7

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

2

8

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A, D, or R

9

DB2 Detail Field Name

27-44

18

X(18)

10

DB2 Table Number

45-47

3

9(3)

001-100 or blank

11

DB2 Detail Field Name
Continued Indicator

48

1

X(1)

Y or blank

12

Reserved

49-80

32

X(32)
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DB2 Detail Field Name Transaction Layout Continued
DB2 Detail Field Name Transaction Layout Continued - Record 1 of 2
Field

Description

1

File ID

2

Pos.

Length

Format

Value

1-10

10

X(10)

Record Sequence Number

11-16

6

X(6)

000001-999999

3

Reserved

17-18

2

X(2)

Blanks

4

Transaction Code

19-21

3

X(3)

F71

5

Field Number

22-24

3

X(3)

001-999

6

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

1

7

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A, D, or R

8

DB2 Detail Field Name

27-66

40

X(40)

9

DB2 Detail Field Name
Continued Indicator

67

1

X(1)

10

Reserved

68-80

12

X(12)

Y or blank
Blanks

DB2 Detail Field Name Transaction Layout Continued - Record 2 of 2
Field

Description

1

File ID

2

Length

Format

1-10

10

X(10)

Record Sequence Number

11-16

6

X(6)

000001-999999

3

Reserved

17-18

2

X(2)

Blanks

4

Transaction Code

19-21

3

X(3)

F71

5

Field Number

22-24

3

X(3)

001-999

6

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

2

7

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A, D, or R

8

DB2 Detail Field Name

27-66

40

X(40)

9

Reserved

67-80

13

X(13)

7/10/07
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Value

Blanks
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DB2 Detail Field Name Transaction Layout Continued
DB2 Detail Field Name Transaction Layout Continued - Record 1 of 2
Field

Description

1

File ID

2

Pos.

Length

Format

Value

1-10

10

X(10)

Record Sequence Number

11-16

6

X(6)

000001-999999

3

Reserved

17-18

2

X(2)

Blanks

4

Transaction Code

19-21

3

X(3)

F72

5

Field Number

22-24

3

X(3)

001-999

6

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

1

7

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A, D, or R

8

DB2 Detail Field Name

27-66

40

X(40)

9

Reserved

67-80

13

X(13)

Blanks

DB2 Detail Field Name Transaction Layout Continued - Record 2 of 2
Field

Description

1

File ID

2

Pos.

Length

Format

Value

1-10

10

X(10)

Record Sequence Number

11-16

6

X(6)

000001-999999

3

Reserved

17-18

2

X(2)

Blanks

4

Transaction Code

19-21

3

X(3)

F72

5

Field Number

22-24

3

X(3)

001-999

6

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

2

7

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A, D, or R

8

DB2 Detail Field Name

27-66

40

X(40)

9

Reserved

67-80

13

X(13)

Blanks

Basic Process Information Transaction Layout
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Basic Process Information Transaction Layout - Record 1 of 3
Field
#

Description

Positio
n

Length

Format

1

Process ID

1-16

16

X(16)

2

Reserved

17-18

2

X(2)

Blank

3

Transaction Code

19-20

2

X(2)

E0

4

Reserved

21

1

X(1)

Blank

5

Transaction Number

22-24

3

X(3)

000

6

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

1

7

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A, D, R, or *

8

Number of Cycles

27-29

3

9(3)

001 to 100

9

Number of Items

30-32

3

9(3)

001 to 999

10

Print Cycle Message

33

1

X(1)

Y or N

11

Print Zero Divide Message

34

1

X(1)

Y, N, or X

12

Set Return Code

35

1

X(1)

Y, N, or X

13

Reserved

36-80

43

X(43)
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Blanks
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Basic Process Information Transaction Layout - Record 2 of 3
Field
#

Description

Positio
n

Length

Format

1

Process-ID

1-16

16

X(16)

2

Reserved

17-18

2

X(2)

Blank

3

Transaction Code

19-20

2

X(2)

E0

4

Reserved

21

1

X(1)

Blank

5

Transaction Number

22-24

3

X(3)

000

6

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

2

7

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A, D, R

8

Cycle Table Name

27-42

16

X(16)

9

Reserved

43

1

X(1)

Blank

10

Cycle Option

44-45

2

X(2)

H or TG

11

Relative Number of Cycles

46-48

3

S9(2)

-99 to +00; Sign
Leading Separate

12

Reserved

49-80

32

X(32)

Blanks

Value

Basic Process Information Transaction Layout - Record 3 of 3
Field
#

Description

Positio
n

Length

Format

1

Process-ID

1-16

16

X(16)

2

Reserved

17-18

2

X(2)

Blank

3

Transaction Code

19-20

2

X(2)

E0

4

Reserved

21

1

X(1)

Blank

5

Transaction Number

22-24

3

X(3)

000

6

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

3

7

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A, D, R

8

Cycle Ref History Key 1

27-34

8

X(8)

9

Cycle Ref History Key 2

35-42

8

X(8)
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Basic Process Information Transaction Layout - Record 3 of 3
Field
#

Description

Positio
n

Length

Format

10

Cycle Ref History Key 3

43-50

8

X(8)

11

Cycle Ref History Key 4

51-58

8

X(8)

12

Cycle Ref History Key 5

59-66

8

X(8)

13

Reserved

67-80

14

X(14)

Value

Blanks

Summary Level Information Transaction Layout
Summary Level Information Transaction Layout - Record 1 of 2
Field

Description

1

Process ID

2

Pos.

Length

Format

Value

1-16

16

X(16)

Reserved

17-18

2

X(2)

Blanks

3

Transaction Code

19-20

2

X(2)

E1

4

Reserved

21

1

X(1)

Blank

5

Summary Level Number

22-24

3

9(3)

001 to 010

6

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

1

7

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A, D, or R

8

Key Length

27-28

2

9(2)

01 to 40

9

Reserved

29-30

2

X(2)

Blanks

10

Report ID's (1 - 5)

31-80

50

5-X(10)

Note: 1-5 Report IDs, 10 chars each
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Summary Level Information Transaction Layout - Record 2 of 2
Field

Description

1

Process ID

2

Pos.

Length

Format

Value

1-16

16

X(16)

Reserved

17-18

2

X(2)

Blanks

3

Transaction Code

19-20

2

X(2)

E1

4

Reserved

21

1

X(1)

Blank

5

Summary Level Number

22-24

3

9(3)

001 to 010

6

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

2

7

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A, D, or R

8

Reserved

27-30

4

X(4)

Blanks

9

Report ID's (6 - 9)

31-80

50

4-X(10)

Note: 6-9 Report IDs, 10 chars each

Basic Report Information Transaction Layout
Basic Report Information Transaction Layout - Record 1 of 1
Field

Description

1

Report ID

2

Length

Format

1-10

10

X(10)

Reserved

11-18

8

X(8)

Blanks

3

Transaction Code

19-20

2

X(2)

R0

4

Reserved

21

1

X(1)

Blank

5

Transaction Number

22-24

3

X(3)

000 to 010

6

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

1

7

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A, D, R, or *

8

Report Title

27-66

40

X(40)

9

Number of Columns/Page

67-68

2

9(2)

01 to 06

10

Report Type

69

1

X(1)

1 or 2

11

Report Print Option

70

1

X(1)

Y, N, or X

12

Item Level Analysis

71

1

X(1)

Y or N

13

Reserved

72-74

3

X(3)

Blanks
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Basic Report Information Transaction Layout - Record 1 of 1
Field

Description

Pos.

Length

Format

14

Report Print Sequence

15

Value

75-76

2

X(2)

01 to 90, or blanks

Truncate/Round

77

1

X(1)

Blank, 0

16

Decimal Type

78

1

X(1)

Blank, 0

17

Report Missing Cycles

79

1

X(1)

Blank, N, Y

18

Reserved

80

1

X(1)

Blanks

History Item Information Transaction Layout
History Item Information Transaction Layout - REcord 1 of 2
Field

Description

1

Report ID

2

Pos.

Length

Format

Value

1-10

10

X(10)

Reserved

11-18

8

X(8)

Blanks

3

Transaction Code

19-20

2

X(2)

R1

4

Reserved

21

1

X(1)

Blank

5

History Item Number

22-24

3

X(3)

001-100

6

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

1

7

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A, D, or R

8

Description-1

27-66

40

X(40)

9

Reserved

67-80

14

X(14)

Blanks

Summary Level Information Transaction Layout - Record 2 of 2
Field

Description

1

Report ID

2

Length

Format

1-10

10

X(10)

Reserved

11-18

8

X(8)

3

Transaction Code

19-20

2

X(2)

R1

4

Reserved

21

1

X(1)

Blank

5

Record Number

22-24

3

X(3)

001-100
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Value
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Summary Level Information Transaction Layout - Record 2 of 2
Field

Description

Pos.

Length

Format

6

Transaction Sequence

7

Transaction Type

8

Description-2

9

Value

25

1

9(1)

2

26

1

X(1)

A, D, or R

27-66

40

X(40)

Item Print Format

67

1

X(1)

C,A

10

Item Print Dec

68

1

X(1)

Blank or 0-9

11

Item Analysis Rule Number

69-71

3

9(3)

Blanks or 000-100

12

Internal Item Number

72-74

3

9(3)

Blanks or 000 to 999

13

Reserved

75-80

6

X(6)

Blanks

Key Heading Information Transaction Layout
Key Heading Information Transaction Layout - Record 1 of 1
Field

Description

1

Report ID

2

Pos.

Length

Format

Value

1-10

10

X(10)

Reserved

11-18

8

X(8)

Blanks

3

Transaction Code

19-20

2

X(2)

R2

4

Reserved

21

1

X(1)

Blank

5

Key Heading Number

22-24

3

X(3)

001-100

6

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

1

7

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A, D, or R

8

Heading Line Number

27-29

3

9(3)

001 or 002

9

Reserved

30

1

X(1)

10

Heading Position

31-33

3

9(3)

001- 060

11

Heading Length

34-36

3

9(3)

001-040

12

Reserved

37-38

2

X(2)

Blanks

13

Heading Text

39-78

40

X(40)

14

Reserved

79-80

2

X(2)

Blanks

Key Description Information Transaction Layout
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Key Description Information Transaction Layout - Record 1 of 1
Field

Description

1

Report ID

2

Length

Format

1-10

10

X(10)

Reserved

11-18

8

X(8)

Blanks

3

Transaction Code

19-20

2

X(2)

R3

4

Reserved

21

1

X(1)

Blank

5

Key Description Number

22-24

3

X(3)

001-100

6

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

1

7

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A, D, or R

8

Reserved

27-29

3

9(3)

001

9

Reserved

30

1

X(1)

Blank

10

Print Position

31-33

3

9(3)

001-060

11

Print Length

34-36

3

9(3)

001-040

12

Reserved

37-38

2

X(2)

Blank

13

Key Type

39

1

X(1)

H or I

14

Key Position

40-42

3

9(3)

001- 040

15

Key Length

43-45

3

9(3)

001- 040

16

Reserved

46-47

2

X(2)

Blanks

17

Key Break Control

48

1

X(1)

P, L, or blank

18

Reserved

49-80

32

X(32)
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Blanks
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Column Information Transaction Layout
Column Information Transaction Layout - Record 1 of 1
Field

Description

1

Report ID

2

Length

Format

1-10

10

X(10)

Reserved

11-18

8

X(8)

Blanks

3

Transaction Code

19-20

2

X(2)

R4

4

Reserved

21

1

X(1)

Blank

5

Column Number

22-24

3

9(3)

001-100

6

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

1

7

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A, D, or R

8

Column Print Option

27

1

X(1)

Y or N

9

Column Type

28-30

3

X(3)

SUM, DIF, PRD, DIV,
MAX, MIN, RNG,
AVG, PCT, VAR,
STD, CON, PDF, TLY
or blank

10

Begin Column

31-33

3

X(3)

001 to 100, or blank

11

End Column

34-36

3

X(3)

001 to 100, or blank

12

Column Heading 1

37-46

10

X(10)

13

Column Heading 2

47-56

10

X(10)

14

Column Constant Value

57-66

10

S9(9)

Leading Sign
Separate

15

Column Print Format

67

1

X(1)

A, C, or blank

16

Column Print Decimals

68

1

X(1)

Blank or 0-9

17

Column Print Sequence

69-71

3

9(3)

001 to 999

18

Column Format Percent

72

1

X(1)

Y,N, or blank

19

Column Percent Decimals

73

1

X(1)

0 to 9, or blank

20

Column Cycle Print Format

74

X(1)

1 to 9, or blank

21

Reserved

X(6)

Blanks

732

Pos.

75-80

1
6
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Threshold Analysis Rule Transaction Layout
Threshold Analysis Rule Transaction Layout - Record 1 of 1
Field

Description

1

Report ID

2

Pos.

Length

Format

Value

1-10

10

X(10)

Reserved

11-18

8

X(8)

Blanks

3

Transaction Code

19-20

2

X(2)

R5

4

Reserved

21

1

X(1)

Blank

5

Rule Number

22-24

3

X(3)

001 to 100

6

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

1

7

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A, D, or R

8

Analysis Type

27

1

X(1)

1

9

Begin Column

28-30

3

9(3)

001 to 100

10

End Column

31-33

3

9(3)

001 to 100

11

Reserved

34-36

3

X(3)

000

12

Reserved

37-38

2

X(2)

EQ

13

Reserved

39

1

X(1)

A

14

Threshold Value

40-49

10

S9(9)

Leading Sign
Separate
- 999999999 to
999999999

50-53

4

X(4)

54

1

X(1)

Exception Message

54-63

10

X(10)

18

Reserved

64-73

10

S9(9)

19

Reserved

74

1

X(0)

Blank

20

Threshold Value Decimals

75

1

X(1)

0 to 9

21

Reserved

76-80

5

X(5)

Blanks

15

Return Code

16

Exception Code

17
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0000, 0001 to 9999

+000000000
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Fluctuation Analysis Rule Transaction Layout
Fluctuation Analysis Rule Transaction Layout - REcord 1 of 1
Field

Description

1

Report ID

2

Length

Format

1-10

10

X(10)

Reserved

11-18

8

X(8)

Blanks

3

Transaction Code

19-20

2

X(2)

R5

4

Reserved

21

1

X(1)

Blank

5

Rule Number

22-24

3

X(3)

001 to 100

6

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

1

7

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A, D, or R

8

Analysis Type

27

1

X(1)

2

9

Begin Column

28-30

3

9(3)

001 to 100

10

End Column

31-33

3

9(3)

001 to 100

11

Base Column

34-36

3

9(3)

001 to 100 or blank

12

Relation Type

37-38

2

X(2)

EQ, GT, LT, N, E, GE,
LE

13

Tolerance Indicator

39

1

X(1)

N,A,P

14

Tolerance Quantity

40-49

10

S9(9)

15

Return Code

50-53

4

X(4)

16

Exception Code

54

1

X(1)

17

Exception Message

54-63

10

X(10)

18

Base Value

64-73

10

S9(9)

19

Suppression Indicator

74

1

X(1)

Y or N

20

Tolerance Quantity Decimals

75

1

X(1)

0 to 9

21

Base Value Decimals

76

1

X(1)

0 to 9

22

Reserved

77-80

4

X(4)

Blanks
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Leading Sign
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Translation Table Item Transaction Layout
Translation Table Item Transaction Layout - Record 1 of 2
Field

Description

1

Table Name

2

Pos.

Length

Format

Value

1-16

16

X(16)

Reserved

17-18

2

X(2)

Blanks

3

Transaction Code

19-20

2

X(2)

T1

4

Reserved

21

1

X(1)

Blank

5

Item Number

22-24

3

9(3)

001-999

6

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

1

7

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A, R, D, or *

8

Table Input-1 (Characters 140)

27-66

40

X(40)

9

Reserved

67-80

14

X(14)

Blanks

Translation Table Item Transaction Layout - Record 2 of 2
Field

Description

1

Table Name

2

Length

Format

1-16

16

X(16)

Reserved

17-18

2

X(2)

Blanks

3

Transaction Code

19-20

2

X(2)

T1

4

Reserved

21

1

X(1)

Blank

5

Item Number

22-24

3

9(3)

001-999

6

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

2

7

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A or R

8

Table Input-2 (Characters 4180)

27-66

40

X(40)

9

Table Output

67-74

8

X(8)

10

Reserved

75-80

6

X(6)
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Cycle Table Item Transaction Layout
Cycle Table Item Transaction Layout - Record 1 of 2
Field

Description

1

Cycle Table Name

2

Pos.

Length

Format

Values

1-16

16

X(16)

Reserved

17-18

2

X(2)

Blanks

3

Transaction Code

19-20

2

X(2)

T2

4

Reserved

21

1

X(1)

Blank

5

Item Number

22-24

3

9(3)

001-100

6

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

1

7

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A, R, D

8

Cycle Number Entries 1-5

27-66

40

X(40)

9

Reserved

67-80

14

X(14)

Blanks

Length

Format

Values

1-16

16

X(16)

Cycle Table Item Transaction Layout - Record 2 of 2
Field

Description

1

Cycle Table Name

2

Reserved

17-18

2

X(2)

Blanks

3

Transaction Code

19-20

2

X(2)

T2

4

Reserved

21

1

X(1)

Blank

5

Item Number

22-24

3

9(3)

001-100

6

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

2

7

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A, R

8

Cycle Number Entries 6-10

27-66

40

X(40)

9

Reserved

67-80

14

X(14)
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Reconciliation User Report Basic Information Transaction
Layout
Reconciliation User Report Basic Information Transaction Layout - Record 1 of 2
Field

Description

1

Job ID

2

Pos.

Length

Format

Value

1-18

18

X(18)

Transaction Code

19-21

3

X(3)

U0

3

Transaction Number

22-24

3

9(3)

000

4

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

1

5

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A

6

Report Title

27-66

40

X(40)

71

Page Width

67-69

3

9(3)

000, blank, or 070132

82

Page Length

70-72

3

9(3)

000, blank, or 010999

Reconciliation User Report
Options:

73-79

9

Print Keys

73

1

X(1)

Y, N, X, or I

10

Accumulate Reconciliation
Keys

74

1

X(1)

Blank, Y, N, or P

113

Truncate/Print Extra Cols.

75

1

X(1)

T or P

12

Auto Position Columns

76

1

X(1)

Y or N

13

Cascade Keys

77

1

X(1)

Y or N

14

Always Print Headings

78

1

X(1)

Y, N, or blank

164

XML Export Option

79

1

X(1)

16

Reserved

80

1

X(1)

1, 2, 3, 9 or blank
Blanks

1 Page Width, if left Blank or 0, defaults to 132, standard page size.
2 Page Length, if left Blank or 0, defaults to the size specified in the User Options.
3 Truncate/Print Extra Columns, when set to P, any columns that cannot fit within the page width will be
printed as additional rows. Each “column” will be printed with a 4-character indentation, the Column 2
heading value (truncated to the column length), a double space, and the content of the column.
4 XML Option - 1 - do not generate XML, 2 - generate XML, write to file, 3 - generate XML and autoload to
database, 9 or blank - default to user options.
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Reconciliation User Report Basic Information Transaction Layout - Record 2 of 2
Field

Description

1

Job ID

2

Pos.

Length

Format

Value

1-18

18

X(18)

Transaction Code

19-21

3

X(3)

U0

3

Transaction Number

22-24

3

9(3)

000

4

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

2

5

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A

6

Page Item Type

27-28

2

X(2)

Blank, I, E, C, K, CY,
R1, R2, or S

7

Page Item Number1,2

29-31

3

X(3)

Blank, 000-999

8

Reserved

32-80

49

X(49)

Blank

1 Page Item Number must be 001-999 for Page Item Type values I, E, C, R1, or R2. For Page Item Type
Value of R1, us blank or 000 to display the return code for the reconciliation key. Page Item Number
must be Blank/000 or 001-005 for Page Item Type value of K. Use Blank or 000 for all five keys.
2 Page Item Number is ignored for Page Item Type values CY and S

Reconciliation User Report Column/Row Transaction Layout
Reconciliation User Report Column/Row Transaction Layout - Record 1 of 2
Field

Description

1

Job ID

2

Pos.

Length

Format

Values

1-18

18

X(18)

Transaction Code

19-21

3

X(3)

U1

3

Column Number

22-24

3

9(3)

001-100

4

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

1

5

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A

6

Column Heading1

27-66

40

X(40)

1 If Column Position is Blank or 000, Auto Position Columns on the Reconciliation User Report Basic
Information must be Y.
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Reconciliation User Report Column/Row Transaction Layout - Record 2 of 2
Field

Description

1

Job ID

2

Pos.

Length

Format

Values

1-18

18

X(18)

Transaction Code

19-21

3

X(3)

U1

3

Column Number

22-24

3

9(3)

001-100

4

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

2

5

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A

6

Column Heading 1

27-66

40

X(40)

7

Column Item Type

67-68

2

X(2)

I, E, C, K, CY, R1, R2,
or S

8

Column Item Number2.3

69-71

3

X(3)

000-999 or blank

9

Column Width5

72-73

2

X(2)

00-80 or blank

10

Column Position1,5

74-76

3

9(3)

001-132, or blank or
000

11

Total Column6

77

1

X(1)

Blank or Y

12

Heading Option

78

1

X(1)

L, R or blank

13

Reserved

79-80

1

X(2)

Blank

1 If Column Position is Blank or 000, Auto Position Columns on the Reconciliation User Report Basic
Information must be Y.
2 Column Item Number must be 001-999 for Column Item Type values I, E, C, R1, or R2. For Page Item
Type Value of R1, us blank or 000 to display the return code for the reconciliation key. Column Item
Number must be Blank/000 or 001-005 for Column Item Type value of K. Use Blank or 000 for all five
keys.
2 Column Item Number is ignored for Column Item Type values CY and S.
3 Column Width, if Blank or 00, defaults according to the values of Column Item Type as follows:
Column Item TypeColumn Width
I, E, C, R218
K (and Column Item Number is 000)40
K (and Column Item Number is > 000) 8
CY11
R1 4
S80
4 Column Position plus the Column Width cannot exceed 133.
5 Total Column must be blank if Column Item Type is other than I, E, C, or R2.
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Reconciliation User Report Key Break Information Transaction
Layout
Reconciliation User Report Key Break Information Transaction Layout - Record 1 of 1
Field

Description

1

Job ID

2

Length

Format

1-18

18

X(18)

Transaction Code

19-21

3

X(3)

U3

3

Key Break Number

22-24

3

9(3)

001-010

4

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

1

5

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A

6

Key Size1

27-28

2

9(2)

00-40

7

Key Break Literal4

29-68

40

X(40)

8

Key Break Literal Position 2, 3

69-71

3

9(3)

Blank or 000-132

9

Key Break Literal Length

72-73

2

9(2)

Blank or 00-40

10

Key Break Line Space Before

74

1

X(1)

Blank, 1-9 (lines), or
P (page)

11

Key Break Line Space After

75

1

X(1)

Blank, 1-9 (lines), or
P (page)

12

Reserved

76-80

5

X(5)

Blanks

1
2
3
4

Pos.

Values

A Key Size of 00 indicates final totals only.
If Key Break Literal Position is Blank or zero, the literal will print at the beginning of the first column.
Key Break Literal Position plus Key Break Literal Length cannot exceed the page width.
A '?' placed at the end of Key Break Literal will cause the actual key break value to be appended to the
literal.

Basic Table Information Transaction Layout
Basic Table Information Transaction Layout - Record 1 of 2
Field

Description

1

Table ID

2

Length

Format

1-16

16

X(16)

Reserved

17-18

2

X(2)

Blank

3

Transaction Code

19-20

2

X(2)

X0

4

Reserved

21

1

X(1)

Blank

5

Transaction Number

22-24

3

9(3)

0
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Basic Table Information Transaction Layout - Record 1 of 2
Field

Description

Pos.

Length

Format

6

Transaction Sequence

7

Values

25

1

9(1)

1

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

*, A, D, or R

8

Table Description

27-66

40

X(40)

9

Build Option

67

1

X(1)

1, 2

10

Storage Option

68

1

X(1)

1

11

Reserved

69-80

12

X(12)

Blanks

Length

Format

Values

1-16

16

X(16)

Basic Table Information Transaction Layout - Record 2 of 2
Field

Description

1

Table ID

2

Reserved

17-18

2

X(2)

Blank

3

Transaction Code

19-20

2

X(2)

X0

4

Reserved

21

1

X(1)

Blank

5

Transaction Number

22-24

3

9(3)

0

6

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

2

7

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A, D, or R

8

External Data Organization

27-28

2

X(2)

PS, VK, UP, X9

9

External Data Access Info.1

29-62

34

X(34)

DDName

29-36

8

X(8)

User Program Data

37-54

18

X(18)

User Program Name

55-63

8

X(8)

Reserved

64-80

18

X(18)

10

Pos.

Blanks

1 External Data Access Info. used for PS, VK, UP data organizations.
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Table Input-Output Parameters Transaction Layout
Table Input-Output Parameters Transaction Layout - Record 1 of 2
Field

Description

1

Table ID

2

Pos.

Length

Format

Values

1-16

16

X(16)

Reserved

17-18

2

X(2)

Blank

3

Transaction Code

19-20

2

X(2)

X1

4

Reserved

21

1

X(1)

Blank

5

Transaction Number

22-24

3

9(3)

001-999

6

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

1

7

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A, D, R

8

Parameter Name

27-66

40

X(40)

9

Parameter Reference

67-70

4

X(4)

FEXT or V001-V999

10

Parameter Format

71

1

X(1)

A, C, D, T

11

Parameter Decimals

72

1

X(1)

Blank or 0-9

12

Parameter Length

73-74

2

9(2)

00 or 01-80

13

Reserved

75-80

6

X(6)

Blanks

Table Input-Output Parameters Transaction Layout - Record 2 of 2
Field

Description

1

Table ID

2

Length

Format

1-16

16

X(16)

Reserved

17-18

2

X(2)

Blank

3

Transaction Code

19-20

2

X(2)

X1

4

Reserved

21

1

X(1)

Blank

5

Transaction Number

22-24

3

9(3)

001-999

6

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

2

7

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A, D, R

8

Parameter Description

27-66

40

X(40)

9

Reserved

67-80

14

X(14)
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Table Columns Transaction Layout
Table Columns Transaction Layout - Record 1 of 2
Field

Description

1

Table ID

2

Pos.

Length

Format

Values

1-16

16

X(16)

Reserved

17-18

2

X(2)

Blank

3

Transaction Code

19-20

2

X(2)

X2

4

Reserved

21

1

X(1)

Blank

5

Transaction Number

22-24

3

9(3)

001-999

6

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

1

7

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A, D, R

8

Column Name

27-66

40

X(40)

9

Reserved

67-70

4

X(4)

Blanks

10

Column Format

71

1

X(1)

A,C,D,T

11

Column Decimals

72

1

X(1)

Blank or 0-9

12

Column Length

73-74

2

9(2)

00 or 01-80

13

Order-By Seq. (Key No.)

75-77

3

9(3)

000 or 001-010

14

Reserved

78-80

3

X(3)

Blanks

Length

Format

Values

1-16

16

X(16)

Table Columns Transaction Layout - Record 2 of 2
Field

Description

1

Table ID

2

Reserved

17-18

2

X(2)

Blank

3

Transaction Code

19-20

2

X(2)

X2

4

Reserved

21

1

X(1)

Blank

5

Transaction Number

22-24

3

9(3)

001-999

6

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

2

7

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A, D, R

8

Column Description

27-66

40

X(40)

9

Reserved

67-80

14

X(14)
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Table Lookup Selection Rules Transaction Layout
Table Lookup Selection Rules Transaction Layout - Record 1 of 1
Field

Description

1

Table ID

2

Pos.

Length

Format

Values

1-16

16

X(16)

Reserved

17-18

2

X(2)

Blank

3

Transaction Code

19-20

2

X(2)

X3

4

Reserved

21

1

X(1)

Blank

5

Transaction Number

22-24

3

9(3)

001-999

6

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

1

7

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A, D, R

8

Lookup Rule Type

27-28

2

X(2)

01

9

Selection Operand 1

29-32

4

X(4)

P001-P999, C001C999, or blank

10

Selection Type

33-34

2

X(2)

X, A, <, >, =, N, 9,
blank, >=, <=, AE

11

Selection Operand 2

35-38

4

X(4)

Blank, LIT, P001P999, 001-C999

12

Literal

39-54

16

X(16)

13

Reserved

55-80

26

X(26)

Blank

Table Lookup Assign Rules Transaction Layout
Table Lookup Assign Rules Transaction Layout - Record 1 of 1
Field

Description

1

Table ID

2

Length

Format

1-16

16

X(16)

Reserved

17-18

2

X(2)

Blank

3

Transaction Code

19-20

2

X(2)

X3

4

Reserved

21

1

X(1)

Blank

5

Transaction Number

22-24

3

9(3)

001-999

6

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

1

7

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A, D, R
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Table Lookup Assign Rules Transaction Layout - Record 1 of 1
Field

Description

8

Lookup Rule Type

9

Pos.

Length

Format

Values

27-28

2

X(2)

02

Assignment Target Operand

29-32

4

X(4)

P001-P999

10

Reserved

33-34

2

X(2)

Blanks

11

Assignment Source Operand

35-38

4

X(4)

LIT, P001-P999,
C001-C999

12

Literal

39-54

16

X(16)

13

Reserved

55-80

26

X(26)

Blanks

Table Lookup Rules Flow Rules Transaction Layout
Table Lookup Rules Flow Rules Transaction Layout - Record 1 of 1
Field

Description

1

Table ID

2

Pos.

Length

Format

1-16

16

X(16)

Reserved

17-18

2

X(2)

Blank

3

Transaction Code

19-20

2

X(2)

X3

4

Reserved

21

1

X(1)

Blank

5

Transaction Number

22-24

3

9(3)

001-999

6

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

1

7

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A, D, R

8

Lookup Rule Type

27-28

2

X(2)

01, 02, 03

9

Flow Action1

29-30

2

X(2)

01, 02, 03

10

Termination Info:2

31-47

17

X(17)

31

1

X(1)

Next Lookup Table

32-47

16

X(16)

Reserved

48-80

33

X(33)

Success/Failure Indicator

12

Values

1,2

Blanks

1 01: Terminate the lookup for this table, and indicate success or failure. You can initiate another lookup.
02: Skip a particular row in a table.
03: End this selection group and continue processing. Either the next selection group or the next row is
processed.
2 Termination Info. used for Lookup Rule Type 03
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Table Build Preparation Rules (VSAM) Transaction Layout
Table Build Preparation Rules (VSAM) Transaction Layout - Record 1 of 1
Field

Description

1

Table ID

2

Length

Format

1-16

16

X(16)

Reserved

17-18

2

X(2)

Blank

3

Transaction Code

19-20

2

X(2)

X4

4

Reserved

21

1

X(1)

Blank

5

Transaction Number

22-24

3

9(3)

001-999

6

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

1

7

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A, D, R

8

Preparation Type

27-28

2

X(2)

03

9

Input Field

29-32

4

X(4)

LIT, P00,1 -P999

10

Input Position

33-36

4

9(4)

0000 or 0001-9999

11

Input Length

37-38

2

9(2)

00 or 01 - 80

12

Input Format

39

1

X(1)

1-6

13

Reserved

40-43

4

X(4)

KEY

14

Output Position

44-47

4

9(4)

0001-9999

15

Output Length

48-49

2

9(2)

00 or 01-80

16

Output Format

50

1

X(1)

1-5

17

Literal Area

51-70

20

X(20)

18

Reserved

71-80

10

X(10)
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Table Build Rules (Selection Criteria) Transaction Layout
Table Build Rules (Selection Criteria) Transaction Layout - Record 1 of 1
Field

Description

1

Table ID

2

Length

Format

1-16

16

X(16)

Reserved

17-18

2

X(2)

Blank

3

Transaction Code

19-20

2

X(2)

X5

4

Reserved

21

1

X(1)

Blank

5

Transaction Number

22-24

3

9(3)

001-999

6

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

1

7

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A, D, R

8

Build Rule Type

27-28

2

X(2)

01

9

Field Position

29-32

4

9(4)

0000-9999

10

Field Length

33-34

2

9(2)

00 or 01 - 80

11

Field Format

35

1

X(1)

1-6

12

Selection Left Operand

36-39

4

X(4)

INP, V001-V999

13

Selection Type

40-41

2

X(2)

=, N, >, <, >=, <=,
blank, X, A, 9

14

Selection Right Operand

42-45

4

X(4)

LIT, 001-V999, blank

15

Selection Literal

46-61

16

X(16)

16

Do Locate

62

1

X(1)

Y, N

17

Do One Time

63

1

X(1)

Y, N

18

Reserved

64-80

17

X(17)
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Table Build Rules (Relative Record) Transaction Layout
Table Build Rules (Relative Record) Transaction Layout - Record 1 of 1
Field

Description

1

Table ID

2

Length

Format

1-16

16

X(16)

Reserved

17-18

2

X(2)

Blank

3

Transaction Code

19-20

2

X(2)

X5

4

Reserved

21

1

X(1)

Blank

5

Transaction Number

22-24

3

9(3)

001-999

6

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

1

7

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A, D, R

8

Build Rule Type

27-28

2

X(2)

02

9

Reserved

29-32

4

9(4)

0000

10

Reserved

33-34

2

9(2)

00

11

Reserved

35

1

X(1)

Blank

12

Relative Record Count

36-38

3

9(3)

001-999

13

Reserved

39-80

42

X(42)
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Table Build Rules (Reformat Rule) Transaction Layout
Table Build Rules (Reformat Rule) Transaction Layout - Record 1 of 1
Field

Description

1

Table ID

2

Length

Format

1-16

16

X(16)

Reserved

17-18

2

X(2)

Blank

3

Transaction Code

19-20

2

X(2)

X5

4

Reserved

21

1

X(1)

Blank

5

Transaction Number

22-24

3

9(3)

001-999

6

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

1

7

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A, D, R

8

Build Rule Type

27-28

2

X(2)

03

9

Input Field

29-32

4

9(4)

INP, LIT, V001 - V999

10

Input Position

33-36

4

9(4)

0000 or 0001 - 9999

11

Input Length

37-38

2

9(2)

00 or 01-80

12

Input Format

39

1

X(1)

1-6

13

Output Field

40-43

4

X(4)

OUT, V001 - V999

14

Output Position

44-47

4

9(4)

0001-9999

15

Output Length

48-49

2

9(2)

00 or 01-80

16

Output Format

50

1

X(1)

1-5

17

Literal Area

51-70

20

X(20)

18

Reserved

71-80

10

X(10)
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Table Build Rules (Column Assignment Rule) Transaction
Layout
Table Build Rules (Column Assignment Rule) Transaction Layout - Record 1 of 1
Field

Description

1

Table ID

2

Pos.

Length

Format

Values

1-16

16

X(16)

Reserved

17-18

2

X(2)

Blank

3

Transaction Code

19-20

2

X(2)

X5

4

Reserved

21

1

X(1)

Blank

5

Transaction Number

22-24

3

9(3)

001-999

6

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

1

7

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A, D, R

8

Build Rule Type

27-28

2

X(2)

04

9

Field Position

29-32

4

9(4)

0000 or 0001 - 9999

10

Field Length

33-34

2

9(2)

00 or 01 - 80

11

Field Format

35

1

X(1)

1-6

12

Field Output Type

36-37

2

X(2)

A, C, D, T, +, TL

13

Date Format

38

1

X(1)

Blank or 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 8, 9, A, B, C, D, E

14

Target Field

39-42

4

X(4)

C001 - C999 or
V001 - V999

15

Source Field

43-46

4

X(4)

Blank, LIT, or V001 V999

16

Reserved

47

1

X(1)

Blank

17

Literal Area

48-63

16

X(16)

18

Reserved

64-80

17

X(17)

Blanks

Table Build Rules (Process Control Rule) Transaction Layout
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Transaction Layout List with Page Numbers

Table Build Rules (Process Control Rule) Transaction Layout - Record 1 of 1
Field

Description

1

Table ID

2

Pos.

Length

Format

Values

1-16

16

X(16)

Reserved

17-18

2

X(2)

Blank

3

Transaction Code

19-20

2

X(2)

X5

4

Reserved

21

1

X(1)

Blank

5

Transaction Number

22-24

3

9(3)

001-999

6

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

1

7

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A, D, R

8

Build Rule Type

27-28

2

X(2)

05

9

Process Action1

29-30

2

X(2)

01, 02

10

Reserved

31-80

50

X(50)

Blanks

1 01: Terminate the build process.
02: Write a row

7/10/07
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Table Data Transaction Layout
Table Data Transaction Layout - Record 1 of 2
Field

Description

1

Table ID

2

Pos.

Length

Format

Values

1-16

16

X(16)

Reserved

17-18

2

X(2)

Blank

3

Transaction Code

19-20

2

X(2)

X9

4

Reserved

21

1

X(1)

Blank

5

Transaction Number

22-24

3

9(3)

001-999

6

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

1

7

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A, D, R

8

Table Data-1

27-66

40

X(40)

9

Reserved

67-80

14

X(14)

Blanks

Length

Format

Values

1-16

16

X(16)

Table Data Transaction Layout - Record 2 of 2
Field

Description

1

Table ID

2

Reserved

17-18

2

X(2)

Blank

3

Transaction Code

19-20

2

X(2)

X5

4

Reserved

21

1

X(1)

Blank

5

Transaction Number

22-24

3

9(3)

001-999

6

Transaction Sequence

25

1

9(1)

2

7

Transaction Type

26

1

X(1)

A, D, R

8

Table Data-2

27-74

48

X(48)

9

Reserved

75-80

6

X(6)
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C
Output Reports
This appendix contains sample ACR/Detail output reports. Because
these are samples, they will not exactly match the reports you generate.
The following table lists the report samples along with their page
numbers.
Report

Source

Page
Number

Control Report

Reconciliation

page 755

Control Report

Reconciliation with Dynamic
Translation

page 756

Recap Report

Reconciliation

page 758

User Report

Reconciliation

page 759

Extracted Data Detail Report

Reconciliation

page 759

Sorted Data Detail Report

Reconciliation

page 759

Accumulated Data Detail Report

Reconciliation

page 760

History Data Detail Report

Reconciliation

page 760

Extraction Trace Report

Reconciliation

page 760

Database Initialization Report

Database Initialization

page 761

Detail History Analysis Reports (Data
Values Report)

History Analysis

page 761

Detail History Analysis Report
(Exception Message Report)

History Analysis

page 762

Detail Reconciliation Summary Reports

Print Management Report

page 762

Database History and Statistics Report

List Definitions Utility - All

page 763

Index of Definition Keys Report

List Definitions Utility - All

page 763

Detailed Job Definitions Report

List Definitions Utility - Job

page 764

Detailed File Definitions Report

List Definitions Utility - File

page 765

Detailed Table Definitions Report
(Internal Translation Table)

List Definitions Utility - Internal
Translation

page 766

Detailed Table Definitions Report
(External Translation Table)

List Definitions Utility - External
Translation

page 767
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Report

Source

Page
Number

Detailed Exception Definitions Report

List Definitions Utility - Processes

page 768

Detailed Report Definitions Reports Threshold Analysis

List Definitions Utility - Reports

page 769

Detailed Report Definitions Report Fluctuation Analysis

List Definitions Utility - Reports

page 770

Database History and Statistics Report

List History Utility

page 770

Index of Detail Histories Report

List History Utility

page 771

Summary of Detail Histories Report

List History Utility

page 771

Detail History Values Report

List History Utility

page 771

Definition Database Update Report

Database Update

page 772

Build ACRUPDT Report

Build Definitions Utility

page 774

Translation Database Listing Report

List Translation Database Utility

page 776

Suspense Aging Report

Print Suspense Aging Report Utility

page 777

Generate Program Interface Utility
Output Report

Generate Extraction Program Utility

page 778

History Database Transfer Report

Copy History Utility - Copy All
Records, Copy Selected Records

page 779

History Database Reload Report

Copy History Utility - Reload
Records from a Work File

page 779

History Database Unload Report

Copy History Utility - Unload
Records to a Work File

page 780

Transaction Listing Report

Multiple

page 780

754
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Sample Control Report

Sample Control Report
ACR/D
DATE:
TIME:
ENTRY
A.

releasenumber
mm/dd/yyyy
16.05.48
KEY= ABC

OUTPUT
------------------

DESCRIPTION
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------ITEM ONE
------------- HISTORY KEY -------------- ITEM CYCLE
-CYCLE#- RUN#
ABC
001
00
00920611 000
RUN DATE: mm/dd/yyyy RUN TIME: 16.05.19

INPUT
-----------------3

OUTPUT
------------------

CALCULATION FORMULA
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------(I-001 + I-002 + I-003 + I-004) + (I-001 + I-002 + I-003 + I-004)
(C-001) / (2)

RESULT
-----------------60
30

BALANCING RULES & RESULTS:
RULE NO.
-------1.

E.

INPUT
-----------------3
6
9
12

CALCULATED ITEMS:
ITEM NO.
-------C-001.
C-002.

D.

DESCRIPTION
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------ITEM ONE
ITEM TWO
ITEM THREE
ITEM FOUR

EXTERNAL CONTROL ITEMS:
ITEM NO.
-------E-001.

C.

COPYRIGHT INFOGIX, INC.
PAGE
1
DATA BASE VERSION: 0000002/0000003
CYCLE#=00920612 RUN#=000
JOB ID=SAMPLE /STEP1
/

INTERNAL CONTROL ITEMS:
ITEM NO.
-------I-001.
I-002.
I-003.
I-004.

B.

INFOGIX, INCORPORATED
RECONCILIATION CONTROL REPORT
ACR/DETAIL SAMPLE REPORT

BALANCING RULE
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------(I-001 + I-002 + I-003 + I-004) EQ (C-002)

RESULT
-----------------IN BALANCE

ERROR/TOLERANCE
------------------

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
NONE.
IN BALANCE

7/10/07

(RETURN CODE = 0000)
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C  Output Reports
Sample Control Report Using Dynamic Translation (Part 1 of 3)

Sample Control Report Using Dynamic Translation
(Part 1 of 3)
ACR/D
DATE:
TIME:
ENTRY

releasenumber
mm/dd/yyyy
08.32.00
KEY= 00000001

XYZ COMPANY
RECONCILIATION CONTROL REPORT
ACR/DETAIL SAMPLE REPORT

COPYRIGHT INFOGIX, INC. 1997
PAGE
1
DATA BASE VERSION: 0000003/0000002
CYCLE#=00000001 RUN#=000
JOB ID=SAMPLE /STEP1
/

UNITF DYNAMIC TRANSLATION KEY VALUE(S)
KEY #
KEY 1:
A.

TABLE NAME
SAMPLETABLE

ORIGINAL KEY VALUE
0
0
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
6
7
7
8
0....5....0....5....0....5....0....5....0....5....0....5....0....5....0....5....0
ABC

INTERNAL CONTROL ITEMS:
ITEM NO.
-------I-001.
I-002.
I-003.
I-004.
I-005.

B.

DESCRIPTION
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------ITEM ONE
ITEM TWO
ITEM THREE
ITEM FOUR
ITEM FIVE

LEFT
-----------------3
6
9
12
$.00

RIGHT
------------------

INPUT
------------------

OUTPUT
------------------

EXTERNAL CONTROL ITEMS:
ITEM NO.
-------E-001.

C.

DESCRIPTION
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------*** DEFINITION ID / ITEM DESCRIPTION UNKNOWN ***
------------- HISTORY KEY -------------- ITEM CYCLE
-CYCLE#- RUN#
00000001
001
00
******** ***
RUN DATE: ********
RUN TIME: ********

(**NOT IN FILE***)

CALCULATED ITEMS:
ITEM NO.
-------C-001.
C-002.

D.

CALCULATION FORMULA
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------(I-001 + I-002 + I-003 + I-004) + (I-001 + I-002 + I-003 + I-004)
(C-001) / (2)

RESULT
-----------------60
30

BALANCING RULES & RESULTS:
RULE NO.
-------1.

E.

BALANCING RULE
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------(I-001 + I-002 + I-003 + I-004) EQ (C-002)

RESULT
-----------------IN BALANCE

ERROR/TOLERANCE
------------------

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
NONE.
IN BALANCE

INFOGIX DATABASE: DETDF.DAT
PROGRAM= DET2000 LOAD LIBRARY NAME=R20V0001.LOAD.LIB

756

(RETURN CODE = 0000)
(UNIDF)

/ DETHF.DAT
(UNIHF)
JOB START DATE=mm/dd/yyyy JOB START TIME=08.32.00
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Sample Control Report Using Dynamic Translation (Part 2 of 3)

Sample Control Report Using Dynamic Translation
(Part 2 of 3)
ACR/D
DATE:
TIME:
ENTRY

releasenumber
mm/dd/yyyy
08.32.04
KEY= 00000002

XYZ COMPANY
RECONCILIATION CONTROL REPORT
ACR/DETAIL SAMPLE REPORT

COPYRIGHT INFOGIX, INC. 1997
PAGE
2
DATA BASE VERSION: 0000003/0000002
CYCLE#=00000001 RUN#=000
JOB ID=SAMPLE /STEP1
/

UNITF DYNAMIC TRANSLATION KEY VALUE(S)
KEY #
KEY 1:
A.

RIGHT
------------------

DESCRIPTION
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------*** DEFINITION ID / ITEM DESCRIPTION UNKNOWN ***
------------- HISTORY KEY -------------- ITEM CYCLE
-CYCLE#- RUN#
00000002
001
00
******** ***
RUN DATE: ********
RUN TIME: ********

INPUT
------------------

OUTPUT
-----------------(**NOT IN FILE***)

CALCULATION FORMULA
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------(I-001 + I-002 + I-003 + I-004) + (I-001 + I-002 + I-003 + I-004)
(C-001) / (2)

RESULT
-----------------156
78

BALANCING RULES & RESULTS:

RULE NO.
-------1.
E.

LEFT
-----------------15
18
21
24
$.00

CALCULATED ITEMS:

ITEM NO.
-------C-001.
C-002.
D.

DESCRIPTION
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------ITEM ONE
ITEM TWO
ITEM THREE
ITEM FOUR
ITEM FIVE

EXTERNAL CONTROL ITEMS:

ITEM NO.
-------E-001.

C.

SAMPLETABLE

ORIGINAL KEY VALUE
0
0
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
6
7
7
8
0....5....0....5....0....5....0....5....0....5....0....5....0....5....0....5....0
GHI

INTERNAL CONTROL ITEMS:

ITEM NO.
-------I-001.
I-002.
I-003.
I-004.
I-005.
B.

TABLE NAME

BALANCING RULE
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------(I-001 + I-002 + I-003 + I-004) EQ (C-002)

RESULT
-----------------IN BALANCE

ERROR/TOLERANCE
------------------

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
NONE.
IN BALANCE

INFOGIX DATABASE: DETDF.DAT
PROGRAM= DET2000 LOAD LIBRARY NAME=R20V0001.LOAD.LIB

7/10/07

(RETURN CODE = 0000)
(UNIDF)

/ DETHF.DAT
(UNIHF)
JOB START DATE=mm/dd/yyyy JOB START TIME=08.32.00
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Sample Control Report Using Dynamic Translation
(Part 3 of 3)
ACR/D
DATE:
TIME:
ENTRY

releasenumber
mm/dd/yyyy
08.32.05
KEY= 00000003

XYZ COMPANY
RECONCILIATION CONTROL REPORT
ACR/DETAIL SAMPLE REPORT

COPYRIGHT INFOGIX, INC. 1997
PAGE
3
DATA BASE VERSION: 0000003/0000002
CYCLE#=00000001 RUN#=000
JOB ID=SAMPLE /STEP1
/

UNITF DYNAMIC TRANSLATION KEY VALUE(S)
KEY #
KEY 1:
A.

TABLE NAME
SAMPLETABLE

ORIGINAL KEY VALUE
0
0
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
6
7
7
8
0....5....0....5....0....5....0....5....0....5....0....5....0....5....0....5....0
XYZ

INTERNAL CONTROL ITEMS:
ITEM NO.
-------I-001.
I-002.
I-003.
I-004.
I-005.

B.

DESCRIPTION
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------ITEM ONE
ITEM TWO
ITEM THREE
ITEM FOUR
ITEM FIVE

LEFT
-----------------27
30
33
36
$.00

RIGHT
------------------

INPUT
------------------

OUTPUT
------------------

EXTERNAL CONTROL ITEMS:
ITEM NO.
-------E-001.

C.

DESCRIPTION
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------*** DEFINITION ID / ITEM DESCRIPTION UNKNOWN ***
------------- HISTORY KEY -------------- ITEM CYCLE
-CYCLE#- RUN#
00000003
001
00
******** ***
RUN DATE: ********
RUN TIME: ********

(**NOT IN FILE***)

CALCULATED ITEMS:
ITEM NO.
-------C-001.
C-002.

D.

CALCULATION FORMULA
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------(I-001 + I-002 + I-003 + I-004) + (I-001 + I-002 + I-003 + I-004)
(C-001) / (2)

RESULT
-----------------252
126

BALANCING RULES & RESULTS:
RULE NO.
-------1.

E.

BALANCING RULE
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------I-001 + I-002 + I-003 + I-004 EQ C-002

RESULT
-----------------IN BALANCE

ERROR/TOLERANCE
------------------

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
NONE.
IN BALANCE

INFOGIX DATABASE: DETDF.DAT
PROGRAM= DET2000 LOAD LIBRARY NAME=R20V0001.LOAD.LIB

(RETURN CODE = 0000)
(UNIDF)

/ DETHF.DAT
(UNIHF)
JOB START DATE=mm/dd/yyyy JOB START TIME=08.32.00

Sample Recap Report
ACR/D releasenumber
DATE: mm/dd/yyyy
TIME: 16.05.48

INFOGIX, INCORPORATED
RECONCILIATION RECAP REPORT
ACR/DETAIL SAMPLE REPORT
KEY NO.
-------1
2
3

758

KEY
---------------------------------------ABC
GHI
XYZ

CYCLE #
-------00920612
00920612
00920612

COPYRIGHT INFOGIX, INC.
PAGE
1
DATA BASE VERSION: 0000002/0000003
JOB ID=SAMPLE /STEP1
/
RUN #
----000
000
000

STATUS
-----------------IN BALANCE
IN BALANCE
IN BALANCE
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CODE
---0000
0000
0000
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Sample User Report

Sample User Report
ACR/D releasenumber
DATE: mm/dd/yyyy
TIME: 16.05.48

RECONCILIATION USER REPORT
COPYRIGHT INFOGIX, INC. 1997

PAGE
JOB ID: SAMPLE

1

/STEP1

/

INFOGIX, INCORPORATED
ACR/DETAIL SAMPLE USER REPORT
KEY
__________
ABC
GHI
XYZ

GRAND TOTAL

ITEM ONE

ITEM TWO

ITEM THREE

ITEM FOUR

__________
3
15
27

__________
6
18
30

__________
9
21
33

__________
12
24
36

45

54

63

72

Sample Extracted Data Detail Report
ACR/D releasenumber
DATE: mm/dd/yyyy
TIME: 16.15.13
<--JOB ID
SAMPLE
STEP1
VALUES:

VALUES:

VALUES:

CYCLE
RUN <-------------- KEYS ----------------------->
00920612 000 ABC

--->

CYCLE
RUN <-------------- KEYS ----------------------->
00920612 000 GHI

--->

CYCLE
RUN <-------------- KEYS ----------------------->
00920612 000 XYZ

3 )

1:(

<--JOB ID
SAMPLE
STEP1

COPYRIGHT INFOGIX, INC.
REPORT ID: DXR001
PAGE
1
DATA BASE VERSION: 0000003/*******

--->

1:(

<--JOB ID
SAMPLE
STEP1

INFOGIX, INCORPORATED
EXTRACTED DATA DETAIL
ACR/DETAIL SAMPLE REPORT

15 )

1:(

27 )

2:(

2:(

2:(

6 )

18 )

30 )

3:(

3:(

3:(

9 )

21 )

33 )

FROM RECORD
3
4:(
FROM RECORD
6
4:(
FROM RECORD
8
4:(

<--- JOB/STEP -->
SAMPLE
STEP1
12 )

5:(

<--- JOB/STEP -->
SAMPLE
STEP1
24 )

5:(

<--- JOB/STEP -->
SAMPLE
STEP1
36 )

5:(

<-FILE ID->
SAMPLE
)
<-FILE ID->
SAMPLE
)
<-FILE ID->
SAMPLE
)

Sample Sorted Data Detail Report
ACR/D releasenumber
DATE: mm/dd/yyyy
TIME: 16.15.34
<--JOB ID
SAMPLE
STEP1
VALUES:

VALUES:

VALUES:

7/10/07

CYCLE
RUN <-------------- KEYS ----------------------->
00920612 000 ABC

--->

CYCLE
RUN <-------------- KEYS ----------------------->
00920612 000 GHI

--->

CYCLE
RUN <-------------- KEYS ----------------------->
00920612 000 XYZ

3 )

1:(

<--JOB ID
SAMPLE
STEP1
1:(

COPYRIGHT INFOGIX, INC.
REPORT ID: DXR001
PAGE
1
DATA BASE VERSION: 0000003/*******

--->

1:(

<--JOB ID
SAMPLE
STEP1

INFOGIX, INCORPORATED
SORTED DATA DETAIL
ACR/DETAIL SAMPLE REPORT

15 )

27 )

2:(

2:(

2:(

6 )

18 )

30 )

3:(

3:(

3:(

9 )

21 )

33 )

FROM RECORD
3
4:(
FROM RECORD
6
4:(
FROM RECORD
8
4:(

ACR/Detail User Guide for z/OS

<--- JOB/STEP -->
SAMPLE
STEP1
12 )

5:(

<--- JOB/STEP -->
SAMPLE
STEP1
24 )

5:(

<--- JOB/STEP -->
SAMPLE
STEP1
36 )

5:(

<-FILE ID->
SAMPLE
)
<-FILE ID->
SAMPLE
)
<-FILE ID->
SAMPLE
)
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Sample Accumulated Data Detail Report
ACR/D releasenumber
DATE: mm/dd/yyyy
TIME: 16.21.08
<--JOB ID
SAMPLE
STEP1
VALUES:

VALUES:

CYCLE
RUN <-------------- KEYS ----------------------->
00920612 000 ABC

--->

CYCLE
RUN <-------------- KEYS ----------------------->
00920612 000 GHI

--->

CYCLE
RUN <-------------- KEYS ----------------------->
00920612 000 XYZ

3 )

1:(

<--JOB ID
SAMPLE
STEP1

COPYRIGHT INFOGIX, INC.
REPORT ID: DXR001
PAGE
1
DATA BASE VERSION: 0000004/*******

--->

1:(

<--JOB ID
SAMPLE
STEP1
VALUES:

INFOGIX, INCORPORATED
ACCUMULATED DATA DETAIL
ACR/DETAIL SAMPLE REPORT

15 )

1:(

27 )

2:(

2:(

2:(

6 )

18 )

30 )

3:(

3:(

3:(

9 )

21 )

33 )

FROM RECORD
3
4:(
FROM RECORD
6
4:(
FROM RECORD
8
4:(

<--- JOB/STEP -->
SAMPLE
STEP1
12 )

5:(

<--- JOB/STEP -->
SAMPLE
STEP1
24 )

5:(

<--- JOB/STEP -->
SAMPLE
STEP1
36 )

5:(

<-FILE ID->
SAMPLE
)
<-FILE ID->
SAMPLE
)
<-FILE ID->
SAMPLE
)

Sample History Data Detail Report
ACR/D releasenumber
DATE: mm/dd/yyyy
TIME: 16.15.51
<--JOB ID
SAMPLE
STEP1
VALUES:

VALUES:

CYCLE
RUN <-------------- KEYS ----------------------->
00920612 000 ABC

--->

CYCLE
RUN <-------------- KEYS ----------------------->
00920612 000 GHI

--->

CYCLE
RUN <-------------- KEYS ----------------------->
00920612 000 XYZ

3 )

1:(

<--JOB ID
SAMPLE
STEP1
1:(

COPYRIGHT INFOGIX, INC.
REPORT ID: DXR001
PAGE
1
DATA BASE VERSION: 0000003/*******

--->

1:(

<--JOB ID
SAMPLE
STEP1
VALUES:

INFOGIX, INCORPORATED
HISTORY DATA DETAIL
ACR/DETAIL SAMPLE REPORT

15 )

27 )

2:(

2:(

2:(

6 )

18 )

30 )

3:(

3:(

3:(

9 )

21 )

33 )

FROM RECORD
4:(
FROM RECORD
4:(
FROM RECORD
4:(

<--- JOB/STEP -->
SAMPLE
STEP1
12 )

5:(

<--- JOB/STEP -->
SAMPLE
STEP1
24 )

5:(

<--- JOB/STEP -->
SAMPLE
STEP1
36 )

5:(

<-FILE ID->
)
<-FILE ID->
)
<-FILE ID->
)

Sample Extraction Trace Report
For instructions on how to view this report online, see “Trace Report” on
page 308.
For instructions on how to create this report in batch, along with a
description and example, see “Trace Report” on page 321.
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Sample Database Initialization Report

Sample Database Initialization Report
ACR/D releasenumber
DATE: mm/dd/yyyy
TIME: 15.36.06

INFOGIX, INCORPORATED
DATA BASE INITIALIZATION REPORT

COPYRIGHT INFOGIX, INC.
PAGE 001

----------------------------------------------------INPUT TRANSACTION LISTING
---------------------------------------------------TRANS
NO.
T R A N S A C T I O N
VALIDATION MESSAGES
----- ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8 --------------------------------------------DFDSN
USERIDA.TEST.DETDEFN
HFDSN
USERIDA.TEST.DETHIST

--------------------------------------------------DATA BASE INITIALIZATION SUMMARY-----------------------------------------------DEFINITION DSN

=

USERIDA.TEST.DETDEFN

HISTORY DSN

=

USERIDA.TEST.DETHIST

***********************************************************END OF REPORT***********************************************************

Sample Detail History Analysis Report (Data
Values Report)
DATE: mm/dd/yyyy
TIME: 11.08.37
RECONCILIATION KEY

ITEM DESCRIPTION

---

--------------------

ABC

ITEM
ITEM
ITEM
ITEM

#1
#2
#3
#4

3
6
9
12

GHI

ITEM
ITEM
ITEM
ITEM

#1
#2
#3
#4

15
18
21
24

@
@
@
@

3
6
9
12

XYZ

ITEM
ITEM
ITEM
ITEM

#1
#2
#3
#4

27
30
33
36

@
@
@
@

15
18
21
24

7/10/07

INFOGIX, INCORPORATED
SAMPLE EXCEPTION REPORT
CURRENT
PREVIOUS
CYCLE
CYCLE (-1)
---------- ---------27
30
33
36

PAGE
PREVIOUS
CYCLE (-2)
---------@
@
@
@

@
@
@
@

15
18
21
24

@
@
@
@

15
18
21
24

27
30
33
36

@
@
@
@

15
18
21
24

3
6
9
12

ACR/Detail User Guide for z/OS
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AVERAGE OF
ITEMS
----------

15
18
21
24
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Sample Detail History Analysis Report (Exception
Message Report)
DATE: mm/dd/yyyy
TIME: 11.13.22

INFOGIX, INCORPORATED
SAMPLE EXCEPTION REPORT

RECONCILIATION KEY

ITEM DESCRIPTION

---

--------------------

CURRENT
CYCLE
----------

ABC

ITEM
ITEM
ITEM
ITEM

#1
#2
#3
#4

GHI

ITEM
ITEM
ITEM
ITEM

#1
#2
#3
#4

>=
>=
>=
>=

AVERAGE
AVERAGE
AVERAGE
AVERAGE

XYZ

ITEM
ITEM
ITEM
ITEM

#1
#2
#3
#4

>=
>=
>=
>=

AVERAGE
AVERAGE
AVERAGE
AVERAGE

PAGE

PREVIOUS
CYCLE (-1)
----------

PREVIOUS
CYCLE (-2)
----------

>=
>=
>=
>=

>=
>=
>=
>=

AVERAGE
AVERAGE
AVERAGE
AVERAGE

>=
>=
>=
>=

AVERAGE
AVERAGE
AVERAGE
AVERAGE

>=
>=
>=
>=

AVERAGE
AVERAGE
AVERAGE
AVERAGE

1

AVERAGE OF
ITEMS
----------

AVERAGE
AVERAGE
AVERAGE
AVERAGE

Sample Detail Reconciliation Summary Reports
ACR/D releasenumber
DATE: 06/15/97
TIME: 11.16.07

INFOGIX, INCORPORATED
INFOGIX DATA BASE UTILITY
DETAIL RECONCILIATION SUMMARY

COPYRIGHT INFOGIX, INC.
DATA BASE VERSION:

PAGE 001
*******/0000008

SELECTION CRITERIA:
PARAMETER
---------------------------------RETURN CODES
HISTORY KEY 1 (FROM)
HISTORY KEY 2 (TO)
ABSOLUTE TIME (YY:JJJ:HH:MM:SS)
RELATIVE TIME (DD:HH:MM)
ABSOLUTE CYCLE-ID
RELATIVE CYCLES
CYCLE REFERENCE JOB ID
DATA BASE:

HISTORY

ALL
ALL
ALL
ALL
NONE

= USERIDA.TEST.DETHIST

ACR/D releasenumber
DATE: 06/15/97
TIME: 11.16.07

INFOGIX, INCORPORATED
INFOGIX DATA BASE UTILITY
DETAIL RECONCILIATION SUMMARY

HISTORY KEY
---------------------------------------ABC

DEFINITION JOB ID
-----------------SAMPLE STEP1

GHI

SAMPLE

STEP1

XYZ

SAMPLE

STEP1

762

FROM
TO
-------------------- -------------------ALL
ALL

CYCLE
-------00920612
00920611
00920610
00920612
00920611
00920610
00920612
00920611
00920610

RUN
--000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000

RETURN
CODE
-----0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000

COPYRIGHT INFOGIX, INC.
DATA BASE VERSION:
RUN DATE
-------97/06/12
97/06/12
97/06/12
97/06/12
97/06/12
97/06/12
97/06/12
97/06/12
97/06/12

RUN TIME
-------16:05:48
16:05:19
16:04:48
16:05:49
16:05:20
16:04:48
16:05:49
16:05:20
16:04:49
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RERUNS
-----2
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1

ADJ
---

PAGE 002
*******/0000008
RESULTS
--------------IN BALANCE
IN BALANCE
IN BALANCE
IN BALANCE
IN BALANCE
IN BALANCE
IN BALANCE
IN BALANCE
IN BALANCE

7/10/07

Output Reports  C
Sample Database History and Statistics Report (Definition)

Sample Database History and Statistics Report
(Definition)
ACR/D releasenumber
DATE: mm/dd/yyyy
TIME: 10.19.41

INFOGIX, INCORPORATED
INFOGIX DATA BASE UTILITY
DEFINITION DATA BASE LISTING
DSN=USERIDA.TEST.DETDEFN

COPYRIGHT INFOGIX, INC.
PAGE 001
DATA BASE VERSION: 0000018/*******

DATA BASE HISTORY AND STATISTICS
________________________________
DATE AND TIME OF INITIALIZATION:

mm/dd/yyyy AT 15.36.06

DATE AND TIME OF LAST UPDATE:

mm/dd/yyyy AT 10.11.15

NUMBER OF
NUMBER OF
NUMBER OF
NUMBER OF
NUMBER OF
NUMBER OF
NUMBER OF
NUMBER OF
NUMBER OF
NUMBER OF
NUMBER OF
NUMBER OF
NUMBER OF
NUMBER OF
NUMBER OF
NUMBER OF
NUMBER OF
NUMBER OF
AGGREGATE

BASIC INFORMATION RECORDS:
INTERNAL ITEM RECORDS:
EXTERNAL ITEM RECORDS:
BALANCING RULE RECORDS:
SPECIAL INSTRUCTION RECORDS:
FILE ITEM RECORDS:
DETAIL USER REPORT BASIC RECORDS:
DETAIL USER REPORT COLUMN RECORDS:
DETAIL USER REPORT KEY BREAK RECORDS:
FILE INFORMATION RECORDS:
CYCLE TABLE RECORDS:
EXCEPTION SUMMARY RECORDS:
REPORT INFO RECORDS:
REPORT ITEM RECORDS:
REPORT HEADING RECORDS:
REPORT KEY RECORDS:
REPORT COLUMN RECORDS:
REPORT ANALSYS RECORDS:
RUN HISTORIES:

3
4
3
1
1
1
1
5
1
1
3
2
2
8
3
3
8
1
3

Sample Index of Definition Keys Report
ACR/D releasenumber
DATE: mm/dd/yyyy
TIME: 10.19.41

INFOGIX, INCORPORATED
INFOGIX DATA BASE UTILITY
DEFINITION DATA BASE LISTING
DSN=USERIDA.TEST.DETDEFN

COPYRIGHT INFOGIX, INC.
PAGE 002
DATA BASE VERSION: 0000018/*******

INDEX OF DEFINITION KEYS
________________________
DEFINITION KEY
____________________
SAMPLE
000000
SAMPLE STEP1
SAMPLECYCLES
SAMPLEREPORT
SAMPLEREPORT
SAMPLERPT1
SAMPLERPT2

7/10/07

TYPE
_______________
FILE-ID
JOB ID
TABLE-ID
EXCEPTION-RPT
EXCEPTION-RPT
REPORT
REPORT

COMMENTS
________________________________________
CYCLE TABLE
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C  Output Reports
Sample Detailed Job Definitions Report

Sample Detailed Job Definitions Report
Sample Detailed Job Definitions Report (Part 1 of 3)
ACR/D releasenumber
DATE: YY/MM/DD
TIME: 11.16.11

A.
B.

C.

INFOGIX, INCORPORATED
INFOGIX DATA BASE UTILITY
DEFINITION DATA BASE LISTING
DSN=TESTUSER.TEST.DETDEFN
DETAILED DEFINITIONS
________________________

COPYRIGHT INFOGIX, INC.
PAGE 001
DATA BASE VERSION: 0000002/*******

JOB ID:
MANDAYS STEP1
ALTERNATE JOB ID KEYS:
NONE
BASIC INFORMATION:
PRODUCT:
ACR/D
SYSTEM NAME:
MANDAYS REPORT
NUMBER OF HISTORIES RETAINED:
3
RUN OPTIONS:
STORE RUN HISTORY:
YES
REWRITE HISTORY:
NO
PRINT NEW HISTORY:
NO
PRINT ACR:
YES
PRINT DRS RECAP:
NO
PRINT EXTRACTED DATA:
NO
SORTED OR ACCUMULATED DATA:
NO
SET RETURN CODE:
NO
WRITE OUTPUT FILE:
NO
TRUNCATE/ROUND DECIMALS:
ROUND
AUTO-CYCLE IND:
NONE
REPORTING OPTIONS:
PRINT 22 CHARACTER NUMERIC:
NONE
INITIALIZE TEXT ITEM TO SPACE:NONE
CONTROL REPORT XML EXPORT OPT:DEFAULT TO USER OPTIONS
RECONCILIATION LEVEL KEY LENGTH: 40 RTN CD RANGE FROM:
TO
USE BASE DEFNS: N USE FILTER: N CREATE FILTER: N
RECONCILIATION KEY MASK:
N/A
INTERNAL CONTROL ITEMS:
ITEM
DESCRIPTION
L/R/C FORMAT DEC CI# REQD
________ ________________________________________________________________________________ _____ ______ ___ ___ ____
I-001
EMPLOYEES
LEFT
COUNT
0
NO
I-002
WORK DAYS IN MONTH
LEFT
COUNT
0
NO
I-003
MAN DAYS IN MONTH
LEFT
COUNT
0
NO
I-004
SICK DAYS TAKEN
LEFT
COUNT
0
NO
I-005
VACATION DAYS TAKEN
LEFT
COUNT
0
NO
I-006
NET MAN DAYS
RIGHT COUNT
0
NO
I-007
PRIOR PERIOD NET MAN DAYS
LEFT
COUNT
0
NO

COM
___

Sample Detailed Job Definitions Report (Part 2 of 3)
ACR/D releasenumber
DATE: YY/MM/DD
TIME: 11.16.11
E.

F.

CALCULATED ITEMS:
ITEM
CALCULATION FORMULA
________ ________________________________________________________________________________
C-001
ITEMS I-001 * ITEMS I-002
BALANCING RULES:
RULE TYPE
BALANCING FORMULA
_____ ______ ______________________________________________________________________________
R-001 ACT
ITEMS C-001 EQ ITEMS I-003
R-002 ACT

G.

I.

INFOGIX, INCORPORATED
INFOGIX DATA BASE UTILITY
DEFINITION DATA BASE LISTING
DSN=TESTUSER.TEST.DETDEFN

ITEMS

I-003 - I-004 - I-005 EQ ITEMS

I-006

COPYRIGHT INFOGIX, INC.
PAGE 001
DATA BASE VERSION: 0000002/*******
FORMAT
______
COUNT
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REQD
____
NO

COM
___

CODE ACTION FORMAT TOL.
____ ______ ______ ____
3000 NONE
CNT 0 NONE
COM:
3010 NONE
CNT 0 NONE
COM:

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
LINE
TYPE
INSTRUCTION TEXT/NOTIFY ADDRESS
________ ________ ________________________________________________________________________________
S-001
DIRECT
# EMPLOYEES * # WORK DAYS DOES NOT EQUAL MAN DAYS IN MONTH
S-002
DIRECT
MAN DAYS IS OUT OF BALANCE, CALL FRED
FILE ITEMS:
ITEM
DD NAME
NUMBER
KEYS REQUIRED
________ ________ ________ ______________
1
MANDAYS
N/A

764

DEC
___
0

TOL. VALUE
__________

CODE
____
3000
3010

7/10/07

Output Reports  C
Sample Detailed File Definitions Report

Sample Detailed Job Definitions Report (Part 3 of 3
ACR/D releasenumber
DATE: YY/MM/DD
TIME: 11.16.11

A.

B.

JOB ID:
MANDAYS STEP1
BASIC INFORMATION:
REPORT TITLE:
PAGE WIDTH:
PAGE LENGTH:
REPORT OPTIONS:
PRINT KEYS OPTION:
ACCUM KEYS OPTION:
PRINT/TRUNCATE OPTION:
AUTO POSITION OPTION:
PAGE ITEM TYPE:
PAGE ITEM NUMBER:
CASCADE KEYS OPTION:
ALWAYS PRINT HEADINGS OPTION:
XML EXPORT OPTION:
COLUMNS / ROW 1:
COLUMN
______
1

C.

INFOGIX, INCORPORATED
INFOGIX DATA BASE UTILITY
DEFINITION DATA BASE LISTING
DSN=TESTUSER.TEST.DETDEFN
DETAILED USER REPORT DEFINITIONS
________________________________

COLUMN ITEM TYPE ITEM#
________________ ______
(I ) INTRNL ITEM
5

2

(I ) INTRNL ITEM

4

3

(I ) INTRNL ITEM

3

4

(I ) INTRNL ITEM

1

5

(I ) INTRNL ITEM

2

COPYRIGHT INFOGIX, INC.
PAGE 001
DATA BASE VERSION: 0000002/*******

XML INTERFACE USER REPORT
132
50
(Y) ALL
(N) NONE
(P) PRINT
(Y) YES
(K ) KEY FIELD
000
(Y) YES
(Y) YES
(9) USE USER OPT
WIDTH POS. (1/2)
HEADINGS
_____ ____ ___________________________________________
AUTO AUTO (1)&&NO.OF&&
(2)STUDENTS
AUTO AUTO (1)"TEACHER"
(2)"NAME"
AUTO AUTO (1)<'REPORT'>
(2)<'DATE'>
AUTO AUTO (1)<CREDIT>
(2)
AUTO AUTO (1)<DEBIT>
(2)

KEY BREAK INFORMATION:
KEY
KEY
BREAK# SIZE KEY BREAK LITERAL
______ ____ ________________________________________
1
16
<GRADE/TEAM SUBTOTAL> - ?
2
8
<GRADE SUBTOTAL> - ?
3
0
<<GRAND TOTAL>>

LIT
POS
____
005
010
015

LIT
LEN
____
AUTO
AUTO
AUTO

SPACE
BEFORE
________
1 LINE
1 LINE
1 LINE

TOT
COL
___
NO

HEADING
OPTION
_______
RIGHT

NO

CENTER

NO

CENTER

YES

RIGHT

YES

RIGHT

SPACE
AFTER
________
2 LINES
2 LINES
2 LINES

Sample Detailed File Definitions Report
ACR/D releasenumber
DATE: 04/19/28
TIME: 15.01.37

INFOGIX, INCORPORATED
INFOGIX DATA BASE UTILITY
DEFINITION DATA BASE LISTING
DSN=USERIDA.TEST.DETDEFN

COPYRIGHT INFOGIX, INC.
PAGE 001
DATA BASE VERSION: 0000425/*******

DETAILED FILE DEFINITIONS
_________________________
FILE ID:
FILE DESCRIPTION:
A.

SAMPLE
SAMPLE TEST REPORT

FILE INFORMATION:
ACCESS MODE:
DATA SET ORGANIZATION:
DD NAME FOR HARD COPY:
FILE MODEL- FILE ID:
FILE TRANSLATION TABLE:
REFERENCES:

REC-ID: 000001

7/10/07

RESET EXT VAR

BASE MODEL: NO
JOB
STEP
QUAL
________ ________ ____
SAMPLE
STEP1
SEQ
___
001

POS
____
1

LEN
___
3

KEY INFO:

001

10

4

ALPHA

DETAILS:

001
002
003
004
005
006

20
20
20
20
20
20

2
2
2
2
2
2

NUMERIC
NUMERIC
NUMERIC
NUMERIC
NUMERIC
NUMERIC

SELECT:

SELECTION TYPE
_________________
= TO VALUE 1

ACCESS MODE 6
SEQUENTIAL FILE/REPORT

FORMAT
________
ALPHA

TYPE
__________

REL NBR
________

KEY NBR
________
1

COUNT
COUNT
COUNT
COUNT
COUNT
COUNT/FIRST

SEL KEY
_______

SEL KEY
_______

SAME
____

EXT VAR
_______

EXT VAR
_______

VALUE 1
________
000

VALUE 2
________

TRAN TABLE NAME /OPT
____________________

IN EV# OUT II# ACCUM OPTION NEG TRAN TABLE NAME /OPT
__ ___ ___ ___ ____________ ___ ____________________
1 FIRST DETAIL
2 MINIMUM
3 MAXIMUM
4 FIRST DETAIL
5 FIRST DETAIL
6 FIRST DETAIL
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C  Output Reports
Sample Detailed Table Definitions Report (Internal Translation Table)

Sample Detailed Table Definitions Report (Internal
Translation Table)
ACR/D releasenumber
DATE: 97/08/22
TIME: 14.10.46

INFOGIX, INCORPORATED
INFOGIX DATA BASE UTILITY
DEFINITION DATA BASE LISTING
DSN=USERIDA.TEST.DETDEFN
DETAILED TABLE DEFINITIONS
__________________________

COPYRIGHT INFOGIX, INC. 1997
PAGE 001
DATA BASE VERSION: 0000002/*******

TABLE-ID: MONTHS
ITEM
TABLE INPUT
TABLE OUTPUT
________ ________________________________________________________________________________ ____________
001
January
01
002
February
02
003
March
03
004
April
04
005
May
05
006
June
06
ACR/D releasenumber
INFOGIX, INCORPORATED
COPYRIGHT INFOGIX, INC. 1997
DATE: 97/08/22
INFOGIX DATA BASE UTILITY
PAGE 002
TIME: 14.10.46
DEFINITION DATA BASE LISTING
DATA BASE VERSION: 0000002/*******
DSN=USERIDA.TEST.DETDEFN
DETAILED TABLE DEFINITIONS
__________________________
TABLE-ID: SAMPLECYCLES
ENTRY #.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
________ ________ ________ ________ ________ ________ ________ ________ ________ ________ ________
001-010
00920601 00920602 00920603 00920604 00920605 00920606 00920607 00920608 00920609 00920610
011-020
00920611 00920612 00920613 00920614 00920615 00920616 00920617 00920618 00920619 00920620
021-030
00920621 00920622 00920623 00920624 00920625 00920626 00920627 00920628 00920629 00920630
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Output Reports  C
Sample Detailed Table Definitions Report (External Translation Table)

Sample Detailed Table Definitions Report (External
Translation Table)
ACR/D releasenumber
DATE: 97/08/22
TIME: 14.17.34

INFOGIX, INCORPORATED
INFOGIX DATA BASE UTILITY
DEFINITION DATA BASE LISTING
DSN=USERIDA.TEST.DETDEFN
DETAILED TABLE DEFINITIONS
__________________________

COPYRIGHT INFOGIX, INC. 1997
PAGE 001
DATA BASE VERSION: 0000002/*******

TABLE-ID: TRANSTBL
A. TABLE INFORMATION:
TABLE DESCRIPTION:
EXTERNAL TRANSLATION TABLE
BUILD OPTION:
FIRST LOOKUP
STORAGE OPTION:
ACCESS MEMORY
DATA SET ORGANIZATION:
SEQUENTIAL
INPUT FILE DDNAME:
XTRANTBL
B. I/O PARAMETERS:
PARAMETER
PARAMETER NAME
REFERENCE FORMAT
DEC LEN
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION
_________ ________________________________________ _________ _______ ___ ___ ____________________________
1 ABBREV. MONTH
FEXT
TEXT
0
9 ABBREV. MONTH TO TRANSLATE TO ENTIRETY
2 CITY TO COUNTY
FEXT
TEXT
0
13 CITY TO COUNTY
C. TABLE COLUMNS:
COLUMN
COLUMN NAME
FORMAT
DEC LEN ORDER
COLUMN DESCRIPTION
______ ________________________________________ _______ ___ ___ _____ ___________________________
1 ABBREV. MONTH NAME
TEXT
0
3
1 ABBREVIATED MONTH NAME
2 COMPLETE MONTH NAME
TEXT
0
9
2 COMPLETE MONTH NAME
3 NAME OF CITY
TEXT
0
13
3 NAME OF CITY
4 NAME OF COUNTY
TEXT
0
7
4 NAME OF COUNTY
D. LOOKUP RULES:
RULE RULE TYPE
LH OPERAND RH OPERAND
SELECTION TYPE
LITERAL/ACTION
TERM IND
NEXT TABLE
____ __________ __________ __________ __________________ ________________ ________ ________________1 SELECTION: P001
C001
EQUAL TO
2 ASSIGN:
C002
P001
3 SELECTION: P002
C003
EQUAL TO
4 ASSIGN:
C004
P002
F. TABLE BUILD RULES:
COLUMN ASSIGNMENT:
RULE POS
LEN FORMAT
TYPE
DATE FMT LH OPERAND RH OPERAND
LITERAL
____ ____ ___ _______ _______ ________ __________ __________ ________________
1
6
3 ALPHA
TEXT
C001
COLUMN ASSIGNMENT:
RULE POS
LEN FORMAT
TYPE
DATE FMT LH OPERAND RH OPERAND
LITERAL
____ ____ ___ _______ _______ ________ __________ __________ ________________
2
49
9 ALPHA
TEXT
C002
COLUMN ASSIGNMENT:
RULE POS
LEN FORMAT
TYPE
DATE FMT LH OPERAND RH OPERAND
LITERAL
____ ____ ___ _______ _______ ________ __________ __________ ________________
3
16
13 ALPHA
TEXT
C003
REFORMAT CRITERIA:
-------- INPUT --------------- OUTPUT ------RULE FLD
POS
LEN FORMAT
FLD
POS
LEN FORMAT
LITERAL
____ ____ ____ ___ _______
____ ____ ___ _______ ____________________
4 INP
35
7 ALPHA
OUT
45
7 ALPHA
ACR/D releasenumber
DATE: 97/08/22
TIME: 14.17.34

TABLE-ID: TRANSTBL
F. TABLE BUILD RULES:
COLUMN ASSIGNMENT:

7/10/07

INFOGIX, INCORPORATED
INFOGIX DATA BASE UTILITY
DEFINITION DATA BASE LISTING
DSN=USERIDA.TEST.DETDEFN
DETAILED TABLE DEFINITIONS
__________________________
RULE
____
5

POS
____
45

LEN
___
7

FORMAT
_______
ALPHA

TYPE
_______
TEXT

DATE FMT
________

LH OPERAND
__________

COPYRIGHT INFOGIX, INC. 1997
PAGE 002
DATA BASE VERSION: 0000002/*******

RH OPERAND
__________
C004
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LITERAL
________________
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C  Output Reports
Sample Detailed Exception Definitions Report

Sample Detailed Exception Definitions Report
ACR/D releasenumber
DATE: mm/dd/yyyy
TIME: 10.19.41

INFOGIX, INCORPORATED
INFOGIX DATA BASE UTILITY
DEFINITION DATA BASE LISTING
DSN=USERIDA.TEST.DETDEFN

COPYRIGHT INFOGIX, INC.
PAGE 008
DATA BASE VERSION: 0000018/*******

DETAILED EXCEPTION DEFINITIONS
________________________________
EXCEPTION RPT ID:

SAMPLEREPORT

1. EXCEPTION REPORT INFORMATION.
MAX
MAX
CYCLES ITEMS
______ _____
3
5

MISSING
DIVISION SET RTN
CYCLE OPT BY ZERO
CODE
_________ _________ ______
YES
YES
NO

CYCLE TABLE NAME TYPE
_________________ ____

-------------- HISTORY KEY ------------- CYCLE
RELATIVE
KEY1
KEY2
KEY3
KEY4
KEY5
OPTION
CYCLE
______ ______ ______ ______ ______ _______________ ________

SAMPLECYCLES

GREGORIAN DATE

3

2. EXCEPTION REPORT KEY INFORMATION.
KEY LEN
_______
3
3

768

KEY SEQ
_______
01
01

------------------------------REPORT IDS ------------------------------------------------------------------__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________
SAMPLERPT1
SAMPLERPT2
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Output Reports  C
Sample Detailed Report Definitions Report (Threshold Analysis)

Sample Detailed Report Definitions Report
(Threshold Analysis)
ACR/D releasenumber
DATE: 03/08/08
TIME: 10.19.41

INFOGIX, INCORPORATED
INFOGIX DATA BASE UTILITY
DEFINITION DATA BASE LISTING
DSN=USERIDA.TEST.DETDEFN

COPYRIGHT INFOGIX, INC.
PAGE 009
DATA BASE VERSION: 0000018/*******

DETAILED REPORT DEFINITIONS
________________________________
REPORT ID: SAMPLERPT1
REPORT TITLE:
COLUMNS PER PAGE:
REPORT TYPE:
REPORT PRINT OPTION:
TRUNCATE/ROUND DECIMALS:
REPORT MISSING CYCLES:
A.

ITEM INFORMATION:
FORMAT
______
COUNT
COUNT
COUNT
COUNT

B.

DEC
___

RULE
____
000
000
000
000

DESCRIPTION
________________________________________________________________________________
ITEM #1
ITEM #2
ITEM #3
ITEM #4

HEADING INFORMATION:
LINE FORMAT
____ ______
1
1

C.

SAMPLE EXCEPTION REPORT
6
THRESHOLD ANALYSIS
YES
TRUNCATE
NO

POS LEN TYPE
___ ___ ____
1 18
25 20

TEXT
________________________________________
RECONCILIATION KEY
ITEM DESCRIPTION

HISTORY KEY INFORMATION:
----LINE FORMAT
____ ______
1
1

D.

------

POS LEN TYPE
___ ___ ____
1 20
25 20

--------FORMAT
______

KEY ----------

POS LEN TYPE
___ ___ ____
1
3
1 20

SKIP
_______
1 LINE
NO LINES

COLUMN INFORMATION:
PRINT
_____
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

7/10/07

FIELD

BEG
___
0
0
1
1
1
1

END
___
0
0
2
2
2
2

TYPE
____
PCT
PCT
PCT
PCT

FORMAT
________
C
C
C
C
C
C

DEC
___

SEQ
___
001
002
003
004
005
006

CONSTANT
__________
0
0
0
0
0
0

FMT PCT
_______
Y
N
Y
N

PCT DEC
_______

5
2

HEAD1
__________

HEAD2
__________

CNT(DEC-0)
CNT(DEC-4)
AMT(DEC-0)
AMT(DEC-2)

PERCENT
PERCENT
PREVIOUS
PERCENT
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CYCLE FORMAT
____________
CCYYMMDD
MMDDYY
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C  Output Reports
Sample Detailed Definitions Report (Fluctuation Analysis)

Sample Detailed Definitions Report (Fluctuation
Analysis)
ACR/D releasenumber
DATE: mm/dd/yyyy
TIME: 10.19.41

INFOGIX, INCORPORATED
INFOGIX DATA BASE UTILITY
DEFINITION DATA BASE LISTING
DSN=USERIDA.TEST.DETDEFN

COPYRIGHT INFOGIX, INC.
PAGE 011
DATA BASE VERSION: 0000018/*******

DETAILED REPORT DEFINITIONS
________________________________
REPORT ID: SAMPLERPT2
REPORT TITLE:
COLUMNS PER PAGE:
REPORT TYPE:
REPORT PRINT OPTION:
TRUNCATE/ROUND DECIMALS:
REPORT MISSING CYCLES:
A.

ITEM INFORMATION:
FORMAT
______
COUNT
COUNT
COUNT
COUNT

B.

DEC
___

DESCRIPTION
________________________________________________________________________________
ITEM #1
ITEM #2
ITEM #3
ITEM #4

POS LEN TYPE
___ ___ ____
1 18

TEXT
________________________________________
RECONCILIATION KEY

HISTORY KEY INFORMATION:
----LINE FORMAT
____ ______
1

D.

RULE
____
000
000
000
000

HEADING INFORMATION:
LINE FORMAT
____ ______
1

C.

SAMPLE SUMMARY LEVEL REPORT
6
FLUCTUATION ANALYSIS
YES
NO
NO

FIELD

------

POS LEN TYPE
___ ___ ____
1 20

--------FORMAT
______

KEY ----------

POS LEN TYPE
___ ___ ____
1 20

SKIP
_______
1 LINE

COLUMN INFORMATION:
PRINT
_____
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

BEG
___
0
0
1
1
1
1

END
___
0
0
2
2
2
2

TYPE
____
PCT
PCT
PCT
PCT

FORMAT
________
C
C
C
C
C
C

DEC
___

SEQ
___
001
002
003
004
005
006

CONSTANT
__________
0
0
0
0
0
0

FMT PCT
_______
Y
N
Y
N

PCT DEC
_______

5
2

HEAD1
__________

HEAD2
__________

CNT(DEC-0)
CNT(DEC-4)
AMT(DEC-0)
AMT(DEC-2)

PERCENT
PERCENT
PREVIOUS
PERCENT

CYCLE FORMAT
____________
CCYYMMDD
MMDDYY

Sample Database History and Statistics Report
(History)
ACR/D R30V0M00
DATE: 04/01/13
TIME: 13.50.53

INFOGIX, INCORPORATED
COPYRIGHT INFOGIX, INC. 2003
INFOGIX DATA BASE UTILITYPAGE 001
HISTORY DATA BASE LISTINGDATA BASE VERSION: *******/0000003
DSN=YOURFILE.D30.HIST
DATA BASE HISTORY AND STATISTICS
-------------------------------DATE AND TIME OF INITIALIZATION:
DATE AND TIME OF LAST UPDATE:
ESTIMATED NUMBER OF UNIQUE JOB IDS:
ESTIMATED NUMBER OF HISTORY KEYS:
AVERAGE NUMBER OF CYCLES PER KEY:
AVERAGE NUMBER OF ITEMS PER KEY:
NUMBER OF HISTORY KEYS:
NUMBER OF DETAIL HISTORIES:
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04/01/12
04/01/12
15
16
17
18
1
1

AT 14.45.03
AT 16.06.53
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Sample Index of Detail Histories Report

Sample Index of Detail Histories Report
ACR/D releasenumber
DATE: mm/dd/yyyy
TIME: 10.31.22

INFOGIX, INCORPORATED
INFOGIX DATA BASE UTILITY
HISTORY DATA BASE LISTING
DSN=USERIDA.TEST.DETHIST

COPYRIGHT INFOGIX, INC.
PAGE 003
DATA BASE VERSION: *******/0000008

INDEX OF DETAIL HISTORIES
HISTORY KEY
---------------------------------------ABC
XYZ

NUMBER OF
HISTORIES
--------3
3

NUMBER OF
HISTORIES
---------

HISTORY KEY
---------------------------------------GHI

3

Sample Summary of Detail Histories Report
ACR/D releasenumber
DATE: mm/dd/yyyy
TIME: 10.31.22

INFOGIX, INCORPORATED
INFOGIX DATA BASE UTILITY
HISTORY DATA BASE LISTING
DSN=USERIDA.TEST.DETHIST

COPYRIGHT INFOGIX, INC.
PAGE 001
DATA BASE VERSION: *******/0000008

SUMMARY OF DETAIL HISTORIES
RETURN
--LAST RERUN IF ANY--- DATABASE VERSION
HISTORY KEY
CYCLE# RUN# CODE
RUN DATE RUN TIME
DATE
TIME
NO. DEFN
HISTORY
---------------------------------------- -------- ---- ------ ---------- -------- ---------- -------- --- ------- ------ABC
00920612 000 0000 mm/dd/yyyy 16:05:48 mm/dd/yyyy 16:21:09
2 0000004 0000005
00920611 000 0000 mm/dd/yyyy 16:05:19 mm/dd/yyyy 09:41:10
1 0000010 0000007
00920610 000 0000 mm/dd/yyyy 16:04:48 mm/dd/yyyy 09:32:17
1 0000010 0000006
GHI
00920612 000 0000 mm/dd/yyyy 16:05:49 mm/dd/yyyy 16:21:10
2 0000004 0000005
00920611 000 0000 mm/dd/yyyy 16:05:20 mm/dd/yyyy 09:41:11
1 0000010 0000007
00920610 000 0000 mm/dd/yyyy 16:04:48 mm/dd/yyyy 09:32:18
1 0000010 0000006
XYZ
00920612 000 0000 mm/dd/yyyy 16:05:49 mm/dd/yyyy 16:21:10
2 0000004 0000005
00920611 000 0000 mm/dd/yyyy 16:05:20 mm/dd/yyyy 09:41:11
1 0000010 0000007
00920610 000 0000 mm/dd/yyyy 16:04:49 mm/dd/yyyy 09:32:18
1 0000010 0000006

PROGRAM
NAME
-------DET2000
DET2000
DET2000
DET2000
DET2000
DET2000
DET2000
DET2000
DET2000

Sample Detail History Values Report
ACR/D releasenumber
DATE: 97/08/16-TIME: 13.21.54
<--JOB ID
---> CYCLE
RUN
JOB1
00000001 000
RETURN CODE:
VALUES:
1:(
3114 )
<--JOB ID
---> CYCLE
RUN
JOB1
00000001 000
RETURN CODE:
VALUES:
1:(
7934 )
<--JOB ID
---> CYCLE
RUN
JOB1
00000001 000
RETURN CODE:
VALUES:
1:(
123 )
<--JOB ID
---> CYCLE
RUN
JOB1
00000001 000
RETURN CODE:
VALUES:
1:(
25 )
<--JOB ID
---> CYCLE
RUN
JOB1
00000001 000
RETURN CODE:
VALUES:
1:(
2803 )
<--JOB ID
---> CYCLE
RUN
JOB1
00000001 000
RETURN CODE:
VALUES:
1:(
3652 )
<--JOB ID
---> CYCLE
RUN
JOB1
00000001 000
RETURN CODE:
VALUES:
1:(
2744 )

7/10/07

INFOGIX, INCORPORATED
HISTORY DATA DETAIL
HISTORY DATA BASE LISTING
<-------------- KEYS ----------------------->
FROM RECORD
201
3457623
1
1000 PROG NAME: UDS2000 REC STAT:
2:(
3114 )
3:(
)
4:(
<-------------- KEYS ----------------------->
FROM RECORD
215
7483927
2
1000 PROG NAME: UDS2000 REC STAT:
2:(
7934 )
3:(
)
4:(
<-------------- KEYS ----------------------->
FROM RECORD
312
2537252
3
1000 PROG NAME: UDS2000 REC STAT:
2:(
123 )
3:(
)
4:(
<-------------- KEYS ----------------------->
FROM RECORD
312
3625227
4
1000 PROG NAME: UDS2000 REC STAT:
2:(
25 )
3:(
)
4:(
<-------------- KEYS ----------------------->
FROM RECORD
412
6834644
5
1000 PROG NAME: UDS2000 REC STAT:
2:(
2803 )
3:(
)
4:(
<-------------- KEYS ----------------------->
FROM RECORD
708
8200252
6
1000 PROG NAME: UDS2000 REC STAT:
2:(
3651 )
3:(
)
4:(
<-------------- KEYS ----------------------->
FROM RECORD
708
8514698
7
1000 PROG NAME: UDS2000 REC STAT:
2:(
2744 )
3:(
)
4:(

COPYRIGHT INFOGIX, INC. 1997
REPORT ID: UT0502
PAGE
1
DATA BASE VERSION: 0000001/*******
<--- JOB/STEP -->
<-FILE ID->
JOB1
UNIHF
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)
5:(
<--- JOB/STEP -->
JOB1

)
<-FILE ID->
UNIHF

)
5:(
<--- JOB/STEP -->
JOB1

)
<-FILE ID->
UNIHF

)
5:(
<--- JOB/STEP -->
JOB1

)
<-FILE ID->
UNIHF

)
5:(
<--- JOB/STEP -->
JOB1

)
<-FILE ID->
UNIHF

)
5:(
<--- JOB/STEP -->
JOB1

)
<-FILE ID->
UNIHF

)
5:(
<--- JOB/STEP -->
JOB1

)
<-FILE ID->
UNIHF

)

5:(

)

C  Output Reports
Sample Definition Database Update Report

Sample Definition Database Update Report
Sample Definition Database Update Report (Part 1 of 2)
ACR/D releasenumber
DATE: mm/dd/yyyy
TIME: 15.46.32

INFOGIX, INCORPORATED
DEFINITION DATA BASE UPDATE REPORT
DSN=USERIDA.TEST.DETDEFN

COPYRIGHT INFOGIX, INC.
PAGE 001
DATA BASE VERSION: 0000001/*******

----------------------------------------------------- TRANSACTION VALIDATION ----------------------------------------------------TRANS
NO.
T R A N S A C T I O N
VALIDATION MESSAGES
----- ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8 --------------------------------------------00001 SAMPLE
000000 F0 0001*
00002 SAMPLE
000000 F0 0001A6PSA00000
0000000
00003 SAMPLE
000000 F0 0002A
SAMPLE TEST REPORT
00004 SAMPLE
000001 F4 0011A0002042
=KEY:
000
00005 SAMPLE
000001 F6 0011A0007032T
001
00006 SAMPLE
000002 F4 0011A0012072
=VALUES:
000
00007 SAMPLE
000002 F7 0011A0020061+
001
R
00008 SAMPLE
000002 F7 0021A0030061+
002
R
00009 SAMPLE
000002 F7 0031A0040061+
003
R
00010 SAMPLE
000002 F7 0041A0050061+
004
R
00011 SAMPLE STEP1
J0 0001*
00012 SAMPLE STEP1
J0 0001A
ACR/DETAIL SAMPLE REPORT
003YYYNNNNN DS
00013 SAMPLE STEP1
J2 0011AITEM ONE
00014 SAMPLE STEP1
J2 0012A
IC 000
00015 SAMPLE STEP1
J2 0021AITEM TWO
00016 SAMPLE STEP1
J2 0022A
IC 000
00017 SAMPLE STEP1
J2 0031AITEM THREE
00018 SAMPLE STEP1
J2 0032A
IC 000
00019 SAMPLE STEP1
J2 0041AITEM FOUR
00020 SAMPLE STEP1
J2 0042A
IC 000
00021 SAMPLE STEP1
J3 0011A****************************************+00Y001YN
00022 SAMPLE STEP1
J3 0012A
00023 SAMPLE STEP1
J4 0011AI001I002I003I004 000 000 000 000 000 000
E
00024 SAMPLE STEP1
J4 0012AI001I002I003I004 000 000 000 000 000 000+C
E
00025 SAMPLE STEP1
J4 0021AC001 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000
E
00026 SAMPLE STEP1
J4 0022A+0000000000000020
/C
E
00027 SAMPLE STEP1
J5 0011AI001I002I003I004 000 000 000 000 000 000N00000000
E
00028 SAMPLE STEP1
J5 0012AC002 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 0001001EQC A
E
00029 SAMPLE STEP1
J5 0015AD
00030 SAMPLE STEP1
J6 0011ATHE SAMPLE JOB IS OUT OF BALANCE
D
00031 SAMPLE STEP1
J6 0012A
1001
00032 SAMPLE STEP1
J8 0011ASAMPLE
00033 SAMPLE STEP1
U0 0001A
ACR/DETAIL SAMPLE USER REPORT
000000YYPY
00034 SAMPLE STEP1
U1 0011AKEY
00035 SAMPLE STEP1
U1 0012A
K 00110000
00036 SAMPLE STEP1
U1 0021AITEM ONE
00037 SAMPLE STEP1
U1 0022A
I 00110000Y
00038 SAMPLE STEP1
U1 0031AITEM TWO
00039 SAMPLE STEP1
U1 0032A
I 00210000Y
00040 SAMPLE STEP1
U1 0041AITEM THREE
00041 SAMPLE STEP1
U1 0042A
I 00310000Y
00042 SAMPLE STEP1
U1 0051AITEM FOUR
00043 SAMPLE STEP1
U1 0052A
I 00410000Y
00044 SAMPLE STEP1
U3 0011A00GRAND TOTAL
000 33

Sample Definition Database Update Report (Part 2 of 2)
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Sample Definition Database Update Report

ACR/D releasenumber
DATE: mm/dd/yyyy
TIME: 15.46.32

INFOGIX, INCORPORATED
DEFINITION DATA BASE UPDATE REPORT
DSN=USERIDA.TEST.DETDEFN

COPYRIGHT INFOGIX, INC.
PAGE 002
DATA BASE VERSION: 0000001/*******

----------------------------------------------------- TRANSACTION PROCESSING ----------------------------------------------------TRANS
NO.
T R A N S A C T I O N
RECORD KEY
ACTION
----- ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8 ------------------------ --------00001 SAMPLE
000000 F0 0001*
SAMPLE
NOT IN FILE
00002 SAMPLE
000000 F0 0001A6PSA00000
0000000
00003 SAMPLE
000000 F0 0002A
SAMPLE TEST REPORT
SAMPLE
000000 F0 000 ADDED
00004 SAMPLE
000001 F4 0011A0002042
=KEY:
000
SAMPLE
000001 F4 001 ADDED
00005 SAMPLE
000001 F6 0011A0007032T
001
SAMPLE
000001 F6 001 ADDED
00006 SAMPLE
000002 F4 0011A0012072
=VALUES:
000
SAMPLE
000002 F4 001 ADDED
00007 SAMPLE
000002 F7 0011A0020061+
001
R
SAMPLE
000002 F7 001 ADDED
00008 SAMPLE
000002 F7 0021A0030061+
002
R
SAMPLE
000002 F7 002 ADDED
00009 SAMPLE
000002 F7 0031A0040061+
003
R
SAMPLE
000002 F7 003 ADDED
00010 SAMPLE
000002 F7 0041A0050061+
004
R
SAMPLE
000002 F7 004 ADDED
00011 SAMPLE STEP1
J0 0001*
SAMPLE STEP1
NOT IN FILE
00012 SAMPLE STEP1
J0 0001A
ACR/DETAIL SAMPLE REPORT
003YYYNNNNN DS SAMPLE STEP1
J0 000 ADDED
00013 SAMPLE STEP1
J2 0011AITEM ONE
00014 SAMPLE STEP1
J2 0012A
IC 000
SAMPLE STEP1
J2 001 ADDED
00015 SAMPLE STEP1
J2 0021AITEM TWO
00016 SAMPLE STEP1
J2 0022A
IC 000
SAMPLE STEP1
J2 002 ADDED
00017 SAMPLE STEP1
J2 0031AITEM THREE
00018 SAMPLE STEP1
J2 0032A
IC 000
SAMPLE STEP1
J2 003 ADDED
00019 SAMPLE STEP1
J2 0041AITEM FOUR
00020 SAMPLE STEP1
J2 0042A
IC 000
SAMPLE STEP1
J2 004 ADDED
00021 SAMPLE STEP1
J3 0011A****************************************+00Y001YN
00022 SAMPLE STEP1
J3 0012A
SAMPLE STEP1
J3 001 ADDED
00023 SAMPLE STEP1
J4 0011AI001I002I003I004 000 000 000 000 000 000
E
00024 SAMPLE STEP1
J4 0012AI001I002I003I004 000 000 000 000 000 000+C
E SAMPLE STEP1
J4 001 ADDED
00025 SAMPLE STEP1
J4 0021AC001 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000
E
00026 SAMPLE STEP1
J4 0022A+0000000000000020
/C
E SAMPLE STEP1
J4 002 ADDED
00027 SAMPLE STEP1
J5 0011AI001I002I003I004 000 000 000 000 000 000N00000000
E
00028 SAMPLE STEP1
J5 0012AC002 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 0001001EQC A
E
00029 SAMPLE STEP1
J5 0015AD
SAMPLE STEP1
J5 001 ADDED
00030 SAMPLE STEP1
J6 0011ATHE SAMPLE JOB IS OUT OF BALANCE
D
00031 SAMPLE STEP1
J6 0012A
1001
SAMPLE STEP1
J6 001 ADDED
00032 SAMPLE STEP1
J8 0011ASAMPLE
SAMPLE STEP1
J8 001 ADDED
00033 SAMPLE STEP1
U0 0001A
ACR/DETAIL SAMPLE USER REPORT
000000YYPY
SAMPLE STEP1
U0 000 ADDED
00034 SAMPLE STEP1
U1 0011AKEY
00035 SAMPLE STEP1
U1 0012A
K 00110000
SAMPLE STEP1
U1 001 ADDED
00036 SAMPLE STEP1
U1 0021AITEM ONE
00037 SAMPLE STEP1
U1 0022A
I 00110000Y
SAMPLE STEP1
U1 002 ADDED
00038 SAMPLE STEP1
U1 0031AITEM TWO
00039 SAMPLE STEP1
U1 0032A
I 00210000Y
SAMPLE STEP1
U1 003 ADDED
00040 SAMPLE STEP1
U1 0041AITEM THREE
00041 SAMPLE STEP1
U1 0042A
I 00310000Y
SAMPLE STEP1
U1 004 ADDED
00042 SAMPLE STEP1
U1 0051AITEM FOUR
00043 SAMPLE STEP1
U1 0052A
I 00410000Y
SAMPLE STEP1
U1 005 ADDED
00044 SAMPLE STEP1
U3 0011A00GRAND TOTAL
000 33
SAMPLE STEP1
U3 001 ADDED
**********************************************************END OF REPORT************************************************************
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C  Output Reports
Sample Build ACRUPDT Report

Sample Build ACRUPDT Report
Sample Build ACRUPDT Report (Part 1 of 3)
ACR/D releasenumber
DATE: mm/dd/yyyy
TIME: 10.20.41
TRANS
NO.
----00001
00002
00003
00004
00005
00006
00007
00008
00009
00010
00011
00012
00013
00014
00015
00016
00017
00018
00019
00020
00021
00022
00023
00024
00025
00026
00027
00028
00029
00030
00031
00032
00033
00034

774

RECORD
TYPE
-----------FILE-ID

JOB ID

DTL USR ID

INFOGIX, INCORPORATED
INFOGIX DATA BASE UTILITY
BUILD ACRUPDT REPORT
DSN=USERIDA.TEST.DETDEFN

COPYRIGHT INFOGIX, INC.
PAGE 001
DATA BASE VERSION: 0000018/*******

T R A N S A C T I O N
----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8
SAMPLE
000000 F0 0001*
SAMPLE
000000 F0 0001A6PSA00000
0000000
SAMPLE
000000 F0 0002A
404
SAMPLE TEST REPORT
SAMPLE
000001 F4 0011A0002042
=KEY:
000
SAMPLE
000001 F6 0011A0007032T
001
000
SAMPLE
000002 F4 0011A0012072
=VALUES:
000
SAMPLE
000002 F7 0011A0020061+
001
R 000
SAMPLE
000002 F7 0021A0030061+
002
R 000
SAMPLE
000002 F7 0031A0040061+
003
R 000
SAMPLE
000002 F7 0041A0050061+
004
R 000
SAMPLE STEP1
J0 0001*
SAMPLE STEP1
J0 0001A
ACR/DETAIL SAMPLE REPORT
003YNNNNNANNDS
SAMPLE STEP1
J0 0003AM
SAMPLE STEP1
J2 0011AITEM ONE
SAMPLE STEP1
J2 0012A
IC0000
SAMPLE STEP1
J2 0021AITEM TWO
SAMPLE STEP1
J2 0022A
IC0000
SAMPLE STEP1
J2 0031AITEM THREE
SAMPLE STEP1
J2 0032A
IC0000
SAMPLE STEP1
J2 0041AITEM FOUR
SAMPLE STEP1
J2 0042A
IC0000
SAMPLE STEP1
J3 0011A****************************************+00Y001YN
SAMPLE STEP1
J3 0012A
SAMPLE STEP1
J4 0011AI001I002I003I004000000000000000000000000
E
SAMPLE STEP1
J4 0012AI001I002I003I004000000000000000000000000+C0
E
SAMPLE STEP1
J4 0021AC001000000000000000000000000000000000000
E
SAMPLE STEP1
J4 0022A+0000000000000020
/C0
E
SAMPLE STEP1
J5 0011AI001I002I003I004000000000000000000000000N00000000
E
SAMPLE STEP1
J5 0012AC0020000000000000000000000000000000000001001EQC0A
E
SAMPLE STEP1
J5 0015AD+++
SAMPLE STEP1
J6 0011ATHE SAMPLE JOB IS OUT OF BALANCE
D
SAMPLE STEP1
J6 0012A
1001
SAMPLE STEP1
J8 0011ASAMPLE
SAMPLE STEP1
U0 0001*
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Sample Build ACRUPDT Report

Sample Build ACRUPDT Report (Part 2 of 3)
00035
00036
00037
00038
00039
00040
00041
00042
00043
00044
00045
00046
00047 TABLE-ID
00048
00049
00050
00051
00052
00053
00054 EXCP RPT ID
00055
00056
00057
00058
00059
00060
00061
00062 RPT ID
00063
00064
00065
00066
00067
00068
00069
00070
00071
00072
00073
00074
00075
00076

SAMPLE STEP1
SAMPLE STEP1
SAMPLE STEP1
SAMPLE STEP1
SAMPLE STEP1
SAMPLE STEP1
SAMPLE STEP1
SAMPLE STEP1
SAMPLE STEP1
SAMPLE STEP1
SAMPLE STEP1
SAMPLE STEP1
SAMPLECYCLES
SAMPLECYCLES
SAMPLECYCLES
SAMPLECYCLES
SAMPLECYCLES
SAMPLECYCLES
SAMPLECYCLES
SAMPLEREPORT
SAMPLEREPORT
SAMPLEREPORT
SAMPLEREPORT
SAMPLEREPORT
SAMPLEREPORT
SAMPLEREPORT
SAMPLEREPORT
SAMPLERPT1
SAMPLERPT1
SAMPLERPT1
SAMPLERPT1
SAMPLERPT1
SAMPLERPT1
SAMPLERPT1
SAMPLERPT1
SAMPLERPT1
SAMPLERPT1
SAMPLERPT1
SAMPLERPT1
SAMPLERPT1
SAMPLERPT1
SAMPLERPT1

U0
U1
U1
U1
U1
U1
U1
U1
U1
U1
U1
U3
T2
T2
T2
T2
T2
T2
T2
E0
E0
E0
E0
E1
E1
E1
E1
R0
R0
R1
R1
R1
R1
R1
R1
R1
R1
R2
R2
R3
R3
R4

0001A
ACR/DETAIL SAMPLE USER REPORT
000000YYPY
0011AKEY
0012A
K 00110000
0021AITEM ONE
0022A
I 00110000
0031AITEM TWO
0032A
I 00210000
0041AITEM THREE
0042A
I 00310000
0051AITEM FOUR
0052A
I 00410000
0011A00GRAND TOTAL
0000033
0011*
0011A0092060100920602009206030092060400920605
0012A0092060600920607009206080092060900920610
0021A0092061100920612009206130092061400920615
0022A0092061600920617009206180092061900920620
0031A0092062100920622009206230092062400920625
0032A0092062600920627009206280092062900920630
0001*
0001A003005YY
0002ASAMPLECYCLES
TG-03
0003A
0011A03 SAMPLERPT1
0012A00
0021A03 SAMPLERPT2
0022A00
0001*
0001A
SAMPLE EXCEPTION REPORT
061YN
1
0011AITEM #1
0012A
C 000
0021AITEM #2
0022A
C 000
0031AITEM #3
0032A
C 000
0041AITEM #4
0042A
C 000
0011A001 001018 RECONCILIATION KEY
0021A001 025020 ITEM DESCRIPTION
0011A001 001020 H001003 L
0021A001 025020 I001020
0011AY
CURRENT
CYCLE
0000000000C 001

Sample Build ACRUPDT Report (Part 3 of 3)
00077
SAMPLERPT1
R4 0021AY
PREVIOUS CYCLE (-1)0000000000C 002
00078
SAMPLERPT1
R4 0031AY
PREVIOUS CYCLE (-2)0000000000C 003
00079
SAMPLERPT1
R4 0041AYAVG001003AVERAGE OFITEMS
0000000000C 004
00080
SAMPLERPT1
R5 0031A2001003004GTN+0000000000000>= AVERAGE+000000000
00081 RPT ID
SAMPLERPT2
R0 0001*
00082
SAMPLERPT2
R0 0001A
SAMPLE SUMMARY LEVEL REPORT
062YY
2
00083
SAMPLERPT2
R1 0011AITEM #1
00084
SAMPLERPT2
R1 0012A
C 000
00085
SAMPLERPT2
R1 0021AITEM #2
00086
SAMPLERPT2
R1 0022A
C 000
00087
SAMPLERPT2
R1 0031AITEM #3
00088
SAMPLERPT2
R1 0032A
C 000
00089
SAMPLERPT2
R1 0041AITEM #4
00090
SAMPLERPT2
R1 0042A
C 000
00091
SAMPLERPT2
R2 0011A001 001018 RECONCILIATION KEY
00092
SAMPLERPT2
R3 0011A001 001020 H001020 L
00093
SAMPLERPT2
R4 0011AY
CURRENT
CYCLE
0000000000C 001
00094
SAMPLERPT2
R4 0021AY
PREVIOUS CYCLE (-1)0000000000C 002
00095
SAMPLERPT2
R4 0031AY
PREVIOUS CYCLE (-2)0000000000C 003
00096
SAMPLERPT2
R4 0041AYAVG001003AVERAGE OFITEMS
0000000000C 004
**********************************************************END OF REPORT************************************************************
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C  Output Reports
Sample Translation Database Listing Report

Sample Translation Database Listing Report
ACR/D releasenumber
XYZ COMPANY
COPYRIGHT INFOGIX, INC. 1997
DATE: 02/08/97
INFOGIX DATA BASE UTILITY
PAGE
1
TIME: 08.34.07
UNITF DATA BASE LISTING
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------UNITF TRANSLATION TABLE CONTROL RECORD
-------------------------------------TRANSLATION TABLE NAME: SAMPLETABLE
NEXT AVAILABLE TRAN ID: 00000004
CREATION DATE:
97/02/08
CREATION TIME:
08:31:41
LAST UPDATE DATE:
97/02/08
LAST UPDATE TIME:
08:31:41
TABLE NAME
-----------SAMPLETABLE
SAMPLETABLE
SAMPLETABLE

IDENTIFIER
---------00000001
00000002
00000003

ORIGINAL SOURCE VALUE
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------ABC
GHI
XYZ

ACR/D releasenumber
XYZ COMPANY
COPYRIGHT INFOGIX, INC. 1997
DATE: 02/08/97
INFOGIX DATA BASE UTILITY
PAGE
2
TIME: 08.34.07
UNITF DATA BASE LISTING
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------UNITF DATA BASE SUMMARY INFORMATION
--------------------------------------TOTAL TRANSLATION TABLES:
001
TOTAL TRANSLATION IDENTIFIERS: 00000003
UNITF DATA BASE CREATE DATE:
97/02/08
UNITF DATA BASE CREATE TIME:
08:24:53
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Sample Suspense Aging Report
ACR/D R20V0001 - COPYRIGHT 1997 INFOGIX, INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
INFOGIX, INCORPORATED
ACR/DETAIL SUSPENSE AGING REPORT(132)
RECONCILIATION REPORT

DATE: 97/11/23
TIME: 16:24:46

PAGE

1

PAGE

2

SUSPENSE AGING REPORT CRITERIA:
HISTORY FILE ...........
FROM KEY ...............
TO KEY .................
KEY LENGTH .............
REPORT TYPE ............
AGING DATE .............
AGING ITEM .............
REPORT ITEM #1 .........
REPORT ITEM #2 .........
COLUMN #1 ..............
COLUMN #2 ..............
COLUMN #3 ..............
COLUMN #4 ..............
COLUMN #5 ..............

YOURFILE.TESTDHA.USDHIST
START OF FILE
END OF FILE
3
STANDARD
mm/dd/yyyy
1
5
6
mm/dd/yyyy - mm/dd/yyyy
mm/dd/yyyy - mm/dd/yyyy
mm/dd/yyyy - mm/dd/yyyy
mm/dd/yyyy - mm/dd/yyyy
BEFORE OR = mm/dd/yyyy

ACR/D R20V0001 - COPYRIGHT 1997 INFOGIX, INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
INFOGIX, INCORPORATED
ACR/DETAIL SUSPENSE AGING REPORT(132)
RECONCILIATION REPORT

DATE: 97/11/23
TIME: 16:24:46
ACR/DETAIL HISTORY FILE:

YOURFILE.TESTDAH.DETHIST

AS OF: mm/dd/yyyy

HISTORY KEY: 219
<---------------------------------------AGING CRITERIA--------------------------------------->
1- 30
31- 60
61- 90
91-120
>120
DESCRIPTION
DAYS
DAYS
DAYS
DAYS
DAYS
TOTAL
---------------- ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ----------------PAYMENTS
# OF ITEMS
3
2
0
3
7
15
PERCENTAGE
20.00%
13.33%
0.00%
20.00%
46.67%
100.00%
PAYMENTS
TOTAL
PERCENTAGE

$2.28
0.60%

$27.50
7.21%

$0.00
0.00%

$11.55
3.03%

$340.25
89.17%

$381.58
100.00%

PURCHASES
# OF ITEMS
PERCENTAGE

3
20.00%

2
13.33%

0
0.00%

3
20.00%

7
46.67%

15
100.00%

PURCHASES
TOTAL
PERCENTAGE

$104.28
10.25%

$57.50
5.65%

$0.00
0.00%

$56.55
5.56%

$799.25
78.54%

$1,017.58
100.00%

AGING TOTALS
# OF ITEMS
TOTAL

6
$106.56

4
$85.00

0
$0.00

6
$68.10
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C  Output Reports
Generate Program Interface Utility Output Report

Generate Program Interface Utility Output Report
Note:

This is only a portion of a substantially longer output report.

IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.
PROGRAM-ID. AGERPT.
ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.
DATA DIVISION.
WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.
77 UDPWORK
77 UDPERRS
77 WRITE-REQ
77 UDPVARS
77 UDPVARS-GET
77 UDPVARS-PUT
77 INPUT-CNT
77 OUTPUT-CNT
77 FIRST-TIME
88 FIRST-TIME-YES
88 FIRST-TIME-NO
77 DATA-FOR-KEY
88 DATA-FOR-KEY-YES
88 DATA-FOR-KEY-NO
77 KEYS-SET-INITIAL
77 KEYS-SET

778

PIC
PIC
PIC
PIC
PIC
PIC
PIC
PIC
PIC

X(008)
X(008)
X(001)
X(008)
X(001)
X(001)
S9(09)
S9(09)
X(001)

VALUE ‘UDPWORK’.
VALUE ‘UDPERRS’.
VALUE ‘W’.
VALUE ‘UDPVARS’.
VALUE ‘G’.
VALUE ‘P’.
COMP VALUE ZERO.
COMP VALUE ZERO.
VALUE ‘Y’.
VALUE ‘Y’.
VALUE ‘N’.
PIC X(001) VALUE ‘N’.
VALUE ‘Y’.
VALUE ‘N’.
PIC X(006).
PIC X(006).

01

ADX-RECORD.
05 PIC X(004) VALUE ‘0100’.
05 ADX-AREA.
10 ADX-HDR-AREA.
15 ADX-UNIQUE-KEY.
20 ADX-KEY.
25 ADX-HIST-KEY.
30 ADX-JOB-STEP-ACR PIC X(018).
30 ADX-CNUM
PIC 9(011).
30 ADX-CNUM-X REDEFINES
ADX-CNUM.
35 ADX-CYC-NBR.
40
PIC X(002).
40 ADX-CYC-DATE PIC 9(006).
35 ADX-RUN-NBR
PIC X(003).
25 ADX-KEY-FLDS.
30 ADX-KEY-FIELD
PIC X(008)
OCCURS 10 TIMES
INDEXED BY ADX-KEY-IDX.
20 ADX-SEQ-NBR
PIC S9(09) COMP.
20 ADX-FILE-ID
PIC X(010).
20 ADX-REC-NBR
PIC S9(09) COMP.
15 ADX-NOTE-DATA
PIC X(080).
15 ADX-FILE-ITEM-NBR
PIC S9(03) COMP.
15 ADX-UNITF-INDICATOR
PIC X(001).
15
PIC X(008).
10 ADX-DTL-AREA.
15 ADX-VALUE-FIELD-CNT
PIC S9(03) COMP-3.
15 ADX-DATA-X.
20 ADX-DATA.
25 ADX-VALUE-FIELD
OCCURS 999 TIMES
INDEXED BY ADX-IDX ADX-IDX2.
30 ADX-VALUE-X
PIC X(008).
30 ADX-VALUE-C REDEFINES
ADX-VALUE-X
PIC S9(15) COMP-3.

01
01

KEY-NBR-DISPLAY
PIC 9(015).
FILLER REDEFINES KEY-NBR-DISPLAY.
05 KEY-NBR-HIGH
PIC X(007).
05 KEY-NBR-LOW
PIC X(008).
05 KEY-NBR-LOW-PACKED REDEFINES
KEY-NBR-LOW
PIC S9(15) COMP-3.
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History Database Transfer Report

History Database Transfer Report
ACR/D releasenumber
DATE: 07/22/97
TIME: 15.39.22

INFOGIX, INCORPORATED
COPYRIGHT INFOGIX, INC. 1997
INFOGIX DATA BASE UTILITY
PAGE 001
HISTORY DATA BASE TRANSFER REPORT
DATA BASE VERSION: *******/0000001
SUMMARY OF HISTORIES TRANSFERRED
FROM: USERID.TEST.DETHIST
TO: USERID.TEST2.DETHIST2
RETURN
RERUN
RERUN
DATABASE VERSION PROGRAM
HISTORY KEY
CYCLE# RUN# CODE RUN DATE RUN TIME TYPE
DATE
TIME
DEFN /HISTORY
NAME
---------------------------------------- -------- --- ---- -------- -------- ------ -------- -------- ---------------- -------123-45-6789
00940819 000 0000 97/07/19 13:05:09
0000019 0000008 UDS2000
123-57-3591
00940819 000 0000 97/07/19 13:05:14
0000019 0000008 UDS2000
223-22-3619
00940819 000 0000 97/07/19 13:05:15
0000019 0000008 UDS2000
323-16-9876
00940819 000 0000 97/07/19 13:05:15
0000019 0000008 UDS2000
323-23-9920
00940819 000 0000 97/07/19 13:05:15
0000019 0000008 UDS2000
323-66-1111
00940819 000 0000 97/07/19 13:05:16
0000019 0000008 UDS2000
423-16-7864
00940819 000 0000 97/07/19 13:05:16
0000019 0000008 UDS2000
522-34-1643
00940819 000 0000 97/07/19 13:05:16
0000019 0000008 UDS2000
523-29-0046
00940819 000 0000 97/07/19 13:05:17
0000019 0000008 UDS2000
623-00-3591
00940819 000 0000 97/07/19 13:05:17
0000019 0000008 UDS2000
666-26-1235
00940819 000 0000 97/07/19 13:05:17
0000019 0000008 UDS2000
723-25-3618
00940819 000 0000 97/07/19 13:05:17
0000019 0000008 UDS2000
723-57-0092
00940819 000 0000 97/07/19 13:05:18
0000019 0000008 UDS2000
923-44-1234
00940819 000 0000 97/07/19 13:05:18
0000019 0000008 UDS2000

History Database Reload Report
ACR/D releasenumber
DATE: 07/22/97
TIME: 15.35.16
FROM: USERID.TEST.DETHIST
HISTORY KEY
---------------------------------------NAOG
NAOG
453
NAOG
453
C.O.D.
NAOG
453
JEWEL-N
NAOG
453
JEWEL-S
NAOG
453
K-MART
NAOG
453
SAMS
NAOG
809
NAOG
971
NAPC
NAPC
629
NAPC
958
NAPC
958
C.O.D.
NAPC
958
JEWEL-N
NAPC
958
JEWEL-S
NAPC
958
K-MART
NAPC
958
SAMS
NAPN
NAPS
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CYCLE#
-------00960113
00960113
00960113
00960113
00960113
00960113
00960113
00960113
00960113
00960113
00960113
00960113
00960113
00960113
00960113
00960113
00960113
00960113
00960113

INFOGIX, INCORPORATED
INFOGIX DATA BASE UTILITY
HISTORY DATA BASE
RELOAD REPORT
SUMMARY OF HISTORIES RELOADED
TO: USERID.TEST2.DETHIST2
RETURN
RERUN
RUN# CODE RUN DATE RUN TIME TYPE
DATE
--- ---- -------- -------- ------ -------000 0000 97/07/16 16:34:57
97/07/16
000 0000 97/07/16 16:35:05
97/07/16
000 0000 97/07/16 16:35:09
000 0000 97/07/16 16:35:09
000 0000 97/07/16 16:35:09
000 0000 97/07/16 16:35:10
000 3002 97/07/16 16:35:10
000 0000 97/07/16 16:35:05
000 0000 97/07/16 16:35:05
000 0000 97/07/16 16:35:00
97/07/16
000 0000 97/07/16 16:35:05
000 0000 97/07/16 16:35:05
97/07/16
000 0000 97/07/16 16:35:10
000 0000 97/07/16 16:35:10
000 0000 97/07/16 16:35:10
000 0000 97/07/16 16:35:10
000 3002 97/07/16 16:35:10
000 0000 97/07/16 16:35:00
000 0000 97/07/16 16:35:00
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COPYRIGHT INFOGIX, INC. 1997
PAGE 001
DATA BASE VERSION: *******/0000001
RERUN
TIME
-------16:35:04
16:35:09

DATABASE VERSION
DEFN /HISTORY
---------------0000006 0000002
0000006 0000002
0000006 0000002
0000006 0000002
0000006 0000002
0000006 0000002
0000006 0000002
0000006 0000002
0000006 0000002
16:35:05 0000006 0000002
0000006 0000002
16:35:10 0000006 0000002
0000006 0000002
0000006 0000002
0000006 0000002
0000006 0000002
0000006 0000002
0000006 0000002
0000006 0000002

PROGRAM
NAME
-------UDS2000
UDS2000
UDS2000
UDS2000
UDS2000
UDS2000
UDS2000
UDS2000
UDS2000
UDS2000
UDS2000
UDS2000
UDS2000
UDS2000
UDS2000
UDS2000
UDS2000
UDS2000
UDS2000
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History Database Unload Report

History Database Unload Report
ACR/D releasenumber
DATE: 07/22/97
TIME: 15.29.32
FROM: USERID.TEST2.DETHIST2
HISTORY KEY
---------------------------------------NAOG
NAOG
453
NAOG
453
C.O.D.
NAOG
453
JEWEL-N
NAOG
453
JEWEL-S
NAOG
453
K-MART
NAOG
453
SAMS
NAOG
809
NAOG
971
NAPC
NAPC
629
NAPC
958
NAPC
958
C.O.D.
NAPC
958
JEWEL-N
NAPC
958
JEWEL-S
NAPC
958
K-MART
NAPC
958
SAMS
NAPN
NAPS

CYCLE#
-------00960113
00960113
00960113
00960113
00960113
00960113
00960113
00960113
00960113
00960113
00960113
00960113
00960113
00960113
00960113
00960113
00960113
00960113
00960113

INFOGIX, INCORPORATED
INFOGIX DATA BASE UTILITY
HISTORY DATA BASE
UNLOAD REPORT
DATA BASE
SUMMARY OF HISTORIES UNLOADED
TO: USERID.TEST3.DETHIST3
RETURN
RERUN
RERUN
RUN# CODE RUN DATE RUN TIME TYPE
DATE
TIME
--- ---- -------- -------- ------ -------- -------000 0000 97/07/16 16:34:57
97/07/16 16:35:04
000 0000 97/07/16 16:35:05
97/07/16 16:35:09
000 0000 97/07/16 16:35:09
000 0000 97/07/16 16:35:09
000 0000 97/07/16 16:35:09
000 0000 97/07/16 16:35:10
000 3002 97/07/16 16:35:10
000 0000 97/07/16 16:35:05
000 0000 97/07/16 16:35:05
000 0000 97/07/16 16:35:00
97/07/16 16:35:05
000 0000 97/07/16 16:35:05
000 0000 97/07/16 16:35:05
97/07/16 16:35:10
000 0000 97/07/16 16:35:10
000 0000 97/07/16 16:35:10
000 0000 97/07/16 16:35:10
000 0000 97/07/16 16:35:10
000 3002 97/07/16 16:35:10
000 0000 97/07/16 16:35:00
000 0000 97/07/16 16:35:00

COPYRIGHT INFOGIX, INC. 1997
PAGE 001
VERSION: *******/0000011
DATABASE VERSION
DEFN /HISTORY
---------------0000006 0000002
0000006 0000002
0000006 0000002
0000006 0000002
0000006 0000002
0000006 0000002
0000006 0000002
0000006 0000002
0000006 0000002
0000006 0000002
0000006 0000002
0000006 0000002
0000006 0000002
0000006 0000002
0000006 0000002
0000006 0000002
0000006 0000002
0000006 0000002
0000006 0000002

PROGRAM
NAME
-------UDS2000
UDS2000
UDS2000
UDS2000
UDS2000
UDS2000
UDS2000
UDS2000
UDS2000
UDS2000
UDS2000
UDS2000
UDS2000
UDS2000
UDS2000
UDS2000
UDS2000
UDS2000
UDS2000

Transaction Listing Report
All of the Copy History options and multiple other processes generate
the Transaction Listing Report. The DDNAME for the report in your
output will be UNITR. This report shows the process that was executed
and any validation messages. The specific content depends on the type
of processing that generated the report.
This report is generated when you run any of a variety of processes.
These include:

 Direct input balancing
 Delete History
 Extract History
 Update History
 Create Comma Delimited Text File
Following is an example.
Utility Transaction Listing
ACR/D Releasenumber
INFOGIX, INCORPORATED
COPYRIGHT INFOGIX, INC
DATE: mm/dd/yy
INFOGIX
DATA BASE UTILITY
PAGE 001
TIME: 12.52.54
UTILITY TRANSACTION LISTING
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------TRANS
NO.
T R A N S A C T I O N
VALIDATION MESSAGES
----- ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8 --------------------------------------------00001 COPY
HF
#UTL000I: PROCESSING COMPLETED WITHOUT ERRORS
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Access Mode

Batch Definition Transactions

Accumulated Data Detail Report

Calculated Item

Alternate Job IDs

Column Information

A processing option in basic file information that
tells ACR/Detail how to access (process) the
application file. The access mode determines
which detail values are associated with which
reconciliation keys.
A detail report showing the work record data
after all input files are processed and after Stage
2 accumulation is complete. Normally only used
for testing/debugging.
Job definition information that supplies an alias
for a primary job ID. Alternate job IDs are
usually used for testing. They invoke a primary
job ID's definitions. transaction code J0 in batch
definition transactions.

Batch definition transactions are 80-character
records located in the transaction library. They
can be used to specify the reconciliation
definitions (but in a format different from online
definitions).
Job definition information that specifies
computations that use combinations of internal
items and/or other calculated items. Transaction
code J4 in batch definition transactions.
Report definition information that specifies the
format, sequence, and type of columns in history
analysis. Transaction code R4 in batch definition
transactions.

Comma Delimited Text File
Application

A series of related jobs that perform a particular
business function.

Basic File Information

File definition information specifying the access
mode and hardcopy DD information. Transaction
code F0 in batch definition transactions.

Basic Job Information

Job definition information required for each
reconciliation step. Such information as job id,
report title, and job run options must be specified
for every reconciliation step. Transaction code J0
in batch definition transactions.

Basic Process Information

Process definition information specifying the
history analysis process. Transaction code E0 in
batch definition transactions.

Basic Report Information

Report definition information required for each
history analysis step. Such information as report
id, report title, and report print option must be
specified. transaction code R0 in batch definition
transactions.

7/10/07

A file created using the Create Comma Delimited
Text File utility. This file reformats information
from another file (the extract file) that was
created using the Extract History utility or using
the Write Output File option under Basic Job
Information. A comma is placed between each
field and quotes are placed around the text
values in the file. If you download this file to a
PC, with a.csv extension, it can be read by most
PC applications such as spreadsheets.

Control Report

A report that is generated when you run a
reconciliation job. It shows all reconciliation
information, including the detail values,
calculations, reconciliation rule results, and
messages.

Cycle Tables

Used to store the numbers of cycles for which
histories can be retrieved. transaction code T2 in
batch definition transactions.
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Data Extraction

The first phase of the reconciliation function. The
data extraction phase uses the file definitions to
select, reformat, extract, and translate key and
detail field values from the input files, and then
sort, merge, and accumulate those values in the
resulting work records by reconciliation key.

Reconciliation

Applies the job definitions to the extracted data
to perform the requested calculations, apply the
reconciliation rules, and report on the results by
reconciliation key.

Definition

A set of parameters (fields) that determines how
a ACR/Detail process (e.g., reconciliation or data
extraction) is performed.

Definition database

A database that holds definition information. The
ACR/Detail database contains the reconciliation
specifications in executable form.

Definition ID

A generic term for an identifier for any definition
type. The term definition ID can refer to a job ID,
file ID, table name, process ID, or report ID.

Definition Information Categories

Categories of ACR/Detail definitions (e.g., Basic
Job Information, DDNAME, Selection Field
Information, etc.).

Definition Library

A PDS user file used within the user interface to
maintain the definitions in their panel or online
format from session to session. The default table
member is called TBLU01, although multiple
backup members can be created as needed.

Detail Field Information

File definition information specifying detail
values extracted from the selected records,
accumulated for each reconciliation key, and
associated with an Internal Item number. The
detail values can also be passed through a
translation table to convert the value.
Transaction code F7 in batch definition
transactions.
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Detail Values

Counts, amounts, or text strings output by an
application program. Detail values are the actual
values used in reconciliation, and can be
associated with key fields or detail fields.

Dynamic Translation

A feature that allows ACR/Detail to store keys
greater than 40-bytes. Dynamic translation
makes use of a translation database to turn
strings of up to 80-bytes into 8-byte identifiers.

Error Messages

When the user interface cannot perform a
requested function, it displays a short error
message. The error could occur for many reasons.
The message tells you what the problem is, and
(often) what to do about it.

Exception Reporting Function (now known
as History Analysis)

The ACR/Detail facility that produces exception
reports for data that is invalid. Data is invalid if
it lies outside a specified range or does not meet a
specified threshold.

External Items (now known as History
Items)

Job definition information that describes the
detail values for previous runs of the
reconciliation function. ACR/Detail obtains
history items from the history database.

Extracted Data Detail Report

A detail report showing the work record data as it
is extracted from each selected record. Normally
only used for testing/debugging.

Extraction Trace Report

A reconciliation report showing, step by step, the
actions that are taken for each input record as it
is processed.

Field

In the user interface, a space on a panel that
contains user information. Most fields (such as
definition fields) accept input from the keyboard,
although some are for display purposes only.
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File Definitions

Information required by ACR/Detail to select
application file records and extract and reformat
detail values. File definitions identify files, the
records within those files, and the positions of
key and detail fields within the records.

Items)

Job definition information that describes the
detail values for previous runs of the
reconciliation function. ACR/Detail obtains
history items from the history database.

History Item Information
File ID

An identifier containing the 8-character file name
and a 2-character suffix, the file name qualifier
(FNQ).

Report definition information that identifies the
history items to be tested for exceptional data.
Transaction code R1 in batch definition
transactions.

File Items

History Key

Job definition information that associates a job
ID with a file ID, and, therefore, a set of Job
definitions with a set of file definitions.
Transaction code J8 in batch definition
transactions.

File Name

The 8-character prefix of the file ID, which must
be equal to the ddname of the application file.

FNQ

File Name Qualifier. An optional 2-character
suffix to the File Name.

Fluctuation Analysis Rule Information

Report definition information that specifies a
range of valid data values. If values fall outside
this range, an exception code or message is
printed on a History Analysis Report.
Transaction code R5 in batch definition
transactions.

A 40-character identifier of detail values from
history. This key is composed of five keys that are
eight characters in length each.

History Key Mask

A history item option that enables the user to
narrowly control which information ACR/Detail
retrieves from the history database for use in
history items. When ACR/Detail retrieves
information from the history database, this
feature lets the user “mask” the current
reconciliation key by overlaying any of its five
key fields with constant values. ACR/Detail will
then retrieve the record from the history
database that matches this “masked” key. This
feature can be used in conjunction with the
reconciliation key mask feature, which enables
users to easily distinguish information stored by
multiple jobs in the same history database by
assigning unique, job-specific keys. See also
Reconciliation Key Mask.

History Analysis (formerly known as
Exception Reporting)

Internal Items

The ACR/Detail facility that produces exception
reports for data that is invalid. Data is invalid if
it lies outside a specified range or does not meet a
specified threshold.

Job definition information that describes the
detail values accumulated during the current run
of a reconciliation step. Transaction code J2 in
batch definition transactions.

History Data Detail Report

ISPF

A detail report showing the work record data
after all input files and source history records are
processed and after Stage 3 accumulation is
complete. Normally only used for
testing/debugging.

ISPF stands for IBM's Interactive System
Productivity Facility. It allows applications to
use full screen panels in an IBM TSO (Time
Sharing Option) environment. ACR/Detail user
interface panels are usually executed from the
ISPF Main Menu panel.

History Items (formerly known as External
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J0

Transaction Code. See Basic Job Information or
Alternate Job IDs.

J2

Transaction Code. See Internal Items.

J4

Transaction Code. See Calculated Items.

J5

Transaction Code. See Reconciliation Rules.

J6

Transaction Code. See Special Instructions.

J8

Transaction Code. See File Items.

Key Description Information

Report definition information that specifies key
values to be printed (and their position) in the
key portion of an exception report. This
information also defines the number of lines to be
skipped when a key break occurs. Transaction
code R3 in batch definition transactions.

Key Field Information

File definition information that specifies how to
load one of five 8-character fields that together
constitute the reconciliation key. Key fields can
be loaded with data extracted from an input file,
from text supplied in a literal, or from a
reformatted combination of the two. The key
fields can also be passed through a translation
table to convert the value. Transaction code F6 in
batch definition transactions.

JCL Library

A PDS user file used within the user interface to
maintain JCL job streams created through the
panels.

Job definitions

Job processing definitions. Information that
defines the reconciliation rules and processing
options required for reconciliation.

Job ID

Compound data element that identifies a
reconciliation step and its definitions. A job ID
consists of the 8-character job name, 8-character
step name, and a 2-character suffix, the
reconciliation-level qualifier (RLQ).

Job Name

The 8-character name from a JOB statement.
This is the first portion of the job ID.

Job-step

A subset of a job (i.e., a job is made up of one or
more job-steps). Each job-step executes an
application, utility, or ACR/Detail program,
which in turn can invoke the ACR/Detail
reconciliation function.

Key Heading Information

Report definition information that is used to
specify the text, position, and length of a heading
in the key portion of an exception report.
Transaction code R2 in batch definition
transactions.

Key Mask
See History Key Mask and Reconciliation Key
Mask.

Message

Job definition information that supplies lines of
text corresponding to a return code set by a
reconciliation rule. Messages are printed on the
Control Report when the return code is
generated.

Multi-level Reconciliation

A process that provides for the extraction of data
at one level of detail, and the reconciliation of
data at different levels.

Online Definitions

Definitions you enter through ACR/Detail panels,
and which contain the reconciliation
specifications for the application. Online
definitions are maintained in the definition
library.

Process definitions

Definitions for history analysis reports.
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Reconciliation Function

One of the five ACR/Detail system components.
The reconciliation function is invoked by
executing the UDS2000 program. It consists of
two phases: data extraction and data
reconciliation. It is the heart of ACR/Detail.

Reconciliation Key

A hierarchical structure composed of key
segments (the job's "keys"). The key segments,
which are defined using key fields, are the
criteria that will be used locate and extract data
from the input source. Key 1, the first key
segment defined, determines the highest level of
the job’s sort criteria. Key 2, the second key
segment defined, determines the next level, and
so forth.
A job’s reconciliation key can consist of up to 5
key segments, each of which can contain up to 8
positions. This results in a maximum length for
the reconciliation key of 40 bytes.

Reconciliation Key Mask

Reconciliation Rules

Rules enable you to specify the criteria that
ACR/Detail will use to determine if your reports,
files, and other information sources are in- or out
of balance. There are two types of rules: standard
and conditional. Standard rules enable you to
reconcile values from your organization’s reports,
files, and so forth, and set return codes, abend
the reconciliation job, store history, and/or
generate your choice of reports if the values are
out of balance. Conditional rules can perform the
same actions as standard rules or activate
additional rules based on the combined status of
up to ten standard or conditional rules.
Transaction code J5 in batch definition
transactions.

Reconciliation Step

An invocation of the ACR/Detail reconciliation
function. It is identified by an 18-character key
known as a job ID that identifies the Job
definitions.

A job or job-step level option that enables the
user to place a constant value in any of the five
key fields that make up the reconciliation key.
This is a simple way to distinguish information
output by multiple jobs or job steps but stored in
the same history database. See also History Key
Mask.

Reconciliation User Report Basic
Information

Reconciliation-Level Qualifier

Job definition information identifying each of the
columns to be printed on the user report.
Transaction code U1 in batch definition
transactions.

A 2-digit suffix of the Job ID, used to indicate
levels for multi-level reconciliation.

Reconciliation Recap Report

ACR/Detail's reconciliation report and one of its
two primary outputs. The recap report provides a
summary of in- or out-of-balance conditions for
each reconciliation key.

Job definition information specifying the overall
production of the user report, including page
width and page length. Transaction code U0 in
batch definition transactions.

Reconciliation User Report Column/Row 1
Information

Reconciliation User Report Key Break
Information

Job definition information specifying where to
break the user report. Transaction code U3 in
batch definition transactions.

Reformat Field Information

File definition information that specifies how to
rearrange/combine detail values from either the
input records or from a literal area. The
reformatted values can be used in subsequent
selection field, key field, or detail field
definitions. Transaction code F5 in batch
definition transactions.
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Relative Record

A type of record selection criteria specified in
selection field definitions. It allows you to move
forward in the input file a specified number of
records relative to the currently selected record.
A relative record selection type will end a
selection group.

Report Definitions

Information that specifies the exception criteria
and the format for the reports produced by the
history analysis function. The types of
information specified in report definitions include
column Information, key description information,
and threshold or fluctuation analysis rule
Information.

Report ID

A 10-character identifier of report definitions.

Selection Group

A selection group is a logically related set of
selection field, reformat field, key field, and/or
detail field definitions that specify how to select
and extract information from a unique type of
input file record. A selection group always starts
with one or more selection field definitions and
ends with either a key field, detail field, or
selection field definition that uses the relative
record selection type.

Sorted Data Detail Report

A detail report showing the work record data
after it is extracted from the selected records and
after Stage 1 accumulation is complete. Normally
only used for testing/debugging.

Special Instructions (now known as
Messages)

A field that must be present to process a panel in
the user interface. If a required field is left blank,
and <Enter> is pressed, ACR/Detail will display
an error message.

Job definition information that supplies lines of
instructional text keyed to a return code set by a
rule. Messages are printed on the Control Report
whenever a rule with the corresponding return
code is out of balance. Transaction code J6 in
batch definition transactions.

Return Code

Stage 1 Accumulation

Required Field

A 4-digit code to indicate the result of program
executions. ACR/Detail uses and sets return
codes to indicate an in- or out-of-balance
condition.

Run

A single execution of a program or reconciliation
step.

The accumulation of detail fields when detail
values for the same internal item number are
encountered consecutively for the same
reconciliation key. The values are accumulated
according to the access mode and field type
specifications.

Stage 2 Accumulation

This command is entered beside a job ID in a
LIST panel to choose that job ID's or file ID's
definitions for the purposes of either review or
modification.

After all input files are processed, any work
records with identical reconciliation keys are
merged into a single work record, with the detail
values accumulated according to the
accumulation option specified in the detail field
information.

Selection Field Information

Stage 3 Accumulation

SELECT

File definition information that specifies the
selection criteria to apply to include input file
records for processing. Transaction code F4 in
batch definition transactions.
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The process of accumulating values from work
records and history into new history values. This
type of accumulation occurs if the store new
history option in basic job information has been
specified as Y.
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Step Name

The 8-character name from an EXEC Statement
which, together with the job name, identifies a
job-step.

Summary Level Information

Process definition information that specifies the
level of summary to be used in the history
analysis process. Up to 10 levels of
summarization may be used. This information
identifies a process ID with up to 9 different
report IDs.

T1

Transaction Code. See Translation Tables and
Cycle Tables.

Table definitions (Internal)

Information required to access tabled data. Table
definitions identify the table name and the type
of information on the transaction record. See
Translation Tables and Cycle Tables.

Threshold Analysis Rule Information

Report definition information that is used by the
history analysis function to specify a threshold
value for the identification of exceptional data
values. Threshold analysis rule Information also
defines exception messages and codes to be
printed for data values not meeting the
threshold.

Transaction Library

A PDS user file used within the user interface to
maintain batch definition transactions.

Translation Table

Used to convert one field value to another (e.g.,
“03” to “March”) for key fields or detail fields.
Transaction code T1 in batch definition
transactions.

U3

Transaction Code. See Reconciliation User
Report Key Break Information.

UDSINIT

A JCL procedure. The definition database is
created by executing the UDSINIT JCL
procedure. This is a two-step procedure—the first
step consists of IDCAMS commands that create
the VSAM files; the second step executes the
UDSINIT program that initializes the databases.
See also Definition Database.

UDSUPDT

A JCL utility procedure for using batch definition
transactions to update definitions in the
ACR/Detail database. Alternatively, definitions
may be activated online through the user
interface.

Unit Type

The type of storage unit on which files are stored
(e.g., DISK, 3380, TAPE).

user files

Disk data created through the user interface to
contain all of the generated JCL and online and
batch definition transaction records.

User Interface

One of the four ACR/Detail system components.
It consists of a hierarchical group of ISPF panels
through which information is entered. The user
interface mainly includes menu panels and data
entry panels through which definition and JCL
information is entered.

Utilities

Transaction Code. See Reconciliation User
Report Basic Information.

One of the four ACR/Detail system components.
The ACR/Detail utilities are a set of two
programs; one enabling you to update and one to
list the contents of the ACR/Detail definition
database.

U1

validation error

U0

Transaction Code. See Reconciliation User
Report Column/Row 1 Information.
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Occurs if ACR/Detail receives input it cannot
recognize. For example, a validation error would
appear if a batch definition transaction were not
in the correct format.
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Glossary

VOLSER

Volume serial number. The number identifying a
specific DASD volume where an application
dataset resides.

VSAM

Virtual Storage Access Method. A type of dataset
providing random access of application records
through the use of data keys.

Work Datasets

Temporary disk datasets used by ACR/Detail to
store and manipulate work records created
during the data extraction process.

Work Records

Data values extracted from the input files are
used to build internal work records. The work
records are stored and manipulated in temporary
work datasets. Each work record contains a 40character reconciliation key and up to 999 detail
field values associated with that key.
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Build preparation rules
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example 181
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panel 165
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RHS 168
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Constant strings
free-form report codes 608, 609
Constant Translation Data 355
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external translation tables 352
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Control report
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setting the print option 116
Control Report title 116
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in the free-form report 596
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in the free-form report 594
Copy
files to an existing job ID 62
job 59
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Copy history
all records 535
defining 534
reload history 541
selected records 536
unload history 539
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cycle tables 427
database initialization JCL 394
free-form report 590
history analysis JCL 397
history items 132
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messages 187
Create batch transactions 477
Create Comma Delimited Text File 568
Creating
input source 192
internal items 129
Currency formats
customizing 74
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Customer Support 20
Cycle number
running reconciliation 331
cycle number
display and printing 266
extraction 263
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Cycle numbers
in the free-form report 599
cycle numbers
formats 264
Cycle reference history key
specifying for process definitions 433
Cycle table window
accessing 426
Cycle tables
creating 427
saving 428

D
Data Detail Reports 321
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external translation tables 351
Data sets
editing 486
external translation tables 351
Database initialization JCL
creating 394
Database initialization report 48
Database report utilities
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list definitions 512
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print management report 518
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copy history 534
delete history 528
dynamic translation tables 564
expand history 561
extract history 546
free history database 543
lock history database 543
reload history 541
reorganize history 544
unload history 539
update from batch transaction 560
update history 532
Databases
definition 14
history 14
initializing 394
date
display and printing 266
extraction 263
formats 264
storage 265
Date conversion 484
Date formats
system-wide 69
DB2 input source
DB2 extraction method 502
Freeform Editor 492
DB2 tables as input sources 202
DB2 Where Clause Fields panel
expert file editor 299
Debugging reports
print options 125
Default user files
changing 42
verifying 42
Define build rules
external translation tables 364
Definition database
defining 14
overview 38
synchronizing with definition library 58
definition database
updating 678
Definition library
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automatically compress 80
overview 38
synchronizing with definition database
58
Definitions
external table 16
file 16
history analysis 16
internal table 16
job 16
overview 16
saving 54
Definitions, file
editing 312
adding 312
changing 312
copying 313
deleting 313
inserting 313
repeating 313
Delete
the free-form report 607
Delete History
manual 571
Delete history 528
DET2000 control statements
discussed 316
detail field 208, 239
expert file editor 292
extraction variable 244
extraction variable output 247
input record 241
internal item 245
literal area 243
processing 249
DETJNAM user exit 577
DETUHST user exit 581
DETUOPT user exit 576
Direct spool files as input sources 200
Documentation
additional 13
Dynamic allocation
partitioned data sets 72
physical sequential files 71
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using 326
Dynamic translation tables
defining 564
listing contents of database 567

E
Edit
free-form report width 606
free-from report 606
report codes 608
Edit/Submit 486
Execution parameters. See parameters
Exit ACR/Detail 22
Expand history 561
expert file editor 267
additional DB2 Tables panel 298
copying files 276
DB2 Where Clause Fields panel 299
deleting files 276
detail field 292
editing files 277
key field 288
reformat field 284
selection field 279
setting up a new file 267
External translation tables
build options 356
building a table 360
building preparation rules 361
column assignment record 373
constant translation data 352
data set organization 351
defining an assign rule 383
defining build rules 364
defining selection rules 378
defining the table 350
extraction process 344
flow rules 384
keyed VSAM files 353
lookup rules 378
process control 376
process of creating 349
reformat records 371
relative records 370
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selection criteria 381, 382
selection records 367
sequential input file 352
Setting Up the lookup rules 378
specifying input-output parameters 357
terminate options 385
translation process 344
user programs 354
viewing definitions 377
External translation tables windows
accessing 349
External translation variables
selection rule 380
Extract history 546
Extract window
full extraction 302
opening 217
step extraction 302
viewing reports 308
Extracted Data Detail Report 321
Extracted data detail report 125
Extracted values report 307
Extraction
full 307
step 302
translation table 365
Extraction process
related to translation process 344
Extraction program interface
accessing 416
application program interface 406
build definitions 417
components 405
implementation 408
limitations 404
overview 403
test generated definitions 420
utilities 405
Extraction program interface definitions
testing 420
extraction variable 256
examples of uses 258
reformatting 261

F
field formats for file definitions 218
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DB2 tables 202
direct spool file 200
history database 197
physical sequential 195
user program 202
VSAM key sequence 199
Fluctuation rules
history analysis 462
Free form report
report width 606
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freeform output file 101
Free-Form Report
Print Options 605
Free-Form report 117
Free-form report
accessing 590
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control values, entering 594
creating 590
cycle numbers, entering 599
editing 606
free-form text, entering 604
information, entering 592
messages, entering 600
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reconciliation job information, entering
602
reconciliation key information, entering
597
reconciliation key values, entering 597
return codes, entering 600
viewing 612
viewing report codes 607
Free-form text
in the free-form report 604
Free-from report
deleting 607
Full extraction 307
Function keys 31

G

testing 420
Global processing options 77

H
Hard Copy DD
Identifying 201
Identifying for Direct Spool 201
Requesting 391
History
storing 95
History access 137
History analysis
defining rules 459
definitions 16
missing cycle information 444
overview 429
process definitions 430
report definitions 439
specifying history items 445
truncate/round results information 443
using cycle tables with 425
History analysis function
overview 15
History analysis JCL
creating 397
History analysis report
entering key descriptions 448
identifying columns 449
specifying key headings 447
History analysis window
opening 429
History browse 478
History Data Detail Report 321
History data detail report
discussed 125
History database 14
History database files as input sources 197
History items
as related to internal item 132
defining 132
specifying for history analysis 445
History key mask
defining 137
example 140
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conditional 178
Display on Control Report 337
Display on User Report 123, 341
using in conditional rules 169, 173, 181
initial setup 42
Input Source
Deleting 204
Input source
DB2 table 489
defining 192
Internal items
defining 129
Internal Translation Tables
accessing 386
Internal translation tables
overview 385
Item level information
entering for history analysis 441

J
Job
copying 59
flow 15, 17
opening with all associated files 51
saving 54, 59
Job card
setting up 46, 400
Job definitions
calculated items 141
history items 132
internal items 129
messages 187
Job ID
entering 92
Job run options
setting 93

K
Key descriptions
specifying for history analysis report 448
key field 209, 234
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expert file editor 288
Key headings
specifying for history analysis report 447
Key mask
history 136, 137, 140
reconciliation 109
Keyed VSAM files
definition database 38
external translation tables 352, 353

L
Library information
initial setup 47
List contents 567
List definitions 512
List histories 515
Lock History Database 543
Logical expressions 181, 185, 186
Lookup rules
overview 378

M
manual method of entering file definitions
218
Mark-and-capture 364
mark-and-capture method 217
Messages
accessing 188
creating 187
in the free-form report 600
Missing cycle information
entering 444
Modify
free-form report codes 611
history items 132
internal items 129
messages 187
multi-level reconciliation
example 325
levels 325
using 325

N
naviagation
though job definitions 189
Navigate
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On-line help
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How Do I?... 34
overview 33
On-line options
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create batch transactions 477
history browse 478
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restore definition library 470
on-line utilities
accessing 467
see on-line options
Open a job
bringing in all associated files 51
OR logical expressions 185
Order of precedence 153, 165
Output file
creating 323
freeform 101
JCL 106
Override
basic job information 331

P
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Parameters
UDS2000 626
Parentheses 172
Perform date conversion 484
Physical sequential
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Physical sequential files as input sources
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Print management report 518
Print option information
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Printing
Free-Form Report 605
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overview 39
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external translation tables 376
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PROCLIB 39
Program interface definitions
build 417
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view 338
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operations 315
overview 91
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using Dynamic Translation 326
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described 325
entering 112
reformat field 226
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external translation tables 371
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Relative cycle
specifying for process definitions 433
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external translation tables 370
Reload history 541
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viewing 607
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Report definitions view
accessing 439
Report file
defaults 44
Report IDs
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Report options
for report definitions 441
report options
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Control Report title 116
Report title
entering 92
Report width
free form report 606
Reports
accumulated values 310
control 334
customizing with DETCNTL user exit
574
database initialization 48
extracted values 307
recap 338
sorted values 308
suspense aging 522
user 340
viewing after reconciliation 333
viewing in extract window 308
reports 753
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Return code
setting 170, 174, 188
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active 147
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active conditional 166
building 365
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complex conditions in 186
conditional 165
defining for history analysis 459
return code 170, 174
status 167, 172
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rules 147
Run
full extraction 307
reconciliation 330
step extraction 302
Run-time parameters. See parameters 626
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Save
cycle tables 428
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job 54, 59
when exiting 58
Save option
changing 57
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external translation tables 381, 382
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external translation tables 367
Selection rule
external translation variables 380
Sequential input file
external translation tables 352
Skip processing
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Sorted Data Detail Report 321
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Standard rules
defining 155
inactive 169
missing items in 164
Start ACR/Detail
instructions 21
Status column on Save panel 57
Step extraction 302
Store history 95
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entering 435
overview 435
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defining 521
report 522
Suspense Processing
example 328, 329
using 327
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free-form report codes 609
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external translation 343, 344
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generated definitions 420
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